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Introduction 

To many, the very title of this book, Deconstruction and the Possi
bility of justice, would seem to be an oxymoron. At least by its critics, 
deconstruction has been associated with cynicism toward the very 
idea of justice. Justice, so the story goes, demands reconstruction, not 
deconstruction. 

Yet even its critics recognize that deconstruction is, in some way, 
aligned with the marginalized. As we will see in these essays, they are 
not wrong in that assumption. The question then becomes whether 
what has been marginalized should remain marginalized. This ques
tion indeed constitutes a reconstruction, as well as a deconstruction, 
of justice. 

Within literary studies we hear the same cry: deconstruction has 
brought in its wake the clamor for the recognition of many voices 
outside the traditional canon. The writing of people of different cul
tures, nationalities, races and sexes are now given eJWil standing to 
the work of white men. And, deconstruction, so the story goes, is to 
blame. 

This is not to say that all of Derrida 's critics are uncritical defenders 
of the cultural establishment. "What should be" demands an appeal 
to some criteria of justice. Derrida's more liberal critics have focused 
on just this problem. They have insisted that even if one can appreciate 
deconstruction's all iance with the underdog, deconstruction cannot 
provide an ethical basis for this alliance, let alone argue the necessity 
of such an all iance. 

According to critics, the reason deconstruction cannot help in this 
enterprise is that it purportedly undermines the social consolidation 
that must take place if we are even to be able to speak to one another 
about standards of justice. This group of critics is not concerned with 

ix 
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the defense of the established order; they are concerned with justice 
and, correspondingly, with criteria for justification so we can deter
mine which theory of justice is ethically better. These critics also as
sociate deconstruction with a set of code phrases similar to that of the 
more conservative defenders of order. For them, deconstruction pur
portedly undermines public reason, rejects communitarian standards 
of morality, mocks legality and denies even the possibility of shared 
reality given to us in language. Deconstruction is also accused of de
bunking the validity of the very normative, social analysis that could 
explain oppression as oppression, rather than just harmless differen
tiation among groups. 

The purpose of this volume is to rethink the questions posed by 
Derrida's writings and his unique philosophical positioning, without 
reference to the catch-phrases that have supposedly captured decon
struction in a nutshell. Derrida's own essay, Force of Law: The "Mys
tical Foundation of Authority, " clearly expresses his philosophical 
commitment to justice. 

All the contributions in this volume refuse easy answers. As a result, 
we believe it can play an important role in deepening our understand
ing of deconstruction and its relation to questions of law and justice. 
Perhaps, more importantly, we hope with this volume, to widen the 
horizon of how justice can and should be conceived. 

Drucilla Cornell 
Michel Rosenfeld 
David Gray Carlson 

-September 1991 



Part One 
Law, Violence and Justice 
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Force of Law: The "Mystical Foundation 
of Authority" 

jacques Derrida 

C'est ici un devoir, je dois m'adresser a vous en anglais.This is an 
obligation, I must address myself to you in English. 

The title of this colloquium and the problem that it requires me, as 
you say transitively in your language, to address, have had me musing 
for months. Although I've been entrusted with the formidable honor 
of the "keynote address," I had nothing to do with the invention of 
this title or with the implicit formulation of the problem. "Decon
struction and the Possibility of Justice" :  the conjunction "and" brings 
together words, concepts, perhaps things that don't belong to the 
same category. A conjunction such as "and" dares to defy order, tax
onomy, classificatory logic, no matter how it works: by analogy, dis
tinction or opposition. An ill-tempered speaker might say: I don't see 
the connection, no rhetoric could bend itself to such an exercise. I'd 
be glad to try to speak of each of these things or these categories 
("deconstruction," "possibility," "justice")  and even of these syncate
goremes ("and," " the," "of"), but not at all in this order, this taxis, 
this taxonomy or this syntagm. 

Translated hy Mary Quaintance. The author would lik� to thank Sam W�ber for his 
help in the final revision of this text. Except for some footnotes added aft�r the fact, this 
text corresponds to the version distributed at the colloquium on "Deconstruction and 
the Possibility of Justice" (October 1989, Cardozo Law School), of which Jacqu�s Der· 
rida read only the first pan 10 open the session. For lack of time, Derrida was unable to 
o.:onclude the elaboration of the work in progress, of which this is only a preliminary 
version. In addition. the second part of the lecture, the part that precisely was not read 
but only discussed at the same colloquium, was delivered on April 26, 1 990, to open a 
colloquium organized hy Saul Friedlander at the University of California, Los Angeles 
on Nazism and the "Firral Solutwn ": Probmg th� l.imits of Representation. 
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Such a speaker wouldn't merely be in a bad temper, he'd be in bad 
faith. And even unjust. For one could easily propose an interpretation 
that would do the title justice. Which is to say in this case an adequate 
and lucid and so rather suspicious interpretation of the title'� inten
tions or vouloir-dire. This title suggests a question that itself takes the 
form of a suspicion; does deconstruction insure, permit, authorize the 
possibility of justice? Does it make justice possible, or a discourse of 
consequence on justice and the conditions of its possibility? Yes, cer
tain people would reply; no, replies the other party. Do the so-called 
deconstructionists have anything to say about justice, anything to do 
with it? Why, basically, do they speak of it so little? Does it interest 
them, in the end? Isn't it because, as certain people suspect, decon
struction doesn't in itself permit any just action, any just discourse on 
justice but instead constitutes a threat to droit, to law or right, and 
ruins the condition of the very possibility of justice? Yes, certain 
people would reply, no, replies the other party. In this first fictive ex
change one can already find equivocal slippages between law (droit) 
and justice. The "sufferance" of deconstruction, what makes it suffer 
and what makes those it torments suffer, is perhaps the absence of 
rules, of norms, and definitive criteria that would allow one to distin
guish unequivocally between droit and justice. 

That is the choice, the "either/or," "yes or no" that I detect in this 
title. To this extent, the title is rather violent, polemical, inquisitorial. 
We may fear that it contains some instrument of torture-that is, a 
manner of interrogation that is not the most just. Needless to say, 
from this point on I can offer no response, at least no reassuring re
sponse, to any questions put in this way ("either/or," "yes or no"), to 
either party or to either party's expectations formalized in this way. 

]e dois, done, c'est ici un devoir, m'adresser a vous en anglais. So I 
must, this is an obligation, address myself to you in English. Je le dois 
. . . that means several things at once. 

1. Je dois speak English (how does one translate this "dois," this 
devoir? I must? I should, I ought to, I have to?) because it has been 
imposed on me as a sort of obligation or condition by a sort of sym
bolic force or law in a situation I do not control. A sort of po/emos 
already concerns the appropriation of language: if, at least, I want to 
make myself understood, it is necessary that I speak your language, I 
must. 

2. I must speak your language because what I shall say will thus be 
more juste, or deemed more juste, and be more justly appreciated, 
juste this time [in the sense of " just right,"] in the sense of an adequa
tion between what is and what is said or thought, between what is 
said and what is understood, indeed between what is thought and said 
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or heard and understood by the majority of those who are here and 
who manifestly lay down the law. "Faire Ia loi" (laying down the law) 
is an interesting expression that we shall have more to say about later. 

3 .  I must speak in a language that is not my own because that will 
he more just, in another sense of the word juste, in the sense of justice, 
a sense which, without worrying about it too much for now, we can 
call juridico-ethico-political :  it is more just to speak the language of 
the majority, especially when, through hospitality, it grants a foreigner 
the right to speak. It's hard to say if the law we're referring to here is 
that of decorum, of politeness, the law of the strongest, or the equi
table law of democracy. And whether it depends on justice or law 
(droit). Also, if  I am to bend to this law and accept it, a certain number 
of conditions are necessary: for example, I must respond to an invi
tation and manifest my desire to speak here, something that no one 
apparently has constrained me to do; I must be capable, up to a cer
tain point, of understanding the contract and the conditions of the 
law, that is, of at least minimally adopting, appropriating, your lan
guage, which from that point ceases, at least to this extent, to be for
eign to me. You and I must understand, in more or less the same way, 
the translation of my text, initially written in French; this translation, 
however excellent it may be (and I'll take this moment to thank Mary 
Quaintance) necessarily remains a translation, that is to say an always 
possible but always imperfect compromise between two idioms. 

This question of language and idiom will doubtless be at the heart 
of what I would like to propose for discussion tonight. 

There are a certain number of idiomatic expressions in your lan
guage that have always been rather valuable to me as they have no 
strict equivalent in French. I' l l  cite at least two of them, before I even 
hegin. They are not unrelated to what I 'd like to try to say tonight. 

A. The fi rst is "to enforce the law," or "enforceability of the law or 
contract." When one translates "to enforce the law" into French, by 
"appliquer Ia loi," for example, one loses this direct or literal allusion 
to the force that comes from within to remind us that law is always 
an authorized force, a force that justifies itself or is justified in apply
ing itself, even if this justification may be judged from elsewhere to be 
unjust or unjustifiable. Applicabil ity, "enforceability," is not an exte
rior or secondary possibility that may or- may not be added as a sup
plement to law. It is the force essentially implied in the very concept 
of justice as law (droit), of justice as it becomes droit, of the law as 
"droit" ( for  I want to insist right away on reserving the possibility of 
a justice, indeed of a law that not only exceeds or contradicts "law" 
(droit) but also, perhaps, has no relation to law, or maintains such a 
strange relation to it that it may just as well command the "droit " 
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that excludes it). The word "enforceability" reminds us that there is 
no such thing as law (droit) that doesn't imply in itself, a priori, in the 
analytic structure of its concept, the possibility of being "enforced," 
applied by force. There are, to be sure, laws that are not enforced, but 
there is no law without enforceability, and no applicability or enforce
ability of the law without force, whether this force be direct or indi
rect, physical or symbolic, exterior or interior, brutal or subtly discur
sive and hermeneutic, coercive or regulative, and so forth. 

How ar.e we to distinguish between this force of the law, this " force 
of law," as one says in English as well as in French, I believe, and the 
violence that one always deems unjust? What difference is there be
tw�en, on the one hand, the force that can be just, or in any case 
deemed legitimate (not only an instrument in the service of law but 
the practice and even the realization, the essence of droit), and on the 
other hand the violence that one always deems unjust? What is a just 
force or a non-violent force? To stay with the question of idiom, let 
me turn here to a German word that will soon be occupying much of 
our attention: Gewalt. In English, as in French, it is often translated 
as "violence." The Benjamin text that I will be speaking to you about 
soon is entitled "Zur Kritik der Gewa/t," translated in French as "Cri
tique de Ia violence " and in English as "Critique of Violence." But 
these two translations, while not altogether iniustes (and so not alto
gether violent), are very active interpretations that don't do justice to 
the fact that fJewalt also signifies, for Germans, legitimate power, au
thority, public force. Gesetzgebende Gewalt is legislative power, geist
liche Gewalt the spiritual power of the church, Staatsgewalt the au
thority or power of the state. Gewalt, then, is both violence and 
legitimate power, justified authority. How are we to distinguish be
tween the force of law of a legitimate power and the supposedly ori
ginary violence that must have established this authority and that 
could not itself have been authorized by any anterior legitimacy, so 
that, in this initial moment, it is neither legal nor illegal-or, others 
would quickly say, neither just nor unjust? I gave a lecture in Chicago 
a few days ago-which I'm deliberately leaving aside here, evcm 
though its theme is closely connected-devoted to a certain number 
of texts by Heidegger in which the words Walten and Gewalt play a 
decisive role, as one cannot simply translate them by either force or 
violence, especially not in a context where Heidegger will attempt to 
demonstrate his claim that originally, and for example for Heraclitus, 
Dike-justice, droit, trial, penalty or punishment, vengeance, and so 
forth-is Eris (conflict, Streit, discord, polemos or Kampf), that is, it 
is adikia, injustice, as well. We could come back to this, i f  you wish, 
during the discussion, but I prefer to hold off on it for now. 
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Since this colloquium is devoted to deconstruction and the possibil
itv of justice, my first thought is that in the many texts considered 
"deconstructive", and particularly in certain of those that I've pub
lished myself, recourse to the word "force" is quite frequent, and in 
strategic places I would even say decisive, but at the same time always 
or almost a lways accompanied by an explicit reserve, a guardedness. 
I have often called for vigilance, I have asked myself to keep in mind 
the risks spread by this word, whether it be the risk of an obscure, 
substantialist, occulto-mystic concept or the risk of giving authoriza
tion to violent, unjust, arbitrary force. I won't cite these texts. That 
would be self-indulgent and would take too much time, but I ask you 
to trust me. A first precaution against the risks of substantialism or 
irrationalism that I just evoked involves the differential character of 
force. For me, it is always a question of differential force, of difference 
as difference of force, of force as differance (differance is a force diffe
ree-differante), of the relation between force and form, between force 
and signification, performative force, il locutionary or perlocutionary 
force, of persuasive and rhetorical force, of affirmation by signature, 
but also and especially of all the paradoxical situations in which the 
greatest force and the greatest weakness strangely enough exchange 
places. And that is the whole history. What remains is that I 've always 
been uncomfortable with the word force, which I 've often judged to 
be indispensable, and I thank you for thus forcing me to try and say a 
little more about it today. And the same thing goes for justice. There 
are no doubt many reasons why the majority of texts hastily identified 
as "deconstructionist"-for example, mine-seem, I do say seem, not 
to foreground the theme of justice (as theme, precisely), or the theme 
of ethics or politics. Naturally this is only apparently so, if one consid
ers, for example, (I will only mention these) the many texts devoted 
to Levinas and to the relations between "violence and metaphysics," 
or to the philosophy of right, Hegel's, with all its posterity in Glas, of 
which it is the principal motif, or the texts devoted to the drive for 
power and to the paradoxes of power in Speculer-sur Freud, to the 
law, in Devant Ia loi (on Kafka's Vor dem Gesetz) or in Declaration 
d'Jndependance, in Admiration de Nelson Mandela ou les lois de Ia 
n!flexion, and in many other texts. It goes without saying that dis
courses on double affirmation, the gift beyond exchange and distri
bution, the undecidable, the incommensurable or the incalculable, or 
on singularity, difference and heterogeneity are also, through and 
through. at least obliquely discourses on justice. 

Besides, it was normal, foreseeable, desirable that studies of decon
structive style should culminate in the problematic of law (droit), of 
law and justice. (I have elsewhere tried to show that the essence of law 
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is not prohibitive but affirmative.) Such would even be the most proper 
place for them, if such a thing existed. A deconstructive interrogation 
that starts, as was the case here, by destabilizing or complicating the 
opposition between nomos and physis, between thesis and physis
that is to say, the opposition between law, convention, the institution 
on the one hand, and nature on the other, with all the oppositions that 
they condition; for example, and this is only an example, that between 
positive law and natural law (the dif(era11ce is the displacement of this 
oppositional logic), a deconstructive interrogation that starts, as this 
one did, by destabilizing, complicating, or bringing out the paradoxes 
of values like those of the proper and of property in all their registers, 
of the subject, and so of the responsible subject, of the subject of law 
(droit) and the subject of morality, of the juridical or moral person, of 
intentionality, etc., and of all that follows from these, such a decon
structive line of questioning is through and through a problematiza
tion of law and justice. A problematization of the foundations of law, 
morality and politics. This questioning of foundations is neither foun
dationalist nor anti-foundationalist. Nor does it pass up opportunities 
to put into question or even to exceed the possibility or the ultimate 
necessity of questioning, of the questioning form of thought, interro
gating without assurance or prejudice the very history of the question 
and of its philosophical authority. For there is an authority-and so a 
legitimate force in the questioning form of which one might ask one
self whence it derives such great force in our tr�dition. 

If, hypothetically, it had a proper place, which is precisely what 
cannot be the case, such a deconstructive "questioning" or meta
questioning would be more at home in law schools, perhaps also
this sometimes happens-in theology or architecture departments, 
than in philosophy departments and much more than in the literature 
departments where it has often been thought to belong. That is why, 
without knowing them well from the inside, for which I feel I am to 
blame, without pretending to any familiarity with them, I think that 
the developments in "critical legal studies" or in work by people like 
Stanley Fish, Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Drucilla Cornell, Sam Weber 
and others, which situates itself in relation to the articulation between 
literature and philosophy, law and politico-institutional problems, are 
today, from the point of view of a certain deconstruction, among the 
most fertile and the most necessary. They respond, it seems to me, to 
the most radical programs of a deconstruction that would like, in or
der to be consistent with itself, not to remain enclosed in purely spec
ulative, theoretical, academic discourses but rather (with all due re
spect to Stanley Fish) to aspire to something more consequential, to 
change things and to intervene in an efficient and responsible, though 
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always, of course, very mediated way, not only in the profession but 
in what one calls the cite, the polis and more generally the world. Not, 
doubtless, to change things in the rather naive sense of calculated, 
deliberate and strategically controlled intervention, but in the sense of 
maximum i ntensification of a transformation in progress, in the name 
of neither a simple symptom nor a simple cause (other categories are 
required here) .  In an industrial and hyper-technologized society, aca
demia is less than ever the monadic or monastic ivory tower that in 
any case it never was. And this is particularly true of "law schools." 

I hasten to add here, briefly, the following three points: 
I .  This conjunction or conjuncture is no doubt inevitable between, 

on the one hand, a deconstruction of a style more directly philosoph
ical or motivated by literary theory and, on the other hand, juridico
lirerary reflection and "critical legal studies." 

2. It is certainly not by chance that this conjunction has developed 
in such an interesting way in this country; this is another problem
urgent and compelling-that I must leave aside for lack of time. There 
are no doubt profound and complicated reasons of global dimensions, 
I mean geo-political and not merely domestic, for the fact that this 
development should be first and foremost North American. 

3. Above all, if it has seemed urgent to give our attention to this 
joint or concurrent development and to participate in it, it is just as 
viral that we do not confound largely heterogeneous and unequal dis
courses, styles and discursive contexts. The word "deconstruction" 
could, in certain cases, induce or encourage such a confusion. The 
word itself gives rise to so many misunderstandings that one wouldn't 
want to add to them by reducing all the styles of critical legal studies 
to one or by making them examples or extensions of Deconstruction 
with a capital " D." However unfamiliar they may be to me, I know 
that these efforts in critical legal studies have their history, their con
text, and their proper idiom; in relation to such a philosophico
Jeconstructive questioning they are often (we shall say for the sake of 
brevity) uneven, timid, approximating or schematic, not to mention 
hdated, although their specialization and the acuity of their technical 
competence puts them, on the other hand, very much in advance of 
whatever state deconstruction finds itself in a more literary or philo
�ophical field. Respect for contextual, academico-institutional, discur
sive specificities, mistrust for analogies and hasty transpositions, for 
confused homogenizations, seem to me to be the first imperatives the 
way things stand today. I hope in any case that this encounter will 
leave us with the memory of disparities and disputes at least as much 
as it leaves us with agreements, with coincidences or consensus. 

I said a moment ago: it only appears that deconstruction, in its 
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manifestations most recognized as such, hasn't "addressed," as one 
says in English, the problem of justice. It only appears that way, but 
one must account for appearances, "keep up appearances" as Aris
totle said, and that is how I'd like to employ myself here: to show why 
and how what is now called Deconstruction, while seeming not to 
"address" the problem of justice, has done nothing but address it, i f  
only obliquely, unable to do so directly. Obliquely, as at this very mo
ment, in which I'm preparing to demonstrate that one cannot speak 
directly about justice, thematize or objectivize justice, say "this is just" 
and even less "I am just," without immediately betraying justice, if  not 
law (droit). •  

But I have not yet begun. I staned by saying that I must address 
myself to you in your language and announced right away that I 've 
always found at least two of your idiomatic expressions invaluable, 
indeed irreplaceable. One was "to enforce the law," which always re
minds us that if justice is not necessarily la-.v (droit) or the law, it 
cannot become. justice legitimately or de jure except by withholding 
force or rather by appealing to force from its first moment, from its 
first word. "At the beginning of justice there was logos, speech or 
language," which is not necessarily in contradiction with another in
cipit, namely, " In the beginning there will have been force." 

Pascal says it in a fragment I may return to later, one of his famous 
"pensees," as usual more difficult than it seems. It starts like this: "Jus
tice, force.-11 est juste que ce qui est juste soit suivi ,  il est necessaire 
que ce qui est le plus fort soit suivi." Uustice, force.-lt is just that 
what is just be followed, it is necessary that what is strongest be fol
lowed" frag. 298, Brunschvicq edition) The beginning of this frag
ment is already extraordinary, at least in the rigor of its rhetoric. It  
says that what is just must be followed ( followed by consequence, 
followed by effect, applied, enforced ) and that what is strongest must 
also be followed (by consequence, effect, and so on). In other words, 
the common axiom is that the just and the strongest, the most just as 
or as well as the strongest, must be followed. But this "must be fol
lowed," common to the just and the strongest, is " right" ( "juste") in 
one case, "necessary" in the other: " I t  is just that what is just be fol
lowed" -in other words, the concept or idea of the just, in the sen"Se 
of justice, implies analytically and a priori that the just be "suivi," 
followed up, enforced, and it is just-also in the sense of "just 
right" -to think this way. "It is necessary that what is strongest be 
enforced." 

And Pascal continues: " La justice sans Ia force est impuissante" 
("Justice without force is impotent")-in other words, justice isn't 
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justice, it is not achieve� ifi!_ci_o�s�'t have the force to be "enforced;" 
a powerless justice is not justice, in the sense of droit-"la force sans 
{t.l justice est tyrannique. La justice sans force est contredite, parce qu'il 
v u toujours des mechants; Ia force sans Ia justice est accusee. II (aut 
;feme mettre ensemble Ia justice et Ia force; et pour cela faire que ce 
qui est juste soit fort, ou-que ce qui est fort soit juste" ( " force without 
justice is tyrannical. Justice without force is contradictory, as there are 
<tlways the wicked; force without justice is accused of wrong. And so 
it is necessa ry to put justice and force together; and, for this, to make 
sure that what is just be strong, or what is strong be just.") It is diffi
cult to decide whether the "it is necessary" in this conclusion ("And 
so it is necessary- to -put )iistice- and force together") is an "it is neces
sary" prescribed by what is just in justice or by what is necessary In 
force. Buf that is a· pointless hesitation since jt.,!�ti_ce demands, as ius
rice, recourse to force. The necessity of force is implied, then, in the 
"juste" in " justice;fJ · - -

This pensle; what continues and concludes it ( "And so, since it was 
not possible to make the just strong, the strong have been made just") 
deserves a longer analysis than I can offer here. The principle of my 
analysis (or rather of my active and anything but non-violent interpre
tation), of the interpretation at the heart of what I will indirectly pro
pose in the course of this lecture, will, notably in the case of this Pascal 
pensee, run counter to tradition and to its most obvious context. This 
context and the conventional interpretation that it seems to dictate 
runs, precisely, in a conventionalist direction toward the sort of pes
simistic, relativistic and empiricist skepticism that drove Arnaud to 
suppress these pensees in the Port Royal edition, alleging that Pascal 
wrote them under the impression of a reading of Montaigne, who 
thought that laws were not in themselves just but rather were just only 
because they were laws. It is true that MOntaigne i.Jsed an interesting 
expression, which Pascal takes up for his- own purposes and which I'd 
also like to reinterpret and to consider apart from its most conven
tional and conventionalist reading. The expression is "(on dement 
mystique de /'autorite," "mystical foundation of authority." Pascal 
cites Montaigne with�ut naming him when he writes in pensee 293: 

" . . . l'un dit que /'essence de Ia justice est /'autorite du legislateur, 
l' .. wtre Ia commodite du souverain, /'aut7e Ia coutume presente; et c'est 
lc plus sur: rien, suivant Ia seule raison, n 'est juste de soi; tout branle 
•Wee le temps. La coutume fait toute / 'equite, par cette seule raison 
qu'elle est refiue; c'est le fondement mystique de son autorite. Qui Ia 
ramene a son principe, /'aneantit." ( " . . .  one man says that the essence 
of justice is the authority of the legislator, another that it is the con-
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venience of the king, another that it is current custom; and the latter 
is closest to the truth: simple reason tells us that nothing is just in 
itself; everything crumbles with time. Custom is the sole basis for 
equity, for the simple reason that it is received; it is the mystical foun
dation of its authority. Whoever traces it to its source annihilates it.") 

Montaigne was in fact talking about a "mystical foundation" of the 
authority of laws: "Or les loix," he says, "se maintiennent en credit, 
non parce qu'e/les sont /ustes, mais parce qu'e/les sont loix: c'est le 
fondement mystique de leur auctorite, elles n 'en ont point d'autre . . . .  
Quiconque leur obeit parce qu'e/les sont justes, ne leur obeit pas jus
tement par ou il doibt" ("And so laws keep up their good standing, 
not because they are just, but because they are laws: that is the mys
tical foundation of their authority, they have no other . . . .  Anyone 
who obeys them because they are just is not obeying them the way he 
ought to.")2 

Here Montaigne is clearly distinguishing laws� that is to say droit, 
from justice. The justice of  law, justice as law is n�t justice. Laws ar� 
nQU!ist ·as laws:-Oile obeys them not 6ecausethey are just but because 
they have authority. 

Little by little I shall explain what I understand by this expression 
"mystical foundation of authority." It is true that Montaigne also 
wrote the following, which must, again, be interpreted by going be
yond its simply conventional and conventionalist surface: "(notre 
droit meme a, dit-on des fictions legitimes sur lesquelles il fonde Ia 
verite de sa justice) "; "(even our law, it is said, has legitimate fictions 
on which it founds the truth of its justice)." I used these words as an 
epigraph to a text on Vor dem Gesetz. What is a legitimate fiction? 
What does it mean to establish the truth of justice? These are among 
the questions that await us. It is true that Montaigne proposed an 
analogy between this supplement of a legitimate fiction, that is, the 
fiction necessary to establish the truth of justice, and the supplement 
of artifice called for by a deficiency in nature, as if the absence of 
natural law called for the supplement of historical or positive, that is 
to say, fictionaf, law (droit) , just as-to use Montaigne's analogy
" les femmes qui emploient des dents d'ivoire ou les leurs naturelles 
leur manquent, et, au lieu de leur vrai teint, en forgent un de que/que 
matiere etrangere . . .  " (Livre II, ch. XII, p. 601 Pleiade); ("women 
who use ivory teeth when they're missing their real ones, and who, 
instead of showing their true complexion, forge one with some foreign 
material . . . " ) . 

Perhaps the Pascal pensee that, as he says, "puts together" justice 
and force and makes force an essential predicate of justice (by which 
he means "droit" more than justice) goes beyond a conventionalist or 
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utilitarian relativism, beyond a nihilism, old or new, that would make 
the law a "masked power," beyond the cynical moral of La Fontaine's 
"The Wolf and the Sheep," according to which "La raison du plus fort 
est toujours Ia meilleure" ( "Might makes right"). 

The Pascalian critique, in its principle, refers us back to original sin 
and to the corruption of natural laws by a reason that is itself corrupt. 
( .. II y a sans doute des lois nature lies; mais cette belle raisona tout 
corrompu," section IV, 294; "There are, no doubt, natural laws; but 
this fine thing called reason has corrupted everything," and elsewhere: 
.. Notre justice s 'aneantit devant Ia justice divine," 263 ; "Our justice 
comes to nothing before divine justice." I cite these pensees to prepare 
for our reading of Benjamin.) 

But if  we set aside the functional mechanism of the Pascalian cri
tique, if  we dissociate it from Christian pessimism, which is not im
possible, then we can find in it, as in Montaigne, the basis for a mod
ern critical philosophy, indeed for a critique of juridical ideology, a 
desedimentation of the superstructures of law that both hide and re
flect the economic and political interests of the dominant forces of 
society. This would be both possible and always useful. 

But beyond its principle and its mechanism, this Pascalian pensee 
perhaps concerns a more intrinsic structure, one that a critique of ju
ridical ideology should never overlook. The very emergence of justice 
and law, the founding and justifying m<iment that institutes law im
plies a performative force, which is always an interpretative force: this 
time not in the sense of law in the service of force, its docile instru
ment, servi le and thus exterior to the dominant power, but rather in 
the sense of law that would maintain a more internal, more complex 
relation with what one calls force, power or violence. Justice-in the 
sense of droit ( right or law)-would not simply be put in the service 
of a social force or power, for example an economic, political, ideo
logical power that would exist outside or before it and which it would 
have to accommodate or bend to when useful. lts very moment of 
foundation or institution (which in any case is never a moment in
scribed in the homogeneous tissue of a history, since it is ripped apart 
with one decision), the operation that amounts to founding, inaugu
rating, justifying law (droit) , making law, would consist of a coup de 
force, of a performarive and therefore interpretative violence that in 
itself is neither just nor unjust and that no justice and no previous law 
with its founding anterior moment could guarantee or contradict or 
invalidate. No justificatory discourse could or should insure the role 
of metalanguage in relation to the performativity of institutive lan
guage or to its dominant interpretation. 

Here the discourse comes up against its l imit: in itself, in i_�s per-
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f,2LIJlative power itself. _It is what I here propose to call the mystical. 
Here a silence is walled up in the violent structure of the founding act. 
Walled up, wal led in because silence is not exterior to language. It is 
in this sense that I would be tempted to interpret, beyond simple com
mentary, what Montaigne and Pascal call the mystical foundation of 
authority. One can always turn what I am doing or saying here back 
onto -or against-the very thing that I am saying is happening thus 
at the origin of every institution. I would therefore take the use of the 
word " mystical" in what I 'd venture to call a rather Wingensteinian 
direction. These texts by Montaigne and Pascal, along with the texts 
from the tradition to which they belong and the rather active interpre
tation of them that I propose, could be brought into Stanley Fish's 
discussion in " Force" (Doing What Comes Naturally) of Hart's Con
cept of Law, and several others, implicitly including Rawls, himself 
criticized by Hart, as well as into many debates illuminated by certain 
texts of Sam Weber on the agnostic and not simply intra-institutional 
or mono-institutional character of certain conflicts in Institution and 
lnterpretation.-1 

Since the origin of authority, the foundation or ground, th�J>osiJion 
of the law can't by definition rest on anything but the'!l��lve��yare 
themselves a violence without ground. Which is not to say that they 
are in themselves unjust, in the sense of "il legal_." They ar� neither 
legal nor il legal in their founding moment. They exceed the opposition 
between founded and unfounded, or between any foundationalism or 
anti-foundational ism. Even if the success of performatiyes that found 
law or right (for example, and this is more than an exampte;of a state 
as guarantor of a right) presupposes earlier co(!d_i_tions a11d conven
tions (for example in the national or international arena), the same 
"mystical"  l imit will reappear at the supposed origin of said condi
tions, rules or conventions, and at the origin of their dominant inter
pretation. 

The structure I am describing here is a structure in which law (droit) 
is essentially deconstructible, whether because it Is- four1de0, con
structed on interpretable and transformable textual strata (and that is 
d1enisfory of law [droit], its possible and necessary transformation, 
sometimes its amelioration), or because its ultimate foundation is by 
d'"efinition unfo-unded." The fact that law is deconstrucrible is not-bad 
ne-;;-·we may even see in this a stroke of luck for politics, for all 
historical progress. But the paradox that I'd like to submit for discus
sion is the following: it is this deconstructible structure of law (droit), 
or if you prefer of justice as droit, that also insures the possibility of 
deconstruction. Justice in itself, if such a thing exists, outside or be
yond law, is not deconstructible. No more than deconstruction itself, 
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d such a thing exists. Deconstruction i s  justice. It i s  perhaps because 
l.lw (droit) (which I will consistently try to distinguish -f��� justicef is 
constructible, in a sense that goes beyond the opposition between con-.: 
\ cntionand natu-re;lfi's-pe-rhaps insofar as it goes. beyond thisoppo: 
.;irion th�rit is constructible and so deconstructible and, what's more, 
that it makes deconstruction possible, or at teasl the practice of a de
construction that, fundamentally, always procee4s to_ qu�stion�f 
droit and to the sub)ect of droit. ( 1 )  The deconstructibility of law 
idmit), of le.sality, legitimacy or legitimation (for examplermaJreS-ae
construction possible. (2) The_ undeco-nstnidibility of justice also 
mak��p_ecqns!r!ICJ.io.n possible, indeed is inseparable from it. (3) the 
result: d�_const!uction takes place iii- rh� Interval that separ���s _�he 
undeconstructibility of justice from the aeconstructibility of droit (au
thority, legitimacy, and so on). It is possible as an experience of the 
impossible, there where, even if it does not exist (or does not yet ex
ist, or never does exist), there is justice. Wherever one can replace, 
translate, determine the x of justice, one should say: deconstruction 
is possible, as impossible, to the extent (there) where there is (uncle
constructible) x, thus to the extent (there) where there is (the undecon
structible). 

In other words, the hypothesis and propositions toward which I'm 
tentatively moving here call more for the subtitle: justice as the pos
sibility of deconstruction, the structure of law (droit) or of the law, the 
foundation or the self-authorization of law (droit) as the possibility of 
the exercise of deconstruction. I'm sure this isn't altogether clear; I 
hope, though I 'm not sure of it, that it will become a linle clearer in a 
moment. 

I've said, then, that I have not yet begun. Perhaps I'll never begin 
and perhaps this colloquium will have to do without a "keynote," 
except that I've already begun. I authorize myself-but by what 
right?-to multiply protocols and detours. I began by saying that I 
was in love with at least two of your idioms. One was the word "en
forceabil ity," the other was the transitive use of the verb "to address." 
In French, one addresses oneself to someone, one addresses a letter or 
.1  word, also a transitive use, without being sure that they will arrive 
at their destination, but one does not address a problem. Still less does 
one address someone. Tonight I have agreed by contract to address, in 
English, a problem, that is to go straight toward it and straight toward 
�·ou, thematically and without detour, in addressing myself to you in 
�·our language. Between law or right, the rectitude of address, direc
tion and uprightness, we should be able to find a direct line of com
munication and to find ourselves on the right track. Why does decon
struction have the reputation, justified or not, of treating things 
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obliquely, indirectly, with "quotation marks," and of always asking 
whether things arrive at the indicated address? Is this reputation de
served ? And, deserved or not, how does one explain it? 

And so we have already, in the fact that I speak another's language 
and break with my own, in the fact that I give myself up to the other, 
a singular mixture of force, justesse and justice. 

And I am obliged, it is an obligation, to "address" in English, as 
you say in your language, infinite problems, infinite in their number, 
infinite in their history, infinite in their structure, covered by the title 
Deconstruction and the Possibility of justice. But we already know 
that these problems are not infinite simply because they are infinitely 
numerous, nor because they are rooted in the infinity of memories and 
cultures (religious, philosophical, juridical, and so forth) that we shall 
never master. They are infinite, if we may say so, in themselves, be
cause they require the very experience of the aporia that is not unre
lated to what I just called the " mystical." When I say that they require 
the very experience of aporia, I mean two things. (1) As its name in
dicates, an experience is a traversal, something that traverses and trav
els toward a destination for which it finds the appropriate passage. 
The experience finds its way, its passage, it is possible. And in this 
sense it is impossible to have a full experience of aporia, that is, of 
something that does not allow passage. An aporia is a non-road. From 
this point of view, justice would be the experience that we are not able 
to experience. We shall soon encounter more than one aporia that we 
shall not be able to pass. But (2) I think that there is no justice without 
this experience, however impossible it may be, of aporia.J..�stice is an 
e"perience of the impossible. A will, a desire, a demand for justice 
whose structure wouldn't be an experience of aporia would have no 
chance to be what it is, namely, a call for justice. Every time that 
something comes to pass or turns out well, every time that we placidly 
apply a good rule to a particular case, to a correctly subsumed ex
ample, according to a determinant judgment, we can be sure that law 
(droit) may find itself accounted for, but certainly not justice. Law 
(droit) is not justice. Law is the element of calculation , and it is

�
just 

that there be law, but justice is incalculable, it requires us to calculate 
with the incalculable; and aporetic experiences are the experiences, as 
i'!lprobable as they are necessary, of justice, that is to say of moments 
in which the decision between just and unjust" is never insured by a 
rule. 

- - -

And so I must address myself to you and "address" problems, I 
must do it briefly and in a foreign language. To do it briefly, I ought 
to do it as directly as possible, going straight ahead, without detour, 
without historical alibi, without obliqueness, toward you, supposedly 
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the primary addressees of this discourse, but at the same time toward 
the place of essential decision for said problems. Address-as direc
tion, as rectitude-says something about droit ( law or right) ;  and 
what we must not forget when we want justice, when we want to be 
just, is the rectitude of address. II ne (aut pas manquf!r d'adresse, I 
might say in French, but above all il ne (aut pas manquer l'adresse, 
one mustn't miss the address, one mustn't mistake the address and the 
address always turns out to be singular. An address is always singular, 
idiomatic, and justice, as law (droit), seems always to suppose the 
generality of a rule, a norm or a universal imperative. � a_re we to 
rcconc:iJ����gQf justice that must always concern singularity, indi
viduals, irreplaceable groups and lives, the other or myself as other, in 
a unique- s-ituation-, with rule, norm, value or the imperative of justice 
which _!!�ces_s_ar_ily _have a general fqrm, even if this generality pre
scribes a singular aJmlication__in �acl!_ case? If I were content to apply 
a just rule, without a spirit of justice and without in some way invent
ing the rule and the example for each case, I might be protected by 
law (droit), my action corresponding to objective law, but I would not 
be just. I would act, Kant would say, in conformity with duty, but not 
through duty or out of respect for the law. Is it ever possible to say: 
an action is not only legal, but also just? A person is not only within 
his rights but also within justice? Such a man or woman is just, a 
decision is just? Is it ever possible to say: I know that I am just? Allow 
me another detour. 

To address oneself to the other in the language of the other is, it 
seems, the condition of all possible justice, but apparently, in all rigor, 
it is not only impossible (since I cannot speak the language of the other 
except to the extent that I appropriate it and assimilate it according 
to the law of an implicit third) but even excluded by justice as law 
(droit) , inasmuch as justice as right seems to imply an element of uni
versality, the appeal to a third party who suspends the unilaterality or 
singularity of the idioms. 

When I address myself to someone in English, it is always an ordeal 
for me. For my addressee, for you as well, I imagine. Rather than 
explain why and lose time in doing so, I begin in medias res, with 
several remarks that for me tie the agonizing gravity of this problem 
of language to the question of justice, of the possibility of justice. 

First remark: On the one hand, for fundamental reasons, it seems 
just to us to "rendre Ia ;ustice, " as one says in French, in a given idiom, 
in a language in which all the "subjects" concerned are supposedly 
competent, that is, capable of understanding and interpreting-all the 
" subjects," that is, those who establish the laws, those who judge and 
those who are judged, witnesses in both the broad and narrow sense, 
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all those who are guarantors of the exercise of justice, or rather of 
droit. It is unjust to judge someone who does not understand the lan
guage in which the law is inscribed or the judgment pronounced, etc. 
We could give multiple dramatic examples of violent situations in 
which a person or group of persons is judged in an idiom they do not 
understand very well or at all . And however slight or subtle the differ
ence of competence in the mastery of the idiom is here, the violence of 
an injustice has begun when all the members of a community do not 
share the same idiom throughout. Since in all rigor this ideal situation 
is never possible, we can perhaps already draw some inferences about 
what the title of our conference calls "the possibility of justice." The 
violence of this injustice that consists of judging those who don't 
understand the idiom in which one claims, as one says in French, that 
"justice est faite," ( " justice is done," "made") is not just any violence, 
any injustice. This injustice supposes that the other, the victim of the 
language's injustice, is capable of a language in general, is man as a 
speaking animal, in the sense that we, men, give to this word lan
guage. Moreover, there was a time, not long ago and not yet over, in 
which "we, men" meant "we adult white male Europeans, carnivo
rous and capable of sacrifice." 

ln .the space in which I 'm situating these remarks or reconstituting 
this discourse one would not speak of injustice or violence toward an 
animal, even less toward a vegetable or a stone. An animal can be 
made to suffer, but we would never say, in a sense considered proper, 
that it is a wronged subject, the victim of a crime, of a murder, of a 
rape or a theft, of a perjury-and this is true a fortiori, we think, for 
what we call vegetable or mineral or intermediate species like the 
sponge. There have been, there are still, many "subjects" among man
kind who are not recognized as subjects and who receive this animal 
treatment (this is the whole unfinished history I briefly alluded to a 
moment ago). What we confusedly call "animal," the living thing as 
living and nothing else, is not a subject of the law or of law (droit). 
The opposition between just and unjust has no meaning in this case. 
As for trials for animals (there have been some) or lawsuits against 
those who inflict certain kinds of suffering on animals (legislation in 
certain Western countries provides for this and speaks not only of the 
rights of man but also of the rights of animals in general), these are 
considered to be either archaisms or still marginal and rare phenom
ena not constitutive of our culture. In our culture, carnivorous sacri
fice is fundamental, dominant, regulated by the highest industrial 
technology, as is biological experimentation on animals-so vital to 
our modernity. As I have tried to show elsewhere,� carnivorous sacri-
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fice is essential to the structure of subjectivity, which is also to say to 
rhe founding of the intentional subject and to the founding, if not of 
rhe law, at least of law (droit), the difference between the law and law 
(droit), justice and law (droit), justice and the law here remaining open 
over an abyss. I will leave these problems aside for the moment, along 
with the affinity between carnivorous sacrifice, at the basis of our cul
ture and our law, and all the cannibalisms, symbolic or not, that struc
ture intersubjectivity in nursing, love, mourning and, in truth, in all 
svmbolic or linguistic appropriations. 

· If we wish to speak of injustice, of violence or of a lack of respect 
toward what we still so confusedly call animals-the question is more 
topical than ever, and so I include in it, in the name of deconstruction, 
a set of questions on carno-phallogocentrism-we must reconsider in 
its totality the metaphysico-anthropocentric axiomatic that domi
nates, in the West, the thought of just and unjust. 

From this very first step we can already glimpse the first of its con
sequences, namely, that a deconstructionist approach to the bounda
ries that institute the human subject (preferably and paradigmatically 
the adult male, rather than the woman, child or animal) as the mea
sure of the just and the unjust, does not necessarily lead to injustice, 
nor to the effacement of an opposition between just and unjust but 
may, in the name of a demand more insatiable than justice, lead to a 
reinterpretation of the whole apparatus of boundaries within which a 
history and a culture have been able to confine their criteriology. 
Under the hypothesis that I shall only touch lightly upon for the mo
ment, what is currently called deconstruction would not correspond 
(though certaln--people have an interest in spreading this confusion) to 
a quasi-nihilistic abdication before the ethico-politico-juridical ques
tion of justice and before the opposition between just and unjust, but 
rather to a double movement that I will schematize as follows: 

I .  The sen�� -�f a re�ponsibility without limits, and so necessarily 
excessive, incalculable, before memory; and so the task of recalling 
the history, the origin and subsequent direction, thus the l imits, of 
concepts of justice, the law and right, of values, norms, prescriptions 
that have been imposed and sedimented there, from then on remaining 
more or less readable or presupposed. As to the legacy we have re
ceived under the name of justice, and in more than one language, the 
task of a historical and interpretative memory is at the heart of decon
struction, not only as philologico-etymological task or the historian's 
task but as responsibility in face of a heritage that is at the same time 
the heritage of an imperative or of a sheaf of injunctions. Deconstruc
tion is already engaged by this in��ite demand of justice, for justiCe� 
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which can take the aspect of this "mystique" I spoke of earlier. One 
must be ;uste with justice, and the first way to do it justice is to h·ea_r, 
i:ead, interpret it, to try to understand where it comes from, what it 
wants of us, knowing that it does so through singular idioms (Dike, 
Jus, ;ustitia, ;ustice, Gerechtigkeit, to limit ourselves to European idi
oms which it may also be necessary to delimit in relation to others: 
we shall come back to this later) and also knowing that this justice 
always addresses itself to singularity, to the singularity of the other, 
despite or even because it pretends to universality. Consequently, never 
to yield on this point, constantly to maintain an interrogation of the 
origin, grounds and limits of our conceptuai, ·theoretiCal oiJ:iOrrii.auxe· 
apparatus surrounding justice is on deconstruction's part anything but 
a neutralization of interest in ·justice, an insensitivity towarCI iii-fustice. 
-bn the contrary, it hyperbolically raises the stakes of exacting justice; 
it is sensitivity to a sort of essential disproportion that must inscribe 
excess and inadequation in itself and that strives to denounce not only 
theoretical l imits but also concrete injustices, with the most palpable 
effects, in the good conscience that dogmatically stops before any in
herited determination of justice. 

2. This responsibility toward memory is a responsibil ity before the 
very concept otresponsibil ity that regulates the justice and appro
p�aienessTiustesse) of our behavior, of our theoretical, practical, 
ethico-political decisions. This concept of responsibility is inseparable 
from a whole network of connected concepts (property, intentionality, 
will, freedom, conscience, consciousness, self-consciousness, subject, 
self, person, community, decision, and so forth) and any deconstruc
tion of this network of concepts in their given or dominant state may 
seem like a move toward irresponsibility at the very moment that, on 
the contrary, deconstruction calls for an increase in responsibility. But 
in the moment that an axiom's credibility (credit) is suspended by de
construction, in this structurally necessary moment, one can alw;tys 
believe that there is no more room for justice, neither for justice itself 
nor for theoretical interest directed toward the problems of justice. 
This moment of suspense, this period of epoche, without which, in 
fact, deconstruction is not possible, is always full of anxiety, but who 
will claim to be just by economizing on anxiety? And t�is a�xjety
ridden moment of suspense-which is also the interval of spacing in 
which transformations, indeed juridico-political revolutions take 
place-cannot be motivated, cannot find its movement and its imp!Jise 
(an impulse which itself cannot be suspended) except in the demand 
for an increase in or supplement to justice, and so in the expe.ri.en�e . .of 
an in_adequ�tion or an incalculable disproportion. For in the end, 
where will deconstruction find its force, its movement or its motiva-
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rion i f  not in this always unsatisfied appeal, beyond the given deter
minations of what we call, in determined contexts,- justice, the possi
bility of justice? But it is still necessary to interpret this disproportion. 
If I ;ere to s-ay .that I know nothing more just than what f today call 
deconstruction (nothing more just, I'm not saying nothing more legal 
or more legitimate), I know that I wouldn't fail to surprise or shock 
not only the determined adversaries of said deconstruction or of what 
rhey imagine under this name but also the very people who pass for 
or take themselves to be its partisans or its practitioners. And so I will 
not say it, at least not directly and not without the precaution of sev
eral detours. 

As you know, in many countries, in the past and in the present, one 
founding violence of tlle law · or ot the-imposition of state law has 
consisted in imposing a l anguage on national or ethnic minorities 
regrouped by the state. This was the case in France on at least 
tWO occasions, first when the Villers-Cotteret decree consolidated the 
unity of the monarchic state by imposing French as the juridico
administrative language and by forbidding that Latin, the language of 
law and of the Church, allow all the inhabitants of the kingdom to be 
represented in a common language, by a lawyer-interpreter, without 
the imposition of the particular language that French still was. It is 
true that Latin was already a violent imposition and that from this 
point of view the passage from Latin to French was only the passage 
from one violence to another. The second major moment of imposi
tion was that of the French Revolution, when linguistic unifica�ion 
sometimes took the most repressive pedagogical turns, or in any case 
the most authoritarian ones. I 'm not going to engage in the history of 
these examples. We could also find them in this country, today, where 
this linguistic problem is still acute and will be for a long time, pre
cisely in this place where questions of politics, education and law 
(droit) are inseparable (and where a debate has been recently begun 
on "national standards" of education) .  

Now I am moving right along, without the least detour through 
historical memory toward the formal, abstract statement of several 
aporias, those in which, between law and justice, deconstruction finds 
its privileged site-or rather its privileged instability. Deconstruction 
is generally practiced in two ways or two styles, althoughlt most otten 
grafts one on to the other. One takes on the demonstrative and appar
ently ahistorical allure of logico-formal paradoxes. The other, more 
historical or more anamnesic, seems to proceed through readings of 
texts, meticulous interpretations and genealogies. I will devote my at
tention to these two practices in turn. 

First I will drily, directly state, I wil l  "address" the following apo-
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rias. In fact there is only one aporia, only one potential aporetic that 
infinitely distributes itself. I shall only propose a few examples that 
will suppose, make explicit or perhaps produce a _difficult and uns�able 
distinction between justice and droit, between justice (i11fi_nite, incal
culable, rebellious to rule and foreign to symmetry, heterogeneous and 
heterotropic) and the exercise of justice as law or right, legitimacy or 
legality, stabilizable and statutory, calculable, a system of regulateef 
and coded prescriptions. I would be tempted, up to a certain point, to 
compare the concept of justice-which I'm here trying to distinguish 
from law-to Levinas's, just because of this infinity and because of 
the heteronomic relation to others, to the faces of otherness that gov
ern me, whose infinity I cannot thematize and whose hostage I remain. 
In Totalite and Infini ( "Verite et Justice," p. 62), Levinas writes: " . . .  
Ia relation avec autrui-c'est a dire Ia ;ustice" ("  . . .  the relation to 
others-that is to say, justice")-which he defines, moreover, as 
"droiture de / 'accueil fait au visage " (p. 54) ("equitable honoring of 
faces") .  Equity (Ia droiture) is not reducible to right or law (le droit), 
of course, but the two values are not unrelated. 

Levinas speaks of an infinite right: in what he calls "Jewish human
ism," whose basis is not "the concept of man," but rather the other; 
"the extent of the right of the other" is that of "a practically infinite 
right"; "/'etendue du droit d'autrui [est] un droit pratiquement infini "  
( " Un droit infini, " in Du Sacre au Saint, Cinq Nouvelles Lectures Tal
mudiques, pp. 1 7-1 8). Here equity is not equality, calculated propor
tion, equitable distribution or distributive justice but rather absolute 
dissymmetry. And Levinas's notion of justice might sooner be compa
red to the Hebrew equivalent of what we would perhaps translate as 
"sanctity." But since Levinas's difficult discourse would give rise to 
other difficult questions, I cannot be content to borrow conceptual 
moves without risking confusions or analogies. And so I will go no 
further in this direction. Everything would still be simple if this dis
tinction between justice and droit were a true distinction, an opposi
tion whose functioning was logically regulated and permitted mastery. 
But it turns out that droit claims to exercise itself in the name of justice 
and that justice is required to establish itself in the name of a law that 
must be "e!:!(orced." Deconstruction always finds itself between -these 
two poles. Here, then, are some examples of aporias. 

1 .  First aporia: epokhe of the rule. 
Our common axiom is that to be just or unjust and to exercise 

justice, I must be free and responsible for my actions, my behavior, 
my thought, my decisions. We would not say of a being without free
dom, or at least of one without freedom in a given act, that its decision 
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is just or unjust. But this freedom or this decision of the just, if it is 
one. must follow ii law-or a· prescription, a rule. In this sense, in its 
very autono�y� in its freedom to follow or to give itself la�s, it �ust 
have t� power to be of the calculable or programma_ble order, for 
example as-an-act of fairness. But if the act simply consists of applying 
a rule, of enacting a program or effecting a calculation, we might say 
that it is legal, that it conforms to law, and perhaps, by metaphor, that 
it is just, but we would be wrong to say that the decision was just. 

To be just, the decision of a judge, for example, must not onlyJol
low a rule of law or a general law but must al�o assume it, apJ'�?�e_ !t, 
confirm its value, by a reinstituting act_of interpre_t;uion_, �� if ultima
tely nothing- previously existed of the Ia� as _ if_ili�llifig_�-hLIB�_elf.i.!l
ventedtfielaWTnevery case�-No -exercis-e of ju-stice as law can be just 
unless th·e�e rs- a "fresh judgment" ( I  borrow this English expression 
from Stanley Fish's article, "Force," in Doing What Comes Naturally). 
This "fresh judgment" can very well-must very well-conform to a 
preexisting law, but the reinstituting, reinventive and freely decisive 
interpretation, the responsible interpretation of the judge requires that 
his " justice" not just consist in conformity, in the conservative and 
reproductive activity of judgment. In short, fQ! a decision to be just 
and responsible, it must, in its proper moment if there is one, be both 
regulated and without regulation: it must conserve the law and_ ,�lso 
destroy it or suspend it enough to have to reinvent it in each case, 
rejus§ __ �t. at least reinvent it in the reaffirmation and the new and 
free confirmation of its principle. Each case is other, each decision is 
different and requires an absolutely unique interpretation, which no 
existing, coded rule can or ought to guarantee absolutely. At least, if 
the rule guarantees it in no uncertain terms, so that the judge is a 
calculating machine, which happens, and we will not say that he is 
just, free and responsible. But we also won't say it if he doesn't refer 
to any law, to any rule or if, because he doesn't take any rule for 
granted beyond his own interpretation, he suspends his decision, stops 
short before the undecidable or if he improvises and leaves aside all 
rules, all principles. It follows from this paradox that there is never a 
moment that we can say in the present that a de_cision is just- {that is, 
free and responsible), or that someone is a just man-even less, " / am 
just." Instead of " just," we could say legal or legitimate, in conformity 
with a state of law, with the rules and conventions that authorize cal
culation but whose founding origin only defers the problem of justice. 
For in the founding of law or in its institution, the same problem of 
justice will have been posed and violently resolved, that is to say bu
ried, dissimulated, repressed. Here th� best paradigm is the founding 
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of the nation-states or the institutive act of a constitution that esta
blishes what one calls in French / 'etat de droit. 

2. Second aporia: the ghost of the undecidable. 
justice, as law, is never exercised without a decision that cuts, that 

divi-des. This decision does not simply consist in its final form, for 
example a penal sanction, equitable or not, in the order of propor
tional or distributive justice. It begins, it ought to begin, by right or in 
principle, with the initiative of learning, reading, understanding, in
terpreting the rule, and even in calculating. For if calculation is cal
culation, the decision to calculate is not of the order of the calculable, 
and must not be. 

The undecidable, a theme often associated with deconstruction, is 
not merely the oscillation between two significations or two contra
dictory and very determinate rules, each equally imperative (for ex
ample respect for equity and- universal right but also for the always 
heterogeneous and unique singularity of the unsubsumable example). 
The undecidable is not merely the oscillation or the tension between 
�o decisions; it is the experience of that which, though heteroge
n�qus, foreign to the order of the calculable and the rule, is still obli
�e_g-it is of obligation that we must speak-to give itself up to the 
impossible decision, while taking account of law and rules. A decision 
that didn't go through the ordeal of the undecidable would not be � 
free decision, it would only be the programmable application or un
folding of a calculable process. It might be legal ;  it would not be just. 
But in the moment of suspense of the undecidable, it is not just either, 
for only a decision is just (in order to maintain the proposition "only 
a decision is just," one need not refer decision to the structure of a 
subject or to the propositional form of a judgment). And once the 
ordeal of the undecidable is past ( if that is possible), the decision has 
again followed a rule or given itself a rule, invented it or reinvented, 
reaffirmed it, it is no longer presently just, fully just. There is appa
rently no moment in which a decision can be called presently and fully 
just: either it has not yet been made according to a rule, arid nothing 
allows us to call it just, or it has already followed a rule-whether 
received, confirmed, conserved or reinvented-which in its turn is not 
absolutely guaranteed by anything; and, moreover, if it were guaran
teea, the decision would be reduced-to calculation and w-e -couldn't 
cal l  it just. That is why the ordeal of the undecidable that I just said 
must be gone through by any decision worthy of the name is never 
past or passed, it is not a surmounted or sublated (aufgehoben) mo
ment in the decision. Th.e...u.n.ck£d�!e_remai!l�.c�l)ght, lodged, at least 
as a ghost-but an essential ghost-in every decision, in every event 
of decision. Its ghostliness deconstructsfrom with in any assurance of 
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presence, any certitude or any supposed criteriology that would assure 
us of iJ)e JUStice of a decision, in truth of the very event of a decision. 
Who will ever-be able to assure us that a decision as such has taken 
place? That it has not, through such and such a detour, followed a 
cause, a calculation, a rule, without even that imperceptible suspense 
that marks any free decision, at the moment that a rule is, or is not, 
applied ? 

The whole subjectal axiomatic of responsibility, of conscience, of 
intentionality, of property that governs today's dominant juridical dis
course and the category of decision right down to its appeals to med
ical expertise is so theoretically weak and crude that I need not em
phasize it here. And the effects of these limitations are massive and 
concrete enough that I don't have to give examples. 

We can already see from this second _'!P_o_r!1! QUhis se,ond form of 
the same aporia that the deconstruction of all presumption of a deter
minantceititiide of a present justice itself operates on t_hc= basis of an 
infinite ."idea oljustlce/'_ in�nit�becaus.e. iLis irreduQ.hle. irredUI;ible 
because owed to the other, owed to the other, before any contract, 
because it has come, the other's coming as the singularity -thai Is -al
ways other. This " idea of justice" seems to be irreaucible in- its affir
mative charaCi:��� In its demand of gift without exchange, without cir
culation, without recognition or gratitude, without economic 
circularity, without calculation and without rules, without reason and 
without rationality. Kilo so we can recognize in it, indeed accuse, iden
tify a madness. And pe-rhaps another sort of mystique. And decon
struction is mad about this kind of justice. Mad about this desire for 
justice. This kind of justice, which isn't law, is the very movement of 
deconstru-ctiOn-at work in law and the history of law, in political his
tory -and hist-ory Itself, before it even presents itself as the discourse 
that the academy or modern culture labels "deconstructionism." 

I would hesitate to assimilate too quickly this "idea of justice" to a 
regulative idea (in the Kanrian sense), to a messianic promise or to 
other horizons of the same type. I am only speaking of a type, of this 
type of horizon that would have numerous competing versions. By 
competing I mean similar enough in appearance and always pretend
ing to absolute privilege and irreducible singularity. The singularity of 
the historical place-perhaps our own, which in any-case is the one 
I'm obscurely referring to here-allows us a glimpse of the type itself, 
as the origin, condition, possibility or promise of all its exemplifica
tions (messianism of the Jewish, Christian or Islamic type, idea in the 
Kanrian sense, eschato-teleology of the neo-Hegelian, Marxist or 
post-Marxist type, etc. ) .  It also allows us to perceive and conceive the 
law of irreducible competition (concurrence), but from a brink where 
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vertigo threatens to seize us the moment we see nothing but examples 
and some of us no longer feel engaged in it; another way of saying 
that from this point on we always run the risk (speaking for myself, 
at least) of no longer being, as they say, "in the running" (dans Ia 
course). But not to be "in the running" on the inside track, docs not 
mean that we can stay at the starting-line or simply be spectators
far from it. It may be the very thing that "keeps us moving," ( fait 
courir) with renewed strength and speed, for example, deconstruction. 

3. Third aporia: the urgency that obstructs the horizon of knowl
edge. 

One of the reasons I'm keeping such a distance from all these hori
zons-from the Kantian regulative idea or from the messianic advent, 
for example, or at least from their conventional interpretation-is 
that they are, precisely, horizons. As its Greek name suggests, a hori
zon is both the opening and the limit that defines an infinite progress 
or a period of waiting. --

But justice, however unpresentable it may be, doesn't wait. It is that 
which must not wait. To be direct, simple and brief, let us say this: a 
just deci�ion is �hvays reql,!ired immediately, "right away." It cannot 
fl!rnish itself with infinite information and the unlimited knowledge 
of conditions, rules or hypothetical imperatives that could justify it. 
And even if it did have all that at its disposal, even if it did give itself 
the time, all the time and the necessary facts about the matter, the 
mqment of decision, as such, always remains a finite moment of ur
ge_n9: and precipitation, since it must not be the consequence or the 
effect of this theoretical or historical knowledge, of this reflection or 
this deliberation, since it always marks the interruption of the 
juridico- or ethico- or politico-cognitive deliberation that precedes it, 
that must precede it. The instant of decision is a madness, says Kier
kegaard. This is particularly true of the instant of the just decision 
that must rend time and defy dialectics. It is a madness. Even if time 
and prudence, the patience of knowledge and the mastery of condi
tions were hypothetically unlimited, the decision would be structur
ally finite, however late it came, a decision of urgency and precipita
tion, acting in the night of non-knowledge and non-rule. Not of the 
absence of rules and knowledge but of a reinstitution of rules which 
by definition is not preceded by any knowledge or by any guarantee 
as such. If we were to trust in a massive and decisive distinction be
tween performative and constative-a problem I can't get involved in 
here-we would have to attribute this irreducibility of precipitate ur
gency, at bottom this irreducibil ity of thoughtlessness and uncon
sciousness, however intelligent it may be, to the performative structure 
of speech act and acts in general as acts of justice or law, whether they 
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h: performatives that institute something or derived performatives 
supposing anterior conventions. A constative can be ;uste (right), in 
[he sense of ;ustesse, never in the sense of justice. But as a performative 
.:�mnot be just, in the sense of justice, except byroun-dlng itself on 
.:onventions and so on other anterior performatives, buried or not, it 
.1 lways -ma1rnairis within itself some irruptive violence, it no longer 
rcsponcisto-the Jemands of theoretical rationality. Since every consta
[ivc utterance itself relies, at least implicitly, on a performative struc
wrc ( " I  tell you that, I speak to you, I address myself to you to tell 
vou that this is true, that things are like this, I promise you or renew 
;ny promise to you to make a sentence and to sign what I say when I 
say that, tell you, or try to tell you the truth," and so forth), the di
mension of ;ustesse or truth of the theoretico-constatie utterances (in 
all domains, particularly in the domain of the theory of law) always 
thus presupposes the dimension of justice of the performative utter
ances, that is to say their essential precipitation, which never proceeds 
without a certain dissymmetry and some quality of violence. That's 
how I wou ld be tempted to understand the proposition of Levinas, 
who, in a whole other language and following an entirely different 
discursive procedure, declares that "La verite suppose Ia justice" 
("Truth supposes justice") ( " Write et ;ustice," in Totalite et infini 3 ,  
p. 62). Dangerously parodying the French idiom, we could end up 
saying: "La ;ustice, y a qu '�a de vrai." This is not without conse
quence, needless to say, for the status, if we still can call it that, of 
truth. 1 

Paradoxically, it is because of this overflowing of the performative, 
because of this always excessive haste of interpretation getting ahead 
of itself, because of this structural urgency and precipitation of justice 
that the latter has no horizon of expectation (regulative or messianic). 
But for this very reason, it may have an avenir, a "to-come," which I 
rigorously distinguish from the future that can always reproduce the 
present. JIJstice remains, is yet, to _come. a venir. it has an, it is a-venir, 
the very dimension of events irreducibly to come. It will always have 
it, this a-venir, and always has. Perhaps it is for this�ason that justice, 
i nsofar as it is not only -a juridical or political concept, opens up for 
l '.wenir the transformation, the recasting or refounding of law and 
politics. "Perhaps," one must always say perhaps for justice. There is 
an avenir for justice and there is no justice except to the degree that 
\orne event is possible which, as event, exceeds calculation, rules, pro
grams, anticipations and so forth. Justice as the exper�nce of a_bsolute 
alterity is u_l)�n:�.IlJabk.._ b\,lt itis_th�_cha_n�� Q.f ili�.evenJ_iut.dJb�_c;oJJ
dition of h istory. No doubt an unrecognizable history, of course, for 
those who believe they know what they're ta lking about when they 
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use this word, whether it's a matter of social, ideological, political, 
juridical or some other history. 

That justice exceeds law and calculation, that the unpresentable ex
ceeds the determinable cannot and should not serve as an alibi for 
staying out of juridico-political battles, within an institution or a state 
or between institutions or states and others. Left to itself, the incal
culable and giving (donatrice) idea of justice is always very close to 
the bad, even to the worst for it can always be reappropriated by the 
most perverse calculation. It's always possible. And so incalculable 
justice requires us to calculate. And first, closest to what we associate 
with justice, namely, law, the juridical field that one cannot isolate 
within sure frontiers, but also in all the fields from which we cannot 
separate it, which intervene in it and are no longer simply fields: eth
ics, politics, economics, psycho-sociology, philosophy, literature, etc. 
Not only must we calculate, negotiate the relation between the calcul
able and the incalculable, and negotiate without the sort of rule that 
wouldn't have to be reinvented there where we are cast, there where 
we find ourselves; but we must take it as far as possible, beyond the 
place we find ourselves and beyond the already identifiable zones of 
morality or politics or law, beyond the distinction between national 
and international, public and private, and so on. This requirement 
does not properly belong either to justice or law. It only belongs to 
either of these two domains by exceeding each one in the direction of 
the other. Politicization, for example, is interminable even if it cannot 
and should not ever be total. To keep this from being a truism or a 
triviality, we must recognize in it the following consequence: each ad
vance in politicization obliges one to reconsider, and so to reinterpret 
the very foundations of law such as they had previously been calcu
lated or delimited. This was true for example in the Declaration of the 
Rights of Man, in the abolition of slavery, in all the emancipatory 
battles that remain and will have to remain in progress, everywhere in 
the world, for men and for women. Nothing seems to me less outdated 
than the classical cmancipatory ideal. We cannot attempt to disqualify 
it today, whether crudely or with sophistication, at least not without 
treating it too lightly and forming the worst complicities. But beyond 
these identified territories of juridico-politicization on the grand geo
political scale, beyond all self-serving interpretations, beyond all de
termined and particular reappropriations of international law, other 
areas must constantly open up that at first can seem like secondary or 
marginal areas. This marginality also signifies that a violence, indeed 
a terrorism and other forms of hostage-taking are at work (the ex
amples closest to us would be found in the area of laws on the teach
ing and practice of languages, the legitimization of canons, 
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the military use of scientific research, abortion, euthanasia, problems 
of organ transplant, extra-uterine conception, bio-engineering, medi
..:al experimentation, the social treatment of AIDS, the macro- or 
rni..:ro-politics of drugs, the homeless, and so on, without forgetting, 
of course, the treatment of what we call animal life, animality. On this 
last problem, the Benjamin text that I'm coming to now shows that 
its author was not deaf or insensitive to it, even if his propositions on 
this subject remain quite obscure, if not quite traditional). 

I I" 

If I have not exhausted your patience, let us now approach, in an
other style, the promised reading of a brief and disconcerting Benja
min text. I am speaking of Zur Kritik der Gewalt ( 1 92 1  ), translated 
as Critique of Violence. I will not presume to call this text exemplary. 
We are in a realm where, in the end, there are only singular examples. 
1\:othing is absolutely exemplary. I will not attempt to justify abso
lutely the choice of this text. But I could say why it is not the worst 
example of what might be exemplary in a relatively determined con
text such as ours. 

1 .  Benjamin's analysis reflects the crisis in the European model of 
bourgeois, l iberal, parliamentary democracy, and so the crisis in the 
concept of droit that is inseparable from it. Germany in defeat is at 
this time a place in which this crisis is extremely sharp, a crisis whose 
originality also comes from certain modern features l ike the right to 
strike, the concept of the general strike (with or without reference to 
Sorel). It is also the aftermath of a war and a pre-war that saw the 
European development and failure of pacifist discourse, anti
mil itarism, the critique of violence, including juridico-police violence, 
which will soon be repeated in the years to follow. It is also the mo
ment in which questions of the death penalty and of the right to pun
ish in general are painfully current. Change in the structures of public 
opin ion, thanks to the appearance of new media powers such as radio, 
hegins to put into question this liberal model of parliamentary discus
sion or deliberation in the production of laws and so forth. Such con
ditions motivated the thoughts of German jurists like Carl Schmitt, to 
mention only him. And so I was also interested by several historical 
indices. For example, this text, at once "mystical" (in the overdeter
mined sense that interests us here) and hypercritical, this text which, 
in certain respects, can be read as neo-messianical Jewish mysticism 
!.mystique) grafted onto post-Sorelian nco-Marxism (or the reverse), 
upon its puhlication won Benjamin a letter of congratulations from 
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Carl Schmitt, that great conservative Catholic jurist, still a constitu
tionalist at the time; but you are already familiar with his strange 
conversion to Hitlerism in 1933 and his correspondence with Benja
min. But also with Heidegger. As for analogies between Zur Kritik der 
Gewalt and certain turns of Heideggerian thought, they are impos
sible to miss, especially those surrounding the motifs of Walten and 
Gewalt. Zur Kritik der Gewalt concludes with divine violence ( gott
liche Gewalt) and in the end Walter says of divine violence that we 
might call it die waltende (Die gottliche Gewalt . . .  mag die waltende 
heif1en) :  "Divine violence . . .  may be called sovereign violence." " . . .  
die waltende heif1en" are the last words of the text. It is this historical 
network of equivocal contracts that interests me in its necessity and 
in its very dangers. In the Western democracies of 1989, with work 
and a certain number of precautions, lessons can still be drawn 
from it. 

2. Keeping in mind the thematic of our colloquium, this text seemed 
exemplary to me, up to a point, to the degree that it lends itself to an 
exercise in deconstructive reading, as I shall try to show. 

3 .  But this deconstruction is in some way the operation or rather 
the very experience that this text, it seems to me, first does itself, by 
itself, on itself. What does this mean? Is it possible? What remains, 
then, of such an event? Of its auto-hetero-deconstruction ? Of its just 
and unjust incompletion ? What is the ruin of such an event or the 
open wound of such a signature? And also, in what does its strength 
consist, strength precisely in the sense of Gewalt, that is, its violence, 
authority and legitimacy ? That is one of my questions. It is a question 
about the possibility of deconstruction. If you will allow me to cite 
myself, I happened to write that "the most rigorous deconstructions 
have never claimed to be . . .  possible. And I would say that decon
struction loses nothing from admitting that it is impossible; and also 
that those who would rush to delight in that admission lose nothing 
from having to wait. For a deconstructive operation possibility would 
rather be the danger, the danger of becoming an available set of rule
governed procedures, methods, accessible approaches. The interest of 
deconstruction, of such force and desire as it may have, is a certain 
experience of the impossible."7 

Benjamin's demonstration concerns the question of droit, recht, 
right or law. It even means to inaugurate, we shall be able to say it 
more rigorously in a moment, a "philosophy of droit. " And this phi
losophy seems to be organized around a series of distinctions that all 
seem interesting, provocative, necessary up to a certain point but that 
all, it seems to me, remain radically problematic. 
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First, there is the distinction between two kinds of violence in law, 
in relation to law (droit) : the founding violence, the one that institutes 
;tnd positions law (die rechtsetzende Gewalt, "law making violence") 
and the violence that conserves, the one that maintains, confirms, in
sures the permanence and enforceability of law (die rechtserhaltende 
Gewalt, "law preserving violence") .  For the sake of convenience, let 
us continue to translate Gewalt as violence, but I have already men
tioned the precautions this calls for. As for translating Recht as " law" 
r<Ither than " right," as in the published version I'm using here, that is 
another problem that I' l l leave aside for now. 

Next there is the distinction between the founding violence of law 
termed "mythic" ( implicit meaning: Greek, it seems to me) and the 
annihilating violence of destructive law (Rechtsvernichtend ), which is 
termed "divine" ( implicit meaning: Jewish, it seems to me). 

Finally, there is the distinction between justice (Gerechtigkeit) as the 
principle of all divine positioning of the end (das Prinzip aller gottli
chen Zwecksetzung, p. 1 98,  "principle of all divine end making," p. 
295 ) and power (Macht) as principle of mythical positioning of droit 
(aller mythischen Rechtsetzung, "of all mythical law making, ibid.) .  

In the title "Zur Kritik der Gewalt, " "critique" doesn't simply 
mean negative evaluation, legitimate rejection or condemnation of 
violence, but judgment, evaluation, examination that provides itself 
with the means to judge violence. The concept of "critique," insofar 
as it implies decision in the form of judgment and question with re
gard to the right to judge, thus has an essential relation, in itself, to 
the sphere of law or right. Fundamentally, something like the Kantian 
tradition of the concept of critique. The concept of violence ( Gewalt) 
permits an evaluative critique only in the sphere of law and justice 
( Recht, Gerechtigkeit) or the sphere of moral relations (sittliche Ver
haltnisse). There is no natural or physical violence. We can speak fig
uratively of violence with regard to an earthquake or even to a physi
cal ailment. But we know that these aren't cases of a Gewalt able to 
give rise to a judgment, before some instrument of justice. The concept 
of violence belongs to the symbolic order of law, politics and morals. 
And it is only to this extent that it can give rise to a critique. Up to 
this point this critique was always inscribed in the space of the dis
tinction between means and end. But, objects Benjamin, to ask our
selves if violence can be a means with a view toward ends (just or 
unjust) is to prohibit ourselves from judging violence itself The criter
iology would then concern only the application of violence, not vio
lence itself. We would not be able to tell if the latter, as means, is in 
itself j ust or not, moral or not. The critical question remains open, the 
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question of an evaluation and a justification of violence in itself, 
whether it be a simple means and whatever its end may be. This crit
ical dimension would have been foreclosed by the jusnaturalist tradi
tion. For defenders of natural droit, recourse to violent means poses 
no problems, since natural ends are just. Recourse to violent means is 
as justified, as normal as man's "right" to move his body to reach a 
given goal. Violence (Gewalt) is from this point of view a "natural 
product" (Naturprodukt). Benjamin gives several examples of this 
naturalization of violence by jusnaturalism:· 

(a) the state founded on natural law, which Spinoza talks about 
in the Theological-Political Treatise in which the citizen, be
fore a contract is formed by reason, exercises de jure a vio
lence he disposes of de facto, 

(b) the ideological foundation of the Terror under the French 
Revolution, 

(c) the exploitations of a certain Darwinism (and this could 
later be applied to Nazism), etc. 

But i f, in opposition to jusnaturalism, the tradition of positive law 
is more attentive to the historical evolution of law, it also falls short 
of the critical questioning called for by Benjamin. Doubtless it can 
only consider all means to be good once they conform to a natural 
and ahistorical end. It prescribes that we judge means, that is to say 
judge their conformity to a droit that is in the process of being insti
tuted, to a new (not natural) droit that it evaluates in terms of means, 
and so by the critique of means. But the two traditions share the same 
dogmatic presupposition, namely, that just ends can be attained by 
just means. "Natural law attempts, by the justness of ends (durch die 
Gerechtigkeit der Zwecke), to 'justify' (rechtfertigen) the means, pos
itive law to 'guarantee' ( garantieren) the justness of the ends through 
the justification (Gerechtigkeit) of the means." The two traditions 
would turn in the same circle of dogmatic presuppositions. And there 
is no solution for the antinomy when a contradiction emerges between 
just ends and justified means. Positive law would remain blind to the 
unconditionality of ends, natural right to the conditionality of means. 
Nevertheless, although he seems to dismiss both cases symmetrically, 
from the tradition of positive law Benjamin retains the sense of the 
historicity of law. Inversely, it is true that what he says further on 
about divine justice is not always incompatible with the theological 
basis of all jusnaturalisms. In any case, the Benjaminian critique of 
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violence claims to exceed the two traditions and no longer to arise 
simply from the sphere of law and the internal interpretation of the 
juridical institution. It belongs to what he calls in a rather singular 
sense a "philosophy of history" and is expressly limited to European 
particulars. 

At its most fundamental level, European law tends to prohibit in
dividual violence and to condemn it not because it poses a threat to 
this or that Ia w but because it threatens the juridical order itself (die 
Rechtsordnung, "the legal system") .  Whence the law's interest-for it 
does have an interest in laying itself down and conserving itself, or in 
representing the interest that, justement, it represents. Law's interest 
may seem "surprising," that is Benjamin's word, but at the same time 
it is in its nature as interest, and in this sense there is nothing surpris
ing here at all, to pretend to exclude any individual violence threat
ening its order and thus to monopolize violence, in the sense of Ge
walt, which is also to say authority. Law has an " interest in a 
monopoly of violence" (p. 28 1 ), (Interesse des Rechts an der Mono
polisierung der Gewalt). This monopoly doesn't strive to protect any 
given just and legal ends (Rechtszwecke) but law itself. This seems like 
a tautological triviality. But isn't tautology the phenomenal structure 
of a certain violence in the law that lays itself down, by decreeing to 
be violent, this time in the sense of an outlaw, anyone who does not 
recognize it? Performative tautology or a priori synthesis, which struc
tures any foundation of the law upon which one performatively pro
duces the conventions that guarantee the validity of the performative, 
thanks to which one gives oneself the means to decide between legal 
and il legal violence. The expressions "tautology'' and "a priori syn
thesis," and especially the word "performative" are not Benjaminian, 
but I'll venture to suggest that they do not betray his purposes. 

The admiring fascination exerted on the people by "the figure of the 
"great' criminal," (p. 28 1 )  (die Gestalt des "grossen " Verbrechers), 
�:an be explained as follows: it is not someone who has committed this 
or that crime for which one feels a secret admiration; it is someone 
who, in defying the law, lays bare the violence of the legal system, the 
juridical order itself. One could explain in the same way the fascina
tion exerted in France by a lawyer like Jacques Verges who defends 
the most difficult causes, the most indefensible in the eyes of the ma
jority, by practicing what he calls the "strategy of rupture," that is, 
the radical contestation of the given order of the law, of judicial au
thority and ultimately of the legitimate authority of the state that sum
mons his clients to appear before the law. Judicial authority before 
which, in short, the accused appears without appearing and claims the 
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right to contest the order of right or law. But what order of law? The 
order of law in general or this order of law instituted and enforced by 
this state? Or order as inextricably mixed with the state in general ? 

The telling example would here be that of the right to strike. In class 
struggle, notes Benjamin, the right to strike is guaranteed to workers 
who are therefore, besides the state, the only legal subject (Rechtssub
;ekt) to find itself guaranteed a right to violence (Recht auf Gewalt) 
and so to share the monopoly of the state in this respect. Certain 
people may have thought that since the practice of the strike, this ces
sation of activity, this Nicht-Hande/n, is not an action, we cannot here 
be speaking about violence. That is how the concession of this right 
by the power of the state (Staatsgewalt) is justified when that power 
cannot do otherwise. Violence would come from the employer and the 
strike would consist only in an abstention, a non-violent withdrawal 
by which the worker, suspending his relations with the management 
and its machines, would simply become alien to them. The man who 
will become Brecht's friend defines this withdrawal (Abkehr) as an 
"Entfremdung" ( "estrangement").  He puts the word in quotation 
marks. But Benjamin clearly does not believe in the non-violence of 
the strike. The striking workers set the conditions for the resumption 
of work, they will not end their strike unless a list, an order of things 
has changed. And so there is violence against violence. In carrying the 
right to strike to its limit, the concept or watchword of general strike 
thus manifests its essence. The state can hardly stand this passage to 
the limit. It deems it abusive and claims that there was a misunder
standing, a misinterpretation of the original intention, and that das 
Streikrecht "so " nicht gemeint gewesen sei, "the right to strike was 
not 'so intended' " (p. 282). It can then condemn the general strike as 
il legal and, if the strike persists, we have a revolutionary situation. 
Such a situation is in fact the only one that allows us to conceive the 
homogeneity of law or right and violence, violence as the exercise of 
droit and droit as the exercise of violence. Violence is not exterior to 
the order of droit. It threatens it from within. Violence does not con
sist essentially in exerting its power or a brutal force to obtain this or 
that result but in threatening or destroying an order of given right and 
precisely, in this case, the order of state law that was to accord this 
right to violence, for example the right to strike. How can we interpret 
this contradiction ? Is it only de facto and exterior to law? Or is it 
rather immanent in the law of law (au droit du droit) ? 

What the state fears (the state being law in its greatest force) is not 
so much crime or brigandage, even on the grand scale of the Mafia or 
heavy drug traffic, as long as they transgress the law with an eye to
ward particular benefits, however important they may be. The state is 
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afraid of fundamental, founding violence, that is, violence able to jus
ti fY, to legitimate, (begrunden, "to found," p. 283) or to transform the 
relations of law (Rechtsverhaltnisse, "legal conditions"), and so to 
present itself as having a right to law. This violence thus belongs in 
advance to the order of a droit that remains to be transformed or 
founded, even if it may wound our sense of justice (Gerechtigkeitsge
fi.ihl ) .  Only this violence calls for and makes possible a "critique of 
violence" that determines it to be something other than the natural 
exercise of force. For a critique of violence-that is to say, an inter
pretative and meaningful evaluation of it-to be possible, one must 
first recognize meaning in a violence that is not an accident arriving 
from outside law. That which threatens law already belongs to it, to 
the right to law (droit), to the law of the law (droit), to the origin of 
law (droit). The general strike thus furnishes a valuable guiding 
thread, since it exercises the conceded right to contest the order of 
existing law and to create a revolutionary situation in which the task 
will be to found a new droit, if not always, as we shall see in a mo
ment, a new state. All revolutionary situations, all revolutionary dis
courses, on the left or on the right (and from 1 92 1 ,  in Germany, there 
were many of these that resembled each other in a troubling way, 
Benjamin often finding himself between the two) justify the recourse 
ro violence by alleging the founding, in progress or to come, of a new 
law. As this law to come will in return legitimate, retrospectively, the 
violence that may offend the sense of justice, its future anterior already 
justifies it. The foundation of all states occurs in a situation that we 
can thus call revolutionary. It inaugurates a new law, it always does 
so in violence. Always, which is to say even when there haven't been 
those spectacular genocides, expulsions or deportations that so often 
accompany the foundation of states, great or small, old or new, right 
near us or far away. 

In these situations said to found law (droit) or state, the grammati
cal category of the future anterior all too well resembles a modifica
tion of the present to describe the violence in progress. It consists, 
precisely, in feigning the presence or simple modalization of presence. 
Those who say "our time," while thinking "our present" in light of a 
future anterior present do not know very well, by definition, what they 
are saying. lt is precisely in this ignorance that the eventness of the 
event consists, what we naively call its presence.8 

These moments, supposing we can isolate them, are terrifying mo
rnents. Because of the sufferings, the crimes, the tortures that rarely 
fail to accompany them, no doubt, but just as much because they are 
In themselves, and in their very violence, uninterpretable or indeci
pherable. That is what I am calling "mystique." As Benjamin presents 
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it, this violence is certainly legible, indeed intelligible since it is not 
alien to law, no more than polemos or eris is alien to all the forms and 
significations of dike. But it is, in droit, what suspends droit. It inter
rupts the established droit to found another. This moment of suspense, 
this epokhe, this founding or revolutionary moment of law is, in law, 
an instance of non-law. But it is also the whole history of law. This 
moment always takes place and never takes place in a presence. It is 
the moment in which the foundation of law remains suspended in the · 
void or over the abyss, suspended by a pure performative act that 
would not have to answer to or before anyone. The supposed subject 
of this pure performative would no longer be before the law, or rather 
he would be before a law not yet determined, before the law as before 
a law not yet existing, a law yet to come, encore devant et devant venir. 
And the being "before the law" that Kafka talks about9 resembles this 
situation, both ordinary and terrible, of the man who cannot manage 
to see or above all to touch, to catch up to the law: because it is 
transcendent in the very measure that it is he who must found it, as 
yet to come, in violence. Here we "touch" without touching this ex
traordinary paradox: the inaccessible transcendence of the law before 
which and prior to which "man" stands fast only appears infinitely 
transcendent and thus theological to the extent that, so near him, it 
depends only on him, on the performative act by which he institutes 
it: the law is transcendent, violent and non-violent, because it depends 
only on who is before it-and so prior to it, on who produces it, 
founds it, authorizes it in an absolute performative whose · presence 
always escapes him. The law is transcendent and theological, and so 
always to come, always promised, because it is immanent, finite and 
so already past. Every "subject" is caught up in this aporetic structure 
in advance. 

Only the yet-to-come (avenir) will produce intelligibility or inter
pretability of this law. Beyond the letter of Benjamin's text, which I 
stopped following in the style of commentary a moment ago but 
which I am interpreting from the point of its avenir, one can say that 
the order of intelligibility depends in its turn on the established order 
that it serves to interpret. This readability will then be as little neutral 
as it is non-violent. A "successful" revolution, the "successful foun
dation of a state" (in somewhat the same sense that one speaks of a 
" felicitous performative speech act")  will produce apres coup what it 
was destined in advance to produce, namely, proper interpretative 
models to read in return, to give sense, necessity and above all legiti
macy to the violence that has produced, among others, the interpre
tative model in question, that is, the discourse of its self-legitimation. 
Examples of this circle, th is other hermeneutic circle, are not lacking, 
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near us or far from us, right here or elsewhere, whether it's a question 
of what happens from one neighborhood to another, one street to 
another in a great metropolis or from one country or one camp to 
another around a world war in the course of which states and nations 
are founded, destroyed or redesigned. This must be taken into account 
in order to de-limit an international law constructed on the western 
concept of state sovereignty and non-intervention, but also in order to 
rhink its infinite perfectibility. There are cases in which it is not known 
for generations if the performative of the violent founding of a state is 
" felicitous" or not. Here we could cite more than one example. This 
unreadability of violence results from the very readability of a vio
lence that belongs to what others would call the symbolic order of 
law, if you like, and not to pure physics. We might be tempted to 
reverse this "logic" like a glove ( "logic" in quotation marks, for this 
"unreadable" is also very much "il logical" in the order of logos, and 
this is also why I hesitate to call it "symbolic" and precipitately send 
it into the order of Lacanian discourse), the "logic" of this readable 
unreadability. In sum, it signifies a juridico-symbolic violence, a per
formative violence at the very heart of interpretative reading. And the 
example or index could be carried by metonymy back toward the con
ceptual generality of the essence. 

We might say then that there is a possibility of general strike, a right 
to general strike in any interpretative reading, the right to contest es
tablished law in  its strongest authority, the law of the state. One has 
the right to suspend legitimating authority and all its norms of read
ing, and to do this in the most incisive, most effective, most pertinent 
readings, which of course will sometimes argue with the unreadable 
in order to found another order of reading, another state, sometimes 
not; for we shall see that Benjamin distinguishes between two sorts of 
general strikes, some destined to replace the order of one state with 
another (general political strike), the other to abolish the state (general 
proletarian strike). In short, the two temptations of deconstruction. 

For there is something of the general strike, and thus of the revolu
tionary situation in every reading that founds something new and that 
remains unreadable in regard to established canons and norms of 
reading, that is to say the present state of reading or of what figures 
the State, with a capital S, in the state of possible reading. Faced with 
such a general strike, we can in various cases speak of anarchism, 
�kepticism, nih ilism, depoliticization, or on the contrary of subversive 
overpoliticization. Today, the general strike does not need to demobi
lize or mobilize a spectacular number of people: it is enough to cut 
the electricity in a few privileged places, for example the services, pub
lic and private, of postal service and telecommunications, of radio and 
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television or to introduce a few efficient viruses into a well-chosen 
computer network or, by ;malogy, to introduce the equivalent of AIDS 
into the organs of transmission, into the hermeneutic Gespri:ich. 10  

Can what we are doing here resemble a general strike o r  a revolu
tion, with regard to models, structures but also modes of readability 
of political action ? Is that what deconstruction is? Is it a general strike 
or a strategy of rupture? Yes and no. Yes, to the extent that it assumes 
the right to contest, and not only theoretically, constitutional proto
cols, the very charter that governs reading in our culture and espe
cially in the academy. No, at least to the extent that it is in the acad
emy that it has been developed (and let's not forget, if we do not wish 
to sink into ridicule or indecency, that we are comfortably installed 
here on Fifth Avenue-only a few blocks away from the inferno of 
injustice). And besides, just as a strategy of rupture is never pure, since 
the lawyer or the accused has to "negotiate" it in some way before a 
tribunal or in the course of a hunger strike in the prison, so there is 
never a pure opposition between the general political strike looking to 
re-found another state and the general proletarian strike looking to 
destroy the state. 

And so these Benjaminian oppositions seem to me to call more than 
ever for deconstruction; they deconstruct themselves, even as para
digms for deconstruction. What I am saying here is anything but con
servative and anti-revolutionary. For beyond Benjamin's explicit pur
pose, I shall propose the interpretation according to which the very 
violence of the found<ltion or position of law (Rechtsetzende Gewalt) 
must envelop the violence of conservation (Rechtserhaltende Gewalt) 
and cannot break with it. It belongs to the structure of fundamental 
violence that it calls for the repetition of itself and founds what ought 
to be conserved, conservable, promised to heritage and tradition, to 
be shared. A foundation is a promise. Every position (Setzung) permits 
and promises ( permet et pro-met), it positions en mettant et en pro
mettant. And even if a promise is not kept in fact, iterability inscribes 
the promise as guard in the most irruptive instant of foundation. Thus 
it inscribes the possibility of repetition at the heart of the originary. 
With this, there is no more a pure foundation or pure position of law, 
and so a pure founding violence, than there is a purely conservative 
violence. Position is already iterability, a call for self-conserving repe
tition. Conservation in its turn refounds, so that it can conserve what 
it claims to found. Thus there can be no rigorous opposition between 
positioning and conservation, only what I will call (and Benjamin does 
not name it) a differantielle contamination between the two, with all 
the paradoxes that this may lead to. No rigorous distinction between 
a general strike and a partial strike (again, in an industrial society, we 
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would also lack the technical criteria for such a distinction), nor, in 
Sorel's sense, between a general political strike and a general proletar
JJn strike. Deconstruction is also the idea of-and the idea adopted 
by necessity of-this differantielle contamination. It is in thinking 
.1bout this differantielle contamination, as the contamination at the 
\·cry heart of law that I single out this sentence of Benjamin's, which I 
hope to come back to later: there is, he says "something ronen in law" 
r p. 286) (etwas Morsches im Recht). There is something decayed or 
rotten in law, which condemns it or ruins it in advance. Law is con
demned, ruined, in ruins, ruinous, if we can risk a sentence of death 
on the subject of law, especially when it's a question of the death pen
alty. And it is in a passage on the death penalty that Benjamin speaks 
of what is " ronen" in law. 

If there is something of strike and the right to strike in every inter
pretation, there is also war and polemos. War is another example of 
this contradiction internal to law (Recht or droit) .  There is a droit de 
/1.1 guerre (Schmitt will complain that it is no longer recognized as the 
very possibility of politics). This droit involves the same contradiction 
as the droit de greve. Apparently subjects of this droit declare war in 
order to sanction a violence whose object seems natural (the other 
wants to lay hold of territory, goods, women; he wants my death, I 
kil l him). But this warlike violence that resembles "brigandage" out
side the law (raubende Gewalt, "predatory violence," p. 283) is al
ways deployed within the sphere of law. It is an anomaly within the 
legal system with which it seems to break. Here the rupture of the 
relation is the relation. The transgression is before the law. In so-called 
primitive societies, where these meanings would be more clearly 
brought out, the peace settlement shows very well that war was not a 
natural phenomenon. No peace is settled without the symbolic phe
nomenon of a ceremonial. It recalls the fact that there was already 
l:eremony in war. War, then, did not simply amount to a clash of two 
I IHerests or of two purely physical forces. Here an important paren
thesis emphasizes that, to be sure, in the pair war/peace, the peace 
l:cremonial recalls the fal:t that the war was also an unnatural phe
nomenon ; but Benjamin apparently wants to withhold a certain 
nwaning of the word "peace" from this correlation, in particular in 
rhe 1\:antian concept of "perpetual peace." Here it is a question of a 
whole other "unmetaphorical and political " (unmetaphorische und 
{lo/itische) signification, the importance of which we may weigh in a 
moment. At stake is international law, where the risks of diversion or 
perversion for the benefit of individual interests (whether those of a 
\tate or not) require an infinite vigilance, all the more so as these risks 
arc inscribed in its very constitution. 
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After the ceremony of war, the ceremony of peace signifies that the 
victory establishes a new law. And war, which passes for originary 
and archetypal (ursprungliche und urbildliche, "primordial and par
adigmatic," p. 283) violence in pursuit of natural ends, is in fact a 
violence that serves to found law or right (rechtsetzende, " law mak
ing"). From the moment that this positive, positional (setzende) and 
founding character of another law is recognized, modern law (droit) 
refuses the individual subject all right to violence. The people's shud
der of admiration before the "great criminal" is addressed to the in
dividual who takes upon himself, as in primitive times, the stigma of 
the lawmaker or the prophet. But the distinction between the two 
types of violence ( founding and conserving) will be very difficult to 
trace, to found or to conserve. We are going to witness an ambiguous 
and laborious movement on Benjamin's part to preserve at any cost a 
distinction or a correlation without which his whole project could 
collapse. For if violence is at the origin of law, we must take the cri
tique of this double violence ( " lawmaking and law-preserving vio
lence," p. 386)  to its logical conclusion. 

To discuss the conservative violence of law, Benjamin sticks to rela
tively modern problems, as modern as the problem of the general 
strike was a moment ago. Now it is a question of compulsory military 
service, the modern police or the abolition of the death penalty. If, 
during and after World War I, an impassioned critique of violence was 
developed, it took aim this time at the law-conserving form of vio
lence. Militarism, a modern concept that supposes the exploitation of 
compulsory military service, is the forced use of force, the compelling 
(Zwang) to use force or violence (Gewalt) in the service of the state 
and its legal ends. Here military violence is legal and conserves the 
law, and thus it is more difficult to criticize than the pacifists and ac
tivists believe; Benjamin does not hide his low esteem for these declai
mers. The ineffectiveness and inconsistency of anti-military pacifists 
results from their failure to recognize the legal and unassailable char
acter of this violence that conserves the law. 

Here we are dealing with a double bind or a contradiction that can 
be schematized as follows. On the one hand, it appears easier to crit
icize the violence that founds since it cannot be justified by any pre
existing legality and so appears savage. But on the other hand, and 
this reversal is the whole point of this reflection, it is more difficult, 
more il legitimate to criticize this same violence since one cannot sum
mon it to appear before the institution of any preexisting law: it does 
not recognize existing law in the moment that it founds another. Be
tween the two limits of this contradiction, there is the question of this 
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ungraspable revolutionary instant that belongs to no historical, tem
poral continuum but in which the foundation of a new law neverthe
less plays, if we may say so, on something from an anterior law that 
it extends, radicalizes, deforms, metaphorizes or metonymizes, this 
figure here taking the name of war or general strike. But this figure is 
also a contamination. It effaces or blurs the distinction, pure and 
simple, between foundation and conservation. It inscribes iterability 
in originarity, in unicity and singularity, and it is what I will call de
construction at work, in full negotiation: in the "things themselves" 
and in Benjamin's text. 

As long as they do not give themselves the theoretical or philosoph
ical means to think this co-implication of violence and law, the usual 
critiques remain naive and ineffectual. Benjamin does not hide his dis
dain for the declamations of pacifist activism and for the procla
mations of "quite childish anarchism" that would like to exempt the 
individual from all constraints. The reference to the categorical im
perative ( '• Act in such a way that at all times you use humanity both 
in your person and in the person of all others as an end, and never 
merely as a means," p. 285), however uncontestable it may be, allows 
no critique of violence. Law (droit) in its very violence claims to rec
ognize and defend said humanity as end, in the person of each individ
ual. And so a purely moral critique of violence is as unjustified as it is 
impotent. For the same reason, we cannot provide a critique of vio
lence in the name of liberty, of what Benjamin here calls "gestaltlose 
Freiheit, " "formless freedom," that is, in short, purely formal, as 
empty form, following a Marxist-Hegelian vein that is far from absent 
throughout this meditation. These attacks against violence lack perti
nence and effectiveness because they remain alien to the juridical es
sence of violence, to the Rechtsordnung, the order of law (droit) .  An 
effective critique must lay the blame on the body of droit itself, in its 
head and in its members, in the laws and the particular usages that 
law adopts under protection of its power (Macht). This order is such 
that there exists one unique fate or history (nur ein einziges Schicksa/, 
"only one fate," p. 285). That is one of the key concepts of the text, 
but also one of the most obscure, whether it's a question of fate itself 
or of its absolute uniqueness. That which exists, which has consist
ency (das Bestehende) and that which at the same time threatens what 
ex ists (das Drohende) belong inviolably (unverbruchlich) to the same 
order and this order is inviolable because it is unique. It can only be 
v iolated in itself. The notion of threat is important here but also dif
ficult, for the threat doesn't come from outside. Law is both threat
ening and threatened by itself. This threat is neither intimidation nor 
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dissuasion, as pacifists, anarchists or activists believe. The law turns 
out to be threatening in the way fate is threatening. To reach the 
"deepest meaning" of the indeterminacy ( Unbestimmtheit, "uncer
tainty," p. 285) of the legal threat (der Rechtsdrohung), it will later be 
necessary to meditate upon the essence of fate at the origin of this 
threat. 

In the course of a meditation on fate, which includes along the way 
an analysis of the police, the death penalty, the parliamentary institu
tion, Benjamin thus comes to distinguish between divine justice and 
human justice, between the divine justice that destroys law and the 
mythic violence that founds it. 

The violence that conserves ( " law-preserving violence") ,  this threat 
which is not intimidation, is a threat of droit. Double genitive: it both 
comes from and threatens droit. A valuable index arises here from the 
domain of the right to punish and the death penalty. Benjamin seems 
to think that the arguments against the droit de punir and notably 
against the death penalty are superficial, and not by accident. For they 
do not admit an axiom essential to the definition of law. Which ? Well, 
when one tackles the death penalty, one doesn't dispute one penalty 
among others but law itself in its origin, in its very order. If the origin 
of law is a violent positioning, the laner manifests itself in the purest 
fashion when violence is absolute, that is to say when it touches on 
the right to life and to death. Here Benjamin doesn't need to invoke 
the great philosophical arguments that before him have justified, 
in the same way, the death penalty (Kant, Hegel, for example, against 
early opponents like Beccaria) .  

If the legal system fully manifests itself in the possibility of the death 
penalty, to abolish the penalty is not to touch upon one dispositif 
among others, it is to disavow the very principle of law. And that is to 
confirm, says Benjamin, that there is something " rotten" at the heart 
of law. The death penalty bears witness, it must bear witness, to the 
fact that law is a violence contrary to nature. But what today bears 
witness in an even more "spectral" ( gespenstiche) way in mixing the 
two forms of violence (conserving and founding) is the modern insti
tution of the police. It is this mixture ( Vermischung) that is spectral, 
as if one violence haunted the other (though Benjamin doesn't put it 
this way in commenting on the double meaning of the word gespen
stich). This absence of a frontier between the two types of violence, 
this contamination between foundation and conservation is ignoble, 
it is, he says, the ignominy (das Schmachvolle) of the police. For today 
the police are no longer content to enforce the law, and thus to con
serve it; they invent it, they publish ordinances, they intervene when
ever the legal situation isn't clear to guarantee security. Which these 
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days is to say nearly all the time. The police are ignoble because in 
their authority "the separation of the violence that founds and the 
violence that conserves is suspended" ( in ihr die Trennung von recht
setzender und rechtserhaltender Gewalt aufgehoben ist, "in this au
thority the separation of lawmaking and lawpreserving is suspended," 
p. 286). In this Aufhebung that it itself is, the police invent law, they 
make themselves " rechtsetzend, " "lawmaking," legislative, each time 
law is indeterminate enough to give them the chance. The police be
have like lawmakers in modern times, not to say lawmakers of mod
ern times. Where there are police, which is to say everywhere and even 
here, we can no longer discern between two types of violence, con
serving and founding, and that is the ignoble, ignominious, disgusting 
ambiguity. The possibility, which is also to say the ineluctable neces
sity of the modern police force ruins, in sum, one could say decon
structs, the distinction between the two kinds of violence that never
theless structure the discourse that Benjamin calls a new critique of 
violence. He would like either to found it or conserve it but in all 
purity he can do neither. At most, he can sign it as a spectral event. 
Text and signature are specters. And Benjamin knows it, so well that 
the event of the text Zur Kritik der Gewalt consists of this strange ex
position: before your eyes a demonstration ruins the distinctions it 
proposes. lt exhibits and archivizes the very movement of its implo
sion, leaving instead what we call a text, the ghost of a text that, itself 
in ruins, at once foundation and conservation, accomplishes neither 
and remains there, up to a certain point, for a certain amount of time, 
readable and unreadable, like the exemplary ruin that singularly 
warns us of the fate of all texts and all signatures in their relation to 
law, that is, necessarily, in their relation to a certain police force. Such 
would be (let it be said in passing) the status without statute, the stat
ute without status of a text considered deconstructive and what re
mains of it. The text does not escape the law that it states. It is ruined 
and contaminated, it becomes the specter of itself. But about this ruin 
of signature, there will be more to say. 

What threatens the rigor of the distinction between the two types 
of violence is at bottom the paradox of iterability. lterability requires 
the origin to repeat itself originarily, to alter itself so as to have the 
value of origin, that is, to conserve itself. Right away there are police 
and the police legislate, not content to enforce a law that would have 
had no force before the police. This iterability inscribes conservation 
in the essential structure of foundation. This law or this general ne
cessity is not a modern phenomenon, it has an a priori worth, even if 
Benjamin is right to give examples that are irreducibly modern in their 
specificity. Rigorously speaking, iterability precludes the possibility of 
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pure and great founders, initiators, lawmakers ("great" poets, think
ers or men of state, in the sense Heidegger will mean in 1935, fol
lowing an analogous schema concerning the fatal sacrifice of these 
founders) .  

I do not see ruin as  a negative thing. 1 1  First of  all, i t  i s  clearly not a 
thing. And then I would love to write, maybe with or following Ben
jamin, maybe against Benjamin, a short treatise on love of ruins. What 
else is there to love, anyway? One cannot love a monument, a work 
of architecture, an institution as such except in an experience itself 
precarious in its fragility: it hasn't always been there, it will not al
ways be there, it is finite. And for this very reason I love it as mortal, 
through its birth and its death, through the ghost or the silhouette of 
its ruin, of my own-which it already is or already prefigures. How 
can we love except in this finitude? Where else would the right to love, 
indeed the love of right, come from? (D'ou viendrait autrement le 
droit d'aimer, voire /'amour du droit?) 

Let us return to the thing itself, to the ghost, for this text is a ghost 
story. We can no more avoid ghost and ruin than we can elude the 
question of the rhetorical status of this textual event. To what figures 
does it turn for its exposition, for its internal explosion or its implo
sion ? All the exemplary figures of the violence of law are singular 
metonymies, namely, figures without limit, unfettered possibilities of 
transposition and figures without figures. Let us take the example of 
the police, this index of a phantom-like violence because it mixes 
foundation with conservation and becomes all the more violent for 
this. Well, the police that thus capitalize on violence aren't simply the 
police. They do not simply consist of policemen in uniform, occasion
ally helmeted, armed and organized in a civil structure on a military 
model to whom the right to strike is refused, and so forth. By defini
tion, the police are present or represented everywhere that there is 
force of law. They are present, sometimes invisible but always effec
tive, wherever there is preservation of the social order. The police 
aren't just the police (today more or less than ever), they are there, the 
faceless figure ( figure sans figure) of a Dasein coextensive with the 
Dasein of the polis. Benjamin recognizes it in his way, but in a double 
gesture that I don't think is deliberate and in any case isn:t thematized. 
He never gives up trying to contain in a pair of concepts and to bring 
back down to distinctions the very thing that incessantly exceeds them 
and surpasses them. In this way he admits that the problem with the 
police is that they are a faceless figure, a violence without a form ( ges
taltlos) .  As such, they are ungraspable in every way (nirgends (ass
bare). In so-called civilized states the specter of its ghostly apparition 
is all-pervasive (a/lverbreitete gespenstische Erscheinung im Leben der 
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zivilisierten Staaten, "all pervasive ghostly presence in the life of civi
lized states," p. 287). And still, this formless ungraspable figure of the 
police, even as it is metonymized, spectralized, and even as it installs 
its haunting presence everywhere, would if Benjamin had his way re
main a determinable figure proper to the civilized states. He claims to 
know what he is speaking of when he speaks of the proper meaning 
of the pol ice and tries to determine that phenomenon. It is hard to 
know whether he's speaking of the police of the modern state or of 
the state in general when he mentions the civil ized state. I 'm inclined 
toward the first hypothesis for two reasons: 

1. He selects modern examples of violence, for example that of the 
general strike or the problem of the death penalty. Earlier on, he 
speaks not only of civilized states but of another "institution of the 
modern state," the police. It is the modern police, in politico-technical 
modern situations that have led to produce the law that they are only 
supposed to enforce. 

2. While recognizing that the phantom body of the police, however 
invasive it may be, always remains equal to itself, he admits that its 
spirit (Geist), the spirit of the police, does less damage in absolute 
monarchy than it does in modern democracies where its violence de
genera�es. Let us stay with this point a moment. I am not sure that 
Benjamin worked out the rapprochement I'm attempting here between 
the words gespenstische, "spectral," and " Geist," spirit also in the 
sense of the ghostly double. 12 But the profound logic of this analogy 
seems hardly contestable to me, even if Benjamin didn't recognize it. 
The police become hallucinatory and spectral because they haunt 
everything; they are everywhere, even there where they are not, in 
their Fort-Dasein to which we can always appeal. Their presence is 
not present, any more than any presence is present, as Heidegger re
minds us, but the presence of their spectral double knows no bound
aries. And it is in keeping with the logic of Zur Kritik der Gewalt to 
note that anything having to do with the violence of droit-here the 
police themselves-is not natural but spiritual. There is a spirit, both 
in the sense of specter and in the sense of the life that exalts itself, 
through death, precisely, by means of the possibility of the death pen
alty, above natural and biological life. The police bear witness to this. 
Here I shall invoke a passage from the Ursprung der deutschen Trauer
spiel that speaks of Geist as the capacity to exercise dictatorship. I 
thank my friend Tim Bahti for bringing this passage to my attention 
(but one ought to read the whole chapter, which earlier on discusses 
the apparition of specters [Geisterscheinungen, p. 273 ] ) : "Spirit 
(Geist)-so the epoch would have it-manifests itself in power (weist 
sich aus in Macht); spirit is the capacity to exercise dictatorship (Geist 
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ist das Vermogen, Diktatur auszuuben) .  This capacity requires a rig
orous internal discipline just as much as it requires the most unscru
pulous external action (skrupelloseste Aktion)"  (p. 276) .  And further 
on it is again a question of the evil genius (bose Geist) of despots. 

Instead of being itself and being contained within democracy, this 
spirit of the police, this police violence as spirit degenerates there. It 
bears witness in modern democracy to the greatest degeneracy imag
inable for violence (die denkbar grosste Entartung der Gewalt be
zeugt, "bears witness to the greatest conceivable degeneration of vio
lence," p. 287). Why?  In absolute monarchy, legislative and executive 
powers are united. In it violence is therefore normal, in keeping with 
its essence, its idea, its spirit. In democracy, on the other hand, vio
lence is no longer accorded to the spirit of the police. Because of the 
supposed separation of powers, it is exercised il legitimately, especially 
when instead of enforcing the law the police make the law. Here Ben
jamin indicates the principle of an analysis of police reality in indus
trial democracies and their military-industrial complexes with high 
computer technology. In absolute monarchy, police violence, terrible 
as it may be, proves to be what it is and what it ought to be in its 
spirit, while the police violence of democracies denies its proper prin
ciple, making laws surreptitiously, clandestinely. The consequences or 
implications are twofold :  ( 1 )  democracy is a degeneracy of droit and 
of the violence of droit; (2) there is not yet any democracy worthy of 
this name. Democracy remains to come: to engender or to regenerate. 
And so Benjamin's argument, which then develops into a critique of 
the parliamentarism of liberal democracy, is revolutionary, even marx
isant, but in the two senses of the word "revolutionary," which also 
includes the sense "reactionary," that is, the sense of a return to the 
past of a purer origin. This equivocation is typical enough to have fed 
many revolutionary discourses on the right and the left, particularly 
between the two wars. A critique of "degeneracy" (Entartung) as cri
tique of a parliamentarism powerless to control the police violence 
that substitutes itself for it, is very much a critique of violence on the 
basis of a "philosophy of history" :  a putting into archeo-teleological, 
indeed archeo-eschatological perspective that deciphers the history of 
droit as a decay ( Verfa/1 ) since its origin. The analogy with Schmittian 
or Heideggerian schemas does not need to be spelled out. This triangle 
could be illustrated by a correspondence, I mean the epistolary corre
spondence that linked these three thinkers (Schmitt/Benjamin, Heidcg
ger/Schmitt) .  And it is still a question of spirit and revolution. 

The basic question would be: what about liberal and parliamentary 
democracy today ? As means, all violence founds or preserves droit. 
Otherwise it would lose al l  value. There is no problematic of droit 
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without this violence of means. The result: every juridical contract, 
every Rechtsvertrag (" legal contract," p. 288)  is founded on violence. 
There is no contract that does not have violence as both an origin 
( Ursprung) and an outcome (Ausgang). Here a furtive and elliptical 
al lusion by Benjamin is decisive, as is often the case. The violence that 
founds or positions droit need not be immediately present in the con
tract (11icht rmmittelbar in ihm gegenwartig zu sein: "it need not be 
directly present in it as lawmaking violence," p. 288) .  But without 
being immediately present, it is replaced (vertreten, "represented" )  by 
the supplement of a substitute. And it is in this differance, in the move
ment that replaces presence (the immediate presence of violence iden
tifiable as such in its traits and its spirit), it is in this differantielle 
representativity that originary violence is consigned to oblivion. This 
amnesic loss of consciousness does not happen by accident. It is the 
very passage from presence to representation. Such a passage forms 
the trajectory of decline, of institutional "degeneracy", their Verfa/1 
("decay" ) .  Benjamin had just spoken of a degeneracy (Entartung) of 
originary violence, for example, that of police violence in absolute 
monarchy, which is corrupted in modern democracies. Here is Benja
min deploring the Verfa/1 of revolution in parliamentary spectacle: 
"Whe_n the consciousness of the latent presence of violence in a legal 
institution disappears, the institution falls into decay" (p. 288) 
(schwindet das Bewu(Itsein von der latenten Anwesenheit der Gewalt 
in einem Rechtsinstitut, so verfallt es). The first example chosen is that 
of the parliaments of the time. If they offer a deplorable spectacle, it 
is because these representative institutions forget the revolutionary 
violence from which they are born. In Germany in particular, they 
have forgotten the abortive revolution of 19 1 9. They have lost the 
sense of the founding violence of droit that is represented in them 
( " Ihnen fehlt der Sinn fur die rechtsetzende Gewalt, die in ihnen re
priisentiert ist, " "They lack the sense that a lawmaking violence is 
represented by themselves," p. 288) .  The parliaments live in forgetful
ness of the violence from which they are born. This amnesic dene
gation is not a psychological weakness, it is their statut and their 
structure. From this point on, instead of coming to decisions commen
surable or proportional to this violence and worthy (wurdig) of it, 
they practice the hypocritical politics of compromise. The concept of 
compromise, the denegation of open violence, the recourse to dissi
mulated violence belong to the spirit of violence, to the "mentality of 
violence" (Mentalitat der Gewalt) that goes so far as to accept coer
cion of the adversary to avoid the worst, at the same time saying to 
itself with the sigh of the parliamentarian that this certainly isn't ideal, 
that, no doubt, this would have been better otherwise but that, pre-
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cisely, one couldn't do otherwise. Parliamentarism, then, is in violence 
and the renunciation of the ideal. It fails to resolve political conflicts 
by non-violent speech, discussion, deliberation, in short by putting 
liberal democracy to work. In face of the "decay of parliaments" (der 
Verfa/1 der Parlamente), Benjamin finds the critique of the Bolshevists 
and the trade-unionists both pertinent (treffende) overall and radically 
destructive (vernichtende). 

Now we must introduce a distinction that once again brings to
gether Benjamin and one Carl Schmitt and in any case gives a more 
precise sense of what the historical configuration could have been in 
which all these different modes of thinking were inscribed {the exor
bitant price Germany had to pay for defeat, the Weimar Republic, the 
crisis and impotence of the new parliamentarism, the failure of paci
fism, the aftermath of the October revolution, conflict between the 
media and parliamentarism, new particulars of international law, and 
so forth). We just saw, in sum, that in its origin and its end, in its 
foundation and its conservation, le droit was inseparable from vio
lence, immediate or mediate, present or represented. Does this exclude 
all non-violence in the elimination of conflicts, as we might placidly 
conclude? Not at all . Benjamin does not exclude the possibil ity of 
non-violence. But the thought of non-violence must exceed the order 
of public droit. Union without violence (gewaltlose Einigung, "non
violent agreement," p. 289) is possible everywhere that the culture of 
the heart (die Kultur des Herzens) gives men pure means with accord 
{ Ubereinkunft) in view. Does this mean we must stop at this opposi
tion between private and public to protect a domain of non-violence? 
Things are far from that simple. Other conceptual divisions will de
limit, in the sphere of politics itself, the relation of violence to non
violence. This would be, for example, in the tradition of Sorel or 
Marx, the distinction between the general political strike, violent since 
it wants to replace the state with another state {for example the one 
that just flashed forth in Germany) and the general proletarian strike, 
that revolution that instead of strengthening the state aims at its 
suppression, as it aims at the elimination of "sociologists, says Sorel, 
men of the world so fond of social reforms, intellectuals who have 
embraced the profession of thinking for the proletariat" {"sociolo
gists, elegant amateurs of social reforms or intellectuals who have 
made it their profession to think for the proletariat," p. 292). 

Another distinction seems even more radical and closer to what 
concerns the critique of violence as a means. It opposes the order of 
means and representation, precisely, to the order of manifestation. 
Once again it is very much a question of the violence of language, but 
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also of the advent of non-violence through a certain language. Does 
the essence of language consist in signs, considered as means of com
munication as re-presentation, or in a manifestation that no longer 
arises, or not yet, from communication through signs, from commu
nication in general, that is, from the means/end structure? 

Benjamin intends to prove that a non-violent elimination of con
flicts is possible in the private world when it is ruled by the culture of 
the heart, cordial courtesy, sympathy, love of peace, trust. Dialogue 
( Unterredung, "conference") ,  as technique of civil agreement, would 
be the most profound example. But by what token can violence be 
considered excluded from the private or proper sphere (eigentliche 
Sphare)? Benjamin's response may be surprising to some. The possi
bility of this non-violence is attested to by the fact that the lie (die 
Luge, " lying," p. 289) is not punished, nor is deception (Betrug, 
"fraud") .  Roman law and Old German law did not punish them. To 
consider a lie an offence is a sign of decadence (Verfallsprozess, "de
clining vitality" ) .  Modern law loses faith in itself, it condemns decep
tion not fm moral reasons but because it fears the violence that it 
might lead to on the victims' part. They may in return threaten the 
order of droit. It is the same mechanism as the one at work in the 
concession of the right to strike. It is a matter of limiting the worst 
violence with another violence. What Benjamin seems to be dreaming 
of is an order of non-violence that withholds from the order of droit
and so from the right to punish the lie-not only private relations but 
even certain public relations as in the general proletarian strike that 
Sorel speaks about, which is a strike that would not attempt to re
found a state and a new droit; or again certain diplomatic relations in 
which,

· 
in a manner analogous to private relations, certain ambassa

dors settle conflicts peacefully and without treaties. Arbitration is 
non-violent in this case because it is situated beyond all order of droit 
and so beyond violence ( "beyond all legal systems, and therefore be
yond violence," p. 293 ) .  We shall see in a moment how this non
violence is not without affinity to pure violence. 

Here Benjamin proposes an analogy that we should linger over for 
a moment, particularly because it brings in this enigmatic concept of 
fate. What would happen if a violence linked to fate (schicksalsmas
sige Gewalt, "violence imposed by fate," p. 293) and using just means 
(berechtigte) found itself in an insoluble conflict with just (gerechten) 
ends? And in such a way that we had to envision another kind of 
violence that regarding these ends would be neither a justified nor an 
unjustified means? Neither a justified nor an unjustified means, unde
cidably, it would no longer even be a means but would enter into a 
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whole other relation with the pair means/end. Then we would be deal
ing with a wholly other violence that would no longer allow itself to 
be determined in the space opened up by the opposition means/end. 
The question is all the more grave in that it exceeds or displaces the 
initial problematic that Benjamin had up to this point constructed on 
the subject of violence and droit and that was entirely governed by the 
concept of means. Here it will be noticed that there are cases in which, 
posed in terms of means/ends, the problem of droit remains undecid
able. This ultimate undecidability which is that of all problems of 
droit ( Unentscheidbarkeit aller Rechtsprobleme, "ultimate insolubil
ity of all legal problems," p. 293) is the insight of a singular and dis
couraging experience. Where is one to go after recognizing this in
eluctable undecidability ? 

Such a question opens, first, upon another dimension of language, 
on an au-de/a beyond mediation and so beyond language as sign in 
the sense of mediation, as a means with an end in view. It seems at 
first that there is no way out and so no hope. But at the impasse, this 
despair (Aussichtslosigkeit, " insolubility," "hopelessness")  summons 
up decisions of thought that concern nothing less than the origin of 
language in its relation to the truth, destinal violence (schicksalhafte 
Gewalt, " fate-imposed violence") that puts itself above reason, then, 
above this violence itself, God: another, a wholly other "mystical 
foundation of authority." It is not, to be sure, Montaigne's or Pascal's, 
but we shouldn't trust too much in this distance. That is what the 
Aussichtslosigkeit of droit in some way opens up on, that is where the 
impasse of droit leads. 

There would be an analogy between "the undecidability ( Unentsch
eidbarkeit) of all the problems of droit" and what happens in nascent 
language (in werdenden Sprachen) in which it is impossible to make a 
clear, convincing, determinant decision (Entscheidung) between true 
and false, correct and incorrect ( richtiglfalsch, "right/wrong") .  This is 
only an analogy proposed in passing. But it could be developed on the 
basis of other Benjamin texts on language, notably "The Task of the 
Translator" ( 1 923) and especially the famous essay of 1 9 1 6, five years 
before, "On Language in General and Human Language." Both put 
into question the notion that the essence of language is originally com
municative, that is to say semiological, informative, representative, 
conventional, hence mediatory. It is not a means with an end in 
view-a thing or signified content-to which it would have to ade
quate itself correctly. This critique of the sign was political then as 
well :  the conception of language as means and as sign would be 
"bourgeois." The 1 9 16  text defined original sin as that fall into a lan
guage of mediate communication where words, having become 
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means, incite babbling (Geschwiitz). The question of good and evil 
after the creation arises from this babbling. The tree of knowledge was 
not there to provide knowledge of good and evil but as the " Wahr
zeichen," the sign betokening judgment (Gericht) borne by he who 
questions. "This extraordinary irony," Benjamin concludes, "is the 
sign by which the mythical origin of droit is recognized" (das Kenn
zeichen des mythischen Ursprungs des Rechtes, Bd 1 1 , 1 ,  p. 154). 

Beyond this simple analogy, Benjamin here wants to conceive of a 
finality, a justice of ends that is no longer tied to the possibility of 
droit, in any case to what is always conceived of as universalizable. 
The universalization of droit is its very possibility, it is analytically 
inscribed in the concept of justice (Gerechtigkeit) . But in this case 
what is not understood is that this universality is in contradiction with 
God himself, that is, with the one who decides the legitimacy of means 
and the justice of ends over and above reason and even above destinal 
violence. This sudden reference to God above reason and universality, 
beyond a sort of Aufkliirung of law, is nothing other than a reference 
to the irreducible singularity of each situation. And the audacious 
thought, as necessary as it is perilous, of what I shall here call a sort 
of justice without droit (this is not one of Benjamin's expressions) is 
just as valid for the uniqueness of the individual as for the people and 
the language, in short, for history. 

To explain this "nonmediate function of violence" (p. 294) (Eine 
nicht mittelbare Funktion der Gewalt), Benjamin again takes the ex
ample of everyday language as if it were only an analogy. In fact, it 
seems to me, we have here the true mechanism, and the very place of 
�ecision. Is it by chance and unrelated to such a figure of God that he 
speaks then of the experience of anger, an example of an immediate 
manifestation that has nothing to do with any means/end structure? 
The explosion of violence, in anger, is not a means that looks toward 
an end; it has no object other than to show and show itself. Let us 
leave the responsibility for this concept to Benjamin: the in some way 
disinterested, immediate and uncalculated manifestation of anger. 
What matters to him is a manifestation of violence that would not be 
a means looking toward an end. Such would be mythic violence as 
manifestation of the gods. 

Here begins the last sequence, the most enigmatic, the most fasci
nating and the most profound in this text. For lack of time but not 
only time, I cannot claim to do it justice. I will have to content myself 
with stressing on the one hand the terrible ethico-political ambiguity 
of the text, on the other hand the exemplary instability of its status 
and its signature, what, finally, you will permit me to call this heart or 
courage (ce coeur ou ce courage) or a thinking that knows there is no 
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iustesse, no justice, no responsibility except in exposing oneself to all 
risks, beyond certitude and good conscience. 

In the Greek world, the manifestation of divine violence in its 
mythic form founds a droit rather than enforcing an existing one by 
distributing compensations and punishments. It is not a distributive 
or retributive justice, and Benjamin evokes the legendary examples of 
Niobe, Apollo and Artemis, Prometheus. As it is a maner of founding 
a new droit, the violence that falls upon Niobe comes from fate; and 
this fate can only be uncertain and ambiguous (zweideutig), since it is 
not preceded or regulated by any anterior, superior or transcendant 
droit. This founding violence is not "properly destructive" (eigentlich 
zerstorend, "actually destructive"), since, for example, it respects the 
mother's l ife in the moment it brings a bloody death to Niobe's chil
dren. But this allusion to blood spilled, as we shall see, is here a dis
criminating index for identifying the mythical and violent foundation 
of droit in the Greek world and distinguishes it from the divine vio
lence of Judaism. Benjamin offers multiple examples of this ambiguity 
(Zweideutigkeit, the word returns at least four times), and even of the 
"demonic" ambiguity of this mythical positioning of droit1 1  which is 
in its fundamental principle a power (Macht), a force, a position of 
authority and so, as Sorel himself suggests, with Benjamin's appar
ent approval here, a privilege of kings, of the great or powerful: at 
the origin of all droit is a privilege (in den An(iingen alles Recht 
" Vor"recht der Konige oder der Crossen, kurz der Miichtigen: "in the 
beginning all right was the prerogative of the kings or the nobles-in 
short of the mighty," p. 296). At this originary and mythic moment, 
there is still no distributive justice, no chastisement or penalty, only 
expiation (Siihne, badly translated as "retribution") .  

To this violence of the Greek mythos, Benjamin opposes feature for 
feature the violence of God. From all points of view, he says, it is its 
opposite. Instead of founding droit, it destroys it; instead of setting 
limits and boundaries, it annihilates them; instead of leading to error 
and expiation, it causes to expiate; instead of threatening, it strikes; 
and above all, this is the essential point, instead of kill ing with �ood, 
it kills and annihilates without bloodshed. Blood makes all the differ
ence. The interpretation of this thought of blood is as troubling, de
spite certain dissonances, in Benjamin as it is in Rosenzweig (espe
cially if we think of the "final solution") .  Blood is the symbol of life, 
he says. In making blood flow, the mythological violence of droit is 
exercised in its own favor (um ihrer selbst willen) against life pure and 
simple which it causes to bleed, even as it remains precisely within the 
order of natural l ife (das blosse Leben). In contrast, purely divine (Ju
daic) violence is exercised on all life but to the profit or in favor of the 
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living (uber alles Leben urn des Lebendigen willen: "Mythical violence 
is bloody power over mere life for its own sake, divine violence pure 
power over all l ife for the sake of the living," p. 297) . In other words, 
the mythological violence of droit is satisfied in itself by sacrificing the 
living, while d ivine violence sacrifices life to save the living, in favor 
of the living. In both cases there is sacrifice, but in the case where 
blood is exacted, the living is not respected. Whence Benjamin's sin
gular conclusion, and again I leave to him responsibility for this inter
pretation, particularly for this interpretation of Judaism: "The first 
(the mythological violence of droit) demands ( fordert) sacrifice, the 
second (divine violence) accepts it, assumes it (nimmt sie an)." In any 
case, this divine violence, which will be attested to not only by religion 
but also in present l i fe or in manifestations of the sacred, may anni
hilate goods, l i fe, droit, the foundation of droit, and so on, but it never 
mounts an attack to destroy the soul of the living (die Seele des Le
bendigen) .  Conseq�ently, we have no right to conclude that divine 
violence leaves the field open for all human crimes. "Thou shalt not 
kill" remains an absolute imperative once the principle of the most 
destructive divine violence commands the respect of the living being, 
beyond droit, beyond judgment. It is not a "criterion of judgment" 
but a "guideline for the actions of persons or communities who have 
to wrestle with it in solitude and in exceptional cases, to take on them
selves the responsibility of ignoring it. That for Benjamin is the essence 
of judaism which forbids all murder, except in the singular cases of 
legitimate self-defense, and which sacralizes life to the point that cer
tain thVtkers extend this sacralization beyond man, to include animal 
and vegetable. But here we should sharpen the point of what Benjamin 
means by the sacrality of man, life or rather human Dasein. He stands 
up vigorously against all sacralization of life for itself, natural life, the 
simple fact of l ife. Commenting at length on the words of Kurt Hiller, 
according to which "higher even than the happiness and the justice of 
existence stands existence itself" (p. 298), Benjamin judges the prop
osition that simple Dasein should be higher than just Dasein (als ge
rechtes Dasein ) to be false and ignoble, if simple Dasein is taken to 
mean the simple fact of living. And while noting that these terms 
"Dasein" and "life" remain very ambiguous, he judges the same prop
osition, however ambiguous it may remain, in the opposite way, as 
full of a powerful truth (gewaltige Wahrheit) if it means that man's 
non-being would be still more terrible than man's not-yet-being just, 
than the not yet attained condition of the just man, purely and simply. 
In other words, what makes for the worth of man, of his Dasein and 
his life, is that he contains the potential, the possibility of justice, the 
yet-to-come (avenir) of justice, the yet-to-come of his being-just, of his 
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having-to-be just. What is sacred in his life is not his life but the justice 
of his l ife. Even if beasts and plants were sacred, they would not be so 
simply for their l ife, says Benjamin. This critique of vitalism or bio
logism, if it also resembles one by a certain Heidegger and if it recalls, 
as I have noted elsewhere, a certain Hegel, here proceeds like the 
awakening of a Judaic tradition. Because of this ambiguity in the con
cepts of life and Dasein, Benjamin is both drawn to and reticent before 
the dogma that affirms the sacred character of life, as natural life, pure 
and simple. The origin of this dogma deserves inquiry, notes Benja
min, who is ready to see in it the relatively modern and nostalgic re
sponse of the West to the loss of the sacred. 

Which is the ultimate and most provocative paradox of this critique 
of violence? The one that offers the most to think about? It is that this 
critique presents itself as the only "philosophy" of history (the word 
"philosophy" remaining in unforgettable quotation marks) that 
makes possible an attitude that is not merely "critical" but, in the 
more critical and diacritical sense of the word "critique," krinein, an 
attitude that permits us to choose (krinein), and so to decide and to 
cut decisively in history and on the subject of history. It is the only 
one, Benjamin says, that permits us, in respect to present time, to take 
a decisive position (scheidende und entscheidende Einstellung, "dis
criminating and decisive approach," pp. 299-300). All undecidability 
( Unentscheidbarkeit) is situated, blocked in, accumulated on the side 
of droit, of mythological violence, that is to say the violence that 
founds and conserves droit. But on the other hand all decidability 
stands on the side of the divine violence that destroys le droit, we 
could even venture to say deconstructs it. To say that all decidability 
is found on the side of the divine violence that destroys or decon
structs le droit is to say at least two things: 

1. That history is on the side of this divine violence, and history 
precisely in opposition to myth. It is indeed for this reason that it's a 
matter of a "philosophy" of history and that Benjamin appeals in fact 
to a "new historical era" (ein neues geschichtliches Zeitalter, "a new 
historical epoch," p. 300) that should follow the end of the Qlythic 
reign, the interruption of the magic circle of the mythic forms of droit, 
the abolition of the Staatsgewalt, of the violence or authority of the 
state. This new historical era would be a new political era on the con
dition that politics not be tied to state control, as Schmitt for example 
would have it. 

2. If all decidability is concentrated on the side of divine violence in 
the Judaic tradition, this would come to confirm and give meaning to 
the spectacle offered by the history of droit which deconstructs itself 
and is paralyzed in undecidability, since what Benjamin calls the "dia-
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lectic of up and down" (ein dialektisches Auf und Ab, "dialectical 
rising and falling")  in the founding or conserving violence of droit 
constitutes an oscillation in which the violence that conserves must 
constantly give itself up to the repression of hostile counter-violences 
( Unterdriickung der feindlichen Gegengewalten) .  But this repres
sion-and droit, the juridical institution, is essentially repressive from 
this point of view-never ceases ro weaken the founding violence that 
it represents. And so it destroys itself in the course of this cycle. For 
here Benjamin to some extent recognizes this law of iterability that 
insures that the founding violence is constantly represented in a con
servative violence that always repeats the tradition of its origin and 
that ultimately keeps nothing but a foundation destined from the start 
to be repeated, conserved, reinstituted. Benjamin says that founding 
violence is .. reprt=sented" (reprasentiert) in conservative violence. 

To think at this point that we have cast light and correctly inter
preted the meaning, the vouloir-dire of Benjamin's text, by opposing 
in a decidable way the decidability of divine, revolutionary, historical, 
anti-state, anti-juridical violence on one side and on the other the un
decidability of the mythic violence of state droit, would still be to 
decide too quickly and not to understand the power of this text. For 
in its last l ines a new act of the drama is played, or a coup de theatre 
that (couldn't swear was not premeditated from the moment the cur
tain went' up. What does Benjamin in fact say? First he speaks in the 
conditional about revolutionary violence (revolutionare Gewalt) : "if," 
beyond droit, violence sees its status insured as pure and immediate 
violente, then this will prove that revolutionary violence is possible. 
Then we would know, but this is a conditional clause, that it is this 
revolutionary violence whose name is the purest manifestation of vio
lence among men. But why is this statement in the conditional ? Is it 
only provisional and contingent? Not at all . For the decision (Entsch
eidung) on this subject, the determinant decision, the one that permits 
us to know or to recognize such a pure and revolutionary violence as 
such, is a decision not accessible to man. Here we must deal with a 
whole other undecidability, and I prefer to cite Benjamin's sentence in 
extenso: "But it is neither equally possible nor equally urgent for man 
to decide when pure violence was effected in a determined case." 
(Nicht gleich moglich, noch auch gleich dringend ist aber fiir Men
schen die Entscheidung, wann reine Gewalt in einem bestimmten Faile 
wirklich war, "Less possible and also less urgent for humankind, how
ever, is to decide when unal loyed violence has been realized in partic
ular cases," p. 300) .  

This results from the fact that divine violence, which is  the most 
just, the most historic, the most revolutionary, the most decidable or 
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the most deciding does not lend itself to any human determination, to 
any knowledge or decidable "certainty" on our part. It is never known 
in itself, "as such," but only in its "effects" and its effects are " incom
parable," they do not lend themselves to any conceptual generaliza
tion . There is no certainty (Gewi{Iheit) or determinant knowledge ex
cept in the realm of mythic violence, that is, of droit, that is, of the 
undecidable we have been talking about. "For only mythical violence, 
not divine, will be recognizable as such with certainty, unless it be in 
incomparable effects . . .  " (p. 300). To be schematic, there are two 
violences, two competing Gewalten: on one side, decision (just, his
torical, political, and so on), justice beyond droit and the state, but 
without decidable knowledge; on the other, decidable knowledge and 
certainty in a realm that structurally remains that of the undecidable, 
of the mythic droit of the state. On one side the decision without de
cidable certainty, on the other the certainty of the undecidable but 
without decision. In any case, in one form or another, the undecidable 
is on each side, and is the violent condition of knowledge or action. 
But knowledge and action are always dissociated. 

Questions: What one calls in the singular, if there is one and only 
one, deconstruction, is it the former or the latter? Something else en
tirely or something else again? If we trust the Benjaminian schema, is 
the deconstructive discourse on the undecidable more Jewish (or 
Judaeo-Christian-lslamic) or Greek ? More religious, more mythic or 
more philosophical ? If I do not answer questions that take this form, 
it is not only because I am not sure that such a thing as "Deconstruc
tion," in the singular, exists or is possible. It is also because I think 
that deconstructive discourses as they present themselves in their ir
reducible plurality participate in an impure, contaminating, negoti
ated, bastard and violent way in all these filiations-let's call them 
Judaeo-Greek to save time-of decision and the undecidable. And 
then, the Jew and the Greek, that may not be exactly what Benjamin 
had in mind for us. And finally for what remains to come in decon
struction, I think that something else runs through its veins,perhaps 
without filiation, an entirely different blood or rather som65hing en
tirely different from blood. H 

And so in saying adieu or au-revoir to Benjamin, I nevertheless leave 
him the last word. I let him sign, at least if he can. It is always neces
sary that the other sign and it is always the other that signs last. In 
other words, first. 

In his last lines, Benjamin, just before signing, even uses the word 
"bastard." That in short is the definition of the myth, and so of the 
founding violence of droit. Mythic droit, we could say juridical fiction, 
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is a violence that will have "bastardized" (bastardierte) the "eternal 
forms of pure divine violence." Myth has bastardized divine violence 
with droit (mit dem Recht). Misalliance, impure genealogy: not a mix
ture of bloods but bastardy which at its root will have created a droit 
that makes blood tlow and exacts blood as payment. 

And then, as soon as he has taken responsibility for this interpre
tation of the Greek and the Jew, Benjamin signs. He speaks in an eval
uative, prescriptive, non-constative manner, as we do each time we 
sign. Two energetic sentences proclaim what must be the watchwords, 
what one must do, what one must re;ect, the evil or perversity of what 
must be rejected ( Verwerflich) .  "But one must reject ( Verwerflich aber) 
all mythical violence, the violence that founds droit, which we may 
call governing (schaltende) violence. One must also reject ( Verwerflich 
auch) the violence that conserves droit, the governed violence (die ver
waltete Gewalt) in the service of the governing." (The English trans
lation is, as it often is, insipid: "But all mythical, lawmaking violence, 
which we may call executive, is pernicious. Pernicious, too, is the law
preserving, administrative violence that serves it," p. 300). 

Then there are the last words, the last sentence. Like the shophar at 
ni� or on the brink of a prayer one no longer hears or does not yet 
hear. Not only does it sign, this ultimate address, and very close to the 
first nam"e of Benjamin, Walter. It also names the signature, the sign 
and the seal, it names the name and what calls itself "die waltende. " 
But who signs? It is God, the Wholly Other, as always, it is the divine 
violence that always will have preceded but also will have given all the 
first names: "Die gottliche Gewalt, welche Insignium und Siegel, nie
mals Mittel heiliger Vollstreckung ist, mag die waltende heif1en" :  "Di
vine violence, which is the sign and seal but never the means of sacred 
execution, may be called sovereign violence (die waltende heissen) ." 1 5  

jacques Derrida 

Post-scriptum 

This strange text is dated. Every signature is dated, even and per
haps all the more so if it slips in among several names of God and 
only signs by pretending to let God himself sign. If this text is dated 
and signed (Walter, 1921  ) , we have only a limited right to convoke it 
to bear witness either to Nazism in general (which had not yet devel
oped as such), or to the new forms assumed there by the racism and 
the antisemitism that are inseparable from it, or even less to the final 
solution: not only because the project and the deployment of the final 
solution came later and even after the death of Benjamin, but because 
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within the history itself of Nazism the final solution is something that 
some might consider an ineluctable outcome and inscribed in the very 
premises of Nazism, if such a thing has a proper identity that can 
sustain this sort of utterance, while others-whether or not they are 
Nazis or Germans-might think that the project of a final solution is 
an event, indeed something entirely new within the history of Nazism 
and that as such it deserves an absolutely specific analysis. For all of 
these reasons, we would not have the right or we would have only a 
limited right to ask ourselves what Walter Benjamin would have 
thought, in the logic of this text (if it has one and only one) of both 
Nazism and the final solution. 

And yet in a certain way I will do just that, and I will do it by going 
beyond my interest for this text itself, for its event and its structure, 
for that which it allows us to read of a configuration of Jewis� and 
German thinking right before the rise of Nazism, as one says, of all 
the shared portions and all the partitions that organize such a config
uration, of the vertiginous proximities, the radical reversals of pro 
into con on the basis of sometimes common premises. Presuming, that 
is, that all these problems are really separable, which I doubt. In truth, 
I will not ask myself what Benjamin h imself thought of Nazism and 
antisemitism, all the more so since we have other means of doing so, 
other texts by him. Nor will I ask what Walter Benjamin himself 
would have thought of the final solution and what judgments, what 
interpretations he would have proposed. I will seek something else, in 
a modest and preliminary way. However enigmatic and overdeter
mined the logical matrix of this text might be, however mobile and 
convertible, however reversible it is, it  has its own coherence. This 
coherence also marks a number of other texts by Benjamin, both ear
lier and later ones. It is by taking account of certain insistent elements 
in this coherent continuity that I will try out several hypotheses in 
order to reconstitute not some possible utterances by Benjamin but 
the larger aspects of the problematic and interpretive space in which 
his discourse on the final solution might have been inscribed. 

On the one hand, he would probably have taken the final so+ution 
to be the extreme consequence of a logic of Nazism that, to take up 
again the concepts from our text, would have corresponded to: 

1 .  The radicalization of evil linked to the fall into the language of 
communication, representation, information (and from this point of 
view, Nazism has indeed been the most pervasive figure of media vio
lence and of political exploitation of the modern techniques of com
municative language, of industrial language and of the language of 
industry, of scientific objectification to which is linked the logic of the 
conventional sign and of formalizing registration) ;  
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2. The totalitarian radicalization of a logic of the state (and our text 
is indeed a condemnation of the state, even of the revolution that re
places a state by another state, which is also valid for other totalitar
ianisms-and already we see prefigured the question of the Histori
kerstreit) ; 

3 .  The radical but also fatal corruption of parliamentary and rep
resentative democracy through a modern police that is inseparable 
from it, that becomes the true legislative power and whose phantom 
commands the totality of the political space. From this point of view, 
the final solution is both a historico-political decision by the state and 
a decision by the police, the civil and the military police, without any
one ever being able to discern the one from the other and to assign the 
true responsibilities to any one decision whatsoever. 

4. A radicalization and total extension of the mythical, of mythical 
violence, both in its sacrificial founding moment and its most conserv
ative moment. And this mythological dimension, that is at once Greek 
and aestheticizing (l ike fascism, Nazism is mythological, Grecoid, and 
if it corresponds to an aestheticization of the political, it is in an aes
thetics of representation),  this mythological dimension also responds 
to a certain violence of state law, of its police and its technics, of right 
totally dissociated from justice, as the conceptual generality propi
tious to the mass structure in opposition to the consideration of sin
gularity and uniqueness. How can one otherwise explain the institu
tion�!, even bureaucratic form, the simulacra of legalization, of 
juridicism, the respect for expertise and for hierarchies, in short, the 
whole judicial and state organization that marked the techno
industrial and scientific deployment of the "final solution" ?  Here a 
certain mythology of right was unleashed against a justice which Ben
jamin believed ought to be kept radically distinct from right, from 
natural as well as historic right, from the violence of its foundation as 
well as from that of its conservation. And Nazism was a conservative 
revolution of right. 

But, on the other hand and for these very reasons, because Nazism 
leads logically to the final solution as to its own limit and because the 
mythological violence of right is its veritable system, one can only 
think, that is, also remember the uniqueness of the final solution from 
a place other than this space of the mythological violence of right. To 
take the measure of this event and of what links it to destiny, one 
would have to leave the order of right, of myth, of representation (of 
juridico-political representation with its tribunals of historian-judges, 
but also of aesthetic representation) .  Because what Nazism, as the fi
nal achievement of the logic of mythological violence, would have at
tempted to do is ro exclude the other witness, ro destroy the witness 
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of the other order, of a divine violence whose justice is irreducible to 
right, of a violence heterogeneous to the order both of right (be it that 
of human rights or of the order of representation) and of myth. In 
other words, one cannot th ink the uniqueness of an event like the final 
solution, as extreme point of mythic and representational violence, 
within its own system. One must try to think it beginning with its 
other, that is to say, starting from what it tried to exclude and to 
destroy, to exterminate radically, from that which haunted it at once 
from without and within. One must try to think it starting from the 
possibility of singularity, the singularity of the signature and of the 
name, because what the order of representation tried to exterminate 
was not only human lives by the millions, natural lives, ifut also a 
demand for justice; and also names: and first of all the possibility of 
giving, inscribing, calling and recalling the name. Not only because 
there was a destruction or project of destruction of the name and of 
the very memory of the name, of the name as memory, but also be
cause the system of mythical violence (objectivist, representational, 
communicational, etc.) went all the way to its limit, in a demonic 
fashion, on the two sides of the limit: at the same time, it kept the 
archive of its destruction, produced simulacra of justificatory argu
ments, with a terrifying legal, bureaucratic, statist objectivity and par
adoxically produced a system in which its logic, the logic of objectiv
ity made possible the invalidation and therefore the effacement of 
testimony and of responsibilities, the neutralization of the singularity 
of the final solution; in short, it produced the possibility of the histo
riographic perversion that has been able to give rise both to the logic 
of revisionism (to be brief, let us say of the Faurisson type) as well as 
a positivist, comparatist, or relativist objectivism (like the one now 
linked to the Historikerstreit) according to which the existence of an 
analogous totalitarian model and of earlier exterminations (the Gu
lag) explains the final solution, even "normalizes" it as an act of war, 
a classic state response in time of war against the Jews of the world, 
who, speaking through the mouth of Weizman in September, 1 939, 
would have, in sum, like a quasi-state, declared war on the""Third 
Reich. 

From this point of view, Benjamin would perhaps have judged vain 
and without pertinence-in any case without a pertinence commen
surable to the event, any juridical trial of Nazism and of its responsi
bilities, any judgmental apparatus, any historiography still homoge
neous with the space in which Nazism developed up to and including 
the final solution, any interpretation drawing on philosophical, moral, 
sociological, psychological or psychoanalytical concepts, and espe
cially juridical concepts (in particular those of the philosophy of right, 
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whether i t  be that o f  natural law, i n  the Aristotelian style o r  the style 
of the Aufkliirung). Benjamin would perhaps have judged vain and 
without pertinence, in any case without pertinence commensurable to 
the event, any historical or aesthetic objectification of the final solu
tion that, like all objectifications, would still belong to the order of 
the representable and even of the determinable, of the determinant 
and decidable judgment. Recall what we were saying a moment ago: 
in the order of the bad violence of right, that is the mythological order, 
evil arose from a certain undecidability, from the fact that one could 
not distinguish between founding violence and conserving violence, 
because corruption was dialectical and dialectically inevitable there, 
even as theoretical judgment and representation were determinable or 
determinant there. On the contrary, as soon as one leaves this order, 
history begins-and the violence of divine justice-but here we hu
mans canl)ot measure judgments, which is to say also decidable inter
pretations. This also means that the interpretation of the final solu
tion, as of everything that constitutes the set and the delimitation of 
the two orders (the mythological and the divine) is not in the measure 
of man. No anthropology, no humanism, no discourse of man on 
man, even on human rights, can be proportionate to either the rupture 
between the mythical and the divine, or to a limit experience such as 
the final solution. Such a project attempts quite simply to annihilate 
the other of mythic violence, the other of representation: destiny, di
vtne justice and that which can bear witness to it, in other words man 
insofar as he is the only being who, not having received his name from 
God, has received from God the power and the mission to name, to 
give a name to his own kind and to give a name to things. To name is 
not to represent, it is not to communicate by signs, that is, by means 
of means in view of an end, etc. In other words, the line of this inter
pretation would belong to that terrible and crushing condemnation of 
the Aufkliirung that Benjamin had already formulated in a text of 
1 9 1 8  published by Scholem in 1963 honoring Adorno on his 60th 
birthday. 

This does not mean that one must simply renounce Enlightenment 
and the language of communication or of representation in favor of 
the language of expression. In his Moscow Diary in 1926-27, Benja
min specifies that the polarity between the two languages and all that 
they command cannot be maintained and deployed in a pure state, 
but that "compromise" is necessary or inevitable between them. Yet 
this remains a compromise between two incommensurable and radi
cally heterogeneous dimensions. It is perhaps one of the lessons that 
we could draw here: the fatal nature of the compromise between het
erogeneous orders, which is a compromise, moreover, in the name of 
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the justice that would command one to obey at the same time the law 
of representations (Aufkliirung, reason, objectification, comparison, 
explication, the taking into account of multiplicity and therefore the 
serialization of the unique) and the law that transcends representation 
and withholds the unique, all uniqueness, from its reinscription in an 
order of generality or of comparison. 

What I find, in conclusion, the most redoubtable, indeed (perhaps, 
almost) intolerable in this text, even beyond the affinities it maintains 
with the worst (the critique of Aufkliirung, the theory of the fall and 
of originary authenticity, the polarity between originary language and 
fallen language, the critique of representation and of parliamentary 
democracy, etc. ), is a temptation that it would leave open, and leave 
open notably to the survivors or the victims of the final solution, to 
its past, present or potential victims. Which temptation ? The tempta
tion to think the holocaust as an uninterpretable manifestation of di
vine violence insofar as this divine violence would be at the same time 
nihilating, expiatory and bloodless, says Benjamin, a divine violence 
that would destroy current law through a bloodless process that 
strikes and causes to expiate. Here I will re-cite Benjamin: "The leg
end of Niobe may be confronted, as an example of this violence, with 
God's judgment on the company of Korah (Numbers 1 6 :  1-35).  It 
strikes privileged Levites, strikes them without warning, without 
threat, and does not stop short of annihilation. But in annihilating it 
also expiates, and a deep connection between the lack of bloodshed 
and the expiatory character of this violence is unmistakable" (p. 297). 
When one thinks of the gas chambers and the cremation ovens, this 
allusion to an extermination that would be expiatory because blood
less must cause one to shudder. One is terrified at the idea of an inter
pretation that would make of the holocaust an expiation and an in
decipherable signature of the just and violent anger of God. 

It is at that point that this text, despite all its polysemic mobility 
and all its resources for reversal, seems to me finally to resemble too 
closely, to the point of specular fascination and vertigo, the very thing 
against which one must act and think, do and speak, that with \ftlich 
one must break (perhaps, perhaps). This text, like many others by 
Benjamin, is still too Heideggerian, too messianico-marxist or archeo
eschatological for me. I do not know whether from this nameless thing 
called the final solution one can draw something which still deserves 
the name of a lesson. But if there were a lesson to be drawn, a unique 
lesson among the always singular lessons of murder, from even a 
single murder, from all the collective exterminations of history (be
cause each individual murder and each collective murder is singular, 
thus infinite and incommensurable) the lesson that we can draw to-
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day-and if we can do so then we must-is that we must think, know, 
represent for ourselves, formalize, judge the possible complicity be
tween all these discourses and the worst (here the final solution). In 
my view, this defines a task and a responsibility the theme of which 
(yes, the theme) I have not been able to read in either Benjaminian 
"destruction" or Heideggerian "Destruktion. " It is the thought of dif
ference between these destructions on the one hand and a deconstruc
tive affirmation on the other that has guided me tonight in this read
ing. It is this thought that the memory of the final solution seems to 
me to dictate. 
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2. On this notion of credit, see my Given Time 1: Counterfeit Money, trans. Peggy 
Kamuf, fonhcoming University of Chicago Press. 

3. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 987. 
4. On animality, tf. my Of Spirit: Heidegger and the Question, trans. Geoffrey Ben

nington and Rachel Bowlby (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 989). Other 
references are collected in this volume. As for sacrifice, see the interview with Jean

' Luc Nancy, trans. Peter T. Connor, in Topoi, vol. 7, no. 2. 
5. And as for what consists, as St. Augustine would have said, in "making the truth," 

see my Circonfession, in Geoffrey Bennington and jacques Derrida, Jacques Der
rid4 (Paris :  Le Seuil, 1 99 1 ). 

6. Editors' note: The following comprises the introduction to this second part of the 
essay when it served as a lecture delivered at the UCLA colloquium, "Nazism and 
the 'Final Solution' " :  

Rightly or  wrongly, I thought that it would perhaps not be entirely inappro
priate to interrogate a text by Walter Benjamin, singularly an essay written in 
1921 and entitled Zur Kritik der Gewalt (Critique of Violence), at the opening of 
such a meeting on Nazism, the final solution, and the limits of representation, 
especially since my lecture is also presented (and I am greatly honored by this 
double hospitality) under the auspices of a center for Critical Studies and the 
Human Sciences. If I have therefore chosen to present a somewhat risky reading 
of this text by Benjamin, it is for several reasons that seem to converge here: 

1 .  I believe this uneasy, enigmatic, terribly equivocal text is, as it were, haunted 
in advance (but can one say "in advance" here?) by the theme of radical destruc
tion, extermination, total annihilation, beginning with the annihilation of the law 
and of right, if not of justice, and, among those rights, human rights, at least such 
as these are interpreted within a tradition of natural law of the Greek type or the 
"Aufklarung" type. I purposely say that this text is haunted by the themes of 
exterminating violence because first of all, as I will try to demonstrate, it is 
haunted by haunting itself, by a quasi-logic of the phantom which, because it is 
the more forceful one, should be _substituted for an ontological logic of presence, 
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absence or representation. Now, I ask myself whether a community that assembles 
or gathers itself together in order to think what there is to be thought and gathered 
of this nameless thing that has been called the Mlinal solution" does not have to 
show, lirst of all, its readiness to welcome the law of the phantom, the spectral 
experience and the memory of the phantom, of that which is neither dead nor 
living, more than dead and more than living, only surviving, the law of the most 
commanding memory, even though it is the most effaced and the most effaceable, 
but for that very reason the most demanding. 

This text by Benjamin is not only signed by a thinker who is co�ered and 
considered himself to be, in a cenain fashion, Jewish (and I most especially would 
like to talk about the enigma of this signature). Zur Kritik der Gewalt is also 
inscribed in a Judaic perspective that opposes just, divine (jewish) violence that 
would destroy the law to mythical violence (of the Greek tradition) that would 
install and conserve the law. 

2. The profound logic of this essay puts to work an interpretation of lan
guage-of the origin and the experience of language-according to which evil, 
that is to say lethal power, comes to language by way of, precisely, representation, 
in other words, by that dimension of language as means of communication that is 
re-presentative, mediating, thus technical, utilitarian, semiotic, informational-all 
of those powers that uproot language and cause it to decline, to fall far from or 
outside of its originary destination which was appellation, nomination, the giving 
or the appeal or presence in the name. We will ask ourselves how this thinking 
about the name is aniculated with haunting and the logic of the specter. This essay 
by Benjamin, which treats thus of evil, of that evil that is coming and that comes 
to language through representation, is also an essay in which the concepts of 
responsibility and of culpability, of sacrifice, decision, solution, punishment or 
expiation play a major role, one which is most often associated with the value of 
what is demonic and Mdemonically ambiguous" (diimonisch :r.weideutig). 

3. Zur Kritik der Gewalt is a critique of representation not only as perversion 
and fall of language, but as a political system of formal and parliamentary de
mocracy. From that point of view, this revolutionary essay (revolutionary in a style 
that is at once Marxist and messianic) belongs, in 1 92 1 ,  to the great anti
parliamentary and anti-M Aufkliirung" wave on which Nazism so to speak sur
faced and even surfed in the 1 920s and the beginning of the 1 930s. 

4. This very polyhedric and polysemic question of representation is posed as 
well from another point of view in this strange essay. Having begun by distin
guishing berween rwo sorts of violence, founding violence and conserving vio
lence, Benjamin must concede at one moment that the one cannot be so radically 
heterogeneous to the other since the violence called founding violence is some-
times represented (repriisentiert) by the conserving violence. ... 

For all of these reasons and according to all of these interlaced threads to which 
I am going to return, one can ask oneself a certain number of questions. They will 
be on the horizon of my reading even if I do not have the time here or the means 
to make them explicit. What would Benjamin have thought, or at least what 
thought of Benjamin is potentially formed or articulated in this essay-and can it 
be anticipated-on, the Mlinal solution," its project, its mise en oeuvre, the expe
rience of its victims, the judgments, trials, interpretations, narrative, explicating, 
literary, historical representations which have attempted to measure up to it? How 
would Benjamin have spoken, how would he have wished one to speak, to repre
sent, or to forbid oneself from representing the Mlinal solution" ?  How might he 
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have attempted to identify it, to assign places in it, origins to it, responsibilities 
for it (as a philosopher, a historian, judge: or jurist, as moralist, man of faith, poet, 
filmmaker). The: very singular multiplicity of the codes that converge in this text, 
to say nothing of other texts; the: graft of the language of marxist revolution on 
that of messianic revolution, both of them announcing not only a new historical 
1!poch, but also the beginning of a true history that has been rid of myth; all of 
this makes it difficult to propose: any hypotheses about a Benjaminian discourse 
on the "final solution" or about a Benjaminian discourse on the possibility or 
impossibility of a discourse on the "final solution." A "final solution" of which it 
would be: reckless to say, relying on the objective dates of the Wannsee conference 
in 1 942 and Benjamin's suicide: on the: Franco-Spanish border in 1 940, that Ben
jamin knew nothing about it. One will always find ways to suppon the: hypothesis 
according to which Benjamin, already in 1 92 1 ,  was thinking about nothing else 
than the: possibility of this final solution that would be all the more challenging to 
the: order of representation from having perhaps arisen, in his view, from radical 
evil, from the: fall as fall of language: into representation. And if one: relies on a 
constant logic of his discourse, many signs allow one: to think that for Benjamin, 
after this unrc:presenrablc: thing that will have: been the a final solution," not only 
arc: discourse and literature: and poetry nor impossible but, more originarily and 
more c:scharologically than ever, rhc:y must offer themselves to the dictation of the 
rerum or the still promised advent of a language: of names, a language or a poetics 
of appellation, in opposition to a language: of signs, of informative: or communi
cative: representation: beyond myth and representation bur not beyond the: lan
guage: of names. Something I tried to show elsewhere about Celan on the: subject 
of dares and acts. At the end, after the: end of a reading in the course of which rhe 
horizon of Nazism and the final solution will appear only through signs or brief 
flashes of expectation and will be treated only in a virtual, oblique: or elliptical 
fashion, I will propose: a few hypotheses on the ways in which this text from 1 92 1  
can today be: read, after the: event o f  Nazism and the: event o f  the final solution. 

Before proposing a reading of this singular text, before: aniculating some ques
tions that concern it more strictly, I must also say a few words, in this already too 
lengthy introduction, about the contexts in which I began to read the essay. That 
context was double: and I will define: it as schematically as possible, while: limiting 
myself ro the aspects that may interest us here:, this evening, because they will have 
left some: traces on my reading. 

I .  First of all, within a three-year seminar on "philosophical nationalities and 
nationalisms," there was a year-long sequence subtitled Kant, the Jew, the German 
in which, while studying the varied but insistent recurrence of the reference to 
Kant, indeed to a cenain Judaism in Kant, on the pan of all those who, from 
Wagner and Nietzsche to Adorno, sought to respond to the question "Was ist 
Deutsch?", I became very interested in what I then called the judeo·German 
psyche, that is, the logic of certain phenomena of a disturbing sort of spc:cularity 
(Psyche also meaning in French a sort of mirror) that was itself reflected in some 
of the: great German Jewish thinkers and writers of this century: Cohen, Buber, 
Rosenzweig, Scholem, Adorno, Arendt-and, precisely, Benjamin. I believe rhar a 
serious reflection on Nazism-and the "final solurion"-cannor avoid a coura
geous, interminable and polyhedral analysis of the history and structure of this 
Judc:o-Gc:rman "psyche:." Among other things that I cannot go into here, we stud
ied cenain analogies, which were sometimes of the: most equivocal and disquieting 
son, between the discourse of cenain "great German" thinkers and certain "great 
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German Jewish� thinkers, a certain German patriotism, often a German nation
alism, and sometimes even a German militarism (during and after the t'irst World 
War) being not the only example, far from it, for instance in Cohen or Rosenzweig 
or, to some extent, in Husser!. It is in this context that certain limited but deter
minable affinities between Benjamin's text and some texts by Carl Schmin, even 
by Heidegger, began to intrigue me. Not only because of the hostility to-parlia
mentary democracy, even to democracy as such, or to the Aufkliirung, not only 
because of a certain interpretation of the polemos, of war, violence and language, 
but also because of a thematic of "destruction" that was very widespread at the 
time. Although Heideggerian Destruktion cannot be confused with the concept of 
destruction that was also at the center of Bcnjaminian thought, one may well ask 
oneself what such an obsessive thematic might signify and what it is preparing or 
anticipating between the two wars, all the more so in that, in every case, this 
destruction also sought to be the condition of an authentic tradition and memory, 
and of the reference to an originary language. 

2. Other context: On the occasion of a recent colloquium held at the Cardozo 
Law School of Yeshiva University of New York on the topic "Deconstruction and 
the Possibility of Justice," I began, after a long consideration of "Deconstruction 
and justice," to examine this text by Benjamin from another point of view. I fol
lowed there precisely, and as cautiously as possible, a dismaying trajectory, one 
that is at the same time aporetic and productive of strange events in its very aporia, 
a kind of self-destruction, if not a suicide of the text, that lets no other legacy 
appear than the violence of its signature-but as divine signature. How to read 
this text with a "deconstructive" gesture that is neither, today any more than it 
has ever been, Heideggerian nor Benjaminian? In brief, that is the difficult and 
obscure question that this reading would like to risk puning forth. 

7. "Psyche: Invention of the Other," trans. Catherine Porter, in Reading de Man 
Reading (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 989), p. 36. 

8. Cf. "Declarations of Independence," trans. Tom Keenan and Tom Pepper, New 
Political Science, no. 15,  Summer, pp. 7-15 .  

9. Cf. "Before the Law," trans. Avital Ronell, in  Kafka and the Contemporary Criti
cal Performance: Centenary Readings, ed. Alan Udoff. (Bloomington, Ind.: Indi
ana University Press, 1 987). 

10. Cf. my "Rhetorique de Ia drogue," in Autrement, no. 1 06. 
I I . Cf. my Memoires d'aveugle. L'autoportrait et autres ruines (Paris: Reunion des 

Musees Nationaux, 1990). 
12. Cf. Of Spirit, op. cit., and "Philopolemogy: Heidegger's Ear (Geschlecht IV)," 

forthcoming, Indiana University Press. "' 
13 .  This "mythic" dimension of droit in general could no doubt be extended, accord

ing to Benjamin, to any theory of the " rights of man," at least to the extent that 
the latter would not proceed from what in this text is called "divine violence" 
(gottliche Gewalt). 

1 4. In puning this text of Benjamin to the test of a certain deconstructive necessity, at 
least such as it is here determined for me now, I am anticipating a more ample and 
coherent work: on the relations between this deconstruction, what Benjamin calls 
"destruction" (Zerstorung) and the Heideggerian "Destruktion" (which I have 
already touched upon and to which I will return elsewhere, notably in "Philopo
lemology: Heidegger's Ear (Geschlecht IV)." 
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15. This �play" between walten and Walter does not afford any demonstration or any 
certainty. That, furthermore, is the paradox of its �demonstrative" force: this 
force results from the dissociation between the cognitive and the performative of 
which I spoke a moment ago (and also elsewhere), precisely in regard to the sig
nature. But, touching on the absolute secret, this "play" is in no way ludic and 
gratuitous. For we also know that Benjamin was very interested, notably in 
Goethe's Elective Affinities, in the aleatory and significant coincidences of which 
proper names are properly the site. I would be tempted to give this hypothesis an 
even better chance after reading the very fine essay by Jochen Horisch "L'ange 
satanique et le bonheur-Les noms de Walter Benjamin" in Weimar: Le tournant 
esthetique, G. Raulet, ed. (Paris, 1 988). 
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The Philosophy of the Limit: Systems 
Theory and Feminist Legal Reform 

Drucilla Cornell 

INTRODUCTION 

Feminists, for all of the divergence among them, continue to join in 
a united call for justice for women. But in 1 99 1 ,  as we watch the 
stripping away of women's most basic civil rights, such as the right of 
abortion, we need to ask ourselves why feminist legal reforms have 
been so difficult to sustain and why the conditions of women's in
equality are continually restored. Of course, this backlash does not 
effect all women equally. It is not a coincidence that the first decisions 
undermining the right of abortion were directed against poor and 
working class women's anempt to get funding for their abortions.• 

For the purposes of this essay, I am only using abortion as an ex
ample. I could just as easily have used examples from sex discrimina
tion law, the debate over pornography or the changing law regarding 
date rape, etc. I have argued elsewhere that what we need is a program 
of equivalent rights for women if we are to even begin to lay the legal 
foundation for the equality of women.2 I use the word foundation, 
because I am not suggesting that equality between men and women is 
only, or even principally, a matter of rights. Even so, "rights" ex-... 
presses a symbolic as well as social reality. Symbols, in turn, cannot 
be separated from the broader, many-faceted social constructs we call 

This paper was written in loving memory of Mary Joe Frug. It is dedicated both to 
her and to Joan Scott, whose friendship has been a source of support and inspiration. I 
want to thank Niklas Luhmann for our intellectual exchanges at several recent confer· 
ences, which have pushed me to a new direction in my conception of the relationship 
berween social theory and philosophy. As always, I wish to thank my dedicated research 
assistant, Deborah Garfield, who helped me in every stage of the production of this 
paper. 
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society. As I have argued, the right of abortion should only be under
stood as part of a broader program of equivalent rights. Furthermore, 
a comprehensive program of reproductive rights would obviously 
have to address the needs of heterosexual and lesbian women, as well 
as the needs of others who live in arrangements other than the nuclear 
family. But in 1 99 1  we are equally obviously very far from having 
developed and implemented such a program of reproductive rights, let 
alone a program of equivalent rights such as the one I advocate. 

My purpose in this essay is to suggest that we cannot understand 
the backlash against even the most meager civil rights of women 
through the traditional explanations of the distribution of political 
power. The very word restoration demands an analysis of the set of 
relations being restored and an explanation of how and why they are 
being restored. What we are seeing restored is the gender hierarchy, in 
which anything associated with the feminine is disparaged, devalued, 
feared and, ultimately, repudiated. To fully explain this process of res
toration, we need a systems explanation of how the gender hierarchy 
is pe�petuated and intersects with the law so as to effectively under
mine the legitimacy of women's demands for justice.3 I will argue that 
the systems theory of Niklas Luhmann can help us explain how the 
gender h ierarchy can be understood as a system. In addition, 
Luhmann 's systems theory can also give us the conceptual framework 
to explain the relationships between different subsystems within the 
social order, including the relationship between gender and law. 
Alone, such an explanation would seemingly lead only despair. To 
move beyond this dilemma we also need an account of how the gender 
hierarchy can be transformed and an idea of the ethical basis of a new 
alliance between the sexes which would overcome the current rela
tions of domination. 

This essay combines Jacques Derrida's deconstructive interventions 
into the writings of Jacques Lacan and Emmanuel Levinas with the 
systems theory of Niklas Luhmann to encompass the divergent aspects 
I have just described as necessary for a feminist narration of the gen
der hierarchy, including an analysis of how and in what direction it 
should be changed.4 It is important to note at the outset that I disagree 
with Derrida's critics who argue that deconstruction can play no role 
whatsoever in providing us with a social analysis of the current con
ditions of society and the possibilities of social change. Although Der
rida is not a sociologist, his insistence on the centrality of sexual dif
ference to philosophical discourse has important implications for 
developing a social analysis that does not itself become an expression 
of the current gender hierarchy. It is precisely this reminder of the 
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centrality of sexual difference that becomes important to the feminist 
addition to Luhmann's systems theory. As we will see, the rethinking 
of the relationship between deconstruction and systems theory is par
ticularly important to feminists. 

LACAN'S ANALYSIS OF THE GENDER HIERARCHY 

To understand the significance of Derrida's deconstructive interven
tions and Luhmann's systems theory now translated into the field of 
gender we must first turn to Jacques Lacan's account of how the se
mantics of desire perpetuate the illusion of masculir\e physiology 
which is then expressed in gender hierarchy. By the semantics of de
sire, I mean to indicate Lacan's analysis of the relation, or lack thereof, 
between the "sexes." We can then focus on the relationship between 
the semantics of desire and the semantic code of law. Lacan's central 
insight was to provide a corrective to biologistic readings of Freud's 
account of gender differentiation. According to Lacan, children of 
both sexes enter into the world of culture and, more specifically, the 
signifying system we know as language only by enduring a severe 
wound to their own narcissism. This wound is the result of the rec
ognition that the mother is not just there for the baby. With this rec
ognition comes the inevitable question, "Who does Mommy want if 
she does not just want me?"  The answer, in a society governed by 
patriarchal conventions, and in which, correspondingly, heterosexual
ity has been institutionalized as the norm, is "Daddy." Lacan's addi
tion is to understand that it is not the real Daddy but the phallus that 
triggers the mother's desire. The implicit recognition that the desire of 
the mother is directed to what she does not have, the phallus, shatters 
the illusion that the mother is complete in herself, omnipresent and, 
therefore, always able to meet the child's needs. Lacan refers to this 
imaginary figure as the Phallic Mother. The choice of words is delib
erate, because the illusion of omnipotence demands that the (llother 
be able to satisfy herself so that no other can pull her away from the 
child. To read the mother's desire as lack is to know that there is some
thing else, and to begin the quest to find it. This quest turns the child 
into a speaking "being" and turns him or her toward the Imaginary 
Father. The separation of the child from the mother becomes identified 
in the child's unconscious with the separation of the mother from the 
phallus. Her now apparent lack becomes a threat to the child's very 
security. Her incompleteness makes her desire the other who is not the 
child. It is the break-up of this idealized symbiotic unity that forces 
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the child to speak in order to articulate his or her desires. But the most 
profound desire, the desire to be one with the mother again, cannot 
be spoken because of the intervention of the symbolic father, whose 
presence on the scene is associated with the very demand for articu
lation of what is now perceived as lack. Thus we speak out of a desire 
we cannot articulate because of the constraints of a conventional or
der based on the incest taboo. Given the incest taboo, the child cannot 
actually have the mother. As a result, the Phallic Mother is repressed 
into the unconscious as the idealized, if often feared, Woman. The 
incest taboo and the fear of the symbolic father prevent the child from 
articulating his desire. When Lacan says "the Woman does not exist," 
he means that the idealized Woman, the desired Other who lives on 
only in the imaginary, is just that: a figure of the imagination. In her 
place are actual women with their lack and the resulting failure "to 
live up to" the imaginary figure. 

This schema obviously turns on a "reading" of the mother's desire 
and this "reading," in turn, can only be guaranteed to yield the same 
message if there is an already-established system in place. Lacan\ 
analysis, which explains why the gender hierarchy is the very basis of 
culture, is inevitably circular, given the relationship between what he 
calls the realm of the symbolic-the established order of significa
tion-and the differentiation between the genders. To quote Lacan, 
" [t ]he symbolic order is, in its initial workings, androcentric. This is 
a fact." 5 

For Lacan, the Oedipal complex is the very basis for the child's 
entry into a cultural world which has significance. It is only once we 
grasp this central insight that we can understand how the gender hi
erarchy is perpetuated in and through the reality and the very idea of 
culture. Indeed, it is the implicit isomorphism that Lacan assumes, 
between what he defines as the symbolic and the social more generally, 
that accounts for his political pessimism. If the gender differentiation 
is the very basis for the difference between what "is" and what is given 
meaning through language itself, then the very entry of human beings 
into culture demands its perpetuation. And, if sacrifice, in the sense of 
being separated from the Phallic Mother, is demanded of both sexes 
as the price we all must pay to become speaking subjects, the toll 
extracted nevertheless diverges according to "sex." The assumption of 
castration-in Lac an's specific sense of the repression of the desire for 
the Phallic Mother-means one thing for masculine subjects and quite 
another for their feminine counterparts. Masculine identity is the il
lusion of wholeness that represses its differential relation to what "it" 
is not-feminine. To "be" a man is to not "be" a woman. 
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Both sexes read the mother's desire as for the phallus. Although 
Lacanians are always careful to distinguish the actual penis from the 
phallus (the phallus represents the supposed loss of symbiotic connec
tion with the mother that triggers desire in both sexes) ,  the cultural 
significance given to the penis within patriarchal society allows for the 
fantasy that to have the penis is to have the phallus. For the male child 
the entrance of the third, the symbolic father, and the culture he rep
resents, symbolizes potency. The little boy's renunciation of the imag
ined symbiotic unity with the mother is rewarded by identification 
with the father who also, needless to say, has the penis. In Lacan, the 
relation of the little boy to the father is premised on the substitution 
allowed by metaphoric transference. The sacrifice demanded by the 
establishment of social order is thus compensated for by the fantasy 
that the little boy has what the father has. In fantasy, then, the little 
boy can make up for his primary narcissistic wound through the illu
sion that he at least has what it takes to bring the mother back. Once 
the identification with the father takes place, the mother's sex is 
viewed as lack. As a result, Woman is now "seen" as the castrated 
Other. Because the little girl cannot assume the little boy's position in 
the Oedipal complex she is denied the fantasy compensation given to 
the little boy. The little girl cannot, like the little boy, make up for her 
primary narcissistic wound. 

The recognition of "sex" difference thus derives from a reading of 
the mother's desire. It has nothing to do with biology. Mother wants 
Daddy. She wants the phallus that she does not have. And, as the 
mother is devalorized, so that men can assume the identity of the not 
woman, so is the female child. Eleanor Galenson has provided empir
ical evidence that gives credence to the Lacanian schema.6 In Galen
son's studies, little girls show signs of hopelessness once they are con
fronted with their lack. One manifestation of this recognition is their 
fear of losing anything else that may lead to further disempowerment, 
such as hair, fingernails, etc. The devalorized mother is hardly a per
sona who can promote a desire to become like her. So the giri's nor
mative identificatory trajectory is to become nor-male. Woman's sex, 
defined as lack, only has meaning as the castrated mother of man, as 
what he is not. 

It is important to note that in La can 's account it is not the penis 
itself that the little girl envies, but rather the illusion of potency that 
comes from the identification with the father. This envy leads to the 
repudiation of the feminine, even by women themselves. Furthermore, 
because there is nothing to be said about lack except that it is not, it 
is only as the limit of culture that the possibil ity for a cultural re-
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evaluation of woman's sex is foreclosed within patriarchal culture. 
The result is that women are left in a state of dereliction. This means 
that they are not allowed into the "boys' club" and that they are cut 
off from a system of language in and through which they could posi
tively represent their sex so as to provide an affirmative basis for iden
tification with one another. 

THE LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ASSUMPTION OF THE 
ISOMORPHISM BElWEEN THE SYMBOLIC AND THE 
SOCIAL CONTRACT 

'The idea that the very basis for culture is an unconscious social pact 
among men has influenced much feminist literature. Carole Pateman, 
for example has argued that the so-called social contract, which has 
continued to serve as a useful fiction in liberal jurisprudence, is itself 
yet another patriarchal construct.� Although I cannot adequately sum
marize Pateman's rich argument here, it is important to at least note 
that for Pateman the very basis of social order is an implicit sexual 
contract that gives men access to women. Once this sexual contract is 
noted, it is then possible to give a different meaning to the publid 
private distinction as it has been traditionally developed in social con
tract theory. For Pateman, access to women including violent access 
to women, is rendered beyond the scope of the terms of the male social 
pact. Contact only regulates relations between men, not between men 
and women. Implicit in this idea of the contract is that what men do 
with women is considered "private" and, thus, not to be regulated by 
the state. After all, what rational man would even hypothetically agree 
to have his "affairs" with women regulated? Women, by definition, 
cannot be equal to men under this arrangement. They can never be 
subjects of the social contract; they can only be subjected to it. Thus, 
Pateman argues that gender consolidation influences our conceptuali
zation of civil society. The political significance of Pateman's analysis 
is that we cannot hope to change our social order if we do not take 
sexual difference into account. As Pateman explains, "To argue that 
patriarchy is best confronted by endeavouring to render sexual differ
ence politically irrelevant is to accept the view that the civil (public) 
realm and the 'individual' are uncontaminated by patriarchal subor
dination." 8 Obviously, the actual law of most Western democracies 
has changed, allowing women to enter into contracts in their own 
name. Pateman, however, is suggesting that this change alone does not 
alter the patriarchal "foundation" of the myths which justify civil so-
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ciety. If Pateman's analysis is correct, it is not surprising that Mary Joe 
Frug could so graphically show the masculine bias that continues to 
underpin much of our current doctrine in contract law.9 

Pateman's ultimate argument is that we should understand the so
cial pact through Freud's account in Moses and Monotheism which, 
even if it only gives us another fiction, can much more effectively illu
minate the patriarchal roots of social order. One cannot help but be 
reminded here of Lacan 's own analysis of the relationship between the 
Oedipal complex, the incest taboo and language itself. Indeed, Lacan's 
analysis justifies one of the crucial moves in Pateman's argument. Pate
man must show that there is an inevitable entanglement of relations 
relegated to the "private" realm of individual and familial develop
ment and the "public" realm of political and legal relations. Of 
course, Pateman understands that her argument demands that she 
challenge the traditional categories of public and private. But, like 
other social theorists, she is ultimately unable to explain why a psy
choanalytic account of the gender hierarchy can be successfully trans
posed into the arena of public relations, without collapsing psychic 
structures into the social, a move that most psychoanalytic theorists 
are careful to avoid. 10 A related error is the attempt to directly apply 
to groups the findings of psychoanalytic studies, such as Galenson's, 
which are based on individual experiences. An account of how the 
gender hierarchy is constituted as a social system can provide a cor
rective for these errors. Gender must be grasped as a set of imperatives 
which, then, defines what is meant by a man and what is meant by a 
woman in an actual culture. The very introduction of the word mean
ing presupposes the Lacanian account just given, which radically sepa
rates the construction of gender from biological determinism. Lacan 
not only shows us the relationship between the Oedipal complex and 
language, he also shows us that gender is a system of meaning indeed, 
the very basis of the possibility of meaning. But, of course, feminists 
want more than a mere account of how gender identity is cons�ucted 
as the system of signification. We also need an analysis of how the 
individual observer can critically assess the system and why change is 
possible. The collapse of psychic operations into social structures 
would negate the possibility of a critical observer, because the individ
ual psyche would be completely determined by his or her social 
order. 1 1  

The first problem of how one can justify applying the insights of 
psychoanalysis to the social can be answered by the assumption that 
there is a relation of causality between the realm of the symbolic and 
the social order more generally. I have suggested that this assumption 
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is implicit in much feminist literature and particularly in the work of 
Lacanian feminists . 1 2  We will see shortly just how Niklas Luhmann 
has displaced the problematic concept of causality with a different 
understanding of the relationship between subsystems. For now I 
want to note a political problem. The problem with the assumption 
of a relation of causality or worse yet, of identity between the system 
of gender and the social order, is that it would foreclose the possibil
ity of change in another subsystem because that subsystem would it
self be determined by the gender hierarchy. In much feminist literature 
it is assumed that the gender hierarchy is the leading system. In other 
words, there is not even the hope implicit in the idea of mutual caus
ality as one subsystem influences another. In other words one of our 
problems is solved at the expense of the other. 

Pateman, for example, brilliantly argues that the social contract is 
itself contaminated by patriarchy. Thus, she can help us explain why 
"neutral" language in law will itself not be "neutral" at all, but an 
expression of the gender hierarchy. By so doing, she has helped us 
solve the problem of why it is so difficult to sustain and justify legal 
reform under the traditional concepts of the legal system. But if we 
take Pateman's argument to its logical conclusion, we would have dif
ficulty explaining the possibility of legal reform at all. If there is truly 
an isomorphic relationship between the symbolic and the social con
tract, then the social contract could only reinforce the gender hier
archy. I seek to maintain a feminist analysis of the structures of gender 
identity which I do not think can be developed without an appeal to 
psychoanalysis generally and, more specifically, the theories of 
Jacques Lacan. Thus, I agree with Pateman that we should criticize 
legal myths and legal institutions for being contaminated by patriar
chy. But I think her argument about how this contamination takes 
place must be developed through Niklas Luhmann's systems theory. 
The question becomes how are we to understand that contamination 
if we are not to assume with Lacanians that the symbolic contract 
is the social contract which serves as the basis of culture and social 
order. 

WHY GENDER HIERARCHY IS A SYSTEM 

I have already suggested that an alternative explanation can be 
found if feminists incorporate certain crucial concepts of Niklas 
Luhmann's systems theory into their own critical account of patriar
chy. To do so, we must understand gender as a system in Luhmann's 
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sense. Luhmann himself does not argue that gender is a system. Simi
larly, Lacan does not understand the need for systems theory to effec
tively explain the intersection of the semantics of desire and the gender 
hierarchy with the social order. Thus, I am arguing that it is only by 
combining the work of Lacan and Luhmann that we can develop an 
adequate understanding of the hold of the gender hierarchy in modern 
society. A review of Luhmann's systems theory that would portray his 
work in all its richness and complexity is beyond the scope of this 
essay. Therefore, I will focus only on the terms essential for the femi
nist analysis of the relationship between the legal system and the gen
der hierarchy that I am advocating. 

Simply put, a system for Luhmann is an entity that delimits itself 
from its environment by continually stabilizing the distinction be
tween " inside" and "outside." Systems consists of communications 
which construct reality as a field of meaning as that reality is relevant 
to the definitional structures of the system. The goal of social science, 
given the circular "nature" of systems, is not to test hypotheses by 
reference to an outside world of " facts," because what would be des
ignated as " facts" would already be established by the system, but 
rather to understand the functioning of the system itself. The defini
tion of a system as meaningful communications about the environ
ment, rather than with it, distinguishes Luhmann's systems theory 
from the input/output model of competing sociological approaches to 
society. We grasp the reality given to us by the system by understand
ing the operations of the system as these operations in turn promote 
the achievement of the system's self-referentiality. Self-referentiality is 
what allows the system to achieve codification and, thus, closure of 
its own semantic structures. 

Luhmann is very specific in the definition of what he means by clo
sure. To quote Luhmann, " In theoretical terms the ultimate problem 
always consists in combining external and internal references, and the 
real operations which produce and reproduce such combin�ions are 
always internal operations. Nothing else is meant by closure. " u It is 
Luhmann's unique concept of closure that necessitates his rejection of 
the traditional input/output model and leads to his understanding of 
the relations between systems as one based not causality. As Luhmann 
explains: 

The emergence of closed systems requires a specific form of rela
tions between systems and environments; it presupposes such forms 
and is a condition of their possibility as well. The theory of "open 
systems" describes these forms with the categories of input and out-
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put. This model postulates a causal chain in which the system serves 
as the connecting part linking inputs and outputs. The theory of 
autopoietic systems replaces the input/output-model with the con
cept of structural coupling. It renounces the idea of an overarching 
causality (admitting it, of course, as a construct of an observer in
terested in causal attributions), but retains the idea of highly selec
tive connections between systems and environments . . .  

Structural couplings are forms of simultaneous (and therefore, 
not causal) relations. They are analogical, not digital, coordina
tions. •• 

I return later to how Luhmann's concept of structural coupling can 
help us understand the relationship between the semantics of desire 
and the semantics of law. For now, we can take the preliminary step 
of translating Lacan's understanding of gender into Luhmann's sys
tems theory. Using Luhmann's terminology, we can define the gender 
hierarchy as a closed self-referential system that codifies its semantic 
code through the meaning given to the Oedipal complex. And, in turn, 
the meaning given to the Oedipal complex within the system differ
entiates the human species into two sexes, male and female, even 
though the masculine is only defiaed against the feminine, and there
fore is itself illusionary, not really a "sex." Luhmann recognizes the 
importance of binary codes within systems: "The most important 
function systems structure their communication through a binary or 
dual-valued code that, from the viewpoint of its specific function, 
claims universal validity and excludes further possibilities." 1.1 I am fur
ther arguing that gender differentiation takes place through the con
solidation of the binary code which defines each one of us as a man 
or a woman. Gender, then, is a classic example of how a functional 
system structures itself through a binary opposition. Furthermore, La
can's analysis shows why the binary code of male and female claims 
universal validity in all cultures with the incest taboo and why it ex
cludes, through its own operations, further possibilities for sexual dif
ferentiation or what Derrida has called "a new choreography of sex
ual difference." Using Luhmann's language, Lacan, then, shows us 
why the structure of this binary opposition, as a set of duplication 
rules, perpetuates itself through the repudiation of the feminine. All 
human beings may suffer from gender consolidation, which in turn 
reinforces heterosexuality as the norm. • �  But men and women do not 
suffer in the same way and, of course, all women are not equally vic
timized. Lacan's analysis of gender differentiation is structured not 
only as a binary opposition but as a hierarchy in which the feminine 
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is pushed under, since the very definition of masculinity is against the 
feminine. Thus, it can only be a system in Luhmann's sense precisely 
because sex is only given to us by the system and not by a pre-given 
biological reality. Yes, men have a penis and women don't, but it is 
the meaning given to that fact within the system of �he gender hier
archy that continually re-inscribes the de-valuation of women as the 
castrated other. 

THE FEMINIST ADDITION TO SYSTEMS THEORY 

I want to make two observations which may help us understand 
why Luhmann has never written of gender as a system when it can be 
so successfully translated into his own theory. I am suggesting that 
gender differentiation can serve as a powerful example of why we need 
systems theory to adequately understand our reality. Yet Luhmann 
glosses over the full significance of the gender hierarchy in modernity. 
Luhmann himself always turns us to the observer to assess a particular 
social analysis. In this case the observer is a man. But I would argue 
that there is a second, perhaps more important, reason for Luhmann's 
lack of attention to the gender hierarchy. As Luhmann himself notes, 
his social theory encompasses the following two fundamental hypoth
eses : 

I .  That the transition from traditional societies to modern society 
can be conceived of as the transition from a primarily stratified 
form of differentiation of the social system to one which is primar
ily functional 
2. That this transformation occurs primarily by means of the differ
entiation of various symbolically generalized media of communi
cation. •-

' 
Both hypotheses are important for a feminist analysis of modern so-
ciety, but it is the first that helps us to understand why Luhmann has 
not focused on the hold of the gender hierarchy in modern society. If 
the transition to modernity implies the dismantling of a system of 
social differentiation based on stratification, then it should follow that 
gender, as one of the traditional hierarchies, would also be dis
mantled. In other words, Luhmann's optimism about the situation of 
women follows from his theory. 

It is not surprising to find that in 1 99 1 ,  as women watch the civil 
rights gains of the last twenty years quickly being undermined, if not 
taken away altogether, feminist social historians have turned to the 
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study of how the dynamics of restoration work against functional dif
ferentiation. In her pathbreaking work, Joan Scott has begun to elab
orate the process of restoration of the gender hierarchy in the succes
sion of French revolutions. 1 H Not surprisingly, Scott's work has been 
influenced by Lacan. It is not surprising, because Lacan provides us 
with one of the most powerful analyses of how and why the gender 
hierarchy will be restored in spite of the efforts of women and men to 
undermine it. If, however, Scott is right that there is a non-random 
character to this process of restoration in the great upheavals against 
stratified differentiation, and I believe that she is, then we need a sys
tems explanation for this phenomenon. If we are to have a full analy
sis of the complex social order we associate with modernity, we need 
to both analyze the shift to functional differentiation, as well as ex
amine the barriers against it. In this sense, a feminist analysis makes 
an important addition to Luhmann's systems theory, even as it relies 
on its categories. 

Turning to Luhmann's second hypothesis, we see that for Luhmann, 
as society moves from stratified to functional differentiation, there is 
an ever-increasing differentiation of subsystems. This ever-increasing 
differentiation of subsystems is important to feminists, because it can 
help us explain the possibility of the feminist observer. If there were a 
true relationship of isomorphism between the symbolic and the social 
contract, then gender would be a kind of leading system, which would 
determine the development of other systems, such as the legal system 
and the system we know as the individual. The assumption of iso
morphism means that one system can be reduced to another. If it was 
truly the case that the system of the individual could be reduced to the 
system of gender, then there could be no explanation of the critical 
femin ist observer, because she would be encompassed by the system 
of gender, in which woman's allotted place does not include the voice 
of the critic, because she is silenced before he� own oppression. 1 9  For 
Luhmann, on the other hand, functional differentiation enhances the 
possibilities of divergent individual positionings, of which feminism 
could clearly be considered one. To quote Luhmann: 

ITJhe transition from stratified ro functional differentiation within 
society leads ro greater differentiation of personal and social sys
tems (or, to be exact, of system/environment distinctions within 
personal or social systems). This is rhe case because with rhe adop
tion of functional differentiation individual persons can no longer 
be firmly located in one single subsystem of society, bur rather must 
be regarded a priori as socially displaced. As a consequence, nor 
only do individuals now consider themselves unique owing ro rhe 
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supposed greater diversity of individual attributes (which may not 
all be true), but also a greater differentiation occurs of system/en
vironment relatioos, necessary for personal systems to refer to spe
cific systems . . . .  

This trend towards differentiation, easily compreh�nsible from 
the point of view of systems theory, means that individuals are all 
the more provoked into interpreting the difference between them
selves and the environment (and in the temporal dimension, the 
history and future of this difference) in terms of their own person, 
whereby the ego becomes the focal point of all their inner experi
ences and the environment loses most of its contours.'0 

This ever increasing differentiation of systems is easily comprehen
sible by Luhmann's theory because his theory emphasizes functional 
differentiation. Because each system is related to a function, it is irre
placeable by other systems which take care of another function. By 
autonomy, Luhmann means to indicate the way in which functional 
irreplaceableness in turn yields a unique set of operations which define 
the system as a system. Luhmann is very careful in his explanation of 
the linkage between systems, particularly as each system constructs 
reality: 

As far as reality references are concerned, this peculiar, devious sys
tems structure, oriented towards almost simultaneous dissolution 
and recreation, has a particular advantage. It can allow events to 
act simultaneously on several systems, as long as only their selectiv
ity and their self-referential interweaving with other events always 
belong to different systems. Thus, communications are always also 
events in the consciousness of the participants. Nevertheless, the 
systems remain separate, because the events (which can be identi
fied by an observer as one event of conscious communication) select 
in each case from different systems in relation to different other 
possibilities; this constitutes the meaning of the event � each case. 
That the elementary operations have the character of events can 
guarantee a high degree of interpenetration of the various systems, 
preventing, through the disappearance of the events, the systems 
from becoming stuck to one another. Thus, albeit in extremely pre
carious form, especially close relationships between system and en
vironment can be produced. The transience of the "material" is 
exploited in two ways; for the reproduction of the system and for 
the interpenetration of system and environment." 

This explanation of linkage helps us to understand why different "re
alities" can appear, as they are constructed by different systems. It also 
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allows us to understand the close relationship between systems with
out reducing them or the reality they construct to a shared identity. 

THE LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF STRUCTURAL COUPLING 

With the foregoing explanation of the gender hierarchy as a system 
in Luhmann's sense, I can now show why feminists need a conception 
of the structural coupling of systems to understand the restoration of 
the gender hierarchy within the legal system. I have already argued 
that feminists clearly do not want to deny that the system of the gen
der hierarchy intersects with other systems. Such an argument only 
reinforces the illusion that gender has been successfully cleansed from 
systems such as the legal system, because at least on the formal level, 
these systems have seemingly come to express what Luhmann has 
called functional differentiation. As I have already noted, feminists 
such as Pateman have insisted that the categories of the legal system 
express the "reality" of the gender hierarchy. My own argument bol
sters that suggestion by elaborating on how Lacan can help us under
stand gender as a system that does, indeed, intersect with other sys
tems. What I want to stress, and this is clearly an argument that has 
been at the forefront of much feminist literature, is that the category 
of functional differentiation may itself disguise the way in which this 
differentiation can only seemingly be functional, as opposed to strati
fied, if one implicitly takes for granted the already-in-place gender 
hierarchy. 

An obvious example of the way this assumption operates is the hour 
requirements for the ascension to partnership in a law firm. Firms can 
argue that putting in long hours is a functional requirement for mak
ing partner. Women, so the story goes, are unable to meet this so
called functional requirement, because the demands of personal life 
make it impossible to do so. To remedy this problem, the firms have 
introduced solutions l ike the "mommy track," that purportedly allow 
women to function in both systems, law and the familyY Mothering 
can, for our purposes here, be considered a classic example of an 
"event" that takes place in a number of systems. But how does one 
system intersect with another so as to express stratification or, on the 
other hand, functional differentiation ? Does the legal system not de
fine mothering according to the pre-given gender hierarchy? By pre
given I mean only the recognition of the "past" in which gender hier
archy was clearly a fundamental stratification. Has this hierarchy 
been effectively dismantled ? If so, why is it assumed that the burdens 
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of parenting will be differentially distributed according to sex ? Does 
just having a penis mean that you can't take care of children ? Does it 
mean that you can't cook? If one can't make a philosophical argument 
that one can have the direct access to nature necessary in order to 
make such an argument feasible-and most modern as well as "post
modern" philosophers would agree that direct access to nature is im
possible-then we are inevitably returned to the system in which the 
meanings given to gender are perpetuated. 

Luhmann, of course, would be the first to insist that we should look 
to the system for an understanding of social reality. But, as we have 
also seen, Luhmann does not study gender as a system and, as a result, 
he cannot adequately explore the hold of stratified differentiation in a 
modern society. The situation the "mommy track" leaves us in exem
plifies what this hold means for women. Our access to the labor mar
ket is curtailed by the operations of the gender hierarchy, which define 
what mothering supposedly means for women. 

From examples such as the "mommy track," which demonstrate the 
severe limitations the gender hierarchy imposes on women's lives, we 
can understand why a feminist analysis of social " reality" demands 
more than just a conception of how systems are linked with another. 
Such an analysis also requires an explanation of how we can account 
for change. If the legal system were not autonomous in Luhmann's 
sense, then there could be no explanation for how we ever achieved 
the reforms of the late 1 960s and 1 970s. Even the fact that the oper
ations of the legal system cannot be justified by an explicit appeal to 
gender opens up what I would call the rhetorical space for change. We 
can use Luhmann's rhetoric of functional differentiation against the 
gender hierarchy. Although it is important for me to note here that 
since I think the dawn of a new age in which the gender hierarchy is 
truly dismantled awaits us only in the distant future, I do not think 
that the call for functional differentiation is enough . •  s I have argued 
elsewhere, we must affirm feminine sexual difference now.21 The need 
to affirm the feminine within sexual difference now is why my own 
understanding of how one should interact with the rhetorical space 
opened by the autonomy of the legal system would undoubtedly differ 
from Luhmann's systems theory. Feminists need both an analysis of 
the repetition compulsion that in the political and legal arena I have 
called restoration as well as the assurance that legal and political re
form will nevertheless not be completely foreclosed. 

Having argued that gender hierarchy shows the continuing hold of 
stratified differentiation, I would also suggest that race and national 
differences can be understood in a similar, although certainly not iden-
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tical manner. Patricia Williams has given us a brilliant analysis of how 
race intersects with the legal system. 24 In addition to such an analysis, 
however, feminists also need to account for how the system of gender 
intersects with the system of racism. If we assume that there is an 
intersection between two systems then we can better understand that 
what it means to be a woman can never be the same for an African
American woman and a "white" woman. Moreover, we need not deny 
that gender operates as a system to be able to make this statement and 
the assumption it is premised upon. We can also refute the hubris too 
often associated with feminism that gender is a leading system that 
can give us an understanding of the oppression of women across race 
and class lines. This insight is perfectly consistent with the 
"post modern" 25 insight that to be a woman is always to be a woman 
differently depending on race, class, sexuality and age and yet there is 
meaning to the statement that one is a woman, even if that meaning 
constantly shifts. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE LIMIT AND SYSTEMS THEORY 

I can now turn to a discussion of the relationship between the fem
inist revision of systems theory I have just advocated and what has 
come to be called deconstruction or, as I have renamed it, the philos
ophy of the limit.2b Luhmann has frequently used the word "irrita
tion" to describ� how a system that does not deal consciously with its 
structural couplings must still accommodate "outside" systems. For 
my purposes here, I would like to replace the irritant with the symp
tom. The word "symptom" more exactly expresses the structural cou
pling of the semantics of desire and the legal system I have described, 
because it reflects the psychoanalytic approach I have adopted to ex
plain the gender hierarchy. I also use the word "symptom" to indicate 
that from the standpoint of the gender hierarchy the repressed femi
nine " is" only as symptom and, indeed, from within the meaning 
given to it in that hierarchy it can only be read as symptom, which 
may explain why so much feminine writing is read as hysterical. 

I am also using the word "symptom" here in the way Derrida uses 
the term, to indicate the outside observer. For Derrida, "The symptom 
is always a foreign body, and must be deciphered as such; and of 
course a foreign body is always a symptom, and behaves as a symp
tom in the body of the ego-it is a body foreign to the body of the 
ego." r What Derrida says about the symptom in the body of the ego 
can and should be said of the feminine within the gender hierarchy. 
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But the concept of the symptom also reminds us that from the vantage 
point of the "symptom," the system is de-limited by its other and is 
not just self-limiting. For the foreigner, there is an "outside," because 
she is the banished, the marginalized. But is this just her definition by 
the system and, thus, an internal definition of the system? 

Luhmann would seem to say "yes" to this question. He describes 
his difference with Derrida as follows: 

Information is, according to Gregory Bateson's oft-cited dictum "a 
difference that makes a difference." Regardless of what one thinks 
of their ontological and metaphysical status, or their incarnation as 
"script" (Derrida) ,  or similar approaches, differences direct the sen
sibil ities which make one receptive to information. Information 
processing can only rake place if, beyond irs pure facricity, some
thing has been experienced "as this way and only this way," which 
means that it has been localized in a framework of differences. The 
difference functions as a unity to the extend that it generates infor
mation, bur it does nor determine which pieces of information are 
cal led for and which patterns of selection they trigger off. Differ
ences, in other words, do nor de-limit a system; they specify and 
extend irs capacity for self-delimitation.'" 

But is Luhmann completely correct in his understanding of the differ
ence between his theory and Derrida's? I would argue that we need to 
redefine the terms of the disagreement between the two. 

Luhmann always turns us toward the observer. From the vantage 
point of the foreigner, the system is "seen" as de-limited by her "out
side" position. In other words, as soon as a theory emphasizes the 
observer, the difference between whether or not a particular difference 
will appear as a self-delimitation or a de-limitation by the system's 
other will turn on just that, the standpoint of the observer. Derrida 
himself reminds us that the question of whose obsel"fation is in any 
fundamental sense "accurate" would have to remain undecidable. 
Moreover, both Derrida and Luhmann accept what Luhmann calls 
"epistemological constructivism," meaning that there can be no direct 
access to the " real " or to definitive conceptualizations of the reaL The 
difference that makes a difference, upon which Luhmann himself re
marks, is precisely that the status given to difference does matter for 
Derrida, which is why he continually stresses the quasi-transcendental 
analysis which shows why, if a system is self-limited, it is necessarily 
de-limited by its other. For my purposes here, it does not matter if that 
other is identified as a system. This quasi-transcendental analysis is 
what Derrida calls "the logic of parergonal ity." 29 The insight is based 
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on the realization that the only system that could truly be self-limiting 
and only self-limiting would, by definition, have to encompass all 
other systems. This insight can be translated back into Luhmann's 
own language. Regardless of how one describes the other, as symptom 
or as irritation, the very idea of structural coupling impl ies an other, 
that remains other to the system, so that at the very least she can 
irritate and, in that sense, demand a response. Derrida incorporates 
that demand for a response into Levinas' ethical philosophy of alter
ity. I will return to Levinas' ethical philosophy of alterity as it is rele
vant for our purposes here shortly. For now I want to turn to another 
important exchange between Derrida 's categories and Luhmann's, this 
time around the difference between what Luhmann calls self
referentiality and what Derrida calls iterabil ity. I will do so from 
within Derrida's specific deconstructive intervention into Lacan's anal
ysis of the gender hierarchy. 

Derrida tells us that Lacan's insight into the relationship between 
signi(iance and ;ouissanceJo undermines his own pessimistic political 
conclusions. Derrida argues that the very slippage of language, which 
breaks up the coherence of gender identity, makes it possible for us to 
undermine the rigid gender divide that has made dialogue between 
men and women impossible and the acceptance of violence toward 
women not only inevitable, but also not "serious." This slippage in 
language that always allows for the possibility of reinterpretation is 
what Derrida means by iterability. He uses the term to indicate that 
the very repeatability of language implies both sameness and differ
ence. What allows language to be repeatable is that it can be repeated 
in different contexts. But if there is no context of context, then what 
is repeated does not yield an identical meaning. In this sense if we 
assume that all systems are constructed in language there could never 
be any pure self-referentiality, because as the system seeks to perpet
uate i tself it would always be doing so by responding to its irritations 
or symptoms and, thus, repeating itself in a slightly different context. 
This, in turn, means that as it repeats itself the system also transforms 
itself. 

Within the context of the gender hierarchy iterability means the 
repetition compulsion of imposed gender identity can never com
pletely foreclose transformative possibil ity. It is Lac an's very insight 
into the linguistic structures that construct gender identity that allows 
Derrida to turn Lacan's analysis against himsel f by showing how his 
insight into the semantics of desire could give way to another reading. 
It is important to note here that I refer to this possibility as transfor
mative to distinguish it from the position that would allow for shi fts 
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within the binary code itself. In other words, it is not just that we can 
shift the meanings of male and female within the binary code that 
produces the distinction male and female. Such shifts would dearly be 
comprehensible within Luhmann's understanding of how binary codes 
are perpetuated by systems. Since the code cannot be separated from 
its meanings, this process can never be protected from the effective 
undermining of the code itself. It is precisely the undermining of the 
rigid code of binary oppositions that the philosophy of the limit seeks 
to effectuate. Within the code of the gender hierarchy this process it
self has an ethical aspiration. That aspiration is Derrida's dream of a 
new choreography of sexual difference, in which our singularity, not 
our gender, would be loved by our Other. This dream of a new cho
reography might be reconciled with Luhmann's own dream of love. 

I realize that to associate the word "dream" with Luhmann's sys
tems theory may seem to go against the grain of his theory itself. I am 
suggesting that it does not, in light of the poem Luhmann offers us at 
the end of Love as Passion, which indicates that he does, indeed, have 
such a dream: 

Transparency only exists in the relationship of system and system, 
and by virtue, so to speak, of the difference of system and environ
ment, which constitutes the system in the first place. Love and love 
alone can be such a transparency: 

A face in front of 
one 
neither now any more subject 
only reference 
intangible 
and fixed." 

But Luhmann does not offer us an explanation of w1'1y that dream is 
only too often lived as a nightmare within our current gender hier
archy. As I have already argued, he does not do so because he does 
not understand gender hierarchy as a system. If we are to translate 
gender hierarchy into the terms of his system, does that mean that we 
are left with the bleak, even if socially constructed reality that would 
seemingly block love? The answer, I think, is "no," but only once we 
understand the structural relationship between self-referentiality, with 
its illusion of consolidated identity, the "logic of parergonality," and 
the concept of iterabil ity. Once we understand that no system can 
guarantee itself against the constant shift of its boundaries because of 
structural coupling and, I would add, iterability, then we can only 
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understand self-referentiality as a future-oriented aspiration that can 
never be a completed. Although this is not Luhmann's own conception 
of self-referentiality, I believe it is the necessary outcome of under
standing just how structural coupling itself is what continually opens 
every system to its deconstruction. 

Therefore, there is a very specific sense in which the philosophy of 
the limit can itself be understood as an operation within Luhmann's 
system theory, as it can also be understood as the quasi-transcendental 
condition of the system and thus as its other, its limit. How does one 
decide ? Again, we are returned to the undecidable because we can 
only decide by a further reference to the observer. Is the philosophy of 
the limit the "discourse" of the outside observer? Maybe so; but, as a 
woman, I am thankful for such a "discourse." 

THE RELEVANCE OF LEVINAS 

Let me now try to connect Derrida, Lacan, and Levinas. A discus
sion of the intricacies of either Emmanuel Levinas' philosophy of al
terity or jacques Derrida's engagement with it is beyond the scope of 
this essayY For my purposes here, I want to focus on the significance 
of Derrida's deconstruction of Levinas' own conceptualization of both 
the ethical and phenomenological asymmetry of the Other for femi
nism. To do so, I will focus on the relationship of Derrida's engage
ment with Levinas to his deconstructive encounter with Lacan. Why 
is Levinas relevant to Derrida's intervention into Lacan? Levinas chal
lenges the idea that justice can ever be identified with any descriptive 
set of conditions or rights. Justice cannot be reduced to convention, 
no matter how conceived, and certainly not to the current definitions 
of any system. Levinas' messianic conception of justice demands the 
recognition of the call of the Other, which always remains as a call 
and can never be fully answered. Put somewhat differently, and this is 
exactly the notion of justice as aporia that Derrida emphasizes,n jus
tice is the limit to what is, not its endorsement. Once we introduce 
Levinas' messianic concept of justice, we can think more profoundly 
about Derrida's intervention into Lacan. Levinas argues for the asym
metry of the ethical relationship. For Levinas, the Other precedes the 
ethical subject. She cannot be grasped only in a relationship to the 
subject or in a conceptualization of her as l ike the subject who exam
ines her, because such knowledge would ultimately only be derivative 
of the subject's own self-conception. There can be no pre-given uni
\'Crsality that would allow for phenomenological symmetry in which 
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the I understands the Other through a set of common properties that 
are supposedly shared. For Levinas, to try to know the Other is itself 
unethical, because to do so would be to deny her difference and her 
otherness. Instead, our responsibility is to hear her call, which de
mands that we address her and seek redress from the wrongs done to 
her. The Other, then, is "there" in the ethical relationship, only as the 
subject's responsibility to her. 

Derrida demonstrates that ethical asymmetry must be based on a 
phenomenological symmetry if it is not to be reduced to another ex
cuse for domination and, thus, for violation of the Other. My addition 
is that phenomenological symmetry demands the specific recognition 
of the symmetry of woman as ego, and that this is precisely what the 
psychical fantasy of woman described by Lacan makes impossible.H 
Without phenomenological symmetry, the asymmetry of the ethical 
relationship is nothing but violation of woman once again, which is 
why, on one interpretation, there is an indelible universality upon 
which Derrida insists, even if it cannot be positively described as a set 
of properties that define the subject. Such a positive definition, if one 
accepts that the masculine is defined as the subject, would perpetuate, 
not undermine, the gender hierarchy. But let me return to the relation
ship between phenomenological symmetry and ethical asymmetry. I 
am arguing that Derrida 's intervention demands phenomenological 
symmetry as possible and necessary to the aspiration to the ethical 
relationship as ethical. Very simply put, to think the ethical relation
ship, one has to think the question of sexual difference as it has been 
constituted through the gender hierarchy. Derrida has shown us that 
the relationship between phenomenological symmetry and the ethical 
asymmetry values the Other as different, indeed as difference. 

CONCLUSION ' 
I am now taking this intervention into what, at first glance, seems 

to be a very foreign context, the context of equality. The recognition 
of phenomenological symmetry can be understood as the very basis 
for any theory of equality. Thus, for me, equal citizenship turns on the 
phenomenological symmetry that demands the end of violation of 
women. Derrida's contribution to legal and political philosophy and, 
more specifically, his interventions into Lacan and Levinas show us 
that unless we challenge the reduction of Woman to an imaginary 
fantasy, to the phenomenologically asymmetrical Other, there will be 
nothing but the perpetuation of violence and violation of women. On 
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this analysis, the sweeping away of our civil rights is not a political 
coincidence. Rather, it reflects the denial of the phenomenological 
symmetry of women. The feminist alliance with deconstruction, the 
philosophy of the limit, is precisely Derrida 's specific intervention into 
the work of Lacan and Levinas. 

The feminist alliance with Luhmann, on the other hand, is in his 
explanation of how systems are perpetuated. As we have seen, we 
need Luhmann to adequately understand how the gender hierarchy 
functions as a system so as to be structurally coupled with other sys
tems. In light of the current situation, we need to understand why 
hope is still possible. If systems theory and the philosophy of the limit 
are in alliance with feminism, then it can only be as an alliance, be
cause theory does not change the world, although it can help us see 
how and why it can be changed. It is still up to feminists to elaborate 
the dream of a different world for women beyond the gender hierarchy 
and to try to make it a reality. All of us know the beginnings of such 
a world. It would be a world in which we would not lose such an 
important feminist thinker as Mary Joe Frug to a brutal, tragic and, 
as yet, unaccounted for murder. Yet her death is also a call, an obli
gation to continue to critique the subordination of women and to 
dream. In her death she remains as the limit of the system in which 
she was killed. In the death that demands redress we will always hear 
the call of the Other. 
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The Idolatry of Rules: Writing Law 
According to Moses, With Reference to 
Other J urisprudences 

1rthur ]. Jacobson 

Moses, unlike Socrates, writes. He writes about writing. He writes 
about writing law. He writes about reading it, erasing it, learning and 
teaching it. 

The first mention of writing in the Five Books occurs in the second, 
which English speakers call by the Greek name Exodus, but which 
Hebrew speakers call Names. • The scene is the first battle of the 
people of Israel after their flight from Egypt. The battle is against 
Amalek, in Refidim. It is the occasion in Moses' text for the introduc
tion of Joshua, Moses' aide-de-camp.! It is also the moment in which 
the people of Israel, who have been slaves in Egypt for 430 years, 1 first 
collabora te as partners with God in fighting the enemies of lsrael.4 

Moses makes seven more references to writing in Names, all during 
the sojourn of the Israelites at Mr. Sinai. 1  He also includes a reference 
to reading; directly a fter the first Sinaitic reference to writing, and 
one to erasure,- between the fourth and fifth Sinai ric references to 
writing. Moses thus refers to writing eight rimes and the activities 
surrounding it twice immediately before, during, and immediately 
after the revelations at Mt. Sinai.w 

The point of view of the narrator in Moses' text is virtually unavail
able to modern writers. Modern narrators speak in one of two voices. 
Either the author narrates, or a character narrates! The first voice 
p resents a narrator who knows everything about the world in the 
novel, because the voice of the narrator has created it. 1" The narrator 
is a god. "He" rules the novel directly, if not frankly. The second voice, 
by contrast, speaks only as a particular consciousness in the world 
created by the author. The narrator knows only certain things, be
cause he has not created the world. The author remains all-knowing 

9S 
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and powerful. He is a hidden god, alternately embracing and rejecting 
the limited point of view of the narrator. He rules the novel indirectly, 
behind the back of the narrator. 

The narrator in Moses' "novel " does not take the perspective of the 
all-knowing, powerful creator. He does not play God. He resists the 
temptation to be Pharaoh. Moses knows only what he sees and what 
God tells him, nothing more. He writes, and acknowledges that he 
writes. He writes about his own writing, and God's. Nor does the 
narrator take the perspective of the ordinary, limited consciousness. 
Moses is not God, but he has spoken with God. He is the "friend" of 
God. 1 1  The claim of the narrator, that he has spoken with God, is a 
lesser claim than the claim of modern authors, one less familiar to 
moderns. 

Moses was not unfamiliar with those who assume the godlike per
spective of modern authors. He calls them "elohim"-" rulers," 
"judges," or "gods." He also calls God "Eiohim"-"Rulers"-when 
he wishes to refer to God as an author-the all-knowing, powerful 
creator of the narrative's world. (To call God "Eiohim" is to criticize 
the opinion that rulers are the source of their own rule. "Rulers" rules, 
not rulers.) He calls God "Yahweh," when he wishes to refer to Him 
as a character interacting with other characters in the world created, 
and therefore ruled by Elohim. The name "Yahweh" in Hebrew 
makes no sense in ordinary terms. It is said to be made up of particles 
from the tenses-past, present, and future-of the verb "to be." 
"Yahweh" is "That Which Is What Has Been And Will Be." 12 Yahweh 
is character defining itself through past interactions and committed 
to change through further interactions. Yahweh is "Friend." Where 
Elohim rules, Yahweh interacts. Man approaches Elohim as a child 
approaches a parent, a creation approaches a creator, a sub
ject approaches a ruler. He approaches Yahweh as a collaborator, a 
friend. u 

Moses, who is both narrator of the Five Books and a character in 
them, has relations with both Elohim and Yahweh. As narrator, 
Moses "takes dictation" from Elohim, the all-knowing, powerful God 
of the narrative. As a character, Moses is friend of Yahweh. The story 
of Elohim's narrative is the drama of Moses and Yahweh. It is the 
conflict between Moses as narrator and Moses as character. 

The drama of Moses and Yahweh, the conflict between Moses as 
narrator and Moses as character, may be seen as a struggle over the 
names of God, "Eiohim" and "Yahweh." Elohim rules over types and 
classes. Single characters cannot be the friend of Elohim. To be a char-
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acter is to challenge the rule of types and classes. Yahweh is the name 
of God who befriends characters, who tolerates challenges to Elohim. 
Yahweh challenges his own rule, the rule of Elohim. The drama of the 
text is the question: Does Elohim rule or does Yahweh collaborate 
with characters? 

The text gives the question a legal formulation: Do legal rules rule 
or do characters? Legal rules rule by commanding or prohibiting 
classes of specific acts, and by punishing disobedience with sanctions. 
Characters rule by ruling themselves according to ten propositions 
(ten d'varim, dekalogoi). Propositions rule by assent, by the aspira
,tions of characters, not by commanding or prohibiting classes of spe
cific acts using sanctions. To rule by propositions is to engage in cease
less conversation with Yahweh. 1 4  The text at once poses rules to 
substitute for the collaboration of characters with Yahweh, and chal
lenges rules when characters reconstruct themselves through action 
according to propositions. 

The text also formulates the drama as a relentless concern with 
graven images. 1 5 An idol is a completed creation. Creation is com
plete, when Elohim rules. When Yahweh collaborates with characters, 
creation is ongoing. To approach God only as Elohim is to treat cre
ation as finished. It is to consider things as products, not as constitu
ents of further creation. It is to treat things as idols. Everything that 
will be has been given. It is, because it has been. Yahweh asserts that 
what wi I I  be, is not, because it has not been. Nothing is given. Crea
tion is incomplete. Things are constituents of further creation, not 
idols. To bow to idols is to assert that what will be has been given. It 
is to treat God only as Elohim. It is to approach Him as a subject, 
rather than as a collaborator. If Elohim must rule and not characters, 
then rules too must be graven: Moses must reduce the rules to writing. 
Yet Moses warns repeatedly against graven images at crucial moments 
in the drama. The crisis of Mt. Sinai is a crisis of graven images. It is 
a nisis of writing. 

The text thus poses the drama as a struggle over writing: Does Elo
him write or does Moses? If only Elohim writes, then characters have 
no role in creation. Moses must write in order to befriend Yahweh. 
He must destroy and replace Elohim's writing. But if Moses writes, 
then people will bow to the text as a graven image. They will want 
:\loses to be Pharaoh. They will be without character. Yahweh/Moses 
must w rite a second time what Elohim first wrote and Moses de
�troyed. Moses must write as a collaborator of Yahweh, not as elohiml 
Pharaoh. 
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WRITING AND THE EPISODES AT MT. SINAI 

The sojourn at Mr. Sinai covers the climactic weeks in Moses' entire 
narrative of the Five Books, from the beginning of time1b to Moses' 
death just before the arrival of the Israelites in Canaan. The text pre
sents an elaborate and puzzling sequence of events during these weeks. 
One must know the sequence in order to appreciate the role of writing 
in the Sinaitic revelation. In outlining the sequence, I want to avoid 
two tendencies, each of which is, nevertheless, quite instructive. 

The first is the effort to order and rationalize the sequence in a pro
saic chronology. Rashi, the authoritative French commentator, pro
ceeds in this manner. l 7  He does so, I believe, for two reasons. He 
wants the text not to offend strict dramatic logic. He also wants the 
multiple references to writing in the text-Moses' writing, God's writ
ing, and Moses' account of his own and God's writing-to work to
gether without conflict. Rashi thus seeks to make sense of the text in 
ordinary terms, a sense not directly available from the text without 
interpretation. 

Take, as an example Rashi does not discuss for this point, Jethro's 
criticism of Moses, just prior to the revelation at Mt. Sinai . l 8  In the 
two-or-so months from the departure from Egypt to the arrival in 
Refidim, Moses sat to judge the people without the aid of other lead
ers. Jethro, who was Moses' father-in-law, arrived in Refidim with 
Tsipporah, Moses' wife, and their two sons, directly after the battle 
with Amalek. When Jethro observed Moses judging, he sternly criti
cized him for undertaking too heavy a burden. Moses, he said, must 
appoint subordinate judges for ordinary matters. Otherwise he will 
wear himself out. l 9  Moses closes the scene by stating that "Moses sent 
away his father-in-law; and he went his way into his own land [Mid
yan ] ." 20 The very next statement in the text records the arrival of the 
Israelites at Mt. Sinai. Thus it would appear that Jethro left the Isra
elite encampment prior to the arrival at Mt. Sinai. Yet we know from 
later scenes that Jethro was present in the encampment after the rev
elation at Mt. Sinai.21 The text does not record his return from Mi
dian. Was Jethro present in the camp during the sojourn at Mr. Sinai ? 
We do not know. The mystery of the passage deepens when we con
sider that Jethro's departure precedes the bulk of the revelations re
corded in Names and the following books. We know that God re
vealed "a decree [h.ok] and a rule [mishpat] "  at Marah, just after the 
departure from Egypt.21 But Moses did not have much revelatory law 
to use in Refidim.2 1  Did he use the customary law the Hebrews un
doubtedly possessed prior to Sinai ?2• Moses tells Jethro that he is 
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using revelatory, nor customary law. Why does Moses choose to dis
cuss the burdens of judging at this moment, in Refidim? Or was the 
discussion after Mr. Sinai, as the Jethro story suggests? Again, we do 
not know. 

The second tendency I want to avoid is the critical dissolution of 
the rexr into distinct traditions, separated by purpose and origin, only 
to be united by a hypothetical single or group compiler in later ages.25 
Apart from rhe "interpretive" grounding of this approach, lacking as 
ir is in documentation outside the rexr, we must be permitted to as
sume rhar the compiler, at least, was an artful arranger. Why would 
rhe comp iler leave oddities and inconsistencies in the text, such as the 
Jethro episode? Surely, one purpose of the compiler would be to elim
inate oddities and inconsistencies. If he or they did nor, we must ask 
what purpose the compiler had in leaving them in. All we can do, 
reading as we must behind the veil of ignorance, is puzzle our for 
ourselves the purposes, whether those of an historical Moses, or some 
later compiler or compilers of diverse traditions, whom we might as 
well give the name, Moses. 

An overview of the events at Mr. Sinai encompasses eight (or pos
sibly six) ascents Moses made to confer with God, together with two 
(or possibly four) episodes in which Moses conferred with God with
our going to the top of the mountain. In the first of the two episodes, 
Moses mer with God on the slopes of the mountain; in the second, in 
the Tent of Meeting.26 

First meeting (first ascent): Yahweh's first message to the peopleP 
[Moses tells the people Yahweh's propositions and the 
people answer. jl8 

Second meeting (second ascent): Moses tells Yahweh the people's 
propositions; Yahweh gives preparatory instructions.29 

[Moses prepares the people and brings them to meet Elohim; 
Yahweh comes down upon Mr. Sinai. j l0 

Third meeting (third ascent) : Yahweh repeats the preparatory in
structions, adding special instructions for the priests. 1 1 

[Eiohim speaks the ten propositions (ten d'varim, dekalogoi) 
to Moses and the people; the people ask Moses to mediate.]12 

fourth meeting (and the first without an ascent): "Moses drew 
ncar to the fog where Elohim was";  Yahweh introduces His 
teaching of the legal rules (mishpatim) to Moses with three pro
hibitions against idolatrous cults (precious metals, hewn stone 
altars, uncovered genitals), and teaches Moses the legal rules.n  
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[ Yahweh orders Moses to bring Aaron, Aaron's sons, and 
seventy of the elders to "come up to Yahweh," warning that 
only Moses shall come near; Moses speaks all the proposi
tions and all the rules to the people; he writes "all the prop
ositions " of Yahweh (W2); he reads the "book of the cove
nant in the ears of the people " (R); he performs a covenant 
ceremony (dashing blood against an altar and throwing it on 
the people); Moses, Aaron, Aaron's sons and seventy of the 
elders go up, see Elohim, and celebrate a meal ;  Yahweh or
ders Moses to ascend, saying, "I will give you the tablets of 
stone, the doctrine and the commandment which I have writ
ten that you may teach them." (W3}]34 

Fifth meeting (fourth ascent): Moses spends forty days and nights 
on Mt. Sinai; Yahweh instructs Moses to make the implements 
of the cult, to install Aaron and his sons in the priest's office, to 
use Betsalel ( "and I have filled him with the spirit of Elohim")35 
and Oholiav to help him, and to instruct the Israelites to keep 
the Sabbath (not doing work) ;  16 Yahweh gives Moses the "two tab
lets of testimony, tablets of stone, written with the finger of Elo
him. " (W4)l' 

[Moses delayed: crisis of the golden calf, Aaron fashions the 
calf "with an engraving tool." ) 18 

Yahweh orders Moses to return to the pople; Moses pleads with 
Yahweh, who relents; Moses returns with the two tablets; "the 
writing was the writing of Elohim, graven on the tablets ." (WS}39 

[Moses smashes the tablets; Aaron pleads with Moses; divi
sion of the camp and slaying of recalcitrant idolaters.]40 

Sixth meeting (fifth ascent): "Yet now, if You will forgive their 
sins, and if not, erase me, please, from Your book " (E); Yahweh 
tells Moses He will erase from his book anyone who has sinned 
against Him; Yahweh smites the people, "because they made the 
calf, which Aaron made." 4 1  

Seventh meeting (possibly the sixth ascent) : Yahweh tells Moses 
to order the people to depart for Canaan, and says He will send 
an angel before them; "The people heard this evil tiding [that 
Yahweh would not be 'present' on the journey to Canaan) and 
they mourned." 42 

Eighth meeting (possibly the seventh ascent) :  Yahweh tells Moses 
to order the people to remove their ornaments (Moses records 
that prior to this meeting no one pur on ornaments, since they 
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were mourning over the loss of Yahweh's presence); "They 
stripped themselves of ornaments." 43 
Ninth meeting (in the Tent of Meeting) : Moses negotiates a sec
ond covenant ( "Yahweh spoke to Moses face to face, as a man 
speaks to his friend") ;  Yahweh orders Moses to hew two tablets 
of stone like the first, and says He will write on the tablets the 
propositions tht11 were on the first tablets. (W6)44 

Tenth meeting (either the sixth or eighth ascent, depending on the 
place of the sixth and seventh meetings): Moses hews the two 
tablets and goes up to Mt. Sinai; the second covenant, warnings 
against making covenants with others and against idolatry; Yah
weh orders Moses to write "these propositions," on the basis of 
which Yahweh had made a covenant with Moses and Israel; "He 
[referring to either Yahweh or Moses wrote [in Moses ' presence] 
the propositions of the covenant, the ten propositions " (W7); 
after forty days and nights, Moses descends with the two tablets, 
his face glowing. 45 

[Moses carries out the instructions of the fifth meeting;46 
Betsalel, and Oholiav "made the plate of the holy cross of 
pure gold, and wrote on it a writing, like the engraved pat
tern of a seal: Holy to Yahweh. "  (W8)4' (Yahweh had in
structed Moses to order Betsalel and Oholiav "to engrave," 
not "to write." ))4B 

We may abstract the eight references to writing (W), the one to 
reading (R) and the one to erasing (E) ;  

Wl Refidim, the battle with Amalek: Yahweh commands Moses 
to "write this to remember it in the book." 49 

W2 Moses writes "all Yahweh's propositions" (just prior to 
Moses' fourth ascent of Mt. Sinai) .10 

R Moses reads his book of the covenant in the ears of the 
people. 5 1  

W3 Yahweh offers tablets of stone, on which He has already 
written "the doctrine and the commandment." n 

W4 Yahweh delivers the tablets, "written with the finger of Elo
him." s J  
[Moses delayed; interruption of the conversation with Yah
weh by the episode of the golden calf; Aaron fashions the 
calf "with an engraving tooi."P4 
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W5 Conversation resumes; Moses descends with the tablets; 
"the writing was the writing of Elohim, graven on the tab
lets." H 

E Moses requests that Yahweh either forgive the Israelites for 
the golden calf or "erase me from Your book which You 
have written." �6 

W6 Yahweh offers two more tablets; " I  will write on the tablets 
the propositions which were on the first tablets, which you 
broke." 57 

W7 Yahweh commands Moses to write down "these proposi
tions," according to which Yahweh has made a covenant 
with Moses and Israel ; "He [referring to either Yahweh or 
Moses] wrote [in Moses' presence) on the tablets the prop
ositions of the covenant, the ten propositions." �8 

WS Betsalel and Oholiav write, "Holy to Yahweh" on Aaron's 
crown.59 (Yahweh had instructed Moses to order Betsalel 
and Oholiav "to engrave," not "to write.")60 

The ten references, broken as they are by the crisis of the golden 
calf  into two sets of five, form the following array: 

Before During After 

Wl W2 Golden ws W8 
R Calf E 
W3 Crisis W6 
W4 W7 

Wl occurs in Refidim, just prior to the Mt. Sinai episodes. WS oc
curs just after Moses descends the mountain for the last time. W2 
through W4 (including R) occur during the meetings prior to the cri
sis. W5 through W7 (including E) occur during the meetings after the 
CriSIS. 

READING THE REFERENCES TO WRITING 

The content of the references suggests a pattern of appositions. 
Read the sequence in pairs from outside in, as one would remember 
them, looking backwards, having finished reading the text: 

1 .  W8 - Wt 
2. W7 - W2 
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3 .  W6 - R 
4. E - W3 
5. W5 - W4 

A reading from memory"1 suggests that people can come to regard 
what E lohim "engraves," either on the tablets or in creating the world, 
as writing, if they' actively collaborate with Yahweh. They collaborate 
with Yahweh by writing-by listening to an inner voice, by reading 
the writing of their actions to an inner ear. They also collaborate with 
Yahweh by reading and rewriting. All three collaborations-writing, 
reading, and rewriting-are made possible by "erasure." Erasure res
cues writing from the idolatrous threat of engraving. 

Engraving Becomes Writing (WB-Wl) 

The apposition of W8 with Wl suggests that the drama at Mt. Sinai 
taught the people to regard engraved patterns of words as writings 
rather than as graven images, or idols. Written words do not complete 
creation. They are constituents of further creations. The "subjects" or 
rules should not regard them as commands backed by sanctions. They 
are further propositions in ceaseless conversation. 

Wl records Yahweh's command to Moses to write a record of the 
battle with Amalek. It does not record Moses obeying the instruction. 
lr does, instead, record Moses constructing an altar to memorialize 
the battle, which he names: .. Yahweh is my banner." &! W8 records 
Betsalel and Oholiav obeying Yahweh's instruction "to engrave" 
"Holy to Yahweh" on a plate to be worn by Aaron."1 But they do not 
engrave, they "write." Hence, Wl records Moses' delay in obeying 
Yahweh's instruction to write, and W8 records Betsalel and Oholiav 
obeying Yahweh's instruction "to engrave" by writing instead of en
�raving. Moses' "delay" for forty days in delivering Elohim's writing 
ot the ten propositions had fomented the crisis of the golden calf, in 
which the people reverted to making graven images. Moses' second 
"delay" for forty days, during which Yahweh and he write, allows 
l:ktsalel and Oholiav to regard engraving as writing rather than a 
�raven image, or idol. Moses has rescued writing from engraving. 

Writing as Collaboration: Inspiration (W7-W2) 

The aposition of W7 with W2 begins a contrast of collaborative 
writing with writing on one's own, without textually explicit author
Ity. The W7-W2 apposition captures the first of three col laborations: 
Inspiration. (The W6-R apposition will capture the others: reading 
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and rewriting.) Writing requires collaboration with Yahweh. It re
quires a voice, an ear, even prior to reading. This collaboration is the 
inner voice, the inner ear, of writing. Writing requires inspiration. 

W2 records Moses writing "all Yahweh's propositions" during the 
meeting on the slopes of Mt. Sinai in a "book of the covenant." It does 
not record Yahweh instructing Moses to write this book. Moses' book 
was all the people had, when Moses disappeared on the mountain for 
forty days. The authority of the book, which Moses wrote on his own, 
was not enough to keep them from making the golden calf. W7 re
cords Yahweh commanding Moses to write down "these proposi
tions," according to which Yahweh has made a covenant with Moses 
and Israel. W7 also records "he," referring either to Moses or Yahweh, 
writing down "the propositions of the covenant, the ten proposi
tions." Hence W2 records Moses writing, without recording Yahweh's 
command to write. W7 records Yahweh's command to write, leaving 
an ambiguity whether Yahweh or Moses is writing. Moses writes on 
his own in W2. The writing in W7 is a collaboration. It is not an 
explicit collaboration. (Moses does not say that Yahweh and he wrote 
together.) It is a collaboration signified by the ambiguity in the text. It 
is textual collaboration. 

Writing as Collaboration: Read and Rewriting (W6-R) 

The apposition of W6 with R captures the second and third collab
orations. The writer's audience collaborates with the writer by read
ing. Readers always rewrite texts. Writing too is a reading, a rewriting 
of texts already written. Writing collaborates in a tradition. 

R records Moses reading the book he has written on his own, aloud 
to the people. W6 records Yahweh offering to "rewrite" the ten prop
ositions that were on the first set of tablets, "which you broke." 
Moses' reading, l ike Yahweh's offer, is a rewriting of matters already 
written. The writing Moses reads-containing the legal rules-sup
plements and substitutes for the ten propositions. Moses' writing is 
itself a "reading" of the spoken propositions. It is a rewriting of them 
as rules. Yahweh's rewriting of Elohim's broken tablets constitutes a 
reading-a rewriting-of the rules, to restore the propositions. The 
rewritten propositions are Yahweh's, not Elohim's. The R-W6 appo
sition folds into the W2-W7 apposition: rewriting, hence reading, is 
a species of collaboration. 

Collaborative Writing Flows From Erasure (E-WJ) 

The apposition of E with W3 suggests that reading and rewriting, 
the second and third collaborations involved in writing, flow from 
erasure. 
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WJ records Yahweh offering the first tablets of stone, upon which 
He has already written "the doctrine and the commandment." The 
writing, W4 and W5 will reveal, is the writing of Yahweh as Elohim. 
E records Moses asking Yahweh to erase him from the book Yahweh 
has w ritten, if Yahweh will not forgive the people for the sin of the 
golden calf.�4 The writing in W3 has already been wrinen, prior to 
Yahweh's delivery of the writing to Moses. Moses' request for erasure 
in E suggests the possibility that the writing Elohim has already writ
ten can be 'erased, rewritten by Yahweh. Moses shows that Elohim's 
writing can even be destroyed altogether. 

Engraving: Writing That Is Not Erasure (W5-W4) 

The apposition of W5 with W4 suggests that collaboration between 
Moses and Yahweh, the first collaboration involved in writing, rescues 
writing from the threat that people will regard it as engraving. Moses 
demonstrates the possibility of collaboration with Yahweh by smash
ing-by erasing-Elohim's writing. 

W4, immediately before the crisis of the golden calf, records Yah
weh's delivery of the writing, "written with the finger of Elohim." W5, 
immediately after the crisis, states that " the writing was the' writing 
of Elohim, graven on the tablets." The crisis of the golden calf causes 
Moses to regard Elohim's writing as a sort of engraving. The writing 
is not a graven image, but the people could confuse it with one. Moses 
thereupon fails to deliver it to the people. He breaks it, just as he 
breaks the golden calf. 

The innermost apposition returns to the outermost: Betsalel's and 
Oholiav's reworking of Yahweh's command "to engrave" into "to 
write" is proof that the people need not regard writing as engraving. 

Now read the series of appositions the other way, from inside out, 
as one discovers them during the drama of reading:6� 

I .  (W5-W4) The people will regard writing that is not a prod
uct of erasure as an engraving, a graven image, an idol. 

2.  ( E-W3 ) Reading and rewriting are two sorts of erasure . 
. l .  ( W6-R ) Reading and rewriting are collaborative in two 

senses. To read is to collaborate as audience. To write is to 
rewrite, hence to collaborate with tradition. 

4. ( W7-W2) The act of writing requires collaboration with 
Yahweh, or inspiration. 

S .  ( W8-W I )  I f  writing collaborates i n  all three senses, then the 
people will not regard it as an engraving, a graven image, an 
idol . 
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The struggle over writing in Names-between Elohim and Yahweh, 
between Yahweh and Moses-rescues it from idolatry. The struggle 
supplies the necessary collaborations. To write is to rewrite. To rewrite 
is to erase. To erase is to rescue writing from idolatry. 

The theme has a legal formulation. When Elohim speaks the ten 
propositions, the people are too frightened to understand them. When 
Elohim writes the propositions, Moses must smash the writing so that 
the people do not bow to it as an idol. Moses will not let the people 
read Elohim's writing, because they will bow to it as an idol. They will 
not rewrite its contents in deeds. Elohim's writing is superfluous, since 
Elohim has already written-spoken and by speaking created-the 
propositions in creation. But the propositions cannot serve as propo
sitions, unless Yahweh, not Elohim, rewrites them in collaboration 
with Moses. Short of a collaborative rewriting of the propositions
by Yahweh/Moses on the top of Mt. Sinai and by the people 
in deeds-Yahweh specifies the propositions as rules backed by 
sanctions. The people fear sanctions. They cannot collaborate with 
Yahweh. 

Moses considers that he must record the rules in writing. He writes 
without authority clearly indicated in the text-with inspiration, but 
without the collaboration of the people. He will let the people read 
the propositions only once they are written for a second time, ambig
uously by Yahweh/Moses. The people will not regard the second writ
ing, the rewriting of a writing they saw Moses smash, as an idol. They 
will read the propositions, rewrite them in deeds, use them as further 
propositions in conversations with Yahweh. 

MOSES' LAW: THREE WRITINGS 

The revelation of law in Names requires not one, but three writings. 
The first is Elohim 's writing-the world, along with the laws of the 
world, as a finished, created product. The second is Yahweh's collab
orative writing-human deeds continuing creation. The third is 
Moses' writing, which records the struggle over the first two. It is the 
writing Moses delayed-the record Yahweh commanded Moses to 
write at Refidim. It is the writing Moses does not explicitly say he 
wrote with clear authority-the writing of rules backed by sanctions. 
It is dangerous writing. 

To require fewer than three writings to make law is not to have 
Moses' law. Other legal systems do require fewer than three writings. 
Naturalism requires only one (or perhaps two, a writing and a read-
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ing) .  Positivism requires two, a procedure for marking rules as law 
and the actual marking of rules according to the procedure. Moses' is 
not the only legal system to require three writings. The common law 
svstem in force today in the United States does so, as does the rights 
j �1risprudence of theorists such as Hobbes. 

�1oses' two forty-day sojourns at the top of Mt. Sinai recall Noah's 
fortv davs in the ark. During Noah's sojourn, Elohim "erased all ex
isti�g th,

ings," �· because Elohim saw that flesh was degenerate and 
filled the earth with violenceY After Noah built an altar to Yahweh, 
"Yahweh said in His heart: I will not curse the ground any more for 
the sake of man." 68 He reconstructed physical and moral order. He 
gave Noah a code resembling "law." 69 Noah's "code" binds, hence 
defines, all humanity. This most primitive law-so primitive that it 
does not merit any of the terms Moses ordinarily uses for law70-
expresses Yahweh's regret for erasing all existing things. It prohibits 
murder and eating live animals-nothing more. Yahweh did not call 
Noah back for a second forty days. Noah thus learned only one of the 
propositions by which Elohim rules creation-the one against mur
der-and none of the rules. Moses, by contrast, learns all the propo
sitions. He learns rules. 

Yahweh uses the same word, "degenerate" (sheeh.et), to describe 
the idolaters of the golden calf.' 1 The word means "that which is re
versing creation," "destroying," "de-constructing." The English "de
stroy" derives from the Latin "struere, " to "pile up" or "construct." '2 
So "destruction" is "deconstruction." Elohim thus tells Noah that he 
will "mashh.eetam [destroy, deconstruct] all flesh [basar) ." ' 1  Instead, 
Yahweh "erased [vayeemah.] all existing things." 74 To "erase" is to 
leave without record. Yahweh did not "destroy" the degenerate flesh, 
as He proposed, but rather "erased all existing things" -left them 
without record. 

Yahweh threatens-not to destroy, not to erase-but to "ak
ha/em"-"annihilate"-the idolaters:� To "annihilate" is to turn 
into nothing, to deprive of material substance. To "destroy" is to re
verse creation to its primordial state, which was "the breath of Elo
him" and "water." -. 

\1oscs' request for Yahweh to "erase" him from the book if Yahweh 
does not forgive the idolaters (E) powerfully recalls the Noahide era
\Ure. - - It also recalls Moses' first reference to writing in Names, in 
which Yahweh tells Moses to write the battle with Amalek in a book, 
" tor I wil l utterly erase the memory of Amalek from under the heav
en,." -, 

To erase is to kill by depriving of a record. " Moses," Moses tells us, 
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means "pulled out from water." 79 So Moses, l ike all Elohim 's creation, 
is "pulled out" from the water. Moses, pulled out from the water, is 
rewriting creation, drawing all existing things from the erasing waters 
of the flood. Moses does not regenerate, reconstruct creation. By writ
ing-by creating alphabetic writing-he rescues the memory of crea
tion from erasure. He does not draw pictures or symbolize creation. 
He makes a record of it. 

Who pulled Moses from the water? Not "the breath of Elohim," as 
in creation, but Pharaoh's daughter. In fact, Moses was a product of 
a union that his own rules could come to call " incestuous." 80 Am ram, 
Aaron's and Moses' father, married Yokheved, Amram's aunt and 
Aaron's and Moses' mother. H 1  Moses' mother was his great-aunt. (By 
writing a record, Moses reconstructs moral order, forbidding inces
tuous unions.) Moses was the product of a quasi-pharaonic union, 
since Pharaoh's mother was always supposed to be his aunt. But 
Moses was adopted by Pharaoh's daughter. So Moses' adoptive great
aunt was his adoptive grandmother. Was his adoptive great-aunt his 
real mother?  Was Moses a future Pharaoh? 

Freud argues that Moses was a future Pharaoh, and that the Israel
ites killed him in the desert.81 He has it backwards. The text is not 
hiding the secret that Moses was an Egyptian prince. Moses is telling 
us that he risked setting up as Pharaoh. Just before Moses asks Yah
weh either to forgive the sin of the golden calf or erase him from 
Yahweh's book, Yahweh made a tempting offer to Moses: 

Now leave Me alone. I will be furious with them. I will annihilate 
them, and make you a great nation. • •  

Moses did not let Yahweh alone. Instead, he persuaded Yahweh not 
to annihilate the Israelites. He resisted the pharaonic temptation. 
After all, the Egyptian political model was the only one the Israelites 
knew after 430 years. The highest political drama of the text is 
whether Moses will become a new Pharaoh. He did not. He created a 
new political model based on law-based on rules drawn from con
versations with Yahweh. He rejected the pharaonic model, based on 
slavery. 

Moses' text describes the extraordinary power of the pharaonic 
temptation quire frankly. Shortly after Moses records Yahweh's fury 
and His offer, Moses records Moses' reaction: Instead of threatening 
to annihilate the Israelites, he broke Elohim's tablets: 

And then, when he came close to the camp, and saw the calf and 
the dancing, Moses hecame furious, and he cast the tablets out of 
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his. hands, and he broke them beneath the mountain. And he took 
the cal f  which they had made, and he burned it with fire, and he 
ground it thin, and he sowed it on the face of water, and made the 
children of Israel drink it. •• 

Moses records himself having the same reaction as Yahweh. He was 
furious. Instead of threatening to annihilate the Israelites, he broke 
Elohim 's tablets. He then turned to the calf, burned it, ground it thin, 
sowed it on the face of water, and made the people of Israel drink it. 

This strange "turn," from destruction of the tablets to destruction 
of the calf, tactfully accomplishes three poetic goals. First, by burning, 
grinding and sowing the calf in water, Moses does to the calf exactly 
what Yahweh threatened: he "destroys" the calf-through fire, grind
ing and sowing (a word of rebirth !)-to water, and "annihilates" it 
by making the people drink the water.85 Moses does to the calf what 
Elohim did not do to "all flesh" in the time of Noah, and what Yah
weh did do to Sdom and Amorrah through fire. Second, the burning, 
grinding, sowing and drinking are exactly what Ugaratic (pre
Hebraic) god-kings did to sacred objects when the people failed to 
receive them with proper enthusiasm. 86 Moses here records himself 
unconsciously performing the actions of an Ugaratic god-king. Third, 
Moses stops himself from completing these actions on Elohim's tab
lets. He turns his rage-appropriately, realistically-to the calf. The 
entire scene powerfully establishes Moses' unreflective, furious imita
tion of a known local god, even after he has rejected Yahweh's tempt
ing offer. 

Until Sinai, collaboration with Yahweh remained limited after the 
flood. Elohim still ruled creation, "unconsciously." Yahweh brings 
Elohim 's propositions to consciousness: He propounds them to Moses 
as rules. The propositions cannot work strictly in Elohim's manner, as 
rules of nature, of human nature. They can work only if consciousness 
possesses them, only if people use them in conversations with Yahweh. 

Humans do not administer propositions. The sanctions attached to 
them are sanctions in the order of nature. Tribunals enforce only cer
tain propositions. Humans do administer rules. Yahweh asks humans 
to supplement the natural sanctions of the propositions with legal 
sanctions according to rules. People must talk about rules. They must 
usc them, work with them, appreciate their link to the propositions. 
The rules are Elohim's propositions carried on, specified, and trans
formed in conversations with Yahweh. Rules supplement proposi
tions. They are further propositions. They are dangerous proposi
tions. 

After Yahweh regrets wanting to annih i late the Israelites, Moses 
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goes back to the top of the mountain for a second forty days. He 
enlarges Yahweh's realm. The first sojourn had not rescued Elohim's 
propositions from the unconscious. The people who made the golden 
calf because Moses delayed his return from the top of the mountain 
were prepared only to make idols, to make rules as idols. They were 
not prepared to use rules as further propositions, to recognize the "de
layed" authority of rules as every judge (e/ ) makes and uses them
always after the behavior the rule seeks to rule. Moses persuades Yah
weh to regret His offer to annihilate the Israelites and start over, 
pharaonically, with Moses' descendants. By rejecting the temptation 
to be Pharaoh, Moses collaborates with Yahweh in completing crea
tion. 

Moses' rejection of the pharaonic temptation demonstrates toler
ance for the delay of the people in accepting Yahweh's covenant, even 
before Yahweh tolerates the delay. Moses teaches Yahweh and the 
people to tolerate delay-the people's delay, Moses' delay and the de
layed authority of rules. Moses thus creates a consciousness-a de
layed authority-of Elohim's propositions. Consciousness of propo
sitions is conversation with Yahweh about rules. Men and women, 
now conscious that Elohim 's propositions are rules they themselves 
must administer, are more perfect "images" of Elohim, as Elohim cre
ated them to become "in the beginning of" creation. Elohim too has 
changed, according to Moses' image. He is more Yahweh, tolerating 
delay.8' 

The rules humans administer as further propositions cannot suc
cessfully be written in fewer than three writings: Elohim's, Moses', 
and Yahweh's. 

To write law only once is to get only Elohim's propositions. These 
are unconscious, hence incomplete. The people on their own cannot 
specify them or take responsibility for administering them as rules. 
Natural law is law written without delay, only once, by Elohim. (Nat
ural law is written twice, if we count reading nature as a writing. But 
if natural law admits that the reading is a writing, it probably remits 
to positivism, the jurisprudence of two writings. The matter is quite 
complicated.) But natural law is not Moses' law. 

To write law twice is to get the rules Moses wrote. It is to tolerate 
some delay. The people will administer rules as idols, and obey them 
out of fear of sanctions. Ordinary people will not use the rules as 
premises for action. Ordinary rulers will not administer them as fur
ther propositions. Positive law is law written only twice, by humans 
such as Moses. It is not Moses' law either. 

Moses' law needs three writings: Elohim's propositions defining 
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perfection in actio�; Moses' f�rt
.
her prop?�itions assisting h�mans �o 

;tChieve the perfection of Eloh1m s proposltlons; and Yahweh s rewnt
ing of Elohim 's propositions providing standards propelling the fur
ther propositions even further towards perfection. 

Moses' law poses rules as instruments to assist humans to realize 
Elohim's propositions. It also puts rules in play, opens them to change 
through consciqusness, through ceaseless collaboration of the people 
with Yahweh. Law requires both movements: posing rules and putting 
them in play. To deny one or the other is not to know Moses' law. It 
is not to know law altogether.88 

Legal traditions (and the traditions interpreting Moses' rules are no 
exception) take a host of positions on these two necessary movements, 
posing rules and putting them in play. Some try to suppress the need 
to pose rules, favoring instead assessments of character and moral 
education. Others try to suppress putting rules in play by various well
known devices. One such device distinguishes between the rules and 
its applications: conditions have changed, they say, not the rule. An
other device points to the ambiguities, imprecisions, and dynamism of 
language: we are interpreting the rule, they say, not changing it. There 
are others. 

No legal tradition, however, has successfully eliminated either 
movement, posing rules or putting them in play. Though pragmatic 
considerations seem to favor retaining both, the heart of the matter is 
not pragmatic. Every legal tradition supports a struggle over rules, 
because the struggle over rules defines the moral situation of the legal 
person . To be a person is to engage in struggle over rules. Persons are 
not creatures, herded by rules into neat, eternal categories. Persons do 
not obey rules out of fear of sanctions. They engage rules-put them 
in play in action. 

Positivism and naturalism suppress the character of persons engag
ing the struggle over rules. Positivism asserts that the struggle is irrel
�vam, beside the point, a private matter. Naturalism asserts there is 
no struggle. Moses, I believe, does not at all reject the struggle over 
rules. He is neither a naturalist nor a positivist. 

Each of the writings in Names erases the other two. Each is written 
as an erasure. Elohim's writing rules all of creation. It leaves no room 
tor writing as collaboration-Yahweh's writing and Moses'. It de
prives Moses' writing of authority. Yahweh's writing replaces Elohim's 
engraving. Yahweh erased the "existing things" in Noah's time, will 
erase Moses himself, and will erase Moses' rules in collaboration with 
future generations. Moses' writing, not Elohim's or Yahweh's, is the 
only record of the drama at Mt. Sinai. 
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Yahweh depends on Moses to write the record. Moses earns the 
right to write the record by his godlike anger at Aaron's engraving of 
the golden calf. He earns the right by destroying Elohim 's engraving. 
He earns it by tolerating delay, by teaching Yahweh and the people to 
tolerate delay, and by rejecting the temptation to be Pharaoh. Moses 
earns the right to write by collaborating with Yahweh in erasure. 

THE BAl :LE WITH AMALEK: MAKING A RECORD 

Moses, like Yahweh, erases. What does he erase? How does he erase 
it? 

Moses erases the immediate experience of events. He erases the rule 
of immediate experience, the rule of presence. He erases the rule of 
rulers, such as Joshua, in collaboration with Yahweh. He erases the 
rule of Elohim-the realm of immediate experience, the realm of pres
ence. He makes a record. 

The themes we learn from the pattern of Moses' references to writ
ing turn us to the first reference, Yahweh's command to record the 
first battle of the slave army after their departure from Egypt. Moses 
writes (Wl ) :  

And Yahweh said to Moses: Write this to remember i t  i n  the book, 
and put it in the ears of Joshua, for I will utterly erase the memory 
of Amalek from under the skies. And Moses built an altar, and he 
called the name of it " Yahweh is my banner." And he said: The 
hand upon the thro(ne] of Yah[weh], Yahweh will have war with 
Amalek from generation to generation.•• 

The text records Yahweh's command to Moses to record the battle 
with Amalek in a book. We cannot be sure from Moses' description 
whether Yahweh is commanding him to record the battle in a book 
Moses has already begun on his own, or whether Yahweh is now di
recting Moses to begin the book upon the occasion of the battle. 
Either way, we may infer that the book Moses refers to here is just the 
Five Books. (Moses will continue writing this book all through the 
rest of the narrative, finishing it only just before his death in the last 
book.)�0 If the inference is correct, then Yahweh's command to "write 
. . .  in the book" is Moses' first reference to writing the book in the 
book that he is writing. 

We know that Moses did obey Yahweh's command (we are reading 
the book), but we do not know when. Moses does not record, as he 
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might, that he wrote in the book the very moment Yahweh com
manded. The next mention of writing (after Moses' fourth meeting 
with Yahweh, on the slopes of Mt. Sinai, when Yahweh presents the 
rules) does record Moses writing, but does not say Yahweh com
manded it. Has Moses finally obeyed Yahweh's command, at Mt. Sinai 
rather than Refidim?' lf so, he has delayed. He may also have differed 
with Yahweh, since Moses does not record Yahweh commanding him 
to write the events-most importantly the rules-between Refidim 
and the fourth meeting at Mt. Sinai. If Moses has indeed deferred 
obeying Yahweh's command or differed with it, this would be only 
one amongst a series of deferrals and differences during the sojourn at 
Mt. Sinai. 

Yahweh accompanies the command to write with a command to 
put the record in the ears of Joshua. This is strange for two reasons. 
Joshua was the leader of the Israelite forces. Why would Yahweh com
mand Moses to put the record of the battle in Joshua's ears when 
Joshua was present at that very battle? Also, Yahweh commands 
Moses to write in order to remember, and then tells Moses, "I will 
utterly erase the memory of Amalek." If Yahweh wished to erase the 
memory of Amalek, why preserve the record in a book "to remem
ber" ? The first mention of writing in the Five Books thus sets two 
paradoxes. The first is a paradox of presence: Yahweh asks Moses to 
put the record of the battle in Joshua's ears, even though Joshua was 
present at the battle. The second is a paradox of erasure: Yahweh asks 
Moses to record the battle with Amalek to remember it, while plan
ning to erase the memory of Amalek. 

Moses' paradox of presence marks all writing, not just the writing 
Yahweh commanded Moses in Refidim. Writing changes what we re
member, and the way we remember it. We write in order to remember 
what we wish or fear to forget. Writing to remember is writing to 
forget-to forget in order to be reminded by the writing. To remember 
through the written record of an event is to forget the immediate ex
perience of it. Writing erases immediate experience. Yahweh com
mands Moses to put the record in Joshua's ears in order to replace 
Joshua's immediate experience with Moses' record. Joshua's experi
ence, after all, is Joshua's, not Moses'. Putting the record in Joshua's 
ears is the education of Joshua to Moses' perspective. The record com
mands a perspective. Moses writes in order to forget or to cause others 
to forget-to command a perspective. 

What is the difference between Joshua's perspective and Moses' ?  
Joshua i s  a commander, after all, like Pharaoh or  any other ruler. 
Moses is a prophet, as well as a ruler. He speaks with Yahweh. Josh-
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ua 's immediate experience of the battle was undoubtedly that he won 
the battle, because his skills and personality were commanding. If 
Joshua believes this, he has the wrong perspective. Only Elohim rules. 
Joshua's command is Elohim's. That is the correct perspective, the one 
Moses puts in Joshua's ears. 

"Eiohim rules and not rulers" is not a completely correct perspec
tive. Elohim rules through immediate experience. Joshua was a tal
ented commander, and he was absolutely correct to believe that his 
deeds were crucial to victory. (Moses does not advocate oriental fatal
ism.) Rulers do rule, after all . "Eiohim," "Rulers," is plural. Yahweh 
does not tell Moses to "erase" Joshua's experience, only to supple
ment it. Joshua has the experience of ruling-he commands the army 
and leads it to victory-supplemented by the experience of Moses' 
record. Moses makes removing Joshua from the immediate experience 
of ruling into one of Joshua's experiences. The record does not destroy 
Joshua's experience. The record only memorializes it. 

Memory too forms part of experience. We experience remembering. 
Unlike Plato, however, Moses held that remembering does not form 
all of experience. Change need not be only disintegration. Moses, un
like Plato, is interested in the godlike virtue of freedom. Elohim's 
creation is incomplete, because human freedom is part of creation. 
Collaboration with Yahweh-conversations with Yahweh, self
consciousness-completes creation. Moses might agree that remem
bering forms all of experience, so long as remembering includes ref
erence to the possibility of creation. Creative memory-the memory 
Moses wishes to pursue-is remembering the present as if one were 
already living in the future. Ordinary memory is memory of the past 
from the point of view of the present. Ordinary memory rules the 
present, weighs it down with the past. Ordinary memory treats crea
tion as complete. It is "e/ohim" memory. Moses wishes to convert 
Joshua from ordinary memory to Yahweh's creative memory-living 
in the present as if one is remembering it from the future.9 1 

Moses puts a record in Joshua's ear, the record Yahweh orders 
Moses to put there. Joshua's education draws him away from the "e/o
him" perspective-the perspective of rulers-to the collaborative per
spective of Yahweh. It teaches Joshua the experience of memory. It 
accustoms Joshua to experiencing events as if they were memory. The 
correct perspective, Yahweh's perspective, is that by participating in 
events Joshua is creating a record. His own, casual recollections of 
events will not form the basis of that record. Joshua must act knowing 
that he is collaborating with Yahweh in making a record. 

Moses' solution to the paradox of presence is the erasure of casual 
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recollections in favor of memory. A record replaces casual recollection 
with a s ingle, recorded memory. The correct perspective is a record 
drawing participants in an event away from immediate experience and 
casual recollection. The truth-that Elohim rules, not joshua-ap
pears only in a record. Removal from events supplements experience. 
Records create memory. They do not erase experience. They make 
memory into experience. Those present at events then live them from 
the perspective of memory. They write events. The writing supple
ments (is) the experience. It is experience as the erasure of experience. 

The very next scene in the text-Moses building and naming an 
altar to memorialize the battle-directly takes up Moses' second par
adox, the paradox of erasure. 

The name Moses gives the altar-"Yahweh is my banner"-is an 
instance of erasure: the overt erasure of a name, rather than the covert 
erasure of experience in a record. To say, "Yahweh is my banner," is 
to say that Moses does not have a banner-a sign, a rallying point for 
his troops-in the ordinary sense. Yahweh, not an object, is his ban
ner. Moses' sign in battle is not a sign as we understand it.92 Moses 
rallies and leads his troops with an invisible banner. Also, his name 
for the altar is not a name in the ordinary sense. It is a phrase, not a 
name. It is a phrase that denies its own content. To say, "Yahweh is 
my banner" is to say, "I have no banner in the ordinary sense." Moses 
gives a name to the altar that is not a name, and the name itself denies 
that it is a name. 

The theme of the "anti-name" for the altar continues: "And he said: 
The hand upon the thro[ne] of Yah[weh ],  Yahweh will have war with 
Amalek from generation to generation." Moses' text fails to complete 
two words, "throne" and " Yahweh." The text, if not the speech it 
records, is incomplete. Rashi interprets Moses' omissions as a state
ment that Yahweh's name and throne will not be whole until the name 
"Amalek " is completely erased.91 (Joshua "weakened" Amalek, he did 
not destroy him. )�4 Moses preserves the name "Amalek" in a text, so 
that future generations can finish destroying Amalek. The text com
mands the Israelites to repeat the recorded event: future generations 
wi l l  fight Amalek, because they read Moses' record. But the text itself, 
which is necessary for the destruction of Amalek, preserves the mem
ory of  Amalek by virtue of the very command to erase it. 

Records allow or command future generations to repeat events re
�.:ordl·d in the record. Without a record, the events will be forgotten, 
or not remembered according to the correct perspective. The events 
that w i ll be repeated are not the events individual participants person
al l y remember: they are events recorded according to the perspective 
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established by the record. Amalek's memory has disappeared into the 
record. Moses' solution to the paradox of erasure is that the record 
erases the memory of Amalek by preserving it in a record hostile to 
Amalek. The record preserves the erasure of Amalek's perspective. 

Moses' record of the battle with Amalek transforms the individual 
recollections of participants in the battle into a collective recollection, 
into a memory. The collective recollection will completely take over 
only once the actual participants, with their own stories, have died 
out or lost practical interest in recounting them. The collective recol
lection springs to life in future generations. Collective recollection de
pends on writing and upon the death or inactivity of participants in 
the events recorded in the writing. 

The incomplete name " Yah" invites us to recall the only other in
stance Moses uses it in his writing. Moses and the Israelites sang, "Yah 
is my strength and song," after Yahweh, collaborating with Moses, 
drowned Pharaoh's troops in the Red Sea.95 The song is a song of joy 
to the victory of Yahweh over Pharaoh. The victory required little 
collaboration from the Israelites. Moses' record of the song makes no 
mention of writing. Moses' last reference to writing, in Propositions, 
records Yahweh's command to Moses to write the words of a darker 
song, recording the difficult victory of Yahweh's collaboration with 
the people: 

Now therefore write for yourself this song, and teach it to the chil
dren of Israel. Put it in their mouths, that this song may be for Me 
a wimess of  the children of Israel. •• 

(Moses has just referred to reading.)97 Moses records that "Moses 
wrote this song at that day." 98 He records that Moses charged joshua 
to be strong, and to bring the Israelites into the land He swore to 
them.99 He records that "Moses had finished writing the propositions 
of this doctrine in a book." 100 He records that "Moses spoke the prop
ositions of this song in the ears of all the assembly of Israel until they 
were done." 101 He records Moses speaking the propositions of the 
song. 1oz 

The last reference to writing in the Five Books thus shows Moses 
obeying Yahweh's command to write, which the first reference to writ
ing in the Five Books omitted. The last reference shows Yahweh com
manding Moses to write a song, where the first shows Yahweh com
manding Moses to write a record of strength. The first reference ties 
the song of Yahweh's strength only indirectly to writing by the incom
plete name, "Yah." The last reference links the song of collaborative 
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strength directly to Moses' writing. The first reference is Yahweh's 
(01111nand to put the song in Joshua's ears. Joshua's role in the writing 
is p;tssive. The last reference is Yahweh's command to put the song in 
the people's mouths. The people's role in the writing is active. 

The last reference is flanked by Joshua's strength and the beauty of 
a song. Because the song is beautiful, it will testify to the people as a 
witness. 1 " 1  These will be the defenders of Moses' doctrine, Joshua's 
strength and the people's song. Deeds complete the incomplete record 
of Yahweh's name through strength. The record bears witness to the 
incomplete deeds of Israel through beauty. 

THE DEED OF WRITING 

Moses' first mention of writing establishes the significance of a rec
ord. His second mention establishes the significance of writing as an 
act or deed. 

The second mention directly follows Moses' fourth meeting with 
Yahweh, the first meeting off the top of the mountain, in which Yah
weh presented him with the rules (W2) :  

And Moses came and told the people a l l  Yahweh's propositions and 
all the rules. And all the people answered with one voice and said: 
All the propositions Yahweh has spoken we will do. And Moses 
wrote all Yahweh's propositions, and rose up early in the morning 
and built an altar beneath the mountain and twelve monuments 
according to the twelve tribes of lsrael . •o. 

The passage records Moses' only dear reference to his own act of 
writing. Moses reflects here on writing as an act or deed. The author 
of a text writes about writing the text-witnesses writing the text in 
�he text-in order to establish its authority. Self-witnessing writings 
rn law - acts, wills, deeds-seek to establish the legal authority of the 
writing. Moses' writing is an act or deed, since it too seeks to establish r rs authority by witnessing irs own writing. 1"1 

. The only other possible reference to Moses actually writing occurs 
1� the next-to-last mention of writing in Names, at the end of Moses' 
final meeting with Yahweh on the top of Mt. Sinai (W7) :  

A n d  Yahwt:h said to Moses: Write these propositions, because on 
rht: oasis of these propositions I have made a covenant with you 
and with Israel. And he was there with Yahweh fortv davs and forrv 
1 1 1ghts. He did not eat hread and he did not drink wa

.
ter. And h� 
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wrote on the tablets the propositions of the covenant, the ten prop
ositions. '"" 

This last passsage too is ambiguous-intentionally, we must as
sume-both as to the content of the writing on the tablets and as to 
who did the writing. When Yahweh says "write these propositions," 
He is undoubtedly referring to the commands of a covenant Yahweh 
has just finished offering Moses and lsrael. 107 These are the "proposi
tions" Yahweh ostensibly orders Moses to write down. But then the 
text records someone, Moses or Yahweh, actually writing down "the 
propositions of the covenant" on the tablets. If we take the text liter
ally and stop before the apposition, we would suppose that Moses, 
having just been instructed to "write these propositions," wrote "the 
propositions of the covenant" on the tablets. But we know from other 
texts that the second set of tablets have on them only the "ten propo
sitions," and that Yahweh wrote them. 108 The text places "the ten 
propositions" in apposition to "the propositions of the covenant." It 
thus appears to be intentionally mixing Yahweh's instruction to Moses 
to write with Yahweh actually writing, and the content of what Yah
weh instructed Moses to write with the content of what we know from 
other texts Yahweh wrote. 

The significance of the ambiguity sharpens when we note that "the 
propositions of the covenant" that Yahweh ordered Moses to write in 
the last meeting on the mountain recalls the first reference to actual 
writing, the writing Moses records himself doing after the fourth 
meeting with Yahweh. In the very next reference after the one to 
Moses actually writing, a reference to reading, Moses calls the writing 
he records himself having written, "the book of the covenant" (R) :  

And he  took the book of  the covenant, and read in  the ears of  the 
people, and they said: All that Yahweh has said, we will do and we 
will hear.10• 

Moses makes it clear that Moses wrote the book of the covenant. But 
he does not record Yahweh commanding him to write it. He does 
record Yahweh commanding him to write the propositions of the sec
ond covenant, during the last meeting on top of the mountain, but 
leaves us confused as to whether he wrote the propositions directly 
after the command, and whether he wrote them on the tablets. 

Moses' writing of the book of the covenant is similarly laced with 
ambiguity. Moses does not make it clear that Yahweh commanded 
Moses to write it. More importantly, Moses does not tell us exactly 
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what Moses wrote. Rashi comments that "And Moses wrote" means 
to say Moses wrote In the Beginning Of and the portions of Names 
up to " the giving of doctrine." • w  He also maintains that the prior 
reference to "all Yahweh's propositions," put side-by-side with "all the 
rules," refers to the propositions Yahweh asked Moses to speak to the 
people during the first three meetings on top of the mountain. • • •  These 
included preparatory instructions for speaking the ten propositions 
beiore Moses and the people. The people's fear upon hearing Elohim's 
speech led to Moses' fourth meeting, on the slopes, where Moses re
ceived the rules. Rashi does not include the ten propositions in the 
book of the covenant, though Elohim did speak them to Moses and 
the people prior to the reference to Moses actually writing. 1 1 2 Nor 
does Rashi include the rules, though they too, at least according to the 
order in the text, have already been spoken to Moses prior to his writ
ing the book of the covenant. "And Moses wrote all Yahweh's prop
ositions," may or may not mean to exclude the rules from the writing. 

Moses could be describing Yahweh ordering him to write down the 
rules (or Moses actually writing them) at only one other place in the 
text, the very place Yahweh orders Moses to "write these proposi
tions," during the last meeting on the top of the mountain. After hav
ing implicitly rejected the writing of the rules in the book of the cov
enant, Rashi does not clearly tell us that Yahweh commanded Moses 
to write the rules during the last meeting. Rashi's only comment on 
"write these propositions" is revealing: "But you are not permitted to 
write down the oral doctrine." 1 1 1 The oral doctrine (mesirah, handing 
over) is an oral tradition, tracing its authority to transmission from 
Moses, through Joshua, to generations of authoritative interpreters. • •� 
Rashi locates the textual source of the oral doctrine here, where Yah
weh commands Moses to "write these propositions":  these and not 
others, which also have been spoken during the eighty days at the top 
of Mt. Sinai. Rabbinic tradition uses the oral doctrine as a system of 
e.xrgesis of Moses' rules. It also uses oral doctrine as a source of un
written rules, of the same order as Moses' written rules, and as a 
source of canons of interpretation, both of written and unwritten 
ru les. 

Though the necessities of Rome's occupation forced the Rabbis to 
ahrogate the command not to write down the oral doctrine, the spirit 
ot the command remains an essential norm of the system of law in the 
hr •e Books. Without oral doctrine the written rules could not be put 1 11 play, could not be "changed." Rules such as "an eye for an eye," 1 .. 1 
\\·h rch the oral doctrine construes to mean "money compensation for an eye," 1 "  could not be read: they could only be slavishly obeyed. The 
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oral doctrine gives authority to future generations to put the written 
rules in play, to "change" them. The oral doctrine rescues the written 
rules from positivism. 

The mystery of Moses' legal system is not that Moses did not write 
down certain of the rules (together with principles of exegesis and 
interpretation), which Yahweh had spoken to him either on the slopes 
or on top of Mt. Sinai, but that he did write down some of the rules 
spoken to him "near the fog," 1 1 7  on  the slopes o f  the mountain. The 
writing itself puts the writing in question. First, the rules Moses came 
to write were spoken to him on the slopes of the mountain. The oral 
doctrine is superior to these rules, since Yahweh spoke it to Moses on 
top of the mountain. Second, Yahweh spoke the rules Moses came to 
write in reaction to the fright of the people when they heard Elohim 
(as the text says) speaking the ten propositions: 

And all the people see the loud noises and torches, and the voice of 
the horn, and the mountain smoking. And when the people feared, 
they moved, and stood in the distance. And they said to Moses: 
You speak with us, and we will hear, for if Elohim will speak with 
us, we will die."" 

The rules-backed by frightful sanctions-are a reaction to fright. 
The people "see . . .  the voice";  they do not hear it. The rules are rules 
for people whose reactions to the ten propositions are frightened re
actions, who "see" the ten propositions as "loud noises and torches" 
rather than "hear" their intellectual content. Though rules are "fur
ther propositions" whose preferable sanctions is reason, the people 
will treat them only as triggers for sanctions. One rules frightened 
people by sanctions, not by reason. The oral doctrine rules by reason. 
It subjects sanctions, such as "an eye for an eye," to reason. • 

Moses reduces the " frightening" rules to writing, because fright
ened people must see. They cannot hear. But he is very careful to show 
us, his readers, that his reduction of the frightening rules to writing 
does not have clear textual authority-Yahweh's authority, if you will. 
How could it? How could the name of God as collaboration sanction 
the fright of the people? How could the writing of rules calculated to 
frighten them further be collaborative writing in any sense? 

Though Moses' dangerous writing may be necessary, it does not 
serve to complete creation. The written rules, l ike all engraved objects, 
treat creation as already completed by Elohim. They can be rescued 
from engraving only by rewriting, only by correction and supplemen
tation through oral doctrine. The oral doctrine is a doctrine of speech 
and hearing, not a doctrine of seeing, as are written rules. Without the 
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oral doctrine, the people would bow to the written rules a s  they 
bowed to the golden calf, out of fright. The oral doctrine rescues the 
people from fright. It reads the written rules, and rewrites them. It 
erases the written rules. It stops people from regarding them as idols. 

Rashi's anchor for the oral doctrine is not the only possible anchor. 
first, Moses invites us to compare the structure of his references to 

writing with the structure of his meetings with Yahweh at Mt. Sinai. 
("T" stands for a meeting at the top of the mountain ; "S," for the 
meeting on the slopes; and "M," for the meeting in the Tent of Meet
ing) : 1 1 �  

T l  
T2 
T3 
s 
T4 

Golden 
Calf 
Crisis 

TS 
T6 
T7 
M 
TS 

The center of both structures is the crisis of idolatry, the golden calf.120 
Moses has eight (possibly six) meetings with Yahweh at the top of Mt. 
Sinai, just as Names has eight references to writing. 1 2 1  The meeting on 
the slopes, "near the fog" (S), in which Moses hears the rules he will 
write down and read to the people, mirrors the reference to reading 
(R). The meeting in the Tent of Meeting (M), in which Moses per
suades Yahweh not to be absent (to be "present") on the journey to 
Canaan, mirrors the reference to erasure (E) .  Altogether Moses makes 
ten references to writing and its allied activities (reading and erasure), 
just as he recounts ten meetings (and hears ten propositions). 

The structure of meetings draws attention to a symmetry between 
S-T4 and M-Ts .w Thus, in S Yahweh tells Moses the rules. Between 
S and T4 Moses writes down the rules (without "authority"),  reads 
them to the people, and performs a covenant ceremony "of his own 
rlevising" l ! l sprinkling the people with the blood of a sacrifice. In T4 
Moses receives Elohim 's tablets. Also, in M Moses persuades Yahweh 
to be " present" -to accompany the Israelites to Canaan, not to send 
an angel (a physical manifestation, according to the tradition) instead. Yahweh also orders Moses to carve a second set of tablets, on which He promises to write the propositions on the first set, which Moses broke. Between M and T8 Moses hews the second set of tablets. In T8 ":�hweh makes a covenant with Israel, and writes the ten propositions 
1 because on the basis of these propositions I have made a covenant With you and with Israel " )  on the second set of tablets, apparently With Moses' collaboration. The difference between S-T4 and M-T8 focuses on the two cove-
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nants and their link to writing. Moses' blood covenant and his writing 
and reading of the rules (S-T 4) take place on the ground. Yahweh's 
covenant (M-T8 ) takes place on top of the mountain, and is "sealed" 
by Moses' and Yahweh's collaborative writing of the ten propositions 
on the tablets. Looking backward after the crisis of the golden calf, 
Moses' blood covenant, his writing and reading of rules with bloody 
sanctions, smacks of idolatry. It is an "inauthentic" version of the true 
covenant-collaborative writing and conversations with Yahweh. Not 
covenants of blood and written rules, but ten propositions and con
versations with Yahweh about them escapes the snares of idolatry. 

Moses writes the rules without indicating clear authority in the text 
where he records his writing. He tells us that writing them risked idol
atry. It might have been better had he not written the rules, had they 
stayed oral . Then the people would not be tempted to bow to them as 
they are tempted to bow to idols. 

Second, Moses suggests that he himself interpreted Yahweh's com
mands when he related them to the people, and that Yahweh Himself 
interpreted His own commands. Moses' interpretive suggestion re
quires expository patience. But Moses rewards patience. 

In Moses' first ascent of Mt. Sinai, IH Yahweh tells Moses to tell the 
people: 

You have seen what I did to Egypt, and how I bore you on eagles' 
wings, and brought you to Me. And now, if you will diligently hear 
what I tell you, and keep My covenant, then you will be My own 
treasure of all the peoples, for all the earth is Mine. And you will 
be to Me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation. These are the 
propositions which you shall speak to the children of lsrael.w 

Moses set "all these propositions" before the elders of the people, and 
the people answered: "All that Yahweh has spoken we will do." 1 26 

In the second ascent, �r Moses reported the people's response to 
Yahweh, and Yahweh told Moses: 

Go to the people and sanctify them today and tomorrow, and let 
them wash their clothes. And they will be ready on the third day, 
for on the third day Yahweh will come down before the eyes of the 
people on Mt. Sinai. And you shall set bounds to the people round 
about, saying: Beware of going onto the mountain or touching its 
edge. Whoever touches the mountain shall surely be put to death. 
No hand shall touch him, but his hand shall surely be stoned, or 
shot through. Whether beast or man, it will not live. When the 
ram\ horn sounds long, they shall come up to the mountain. ' 2" 
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In executing Yahweh's command to get the people ready, Moses added 
one preparation to those Yahweh listed, which according to Moses' 
owll account he could only have inferred by interpreting Yahweh's 
propositions: 

And Moses went down from the mountain to the people. And he 
sanctified the people. And they washed their clothes. And he said 
to the people: Be ready against the third day. Do not come near a 
woman. •z• 

The sanctification ritual Yahweh ordered Moses to perform and 
Moses reports himself performing is presumably the set of decrees 
(h.ookah) LIO of the red heifer, which he reports in the fourth book, In 
the Wilderness: 

And Yahweh spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying: This is the set of 
decrees of the doctrine which Yahweh has commanded, saying: 
Speak to the children of Israel, that they take to you a faultless red 
heifer, [ ' " ]  in which there is no blemish and on which there came 
no yoke. And you shall give her to Eleazar [Elohim helped] the 
priest, and she shall be brought outside the camp, and he shall 
slaughter her before his face. And Eleazar the priest shall take blood 
from her with his finger and sprinkle her blood seven times in the 
face of the Tent of Meeting. And one shall burn the heifer in front 
of his eyes. Her skin, her flesh and her blood with her dung shall be 
burnt. And the priest shall take cedar-wood and hyssop and scarlet, 
and cast them into the burning of the heifer. Then the priest shall 
launder his clothes and wash his flesh in water, and afterward he 
will come into the camp, and the priest shall be unclean until the 
evening. And he that burns her shall wash his clothes in water, and 
wash his flesh in water, and shall be impure until the evening. And 
a man that is pure shall gather up the ashes of the heifer and place 
them outside the camp in a pure place. And it shall be for the con
gregation of the children of Israel for a keeping for a water of sepa
ration. It is a purification from sin. And there he that gathers the 
ashes of the heifer shall wash his clothes, and be unclean until the evening. And it shall be a decree forever to the children of Israel 
and to the proselyte that lives among them. "z 

Rash i  comments that the set of decrees of the red heifer is the decree 
that Yahweh gave at the first revelation, prior to Mt. Sinai, in 
Marah . 1 1 1  Rashi's reasoning is undoubtedly that Yahweh gave the set �� 

.
dcc�ecs of the re� h�ifer in order to enable the Israelites to sanctify crnsdves at Mt. Sma1, as Yahweh ordered. The set of decrees of the 
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red heifer requires laundering clothes, as Yahweh had ordered at Mt. 
Sinai, but nowhere does it mention staying clear of women. (The sac
rifice, however, is female, and anyone who touches its product be
comes unclean . )  The evidence is persuasive that Moses added: "Do 
not come near a woman." 1 14 

Moses records Moses supplementing the commands Yahweh gave 
Moses in the second ascent. Moses' own text gives evidence that 
Moses was prepared to interpret the words Yahweh spoke to him, that 
he was not content, at least as far as reporting Yahweh's messages to 
the people, to be a "stenographer." Since Moses gives evidence in his 
own text that he interpreted Yahweh's commands, he puts us on warn
ing that he may have engaged in other interpretations. Unlike the 
people, however, we who are reading Moses' text know the "inside 
story" of his conversations with Yahweh. Are we then privileged to 
know all the instances of Moses' interpretation, carefully comparing 
the words of Yahweh with Moses' transmissions? But Moses does not 
make it clear that he writes for us all his conversations, and does not 
assure us that he is not engaging in written interpretation in the text, 
as well as oral interpretation before the people. The text thus puts in 
question here any superiority we might have thought our privileged 
reading of the text had given us over the Israelites receiving Moses' 
oral reports. Our relationship to Moses, as readers to author of a text, 
is not less dependent or uncertain than the relationship of the Israelites 
to Moses at Mt. Sinai. And we know from the rebellions against 
Moses' authority and God's authority to come in the fourth book, In 
the Wilderness, 1 1 1 that the relationship of the Israelites to Moses, and 
through Moses to Yahweh, is dependent, rebellious, and uncertain. 

The last rebellion in In the Wilderness concerns the sexual relations 
of a Midianite woman with an Israelite man during the punishment 
of the Israelites for Israelite men having consorted with Moabite 
women. Yahweh commanded Moses to "harass the Midianites and 
smite them" 11" and to "avenge the vengeance of the children of Israel 
on the Midianites." n- Moses' troops, acting in the usual manner, did 
not at first kill the Midianite women and male children. But Moses 
commanded them to kill every male child and every woman who had 
had sexual relations with any man, and to purify themselves in a man· 
ner reminiscent of the set of decrees of the red heifer. 1 1K Again, Yah· 
weh had not instructed Moses to kill the women and male children, 
an act of interpretation echoing what I claim to be his first interpre
tation of Yahweh's command during the second ascent of Mt. Sinai. 
The last rehellion in In the Wilderness-the sexual relations of an 
Israelite man with a Midianite woman-recalls the first rebellion in 
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In the Wilderness, of Miriam and Aaron against Moses for having 
aken a Cushite woman as his second wife. Moses' first wife was a 
�idianite, Tsipporah. Also, the last rebellion recalls Moses' "interpre
tation" of Yahweh's command during his second ascent of Mt. Sinai : 
"Do not come near a woman." 

"Interpretation" is necessary. It is also tempting. It is dangerous 
enough when it is necessary. When interpretation is done because it is 
tempting, it masks rebellion .u9 Moses ties the act of interpretation to 
the purification ritual of the red heifer-the sacrifice of a female ani
mal that has never born offspring, touching whose product creates 
impurity. He ties the content of his interpretations to temptation and 
impurity-the necessity and danger, as he regards it, of women. 

Interpretation, Moses tells us, is a woman. 
Other moments in the text alert us that Moses' Midianite marriage 

was dangerous. Moses records that Yahweh tried to kill Moses di
rectly after their first meeting in Midian, as Moses was on his way 
back to Egypt with Tsipporah and their uncircumcised son, Gershon :  

And o n  the way, at the inn, Yahweh met him and sought to kill 
him. Then Tsipporah took a flint, and cut off the foreskin of her 
son, and flung it at his feet, and said: For you are a bridegroom of 
blood to me. So He let him alone. Then she said: You are a bride
groom of blood in regard of the circumcision.'40 

Gershon had not been circumcised, presumably because Moses was 
married to a Midianite. Yahweh was prepared to kill Moses, even 
after Yahweh had chosen him in the meeting at the burning bush. 
Moses began his collaboration with Yahweh. But he had been unable 
to collaborate with Tsipporah. She saves him, angrily. She saves him 
from the anger of his future collaborator. 
. The danger posed by Midianite women looms over the text. Moses' 
1ntt>rpretations loom over it as well. 

As we have come to expect in Moses' collaboration with Yahweh, 
Yah

.
weh echoes Moses' supplement with a supplement of His own 

dunng their third meeting and conversation: 

And Yahweh said to Moses: Go down, charge the people, so that 
they will not destroy their position w gaze at Yahweh, and many of them perish. And the priests that come near to Yahweh will sanc
tify themselves, lest Yahweh break through upon them. And Moses 
�aad to Yahweh: The people cannot come up to Mt. Sinai, for you 
have charged us, saying: Set bounds to the mountain, and sanctify 
l t .  And Yahweh said to him: Go, get down, and you shall come up, 
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you and Aaron with you, and the priests. And the people shall nor 
destroy through to come up to Yahweh, lest He break through 
upon them. So Moses went down to the people, and told them."'  

Moses complains that Yahweh is repeating the command to charge 
the people. In fact, Moses' complaint is not well founded, for two 
reasons. The original charge concerned "touching" rather than "gaz
ing." One might say that Yahweh Himself is anticipating a possible 
"misinterpretation"  of His first charge, that people will "destroy 
through to gaze," believing they are not physically "touching" the 
mountain. Yahweh is "interpreting" His own charge. Also, in the 
course of repeating His charge Yahweh adds to it an "implied" license 
for the priests to come closer than the people. Yahweh may be "add
ing" the license, but He may again be "interpreting" a possible "mis
interpretation" of His original charge, that priests must obey the same 
restrictions as the people. Either way, Yahweh is changing the words 
of His original charge in a manner similar to Moses. Both are inter
preting. 

Yahweh shows irritation with Moses for not permitting Him the 
same interpretive "license" that Moses permitted himself. Moses must 
learn the rules of their collaboration. If man is made in Elohim's im· 
age, and man must interpret Elohim's commands in order to collabo
rate with Yahweh, then Yahweh too must interpret His own-Elo
him 's-commands. The text ratifies the act of interpretation, by 
showing Yahweh reflect the act of interpretation. Yahweh is Elohim 
by reflection-the image of an image. 142 

Moses places the text of Yahweh's interpretation of His own com· 
mand in apposition with the text of Moses' interpretation. Tlie posi· 
tion of the priests, we expect, will mirror the position of women. They 
too are necessary and dangerous. 

What is a priest? Moses tells us: 

And all the people see the loud noises and torches, and the voice of 
the horn, and the mountain smoking. And when the people feared, 
they moved, and stood in the distance. And they said to Moses: 
You speak with us, and we will hear. For if Elohim will speak with 
us, we will die. And Moses said to the people: Do nor fear, for 
in order to try you Elohim has come, and in order that His fear 
will be on your faces, so that you will nor sin. And the people 
stood in the distance, bur Moses drew near to the iog where rhe 
Elohim was. • • •  

"Seeing" the voice of Elohim frightens the people. They want Elohirn 
to speak to Moses, and Moses to speak to the people. They want 
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Moses ro mediate between them and Elohim. They do not want to 
'_ l lahorate with Yahweh, without mediators. A priest is one who me
d�ates between the pe?p�e and �lohim. 

Yahweh's response IS mstructJve: 

And Yahweh said to Moses: Thus you shall say to the children of 
Israel: You have seen that I have talked with you from the skies. 
You shall not make with Me gods of silver, and gods of gold you 
shall not make for yourselves. You shall make to Me an altar of 
earth and sacrifice on it your burnt offerings and your peace offer
ings, your sheep and your canle. In every place where I will mention 
My name I will come to you and bless you. And if you shall make 
Me an altar of stones, you shall not build it of hewn stones. For if 
you lift your sword on it, you have profaned it. Neither shall you 
go up by steps to My altar, that your genitals not be uncovered 
on ir. ••• 

Yahweh's first response to the people's request that Moses mediate is 
to repeat the warning, already stated in the ten propositions, against 
making idols. Yahweh then lists rwo likely substitutes for idols: beau
tifully (violently) carved altars, and uncovered genitals. He then tells 
Moses the rules . 14s 

The rules close with a further warning against making and bowing 
to idols. l 46 Yahweh follows the rules immediately with a cal l :  

And He said to Moses: Come up to Yahweh, you and Aaron, Na
dav and Avihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel, and bow in the 
distance. And Moses alone came near w Yahweh. And they did not 
come near. And the people did not come up with him. ••· 

Yahweh establishes the priority of the priests-Aaron, Nadav and 
Avihu-over the people. 

The very next passage records Moses engaging in his writing with
out clear textual authority. The full passage is also instructive (W2 
and R ) :  

And Moses wrote all Yahweh's propositions, and got u p  early in 
the morning, and built an altar beneath the mountain, and twelve 
monuments for the twelve tribes of Israel. And he sent the young 
lads of the children of Israel, who offered burnt offerings, and they 
\aeri heed peace offerings of oxen to Yahweh. And Moses took half 
the hlood, and put it in basins. And he threw half the blood against 
the altar. And he took the book of the covenant, and read it in the 
car\ of the people. And they said: All that Yahweh has said we will 
do and hear. And Moses took the blood, and threw it on the people. 
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And he said: Here is the blood of the covenant, which Yahweh has 
made with you concerning all these propositions. Then Moses and 
Aaron, Nadav and Avihu and seventy of the elders of Israel went 
up. And they saw the Elohim of Israel. And under His feet there 
was the like of a brickwork of sapphire, the like of heaven for pu
rity. And He did nor lay His hand on the nobles of the children of 
Israel. And they saw the Elohim, and are and drank.••• 

Then Moses, together with young Joshua (not the priests or elders), 
rose up and Moses went alone to the top of the mountain for his first 
forty-day sojourn, where he reports learning instructions about the 
cult. 149 

The passage records Moses carrying out Yahweh's instructions re
garding altars and sacrifices, with three characteristic and fateful ad
ditions. Moses retains the blood of the sacrifices and sprinkles it on 
the people in a convenant ceremony of his own devising. He also adds 
writing "all Yahweh's propositions" and reading them to the people. 
He calculates that the sprinkling of blood will remind us of one ele
ment of the set of decreases of the red heifer-an inappropriate, par
tial repetition of the purification ceremony Yahweh had reserved for 
the preparation of the people. 1so 

This covenant ceremony-Moses' effort to collaborate with Yah
weh-will not stick. The people, aided and abetted by Aaron, will 
turn from Moses' ceremony to making the golden calf. The reasoli 
they cite for turning the idols is Moses' delay. He is "delayed" for 
forty days on top of the mountain receiving instructions about the 
priestly cult and Elohim's tablets. He will smash the tablets, unerring 
( I  am arguing) in his instinct that the people will bow to them as idols. 
Will they also bow to the mediators-Moses and Aaron ? If they tum 
to Moses and Aaron because they are frightened, will they collaborate 
with Yahweh? Will those to whom they turn as mediators-Moses, 
Aaron, and Aaron's sons-betray the trust the people place in 
them ? 1 1 1 

The balance of the text of the Five Books circles about these ques
tions with an extraordinary variety of hints and further questions. I 
can touch only one or two. 

Moses leaves no doubt about the uniqueness of his own abilities. 
When Miriam and Aaron rebel against Moses for marrying a Cushite 
woman, Moses writes: 

And Yahweh spoke suddenly to Moses and Aaron and Miriam: 
Come our the three of you to the Tent of Meeting. And the three 
came out. And Yahweh came down in a pillar of cloud, and stood 
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.II the door o f  the tent, and called Aaron and Miriam, and they 
hoth came forth. And He said: Please listen to My propositions: If 
there will be a prophet among you, in a vision I will make Myself 
known ro h im . In a dream I speak to him. My servant Moses is not 
so. He is trusted in all My house. I speak with him mouth to mouth, 
even with sight, and not in riddles. And he can look at the image of 
Yahweh. And why were you not afraid to speak against My ser
vant, against Moses? "' 

Moses retains his super-prophetic ability to speak directly with Yah
weh throughout the Five Books. No other person has it: 

And Yahweh came down in a cloud, and He talked to him and 
shaded the spirit [wind, breath] on him and on the seventy men, 
the elders. And then, when the spirit rested on them and they 
prophesied and did so no more. And two men stayed in the camp. 
The name of one was Eldad [Eiohim's breast) and the name of the 
other is Maidad [breast's water]. And the spirit rested on them and 
they were in the scriptures [ktubim, writings) .  And they did not go 
out to the tent, and they prophesied in the camp. And the lad ran 
and told Moses. And he said, Eldad and Maidad are prophesying 
in the camp. And there responded Joshua-bin-Nun, the servant of 
Moses and one of his lads. And he said: My sire Moses, jail them. 
And Moses said to him: Are you jealous for me? If it was only 
possible that all of Yahweh's people were prophets, for whom Yah
weh would give his spirit on them. '" 

Others can be prophets, but they will not be able to speak face to face 
�ith Yahweh, as Moses can. Moses' super-prophetic abil ities have an 
Important consequence. If the people have questions about the rules, 
Moses can ask Yahweh to answer the questions. l 54 Others cannot. 
After Moses dies, the people must answer their legal questions on their 
own, without Moses' super-prophetic mediation. 

When Moses renegotiates the covenant, after the failure of the cov
enant ceremony "of his own devising," Yahweh says that the condition of his remaining "inside" the people is that no human will ever see H1� face a fter Moses. l '1 Yahweh will remain "inside" people. They talk With Him by ta lking to themselves. They will not talk with Yah���� face to f�cc, a� did Moses. l 1' They will collaborate with Yahweh · ollahoratmg wnh themselves, and with each other. 
M 

The second covenant, unlike the first, is nor a covenant initiated by 
t 

ose� with the people. Yahweh simply calls His "proper" name, 
W1ce a d . . Peo 1• 

; �� . prom1ses works, deeds, m exchange for deeds of the 
r c. 1 he first covenant was a covenant of blood. The second, a 
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covenant of deeds, self-witnessing acts, not words or blood. Moses 
simply reports the words of the second covenant to the people. He 
does not ask them to say anything in response, just do and hear. m 

OTHER JURISPRUDENCES 

Moses' is not the only jurisprudence to require three writings. Com
mon law and the jurisprudence of right do as well. Moses' is a juris
prudence of duty. These three-Moses' law, common law and the jur
isprudence of right-make up a family of jurisprudences that are 
dynamic. 1 19 The universe of norms in a dynamic jurisprudence is never 
static. Legal persons must change the universe of norms in a dynamic 
jurisprudence in order to follow a single one of them. A dynamic jur
isprudence requires persons to make law in order to fulfill the funda
mental obligations of legality. 

The dynamic jurisprudences treat law as an expression of the per
sonality rather than an instrument of order. They are dynamic because 
the personality is dynamic. The amount of personality in the three 
dynamic jurisprudences differs. In Moses' law, the jurisprudence of 
duty, the personality strives towards a communally shared image of 
perfection. In the jurisprudence of right the personality strives to
wards liberation, defined as recognition by other, similarly striving 
personalities. In common law, the personality attempts to suppress 
uncertainty of norms through concerted reciprocal action. The two 
non-dynamic jurisprudences-positivism and naturalism-treat law 
as an instrument of order. The static jurisprudences suppress person· 
ality, in any form, in the interests of order. They treat personality as 
anarchic. They acknowledge fewer than three writings. 

Positivism insists that law achieves order only by force, and only by 
confining the exercise of force to a central bureaucratic apparatus. 
The "author" of law in a positivist system makes law in two steps. 
First, the author makes a procedure for making law. The procedure 
"marks" or "franks" certain norms as law. The procedure marks
makes-law, such as enacting a statute according to the procedures of 
statutory enactment or rendering a judicial decision according to the 
norms of rendering decisions. Persons do not make law directly, only 
by working the procedures. Unmarked norms are "customs." 160 The 
first "writing" is the authoritative enactment of the procedure. The 
author of the first writing is either a single person backed by charis· 
matic force, or a group of persons agreeing to a procedure and back· 
ing it by collective physical force or by tradition or a divine author 
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d ating a procedure and backing it by force in the way of the world. 
T�

n second writing is the marking or franking of certain norms as law 
�rding ro the procedure. Positivism treats the application of norms ac� · · bl · · � I ,,1ses as unmterestmg, unpro ematlc-a pnvate maner. a rue aw 

ro positivism is the product of two writings and two writings only. 1 6 1  
10 Natura l ism asserts that law achieves order naturally, according to 
norms ·•written" or "engraved" in nature. Some forms of naturalism 
suppress the fact that persons "read" the "writing," both when they 
act and when they apply law to cases. Once again, persons do not 
make law, and true law is the product of one or two writings. 

The static jurisprudences assert that a person cannot have a legal 
right unless another person simultaneously has a mirror-image legal 
duty, and vice versa. Rights must always be correlated with duties, 
and duties with rights. The dynamic jurisprudences agree that rights 
can never be correlated with duties. They break the correlation of 
rights with duties. They are dynamic because they break the correla
tion. 

The jurisprudence of duty-of which Moses' law is the supreme 
example-breaks the correlation of rights with duties by abolishing 
right as an operative category in the jurisprudence. Persons have du
ties, not rights. A complainant goes to court, not because she is en
forcing a right to compel another person to fulfill her mirror-image 
duty, but because she has a duty to report the other person's failure to 
the court. The duty to report is the duty of every person in the com
munity. Persons in this jurisprudence are propelled to legal action by 
a drive to transform their personality in the direction of an image of 
perfection . In Moses' jurisprudence Yahweh/Eiohim offers the image. 
Other juri sprudences of duty have other images. 

The jurisprudence of right-of which Hobbes' Leviathan1•2 and 
Hegel's Philosophy of Right163 are examples-breaks the correlation 
b_y suppressing or de-emphasizing the role of duty. Persons want 
nghr�. but they do not want other persons to reflect the rights as du
ties. They want other persons to recognize the rights, not to obey du
ties. They arc willing to engage in contractual exchanges of recogni
�on Ill order to get what they want, which is recognition. Persons have Utlc� only when they fail to provide recognition. 1M 
. Common law is the dynamic jurisprudence that asserts that law is 
k�',t1\t.hc application of law_-the doctrin� o� precedent. �aking or 

I \ mg a legal norm reqUires three applications. The first IS the app lcat lon of the norm in a prior case, a precedent. The second is the �Phcanon of  the norm in the case at hand, using the precedent. The lrd " application of the norm in the case at hand to a future case. 
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Persons in common law learn law first by reading prior applica. 
tions. But they cannot know law just by reading prior cases. The 
norms generated by the prior cases must be applied in their case before 
they can know the norm, since the norm is just its application. Persons 
learn more about the norm as they plan action and act in light of their 
reading of the prior cases. The norm itself changes as persons act. It 
is general when they start. It becomes specific and calculable as they 
continue. Only once they " finish" the actions constituting their case 
does the norm "exist" as a full judgment on the propriety of their 
actions. One knows the norm by making it, in action. All action in 
common law (for that matter, in all dynamic jurisprudence) is legal 
action. All persons are constantly applying law. No moment in their 
lives is legally indifferent. Law drenches life and fills the universe. (In 
static jurisprudence large parts of the universe are legally indifferent, 
and what persons do in the gaps is their own business. Nothing in 
dynamic jurisprudence is the person's "own" business.) But complet· 
ing action in a case does not finish making or knowing the common 
law norm. In order to know the norm thoroughly, persons must await 
a further application. The present case yields a complete norm only 
once it serves as a precedent for further action, a future application. 

Common law breaks the correlation of rights with duties, but elim· 
inates or suppresses neither right nor duty. It recognizes that rights 
and duties are correlated, but that the correlations themselves are dy· 
namic, constantly changing as persons act, and as further applications 
revise norms generated in prior application. 165 

The dynamic jurisprudences agree that persons make law, and that 
they cannot make it in one or two writings. Persons make law in three 
writings. The third writing makes the jurisprudence dynamic. 

The dynamic jurisprudences always allocate one writing each to a 
past, a present, and a future. The static jurisprudences allocate writ· 
ings only to a past and a present. There is no future, hence no dynamic 
driving the jurisprudence. 

Moses' law allocates Elohim's writing to a past, Moses' writing to 
the narrative present, and Yahweh's writing to a collaborative future. 
Common law allocates precedent to the past, application to the pres· 
ent, and further application to the future. The jurisprudence of right 
allocates the state of nature to the past, the contract leading out of the 
state of nature to the present, and law application to the future. 

The dynamic jurisprudences differ only with respect to the writ· 
ing-the past, present, or future-that drives persons in the jurispru· 
dence, making it dynamic. 
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Collaboration with Yahweh-the writing of the future-drives per-
s in the jurisprudence of duty. Persons act in order to collaborate so�h Yahweh. They rewrite a model of perfection in an incessant 

��uggle roward future perfection. The present is a flight towards the 
5 ast. The past supplies the judgment of perfection. The future is a p
rospect that the present will ana in past perfection. p 
The legal state of nature-the writing of the past-drives persons 

in the jurisprudence of right. They act-they struggle to get mutual 
recognition of rights-in order to flee the state of nature. The present 
is flight from a threatening past, from the state of non-recognition. 
The future guarantees that the present will successfully distinguish it
self from the terrors of non-recognition. 

Acting according to precedent with an awareness that actions create 
further precedents-the writing of the present-drives persons in 
common law. Persons act in order to achieve reciprocal certainty ac
cording to the doctrine of precedent. They seek certainty of norms, in 
the present. Past applications and future applications fold into action. 
Action makes norms by remaking past applications, and by offering 
further applications for remaking in the future. 166 

The writing driving each dynamic jurisprudence is the source of law 
in the jurisprudence. The originating state of each dynamic jurispru
dence supplies energy propelling persons into action (necessarily al
ways legal action, no action being legally indifferent). In the jurispru
dence of duty the originating state is the future-collaboration with 
Yahweh. In the jurisprudence of right the originating state is the 
past-the state of nature. In common law the originating state is the 
present-action according to precedent with an awareness that action 
creates precedents. 

The static jurisprudences, by contrast, recognize only a past and a 
present. They propose no originating state. The writing of the past 
serves only to establish a foundation for the writing of the present. 
The writing of the present neither flees from nor seeks the writing of 
the past. Neither present nor past propels the person into action. 

The stati c jurisprudences claim that persons can know law thor
?ughly at every moment. Law is always fully present. It never changes 
I ts relation to an originating state, in either past or future. Unlike comrnon Ia\\� the static jurisprudences do not treat the present as an origInating state, perpetually unfolding law as persons apply and create 
Precedents in action. Law is fixed. It is fixed forever, even in positivIsm, which fixes law forever until it marks another norm as law. The ITlarks of positivism, the maxims of the legal state of nature, refer only 
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to the present. Persons know them completely in the present. Every 
legal person is conscious at all times of every legal norm. There is no 
" legal unconscious." 

The common experience of persons is to the contrary. Even if posi
tivism and naturalism could fulfill the promise that legal norms be 
fully present-fully presented by marks and maxims-the bulk of 
norms must be thin enough to guarantee that legal persons could 
know all of them at a single moment. That is why positivists, at least, 
often regard the physical inscription of law as crucial : inscription of 
law expands the effective memory of persons. When lawmakers re
duce law to writing, the bulk of norms with which persons can be 
charged enlarges, since persons have "access" to the writing, a legal 
"preconscious." 1 67 Naturalism, by contrast, simply asserts the "pre
conscious" accessibility of all norms. 

Dynamic jurisprudence asserts that legal norms may be uncon
scious. Unlike static jurisprudence, it does not require that norms be 
present to consciousness or accessible to consciousness (precons
cious). Dynamic jurisprudence allows for normative material that is 
not present and not accessible in the present. The normative material 
is irredeemably past or future. Yet like the unconscious, the normative 
material affects the normative structure of the legal present. The legal 
present is a breaching or broaching through action of normative ma
terial which is not otherwise present. The dynamic jurisprudences tol
erate, indeed require, a legal unconscious. 

Positivism makes the clearest statement of any jurisprudence that 
law to be law must be "marked" or written-once, according to a 
given procedure. The danger for every non-positivist jurisprudence is 
a collapse into positivism, a sacrifice of legal material to the apparent 
needs of unitary order, self-denial or self-rejection by persons, loss of 
interest in all but the vulgar, narrow version of writing. 

Moses' law is not the only jurisprudence to face the positivist threat. 
Common law too has constantly been challenged by positivist distor
tion. When common law judges began writing opinions in the first 
third of the nineteenth century, the content and flavor of their judg
ments altered. Before they wrote opinions, students or reporters re
corded the colloquies of judges, prior to voting. The written record of 
early common law decisions does not contain "opinions," but debates 
amongst judges. The written record presents a debate, followed by a 
vote and a verdict. It does not present an "opinion," a justification of 
a vote after the vote has been taken. •bN 

The style of the modern record is a style of justification, not debate. 
Old records contain "hypotheticals" on every page-invented factS 
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d bv Jaw-debaters to attack the statement of a rule. Hypotheticals use 
sp�rsc in modern opinions. If we find them at all, we find a very 

�rfferent hypothetical. Modern judicial hypotheticals tend to show 
} at a rule works and how it works, not that it fails to work. We find t�e attacking hypothetical mostly in the law school classroom. The 
�ain institu tion supporting the common law today is legal education, 
not the judiciary. 1 •9 

Positivism and naturalism share a specific claim that the dynamic 
jurisprudences always reject, each i� its own way. The �lai11_1 is that 
the rule is complete, fully formed, pnor to any case applymg tt. Com
mon law and Moses' law never treat rules as complete, fully formed, 
prior to applying them. 

To consider rules complete, from Moses' perspective, is to treat 
them as engravings. To apply rules to cases as if they are already 
formed bows to rules as idols. Creation is not complete, even if we 
want to treat it so. Rules rule only when persons struggle at every 
moment with them, use them in deeds to create a record. Common 
law holds a similar doctrine. Rules rule only when persons make them 
in applications. To make prior applications the last word is to deny 
that law is application. 

Positivism and naturalism regard the incessant creation or re
creation of rules out of the very action the rules are supposed to gov
ern as a destabilizing invitation to anarchy. The dynamic jurispru
dences regard the incessant creation or re-creation of rules as at once 
the striving of persons (toward salvation, liberation, or reciprocity, as 
the case may be) and a spur to action. 

Moses' account of the jurisprudence he discovered is our most pas
sionate, thorough, profound and il luminating discourse on the re
wards and perils of writing law. His warnings against positivism speak 
directly to common lawyers, as well as to practitioners of his own 
legal system. The warnings are as difficult to do and hear today, as 
they were for those first legal persons in the wilderness, struggling to 
�ree themselves, body and soul, from slavery. Positivism and natural
Ism are our own pharaonic temptations. 

l'\on:s 

I .  :-.;ames, XVII, 1 4-16.  From now on I will refer to citations from Names by a 
ronun numeral chapter and an arabic numeral verse only. 

I prefer to use English rranslations of the Hebrew names of the fit'l.' Books, 
r Jther than the (mostlv) Greek translations, which are more familiar. The tradi
tum names each book by the first significant word in the text of the book. Hence: 
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Genesis 
Exodus 
Leviticus 
Numbers 
Deuteronomy 

In the Beginning of (Bereshit) 
Names (Sh'mot) 
He Called ( Vayikra) 
In the Wilderness (Bamidbar) 
Propositions (D'varim) 

English calls the last book Deuteronomy, but d't•arim means words, proposj. 
tions, discourses, matters, or things. Propositions contains the last propositions or 
discourses of the dying lawgiver. The best Greek translation is Logoi, nor Deutn. 
onomos ("second law"). 

Moses also uses the word "d'varim" to describe the "ten d'varim,"  usuaUy 
translated as "ten commandments." Moses does not call them "command. 
ments"-"mitsvot"-a word he reserves for other matters. In order to reveal the 
Hebrew text as well as possible in English, I translate "d'varim" as "propositions• 
wherever it occurs, regardless of better English choices in context. 

These names resonate more powerfully than the anglicized Greek with various 
themes woven elaborately and carefully into the fabric of the Five Books. 

2. XVII, 9. joshua will figure prominently at two funher points in the Five Boolu: 
the second and third of three covenants between God and Israel, at Names, 
XXXIII, I I  ("but his servant joshua-bin-Nun, a young lad, did not depan out of 
the tent"), and at Propositions, XXXI, 14, 23 and XXXII, 44. 

3. XII, 40. 
4. The Israelites played a passive role in prior collaborations. During the depanurc, 

when Pharaoh decided to pursue the Israelites, Moses comfoned the people, say
ing: "Yahweh will fight for you." XIV, 1 4. Moses writes, "Thus Yahweh saved 
Israel that day." XIV, 30. And: " And Israel saw the great hand which Yahweh did 
upon the Egyptians, and the people feared Yahweh and believed in Yahweh and 
in Moses His servant." XIV, 3 1 .  The Israelites did not fight for themselves, up to 
Refidim. 

5. XXIV, 4; XXIV, 12; XXXI, 1 8 ; XXXII, 1 5-16; XXXIV, I ;  XXXIV,. 27-28; 
XXXIX, 30. 

Though Refidim is the first mention of writing, the first mention of "book• 
(sefer) is in the first verse of the fifth chapter of In the Beginning Of. Moses de
scribes In the Beginning Of as the "book of the generations of man [adam]." 

6. XXIV, 7. 
7. XXXII, 32. 
8. Moses thus refers to writing and the acnvmes surrounding it altogether tell 

times-the number of propositions that are the subject of God's writing on the 
two tables and the number of meetings between Moses and God at Mr. Sinai. 

9. In the epistolary novel, more than one character narrates. The narrative voice of 
the epistle, at least in the Western tradition, is a late Judaic or early Christian 
invention. Given the ceaseless search of moderns for markets, I'm sure there ate 
exceptions to my categories. 

Maurice Blanchot has written about the narrative voice along these lines in "La 
Voix narrative," first published in I.'Entretien infini ( 1 969). See Blanchot, The 
Narrative Voice (the "he," the neuter), in The Gaze of Orpheus and other literar)' 
essays 133-43 (l. Davis trans. 1 9 8 1  ) .  

10. Sometimes authors who speak in this voice nonetheless suggest a distance betweell 
the narrator and the author. To that extent, the narrator shifts to the second voice. 
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becomang a character. Often, narrators o f  the first son assume the: voice o f  a 
reporrer, without assuming the responsibilities of a creator. The " fate" of the 
characters excuses the author from responsibility. Here roo, the narrator shifts 
partly ro the se�ond voice, assuming the role of a character subject to the same 

fare as his creanons. 

1 I. XXXIII .  I I . Jose Faur has discussed the special status of the narrator in the Five 

Books. See Faur, God as a Writer: Omnipresence and the An of Dissimulation, 6 
Religion & Intel!. Life 3 1  ( 1 989). Erich Auerbach's comparison between the Ho
meric and Mosaic narratives in Mimesis is less useful. See E. Auerbach, Mimesis 
( 1946). 

12. A suitable English translation of "Yahweh" might be a word formed from the first 
(etters of "That Which Is What Has Been and Will Be": "Twiwhbawb." Yahweh 
is simp I y four letters in Hebrew: Yud-Hay- Vov-Hay (the Tetragrammaton). One 
writes it, in Hebrew, but does nor say it. One says, instead, "Adonai, " "Our Sire," 
"Notre Seigneur." So one would write, "Twiwhbawb," and say, "Our Sire." See 
infra note 17. 

Unlike the: Greek "ousia, " which asserts changeless "being," "Yahweh" asserts 
"becoming," ceaseless moving from past to future through present. Maimonides 
equates "Yahweh" with "ousia ": 

Accordingly it has become clear to you that all names are derived or are 
used equivocally, as Rock and others similar to it. He, may He be exalted, 
has no name that is not derivative except the name having four letters, which 
is the articulated name. This name is not indicative of an attribute but of 
simple existence [ousia] and nothing else. Now absolute existence implies 
that He shall always be, I mean He who is necessarily existent. Understand 
the point at which this discourse has finally arrived. 

M. Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, pt. I, ch. 63, at 156 (S. Pines trans. 
1963) (footnote omitted). I do not feel the same need to conform to Aristotelian 
philosophy. I start with Hegel's critique of Aristotle. Sec G. Hegel, Science of Logic 
94-1 18 (W. Johnston & L. Struthers trans. 1 929). 

Maimonides does not disagree, however, that " Yahweh" signifies God in rela
tion to persons. That is the significance of his striking claim that the Terragram
maron is the "articulated name" of God. Sec infra note 123. 

The etymology of the English word "God" is disputed. According to the Ox
ford English Dictionary, a probable Aryan root is "ghuto-m," the neuter of the 
passive: pluperfect of "gheu,"  whose root is either "to invoke" (Sanskrit, "hu") or 
"to pour, to offer sacrifice" (Sanskrit, "hu").  Hence, "ghuto-m" has been inter
preted as "what is invoked" and "what is worshipped by sacrifice." 4 The Oxford 
English Dictionary, "god," at 267 ( 1 970). Translators of the Five Books correctly 
use "God" for "Eiohim," since "elohim," just like "god," names any object of worship as well as the one, true object. They also translate "Yahweh" by the 
spoken Hebrew substitute: "Our Lord." This translation is, of course, wrong, 
�•nee the written English should translate: the written Hebrew. 

U .  Rasha accounts for the different names of God: 

Thas name (Eiohim) denotes the attribute of justice (din), but it was changed 
into the attribute of mercy (rah.amim) through the prayers of the righteous. 
But the evil behavior of wicked people changes the attribute of mercy into 
the attribute of justice, as it is said, "and Y saw that the wickedness of man 
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was great," etc., "and Y said, I will erase," although it is the name denoting 
the attribute of mercy. 

The Pentateuch and Rashi's Commentary: A Linear Translation into English (A. 
Ben Isaiah & B. Sharfman trans. 1 950) ( " Rashi's Commentary"), In the Beginning 
Of, VIII, I ( "And Elohim remembered Noah") .  (I use the system of transliteration 
which sounds "h." as "ch." I have altered the translation when I have thought 
necessary for consistency or precision.) 

"Mercy" is the standard translation of the Hebrew "rah.amim." The idea, 
more exactly, is "pardon," refraining from imposing a just sanction. Rashi thus 
views Yahweh as "anti-Elohim," inasmuch as Yahweh refrains from imposing Elo
him's sanctions. I believe that the text gives evidence that Yahweh is something 
other than "anti-Eiohim," though "anti-Elohim" overlaps with the attribute I 
claim for Yahweh. I call this attribute "collaboration," "friendship," the sympathy 
generated by working together on a joint project. (The notion of "collaboration• 
is also distinct from "h.esed, " which means "benevolence," the gratuitous confer
ral of a benefit, apan from duty.) 

Thus collaborators can and should be merciful towards one another-releuc 
each other from duties, refrain from imposing sanctions suggested by justice. But 
collaborators will not approach pardon from the emotional posture of "mercy,• 
which I believe to be the posture of a superior towards a fractious inferior. Col
laborators approach pardon as the sympathy generated by working together on a 
joint project, as friends. To join Yahweh with mercy is to retain the "elohim• 
perspective, the perspective of a subject to a ruler. Yahweh's perspective, I suggest, 
is the perspective of coworkers on a joint project. Moses, we shall see, influences 
Yahweh, makes an impression on Yahweh, causes Him to change. He could not 
do this did Yahweh advocate only release from justice. See infra text accompany
ing notes 86-87, 140. 

14. Today, following Hegel, we would characterize this ceaseless conversation as 
"self-consciousness." Though the parallels are by no means exact, perhaps the 
best translation of " Yahweh" is "Self-consciousness" (Selbstbewusstsein), and 
"Elohim," "Consciousness" (Bewusstein). 

15. The Hebrew "pesel, " which is usually translated as "idol" or "graven image," has 
the root meaning of "statue." 

1 6. Unlike Laurence Sterne, Elohim knows how to begin a novel. See L. Sterne, The 
Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, passim ( 1 759). 

1 7. See, e.g., Rashi's Commentary, Names, XXXI, 18 ("And he gave unto Moses. 
etc.") :  

There i s  n o  "earlier" o r  "later" (i.e., there i s  n o  chronological order neces
sary) in Scripture. The incident of the (golden) calf preceded the command
ment of the construction of the tabernacle by many days, for on the seven
teenth of Tammuz were the Tables broken and on the Day of Atonement 
was the Holy One Blessed Be He reconciled to Israel, and on its morrow 
they began the contributions for the tabernacle, and it was set up on the first 
of Nisan (tanh.uma). 

For an example of Rashi's deconstructive technique, look at his commentarY 
on the missing letter " vov" in the word "le-o/am" ("forever" )  in the sentence. 
"This is My name forever." Rashi says that concealment of the letter means that 
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(jod"s name, Yahweh, ought to b e  concealed, that is, wrinen but not spoken. See 
Rashi's Commentary, Names, I l l ,  1 5  ( �This is My name forever") . 

The refusal to say �Yahweh" may be seen as a sign of respect, flowing from the 
expected mutuality of the relationship with Yahweh, which

_ 
in rurn flows from the 

indi\·iduality of both Yahweh and the person addressmg H1m. 

) 8 .  These events are described in Names, XVIII. 

t9. XVIII. 1 7-23. 

20. XVIII. 27. 
2 1 .  In the Wilderness, X, 29-32. 

22. xv. 25. 

23. Apart from Marah, the following are the references to deere� (h.ok), rule (mish
(J<ll), and doctrine (torah-"teaching" or "learning," in non-latinate English): 

24. 

I .  In the Beginning Of, XXVI, 5 (Yahweh promising Isaac to establish the 
oath He swore to Abraham and to multiply Isaac's seed, etc.): "because 
that Abraham harkened to My voice, and kept My charge, My com· 
mandments, My decrees and My doctrines." 

2. Names, XII, 14: "And you shall celebrate it [the Passover day) as a feast 
w the Yahweh throughout your generations, as a decree forever shall you 
celebrate it." 

3. XII, 1 7: " lnherefore shall you keep this day [Passover) throughout your 
generations a decree forever." 

4. X II, 24: "And you shall observe this thing [smearing blood on the lin
tels), for a decree to you and to your children forever." 

5. XII, 4.3 :  "And Yahweh said to Moses and to Aaron: This is the decree of 
the passover". 

6. XII, 49: "One doctrine shall be to the native and to the stranger that 
SOJourns in the midst of you [referring to the passover feast)." 

7. XIII, 9-1 0: "And it [the passover feast) shall be to you for a sign upon 
your hand, and for a memorial between your eyes; in order rhar the 
doctrine of Yahweh may be in your mouth; for with a strong hand Yah
weh has taken you out from Egypt. And you shall keep this decree in its 
season from year to year." 

8. XV, 25-26: "There [Marah) He made for them a decree and a rule, and 
there He tried them. And He said: If you will diligently hearken to the 
voice of Yahweh your Elohim, and what is right in His eyes will you do, 
and you will listen to His commandments, and you will keep all His 
de-crees, all the diseases which I have put on the Egyptians I will not pur 
on you; for I am the Yahweh your doctor." 

There 1s one other reference to a "decree" prior to the Sinaitic revelation: Jo· 
�cph 's decree levying a tax of the fifth of each harvest for Pharaoh. In the Begin· n•n� Of, XLVII, 26. 
\lo�c:\ docs not refer to the "Noachide Commandments" as any form of decree, 
rule:, doctrine, or commandment. In the Beginning Of, IX, 1-7. 

25 ·  An c:xcc:l lcnt (and typical) text in the critical tradition is M. Noth, Exodus: A �-ommcnrary (j. Bowden trans. 1 962) (first published as Das Zweire Buch Mose, 
.xodus in 1 9'i9).  
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26. XXXII, 30-XXXIII, 3, and XXXIII, 1 2-XXXIV, 3. 
I use brackets in the following summary to indicate that Moses is off the top of 

the mountain and not in solo conference with God. The numbered passages indi. 
care that Moses is in solo conference, either on the top or slopes of the mountain, 
or in the Tent of Meeting. 

I also use boldface to indicate references to writing, reading and erasure. "WJ" 
etc. indicate the references to writing; "R" indicates reading; and "E" indicarea 
erasure. 

Moses met with God ten times at Mr. Sinai-eight (or possibly six) a5Calta, 
one meeting on the slopes of the mountain and one in the Tent of Meeting. The 
meeting on the slopes follows upon the scene in which God speaks the ten prop. 
ositions. Moses hears God's rules (mishpotim), or specifications of the ten pr� 
sitions (dekalogo1), during this meeting on the slopes, and writes them down. In 
the meeting in the Tent of Meeting Moses renegotiates the covenant. The eight 
meetings at the top of the mountain echo the eight references to writing, excludiaa 
reading and erasure. The meeting on the slopes echoes the reference to readiaa 
(reading is a sort of writing), and the meeting in the Tent of Meeting, where Moaa 
renegotiates the covenant, echoes the reference to erasure (a sort of renegotiatioa). 

The text is silent in the venue of the seventh and eithth meetings (XXXIU, 1-3 
and XXXIII, 5), unlike the venues of the other eight meetings, with respect to 
which the text is quite explicit. Though I choose to regard the venue of the two 
meetings about which the text is silent as the top of the mountain, the silmca 
may be calculated to reinforce what the text will reveal as ambiguities about writ· 
ing: W7 expresses an ambiguity as to whether Moses or Yahweh is writing lhc 
second set of tablets, and W8, an ambiguity as to whether the activities of Betsa1c1 
and Oholiav constitute writing or engraving. See infra text accompanying nota 
45-48. The first reference to writing (Wl)  was in Refidim. 

27. XIX, 3-6. 

28. XIX, 7-8. 
29. XIX, 8-1 3. 

30. XIX, 14-20. 
3 1 .  XIX, 20-24 
32. XX, 1-1 7. 

33. XX, 1 8-XXIII, 33. 

34. XXIV, 1-14. 

35. XXXI, 3. 
36. Unlike the legal rules (mishpatim), Moses does not classify the instructions of the 

cult systematically as one sort or another of legal material. He does not call theDI 
either "mishpatim" (rules) or "torah" (doctrine). He refers to three of the instrUc
tions as "h.ukim" (decrees): XXVIII, 43 (a perpetual decree to Aaron and his solll 
to wear the priest's clothes); XXIX, 9 (the priesthood is a perpetual decree to 
Aaron and his sons); XXX, 2 1  (a perpetual decree to Aaron and his sons to waJh 
their hands and feet when they minister at the altar). 

Rashi comments that decrees are "propositions" (d'varim) which are only die 
decree of the king, without any reason given for them. He cites the prohibitioll 
against wearing a mixture of wool and linen, against the eating of the flesh ol 
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swane. Jnd the law of the red heifer, as examples. Rashi's Commentary, Names, 
X\: 26 ( "All His decrees"). 

He opposes decree (h.ok) to rule (mishpat): rules have reasons: 

The Holy One Blessed Be He said to Moses: "It should not enter your mind 
to say, Ml shall teach them the chapter or the law [halakhah[ two or three 
nmes, until it will be fluent in their mouths as it is worded, but I shall not 
trouble myself to make them understand the reasons of the thing and its 
ex planation ." Therefore it is stated, "which thou shalt set before them"
like a table which is set and prepared for eating before a person. 

Rashi's Commentary, Names, XXI, 1 ("Now these are the rules which you shall 
set before them"). 

1 translate "mishpatim" as "legal rules", rather than the usual translation, "or
dinances." "Mishpat" in other contexts means "sentence," either the sentence on 
3 page or the sentence a judge imposes on a criminal, just as in English. The word 
"rule" in English has come to mean law accompanied by reason. It might have 
been better to translate "mishpat" as "ruling", since the Hebrew preserves an 
identity between "rule," which is general, and "sentence," which judges tailor to 
the individual. (" Lish-pot" means "to adjudicate.") The English does not. The 
closest one comes in English to preserving the identity between rule and sentence 
is the word "ruling": "The judge made a ruling." The English word "ordinance" 
has come, by contrast, to mean a minor municipal regulation. It is quite irrelevant 
here. 

The use in Hebrew of the same word for rule and sentence may be assening 
that rules are not "general" in the sense American law treats them as general. A 
"mishpat" speaks directly to the souls of individuals, as if it were a sentence. 

37. XXIV, 15-XXXI, 1 8. 
38. XXXII, 1-6. 
39. XXXII, 7-16. 
40. XXXII, 17-30. 
4 1 .  XXXII, 3 1-34. 
42. XXXIII, 1-3. 
43. XXXIII, 5. 
44. XXXIII, 12-XXXIV, 3 .  
45. XXXIV, 6-29. 
46. XXXV, I-XL, .l8 .  
47 - XXXIX, .10. 
48· XXVII I, .16 and XXXI, 1-6. 
49- XVII, 1 4 -1 6. so. XXI\; 4.  5 I .  XX I\; �. 52· XXIV, 1 2  
51 · XXXI, I H. '4· XXXII . 1-6. 
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55. XXXII, 1 5-16. 
56. XXXII, 32. 
57. XXXIV, I .  
58. XXXIV, 27-28. The last book (remembering the event in the form of writing, 11 

opposed to writing a memory of the event, as in the second book) resolves the 
ambiguity in favor of Yahweh. Propositions, X, 4. 

59. XXXIX, 30. 
60. XXVIII, 36. 
6 1 .  We will learn, or have already learned by reading the first reference to writing 

preceding the revelations at Mt. Sinai, that to read from memory is to read 1 
record. See infra text accompanying notes 89-103. 

62. XVII, 1 5. 
63. XXVIII, 36. 
64. XXXII, 32. See infra text accompanying Notes 66-79. 
65. We will learn, or, as we shall see, have already learned by reading the Amalck, 

episode, to regard "forward reading" as "creative memory," acting as if one is in 
the process of creating a record. See infra text accompanying notes 89-103. 

66. In the Beginning Of, VI, 7; VII, 4; VII, 23. 
67. In the Beginning Of, VI, 1 1-13.  
68.  In the Beginning Of, VII I ,  20-2 1 .  
69. I n  the Beginning Of, IX, 1-17. 
70. See supra note 23. 
7 1 .  XXXII, 7. 
72. See 3 The Oxford English Dictionary, "destroy," at 260 ( 1970). 
73. In the Beginning Of, VI, 13 .  
74. In the Beginning Of, VI ,  7 ;  VII, 4; VII, 23. 

75. XXXII, 10 and 12. 
76. In the Beginning Of, I, 2. Or, to "destroy" is to return creation to thought and 

extension. 
The text also offers the other logical formulation of "destruction." Yahweh 

"destroyed," In the Beginning Of, XVIII, 2 1 ,  etc., Sdom and Amorrah with "sui· 
phur and fire," In the Beginning Of, XIX, 24. Fire deconstructs creation to die 
other elemental substance, the "breath of Elohim." 

77. See supra text accompanying note 64. 
78. XVII, 1 4. See infra text accompanying notes 89-103. 
79. II, 10. From the root mashah (to pull out from water). 
80. He Called, XVIII, 13 .  
81 .  VI ,  20. 
82. S. Freud, Moses and Monotheism ( 1 939). On the links berween Freud's thesis and 

his discovery of psychoanalytic interpretation, see Susan Handelman's extraordi· 
nary work. S. Handelman, The Slayers of Moses: The Emergence of RabbiniC 
Interpretation in Modem Literary Theory 129-53 ( 1982). 
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83. XXXII. 1 0. 

XXXII. 1 9-.:?.0. Blanchet has recognized the significance of Moses' destruction of 84· he rirst set of tablets and the two writings of his "L'Absence du Livre," first t 
ubhshed in L 'Entetrien infini ( 1969). See M. Blanchot, The Absence of the Book, 

fn The Gale of Orpheus and other hterary essays, supra note 9, at 1 45-60. 

5 Though apparently false etymology, the Hebrew word for "eat" (alrhal) is similar 8 · to the word for "annihilate" (lrhalah). 

86. Compare the Baal Epic: 

With a sword split them asunder, with [another weapon) winnowed them, 
hacked them to pieces, scattered them, by fire burnt them, ground them, 
sowed the flesh in the field, portions to be eaten by birds. 

Translated by Rabbi Marvin Petruck from the Ugaritic text in C. Gordon, Ugaritic 
Textbook, Texts in Transliteration: Cuneiform Selections, IABII, at 1 68, col. A 
( 1 965) .  For a poetic translation, see Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the 
Old Testament, IABII, Iines 3 1-35, at 1 40 (j. Pritchard ed. 3rd ed. 1 969): 

With sword she [Anat) doth cleave him [Baal]. 
With fan she doth winnow him-
With fire she doth burn him. 
With hand-mill she grinds him-
In the field she doth sow him. 

Birds eat his remnants, 
Consuming his portions, 
Flitting from remnant to remnant. 

Baal, of course, was the god of the golden calf. 
87. See supra note 13. 

88. I am specifically not taking a positivist perspective here, which always tempts any 
observer of a legal system or other facts. A positivist perspective would regard 
putting rules in play as amending or ousting them. A positivist legal system would 
be "frank" (positivists are always "frank") about putting rules in play. That is 
one perspective. Nor do I reject the positivist perspective. It just does not supply 
the appropriate language to "play" non-positivistic legal systems, such as Moses'. 
One rannot be a persuasive positivist lawyer in Moses' system. One could in a 
pos1tiv1�t system. 

M9. XVII, 1 4-16. The brackets in "throne" and "Yahweh" are an attempt in English 
to mimic the omitted portions of the words in the Hebrew text. The word "nissi" 
refers ambiguously to both "banner" and "miracle." 

90· Propositions, XXXI, 24. 
'I I .  \\'hen .\loses first met Elohim, at the burning bush in Midian, he said: 

\\'hen I come to the children of Israel, and I say to them: The Elohim of 
\ our  ancestors has sent me to you; and they say to me: What is His name? 
what shall I say to them? And Elohim said to Moses: I Will Be What I Will 
Ke; and He said: Thus shall you say to the children of Israel: I Will Be has 
'cnt me to you. ( I l l, 1 3-1 4) 
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Elohim leaves out the past and the present from the report Moses is to give of His 
name. Elohim thus tells Moses 10 draw the people away from their present and 
past as slaves. They should regard Elohim as future only. 

92. Nor as Moses understood it at the burning bush, when he asked God for material, 
miraculous signs. IV, 1-9. 

93. Rashi's Commentary, Names, XVII, 1 6. 
94. XVII, 13 .  
95. XV, 2 .  
96. Propositions, XXXI, 19 .  
97. Propositions, XXXI, I I  ("you shall read this doctrine before all Israel in  their 

ears"). 
98. Propositions, XXXI, 22. 
99. Propositions, XXXI, 23. 

100. Propositions, XXXI, 24. 
1 0 1 .  Propositions, XXXI, 30. 
1 02. Propositions, XXXI, 30-XXXII, 43. 
103. Propositions, XXXI, 2 1 .  
104. XXIV, 3-4. 
1 05 .  Rashi's first commentary is that the Five Books are a deed of Israel to the land of 

Canaan. Rashi's Commentary, In the Beginning Of, I, 1 ( " In the beginning of•). 
1 06. XXXIV. 27-28. 
1 07. XXXIV, 1 0-26. 
1 08. And Yahweh said to Moses: Make two tablets of stone like the first, and I 

will write on the tablets the propositions that were on the first tablets, which 
you broke. (XXXIV, I I W6] ) 

109. XXIV, 7. 
1 10. From In The Beginning Of until the giving of the doctrine, and he wrote the 

commandments which were commanded at Marah. 

Rashi's Commentary, Names, XXIV, 4 ("And Moses wrote"). 
1 1 1 . Rashi's Commentary, Names, XXIV, 3 ("All Yahweh's propositions"). 
1 12. I mean "prior" in the text. Rashi's chronology is undoubtedly consistent with his 

omission of the ten propositions. 
1 1 3 Rashi's Commentary, Names, XXXIV, 27 ("Write these propositions"). 
1 14 The Principles of Jewish Law 53 (M. Elon ed. 1 975). For an extraordinary discus· 

sion of the relationship between writing and the oral tradition, see J. Faur, Golden 
Doves with Silver Dots: Semiotics and Textuality in Rabbinic Tradition ( 1 986). 
See also G. Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism: Written and Oral Torah• 
in The Written Word: Literacy in Transition 79-95 (G. Baumann ed. 1986). 

1 1 5. XXI, 24. 
1 16. See Babylonian Talmud, Baba Kamma 83b. 
1 1 7. XX, 18 .  
1 1 8. XX, 15-16. 



1 1 9. 

1 10. 

1 1 ) .  

111. 

1 23. 

See supra text accompanying notes 26-48. 

Sec supra text accompanying notes 60-6 1 .  
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Moses docs not tell us the venue of two meetings, T6 and T7. Even so, my argu
ment does not depend on assuming that T6 and T7 take place on top of the 
mountain. Moses' silence on the venue of T6 and T7 is significant for other rea
sons. In particular, Moses raises the issue of Yahweh's "presence" in two "place
less" meetings. Yahweh also tells Moses to tell the people to remove ornaments 
whi'h they never put on and Yahweh knows they never put on. 

Amongst others, which I do not explore. 

When I say, "of his own devising," I mean nothing more than "without clear 
authority indicated in the text." Since one of Moses' doctrines is that Elohim 
absolutely rules all of creation, nothing can truly or strictly be "our own." But 
another of Moses' doctrines is that Elohim-the God of categorical, ruled and 
ruling attributes-is also Yahweh-the God of textual authority, the God of texts, 
the God ol articulated (proper) names. See supra note 12. To look in Moses' text 
for clear authority, I would argue, is to regard God only as Elohim-God dictat
ing the narrative to Moses as God dictates all of creation in the narrative. To say 
that Moses' text does not show clear authority for the covenant ceremony is to 
say that Moses, an articulated name, is endeavoring to collaborate with Yahweh, 
God as an articulated name. Moses' text must show an absence of clear textual 
authority-"e/ohim" authority-in order to establish collaboration with Yah
weh. The absence of clear textual authority does not imply the absence of actual 
authority-the authority of deeds done collaboratively with Yahweh. On these 
matters, sec M. Maimonides, supra note 12, pt. I l l, ch. 1 7, at 464-74. 

Maimonides takes a contrary position in his Mishnah with Commentary, Sann-
hedrm Tenth Chapter, at 143-44 (Mossad Ha-Rav Kuk 1984-85) :  

And the eighth principle [of Maimonides' thirteen basic principles of juda
ism] is the Torah from the skies. And that we believe that this entire Torah 
found in our hands today is the Torah that was given to Moses. And that it 
stems in its entirety from the Mouth of Might. That is to say that there 
reached [arrived to, touched] him, entirely from Yahweh, a reaching which 
we call speech [dibburJ, by a borrowing [metaphor]. [In note 29, at 1 5 1 ,  
Kapach prefers a Hebrew translation of Maimonides' Arabic as "transfer" 
rather than "borrowing". ]  And none knows the quality of this reaching but 
he, peace be upon him, to whom the reaching came. And that he is in the 
status of a scribe before whom we read, and he writes down everything
her [the Torah's] dates, stories and commands-and is thus called a decree
maker [m "h.okek also means engraver, or legislator]. And there is no difference hetween "And the children of Ham and Kush and Egypt and Phut and 
Canaan," "And the name of his wife-Mehitabel, daughter of Marred," or, 
"I am Yahweh," and "Hear Israel, Yahweh is our Elohim, Yahweh is One." 
All 1s from the Mouth of Might, and all is Yahweh's Torah, perfectly whole, 
pure, sanctified, and true. And to them [the Rabbis] Menashe was not made 
� denier more than any other denier because he thought that within the 
Torah exist an inner core and an outer shell, and that these dates and acwunrs have no utility in them, and that Moses said them from his own 
knowledge, and this is the notion, "There is no Torah from the skies." They I the Rabbis] said that it comes with one who declares that the entire Torah 
I\ from the mouth of The Holy One Blessed Be He but for one verse that 
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The Holy One Blessed Be He did not say, but that Moses said from his own 
mouth. And this is, "Because he has scorned the word of Yahweh." May 
Yahweh rise above what the deniers say. But each letter in her [the Torah) 
has in her wisdom and wonders to whoever understands Him, Yahweh. And 
the end of her [the Torah's) wisdom will not be reached, "longer in measure 
than land and broader than the sea." And a human has nothing to do but 
pray, following in the footsteps of David, the messiah [the annointed[ of the 
Elohim of Jacob, who prayed, "Open my eyes that I may see wonders from 
Your Torah." And so, the Torah's interpretive tradition also comes from the 
Mouth of Might. And that which we make today, the form of the Sukkah, 
and the lulav, and the Shofar, and fringes and Phylacteries and the rest, that 
is the form itself that Yahweh said to Moses, and that Moses said to us. And 
he merely acted as a conduit of Yahweh's agency, a faithful agent of Yahweh 
in what he brought. And the speech [dibbur) in which the eighth principle 
is indicated is said in: "With this shall you know that Yahweh sent me; for 
I have not done them of my own mind. 

What I claim to be Moses' description of the authority of writing is, I believe, 
an accurate description of writing any of us does that we believe to be true. The 
writing is "our own," but we do not "properly" write it. The words flow as they 
must according to the logic of the text. We write, and we do not write. The text 
is written "through" our name. We must, as Derrida says in his paper for this 
colloquim, sign our name to take responsibility for the text. This is also Moses' 
theme. 

1 24. XIX, 3-6. 

1 25. XIX, 4-6. 

126. XIX, 8. 

127. XIX, 8-1 3 .  

1 28. XIX, 1 0-1 3. 

1 29. XIX, 14-15.  

1 30. In modem Hebrew "h.ookah" means "constitution." I translate i t  as "set of de
crees," since I do not believe constitutions were a known an-form in Moses' time, 
and "h.ookah" is clearly closely related to "h.ok"l "h.ookim". 

1 3 1 .  "Heifer:" "A young cow, that has not had a calf." 5 The Oxford English DictioD· 
ary, "heifer," at 1 95 ( 1 970). 

1 32. In the Wilderness, XIX, 1-10. 
1 33. Rashi comments: 

At Marah He gave them a few sections of a doctrine that they will be en· 
gaged with them: Sabbath, red heifer and legal procedures (dinim). 

Rashi's Commentary, Names, XV, 25 ("There He put for them"). The rule was 
the rule of rhe Sabbath. The decree was the ser of decrees (h.ookah) of the red 
heifer. 

1 34. Rashi is silent on rhe question whether "Do nor come near a woman" constiruttS 
Moses' interpretation. He does, however, comment rhar rhe immediately prcceed· 
ing words in Moses' rcxr-"Be ready against rhe third day"-may be what we 
may interpret ro be either error or interpretation: 
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At  the end o f  three days, which is the founh day, for Moses added one day 
on his own accord, according to Rabbi Jose. However, according to he who 
sa\"S that on the sixth day of the month the ten propositions were given, 
M

.
oses did not add anything . . . .  

Rashi's Commentary, Names, XIX, 15  ("Be ready against the third day"). Rashi 
finds textual suppon for "Do not come near a woman" in Moses' second meeting 
with Yahweh, when Yahweh says, "And be ready." Rashi Commentary, Names, 
XIX. I I  ("And be ready"). It is interesting to note that Rashi's textual suppon for 
the proposition that Moses added a day is in the words immediately following 
"And be ready," when Yahweh says, "against the third day." In his comment, 
Rashi refers to XXIV, 4, which is the place where Moses engaged in writing with
out indicating in his text clear textual authoriry. May we read a tactful concession 
in[O Rashi 's reference? 

Professor Bleich agrees that the textual evidence for Moses' interpretation is 
clear, but tells me that the tradition does not regard "Do not come near a woman" 
as the correct example. He follows Rashi. Professor Bleich argues that Moses 
would have understood "sanctify them" as including the prohibition against 
touching a woman, since the ponions of He Called devoted to ritual purity, XI
XVII, make this prohibition clear. 

Apan from doubts I have about Moses' knowledge of the revelations in He 
Called at this moment in the narrative, my claim that Moses is interpreting when 
he adds "Do not come near a woman" does not depend on Moses being ignorant 
of all the revelations in He Called. Even under Professor Bleich's interpretation, it 
is undeniable that Moses "put together" Yahweh's command to sanctify with cer
tain revelations in He Called. Moses' "puning together" constitutes interpretive 
activity, albeit less extensive than the activity I attribute to Moses at this point. 

In any case, I do not see what in the tradition depends on choosing Moses 
adding a day over "Do not come near a woman" as the evidence that Moses is 
interpreting. Perhaps what is at stake is the nature of interpretation. 

135. In the Wilderness, XI (rebellion of lusts); In the Wilderness, XII, 1-15 (Miriam 
and Aaron rebel against Moses for marrying a Cushite woman); In the Wilder
nm, XIII, I-XIV, 39 (the people refuse to go immediately to Canaan);  In the 
Wilderness, XVI, 1-35 (Korach's rebellion against Moses) ; In the Wilderness, XX, 
1-1 3 (Moses struck the rock twice to produce water at Merivah [quarrel ] ) ;  In the 
Wilderness, XXI, 4-9 (the people spoke against Elohim and Moses) ; In the Wil
derness, XXV, XXXI (sexual relations with Moabite women; Baal and Pinchas' 
intervention; sexual relations of an Israelite man with a Midianite woman; war .1gainsr the Midianites). 

In the Wilderness contains seven rebellions. An interesting number. 1 36- In the Wilderness, XXV, 1 7. 1 37· In the: Wilderness, XXXI, 2. 
l 38 .  In the: Wilderness, XXXI, 1 7-20. 

Korach rebels against Moses' and Aaron's claim to superior interpretive authority: 
" You take roo much upon you, seeing rhe whole congregation are every one of 
them holy and Yahweh is in them." In the Wilderness, XVI, .J. Korach's is the fare 
ot a "groundless" interpreter: 

And Moses said: Hereby you shall know that Yahweh has sent me to do all 
these works, for I have not done them of my own hean. If these men ]Ko· 
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rach's party) di� the common death of all men, and the visitation of all men 
be visited over th�m. Yahw�h has not sent m�. But if Yahweh create a crca. 
tion, and the ground open h�r mouth, and swallow them up with all unto 
them, and they go down alive into the pit, then you shall know that these 
men have despised Yahweh. And when h� finished talking all th�se propo. 
sitions, the ground did cleave asunder that was under them. And the eanh 
opened her mouth, and swallowed them up, and their households and all 
the men unto Korach and all their goods. 

In the Wilderness, XVI, 28-32. Not all battles over interpretive authority have 
been resolved so d�finitively. 

140. IV, 24-26. 
1 4 1 .  XIX, 2 1-25. 
1 42. Like Eve (Khavah). Th� text places Yahweh!Eiohim in the same position as Eve

the image of an image. In In the Beginning Of, Adam gave Eve two namcs
Khavah (mother of life) ( I II, 20) and Eeshah (woman) (II, 24). God also has two 
names, Yahweh and Elohim. 

The text links the Elohim name of God with the equal creation of man IDd 
woman, and the Yahweh name of God with the creation of Khavah from Ada. 
(human) as the image of an image. In the first chapter of In the Beginnmg 0(. 
Elohim creates both man and woman as equals. In the second chapter, Yahweh 
enters the text, and Yahweh!Eiohim (a double) creates Khavah!Eeshah (a double) 
from the side of Adam (human), the image of an image. Yahweh!Eiohim IUid 
Khavah!Eeshah are the equivalent relationships with Adam (human). They bod! 
have two names. They both collaborate with Adam. Adam (meaning "huma•) 
has no name. 

Unlike the Christian tradition, in which God manifesrs "Himself" definitiwly 
as a male human, the Jewish tradition does not take a position on the geadcr ol 
the Deity. Though it would be utterly perverse in traditional terms to prell die 
point, Moses' text, inasmuch as it calls our attention to any notion of gender iD 
speaking of the Deity, associates the aniculat�d. proper name of God--Gocl a 
collaborator, Yahweh-with Khavah, a woman. 

143. XX, 1 5-18.  

144. XX, 1 9-23. 
145. XXIII. 

146. XXIII, 32-33. 

147. XXIV, 1-2. 

148. XXIV, 4-1 1 .  

149. XXIV, 1 3 . 

150. In the Wilderness, XIX, 4. 
1 5 1 .  Nadav and Avihu, Aaron's sons, clearly do betray the trust. In the only narra� 

"event" in He Called, Nadav and Avihu, "offered a foreign fire in the face 0 
Yahweh, which He had not commanded them. And th�re came forth fire beforC 
Yahweh and annihilated them, and they died before Yahweh" (He Call�, X. I' 
2). Note the connection with Yahweh's threatened "annihilation" of the JsraelitCS 
who made the golden calf, XXXII, 1 0. Sec supra notes 7 1-S.J and accompanyilll 
text. 
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Meshekh KhokhrMh, Meir, Simkhah ha-Kohen, Yerushalaim, Even Yisra'el 
1 19!10), an anthology of interpretations of rhe Five Books, contains rhe following 
comment: "And Yahweh was angry wirh me for whar you have spoken . . .  since 
1 will die in rhis land and I shall nor pass the jordanft (Propositions, IV, 2 1-22). 

What is the purpose of this verse here, ar this poinr in a chapter which deals with 
a warning against idolatry, borh in the first and latter verses? 

However, ir is possible ro say rhar rhe rationale for Moses' death in the 
desert is ro prevent rhe Israelites from making him a god larer on. As long 
as rhe generation which knew Moses from his childhood is srill alive and 
sometimes may have had claims and grudges against him, there was no place 
for such fear. But rhe new generation which will enter Israel and will hear 
of all the signs and exemplars which Moses our Rabbi did, for it is possible 
rhar they may think of placing the shade of divinity upon him. For rhat 
purpose, Moses our Rabbi died in the desert rogerher wirh that generation. 

Therefore, when Moses our Rabbi warns Israel from idolatry, he is say· 
ing: "And Yahweh was angry with me for what you have spoken." It is your 
eyes rhar see that the Name-Blessed decreed death in the desert only because 
of you, so that you will not misrake me and make me too holy. From this ir 
is easy for you to understand how much rhe Name-Blessed is fearful of your 
idolatry. And so, "watch yourself nor ro forget . . .  and you have made your
self a statue [idol ) .  

ft Warch yourself . . .  and you have made yourself a statue, a picture of 
all rhar Yahweh commanded you.n (Propositions, XXIII, 23) 

And so rhe writing should have said: "that Yahweh has nor commanded 
you?n However, "statue and picture" means ro say: rhar which makes an 
image or a copy of a living object, so thar rhe statue in itself is by no means 
original, bur ir is an imitation and a mirror of something else. 

Thar should have been the inrerprerarion of the writing: You shall nor 
make "a statue and a picture" from rhe commands rhar Yahweh com· 
manded you, but you shall follow rhe original command as it is, and nor an 
imitation of rhar command . . .  (Ad-Mo-Re HH'K from Kurzahk Z-rz'l). 

1 52. In rhe Wilderness, XII, 4-8. 

I H. In rhe Wilderness, XI, 25-29. 

154. In the Wilderness, IX, 6-1 3 .  
ISS. xxxm. J, 20. 
156. xxxm. 1 1 . 
1 57· XXXIV, 6, 1 0-26. 
158

· XXXIV, 32. "Don first, and "hearn after. A nice description of monitoring action a�cordmg to conscience. 
1 59 · For a more d ·1 d · · f d · · · d · h f · eta• e exposition o ynam1c 1unspru ence, m r e conrexr o a JUt· ;;prudence of right, see Jacobson, Hegel's Legal Plenum, 1 0  Cardozo L. Rev. 877 989l .  For the connection between dynamic jurisprudence and rhe revelatory �r;dl!aon, sec Jacobson, Autopoietic Law: The New Science of Niklas Luhmann, Mach. l. Rev. 1 647, 1 685-87 ( 1 989) .  1 60. Some . . . I d l . posmvasts, e by Hobbes, reject the legal status of customs. See T. Hobbes, 

I evatthan , ch. 26, at 204-06 (reprinted from the edition of 1 65 I , 1 909). To give ega �latus to customs, to unmarked norms, is to reject positivism: customary law 
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has no authoritative mechanism for marking. See, e.g., Monresquieu, The Spirit 
of the Laws 104 (T. Nugent trans. 1 949) (loss of written codes, which imitated 
the Roman codes, led to the re-establishment of customary law during the Dark 
Ages). 

Hobbes calls unwritten law "natural law," nor custom. See T. Hobbes, supra, 
at 205-06. Natural law describes the legal stare of nature-the way of the world 
in the absence of civil law (norms marked as law by a sovereign). The way of the 
world includes the laws of force, together with the drives and talents of persons. 
The talents include the capacity to discover laws of natural reason. Customary 
law, by contrast, includes attitudes and patterns of action that cannot be justified 
or explained by universal reason. Custom becomes law only when it is marked 11 
such by a sovereign. 

One could-and Monrisquieu does-have a very different account of custOm, 
in which the attitudes and patterns of action can be justified or explained by 
reasoning creatures in the exact situation of creatures with the attitudes or pat• 
terns constituting the custom. The reason justifying or explaining such arrituda 
and patterns is nor universal, Spinozisr reason, as it is for Hobbes, but the empa. 
thetic reason employed by Montesquieu in the doctrine of spirit (esprit). Custom 
becomes spoken law that need nor be written; natural law, the unspoken law lha 
need not be written. 

16 1 .  H. L. A. Han addresses the relevance of writing to law in H. Hart, The Concept 
of Law 92 ( 1 96 1 ) :  

The simplest form of  remedy for the uncertainty of  the regime of  primary 
rules is the introduction of what we shall call a "rule of recognition." This 
will specify some feature or features possession of which by a suggested rule 
is taken as a conclusive affirmative indication that it is a rule of the group to 
be supponed by the social pressure it exens. The existence of such a rule of 
recognition may take any of the huge variety of forms, simple or complex. 
It may, as in the early law of many societies, be no more than that an au· 
rhoritative list or text of the rules is to be found in a written document or 
carved on some public monument. No doubt as a matter of history this step 
from the pre-legal to the legal may be accomplished in distinguishable 
stages, of which the first is the mere reduction to writing of hitherto unwrit· 
ten rules. This is nor itself the crucial step, though it is a very imponant one: 
what is crucial is rhe acknowledgement of reference to the writing or inscrip
tion as authoritative, i.e., as the proper way of disposing of doubts as to the 
existence of the rule. Where there is such an acknowledgement there is a 
very simple form of secondary rule: a rule for conclusive identification of 
the primary rules of obligation. 

Han's insight, limited by his narrow, pre-Derridean understanding of "d 
ing," can have pernicious intellectual effects in the wrong hands. For example, fill 
M. Gagarin, Early Greek Law 2-17, 5 1-97, 1 2 1-41 ( 1 986), one of the few r� 
to discuss the significance of reducing law to writing. Gagarin is most misled � 
his brief comments, heavily influenced by Hart, on the legal quality of Mosel 
code: 

The various Hebrew codes of law preserved in the Old Testament are differ· 
ent [than the early Greek codes]. They cover many different areas of human 
behavior, and some of the rules can scarcely be considered legal. (ld. at tJ3 
n.37) 
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, See T. Hobbes, supra nore 160. 1 6-· . 
1 63_ c;. Hegel. Hegel's Philosophy of Righr (T. Knox trans. 1967). 

1 64. Sec Rosenfeld, Hegel and rhe Dialectics of Contract, 10 Cardozo L. Rev. 1 199 
( 1 9!1\I J .  

165. 1 shall  leave unexplore� rhe connections berween common law and consrirurion
alism. in borh ns Enghsh and Amencan vemons. Suffice n ro say rhar common 
law probably requires a background political doctrine of consrirurionalism. On 
rhe connections berween common law and English culrure, see Goodrich, Rheto
ric, Grammarology and rhe Hidden Injuries of Law, 18 Economy & Sociery 1 67 
(No. z, 1 989), reprinted in 1'. Goodrich, Languages of Law: From Logics of Mem· 
ory ro Nomadic Masks 1 1 1-48 ( 1990). 

166. Our founding rexr on writing in American jurisprudence is John Marshall's opin· 
ion in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. ( I  Cranch) 137 ( 1 803). Marshall's insistence 
rhar wri rren consrirurions require judicial review of legislation for conformiry ro 
rhe consrirurion is a corollary of rhe common law position on writing. See also 
Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 272-74 ( 1 969) (Black, J., dissenting). For com
mentary on Marshall's position, see Ferguson, We Do Ordain and Establish: The 
Consrirurion as Literary Text, 29 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. I ( 1 987); Grey, A Consri
rurional Morphology: Texr, Conrexr, and Pretext in Consrirurional lnterprerarion, 
1 9  Ariz. Sr. L.J. 587 ( 1 987); Grey, The Constitution as Scripture, 37 Stan. L. Rev. 
I ( 1984 ) .  See also Levinson, Writing and irs Discontents, 3 Tikkun 36 ( 1988). Cf. 
supra note 165. 

167. Inasmuch as positivist law is inscribed law, positivism assumes complete, cost-free 
access b�· ordinary legal persons ro rhe written legal corpus. Positivism suggests 
rwo ways ro assure access: ( I )  a simple, spartan code "pur up in rhe marker-placeR 
in plain view of all citizens, or (2) a complex body of laws mastered by a coterie 
of legal specialists whom ordinary citizens hire upon need. The firsr either requires 
repression of variety and eccentric activiry, or leaves most acriviries legally unre
gulated. The second makes rwo assumptions: ( I )  rhar citizens will know when 
rhey need ro employ rhe services of a legal specialist prior ro undertaking an acriv· 
iry, and (2) rhar rhey will have enough money ro engage rhe services of rhe spe· 
cialisr once they know the need for one. If either assumption fails, then citizens 
will nor have rhe adequate access ro rhe services of legal specialists rhar written 
law requires. Failure of the first assumption is a failure of public legal education. 
Failure o f  rhe second is an economic failure respecting rhe distribution of legal 
�Cr\"ICCS. 

1 68. For an account of rhe growth and decline of case law in England see J. Dawson, 
The Oracles of the Law 1-99 ( 1968). For an account of rhe effects of lireracy on 
Enghsh legal culture, see M. Clanchy, From Memory ro Written Record: England I 066-L l07 passim ( 1 979). See also B. Daner & B. Bogoch, From "Say is Doing" to '' \X'riring is Doing": The Institutionalization of rhe Written Word in Medieval 
En�h,h Legal Documents ( 1 988) (unpublished manuscript on file with rhe author ! .  
Ph i 1 1p Shuchman has collected and assessed dara about rhe longevity and utility ot puolished opinions in modern American law. See Shuchman, The Writing and 
Rq>nrring of Judicial Opinions, in The Role of Courts in Society 3 1 9  (S. Shc:rreer cd. 1 \l!i!i ) .  
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Deconstruction and Legal Interpretation:  
Conflict, Indeterminacy and the 
Temptations of the New Legal Formalism 

Michel Rosenfeld 

DECONSTRUCTION AND THE CRISIS IN LEGAL 
INTERPRETATION 

The practice of legal interpretation is mired in a deep and persistent 
crisis. This crisis extends both to the realm of private law 1 and to that 
of public law.2 Even justices on the United States Supreme Coun have 
increasingly become pitted against one another in fierce and often vi· 
tuperative debate over questions of legal interpretation.1 

In the broadest terms, the crisis reflects a loss of faith concerning 
the availability of objective criteria permitting the ascription of dis
tinct and transparent meanings to legal texts. Moreover, this loss of 
faith manifests itself in the intensification of the conflict among the 
community of legal actors, the dissolution of any genuine consensus 
over important values, the seemingly inescapable indeterminacy of le
gal rules, and the belief that all the dispositions of legal issues are 
ultimately political and subjective. The roots of the crisis affecting le
gal interpretation can be traced back to the Legal Realists' critique of 
legal formalism,4 and a comprehensive exposition of the multifaceted 
dimensions of this crisis can be found in writings of scholars asso
ciated with the Critical Legal Studies Movement ("CLS").5 

Deconstruction appears to buttress the proposition that application 
of legal rules and legal doctrine is ultimately bound to lead to conflict, 
contradiction and indeterminacy. Any attempt at defining deconstruc· 
tion is hazardous at best as there is disagreement over whether decon· 
struction is a method, a technique or a process based on a particular 
ontological and ethical vision. 6 Nevertheless, leaving these difficulties 
aside for now, it seems fair to assert that deconstruction postulateS 
that writirrg precedes speech instead of operating as a mere supple-

152 
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r w speech; stresses that every text refers to other texts,8 and 
me�hasizes thar discontinuities between the logic and rhetoric of texts eiTI 

arc incv irable disparities between what the author of a text "means 
cresav" and what that text is "nonetheless constrained to mean ."  9 In to he� words, in the context of deconstruction, all texts (whether oral 
0� wrirrcn) are writings that refer to other writings. A text is not a 0 ure presence that immediately and transparently reveals a distinct 
�eaning intended by its author. Instead, from the standpoint of de
consrrucrion, every writing embodies a failed attempt at reconciling 
idenriry and difference, unity and diversity and self and other. A writ
ing may give the impression of having achieved the desired reconcili
ation, but such impression can only be the product of ideological dis
tortion, suppression of difference or subordination of the other. 
Consistent with these observations, legal discourse-and particularly 
modern legal discourse with its universalist aspirations-cannot 
achieve coherence and reconciliation so long as it produces writings 
that cannot eliminate from their margins ideological distortions, un
accounted differences or the lack of full recognition of any subordi
nated other. 

For those who take the challenge posed by deconstruction seriously, 
rhere can be no easy solution to the crisis affecting legal interpretation. 
Thus, for example, there cannot be a return to the narrowly circum
scribed and simpler jurisprudence of original intent where the mean
ing of legal texts can be precisely framed by reference to some trans
parenr, self-present intent of the framer of a constitution, a legislator 
or a parry to a private contract. As Arthur Jacobson has persuasively 
argued in the course of his contribution to this symposium, even di
vinely prescribed law involves multiple writings, erasure and intersub
iective collaboration. 10  Accordingly, in light of deconstruction, resort 
�o the jurisprudence of original intent can only lead to a paralyzing 
•dolarrv 1 1 that forecloses any genuine intertextual elucidation of legal 
relationships. In other words, by isolating a particular writing and by 
elevating it above all other writings in such a way as to sever the in
terrcxtual l inks that constitute an indispensable precondition to the 
generation of meaning, the jurisprudence of original intent both pro;otcs bl ind worship of the arbitrary and the unintelligible and blocks lscovny of the intertextual connections necessary to endow legal acts 
\\'Jth meaning . 
. Other a ttempts at overcoming the crisis affecting legal interpreta
�:�n ��� not far� significantly better in t�e face of the challenge posed 
f tlt:L<mstrucnon. For example, the cla1m that an adequate standard 

0 egal i nterpretation can be fashioned by reference to the intersub-
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jective perspective of an " interpretive community," 1 2  can only prevail 
through the suppression of difference and the subordination of the 
dissenting other. Indeed, as evinced by the very crisis sought to bt 
overcome, legal interpretation becomes manifestly problematic be
cause of conflict and fragmentation within the interpretive commu
nity. Therefore, unless appeal to the interpretive community comes on 
the heels of a genuine resolution of the aforementioned conflict and 
fragmentation, such an appeal would only make sense if it were ac
companied by suppression of some of the clashing voices found in the 
interpretive community. 

Attempts at solving the crisis affecting legal interpretation through 
submission of legal issues to an interpretive framework informed by 
extra-legal values also prove ultimately unsatisfactory. Take, for ex
ample, the law and economics approach according to which, in the 
most general terms, legal rules and legal doctrine should be inter
preted in such a way as to promote wealth maximization. 11 Even as
suming that law and economics were capable of yielding determinate 
outcomes, it would still fail to meet the challenge posed by decon
struction. This is because there is no consensus that the sole purpose 
of law is to advance the interests of homo economicus. And, to the 
extent that such consensus is lacking, the canons of legal interpreta· 
tion derived from the law and economics approach would operate in 
disregard of the extra-legal values of a substantial portion of the com· 
munity of legal actors. More generally, unless there is a society-wide 
consensus on extra-legal values, no canons of legal interpretation 
based on extra-legal values can possibly meet the objections raised 
from the standpoint of deconstruction. 

There is a different kind of approach to the crisis of legal interpre
tation which may initially seem particularly attractive because it does 
not apparently rely on a concrete definition of the object of legal in· 
terpretation or on contested extra-legal values. This kind of approach 
stresses the process of interpretation above the object of interpretation 
or the substantive values espoused by the interpreter. It is a procedural 
approach in so far as it suggests that so long as legitimate interpretive 
procedures are followed, the interpretive outcome will be justified re
gardless of actual substantive disagreements concerning the object of 
interpretation or extra-legal values held by members of the commu· 
nity of legal actors. 

A prime example of the approach under consideration is provided 
by Ronald Dworkin's theory of law as integrity developed in his Law's 
Empire. In its broadest outlines, the theory of law as integrity main· 
rains that legal interpretation does not rake place in a vacuum, but 
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h t it is an historically situated practice. An interpreter confronted t . . �h the task of determining what the law requires in a particular case " �st rcier to relevant past instances of legal interpretation in order to 
� in ,1 posit ion to provide the best possible interpretation of the law 
. e the case at hand. Dworkin analogizes the task of legal interpreta
��on with th at of writing a chain novel . 1 4  A chain novel, in Dworkin's 
·onception, is a work of collective authorship, with each chapter being 
�vrittrn by a different individual author. Each one of these authors is 
constrained by the previously written chapters and must insure that 
the chapter that he or she is about to write "fits" with the preceding 
chapters and contributes to the preservation of the integrity of the 
novel. Moreover, each author must endeavor to write the best possible 
novel consistent with the aesthetic constraints imposed by the need to 
incorporate already completed chapters. Similarly, in Dworkin's view, 
a judge confronting a hard case, must decide it on the basis of the best 
possible legal interpretation compatible with establishing a fit between 
the case at hand and the line of relevant historical judicial precedents 
in a way that preserves the integrity of law as a practice that evolves 
over time. 

Dworkin's approach is intertextual, and while formal and proce
dural, it is not purely abstract. The substantive values of the commu
nity of legal actors do not directly figure in legal decisions but they are 
not simply severed from the process of legal interpretation. Traces of 
these substantive values are embedded in the legal precedents that con
front the legal interpreter and must therefore be implicitly taken into 
account by the latter in his or her formulation of an interpretation 
that is compatible with precedent while preserving the integrity of the 
legal process. 

Under closer scrutiny, Dworkin's theory of law as integrity fails to �rovide an acceptable solution to the crisis affecting legal interpreta
tion. The principal reason for this failure is, as Alan Brudner has per
ceptivdy ind icated, that the criterion of fit is too indeterminate to 
endow Dworkin's principle of integrity with a sufficiently concrete 
mcan ing. 1 1  Indeed, Dworkin's requirement of fit and integrity is re��c•hlc to an appeal to coherence made in an interpretive universe that 

as hccn str1pped of intelligible criteria of coherence. 16 Either the measure oi tit and integrity is based on some set of substantive values such �s tho�c embedded in certain relevant judicial precedents, or it is reu�o:•hlc to a purely formal and abstract notion that cannot be given any non -arb irra ry concrete instantiation. If fit and integrity depend on �:rt•cular substantive values-even if  these values have been filtered rough the interpretive process involved in the attempted reconcilia-
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tion of judicial precedents-then Dworkin's theory is ultimately sub. 
ject to the same criticisms as those theories which select one set of contested substantive extra-legal values over others or which posit 
some such values as dominant and the remainder as subordinate. On 
the other hand, if fit and integrity are to be understood in purely for
mal and abstract terms, cut off from all extra-legal substantive values 
then the coherence which they seek is a mere transcendent ideal de: 
void of any particular concrete purchase. 17 

Although Dworkin's principle of integrity fails to deliver the means 
to overcome the challenge posed by deconstruction, the notion of in
tegrity should not be discarded altogether. Indeed, integrity may play 
a useful, if more modest, role than that reserved for it by Dworkin, in 
the quest for a satisfactory solution to the crisis affecting legal inter
pretation. That role is a critical one, and it consists in serving as a 
constant reminder against the acceptability of a conception of law that 
tolerates the reduction of law to mere politics-that is, politics in the 
pejorative sense of the unprincipled, shrewd and often manipulative 
quest for advantage in the political arena. Even if  no concrete embod
iment of law as integrity is presently attainable, drawing attention to 
the absence of integrity may foster resistance against abandoning law 
to politics. In  short, while legal interpreters may lack a positive con· 
ception of integrity, integrity can nevertheless still play the important 
negative role of standing in for the coherence and the principles that 
law that is reducible to politics lacks. 1 8  

DECONSTRUCTION AND THE RELATIONSHIP BElWEEN 
LAW AND POLITICS 

What has been established thus far is that deconstruction confirms 
the genuine nature of the crisis affecting legal interpretation, and that 
from the standpoint of deconstruction none of the above mentioned 
approaches designed to overcome this crisis is capable of achieving 
success. An important question, however, has not been addressed yet, 
namely whether deconstruction lends support to the proposition that 
law is ultimately reducible to politics. In this section I address this 
question and conclude that deconstruction, as I understand it, requires 
rejecting that proposition. This conclusion, moreover, leads to a fur· 
ther question concerning what there is about law-or more preciselY 
about legal interpretation-which makes legal practice irreducible to 
the practice of politics ( in the sense specified above). This last question 
will be explored in the next section, principally by means of an assess· 
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t of the hypothesis that law can overcome the interpretive crisis 
�e� besets it and escape the strangehold of politics through a return t a

legal formalism. As we shall see, the legal formalism to be considto
ed in the next section is not the same as that attacked by the Legal 

�ealists and by members of CLS. It is a new, more sophisticated kind 
of legal formalism, . and I shall concen�rate on two signi�cantly differ-
nt conceptions of 1t put forth respectively by Stanley F1sh and Ernest 
�einrib .  Finally, although I will argue that neither of these two con
ceptions of legal formalism is ultimately consistent with the insights 
derived from deconstruction, both of them will nevertheless prove use
ful in pointing towards ways in which law may be understood to re
main distinct from politics. 

The Meaning of Destruction and the Deconstruction 
of Meaning 

To determine properly whether deconstruction supports the propo
sition that law is reducible to politics, it is necessary first both to fur
ther speci fy what is understood by deconstruction in the context of 
the present discussion and to articulate the rudimentary outlines of a 
workable conception of law. So far, I have stressed the following fea
tures of deconstruction: the priority of writing over speech, the inter
textual nature of all writings, the dichotomy between what a writing 
is intended to mean and what it is constrained to mean, and the failure 
of every writing fully to account for difference or for the other. More
over, the combination of the priority of writing and of its intertextual 
nature causes all meaning to be deferred. The meaning of a writing is 
neither immediately given nor self-present, but depends on some fu
�ure reading (or re-collecting) of that writing's past. And since all read
Ing involves a rewriting, 19 all meaning depends on a future rewriting 
of past writings as rewritten in the present writing which confronts 
the interpreter. A present writing is a rewritten past writing and a not 
Yet_ rewritten future writing. Or put somewhat differently, a present wnung is both a completion and an erasure20 of a past (or no longer �resent) writing, and a text which must face erasure and completion 
. Y some future (or not yet present) writing in order to acquire meanIng. In a word, from the standpoint of deconstruction, meaning de
Pends on the transformation of what is no longer present by what is nor ycr present. 

f To the extent that meaning requires both a constant reinterpretation 
0_ the past and a perpetual openness to future reinterpretation, it \\ould appear to dissolve in an infinite regress that travels in both 
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temporal directions. Every past was once a future and then a present, 
and every future shall become a present and then a past, and accord. 
ingly meaning can seemingly never become ascertained. Or more pre
cisely, inasmuch as present writings are opaque, paradoxically, the 
meaning of a text could possibly be anything except that which it 
presently appears to be. Consistent with this analysis, moreover, the 
crisis affecting legal interpretation could never be overcome so long as 
one shared the perspective of deconstruction. Indeed, if the search for 
meaning leads to an infinite regress, those with the greatest power or 
cunning will impose their (arbitrary) meaning, and law will dissolve 
into politics.21 

In the conception referred to above, deconstruction is viewed exclu
sively as an interpretive method or technique. And, taken as a mere 
interpretive technique disconnected from any larger framework, de
construction seems only fir to destabilize all meanings by systemati
cally unveiling the contradictions embedded in every writing and by 
constantly but fruitlessly inverting the binary oppositions (e.g., mind/ 
nature, subject/object, masculine/feminine) that circumscribe every 
text. In  contrast to this latter conception of deconstruction, however, 
there is another which, while preserving a necessary link between past, 
present and future writings, does not inescapably lead to the conclu· 
sion that all ascriptions of meaning turn our to be arbitrary.22 This 
alternative conception does not cur off the process of deconstruction 
from the realm of ontology or from that of ethics.21 Indeed, in this 
alternative conception, the deconstructive process implies an ontology 
of the unbridgeable separation of the self from the other (or put in a 
way that seems less l ikely to provoke a return to the sterile interplay 
of binary oppositions, an ontology of infinite postponement of the 
complete reconciliation of self and other). Moreover, this ontology is 
supplemented by an ethic of inclusion of, and care for, the other-an 
ethic which must always be attempted and renewed but which can 
never be satisfied because the meaning of " inclusion" and of "care" 
can never be sufficiently determined to the extent that the self always 
remains (somewhat) estranged from the other. In short, in this alter
native conception of deconstruction, on the ontological plane, differ
ence can never be fully reintegrated within a totality that encompasses 
self and other, whereas on the ethical plane, difference both inces· 
sandy requires and perpetually frustrates the gesture of inclusion and 
caring extended towards the other. 24 

Within the alternative conception of deconstruction just outlined, 
meaning although never permanently fixed does not thereby become 
purely arbitrary. Because the requirements of ontology and those of 
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h. 5 arc inscribed in history-that is, because they leave their mark et 
·�he succession of concrete historical social formations-at every on 
ment. they constrain the range of possible legitimate meanings 

01�hout ever imposing a single, fully determinate meaning. Hence, on
w•Jogv and ethics, which are always projected both towards the past 
to d t�wards the future, constantly open and close possible paths of �n

terpretation without ever settling on any single, distinct, clearly ar
��culated and exhaustively circumscribed meaning. 

Given that the alternative conception of deconstruction advanced 
here is thoroughly committed to the intertextual nature of all writings, 
the escape from the pure arbitrariness of meaning can only be effec
tuated by engaging texts at a proper level of abstraction. Indeed, at 
roo high a level of abstraction, all meanings appear to be fully inter
changeable, as every writing is grasped in its infinite regress along the 
opposite directions of its endless past and its perpetually incompleted 
future. At too low a level of abstraction, on the other hand, meanings 
would remain completely opaque as myopic concentration on the fea
tures of individual texts would tend to conceal or obscure the rela
tionships between such texts and other texts. 

A proper level of abstraction can be reached, however, by grasping 
texts in their unfolding as part of the process of historical formation 
that gives shape to the ontology of postponement of the reconciliation 
of self and other and to the ethical call to the other renewed by each 
such postponement. In each historical epoch, there are writings which 
are meant to reflect a concrete vision of the desired reconciliation be
tween self and other, but which are constrained by the very vision they 
embrace to produce yet another picture of the further postponement 
of such reconciliation. Moreover, the laner picture serves to expose 
the limits of the particular vision or reconciliation which it reflects. 
And, as they become manifest, these limits suggest particular forms 
which the renewed ethical call to the other might have to take under 
the cirLumstances. In other words, the very limits of a vision of rec
onciliation indicate how that vision has failed, and suggest to the 
about to be renewed ethical call to the other which particular failures 
should be avoided, and which obstacles need to be overcome. Simi
larly, 

.
each emerging vision of reconciliation is informed by the partic

ular tai lu res and contradictions of its historical predecessors as well 
as �y the shortcomings of recent ethical calls to the other. 

Conducted at the proper level of abstraction and applied to the histonca l succession of diverse forms of anempted reconciliation be
t\vccn self and other, intertextual interpretive practice does not cul
llllnatc in aimless conflict and hopeless indeterminacy. Whereas it 
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cannot avoid conflict, such interpretive practice can reveal particular 
conflicts which invite a finite range of possible solutions. Similarly, 
such interpretive practice unavoidably leads to indeterminacy, but no; 
to the kind of indeterminacy which justifies virtually every conceivable 
meaning. Rather, it is the kind of constrained indeterminacy that re
sults from the interplay between semantic path openings and closings 
guided by the actual historical succession of intertextual forms of at
tempted reconciliation between self and other. 

It may seem implausible, given the unlimited intertextuality of aU 
writings, that any particular meaning should be able to muster su{fi. 
cient strength-albeit only for a short fleeting moment-to resist 
being swept away in the ceaseless exchange of semantic markers. Or 
put somewhat differently, it may seem inconceivable, in light of the 
past and future infinite regresses to which the intertextual ascription 
of meaning is subject, that the temporary emergence of any particular 
meaning would be the product of anything but an arbitrary purely 
subjective choice. And if  this proved to be the case, then we would all 
wind up permanently trapped between the poles of an insurmountable 
binary opposition pitting the subjective against the objective. 

Meaning, however, is neither subjective nor objective, but intersub
jective. Also, acknowledgment of a ceaseless exchange of semantic 
markers does not compel the conclusion that on a given historical 
occasion any meaning could be legitimately substituted for any other 
meaning. These two propositions may not be self-evident, but are con· 
sistent nonetheless with the alternative conception of deconstruction 
being advanced here. 

Analogies Between Semantic Value in lntertextual Exchanges 
and Economic Value in Market Exchanges 

To shed further light on the plausibility of these two propositions, 
it might be useful to refer to certain parallels between the production 
of semantic value through intertextual exchange and the production 
of economic value through the exchange of commodities in the mar· 
ketplace.H Assuming a fully developed rational market with par· 
ticipants who are utility-maximizers, the exchange of commodities 
depends on such commodities having value.26 More specifically, ex· 
change depends on commodities having two different kinds of value: 
use value and exchange value.r Unless a commodity had some use 
value for some ultimate consumer, no one would desire to acquire it, 
and there would be no point in exchanging it. On the other hand. 
unless commodities had exchange value, that is unless they were com· 
mensurable, they could not become objects of rational exchange. 
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1 the most rudimentary market imaginable, counting with two in
d ' 

�dual participants who possess equality in bargaining power, ex
�v1

nge value and use value appear to be closely linked to one another, c � all market values appear to be subjective. In such a market, for 
:�ample. it would seem as rational for the market participants to ex-
hange two apples for three oranges as it would for them to exchange 
�hree apples for two oranges. That is because the choice between these 
twO transactions is heavily dependent on the participants' respective 
relative subjective preference as between apples and oranges, and be
cause the exchange value of apples relative to oranges appears to be a 
direct function of the relative use value of apples to oranges for each 
of the two participants. 

In a fully developed market economy with huge numbers of market 
participants, on the other hand, market values seem to be objective, 
while use value and exchange value appear devoid of any palpable 
connection. Indeed, in a fully developed perfect market, the well
established and well-publicized price of a widely traded commodity 
does not seem susceptible to change as the result of the efforts of any 
individual competitor.28 Moreover, no matter how intense the desire 
of an individual consumer may be for a particular commodity, such 
consumer would appear to have no measurable effect on the exchange 
value of the commodity in question. In a fully developed market, 
therefore, it would be irrational for anyone to buy a commodity (sig
nificantly) above, or to sell it (significantly) below, its market price. 

Upon closer scrutiny, the values of commodities on the rudimentary 
market are no more purely subjective than they are strictly speaking 
objective on the fully developed market. In both cases, such values are 
intersubjective as they are the product of a combination of, or a com
promise between, the diverse subjective desires which seek fulfillment 
through market transactions.2� Even in a rudimentary market with 
two participants, the terms of the contract for the exchange of com
modities are not the product of the subjective will of either of the two 
�articipants, but rather the product of their common will which is 
lntersubjective.10 On the other hand, in a fully developed market, if 
the value of a widely traded commodity appears to be objective, it is 
�ot because it is determined in relation to some objective criterion that ;s Independent from the subjective desires of the market participants . 
. ndecd, 1n a fully developed market just as in a rudimentary one, value 
15 the product of an intersubjective compromise involving the subject�vc input of each market participant. The only difference between t ese two markets is that in the fully developed market the subjective Input of each individual participant becomes so infinitesimal relative 
to the sum of subjective inputs as to become virtually imperceptible. 
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As we move from the rudimentary to the fully developed market the 
precise relationship between use and exchange value becomes more 
difficult to grasp. In a fully developed market, most exchanges may be 
made among traders who are several steps removed from a commoct. 
ity's ultimate consumer. To the extent that such traders concentrate 
on trading the commodities in which they deal they are likely, for the 
most part, to ignore the use value of those commodities. On the other 
hand, in a sophisticated, fully developed market, the use value of a 
commodity may be more the product of an intersubjective compro
mise between the exchange objectives of traders and the subjective 
desires of ultimate consumers than merely the product of only the 
latter.3 1  Be that as it may, however, even in the most sophisticated of 
modern markets, where money makes all commodities fungible from 
the standpoint of exchange, the exchange of commodities only makes 
sense so long as there is some dynamic relationship between use value 
and exchange value. 

Useful parallels can be drawn between the production of semantic 
value through intertextual exchange and the production of economic 
value through the exchange of commodities in two principal areas. 
First, the intersubjectivity of all meaning is produced in a way that is 
analogous to the generation of intersubjective values in the economic 
marketplace. Second, the manner in which the interchange of seman· 
tic markers is prevented from resulting in a senseless and arbitrary 
ritual structurally resembles the process by which use values become 
engrafted upon exchange values in order to prevent market transac· 
tions from becoming irrational and pointless. 

All meaning-or at least all meaning relating to events and trans
actions in the social and political sphere where the community of legal 
actors is located-is intersubjective in that it requires some collective 
consensus or compromise concerning the setting of certain particular 
intertextual relationships. In other words, all meaning-endowing in· 
terpretations in the context of the social and political sphere require a 
collaborative collective rewriting of historically situated textual ma· 
terial that confronts a group of actors. Moreover, such collaborative 
rewriting may be the product of a pre-existing agreement concerning 
relevant values among the group of actors involved, or the product of 
a dialogical compromise bearing a marked resemblance to the process 
of contract formation in the economic marketplace. '! 

The size of the group of actors that engages in collaborative rewrit· 
ing can range from a minimum of two to a maximum of all actors 
confronted with the task of interpreting the same text. Moreover, anY 
actual community of actors is confronted with the task of interpreting 
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ulrirudc of different texts. Agreement concerning the interpretaa_ m <lf some of these texts may be widespread, while at the same time 0� . . . 
h interpretation of other texts may be h1ghly contested. Also, the 

r �ure and scope of particular widespread agreements is bound to nffect rhc kind of interpretive disagreements likely to be produced in 
: given community _of actors.11 In general, consensus, c�mpr�mises 
nd contlicts are flutd rather than fixed because the relanonsh1p be
:Ween them is dynamic as any change in one of the three is bound to 
produce corresponding changes in the other two. Finally, even when 
an attempt at a particular collaborative rewriting fails completely be
cause not even two actors can agree to take a common standpoint, 
such failure need not undermine intersubjective values and may in fact 
serve to reinforce them. Indeed, the search that culminates in the fail
ure to reach agreement with respect to some values may itself have 
been prompted by agreements concerning other values, and that 
search may serve to reinforce commitment to those other values. Thus, 
for example, two would-be contractors, whose efforts fail because 
they cannot agree on mutually acceptable terms of exchange, may 
nevertheless by their very efforts reaffirm their joint commitment to 
the values of market competition and freedom of contract. 

Any semantic value generated through a collaborative rewriting is 
intersubjective regardless of whether it seems subjective (as the prod
uct of only a handful of actors) or objective (as the product of virtually 
an entire community of actors) .  So far, therefore, the analogy between 
the intersubjective production of semantic value and the intersubjec
tive production of economic value appears to hold nicely. It may be 
objected, however, that there is a crucial disanalogy between these 
two modes of producing values. According to this objection, the very 
nature of economic exchange makes it impossible for less than two 
�ctors to generate economic value in a free market economy. But there IS nothing inherent in the nature of interpretive practice which com
pels the conclusion that a single individual acting alone cannot rewrite texts in a way that generates new semantic values. 
Ia 

If th is ohjcction we_re valid and rewriting �er_e not n�cessarily �olboranvc, then meamng could be purely subJeCtive and mterpretatlon :� essential ly solip_sistic activity. At l_east from the perspective of t�e 
bernanw conception of deconstruction advanced here, however, this � �ecnon rn isses the mark. Indeed, even if interpretation were not col�� ;��tlvc in the sens� of involving a �r.oup �f actors jo_intly engaged 

coli · 
t present re�ntmg o_f a _past wntmg, 1� would still have to be 

i ahoranve and mtersubJectlve to be meanmgful. At the very least, nterprct.ation requires a collaboration over time between a past actor, 
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a present actor and a future actor. A reading of a past writing can only 
be conceivable as a rewriting if  there is some intersubjective basis 
upon which semantic connections between the past writing and the 
rewriting can be established. Furthermore, to the extent that the 
meaning of a rewriting depends on future readings of that rewriting, 
interpretation also depends on future readings of that rewriting, inter. 
pretation also depends on the existence of an intersubjective basis for 
the establishment of semantic connections between present and future 
writings. On the other hand, if such intersubjective basis were lacking, 
the interpretation of a past writing would not involve a rewriting (a 
reading being impossible unless writer and reader share a common 
language) but an original writing devoid of any meaningful connec
tion to any past or future writing. Hence, a writing is meaningless 
unless it is the product of an intersubjective collaboration (or 
co-laboration) over time that involves a minimum of three actors. 

That interpretation is intersubjective and collaborative may be a 
guarantee against meaninglessness, but it is no guarantee against the 
unrestricted interchangeability of all meaning. A rewriting must both 
bear some semantic connection to, and some semantic difference 
from, that of which it  is a rewriting.34 Accordingly, the question be
comes whether the degree of such connection and difference is in any 
way constrained, or whether any degree of connection no matter how 
tenuous, and any degree of difference no matter how extreme, are 
acceptable provided that they are the product of a collaboration 
among a minimum of three persons. I f  the answer is the latter, then 
virtually every semantic marker would seem to be exchangeable for 
any other such marker, and rewriting would be encumbered by prac· 
tically no constraints. I f  the answer is the former, on the other hand, 
then the question becomes one of knowing which constraints to im· 
pose and how those constraints would make it possible to distinguish 
between acceptable and unacceptable rewritings. 

Consistent with the alternative conception of deconstruction ad· 
vanced here, constraints regarding the process of rewriting are both 
necessary and provided by the ontology and ethics that underlie de
construction. As already mentioned,H the operative ontological con· 
straint narrows the range of acceptable rewritings to those which re
cast the concrete historical writing upon which they elaborate as a 
vision of a failed reconciliation between self and other and expose the 
specific aporias, contradictions and blind spots that require the further 
postponement of the desired reconciliation. Moreover, the operati\'C 
ethical constraint requires that rewritings as writings (a rewriting 
being a writing for a future rewriter) specify a renewed ethical call to 
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rhe other fro':" the stan�p�int of excee?�n� the s�ecific hi�torically 
undcd l imitS of the v1s1on of reconc1hanon wh1ch has JUSt been gro . d . rerpretcd as ma equate. 10 

As also already pointed out,16 the ontological and ethical con-
raints imposed by deconstruction do not usually dictate a single dest 
rminare meaning. Rather they operate through interconnected path re
pening and path closing mechanisms which legitimate certain mean

�ngs and bar others. Moreover, these mechanisms appear to be con
straining without necessarily directly imposing or barring any isolated 
individual meaning in a way that is reminiscent of how use value in
directly constrains the definition of exchange value in a fully devel
oped market. In both cases, an otherwise seemingly unconstrained, 
unstoppable and open ended exchange process is kept within certain 
bounds through the indirect application of normative markers that 
endow exchange with meaning through punctuation of its flow. 

Ontological and Ethical Constraints of Deconstruction and 
Reiection of Mere Politics 

The interconnected path opening and path closing mechanisms as
sociated with the ontological and ethical constraints imposed by de
construction frequently leave a fair amount of leeway to interpreters 
who are about to rewrite particular historical writings with which 
they are confronted. If two interpretive avenues are equally open, only 
in the future could it become possible to determine whether either of 
the two would have been better than the other.J' Because of this, the 
indeterminacy that inevitably accompanies the interpretive process 
makes room for potential abuses. By weaving in and out of different 
?Pen paths of a rgumentation, an interpreter may skirt his or her eth
Ical obl igation and subvert the interpretive process to personal advan
tage. Indeed, since the complete and definitive reconciliation of self 
and other is subject to perpetual postponement, every attempted rec
onci l iation pursued along an open path produces a certain configura
tion of benefits and burdens to be divided between self and other. To the extent that these configurations vary from one form of attempted 
reconci l iation to another, an unscrupulous interpreter may exploit the 
a�adabi l ity of several genuine avenues of attempted reconciliation, by s l ftmg hack a nd forth from one to the next so as to maximize perso�� � benefits and to minimize personal burdens. 

lo prevent a buses, interpreters should be held to a standard of integrity according to which shifts from one available interpretive avenue to another would only be justifiable if accompanied by a full and 
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sincere assumption of all the burdens associated with the latter in. 
terpretive avenue. Consistent with this requirement of integrity, an 
interpreter may not resort to an available interpretive avenue to press 
for an advantage on one occasion, and then on the next occasion 
abandon that interpretive avenue in favor of another in order to avoid 
a burden. On the other hand, an interpreter may switch from one 
available interpretive perspective to another if that interpreter sin. 
cerely believes that the latter perspective is better suited to promote 
the attempted reconciliation sought and i f  he or she is fully prepared 
to assume all the burdens that might flow from adoption of the new 
perspective. JS 

Any interpretive practice that operates within the ontological and 
ethical constraints of deconstruction, including the requirement of in· 
tegrity, cannot be reducible to politics in the pejorative sense identified 
above.39 These constraints, indeed, are clearly incompatible with any 
unprincipled, shrewd or manipulative quest for advantage in the arena 
of intersubjective relationships. Accordingly, deconstruction may pro
vide a satisfactory solution to the crisis affecting legal interpretation. 
Whether deconstr:uction actually furnishes such a solution, however, 
depends on whether its ontological and ethical presuppositions are 
compatible with law and legal interpretation. 

Before exploring whether deconstruction (in the alternative version 
advanced here) may be legitimately applied to law, it is necessary 
briefly to further consider the universe that lurks beneath the surface 
of deconstruction. Deconstruction's presupposition of the perpetual 
postponement of the reconciliation of self and other implies the exii
tence of an intersubjective universe which is inevitably split into self 
and other. Moreover, deconstruction's postulation of the ethical ne
cessity of the constant renewal of the call to the other makes it impel'" 
ative to engage in a search for vehicles of social interaction whida 
promise (although they will be eventually proven not to be able CO 
deliver on their promises) the possibility of a form of reconciliation 
between self and other that allows for the concurrent full flourishiDI 
of self and other. Finally, the concepts of self and other should not be 
understood as referring to fixed entities, but instead as designarin8 
relationships respectively of identity and of difference or alteritY· 
Thus, depending on the particular context, both "self" and "other• 
may refer to an individual or a group, to an economic class or all 
ethnic minority, to tribes or nations, and to temporary as well as to 
permanent groups. Also two (individual or collective) actors may co� 
currently be part of the same self for some purpose, while standilll 
vis-a-vis one another in a relation of self to other for some other put' 
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For example, white men and women may constitute a single self 
pos�� context of racism against blacks-that is, such men and women 
�� t ti fv wi th one another as being white and relate to blacks as "the 
1 �r .. :_and self and other in the context of the relationship between 
��e sexes, where difference is defined along gender lines. 

,\<fodern Law's Possible Embrace of Deconstruction to 
Ot•ercome Mere Politics 

Consistent with the preceding observations, law can embrace de
construction if it constitutes itself as a practice oriented towards a 
universe of social actors split into self and other, and if it conceives its 
mission as seeking to bridge the gap between self and other without 
sacrificing or compromising either of the two.40 To be sure, not all 
conceptions of law satisfy these two conditions. Nevertheless, a strong 
case can be made that the complex legal systems of modern Western 
democracies in general, and the American legal system rooted in the 
common law and a written constitution, in particular, do in fact sat
isfy these two conditions. 

In their broadest outlines, modern legal systems prevalent in West
em democracies are characterized by, among other things, group plu
ralism;41 general rules of law that are universally applicable to all re
gardless of status or group affiliation,41 and that prescribe duties and 
entitlements to individuals;43 and the separation of legislation from 
adjudication, which is designed to buttress the autonomy of law by 
sharply separating the function of applying legal norms to particular 
cases from the political function. 

Group pluralism obviously entails social divisions into self and 
other. General rules of law universally applicable to all actors regard
less of thei r group affiliations, on the other hand, can be viewed as 
evincing attempts at reconciliation of self and other within an order 
0� duties and entitlements that transcends the divisions arising from r_ e clash of divergent group interests. These attempts at reconcilia��on.' however, ar_e ultimatel� �o�med to fail. This is because whereas 
ce�} 

may rcconc•_le antagoms�IC mterests from a for�al (and/or pro-
ural / standpomt, even umversal laws cannot avmd, from a substantl\"l' standpoint, privileging certain antagonistic interests over others •• s I pi · · 0 ong as a legal system operates in the context of group 

v urahsm, and through the application of general laws that are uni-
11��sal ly  appl icable, therefore, law meets the two conditions that en-� 1 1 legi timately to embrace deconstruction. rcau\e of its constitution and common law tradition, the Ameri-
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can legal system encompasses a conception of law that seems panic. 
ularly well suited to incorporate deconstruction. The American con. 
stitution is designed for a plural istic society with antagonistic 
interests, and it seeks to reconcile self and other through prescriptions 
for accommodation designed to allow both of them to flourish. For 
example, the Constitution embraces federalism to reconcile local in. 
terests and national interests through a complex interplay between 
identity and difference.41 Another proof of the Constitution's commit
ment to a pluralistic society and to the attempted reconciliation of self 
and other is provided by the adoption and judicial elaboration of the 
Bill of Rights. The Bill of Rights recognizes the split between the in
dividual and the community, and seeks to prevent communal suppres
sion of individual difference through the grant of entitlements that 
impose antimajoritarian limits on the democratic process. The long 
history of litigation under the Bill of Rights indicates, however, that 
no stable or lasting reconciliation between self and other, identity and 
difference, or individual and community seems likely under the aus
pices of the Constitution or as a consequence of the interplay between 
democratic majoritarianism and constitutional restraints.46 

The very nature of the common law makes it a prime candidate for 
the incorporation of deconstruction. The common law involves the 
fashioning of legal rules and the allocation of duties and entitlements 
by judges who seek to reconcile precedents. As Arthur Jacobson noteS, 
the common law requires three writings: a past writing, a present 
writing and a future writing.4' The common law judge is confronted 
with antagonistic litigants and must extract a rule of law designed to 
settle the dispute before him or her from a reading (rewriting) of ju
dicial precedents. The judge's decision is a present writing that re
writes the past writings that count as precedents. The present writiDI 
that embodies the judicial decision allocates entitlements and dutiel 
among the litigants and partakes in the formulation of a rule of Ia• 
designed to provide a framework for the reconciliation of antagonisac 
interests such as those possessed by the litigants. The rule of law im
plicit in the present writing of a deciding judge, however, may well be 
insufficiently articulated to be grasped before it is "rewritten" in the 
writing of some future judicial decision.4R Accordingly, the final for
mulation of the rules of law that account for the attempted judicial 
reconciliation of sel f and other in the hands of common law judges 
must always be postponed until the dusk will have settled on the last 
of the future adjudications. 

As Jacobson has pointed out, common law is a "dynamic juris· 
prudence" rather than a "static" one.4� For present purposes, the keY 
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d. inction between these two kinds of jurisprudence is that dynamic 
. 15�sprudences fill the universe of social interaction with legal relation
��:�s whereas static ju�isprude�ce� draw s�arp l

.
ines be

.
tween le�al re

I tionships and other mtersubJectJve relatiOnships wh1ch remam bea nd the reach of law. Dynamic jurisprudence is concerned primarily 
y�th legal personality while static jurisprudence is above all preoccu
�ed with order.50 Accordingly, as a dynamic jurisprudence common 
faw appears to be more indeterminate and open-ended than static 
jurisprudences. 1 1  But because its dynamism is potentially all
encompassing, and because it is concerned with personality rather 
than mere order, common law is suited to undertake a comprehensive 
reconciliation of self and other within the sphere of legal relationships. 
Static jurisprudences, on the other hand, cannot even hope to seriously 
attempt such a reconciliation as they are structurally impeded from 
reaching the other whose intersubjective dealings extend beyond the 
realm of law. 

In sum, some conceptions of law-and, in particular, the American 
legal system with its constitution and its common law tradition-are 
well suited to embrace deconstruction as an internal process designed 
to map a realm of legitimate legal relationships. Accordingly, decon
struction is in principle capable of solving the crisis affecting legal 
interpretation. It remains to be determined, though, how deconstruc
tion might inform the practice of legal interpretation so as to success
fully repel the threat of absorption into the universe of mere politics. 
One tempting hypothesis, which will be critically examined in the next 
section, is that law can escape from mere politics by embracing some 
recently conceived revamped versions of legal formalism. 

THE NEW LEGAL FORMALISM 

Two significantly different conceptions of legal formalism have 
emerged, which may be referred to respectively as the "old formalIsm "  and the "new formalism." The old formalism holds that application of a legal rule leads to determinate results due to the constraints •mposed by the language of the rule.52 The new legal formalism enviSions l aw as an internally unfolding dynamic practice that carves for •rshl f  a domain of social interaction that remains distinct from the 
�I e�e of politics. 51 The new legal formalism depends neither on the 
1 e •et 1 11 the transparency of language nor on the requirement that 
l
egal do�.:rrine or legal rules lead to determinate outcomes. 54 Neverthe
ess, the new legal formalism is properly considered to be a type of 
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formalism to the extent that it maintains that something internal to 
law rather than some extra-legal norms or processes determines jurid. 
ical relationships and serves to separate the latter from non-juridical 
social relationships, including political ones. 

As will become obvious soon, the two different versions of the new 
legal formalism-respectively formulated by Stanley Fish55 and by Er
nest Weinribs6-which will be discussed here differ vastly from each 
other in several key respects. They do share certain important features 
in common, however, which make them both attractive candidates to 
carry out the interpretive tasks confronting law conceived as having 
internalized deconstruction.P Fish's central point is that legal formal
ism is not something given, but something which must be constantly 
made and remade.18 In the dynamic process of making itself formal, 
moreover, law internalizes values from the ethical and political world 
and transforms them into legal values.s9 For Weinrib, on the other 
hand, what endows juridical relationships with a separate identity are 
the forms of justice, namely corrective and distributive justice. But to 
establish the meaning and separate identity of juridical relationships, 
it is not sufficient to contemplate the forms of justice l ike Platonic 
forms or the forms of geometry.60 The relationship between the fonns 
of justice and particular juridical relationships is immanent, and it can 
only be made explicit by unearthing the links that connect particular 
socially and historically situated juridical relationships to the more 
abstract forms of justice which endow such juridical relationships 
with meaning.6 1 

The principal similarity between these two approaches to legal for· 
malism lies in their reliance on a dynamic process that leads to the 
immanent unfolding of the connections pointing towards the unity of 
law's content and its form. With this in mind, let us now look more 
closely at these two versions of the new legal formalism to determine 
whether, and how, they might be used to solve the crisis affecting legal 
interpretation in the context of law conceived as having internalized 
deconstruction. 

The New Formalism of Stanley Fish 

The making of law's formal existence, according to Fish, involves • 
double gesture. Law must absorb and internalize that which threaref!S 
it from the outside, and in particular ethical and political values.61 B�� 
at the same time, law must deny that it is appropriating extra·lev
values.•1 In other words, the law cannot simply carve for itself a.

P': 
that remains beyond ethics and politics. Yet the law cannot admit 
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d�ncc on the ethical and the political, for that would threaten to 
�e�rivc J aw of any distinct identity. To resolve this dilemma, the law 
si�ultaneously . 

incorporate_s e�hical and
. 
political values

. 
and denies 

that it is domg so. Th1s mcorpo�at1�n, however, IS not all-
ncompassing. In the process of makmg Itself formal, the law only 

�ncorporates certain ethical and political values while repelling others. 
1 Law's efforts to achieve a formal existence must be ceaseless and 
energetic, according to Fish, because the law must constantly over
come formidable obstacles to carve out and sustain an identity of its 
own.•• Economical, ethical and political pressures have been poised 
throughout history to overwhelm law, but legal doctrine, argues Fish, 
against all odds, has managed to survive. And it is this sheer survival 
that susta ins law's identity.65 

fish believes that, through numerous stratagems, legal doctrine can 
not only defuse ethical and political controversy but also conflicts re
garding interpretation.66 Because he is thoroughly committed to the 
proposition that all meaning is contextual, Fish cannot endorse the 
old legal formalists' belief that the plain meaning of legal language 
enables the application of legal doctrine to produce determinate re
sults. Fish's new legal formalism postulates instead that plain meaning 
is "made" -that is, that it is fashioned or contrived-through the 
force of rhetoric.67 

The "making" of (plain) meaning also involves a dynamic process 
of incorporation and rejection which remains largely concealed 
through the force of rhetoric. But to preserve itself from a complete 
surrender of law to rhetoric, legal interpretation must be able to give 
the impression that something internal to law operates to constrain 
the unlimited exchange of semantic markers. According to Fish, it is 
legal doctrine which provides (or gives the impression of providing, depending on how one rewrites Fish's text) the means to constrain the rree flow of legal meaning, and which thus sustains the autonomy of 
ay, as a practice.68 Moreover, legal doctrine, according to Fish, fulfills lt1s constra ining function by requiring that legal arguments travel a ong those paths which make possible the avoidance of a head-on col i  · ISion with legal doctrine.69 
h In the last analysis, the constraints which legal doctrine imposes in 
�e

e contex t. o f Fish's theory of legal interpret�tion are _purely fo�mal. 
b gal doctn ne, for example, does not bar the 1mportat1on of ethically 
s �sed arguments into legal discourse. But because it has incorporated 
d
e ected eth ical values which it privileges while concealing that it has 
v�ne '0• legal doctrine both skews the ethical landscape which it tra-rses and forces the submersion of the ethical values that inform legal 
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arguments. Moreover, legal doctrine does not foreclose any legal in. 
terpretation, even one that directly contradicts that doctrine's tradi. 
tionally accepted meaning, provided only that the interpretation in 
question follow a path that permits the avoidance of the appearance 
of contradiction. Thus, Fish believes that legal interpretation can sue. 
ceed in totally contradicting the (accepted) meaning of a legal doc. 
trine, provided that it present the new meaning as expanding and sup. 
plementing what is encompassed by the legal doctrine rather than as 
promoting a contrary legal doctrine. 

· 

In order to be in a better position to assess Fish's new legal formal
ism, it would be useful to examine one of the specific examples which 
he discusses-namely, that relating to the legal doctrine of considera
tion in contract law. "Consideration," a term of art, refers to the re
quirement of a quid pro quo which makes an agreement enforceable.70 
According to modern contract law, only agreements that satisfy the 
requirement of consideration-that is, agreements that embody a mu
tuality of bargained-for exchange-are legally binding.71 Considera· 
tion, thus serves to distinguish between promises or agreements that 
are legally binding and those that are only morally binding. 

Consistent with Fish's view of it, the requirement of consideration 
is purely formal in at least two senses. First, consideration operates to 
distinguish enforceable exchanges from all other events in the flow of 
history. ·z In other words, the doctrine of consideration is used to im· 
pose a given abstract form on certain transactions in order to lift the 
latter out of their concrete spatiotemporal context. Second, consider· 
arion is purely formal in the sense of requiring compliance with cer· 
rain formalities-that is, each party to an agreement must exchange 
something for something else at the time of making the agreement7J
without permitting any inquiry into the substantive terms of the ex· 
change-that is, the relative values of the things exchanged. 

On this view, consideration not only exemplifies the dichotomy be
tween legal and moral obligation, but it also appears to play an acrivt 
role in establishing it and maintaining (re-establishing) it. Indeed, con· 
sideration iterates (and reiterates) the difference between legal and 
moral obligation each time that it requires enforcing a contractUal 
obligation that appears to be unfair (or not enforcing a morally c��� 
pelling promise). Furthermore, consideration serves to abstract lc:&
relationships from the general historical flow of intersubjective rela· 
tionships. Under modern contract law, consideration brackets the mo
ment of agreement and disconnects it from both its past and its fu· 
ture. -� Thus, the operation of the doctrine of consideration seems to 
demonstrate how law strives to carve out an independent existence for 
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. If bv ascending to a level of abstract formalism from which it can 1tse 
a;e (or differentiate itself from) both history and morality. ne�ish emphasizes, however, that for all that the doctrine of consid-
tion marks a clear boundary between law and morality, it fails to era . f . I h Th b"  k ep morahty rom permeatmg contractua exc anges. e mary 

/stinction of law/morality actively promoted by the doctrine of con-
·
1
deration masks another binary opposition that actually shapes the s�alm of modern contractual transactions. That latter binary opposi

;ion involves two different moralities: the morality of the marketplace, 
which is the morality of abstract and ahistorical agents engaged in 
arms-length dealings,75 and a morality concerned with fairness, jus
tice, sympathy and compassion. As envisaged by Fish, therefore, the 
doctrine of consideration proclaims a dichotomy between law and 
morals, but operates according to the canons of market morality. 

It may appear, based on the preceding remarks, that the purpose of 
the doctrine of  consideration is to imbue contract relationships with 
the morals of the market and to foreclose further moral debate con
cerning contracts by presenting law as being beyond morals. Fish, 
however, accords the doctrine of consideration a much more modest 
role. Indeed, as he sees it, consideration privileges the morality of the 
market, but does not exclude other moralities from silently penetrat
ing into the realm of contractual transactions.76 All that the require
ment of consideration demands is that the other moralities be filtered 
through paths of argumentation that do not lead to head-on collisions 
with the official narrative designed to keep consideration in place. Ac
cordingly, these other moralities can inform contract doctrines that 
are inconsistent with the doctrine of consideration, provided that the 
former doctrines do not appear to contradict the requirement of con
sideration. 

As an example of a modern contract doctrine that is supposed to 
supplement the doctrine of consideration but that is clearly inconsist
ent with it, Fish cites the doctrine of contract implied in law." Unlike a contract implied in fact, which is based on the parties' intent,"8 a 
c�ntract implied in law allows a judge to disregard the intention of 
t e parries and to impose terms based on justice and equity.'9 Thus, 
We seem to have come full circle. What the requirement of considera
tion ha rs makes a full fledged re-entry into the precincts of modern 
c�ntract law through the deployment of the doctrine of contract imp led In law. 

th
:ish 's treatm�nt of t�e example of co�side�ation clearly indicates 

p 
t the constramts denved from law makmg, Itself formal, are purely rocedural and not substantive. The path closing mechanisms asso-
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ciated with legal doctrine amount to no more than the imposition Of 
a rhetorical etiquette on the practice of legal argumentation. For all 
practical purposes, under Fish's theory, the meanings generattct 
through legal interpretation are the exclusive product of rhetorica) 
fu�. . 

Fish's equating of law with the rhetoric of the empowered appea11 
to place him squarely in the camp of those members of CLS who claim 
that law is ultimately reducible to politics. Fish insists, however, thar 
his position differs significantly from that of CLS. While he acknowt. 
edges that his conception of the development of legal doctrine as being 
ad hoc and contradictory is the same as theirs, Fish maintains that the 
conclusions he draws from this differ significantly from CLS condu
sions.80 Whereas CLS laments the use of the inherent indeterminacy 
of legal doctrine as a means to advance the political agenda of the 
powerful under the guise of a politically neutral rationality, Fish un
abashedly celebrates such use.8 1 Moreover, Fish contends that it is a 
mistake to insist that judicial precedents be reconciled.82 Indeed, Fish 
goes on to argue, it is only in the particular circumstances of an indi
vidual controversy that given legal arguments actually succeed or faiL 
That cases are decided is law's triumph. Doctrinal inconsistencies 
spreading over numerous cases may be troubling from the standpoiDt 
of philosophy, but not from the internal perspective of legal practice. 

In the last analysis, far from providing a solution to the crisis If. 
fecting legal interpretation, Fish's new legal formalism compels die 
conclusion that the only way to punctuate the ceaseless flow of el-' 
change of semantic values produced by law as an interpretive pracdce 
is through ad hoc exercises in power. Thus, legal practice may fei&ll 
to transcend, but is in fact animated by, politics. Also, the dynamisal 
of Fish's legal formalism is ultimately deceiving, because it is the dy
namism of someone who runs in place rather than the dynamism of 
those on the move towards a new destination. 

Because it locates justification in the purely present act of the deci
sionmaker,81 Fish's new legal formalism leads to a perpetual celebl*" 
tion of the status quo (of each decision regardless of its content). � 
cordingly, Fish's formalism lacks the means to launch any � 
attempted reconciliation of self and other. Due to the constraints illl"" 
posed by its abstracting and atomizing features, Fish's formalism : 
only offer a temporary pall iative to ease the pain of the fissure of . 
body politic into self and other. Yet for all the shortcomings of � 
theory, Fish's analysis does yield some salient insights into the � 
affecting legal interpretation. Chief among these insights are: the ._ 
for law constantly to carve out an identity for itself; the need for Ia 
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. orporate and rework extra-legal value-laden materials from the 
to 't

'
s of ethics and politics; and the need for law as a practice not to 

�� u7rimarely reducible to any other practice, such as politics or phi-
hv tos�h 
th

.
ree of these insights relate to the dialectic between law and the 

·verse of extra-legal norms, practices and values. Fish is correct in 
�nt

isting rhar law must simultaneously plunge into, and differentiate 
:�el f from, the realm of �he extra-legal, and that in order to accom-
lish this law must remam constantly on the move. As we shall see, 

�ish's analysis becomes problematic, however, when it comes to as
sessing the law's i ncorporation and reworking of extra-legal materials, 
and the relationship between law as a practice and other practices. 

What is most important about law's constant dynamic striving to 
carve out an identity for itself is the process of differentiation itself. 
What law is different from and how law is different from it may be 
subject to change (within certain limits beyond which juridical rela
tionships would be altogether impossible). Thus, it seems futile to 
search for a universal form of mediation between legal and non-legal 
relationships. Instead, the task for law is, as Fish aptly indicates, to 
"make" a formal existence for itself, that is, to emerge and distinguish 
itself from the particular sociohistorical context in which it is located. 
In other words, although there is no universal form by which law 
becomes law, at each moment of its existence law must find a form (or 
several forms) through which it can express its difference from the 
panicular extra-legal materials on which it presently depends. 

Fish's analysis becomes unpersuasive, however, in its reduction of law into arbitrary rhetorical gamesmanship. While law and legal doc
trine mediate the ethical material with which they deal, they do not 
n�cessarily dissimulate it. Moreover, while the meaning of a legal doc
tn�e may not be simply or directly inferable form the moral vision 
whtch it incorporates, such moral vision places substantive, not �erely formal or procedural, constraints on the legitimate use of that 
e�al doctrine. In general, the extra-legal values that inform legal doctrtne do nor make its meaning transparent. Nevenheless, those values s
f
erve to open and close certain possible (substantive) semantic paths or I 1 · 

T 
ega Interpretation. hese pomts can be profitably illustrated by a return to the modern �onrracr doctrine of consideration. Fish is correct in stressing that this 

o�ht
rtne incorporates the morals of the market to the exclusion of 

h er moral visions. The remainder of his account of consideration, 
0�Wever, is much more questionable. This becomes apparent, more-er, t f  one takes a closer look at the morals of the market. 
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One of Adam Smith's well kno:-vn insi�ts 
_
is_ that a market economy better serves the common good 1f every md•v.•dual who trades in the 

market pursues his or her self-interest rather than that of society .... It 
does not follow, however, that because market participants ought to 
pursue self-interest rather than altruism, morals are altogether ex
pelled from the economic sphere. If it made no difference whether 
market actors pursued their self-interest or acted out of altruistic mo
tives, then arguably market relations would by and large escape the 
fetters of morality. But it does make a difference because altruisu! 
would not promote society's good as well as self-interest, and there
fore it seems quite proper-if counterintuitive-to claim that individ
uals who participate in the market have a moral obligation to pursue 
self-interest.85 Accordingly, consistent with Smith's theory, the individ
ual is always subject to moral constraints, but these constraints differ 
depending on whether the individual is acting in the economic sphere 
or any other sphere of intersubjective interaction.86 

Bearing in mind that " (a) regime of contract is just another legal 
name for a market," 87 let us now subject consideration to a Smitbian 
conception of the morals of the market. The modern doctrine of con· 
sideration wholly incorporates, and is justifiable in terms of, the mor
als of the market. 88 Indeed, consideration requires the kind of quid 
pro quo which should be expected of agents who bargain to advaDCIC 
their self-interests.89 Furthermore, consideration does not have to be 
interpreted as dissimulating its incorporation of the morals of the 
market by stressing the distinction between legal and moral oblip· 
tion. Strictly speaking, the distinction that consideration highlights is 
that between the morals of the market and the morals of other 
spheres. Thus, it seems fair to interpret consideration both as not at· 
tempting to hide that it incorporates moral values, and as incorporat· 
ing moral values derived from a single moral vision. 

This leaves the more difficult question of how to reconcile the CO" 
existence of consideration and contracts implied in law. The difficulty 
here is not the one raised by Fish, but rather one stemming from the 
fact that different hypotheses may provide equally persuasive accounts 
for the juxtaposition of consideration and contract implied in law. For 
example, such juxtaposition may be equally legitimate under the mor
als of the market90 or under a clash of conflicting moral visions con· 
cerning the market and the law of contract.91 Moreover, in both thest 
cases legal doctrine and legal interpretation would be substantivdY 
constrained by the moral vision or moral visions which they inco.,,:

d rated. The nature and scope of the doctrine of consideration woul 
vary depending on the particular moral vision which is deemed to be 
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ative. But regardless of which plausible moral vision is adopted, op;;e substantive constraints are bound to be imposed on what should 
50 nt as legitimate interpretations of the doctrine of consideration.92 cone last of Fish's insights which requires brief consideration is that 
1 w as a practice is not ultimately reducible to any other practice, such a 

politic� or philosophy. The principal lesson taught by this insight is a�at Jaw carves out an independent existence for itself, not because of 
�he material which it incorporates, but because of the way in which it 
deals with such material. Philosophy and law, for example, may be 
concerned with the same ethical values, but whereas philosophy may 
consider how these values might fit within certain theoretical frame
works, law is likely to rework them and to give them expression (or 
to reinscribe them) in legal doctrine. Because of this, moreover, it 
would be just as inappropriate to engage in abstract philosophical 
debate concerning a moral value which happens to be embedded in 
legal doctrine before a court of law, as to cite judicial opinions as 
dispositive on controversies concerning moral values to an assembly 
of professional philosophers. 

Not only does Fish assert that law is not reducible to any other 
practice, but that law as a practice is self-contained, so that there is 
no overlap between law and other practices. Fish acknowledges that 
law may be assessed from the standpoint of other practices, such as 
philosophy. But a philosophical assessment of law, he would insist, 
cannot form part of the practice of law. More generally, for Fish, any 
theory of law would involve the practice of theory but could not be
long to the practice of law. 91 

There is a sense in which Fish's conception of law as a self-contained 
practice is unexceptionable. Indeed, to the extent that law is given 
s�ructure by, and functions in accordance with, a particular combina
tion of certain rules, norms, standards and conventions, it seems clear 
that it is a unique and self-contained practice. In this sense, law is a 
s�lf-cont.Iined practice just as is a game like chess or checkers. Thus, 3 though the same board can be used for both chess and checkers, it �ould be obviously inappropriate to claim that there is an "overlap" erween the practice of chess and that of checkers. Moreover, on any giVen occasion, one would determine whether the board in question wts a chess board or a checkers board, not by reference to the nature 
�
ul:

he board, but t_o the dynamic relati�n between the �oard and the p s and conventions of the game bemg played on 1t. When two 
b eople are moving chess pieces according to the rules of chess on the 
w�a�J, . then the board is a chessboard, and the practice involved-Jch •ncorporates the board as an element within it-is the practice 
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of chess. Similarly, in the sense in which law is properly viewed as 
self-contained practice, the same argument-for example, that equa]� 
ity requires equal treatment of those who are in the same essentia] 
category94-would belong to the practice of law, when made by a 
litigating attorney to a judge in court, and to the practice of philoso.. 
phy, when made by a university professor conducting a philosophy 
class. 

Because law as a practice is not simply a game like chess or checlc
ers, however, there is an important sense-which Fish altogether fails 
to capture-in which law is a practice that is open to, and that over
laps in part, with other practices. Unlike a game such as chess or 
checkers, which is a self-contained practice, law is a highly complex 
and dynamic practice which can incorporate not only decontextuaJ. 
ized materials from another practice, but also-albeit to a limited ex· 
tent-the very processes by which the latter practice generates its ma
terials. Thus, there are cases in which lawyers not only refer to ethical 
values, but also make philosophical or ethical arguments which are 
subject to the same processes of generation, validation and refutation 
as if they had been made in the course of a serious philosophical dis
cussion. For example, there are cases in constitutional law, where nei
ther the constitutional text, nor the intent of the framers, nor prece
dent can offer sufficient guidance to settle an actual controversy.'s Ia 
such cases, ethical or philosophical arguments concerning such values 
as freedom, equality or privacy may be legitimately invoked and m&f 
well determine the judicial outcome. 

As a specific illustration, consider the equal protection clause which 
constitutionalizes the conception of equality.9·" In several equal proteC
tion cases, the crucial question for the court to resolve is whether con
stitutional equality requires equal treatment or equality of result.'7 
Frequently, this question cannot be answered by reference to the kinds 
of arguments that might be preferred by those who regularly engaF 
in the practice of constitutional interpretation-namely, argumenll 
from the text of the Constitution, or the framers' intent, or judicial 
precedent. Accordingly, the requisite decision must ultimately rely 011 
the kinds of arguments and evaluations that are customary within the 
practice of moral and political philosophy.98 In short, in those cases 
where only philosophical arguments can suggest whether one of tWO 
possible legal outcomes is preferable to the other, the practice of con· 
stitutional interpretation overlaps with that of philosophy. In other 
cases, philosophical arguments may be relevant but subordinate to 
other arguments, or may be altogether trumped by other arguments
Thus, there are overlaps between the practices of law and philosophY. 
albeit that these are limited in nature.99 
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It should not be surprising that law as a practice should be open to, 
d overlap with, other practices. Indeed, games such as chess, checkan 

or for that matter baseball or basketball can be seen as self-ers
nrained ends in themselves in a way that law cannot. These games 

��ar no connection to one another as practices, and suggesting that 
he rules or conventions of one of them should be made applicable to t 
nother would be ludicrous. Law, however, is not an isolated practice, 
�ut rather one of a cluster of interrelated practices which need not be 
viewed exclusively as ends in themselves. These interrelated practices, 
which include ethics and politics as well as law, are linked at some 
level, by a common pursuit of the reconciliation of self and other 
within the sphere of social interaction. To be sure, each of these prac
tices undertakes this common pursuit in its own way, and sometimes 
they may each diverge significantly from the other. But at other times 
rhey converge and overlap thus belying Fish's unduly reductionist 
thesis. 

In the last analysis, Fish's atomistic tendencies and his underesti
mation of the richness and complexity of law as a practice lead him 
to the unwarranted conclusion that law is in all relevant senses a self
contained practice. Fish is right that law is a distinct practice which is 
capable of incorporating and transforming materials from other prac
tices. To the extent that ethical, political and philosophical arguments 
have a genuine place within the practice of law, however, that practice 
is not self-contained. But if law as a practice is distinct but not self
contained, the question arises anew as to whether there is something 
internal to law (other than Fish's purely procedural and purely tauto�ogical conception of law as a self-contained practice) which makes it 
tn essence different from the interrelated practices with which it over
la�s. Weinrib's new legal formalism suggests an affirmative answer to 
this question. Accordingly, I shall briefly turn to Weinrib's theory to 
�etermine how it might contribute to the solution of the crisis affect
Ing legal interpretation. 

The New Formalism of Ernest Weinrib 

1
Reduced to its bare essentials, Weinrib's new legal formalism postu ares that  law remains distinct from politics to the extent that law's :�ructurc is intelligible as an internally coherent practice. 1 1�' Moreover, 

th
e In ternal coherence of law can be grasped, according to Weinrib, 

in 
rough inrcrpretation. 101 As Weinrib specifies, "from a perspective 

0/:nal to t�e law's content, formalism draws out the implications 
ex li �oph•sncated legal system's tendency to coherence by making p li t the JUstificatory patterns to which the content of such a sys-
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�em must 
.
conform." 1"2 l

.
n ?ther wo�ds, i� a ma�ur� legal system, 

mterpretatlon-and Wemnb has m mmd prmc1pally judiciaJ 
interpretation11 13-reveals law's tendency towards internal coherenct 
through the articulation of immanent links between the form and the 
content of particular juridical relationships. At the most abstract leve) 
the forms of juridical relationship envisaged by Weinrib are universai 
and ahistorical , 1 0" but the process of judicial interpretation neverthe
less remains dynamic. This is because the concrete judicial relation
ships to which such forms must be immanently linked are embedded 
in particular social and historical contexts, and because judicial deci
sions must employ the public meanings developed in, and applicable 
to, such contexts. 105 

As already mentioned, the abstract forms that endow juridical re
lationships with meaning, according to Weinrib, are the forms of jus
tice, namely corrective and distributive justice. 106 Weinrib further in
dicates that these two forms of justice are irreducible, and that 
accordingly particular juridical relationships come either within the 
sweep of corrective justice or within that of distributive justice, but 
never within that of both. 10' Moreover, drawing upon Aristotle's in
sight, Weinrib emphasizes that, paradigmatically, the juridical rela· 
tionships that embody the forms of justice are those "that obtain be
tween parties regarded as external to each other, each with separate 
interests of mine and thine." wH In other words, juridical relationships 
involve agents who are connected through external l inks as opposed 
to such internal interpersonal links as those forged through love or 
virtue.10� 

Thus far, Weinrib's brand of new legal formalism seems to mesh 
well with law conceived as having internalized deconstruction. In
deed, the universe in which Weinrib locates juridical relationships il 
one in which there is a clear split between self and other. juridical 
relationships understood in terms of the forms of justice, on the other 
hand, appear to provide a path towards the reconciliation of self and 
other, all the while permitting self and other to remain external to one 
another. But before any further assessment of the apparent virtUes of 
Weinrib's new legal formalism is possible, it is necessary to take a 
somewhat closer look at the forms of justice which he invokes, and at 
the way in which they are supposed to endow juridical relationshipS 
with distinct meaning consistent with his conception of law as being 
irreducible to politics. f As understood bv Weinrib, corrective justice involves the award 0 
damages which si�ultaneously quantifies the wrongdoing of one 
party and the suffering of the other party in a bipolar (voluntary or 
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. voluntary ) priv�te transacti?n: 1 10 Moreo�er, under this view, all bi-10 
al relationshipS charactenstJC of the pnvate law of torts and conlate�s are ultimately intelligible in terms of the structure of corrective 

�racice 1 1 1 In other words, the legal universe carved out by juridical 
JU�\io�ships intelligible in terms of corrective justice is one in which 
�e :,allv equal individual legal actors are initially placed side-by-side 
�ing �ach other nothing but reciprocal negative duties (of non
? terference) . 1 1 z  The initial equilibrium maintained by a network of 
��ciprocal negative duties which makes for purely external relation
ships among legal actors, howev�r, is bound to .become ups�t as indi
viduals either seek the cooperation of others m the pursmt of self
interest (contract) or voluntarily or involuntarily interfere with others 
in the course of such pursuit (tort). Corrective justice, through the 
award of damages, undoes (erases) the positive entanglements of (un
fulfilled) contracts and the interferences of torts, and thus purports to 
reestablish (reinscribe) the initial equilibrium between purely exter
nally linked equals. 

Corrective justice, argues Weinrib, deals with the immediate rela
tionship of person to person, 1 u and is completely removed from poli
rics, 1 1 4  as it merely seeks to restore the initial equilibrium between a 
doer and a sufferer regardless of the actual wealth, merit or virtue of 
the interacting legal actors.• u Thus, it apparently makes no difference 
whether one is politically inclined to advance the interests of the 
wealthy or the poor, as there is only one legitimate way to resolve 
legal disputes a rising under private law: that is, by commanding pay
ment of the quantity of damages which corrective justice requires in 
order to restore the initial equality between doer and sufferer. Accord
ingly, as Weinri b sees it, the judicial task in the context of dispensing 
the quantitative equality mandated by corrective justice is limited to 
the specification of the actual damages required in the particular case 
to be adjudicated. l 16 · 
.In contrast to the quantitative equality of corrective justice, distribUtive justice requires the implementation of proportional equality. 

Whereas corrective justice is concerned with the recovery of a status 
�uo ante, distributive justice requires the allocation of the benefits and urdcns of soci al cooperation in the proportions set by an applicable crnerion of distribution. l 1� Also, consistent with Weinrib's analysis, unt .k� corrective justice, distributive justice cannot be completely severed !rom politics. Indeed, senling on any given criterion of distribu
���n ���

-
r �urposes of achieving proportional equal�ty involves a politi

b d�:c1s1on. 1 1 8 Thus, for example, whether certam benefits ought to e di stributed equally in proportion to need or in proportion to merit 
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depends not on anything inherent to law or to juridical relationshiPs, but instead on some collective decision that remains extrinsic to law 
and that must draw, at least in part, on political considerations. 

Although distributive justice cannot avoid politics, Weinrib maiQ. 
rains that the former is not thereby reducible to the latter. 1 19 Once a 
particular criterion of distribution has been selected, distributive iua. 
rice requires that juridical relationships conform to the proportional 
equality mandated by that criterion. 120 Moreover, Weinrib also be
lieves that inherent in the very notion of distributive justice there ia a 
conception of personhood and of equality which constrains all legiti
mate juridical relationships falling within the scope of that" fonn of 
justice. 1 2 1  The concept of personhood thus requires judges to make 
sure that people engaged in the relevant juridical relationships are DOt 
treated as things; the concept of equality, that each person be treated 
as an equal consistent with the dictates of the prevailing criterion of 
distribution. 1 22 

Distributive justice, particularly through its conception of person
hood and equality, is supposed to preside, in Weinrib's formalist vi
sion, over the domain of public law. On the one hand, Weinrib maio
rains that the notions of personhood and equality impose nonpolitical 
constraints on the legislative and administrative processes. 123 On the 
other hand, Weinrib argues, 

The positive law may give effect to the fundamental values of per· 
sonhood and equality in a variety of ways: by incorporating them 
into the techniques for construing statutes, by elaborating notions 
of natural justice or fairness for administrative procedures or by 
enshrining specifications of personhood and equality into consri· 
tutional documents. • H  

Corrective and distributive justice, as conceived by Weinrib, may be 
viewed as offering two distinct (and irreducible to politics) paths to
wards the reconciliation of self and other as persons capable of engag· 
ing in mutually external relationships. Corrective justice promotes the 
minimal harmony of mutual non-interference through the spread of 
a quantitative equality that ritualistically effaces the encroachment 
of a wrongdoing sel f upon a suffering other. Moreover, since the 
self's devotion to its own interests is bound to cause interference 
with the negative rights of others, the completion of the mission 
of corrective justice must be deferred until such time as the self be
comes completely self-sufficient-an impossibility in terms of decon· 
structionist ontology. 
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Distributive justice, on the o�her hand, al.so aspires to promote mu-
1 non-interference by defusmg the confltct between self and other cua 
r the allocation of collectively generated benefits and burdens. By 

?v�ituting proportional equality, distributive justice circumscribes an 
10�er with in which each person can see him or herself as a moral 
��ual who is treated as an end ra�he� t.han mere.ly as �eans br b�ing 
iven h is or her due. Because each mdtvtdual self ts ascnbed a dtgmfied 

�lace within the order carved out by the proportional equality of dis
tributive justice, moreover, the self can presumably renounce confron
tation with the other as a means to secure the socially generated goods 
which self-respect and dignity require. Thus, distributive justice, much 
like corrective justice, tends towards a harmony of purely external 
relationships of non-interference between a self and an other who 
have competing claims on the products of social cooperation. 

finally, the task of distributive justice, like that of corrective justice, 
can never be completed, both because presumably there will always 
be new goods to be distributed according to proportional equality, 
and because the particular criterion of distributive justice to be ap
plied in given social and historical circumstances is likely to be a sub
ject of political controversy so long as society remains divided into 
self and other. 

Not only do corrective and distributive justice as the forms of justice 
seem highly compatible with law conceived as having internalized de
construction, but they also allow for indeterminacy in the course of 
discharging their meaning-endowing function. Indeed, in Weinrib's as
sessment, indeterminacy is inevitable in the course of applying ab
stract forms to particular juridical relationships that necessarily com
prise an element of contingency. '25 Indeterminacy, however, is only 
?bjectionable if  it allows juridical relationships to be ultimately swept 
Into the whirlwind of politics. The indeterminacy created due to the 
application of Weinrib's forms of justice does not. As Weinrib states, 

The forms of justice determine juridical relationships by represent
ing the justificatory structures through which those relationships 
can be understood as the sorts of thing that they are and to which 
they must conform if they are to be intelligible. The forms of justice 
are thus determinative as the distinctive-not the exhaustive
modes for the understanding of law."" 

In other words, although the forms of justice may not determine the ohutcome of every case, only those outcomes which are consistent with t e forms of justice (and hence not merely reducible to politics) may 
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be legitimately defended. Thus, even when not completely deterrnina. 
tive, the forms of justice operating in the context of Weinrib's forma�. 
ism are supposed to perform a path closing function capable of pre. 
venting the slippage of the legal into the political. 

If  Weinrib's conception of the two forms of justice and of their po.. 
tential for making juridical relationships immanently intelligible were 
acceptable, then his new legal formalism would provide a genuine so
lution to the crisis affecting legal interpretation. Unfortunately, as co11• 
vincingly demonstrated by Alan Brudner, Weinrib's new legal forma]. 
ism is ultimately unacceptable to the extent that it rests on certain 
arbitrary and unwarranted premises. 127 In the remainder of this sec
tion, I briefly focus on these premises with a view to determininc 
whether, and to what extent, Weinrib's insights might still be incor
porated in a satisfactory resolution of the crisis affecting legal inter
pretation. 

From the standpoint of our own concerns, there are two basic flaws 
with the premises underlying Weinrib's formalist thesis: the first re
lates to his conception of the forms of justice, the second, to his ap
praisal of the relationship between corrective and distributive justice. 
More specifically, the first flaw, as noted by Brudner, derives &om 
Weinrib's elevation of one (among many possible) historically 
grounded and ideologically determined version of what is entailed by 
corrective and distributive justice as the universal and ahistorical es
sence of those forms of justice. 128 Moreover, the reason why this ftaw 
is particularly troublesome is because it reveals that Weinrib's appar
ent depoliticization of the forms of justice is achieved through the 
privileging and enshrining of a particular ideological vision which is 
certainly subject to political debate. The second flaw stems from Wein· 
rib's insistence on the existence of an unbridgeable gap between cor· 
rective and distributive justice, and from his assertion that corrective 
justice is concerned with immediate relationships among persons. At 
least under some conceptions of the forms of justice, there need be no 
insurmountable gap between corrective and distributive justice. AI�, 
when all the relevant considerations are taken into proper account, 1t 
becomes clear that the relationships that come within the sweep of 
corrective justice must be mediated ones. Furthermore, to the extent 
that there is no gap between the two forms of justice, and that all 
relationships encompassed by either of two must be mediated ones, 
these cannot be, contrary to Weinrib's claim, a total separation be-
tween politics and corrective justice. . 

Two of the principal unwarranted assumptions made by Weinnb 
are that the domain of corrective justice must preside over a regime of 
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elv negative rights and that distributive justice necessarily involves 
pur

pe�t for Kantian notions of equality and personhood. Corrective res · h f I · · h d . tice can operate m t e context o pure y negative ng ts un er cer-JU�
n particular historical and ideological circumstances, namely those ta�ociated with a free market economy. 129 Thus, private law shaped so a: to afford the greatest possible legal protection to free market transa

ctions would undoubtedly be primarily oriented towards the protec
:ion of the negative rights and freedoms best suited to promote the 
orderly proliferation of market exchanges. And, under those circum
stances, corrective justice would be quite properly confined to "un
doing" the entanglements having resulted in infringements upon neg
ative rights and freedoms. Nothing in corrective justice as a form of 
justice taken at the highest level of abstraction, however, precludes 
extending corrective justice to cover a regime of positive rights, or, in 
other words, a legal system in which private legal actors are charged 
with positive duties towards one another. 

Corrective j ustice is necessarily backward looking, in that it must 
pick some point in the past and set it as a baseline. After selecting its 
baseline, corrective justice must compare the set of intersubjective re
lationships existing at the baseline and that which is in force at the 
subsequent time at which a claim for compensation arises. Corrective 
justice must also introduce a concept of "disruption" pursuant to 
which it can distinguish between compensable and non-compensable 
deviations from the baseline. Weinrib seems to assume that if we seek 
to establish the baseline logically, by carrying corrective justice to its 
highest level of abstraction, we will all be lead by reason to the same 
point: a static universe of purely abstract egos who remain entirely 
independent from each other and who scrupulously refrain from in
terfering with one another as a consequence of their strict adherence 
to a regime of purely negative rights and duties. Moreover, for those 
who accept this point as providing a purely logically compelled-and 
hence completely apolitical-baseline, the definition of what should c_oum as a compensable disruption becomes self-evident: any devia
tion from the status quo of the baseline that involves a violation of a 
negative right. 

Logic alone, however, does not compel acceptance of the atomistic 
universe that Weinrib projects at the highest level of abstraction. In
deed, i t  hardly seems contradictory to contend that at the highest level 
of ahstraction, persons are cleansed of their selfish individualistic concerns, and that they are mutually dedicated to the maintenance of 
soCial harmony and welfare within their community through the de
Ployment of care, concern and an elaborate network of positive rights 
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and duties. Within this communitarian vision, moreover, the baseline 
would be one of solidarity and mutual assistance, and any deviation 
involving a violation of a positive duty would quite naturally qualify 
as a compensable disruption. 

Neither Weinrib's atomistic vision nor its communitarian counter. 
part are in any sense logically compelled. Each of them figures as an 
originary myth suited to buttress a particular ethical and political ide
ology. More generally, setting a baseline for corrective justice involves 
an irreducibly arbitrary-i.e., political and ideological-element. 
And because of this, corrective justice no more requires the imposition 
of purely negative rights than a regime heavily composed of positive 
rights. Thus, for example, it seems entirely legitimate for tort law to 
impose, at least under certain conditions, on individual actors a posi. 
tive duty to rescue fellow human beings who are in danger. Corrective 
justice in the latter case would have to extend to nonfeasance and not 
merely to misfeasance, as Weinrib would have it, but that would 
simply reflect one possible legitimate choice among several plausible 
alternative ethical and political visions. 130 In short, it is only by sup
pressing alternative political visions of the proper role of correctift 
justice, that Weinrib succeeds in conveying the impression that correc
tive justice is apolitical. 

As we have seen, Weinrib does concede, on the other hand, that 
distributive justice has a political component, but he insists that it 
nevertheless transcends politics to the extent that it imposes a duty to 
abide by Kantian notions of personhood and equality. Unless one in· 
corporates these Kantian notions tautologically in the very definition 
of distributive justice, however, there is no reason to assume that all 
plausible conceptions of distributive justice need include such Kantian 
notions. For example, there seems to be nothing contradictory about 
a feudalist conception of distributive justice, according to which per· 
sons are inherently unequal depending on the social class to whidl 
they are born, according to which much greater dignity attaches to 
those born into aristocratic families than to commoners, and accord· 
ing to which distributions should be made unequally, with a dis· 
proportionate share of society's goods going to the members of the 
aristocracy. u •  Once again Weinrib has taken one possible concep
tion-or in this case more precisely a class of possible conceptions
of a form of justice and presented it as universally valid. But to the 
extent that distributive justice at the highest level of abstraction does 
not imply Kantian notions of personhood and equality, judicial pro
tection of the latter is not likely to be apolitical in the sense that Wein· 
rib intends. 
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1i rning to the second principal flaw underlying Weinrib's premises, u
nbridgeable gap which he perceives between corrective and disth·��tive justice does not extend to all plausible conceptions of the 

��
�
lation between th� tw� forms. of j�stice. To be sure, there. is one 
se in which there IS an 1rreduc1ble d1fference between corrective and 

���tributive justice: the for�er is backward-looking wh�re�s the la�er 
. essentially forward-lookmg. 1 12 In another sense-wh1ch IS more lmISortant in terms of the relationship between law and politics-howp
ver, corrective and distributive justice may be harmonized (at least 
�nder certain conceptions) under a unified all-encompassing system of 
justice. Sue� a uni fied _system may compr!se �everal �omponents such 
as distributive, corrective and procedural JUStice, but IS above all char
acterized by its possession of an internal congruence and harmony 
that binds all its component parts together in a single whole which is 
greater than the sum of its parts. Such a unified system of justice may 
rely, for example, on an overriding criterion of justice to be applied to 
all distributions. Distributions, however, may be tampered with, 
either through interference with the process of distribution or with the 
products of such distribution. And, at least in the latter case, correc
tive justice, subsumed under the relevant overriding criterion of jus
tice, may be called for as a means to preserve the integrity of the then 
operative all-encompassing system of justice.m 

To the extent that the measure of compensation under corrective 
justice depends on a criterion of justice that is applicable across the 
board to all intersubjective dealings coming within the sweep of an 
all-encompassing system of justice, corrective justice cannot be com
pletely apolitical. I ndeed, selection of one among several available cri
teria of justice inevitably involves the making of a political choice, and 
that choice bears some imprint on the articulation of the dictates of 
c�rrective justice. Also, because of this, the intersubjective transac
�ons that come within the purview of corrective justice necessarily 
Involve mediated relationships between legal actors. 1 14 
. Notwithstanding the failure of Weinrib's legal formalism persua

Sively to detach law from politics, some of his insights might be prof
Itably incorporated in a proposed solution to the crisis affecting legal �nterprctation in the context of law understood as having internalized ;construction. Specifically, whereas corrective justice cannot rid law \Poli tics, it structures the relationships between self and other to 
\1 h:h I t applies in a distinctive manner that makes them distinguisha e from political and ethical relationships. In other words, while not 
;hcluding the ethical or the political, corrective justice rearranges 
ern I n a way that gives a distinctive legal contour to the relationships 
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that come within its scope. Furthermore, whereas Weinrib's con 
tion of distributive justice is both timebound and ideologically co: 
tione.d, the K��tian constraint� ":'hie� it imposes nevertheless arguably 
prov1de a legitimate way to d1stmgUJsh legal from purely political fl. 
lationships in the context of those legal systems that share its ideoloa. 
ical as�u�ptions. �ign

.
ificant�y, the contemporary American legal sys. 

tern w1th 1ts constitUtiOnal nghts to due process and to equality and 
with its numerous private law doctrines grounded on premises of in
dividual autonomy and equality clearly seems to conform to the ide
ological assumptions embodied in Weinrib's conception of distributite 
justice. Finally, Weinrib's insight that law is concerned with external 
relationships between persons furnishes apparently cogent means of 
demarcation between legal relationships and purely ethical ones. 

It remains to be determined how corrective justice conceived u 
inextricably linked to politics, and distributive justice imposing J<aa. 
tian constraints interpreted as being ideological, as well as law con
strued as ordering external interpersonal relationships, may con• 
ute to maintenance of the distinction between law and politics in the 
context of law understood in terms of having internalized deconstnJoo 
tion. These issues are addressed in the next section, as part of an 
attempt to shed some preliminary light on the question concemioa 
deconstruction's potential for resolving the crisis affecting legal inter
pretation in spite of the above mentioned shortcomings of the new 
legal formalism. 

LAW, ETHICS, POLITICS AND A PROPOSED SOLUTION TO 
THE CRISIS IN LEGAL INTERPRETATION: SOME 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 

While it is beyond the scope of this article to attempt a comprehen
sive examination of deconstruction's potential for resolving the crisis 
affecting legal interpretation, a few preliminary conclusions may be 
drawn from the preceding analysis. First, there is no single formula or 
form which underlies all juridical relationships or which could be re
lied upon to draw any clear cut boundaries between law and politiCS· 
Second, law as a practice is distinct from other practices but not se� 
contained, as it borrows and incorporates elements from other soCI 
practices, and as it partially overlaps with such other practices. Thest 
overlaps, moreover, are intelligible in relation to the common ultima� 
objective that animates all the practices involved, namely the reco�� 
iation of self and other within the realm of social relationships. Th• 
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taw's distinct existence is not given, but must be constantly fought 
the 

through a dynamic process of differentiation operating in a spe
fo�. so(ial and historical context and constrained by the requirement 
��f �ntegrity. I.t is . not sufficient, however, 

_
for law rhetorica�ly t� pr

.
o-

l irn that it 1s d1fferent from other practices. To keep earnmg 1ts dis
'· act identity, law must (through interpretive work) constantly carve tl�t a sufficiently determinate and differentiated meaning (identity) for 
�self as a practice, by processing and reworking the actual social and 
�istorical materials with which it happens to be confronted. But be
cause law's meaning-endowing work cannot be carried out success
fully if conducted at too high or too low a level of abstraction, one 
can make no general prescriptions concerning how law in general 
ought to operate as a distinct practice. 

By concentrating on modern law, and in particular on the contem
porary American legal system, however, one can gain useful insights 
into the means by which law in a given set of social and historical 
circumstances strives to carve out a distinct existence for itself. As a 
dynamic jurisprudence resting on a strong common law tradition and 
on a broadly encompassing constitutional vision, American law gen
erally favors the proliferation of juridical relationships to suit the mul
tiple needs of the legal personality-that is, the human personality to 
the extent that it is prone to being shaped, developed, perfected and 
fulfilled through external relationships that are distinguishable from 
the constantly waged struggles and ad hoc compromises typical of 
politics. Moreover, in the context of contemporary American law, ju
ridical relationships can be distinguished from other external intersub
jecrive relationships inasmuch as the former are much more prone to 
embrace corrective justice and a broadly interpreted version of the �antian constraints attached to Weinrib's conception of distributive 
IUstice. On the other hand, although contemporary American law embraces corrective j ustice and a particular vision of distributive justice 
a
�
.Part of its quest for a meaningful existence, the juridical relations Ips that it encompasses tend to remain distinct from internal intersublecr ivc (moral) relationships based on the same forms of justice. �eforc turning to a closer examination of each of the above 

P�Jnts-and particularly since these points must be addressed one �:er. another in a 
.
l inear fashion-it bears em�hasizin� that n�n� of 

:d sc pomts standmg alone allows law to fash10n for Itself a d1stmct 
R rntny in the context of the contemporary sociohistorical scene. 
1 a�hcr, i f contemporary law can find such an identity it would have 

ao t due to the convergence of these various points. Also, since there rr hound to be significant changes of circumstances over time, yes-
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terday's successes cannot be necessarily counted on today, and today'a may not last past tomorrow. 

Dynamic Jurisprudence and Multiplication of External 
Relationships 

To understand how a dynamic jurisprudence may constantly pro
duce new juridical relationships to meet the changing needs and aspi
rations of the legal personality, it is necessary to focus briefly on the 
difference between static and dynamic jurisprudences. A static jUJis.. 
prudence bent on establishing its order1 11 settles on certain kinds of 
potential external relationships and draws them into the realm of Ia" 
but it excludes others. For example, a static legal order may require 
subjecting all market transactions to law, but not the vast majority of 
relationships between family members. A dynamic legal order, on the 
other hand, would not be thus limited. To the extent that needs for 
external relationships arise within the family-as in the case of wi& 
or child abuse-a dynamic legal order, l ike that framed by the com
mon law, would be able to cope with them, through internal growth 
and evolution. 1 36 Accorrungly, when no other road to reconciliation 
appears open, dynamic jurisprudence offers the hope of reconciliation 
through external relationships. 

As previously mentioned, 1 37 external relationships, as described by 
Weinrib, involve persons engaged in the pursuit of self-interest, and 
are contrasted with internal relationships, such as those fostered by 
love or virtue. To the extent that external relationships mediate the 
pursuit of self-interest, they are not necessarily legal relationships. 
They may also be political relationships. Therefore, the characteriza
tion of legal relationships as external ones may suffice to distinguish 
them from purely ethical relationships, but does not contribute to the 
separation of laws from politics. Moreover, the very classification of 
intersubjective relationships into internal and external ones ap� 
vulnerable to the deconstructionist charge that it sets another arba· 
trary invertible binary opposition. 

The validity of the above deconstructionist charge must be con· 
ceded in part, insofar as it seems impossible to draw any clear cut line5 
between internal and external in relation to interacting subjects. But 
whereas the dichotomy between internal and external may lack on� 
logical validity, it is not thereby deprived of phenomenological vah� 
ity. Indeed, relative to the particular circumstances in which they fin 
themselves, interacting actors may tend to perceive certain relatioll· 
ships as internal and others as external. These perceptions, moreover, 
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vided that they are widespread among the members o f  an  interact
pro 

community, can serve as a basis for distinguishing legal from non-
10g h .  Th . . I I . h"  
1 a l  relations 1ps. us, m contemporary soc1ety, mora re atJons 1ps eg ,. be construed as involving an internal self-generated and selfrn�icing curbing of self-interest whereas legal relationships may be �rceived as only involving external constraints on the pursuit of self
·nterest. buttressed by external sanctions. 1 The separation of law from politics depends not on the phenome
nological distinction between internal and external, but rather on 
law's embrace of forms not usually present in purely political relation
ships. In our contemporary setting, these forms may well be those of 
corrective justice and of the particular version of distributive justice 
invoked by Weinrib. Again, it bears repeating that law does not 
strictly depend on the presence of either of these forms of justice, and 
that, as we shall more fully elaborate below, mere presence does not 
necessarily transform the external relationships to which they apply 
into legal ones. 

Corrective Justice: Legal and Political 

As already mentioned, 138 corrective justice is backward-looking. It 
seeks to re-establish (reinscribe) a disrupted past by ritualistically 
erasing the wrongdoing and suffering that has opened a wedge be
tween self and other. Corrective justice seeks to inscribe the return to 
a baseline projected into a particular point in time lifted from the flow 
of past events. This baseline, as we have seen, always involves an ar
bitrary-in the sense of political and ideological-element and is al
ways established ex post facto (as is the particular point in time se�ected as its temporal anchor) . u9 Moreover, the arbitrary element �n�olved in selecting the baseline also extends to the definition of the 
disruption " sought to be overcome through the application of corrective j ustice. Thus, what constitutes a compensable "disruption" as opposed to, for example, "the cost of doing business" or the "risk assumed "  by motorists or consumers, under any particular conception of corrective justice depends on the political and ideological assumptions behind that conception of justice. In short, dispensing corrective JUstice i nvolves an interpretive task which is not merely limited to the ;�Wnting of past texts, but which also requires rewriting these as if 

· ey had already been rewritten in the past. In other words, corrective �U\tlcc not only draws the past into the present, but also seeks to transorm nwy present (here and now) into a past. •�o lhc Past writings defining disruptions and prescribing measures of 
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compensation may be fairly straightforward legal statutes or judi . precedents giving rise to broad interpretive consensuses among pa� 
ular groups of legal actors. On the other hand, the writings in questj c
may appear to offer much less guidance-such as when no judi:� precedent seems directly applicable-and may accordingly lead : 
much greater interpretive controversy. In either case, however, the p� 
writing must be read-that is, rewritten-before it can be made to 
reveal what corrective justice requires in a particular instance. Atcord
ingly, the projection of the present into the past that is supposed to 
accompany law's embrace of corrective justice may appear to be 
largely illusory. And if that proved to be the case, then there would be 
ostensibly no palpable difference between legal and political corrective 
justice. 

The projection of the present into the past does not have to be 
viewed as a mere collapse of a present into a past. It may plausibly 
involve a dynamic effort to embed a present in its past, through the 
establishment of a network of interpretive links travelling between the 
two. As I have already pointed out 1 4 1  the rewriting involved in reading 
a past writing is not arbitrary, i f  it is constrained by the openings and 
closings of semantic paths that result from punctuation of the free 
flow of meaning attributable to genuine historically grounded efforts 
to reconcile self and other. Accordingly, whether the projection of the 
present into the past in the context of corrective justice involves a 
slight or very extensive rewriting of past writings is not crucia� so 
long as the travels between past writings and present rewritings tab 
place over open semantic paths which are used with integrity. 

Interpreting the here and now as a past in the context of exterul 
relationships, however, is not the exclusive preserve of the law. Indeed, 
politics can make use of the form of corrective justice in ways that do 
not seem to involve any legitimate legal relationships. For example, ill 
a case involving political justice against a deposed tyrant where such 
tyrant is called upon to account for wrongdoings clearly not enCOIII" 
passed within any plausible interpretation of positive law, corrective 
justice-in the sense of the erasure of the tyrant's (wrong)doing-= 
well be carried out without recourse to anything genuinely interpr 
by legal actors as law. 

This last example is arguably il lustrative of the ability of politiCS 10 
mimic law. More generally, one may object that political justice oftdl 

involves genuine appeals to law (as when a deposed tyrant is prose; 
cuted in part for violations of the criminal code) ,  and that ev�� W� 
seem to be purely legal matters are often imbued with pohtt� ·c;jl 
when a rarely enforced criminal statute is invoked against a pohtl 
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·) rhus negating the possibility of drawing any genuine bound-eoeJll) • , . . d I , between po mcs an aw. ;ll''r, 
this one may reply that, whereas law and politics are often close 

edfellows. and whereas it may be someti�es impossible as a practical 
b tter ro disentangle one from the other, m theory law as an embod
�a ot oi corrective justice remains distinguishable from politics. ln
�;d not only does law's embrace of corrective justice, l ike that of e 

litics, depend on collapsing presents into pasts but also on reinscrib
po

g such presents in a special kind of past-namely one in which the 
�acure of future disruptions and the measure of compensation needed 
to erase such disruptions has already been identified in writings. These 
writings, moreover, cannot just be any writings, but only those which 
can be fairly read as revealing generally applicable norms, rules and 
standards that circumscribe an order within which external relation
ships can be intelligibly reconciled. 

Consistent with this, legal corrective justice can be distinguished 
from its political counterpart. Indeed, in its legal embodiment, correc
tive justice involves a projection of a present into a past that preserves 
(or creates) a continuity in meaning over the temporal intervals which 
must be traversed. In its purely political embodiment, on the other 
hand, corrective justice faces an inevitable rupture which stems from 
its inability to find a sufficient continuity in meaning between the pres
ent texts and past texts which it must confront in the course of its 
efforts to reattach its present to its past. Finally, because of this differ
ence, legal corrective justice gives the impression of operating accord
ing to pre-existing norms, rules and standards, whereas purely politi
cal corrective justice seems to operate on an essentially ad hoc basis. 141 
In other words, whereas in legal corrective justice the return to a base
line through the dispensation of damages according to an intelligible 
measure is inscribed into a single and continuous order elaborated for 
t�e external reconciliation of self and other, in purely political justice t ere are two irreconcilable orders which make any such inscription 
'�Possible. In the case of purely political corrective justice, therefore, t e selection of a baseline projected into the past is always bound to �:�ain arbi.trary from the standpoin� of at least one of the �o or-
. s-that ts, the order of the old regtme or that of the new regtme

\\ tth which that selection would have to be reconciled in order to ;v.�id a n unbridgeable rupture making any genuine reconciliation be
"'ren past and present selves impossible. 

ic 1 hat lega l corrective justice is distinguishable from its purely polit
fra counterpart does not mean that the former is altogether detached om Politics. Corrective justice, as I have argued 141 necessarily in-
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volves politics in the selection of a baseline and of a measure of da 
ages, and its legal incarnation is no exception. Legal corrective justi Ill
however, apparently successfully separates its legal function frorn � 
political one along temporal lines. The political process of selecting 
baselines, defining disruptions and settling on measures of comPen. 
sation appears relegated to the past. The seemingly purely legal pro. 
cess of determining whether a particular plaintiff and defendant ha� 
become entangled in the kind of wrongdoing and suffering which re
quires legal compensation, on the other hand, appears to be always 
situated in the present-or more precisely in a point in rime that is 
always a future from the standpoint of the past moment of political 
determination of the substantive components of legal corrective jus
tice. Upon closer scrutiny, however, this temporal division between the 
law and politics of corrective justice does not hold up. Indeed, to the 
extent that all readings of past writings involve rewritings, no tem
poral division between law and politics could ever be consistently sus
tained. 

In the last analysis, maintenance of the distinction between law ud 
politics in the context of corrective justice is an interpretive matter. 
The political cannot be dislodged from legal interpretations of come· 
tive justice. But such legal interpretations can transcend mere politia 
in their dynamic strivings to produce meaning by circulating with iJt. 
tegrity through open semantic paths (and by opening new such paths) 
capable of binding past, present and future texts together in a sinp 
order oriented towards the external reconciliation of self and other
that is, the reconciliation of self and other through external rcla· 
tionships mediated through universally applicable norms, rules, and 
standards. Moreover, these norms, rules and standards may be iD
terpretively found, inferred or created in the course of applying f#• 
rective justice, provided that they can be legitimately squared with cbc 
relevant set of past, present and future texts with which they mUll 
combine to sustain a single order of external reconciliation be� 
self and · other. Stated more generally, legal relationships, indudin8 
those based on corrective justice, differ interpretively from purely pO' 
litical ones, principally because of the following. Law is suppos� 
reconcile (without suppressing or transcending) antagonistic 
interests within an external order dynamically sustained through; 
constant generation (and regeneration) of norms, rules and stand 
that can plausibly be interpreted as being universally applicable. Mcrf 
politics, on the other hand, only seems suited to produce ad h�C .: 
commodations between dashing self-interests, which are intelhl!.dl 
solely in terms of the balance of power among the political actors� 
competing interests or of purely contingent convergences among 5 
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. rate interests. And this difference in the respective capacities of 
d•sp

a 
nd politics for dealing with the external relationships which they 

(aw :nter is perhaps most vividly illustrated by the contrast between 
����egal and the political embodiment of corrective justice. 

Distributive Justice: Legal and Ethical 

Because it is forward-looking, distributive justice shapes legal rela-
·onships quite differently than does corrective justice. Whereas corn
ective justice projects juridical presents into the past, distributive jus
�ce projects such presents into the future. For example, in a school 
desegregation case where a black plaintiff seeks enforcement of his or 
her distributive constitutional right to a racially integrated educat,on, 
the fashioning of an appropriate judicial remedy does not involve the 
restoration of a (now disrupted) past status quo. It requires, instead, 
the deployment of a scheme-such as mandatory busing-designed 
to produce future departures (towards school integration) from the 
present (racially segregated) status quo.144 

Although distributive justice is essentially forward-lookir.g, its ju
dicial dispensation involves a past as well as a future. Indeed, whereas 
a judge must project a present into the future in order to fashion an 
appropriate distributive remedy, the particular criterion of distribu
tion which the judge must use in order to arrive at an appropriate 
remedy always appears embedded in a past from the standpoint of the 
here and now of judging. Thus, consistent with Weinrib's conception, 
in judicial applications of distributive justice the political act of select
ing a criterion of distribution seems separable from the legal act of 
applying such a criterion in a particular case: the political act is lo
cated in the past of judging; the legal act is projected towards its fu
ture . 
. Just as in the case of corrective justice, however, a closer examina�on

. 
of the legal embodiment of distributive justice reveals that no neat 

. •stmctions along temporal lines can be drawn between law and pol�t•cs. Even if the criterion of distributive justice were always to be 
ound in past writings, its application would require reading these 

Past Wri tings, and hence rewriting them. Because of this, the political :a�ot he expurgated from the legal application of distributive justice, 
u�· e•nnb would have it. Nevertheless, legal applications of distribp��e· J Ustice may still be legitimately distinguished from the purely 
lin 

•t•ca l elements associated with distributive justice, along the same 
Coes as the legal can be differentiated from the political in the case of rre · · 

I CtJve JUstice. 
here is also another way in which the legal may be distinguished 
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from the political in the case of those conceptions of distributive · 
tice which impose the Kantian constraints stressed by Weinrib,,lJ� 
seems that when these Kantian constraints are applicable, the law 
propriates the ethical categories of personhood and equality and : 
ploys them to limit the reach of the purely political will engendertd 
through the deployment of democratic majoritarian processes. Tb 
judges are supposed to examine the legislative enactments express� 
of the political will of the majority and validate them only to the Q� 
tent that they are consistent with applicable Kantian constraints made 
legally enforceable by some generally accepted writing such as a (Writ. 
ten or an orally transmitted) constitution. For example, under � 
American Constitution, the due process and equal protection clauses 
can be read as imposing broadly interpreted Kantian constraints 011 
democratically generated legislation. Moreover, these constraints ap
pear to impose extra-political limitations on the products of the dem
ocratic political process, regardless of whether they are very narrowlr 
construed by "strict constructionists" or market libertarians or very 
broadly understood by "l iberal" judges or welfare egalitarians-or, 
in other words, regardless of whether due process is narrowly cou
ceived as only protecting certain procedural rights or broadly cou
ceived as also encompassing an extensive domain of substanr:iw 
rights, and of whether equal protection is narrowly restricted to 11111-
taining formal political equality or broadly expanded to cover equal 
opportunity and basic social welfare rights. 

Although the judicial implementation of Kantian constraints is a 
task that runs counter to the ordinary processes of majoritarian poli
tics, it is not thereby altogether immune from politics. Indeed, inter
pretation of the relevant constraints-including such open-ended COD' 
stitutional provisions as the due process and the equal prot� 
clauses under the American Constitution-cannot help but invohe 
politics to the extent that it requires the judicial (reading) rewririnSof 
past texts. 

In the last analysis, both legal distributive justice in general and die 
implementation of Kantian constraints in particular necessarily eft' 
compass political elements. Nevertheless, in the case of Kanrian con
straints, legal interpretation conducted with integrity leads �o : 
transcendence of ordinary majoritarian politics. Moreover, an 
cases of both legal distributive justice and Kantian constraints, :: 
cution of the requirement to bind pasts, presents and futures toge 
so as to insert external relationships among legal actors in an °4 
structured by universally applicable norms, rules and standar� 
performed with integrity along the proper interpretive paths, sue 
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. ducing a difference between legally mandated distributions and 
til P:t political ones .. 

Finally, e�en though the same cri�erio� of dis
p�� �ve justice may mform ethtcal as well as legal relattonshtps, and 
tfl u:•hough legal distributive justice may necessarily encompass ethi
e:��Jements, leg�l im�lementations o� distributive justice neverthele�s c 

enerally distmgutshable from ethtcal ones. And the reason for thts 
��ff:rence is that not a

_
ll pr�scriptio

_
ns and sanctions suita�le fo� inter-

1 relationships are hkewtse apphcable to external relattonshtps, or 
�a 

other words, that there can be no complete overlap between ethics 
:S a practice bas�d exc

_
I�sively on self-constrai�t and law as practice 

that requires the tmposmon of external cons�ramts. 146 

Assessing the Distinct Identity of Modern Law 

If the preceding broadly based observations are warranted, then 
modern law viewed through the prism of deconstruction's ontology of 
postponement and ethics of reconciliation can interpretively carve for 
itself a distinct identity. Within this deconstructionist perspective, law 
like ethics and politics presupposes a social universe split into self and 
other and a call to attempt overcoming that split.147 Law is, however, 
unlike ethics (as a practice) insofar as ethics operates by means of self
restraint and internal sanctions. On the other hand, law is also unlike 
politics, to the extent that politics can aspire to no more than ad hoc 
compromises among competing self-interested parties. By charting an 
intermediate course which uses external constraints and sanctions in 
�rder to channel disparate self-interests to a common ground of (pos
stble) reconciliation buttressed by generally applicable norms, rules 
a_nd standards, law can through its interpretive deeds sustain an iden
nty of its own, and thus overcome the crisis affecting legal inter
pretation. Furthermore, whereas (at least Kantian) ethics seeks to 
ove�come the dichotomy between self and other by completely sub
or_dtnating the self to the universal other that is the categorical imper
�tiVe; and whereas politics cannot prevent the self in pursuit of its �nterests from constantly threatening to destroy the tenuous ad hoc 

i:rnpromises on which the other depends for protection; law's prom
be of externa l reconciliation seems to strike a much better balance 
�een the interests of the self and those of the other. 

Ct· rorn the standpoint of the broader ontological and ethical con
is:;� �f deconstruction, the external impersonal reconciliation prom
of i } law appears to fall far short of the mark. Indeed, the pluralism 
age n

t;rests assumed by modern law seems but a pale and partial im-
0 the profound split between self and other which informs decon-
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struction's ethic of reconciliation. Perhaps the limitations of law COuld 
be overcome by supplementing its external relationships with interna( 
relationships capable of fostering greater intimacy and solidarity be. 
tween self and other. Perhaps, however, the ontological and ethical 
demands of deconstruction require the erasure of the distinction be. 
tween external and internal relationships which may require supersed
ing the very order established by law. These alternative possibilities 
raise important and vexing issues that cannot be pursued here. There, 
fore, it must suffice for now that whereas the status of law may be 
ontologically and ethically in doubt in the context of deconstructi011, 
epistemologically, law's distinctness as a practice remains on finn 
ground. 
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transfer of propeny from one to another in accordance with a common wiii). 

3 1 .  Cf. id. at g 1 9 1 A  ("the need for greater comfon does not exactly arise within you 
directly; it is suggested to you by those who hope to make a profit from its atk' 
tion ");  j. Galbraith, The Affluent Society 127 ( 1976) (consumer wants are to • 
large extent created by producers). 

32. Paradigmatically, contract formation involves a bargained-for intersubjecriVC ._, 
diarion between initially conflicting subjective desires. Both panies to a prOSJIC'" 
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-_., ,0ntract sc:c:k to obtain as much as possible: in exchange: for as little: as post:bk. A wntract is struck when a compromise is reached. Such compromise is 
:ikel�· to provide each pany with less than originally hoped for but with enough 
to make it more advantageous for each of them to enter into a contract than to 
walk away from it. Similarly, two actors with initially incompatible subjective 
\·alue-laden approaches to an historically siruated text by which they are jointly 
confronted cannot collaboratively rewrite it unless they first negotiate a murually 
acceptable intersubjective standpoint from which they can produce a common 
interpretation. 

3). In other words, a bro�d cons�nsus concerning cenain 
.
intersubject�ve values closes 

certain paths of legmmate d1sagreement wh1le opemng (or leavmg open) other 
such paths. For example, if an entire community agrees that all human beings are 
created equal, then feminist claims for greater equality between the sexes cannot 
Jx contested legitimately by arguing that God created women to serve men. Such 
feminist claims could be legitimately contested, however, by an argument to the 
effect that while men and women are entitled to equal rights, they are not entitled 
to equal pay to the extent that physical differences between the sexes make women 
less desirable than men on the marketplace for jobs. But if a widespread consensus 
developed concerning the proposition that physical differences between the sexes 
do not justify different treatment on the job marketplace, then neither of the two 
above mentioned arguments could legitimately be advanced in opposition to the 
feminist claims. 

34. It is conceivable in a purely fonnal sense that a rewriting would do no more than 
restate in different words the very meaning of that of which it is a rewriting. From 
the standpoint of deconstruction, however, rewriting involves erasure and projec
tion into the past as well as into the future, and can therefore never be merely a 
plain restatement of that of which it is a rewriting. 

35. See supra text accompanying note 24. 

36. See supra text accompanying note 24. 

37. This follows from the fact that whereas the ethical call to the other requires over
commg the panicular shoncomings of the failed vision of reconciliation which 
gives such call its renewed imperus, since no definitive form of the reconciliation 
between self and other is possible, no blueprint for the ethical call to the other is 
ever available. 

38. The requirement of integrity in the context of deconstruction is hence much more 
cir,umscribed than Dworkin's principle of integrity. See supra note 14 and accom· 
panying text. Moreover, deconstruction's requirement of integrity is not an addi
tional constraint to be added to existing ontological and ethical constraints. The 
requirement of integrity is implicitly contained in those constraints, but needs to 
be made explicit to better indicate the actual sweep of the constraints of which it forn1s pan. ]9 s · ee �upra text accompanying notes 1 7-18. 

40· A distinction must be drawn between law embracing deconstruction-that is, 
JVadmg itself of the interpretive process of deconstruction-and law as an object for deconstruction-that is, law as a subject matter submissible to the interpretive 
pract ices of deconstruction. In the former case, deconstruction becomes internal
•z�d within law, whereas in the latter, deconstruction remains external to law. In 
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the former case, moreover, law is irreducible to politics, whereas in the Ia� Ia,. 
might well be reducible to politics. Indeed, in the latter case, deconstruction tlliaht 
well reveal the aporias, blind spots and contradictions of a legal diseou11e th.t 
envisions itself as being severed from politics, and based on these reveta · 
deconstruction might quite conceivably lead to the conclusion that law ia� 
mately reducible to politics. 

41 .  See R. Unger, Law in Modem Society 66 ( 1 976). 
42. See id. at 69. 
43. See id. at 83, 86. 
44. Cf. id. at 1 29 ("The conditions of liberal society require that the legal order be 

seen as somehow neutral or capable of accommodating antagonistic interata. 
Yet every choice among different interpretations of the rules, different law.,'� 
different procedures for lawmaking necessarily sacrifices some interescs to -
ers"). 

45. To the extent that it is accepted as the fundamental social chaner by all r:hecid-. 
of the United States, the Constitution plays a principal role in the fo�alioa afa 
national identity that promotes a nationwide notion of collective selfhood. Oadle 
other hand, the Constitution recognizes the split between the states and the .. 
tion, and proposes a reconciliation designed to preserve the respective ideadda 
of the states and of the nation. Because of the open-ended nature of the � 
tiona( text, and because the practice of judicial review subjects it to encllau• 
writing, however, the work of reconciliation seems bound to remain me.. 
incomplete. For a recent example of the difficulties involved in applying mlllliaa
tional notions of federalism in an attempt to reconcile state and federal � 
compare National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 ( 1976) (Federalilm t.a 
imposing cenain federal labor standards on employees of a state) with Garda '· 
San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528 ( 1985) (Federalism permia .. 
posing the same labor standards on employees of a state). 

46. One notorious example of a recent failure to reconcile self and other or incliYWall 
and community or identity and difference in the context of the constitutioaal ;. 
isprudence of the Bill of Rights is furnished by the Supreme Coun's seria of .. 
cisions on the constitutional right to privacy since its landmark decision in Grit
wold v. Connecticut, 381  U.S. 479 ( 1965). See, e.g., Webster v. Reproduclit' 
Health Servs., 109 S. Ct. 3040 ( 1 989); Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 1 86 (1986); 
Roe v. Wade, 410  U.S. 1 13 ( 1 973). 

47. See Jacobson, Idolatry of Rules, supra note 10, at 1 106. 
48. Consider the following example involving a legal rule that cannot be graspecl uaDI 

it becomes funher elaborated in a future judicial opinion. A landowner b� 
lawsuit against his neighbor because the latter's cat has entered upon pi�· 
propeny where it has caused damage for which the plaintiff seeks to be rcillt' 
bursed. Moreover, the only relevant precedent involves a case holding that � 
owner of a cow is liable to his neighbor for the damage caused to the larte' 
propeny by the cow following its unauthorized entry upon the plaintiff's P� 
Under those circumstances, the judge sitting in the case concerning the cat lilt' 
infer at least rwo different rules from the precedent involving the cow. The dll 
rule is that the owner of a large animal is liable for any damage caused by fCC" 
latter following unauthorized entry upon the owner's neighbor propeny. The _ _. 
ond rule, on the other hand, is that an owner is rhus liable for any such da� 
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used by any of his or her domestic animals. Since a cat is a small domestic '�imal, the plaintiff will lose his case if the judge infers the first rule from the a 
rcccdent, but he will win if the judge infers instead the second rule. p Now, suppose funher that the judge in the case of the cat rules in favor of the 
laintiff after concluding that the situation involving the cat is in all relevant re

�pccts analogous to that regarding the cow. But the judge leaves unclear the basis 
for the analogy she draws berween the case of the cow and that of the cat. Under 
those circumstances, it will be left to another judge before whom the next case in 
the series will be brought at some future date, to infer which legal rule might cover 
all three cases consistent with the results in the respeaive cases of the cow and the 
cat. Thus, the judge before whom the third case will be brought may decide, for 
example, that the rule to be inferred concerns all of an owner's domestic animals, 
or that it instead covers all animals, whether domestic or not, which usually live 
on the owner's propcny. The imponant point, however, is that no matter which 
of these rwo alternative legal rules is eventually chosen, the legal rule that accounts 
for the result in the case of the cat cannot become explicit until its aniculation in 
the course of the judicial resolution of some subsequent case. 

49. See Jacobson, Idolatry of Rules, supra note 10, at 1 135; Jacobson, Hegel's Legal 
Plenum, 10 Cardozo L. Rev. 877, 889-90 ( 1989) [hereafter Legal Plenum). 

SO. Jacobson, Idolatry of Rules, supra note 1 0, at 1 1 35 .  

51 .  Cf. Jacobson, Legal Plenum, supra note 49, at  890 (in the common law system 
persons cannot interact without generating rights and duties, but cannot know 
what those rights and duties are until after having interacted). 

52. See Schauer, Formalism, 97 Yale L. J. 509, 5 1 0  ( 1 988); see also Unger, supra note 
5, at 564 (legal formalism is usually understood to describe the "belief in the 
availability of a deductive or quasi-deductive method capable of giving determi
nate solutions to panicular problems of legal choice."). 

53. If "origins" for this new legal formalism need be sought, one place where they 
may be found is in the vigorously antiformalist writings of Robeno Unger. See 
Unger, supra note 5, at 564 (legal formalism evinces "a commitment to, and there· 
fore also a belief in the possibility of, a method of legal justification that can be 
clearly contrasted to open-ended disputes about the basic terms of social life, dis· 
putes that people call ideological, philosophical or visionary"). For evidence of 
reliance by a proponent of the new legal formalism on Unger's formulations, see 
Weinrib, Legal Formalism: On the Immanent Rationality of Law, 97 Yale L.J. 949, 
953 ( 1 988).  

54·  See, e.g. , Weinrib, supra note 53, at 1008 ("Nothing about formalism precludes 
Indeterminacy . . . .  For formalism the possibility of indeterminacy neither can, nor need be, avoided."). SS. Remarks by S. Fish, Symposium on Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice '8cn 1amm N. Cardozo School of Law, Oct. 2-3, 1 989). 

56· �ee Weinrib, supra note 53. 
57 · It ,hould be pointed out from the outset that neither Fish's nor Weinrib's version 01 legal formalism taken as a whole is likely to satisfy the requirements of the al ternauve conception of deconstruction advanced in this anicle. Indeed, Fish's legal formalism is based heavily on an identification of law with rhetoric which is more in tune with the conception of deconstruction as an interpretive technique 
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or method than with the alternative conception embraced here. Weinrib'a lq.J 
formalism, on the other hand, places substantial reliance on the rationality of Ia-, and is thus vulnerable to a Derridean charge of undue "logocentrism." Aceor.t. ingly, in assessing the suitability of Fish's and Weinrib's theories for pufJIOtea of 
elaborating an interpretive practice consistent with a conception of law aa ._. 
bracing deconstruction, emphasis will be placed on those features of the � 
theories which seem most compatible with the alternative conception of c1ecoa. 
struction adopted in this article. 

58. Fish, supra note 55. 
59. Id. 
60. Weinrib, supra note 53, at 1 002-03. 
6 1 .  See id. at 1 003. 
62. Fish, supra note 55. 
63. Id. 
64. ld. 
65. ld. 
66. ld. 
67. ld. 
68. ld. 
69. ld. 
70. Restatement (Second) of Contracts S71 comment a ( 1 979). Consideration hu IIIII 

been described as the "element of exchange required for a contract to be cufon:l. 
able as a bargain." ld. 

7 1 .  Fish, supra note 55. 
72. ld. 
73. Typically, the pa"ies exchange promises of future performance, or such a promile 

in exchange for a present performance. 
74. Under modern contract law, the mutuality of bargained-for exchange muat OCIC18" 

in the present tense of the entering into the agreement. Under pre-modem c:oacraa 
law, in contrast, a past benefit conferred upon a promisor was deemed adeqalll 
consideration for his or her subsequent promise to become legally bindins- See 
Rosenfeld, Contract and justice, supra note 27, at 829. As a matter of faa, •[t)hc 
old doctrine of consideration was presumably an attempt to confine legitiJDIII 
contractual transactions within some broad parameters of fairness." Id. 

75. Fish, supra note 55. 
76. ld. 
77. ld. 
78. 

79. 

For example, when a person enters a restaurant and orders food, it can be �  
ably inferred that the intention of both the patron and the restaurant owner 11 10 
exchange the ordered meal for the price of that meal calculated by reference 10 
the menu that the patron consulted before ordering. 
See, e.g., Continental Forest Prods., Inc. v. Chandler Supply Co., 95 Idaho 739• 
743, 5 1 8  P.2d 1201,  1205 ( 1 974). 
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SJ. This act is "purely presentn in that it is lifted out of the flow of historical events 
and has no past or future. Indeed, the decisionmaker's decision is legitimated be
cause of the decisionmaker's present authority rather than because of any links to 
past or future writings. 

S4. See A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations 
477-78 (E. Cannan ed. 1 976). For a more extended discussion of Adam Smith's 
views and of the morals of the marker, see Rosenfeld, Contract and Justice, supra 
nore 27, at 873-77. 

S5. To rhe extent that individuals are naturally inclined ro pursue their self-interest, it 
rna\" sound odd to speak of an "obligationn ro act out of self-interest. Neverthe
les;, if one is willing to admit that it is possible for individuals ro chose ro act out 
of motivations other rhan self-inreresr, then it is nor inconsistent ro claim rhar rhe 
individual has a moral obligation to act our of self-interest even though he or she 
mighr be naturally inclined ro do so in most cases. Cf. L. Dumont, From Mande
ville ro Marx 61  ( 1 977) (" [E)conomics escapes rhe fetters of general morality only 
ar rhe price of assuming a normative character of irs own.n). 

86. According ro Smith's theory, while in rhe economic sphere the individual must act 
out of sel f-inreresr, in other spheres he or she musr act our of sympathy. See A. 
Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments ( 1976). Notwithstanding these differ
ences, however, Smith derives borh rhe morals of rhe marker and rhe morals of 
sympathy from a single moral vision predicated on utilitarian values. 

87. Unger, supra note 5, ar 625. 
88. For a more comprehensive discussion of rhis point see Rosenfeld, Contract and 

justice, supra note 27, ar 827-32. 
89. Promises ro make a gift which are unenforceable as lacking consideration, on rhe 

other hand, are generally motivated by altruistic rather than self-interested con
cerns. Accordingly, consistent wirh Smith's analysis, such promises are less likely 
ro promote rhe economic common good rhan promises purely motivated by self
Interest. 

90. Under this hypothesis, the proper function of contract law is to enforce exchange 
agreements motivated by self-interest. Consideration is a principal means to as
sure thar contract fulfills irs proper function, particularly in less developed mar· 
kets where the subjective expression of self-interest by an agent is likely to be the 
best available evidence of rhar agent's self-interest. In fully developed markets 
where no single individual has a perceptible influence on the exchange value of 
commodities, however, an agent to a transaction may nor always be the besr judge 
of his or her own self-interest with respect to a given exchange transaction. Accordingly, contracts implied in law may be justified as a means ro secure the pro
mouon of an individual's self-interest where that individual is nor in rhe position 
to he the best j udge of his or her own self-interest. 

9 1 . Unger, for example, has argued that modem contract doctrine has been defined by vision and countervision, involving on the one hand freedom of contract and 
market values, and on the other, communirarian values and fairness. See Unger, 
'Upra note 5, at 6 16-33. Moreover, in the context of a conflict between moral 
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visions, law may well be more indeterminate and more incoherent than when it . 
firmly anchored in a single moral vision. Thus, it may be that consideration an: contracts implied in law respectively embody conflicting moral visions, and that 
no valid internal connections could be drawn between these two legal doctrine.. 
But in that case the failure is not with legal doctrine or legal interpretation, bat 
with the lack of a unified moral perspective. 

92. Another plausible hypothesis is that the moral vision that encompasses the IIIOraJa 
of the market has become so eroded that contract law as a distinct and inclepeo. 
dent body of mutually consistent legal doctrines has disintegrated. This h� 
is endorsed by the proponents of the death of contract thesis. Sec, e.g., P. Atiylh, 
The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract ( 1979); G. Gilmore, The Death of 
Contract ( 1 974). Under this hypothesis the doctrine of consideration may 1eea1 
incoherent but that would be because of the collapse of its moral folllldaaoa 
rather than because of any inherent problem with legal doctrine as such. 

93. Thus, consistent with Fish's vision, there is a parallel between the appropriaajoa 
by law as a practice (through incorporation and transformation) of materiall fmm 
other practices such as morals and politics, and the appropriation by the priCib 
of theory of legal materials such as legal doctrines as subject matters for nal���o 
tion. 

94. Compare C. Perelman, The Idea of Justice and the Problem of Argumeat 16 
( 1 963) (according to the principle of formal justice "beings of one and the lillie 
category must be treated the same way") with Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U.S. 762, 
780 ( 1 980) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (The equal protection clause of the Four
teenth Amendment does not require "that all persons must be treated alib. 
Rather, its general principle is that persons similarly situated should be trelllll 
similarly."). 

95. Cf. Fallon, A Constructivist Coherence Theory of Constitutional lnterprewioa. 
100 Harv. l. Rev. 1 1 89, 1 1 89-90 ( 1 987) (the practice of constitutional interpre
tation recognizes the relevance of at least five types of arguments, including "ftlac 
arguments" making claims about justice, morality or social policy). 

96. See, e.g., id. at 1 205. 
97. This question has been at the hean of the affirmative action cases decided by die 

Supreme Coun. See M. Rosenfeld, Affirmative Action and Justice: A Philosophical 
and Constitutional Inquiry, ch. 7 ( 1 99 1 )  [hereafter Affirmative Action];  Rosenfeld, 
Decoding Richmond, supra note 2. 

98. See Fallon, supra note 95, at 1 205-06. 
99. For a more extensive analysis of the relationship between the practice of phiiOIO' 

phy and that of constitutional interpretation in the context of the equal prorectioG 
clause, see M. Rosenfeld, Affirmative Action, supra note 97, at ch. 6. 

100. See Weinrib, supra note 53, at 95 1 .  
10 1 .  l d .  a t  1014. 
102. ld. 
103. See id. at 1004-05. 
104. ld. at 1 0 1 1 .  
105. ld. 
1 06. See supra text accompanying notes 59-60. 



0.., See Weinrib, supra note 53, at 980, 984. I , . 

108 .  Jd. at 977. 

I09. See id. 

1 10. See id. at 978. 

I l l . Jd. 

1 12. Jd. at 999. 

l l3. Jd. at 988. 

U4. Jd. at 994. 

l iS. Jd. at 997. 

1 16. See id. at 993. 

l l7. See id. at 989. 

US. See is. at 989. 

1 19. See id. at 990. 
120. See id. at 99 1-92. 
121 .  ld. 
122. Id. 
123. Id. at 99 1 .  
124. Id. 
125. See id. at 1 009. 
126. ld. at 1009-10. 
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127. See Brudner, supra note 15, at 1 168-81 .  Since I agree, on the whole, with Brud
ner's incisive critique of Weinrib's formalism, I only concentrate on those shan
comings of Weinrib's theory that have a direct relevance to the specific concerns 
addressed by this anicle. 

128. See id. at 1 1 73. 
129. ld.  at 1 178-81 .  
130. Just as i n  the context o f  a Smithian market economy where morals are not ex

pelled from the marketplace (see supra text accompanying notes 84-86), a vision 
of corrective j ustice as applying exclusively to a regime of negative rights is not 
apolitical. Instead it is informed by the panicular morals and politics that underly 
the free market economy. 

l3 t .  It rna y be objected that in a feudal society distributions of benefits and burdens would not be conceived in terms of distributive justice. Even conceding this point, the fact remains that there is no logical impediment against a feudal conception of distributive justice such as the one outlined here. 132· It may be objected that from the standpoint of adjudication, both forms of justice must be viewed as backward-looking given the very structure of adjudication. Upon reflection, however, this objection misses the mark. Corrective justice seeks to recapture the past whereas distributive justice-whether oriented towards a 
past, present or future moment-construes all points in time upon which it fo
cuses as presents looking into the future. As an illustration, consider the following 
example. A municipality has as a distributive rule that each of its adult members 
15 entitled to be provided by government with housing having a market value of 
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550,000, and a corrective rule that a victim of intentional wrongdoing is entitled 
to full compensation in kind or in the market value equivalent of his or her Jo.. 
by the wrongdoer. Suppose now that A collected her SSO,OOO government 111� 
and invested $50,000 of her own money to have a 5 100,000 house built. After A has moved into her new house, B, an arsonist, burns it to the ground. A COuld lilt 
B and obtain S 1 00,000 in damages under corrective justice. In that case, the jQ. 
dicial objective would be to recreate as nearly as possible the moment p� the wrongdoing in a ritualized anempt to erase that act of wrongdoing. 0u the 
other hand (assuming that B is destitute), A could bring an action to establish that 
she is (distributively) entitled to a $50,000 housing subsidy (even though abe h.a 
already received such a subsidy in the past). In this laner case, appl)'ins lept  
norms derived from distributive justice, the judge would have to focus on two Pllt 
moments: that of the destruction of A's house by arson and the earlier m�ia 
which she received her original housing subsidy. But such judicial focua 00 lhe 
past would not be for purposes of reinstating the past (as the judge in thit laioa 
docs not seek to put A in the position to have a new S 100,000 house similar 1111 
the one she owned prior to the arson). Instead, it would be for purposes of c�et�r. 
mining whether these judicially framed past events give rise to a present cnlide
ment to a future distribution. 

133.  For a discussion of the argument that the implementation of corrective or GilD' 
pensatory justice is necessary to bunress the achievements of distributive jllllice 
in the face of violations of distributive entitlements, see M. Rosenfeld, Afliraw:iw 
Action, supra note 97, at ch. 1 .  

1 34. To illustrate these points, let us consider the example o f  a breach o f  CODtniCL 
Suppose that the buyer in a contract for the sale of goods refuses to pay the lelllr 
after receipt of the goods in accordance with the terms of the contract. VJhilc it 
seems obvious that corrective justice requires that the buyer compensate the seDer 
for the buyer's breach of contract, it is not self-evident what the measure of 
ages should be. Should it be the contract price? The market price of the ... l 
Or, the "justft or "fairft price for such goods? Moreover, stipulation thauhe • 
jective of corrective justice is the simultaneous wiping out of the wrongdoiD& of 
the defendant and of the suffering of the plaintiff through an award of damiiP 
does not suffice to establish the proper measure of damages. It might be interjeclld 
that it is obvious that the contract price is the proper measure of damagea. lii!CI 
payment of the contract price as damages would put buyer and seller in r:bc poli
tion in which they would have been absent any breach. Upon careful considera
tion, however, it should become apparent that the contract price only affords the 
proper measure of damages if it is (distributively) just (or at least not unjUJC). 
Thus, if under the applicable overall principle of justice, the market price of goods 
is deemed just, then if the contract price in question happens greatly to exceed": 
market price it would be unjust and could not provide the proper measure 
damages in the breach of contract case. Strictly speaking, in the laner case die 
collection of that portion of the contract price which is in excess of the m�d 
price would itself constitute wrongdoing calling for compensation. And in vaefl 
of the two wrongdoings involved-namely, the buyer's failure to pay for � 
goods, and the seller's anempt to collect that portion of the contract price whach 
is in excess of the market price-corrective justice would require (as the si�ul':; 
neous erasure of both wrongs) that the buyer defendant pay the market pnoe 
the goods as damages to the seller plaintiff. In short, since the measure of dam•� 
depends on what counts as a wrongdoing under a particular criterion of (ovetP 
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ustice, the relationships rhar come within rhe scope of corrective justice are clearly 
�ediated, and rhe conrenr of corrective justice is itself derived from substantive 
principles of justice inevitably grounde� in

_
pohrics. For an extensive di�ussion of 

the relationshap berween contract and Jusnce, mcludmg rhe relanonshap berween 
corrective or compensatory and distributive justice in rhe conrexr of contract, see 
Rosenfeld, Contract and Justice, supra nore 27. 

J 35. See supra note 50 and accompanying rexr. 

136. See, e.g., Schneider, The Dialectic of Rights and Politics: Perspectives From rhe 
Women's Movement, 6 1  N.Y.U. L. Rev. 589, 644-48 ( 1 986) (discussing emer· 
gence of legal rights of bartered women). 

137. See supra rexr accompanying notes 1 08-09. 

1 38. See supra rexr following note 1 29. 
J39. Jd.; d. Cornell, Institutionalization of Meaning, Recollective Imagination, and the 

Porenrial for Transformative Legal lnrerpreration, 1 36 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1 1 35, 1 162 
n.95 ( 1988) ("Derrida brilliantly demonstrated rhe constitutive power of rhe past 
at rhe same time rhar he has also shown why !:he 'present' evaporates as an in
terpretive category, leaving us instead wirh rhe promise of !:he future implicit in a 
pasr never capable of being made present ro irself.n). 

140. Corrective justice's propensity ro (re)tum every here and now inro a pasr is vividly 
illusrrared by cases in which rhe plaintiff seeks prospective (compensatory) relief, 
such as those involving a petition for an injunction. Suppose a defendant places a 
crane in front of !:he plaintiff's house and declares rhat he intends ro demolish rhe 
house. Plaintiff rhen sues defendant and seeks a preliminary injunction ordering 
rhe defendant nor ro destroy rhe house. In a sense, rhe judge who must decide rhe 
case, is asked to "resroren a status quo rhar has nor yer been disrupted. Moreover, 
ro rhe extent rhar rhe grant of rhe injunction musr be predicated on a judicial 
6nding of future likelihood of rhe threatened action by rhe defendant causing rhe 
plaintiff an irreparable harm (see J. Friedenrhal, M. Kane and A. Miller, Civil 
Procedure 703 [ 1 985], rhe judge must rrear rhe here and now as if ir were a pasr, 
and determine, based on his or her inrerprerarion of rhe l ikelihood of future 
evenrs, whether such present as past ought ro be rewritten as if ir had been already 
disrupted. 

141 . See supra rexr following note 24. 
142. To avoid rhe sense of arbitrariness rhar follows from irs seemingly ad hoc mode 

of l!perarion, purely political justice may appeal ro rhe precepts of some unwritten 
natural law. Given rhat for deconstruction, speech is a form of writing, ir does nor matter rhar natural law is nor acrually wrirren law. Accordingly, depending on rhe 
anual circumstances involved, natural law may or may nor be deemed ro form Part of a community's law. Where natural law is properly part of a community's law, and where political justice can be justified in terms of such natural law, polir
acal )usrice may be legitimately viewed as essentially reducible ro legal justice. 

143 · Sec supra rexr following nore 1 29. 
144· U. Swann v. Charlorre-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 ( 1 97 1 )  (busang children for purposes of achieving racial desegregation of public schools is 

constitutionally permissible). 
145 s 
1 

· ee supra notes 1 20, 1 2 1  and accompanying rexr. 
46· l'or example, suppose rhere is a general consensus rhar distributive justice requires 
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the allocation of socially produced goods in proportion to each individual'a llllb. 
jectively felt needs. Under those circumstances, it seems perfectly natural to i 
pose an ethical duty against claiming entitlements to goods which are not nee: 
sary to satisfy one's subjectively felt needs. But by the same token, it rnay be 
inadvisable to impose a similar legal duty, because of the severe difficultiea Or 
distasteful burdens-ie., the need to use lie detector tests to insure that clai1111 do 
not exceed subjectively felt needs-which the requisite mechanism of external 
enforcement needed to sustain legal duties would inevitably have to produce. 

147. The call involved here is, of course, the ethical call of deconstruction which ia
volves a substantive ethical prescription, and which must be distinguished froa. 
ethics in general understood as a practice relying on internal constraints and laDe· 
tions. 
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Judgment After the Fall 

Barbara Herrnstein Smith 

MACINTYRE'S FALL AND JUDGMENT TYPOLOGY 

It is a commonplace of traditional value theory that there are two 
fundamentally distinct types of evaluative discourse, one exemplified 
by statements such as "I like it," "I want to do it," or "I think so," the 
other by statements such as " It is beautiful," "It is right," or "It is 
true," the first expressing a subjective and merely personal preference 
(or desire or opinion), the second constituting an impersonal judg
ment of the objective value (aesthetic, moral, or cognitive) of some
thing and thereby rightfully claiming universal validity. A key instance 
(and perhaps the founding one) of the distinction was developed by 
Kant in the opening pages of the Critique of Judgement. • A lay version 
of it is the familiar observation that, since one can say " It's good, but 
I don't l ike it" and "I like it though I know it's no good," it must be 
because we intu itively recognize and/or "our language embodies" a 
fundamental difference between personal feelings and objective value.2 

These distinctions also operate crucially in Alisdair Macintyre's 
After Virtue, a meditation on the alleged decline of moral discourse 
and practice in modern times.1 Early in his first chapter, Macintyre contrasts two kinds of reply to the question "Why should I do soand-so ? "  
f Repl y # 1 has a form such as " Because I wish it," the "reason-giving orce " of which, Macintyre observes, is confined to "the personal context of the utterance." 4 It depends, he writes, "on certain characteris;•cs Possessed [by the speaker] at the time of hearing or otherwise ea rn ing of the utterance by [the listener]." ·1 These confining contexts a�d characteristics are exemplified, in his discussion, by situations 
w ere the speaker is a police or army officer who has power or au-

2 1 1  
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thority over the listener or where the listener loves or fears or wants something from the speaker. In contrast to this, the reason-givin 
force of Reply 2, which has a form such as "Because it is your dufy! 
i s  said by  Macintyre not to be so  confined but, on  the contrary, to be 
altogether unconditional, quite independent of who utters it or, be 
adds, even whether it is uttered at all. He continues: 

Moreover the appeal [of a statement such as "Because it is your 
duty"] is to a type of consideration which is independent of the 
relationship between speaker and hearer. Its use presupposes the 
existence of impersonal criteria-the existence, independently of 
the preferences or attitudes of speaker and hearer, of standards of 
justice or generosity or duty. The particular link between the con
text of utterance and the force of the reason-giving which always 
holds in the case of expressions of personal preferences or desire is 
severed in the case of moral and other evaluative utterances. • 

According to Macintyre, the emotive theory of value judgmena, 
which he explains as the view that expressions such as "It is good• 
really mean " I  like it and urge it on or recommend it to you," 

is dedicated to characterizing as equivalent in meaning two kinds 
of expression which . . .  derive their distinctive function in our lan
guage in key part from the contrast and difference between them. I 
have already suggested that there are good reasons for distinguish
ing between what I called expressions of personal preference and 
evaluative (including moral) expressions . . . .  · 

Therefore, he concludes, the emotive theory is really "a theory aboul 
the use-understood as purpose or function-of members of a certain 
class of expressions rather than about their meaning-understood II 
including all that Frege intended by 'sense' and 'reference.' "8 

Macintyre goes on to posit the remarkable hypothesis on which the 
major argument of After Virtue is subsequently constructed: 

Clearly the argument so far shows that when someone utters a 
moral judgment such as "This is right" or "This is good," it does 
not mean the same as " I  approve of this; do so as well" or "Hurrah 
for this!" . . .  [ I f  it could be demonstrated] that in using such sen· 
tences to say whatever they mean, the agent was in fact doing noth· 
ing other than expressing his feelings or attitudes and attempting 
to influence the feelings and attitudes of others . . .  [ , )  it would fol
low that the meaning and the use of moral expressions were, or at 
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the very least had become, radically discrepant with each other. 
r-,kaning and use would be at odds in such a way that meaning 
would tend to conceal use. We could nor safely infer what someone 
who unered a moral judgment was doing merely by listening to 
what he said. Moreover the agent himself might . . .  be assured that 
he was appealing to independent impersonal criteria, when all that 
he was in face doing was expressing his feelings to others in a ma
nipulative way. How might such a phenomenon come to occur?• 

How indeed? Or, rather, we might ask, in accord with what concep
tion of language could the occurrence of any such phenomenon come 
ro be imagined? 

The significant features of that conception become dear as Mac
Intyre develops his "philosophical/historical" narrative, which goes as 
follows. 10 When all was well and there were still objective standards 
accepted by all the members of the polis (with a few exceptions about 
which nothing further need be said), moral discourse was such that 
there was always a dependable correspondence between (a) what 
moral expressions said and meant in themselves, and (b) what the 
people who used those expressions meant by them, and believed they 
were doing with them, and really did with them. In such a rime, a 
listener could "safely infer" what someone was doing with a moral 
expression "merely by listening" to what that person said. And, in 
those good days gone, there was no confusion between expressions 
(or sentences) such as "I like it" and others such as " It is good." 1 1 The 
first, which in itself expresses some purely personal preference, was then used only to express purely personal preferences; the second, 
which presupposes impersonal standards and in itself embodies an 
appeal to them, was used only to appeal to such standards. 

Now, alas, the story continues, all is schism and confusion: that 
which was once one and united is now many and fractured� those 
things which once corresponded and matched are now "discrepant" and "at odds";  and that which was once dear and dependable has become cloudy and shifting. Now what passes for morality is an "unharmonious melange of ill-assorted fragments," 1 2  and there is no established way of deciding between conflicting claims. Now " 'virtue' 
�d ' justice' and 'piety' and 'duty' and even 'ought' have become other t an they once were," 1 3 so that " [m]oral judgments lose any dear �tarus and the sentences which express them . . .  lose any undebatable meaning." 1 4  Now people still say "It  is good" and think they mean " It Is good," but, without knowing it, they are really doing only what People used to do when they said "I like it" or "I want it," namely tJcpressing their own feelings and trying to get other people to feel, 
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do, or believe certain things. And everyone is deceived: listeners art 
deceived about what speakers are doing; speakers are self-deceivect about what they themselves are doing; and moral philosophers art 
either deceived, complacent, or complicitous. 1 5  

Macintyre wants to remind us  what i t  was like before after-virtue, 
and is still like in a few places (he indicates specifically, "among . . 
some Catholic I rish, some Orthodox Greeks and some Jews of an Or� 
thodox persuasion, . . .  in Scotland . . .  [and in] Protestant communi
ties in the United States, especially perhaps those in or from the 
South") ,  16 and what, in our heart of hearts, the rest of us really wish 
it were like again. We reveal that we wish it by the very fact that we 
still say things such as " It is good," " It is right," and "Because it is 
your duty." For, even though we are using those expressions only to 
disguise from each other and from ourselves what we are really doiNg, 
that is, expressing our merely personal preferences and desires in ma
nipulative ways, nevertheless, because those expressions in themselva 
embody impersonal appeals to objective standards, our very uu of 
them "expresses at least an aspiration to be or to become rational in 
this area of our lives." 1 7  

The question that must be asked of this as  of any other account of 
the Fall is not merely whether, with respect to every posited prelapsar
ian element, anything ever did or could happen that way but, no less 
importantly, whether, with respect to every deplored postlapsariiD 
element, anything ever did or could happen otherwise. Thus, here, the 
significant questions would be whether expressions ever mean thinJs 
"in themselves," whether anyone ever deduced motives directly &om 
verbal forms, whether judgments could ever have undebatable mean· 
ing, and whether there is any use of  language that does not try to get 
people to feel, do, and believe certain things. 

The answer is, in every case here, no. What must be stressed is that 
no verbal form has meaning or force in itself-or ever did have, even 
before the Fall. Nothing is "in" the form. Everything is "in" the verb� 
agents themselves, specifically in their tendencies to produce certaJII 
verbal forms under certain conditions and to respond to them in ccr· 
tain ways: tendencies that are themselves the corporeally inscribed 
traces of the differential consequences of those agents' prior use� 0�• 
and responses to, those particular (which is to say, more or less stlfllf 
Jar) forms. Our verbal tendencies are, in other words, the product5.0 
our personal histories as verbal creatures. The general dynarn� 
through which a listener comes to respond in some way to a so-ca�l • 
impersonal and unconditional (or "context-independent" or "obi�_ tive")  judgment such as "Murder is wrong," "Es ist schon," or "8°51 
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is business" is no different from the dynamics through which he ness d h f . . 
he comes to respon to any ot er type o statement, mcludmg such or s I" d h · d' · I " b d l icirlv "persona an ot erw1se con mona , context- oun ," or eXP . " "I b k'l l " "I . h .. ubjective statements as am a out to 1 you, or JUSt appen s 

find it appeal ing," or "For my money, business is business." to 
We are quite familiar by now with the idea that any utterance (or, 

f course, text or, in Derrida's sense, "writing") can, in principle, be 
�severed" from the conditions of its production, including the inten
tions and identity or other "characteristics" of the speaker. There is, 
however, no "type" of expression that is characteristically so severed, 
and none, even the most Mosaic or otherwise oracular in form (and 
even where evidently anonymous), the "force" of which operates with 
the sort of autonomy that Macintyre claims as criteria for "evaluative 
(including moral) expressions." The alleged degeneracy and homesick
ness of contemporary moral thought cannot be exhibited in the dis
parity between "the meaning" or moral expressions and "our use" of 
them because there is not and cannot be any such disparity. Expres
sions such as "It is right," "It is good," and "Murder is wrong" cannot 
embody objectivist appeals in spite of how they are being used be
cause, aside from how they are being used, there is no way for them 
to embody anything at all. To say that an expression has been "sev
ered" from some "original" set of meanings is to say only that it has 
come to be used under a different set of conditions in relation to which 
it now "really means" something else. 1 8  Or, to put this another way, 
the notion of a disparity between the meaning and the use of  a verbal 
form consists simply of privileging one set of conditions of usage over 
another. Commonly, as in Macintyre's case, usages that were current 
at some earlier moment in the life of the community are privileged 
�ver later ones as more authentic, inherent, or proper-or perhaps it 15 here only earlier in the moral theorist's own life and, for that very 
�tas?n, intuitively felt as more fundamental and (this being the crucial 
J lus1on in al l  such cases) as "embodied" in "the forms themselves." 

d The " force," " functions," and "claims" of all judgments and, in-
eed, of all statements (or "expressions")  are conditional, contingent, a�d variable. To be sure, the ranges of conditions tend to become rela�Jvely confined and the variability relatively stabilized within particu ar verbal communities (that is, among groups of verbally interacting a�ents) .  But these confinements and stabilizations are the emergent 

;h elt� of the interactive practices of the members of the community 
ti e�selves; they are not the product of some essential /residual seman
c; force " inhering in verbal forms. Moreover, plausible situations n a lways be specified in which forms that tend to operate one way 
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under most conditions would, in fact, operate another quite differ 
way. Thus, there are numerous, readily imaginable, circumstan 

ent 
under which an explicit "expression of personal preference," such ces 
" It's just my cup of tea," could be replaced by an apparently " irn� 
sonal and objective" form, such as " It's absolutely the greatest ever• 
with very little difference in function, force, or claim-and, in th� 
senses, "meaning." Indeed, the supposed binary distinctions between 
judgment types can always be observed to break down in verbal prac. 
tice, for any verbal form can serve any discursive function-evaluative 
or other-under certain circumstances, and each of the two suppos. 
edly contrastive forms will, under some circumstances, serve the func. 
tions, operate with the force, make the claims, and, in those sensa, 
have the meaning that, in classic axiological discourse-typology, art 
the distinguishing features of the other one. 

As should be clear, the point of this analysis is not that there are 110 
differences among the various verbal forms or discourse types dichot
omized in traditional value theory: it is, rather, that there are multiple 
differences, that they are not only and always contrastive, that they 
include many that are not commonly cited, and that those commonly 
cited must be described otherwise. Not only can one not tell from its 
form alone what the force of an evaluative judgment is; one caDDOt 
tell whether an "expression" per se is evaluative at all. Any verbal 
form ("How odd !"  " Is this the one you brought back from Rome?• 
" It's 1 0  o'clock, already-let's go," "Don't forget your umbrella•) 
can, under some conditions, operate for a listener as a mark and sip 
of a speaker's "personal preferences," and there is a virtually unlim
ited range of forms ("cool," "the pits," " •  • • ," "XXX") throuP 
which someone can offer (and be understood to be offering) what is 
idiomatically termed an "objective" observation of the value of some
thing or an "impersonal" estimate of its value for other people. More
over, even such apparently simple and meager forms as appear jn � 
examples just cited may be, for certain listeners, expressively and � 
formationally quite subtle and specific: as, for example, when the lis
tener has subtle and specific prior knowledge of the speaker's tas':i 
interests, and, especially, his or her verbal habits, or (as in rra 
guides or published film ratings) where the reader can interpret sy': 
bois such as " •  • • "  or "XXX" in accord with some more or less ela 
orate "key" that he or she has already learned. These cases, hoW� 
are not very different from those in which judgments are framed r 
more explicitly elaborated forms and, in fact, represent the ways tb• 
"expressions" of all "types" inevitably operate. 
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It was noted above that the partic_ul�r }�xical, synr�ctic, and modal 
of the judgment (e.g., whether It IS , .ee, you m1ght try The Blue �:n Diner-all the fellows at the office go there" as opposed to " It's 

h best restaurant in town" ;  or " I  think it's awful to hurt other pevple t e d "li . " . M I d !"berately " as oppose to orture 1s wrong ; or, as m ac nt· ·re's 
e:;mples of justifi�a�ions, "Do i! because I want �ou to" as �PP?sed 

"Do it because 1t IS your duty ) may be responsive to, and md1cate tO . b I d "fi . Th . 
a listener, vanous su t e an spec1 c circumstances. e nrcum-

:�ances thus responded to-and more or less effectively indicated to a 
listener-are by no means confined, however, to features of the ob
jectS or practices being evaluated or what is commonly and currently 
spoken of as the "referents" �f an eval�ative utter�nce. Indeed, �hat 
is crucially obscured by class1c referential conceptions of "meanmg" 
is the heterogeneity of the conditions that may be thus responded to 
and indicated, including the evaluator's specific social /political rela
tionship to those he addresses and the general structure of motives 
that elicits and shapes his interaction with them-e.g., whether the 
speaker is someone's "superior officer" or her "lover," and whether he 
"fears" the listener or "wants something from" her, or whether the 
listener "fears" or "wants something from" him: differences of rela
tionship and motive that Macintyre obscures by lumping them to
gether as contaminating or confining "personal" and "contextual" 
conditions in contrast to what he posits as the altogether "uncondi
tioned" productions of putatively "genuine" moral judgments and 
justifications. 

The formal features of a verbal judgment also respond to-and can 
indicate more or less well to a listener-such other subtle conditions 
as the speaker's beliefs concerning the extensiveness and stability of 
t�e circumstances under which his judgment would be applicable and �Is assumptions concerning the nature of his listeners' interest in his 
IUdg�ent. While it is unlikely that any of these conditions could be 
specifically articulated as such by the speaker or his listeners, they are �vertheless what both (or all) of them will have learned in learning, 
t r�ugh prior verbal interactions with other people in their shared ver_ al community, the more or less recurrent conditions of usage of 
vahnous verbal forms-which is, of course, why judgments (or any or e 

B 
r types of utterance) have any " force" at all. 

el because of other general aspects of communication that I cannot 
di�e�

rat_e here, particularly_ those involving th� inevitable
_ 
disp 

.. 
arities, 

sp en�.:es, and asymmetnes between what 1s "transmitted by a eaker and "received" by a listener, 1� a listener cannot (and never 
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could, even before rhe Fall) " infer" any of rhese matters-or anVth;. 
else-"safely" from rhe form of a judgment. Non-identity,' -.... 
recovery, non-duplication, unpredictability, and uncontrollabilltylloq. 
ineradicable structural features of all verbal transactions. To th Itt 
tent, however, that certain verbal practices tend to occur with :0: 
regularity in a verbal community, we may observe certain relative � 
lihoods-matters of more-or-less and of statistical probability . 
the formal features of value judgments offered under, and in r� 
to, various conditions. For example, (and in the verbal communities 
with which most readers of this paper would be familiar), (a) the 
broader and more stable the range of conditions under which IOIDt
one believes the judgment he offers would be applicable, (b) the IDOft 
extensive the set of people for whom he believes it would be appro
priable, (c) the more closely he believes his relevant interests, perapec. 
tives, expectations, assumptions, etc. coincide with those of his im
mediate audience, and (d) rhe more confident he is in his own beliefs 
concerning all these matters, the more likely it is that the judgmem be 
offers will take the form of an "unconditioned" statement and hcacz 
appear to be an "impersonal" judgment appealing to "objective stu
dards" :  "Simply great," "Simply false," "A beautiful shot," "Tbe bat 
novel she's ever written," "A vile, immoral act," ere. Conversely, (a) 
the narrower and/or more unstable he believes the range of applica· 
bility of the judgment to be, (b) rhe more confined and distinctive lhc 
set of people for whom he suspects it would be appropriable, (c) lhr 
more divergent he believes his personal interests, perspectives, expec
tations, etc. to be from those of his immediate audience, and (d) the 
more unsure he is of his abiliry to gauge any or all of these accurauly, 
rhe more likely ir is that he will qualify its utterance accordingly
phrasing it, perhaps, in highly guarded and conditional terms ("Grell 
. . .  for such-and-such people," "True . . .  under such-and-such con
ditions," "Honorable . . .  assuming such-and-such convictions: ctt-l 
or, perhaps, framing it as a "merely personal" preference or opiJlioll 
("Well, anyway, / like it, . . .  think so, . . .  feel that way about . .," ete-l· 

Thus (and contrary to much " linguistic intuition" and K:o•l�·� � 
parent supposition),20 when someone makes a formally uncor�•:;,. 
and otherwise unqualified evaluative statement (it's nifty, it's. �a atJ1 
ing, es ist schon, etc. ), the fact that she does not name exphett�Y rsa' 
limiting group of people need not imply that she is claiming u �-.re bt 
validity for the judgment or takes the agreement of "everybo�Y d.er. 
rhe ideal condition of its appropriability. It may be and often tS, ra �
because she believes the defining features of the unspecified_ but n bt 
theless specific set of people for whom the judgment is hkeiY to 
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riable are already more o r  less accurately taken for granted by 
apPr��eners : commonly enough as defining a set consi�ting of h�rself, 
her hose l isteners themselves, plus all other people ltke them m the 
plus t

nt respects (e.g., lovers of new wave music, students of ci1 ..:matic 
retev�ecrronic engineers, communicants of the Catholic Church, proart.i�nal people of means and leisure, etc. ), but also quite often as 
fes5 or Jess inferable from the verbal /textual (and other) context of 
�orJudgment (e.g., the book review section of The New Yorker as 
/onguished from that of Popular Mechanics, or the current Michelin 
��ide to Italy rather than a 1 950 edition of How to See Europe on 
SS a Day, or the policy recommendations of a sociological study of 
teenage pregnancy rather than a Vatican Encyclical). The s'leaker's 
beliefs concerning what her audience assumes and infers .aay, of 
course, be mistaken, but the possibility of error of that kind is an 
ineradicable condition of all verbal transactions and does not under
mine the appropriability of value judgments-or their "force," "valid
ity," "truth value," or interest of any other kind-any more than that 
of any other type of utterance. 

Here, as elsewhere, the deconstruction of a classic dualistic distinc
tion does not, as commonly feared and charged, yield a flattening, 
collapse, or reduction: the undoing of the opposition of "subjective, 
conditioned" and "objective, unconditioned" is not (as in Mac
lntyre's-and other philosophers'-production of "emotivism")  
equivalent to making all value judgments the expression of mere per
sonal preference. Rather, the unsettling of pure, polarized extremity 
opens the possibility-and recognition-of infinite internal differen
tiation: not "good, . . .  true, . . .  beautiful" (etc.) either "for myself 
alone" or "for everybody," but, rather, "for myself plus these more or �s specific other people," or "though not for myself, yet probably for 

ese other people" -and, to be sure, sometimes, "perhaps only for 
myself" and "for, as I insist and demand, everybody." 

lliE VALUE OF VALUE JUDGMENTS 

"The work is physically small-1 8  by 1 3  inches-but massive and d isturb ingly expressive in impact." 

"She's a . b h • . . . , samt, ut t at s JUSt my opm10n. :'r'es, i f you 're looking for a teachable text; no, if you want the osr current research." 
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"Absolutely beautiful, though not, of course, for all tastes." 

"Suggested Supplementary Readings" 

"XXX" 

Value judgments appear to be among the most fundamental fonna 
of social communication and also among the most primitive bene&. 
of social interaction. It appears, for example, that insects and birds 11 
well as mammals signal to other members of their group, by SOllie 
form of specialized overt behavior, not only the location but also the 
"quality" of a food supply or territory. And, creatures such as we are, 
we too not only produce but also eagerly solicit from each other hom, 
as it might be said, "expressions of personal sentiment" (How do �  
like it?) and "objective judgments of value" (Is it any good?). We • 
licit them because, although neither will (for nothing can) give 111 
knowledge of any determinate value of an object, both may let • 
know, or-and this will be significant here-at least appear to let 
us know, other things that we could find interesting and useful. 

It is evident, for example, that other people's reports of how well 
certain things have gratified them, though "mere expressions of their 
subjective likes and dislikes," will nevertheless be interesting to Ul if 
we ourselves-as artists, perhaps, or manufacturers, or cooks-haw 
produced those objects, or-as parents, perhaps, or potential aao
ciates-we have an independently motivated interest in the curreDI 
states of those people or in the general structure of their tastes aad 
preferences. Also, no matter how magisterially delivered and widl 
what attendant claims or convictions of universality, unconditionaliq, 
impersonality or objectivity, any assertion of "the value" of some ob
ject or practice can always be unpacked as a judgment of its C011,.,. 
gent value and appropriated accordingly: that is, as that speakers' ob
servation and/or estimate of how well that object or practice. 
compared to others of the same (implicitly defined) type, has per
formed and/or is likely to perform some particular (even though un
stated) desired/able functions21 for some particular (even though onlY 

implicitly defined) subject or set of subjects under some particular 
(even though not specified) set or range of conditions. 

Any evaluation, then, no matter what its manifest syntactic ford't 
ostensible "validity claim," and putative propositional status, ma� 
of social value in the sense of being appropriable by other people .. _ .. � 
actual value of a particular evaluation, however, will itself be h15';'"' 
contingent, depending on such variables as the specific social and � 
stitutional context in which it is produced, the specific social and Jl1 
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. utional relationship between the speaker and his listener(s), the 
stJt f · h · d · h · cific structure o mterests t at motivates an constrams t e entJre 
sp�ial /verbal transaction in which the evaluation figures, a vast and 
50 t ultimately numerable or listable set of variables relating to, among 
n�her things, the social, cultural and verbal histories of those involved 
�nd, of course, the particular perspective from which that value is 
being figured. 

We may take note here of the recurrent anxiety/charge/claim-1 re-
fer to it as the Egalitarian Fallacy-that, unless one judgment can be 
said or shown to be more "valid" than another, then all judgments 
must be "equal" or "equally valid." While I am suggesting here that 
no value judgment can be more "valid" than another in the sense of 
an objectively truer statement of the non-contingent value of an object 
or practice ( for these latter concepts are seen as vacuous), it does not 
follow that all value judgments are equally valid. On the contrary, 
what does follow is that the concept of "validity" in that sense is un
available as a parameter by which to measure or compare judgments .. 
It is evident, however, that value judgments can still be evaluated, sti l l  
compared, still seen and said to be "better" or "worse" than each 
other. The point, of course, is that their value-"goodness" or "bad
ness"-must be u nderstood, eval11ated and compared otherwise, that 
is, as something other than "validity" in the objectivist sense. I shall 
return to the point below. 

There is, of course, no way for us to be certain that our associates' 
reports of their personal likes and dislikes are sincere, or that the rat
ings and rankings produced by professional connoisseurs and local 
men and women of taste are, as we might say, "honest" and "objec
tive." Indeed, we may grant more generally that any evaluation, aes
thetic, moral, or otherwise, will be shaped by the speaker's own inter
ests, both as a party to the verbal transaction in which the evaluation 
figures and in other ways as well. It may also be granted that, since 
value is especially subject-variable for certain classes of objects and 
�r�ctices (e.g., artwork, culinary preparations, erotic partners and actlVJtJes) , the appropriability of value ;udgments of such objects and Practices may be correspondingly highly subject-variable. For these reasons, that is, because we do tend to learn that there's no such thing as an honest opinion and that one man's meat is the other's poison, 
�; ty��cal ly su�plement and discount the value judgments we are of-. ed 1 0 the hght," as we say, of knowledge we have from other 
hources : knowledge, for example, of the reviewer's personal and pergaps Idiosyncratic preferences, or the judge's special interests or oblia�ons and thus suspect or clearly compromised motives. 

r, rather, knowledge we think we have. For there is, of course, no 
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way for us to be sure of the accuracy, adequacy, or validity of . supplementary kno":ledge eit
.
her, and we may therefore seek Yet � ther supplementary mformat10n from yet other sources: sorne 

• 

worthy guide to travel guides, perhaps, or a reliable review 0� 
reliability of film reviewers, or an inside tip on what tipsheet to b 
It is clear, however, that there can be no end to this theoretically ul 
nite regress of supplementing the supplements and evaluating the evai. 
uations, just as there is none to that of justifying the justificationa f 
judgments, or grounding the grounds of knowledge of any � 
though, in practice, we do the best we can, all things considered 
at least as far as we know these things, or think we know them. i 
need not linger over the epistemological regress here. What is � 
pertinent to observe is that, in all the respects mentioned, value illdt 
ments are not essentially different from "descriptive" or "factual• 
statements, and that their reliability and objectivity are no more com
promised by these possibilities-or, for that matter, any less co� 
mised by them-than the reliability or objectivity of any other type 
of utterance, from a pathetic plea of a headache to the solemn com
munication of the measurement of a scientific instrument.11 

Though not essentially different, there are, nevertheless, re/atiuedif. 
ferences of various kinds. That is, these types of discourse may be KeD 
not as absolutely distinct by virtue of their radically opposed claims 
to "truth" or "objective validity," but as occupying different positiom 
along a number of relevant continua. Thus, although the value of all 
objects and practices is to some extent subject-variable, the value of 
some objects and practices will be relatively more uniform than otbas 
among the members of some community-as will be, accordingly, tbt 
judgments concerning their value exchanged within that community. 
Similarly, although the conditions under which a particular judgmelll 
or report can be appropriated by other people are always to &CJIIIe 
extent limited, they will be relatively broader for some judgmen�� 
reports than for others. And, as I discuss elsewhere,n although � 
exploitation and oppression are possibilities in any verbal interacao:; 
their occurrence will be relatively better controlled by certain �. 
social and institutional constraints than others. Indeed, the faJnili'l' 
distinctions and contrasts among types of discourse that are at � 
here-that is, between "merely subjective" and "truly objectl:. 
judgments, or between mere value judgments and genuine f�crual dr 
scriptions, or between statements that can and cannot datm. � oi 
value-are no doubt continuously reinforced by the undeniab� 
just such relative differences which, however, in accord with ry;
conceptual operations perhaps endemic to human thought, are 
cally binarized, polarized, absolutized and hierarchized. 
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We Jll .lY rcrurn here brie�y
. �

o the E�ali�arian F�ll�cy, that is, the 

. . th•tt ,1 denial of the poss1b1hty of obJectively vahd Judgments com-
1d�J one ro rhe view that all judgments are "equal," "equally good," 
n·ur; qual ly valid." As noted above, this is a strict non sequitur since, 
ir : rinds "validity" in the objectivist, essentialist sense vacuous, one 
1 onld hardlv be committed to accepting it as a parameter by which to cou · 

asurc or compare judgments, whether as better or worse or as 
�e�ual." What �ee�s 

.
the fallac

.
y i

.
s the co�mon assumpti�n that "va

l 'ditv" in an obJeCtiVISt, essentialist sense IS the only poss1ble measure 1
f the value of utterances. (The Egalitarian Fallacy is thus another 

�lustration of the more general rule that, to the dualist, whatever is 
not dualistic is reductionist; or, If it's not distinguishable by my dual
istic description of differences, then it's the same. )  What the present 
account suggests is that there are other parameters by which the value 
(goodness of badness) of judgments-and, indeed, of all utterances
can be measured and conceived.H 

Value judgments may themselves be considered commodities-use
ful, appropriable, and thus valuable, in numerous ways. Moreover, 
some of them are evidently worth more than others in the relevant 
markets. Thus, the Michelin guides to Italian hotels, restaurants and 
altar paintings have, we might say, a well-attested reputation for ob
jectivity and reliabil ity, at least among certain classes of travelers. This 
is not, however, because there is, after all, just a little bit of objective
or universal subjective-validity to which some judgments can prop
erly lay claim. On the contrary, it may be seen as a consequence of 
precisely those compromising conditions described earlier and 
�ummed up in the lesson that there's no such thing as an honest opin
Ion: no judgment is totally unaffected by the particular social, insti
tutional, and other conditions of its production, and none totally im
mune to the (assumed) interests and desires of its (assumed) 
audience-or, we could say, because it cuts both ways-and that is the Pomt-no judgment is altogether unresponsive to those interests ;nd desi res.  For, if we do not regard them as the regrettable effects of 
allen human nature or as noise in the channels of communication or, 
1� the terms of Jurgen Habermas's account, as "distortions" of the 1 eal �:ond itions, "presupposed" by all genuine speech-acts/1 then we may he herrcr able to see them as the conditions under which all verbal tran\a.:tions take place and which give them-or are, precisely, the 
cc,,,d,tums ol possibility for-whatever value they do have for those ac�ua l l y I nvolved in them. 
h I( , remark, as I have been doing here, the ways in which judgments 
1 <1\e \ : due without, in the traditional sense, truth-value is not to main
<lln tha t value is always high or positive, or positive for everyone. On 
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the contrary, the value of any utterance-moral or aesthetic judgrn 
factual statement, mathematical theorem, or any other type-rna� 
quite minimal or negative, at least for someone and perhaps for 
great many people. For, as was stressed above, value always cuts both 
(or all) ways. An aesthetic judgment, for example, however earnestly offered, may-under readily imaginable social conditions-be exc:ru. 
ciatingly uninteresting and worthless to some listener(s); or, C:OII
versely, though a factual report may be highly informative to its au. 
dience, it may-under readily imaginable political condirions-havt 
been extorted from an unwilling speaker at considerable risk or COlt 
to himself. 

Such possibilities do not require us to posit any deficiencies of truth
value or breakdowns in the conditions that "normally" obtain in Yet· 
bal transactions or are "presupposed" by them.26 On the contrary, if 
anything is thus presupposed, it is precisely such negative possibilitia, 
Or, to put this somewhat differently, the possibil ity of cost or loa u 
well as of benefit or gain is a condition of any verbal transaction for, 
in linguistic exchanges as in exchanges of any other kind, agents have 
diverse interests and perspectives, and what is gain for one may be, or 
involve, loss for the other. 

It follows from the account of judgments outlined above that the 
conditions for "universally shared objective standards" would be 
achieved insofar as the members of a community approached total 
homogeneity and the community itself approached the status of a 
closed and static system, both immured from external interactions and 
secured against internal sources of instability. Since, in such a com
munity, the conditions of judgment would be both unchanging and 
the same for everybody, there would be, in effect, no contingencies, all 
judgments would be, in effect, objective (though also, of course, £or 
the same reasons, redundant), and normative authority would be � 
cated in a literally universal consensus backed up by the power of� 
entire community-except, perhaps, for a few unregenerately unaJSI· 
milable malcontents. 

It is doubtless the case the communal life presupposes shared goals 
and norms-or at least more or less congruous preferences and be
havioral tendencies among its members and also routines of acti�n. 
reaction, and interaction that are, at least in the long run, mutu � 
and generally beneficial .  It appears to be the characteristic belief 0 
social critics who pursue the nostalgic mode that these are simple cor
relations or purely linear functions: that a community flourishes � 
the extent that consensus obtains among its members and that aCS 
norms are fixed and uniformly sharedY What this forgets, hoW�' 
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. hat the well-being of any community is also a function of other and 
�s � ed opposed conditions, including the extent of the diversity of the 
� J�fs and practices of its members, and thus their communal re-e 1rcefulness, and the flexibility of its routines and norms, and thus s�u community 's capacity to respond to changing and emerging cirt 
�stances. For, of course, with the exception of Paradise and some 

�her transcendental polities, no community can be immured from 
�nteractions with a changing environment, nor can the homogeneity 
�f its members ever be taken for granted or conflicts among them ever 
be altogether prevented. Where difference continuously emerges, it 
must be either continuously negotiated or continuously suppressed, 
the latter always at somebody's cost and often enough, it appears, at, 
in the long run, considerable communal cost. 28 Given such conditions, 
it is perhaps just as well for "our society" that its norms are a "me
lange," that they constantly multiply, collide, and transform each 
other, that conflicts of judgment are negotiated ad hoc, and that nor
mative authority itself is dispersed and recurrently changes hands, var
iously strengthening and becoming diffuse. And, given such condi
tions, it is perhaps also just as well that malcontents continue to be 
engendered and Falls continuously enacted. 

I conclude with a brief, final glance at After Virtue and a question 
especially pertinent to this conference. 

Macintyre displays considerable disdain for the inauthentic-be
cause merely "expedient" -types of legislative and judicial activity in 
which we engage in the absence of a genuine polis. Because contem
porary secular society does not have and cannot hope to achieve con
sensus, its political processes are, he suggests, a sham. His example is 
the United States Supreme Court, the major function of which is not, 
he observes, to invoke a consistent set of principles but, rather, "to 
keep the peace between rival social groups adhering to rival and incompatible principles." 29 The observation is illustrated by the court's 
decision in the Bakke30 case which, he notes, "both forbade precise 
e�hnic quotas for admission to colleges and universities, but allowed 
discrimination in favor of previously deprived minority groups." l l  It Would be "to miss the point," he remarks, even to try to figure out 
what consistent principles could be behind such a decision; for, in this as tn other cases, the Supreme court "played the role of a peacemaking or truce-keeping body by negotiating its way through an impasse of Cl)nfl ict, not by invoking our shared moral first principles. For our society as a whole has none." 32 The point, it appears, is that genuine �Ustlcc is not possible after the Fall; or, as Macintyre goes on to say, IW ] hat this brings out is that modern politics cannot be a matter of 
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genuine moral consensus . . . .  Modern politics is civil war earn d 
by other means . . . .  " 1 1  It would be worthwhile, I think, to co: . On 
the distribution of the social/political costs and benefits of the� 
tha� �ostlapsarian politics is equi�al�nt to civil warfare, that ju�� 
dec1s1ons reached through negotiation and trade-off are inheren� 
contemptible, that laws framed as "expedient[s] accommodated Y 
special circumstances" 14 are hardly less so, and that the nature � 
political obligation "becomes systematically unclear" 15 where a �
ernment is only "a set of institutional arrangements for imposing 
bureaucratized unity on a society which lacks genuine moral conse:. 
sus . . . . "J 6 Exactly what, we might ask, are the alternative forms of 
political process for which we should be holding out? And what 
should we be doing in the meantime? 

APPENDIX 

These related discussions of Kant's Critique of Judgment m 
adapted from Contingencies of Value, at 64-7. 

Judgment Typology and Linguistic Intuition 

Kant's initial acknowledgment of the variability of tastes-

To one [man], violet color is soft and lovely; to another, it is washed 
out and dead. One man likes the tone of wind instruments, another 
that of strings. To strive here with the design of reproving as inc:or· 
rect another man's judgment which is different from our own . . .  
would be folly. As regards the pleasant, therefore, the fundamental 
proposition is valid: everyone has his own [sense of] tastes [ein jeW 
hat seinen eigenen Geschmack (der Sinne)] . . . .  " 

-is only a foil to the major point and contrast that follows, itself set 
up by the observation that "everyone" would agree that, if •reo 
proved" for not doing so, he ought to say not just " It is pleasant" but 
"It is pleasant to me." This is apparently an "ought" of linguistic pro
priety: that is, saying it would make explicit what is, according; 
Kant, presupposed by the use of the term pleasant. Or to put d 
another way, in not adding the first-person qualification, the speak ti· 
fails to make explicit the merely personal force (or reference or a�!fli cability) which, according to Kant, is involved in someone's sa�;; 
that something is pleasant, as pointedly opposed to a judgment of 
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· ful "  which claims not merely personal but objective-in the 
btaun I b . · t ·d · 
sense of universa su Jecttve-va 1 tty: 

It would (on the contrary) be laughable if a man who imagined 
anything ro his own taste thought to justify himself by saying: 
"This object (the house we see, the coat that person wears, the con
cert we hear, the poem submitted to our judgment) is beautiful for 

me. " . . .  [ For] if he gives out anything as beautiful, he supposes in 
others the same satisfaction; he judges not merely for himself, but 
for everyone . . . . Here, then, we cannot say each man has his own 
particular taste. For this would be as much as to say that there is 
no taste whatever, i.e., no aesthetical judgment which can make a 
rightful claim upon everyone's assent.11 

What is notable in this passage is how much the force of the argu
ment owes to presumed empirical facts about linguistic usage or con
vention, bolstered by what appears to be the tacitly universalized tes
timony of personal introspection or, as it might be called now, 
"linguistic intuition" : 

Further, this claim to universal validity so essentially belongs to a 
judgment by which we describt anything as beautiful that, if this 
were not thought in it, it would never come into our thoughts to 
use the expression at all . . . .  ,. 

Although Kant's expressivist conception of the relation of language to 
thought may have prevented his recognition of it, the force of any 
appeal to linguistic propriety, usage or convention is, of course, itself 
historically and otherwise contingent. Thus, someone could always 
sa�: "Well, that may be what everyone meant by schon in 1 790, at 
least in the salons of Konigsberg, but hardly anyone means that any
more; these days nobody would laugh and only a handful of professors of philosophy would even be given pause if someone said, "You an� your friends may not like my wife's poetry, but it's beautiful to �e or "This coat may be shabby and old-fashioned, but I've had it ���ce my student days and it's beautiful to me." It is also questionable t ough empirically indeterminable) whether, when people refer to �:ething as "beautiful," it always or even typically does-or ever 
th -come into their thoughts that everyone ought to agree with 
1 ern. Although it may be suspected that Kant was accurately report
sng the implicit provincial universalism of the drawingroom conver
i atlon With which he was familiar, the point remains that the historCity of l inguistic convention (and, thereby, of linguistic "intuition") 
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and the contingency of usage deprive such observations of any episfe_ mic authority or axiological force. 

Consensus as Regulative Ideal 

It is clear from the perplexity or inconclusiveness of the conclusion 
of the "Analytic of the Beautiful" that Kant recognizes the tauto(o. 
gous nature of the entire demonstration. The recognition is hedpd 
and to some extent obscured, however, by the salvaging alternanve 
left in its wake: that is, the suggestion that even if the claims of taste 
to universal validity cannot be ultimately justified, it may yet be Rea
son's labyrinthine way to have them seem justifiable so that a hisher 
good, namely the institution of a perhaps il lusory but nevertbeJaa 
inspirational-and, therefore, properly regulatory-ideal of unaniJa.. 
ity or consensus, can thereby be effected: 

Whether there is in fact such a common sense . . .  or whether a yet 
higher principle of reason makes it only into a regulative principle 
for producing in us a common sense for higher purposes; whether, 
therefore, taste is an original and natural faculty or only the idea of 
an artificial one yet to be acquired, so that a judgment of taste with 
its assumption of a universal assent in fact is only a requirement of 
reason for producing such harmony of sentiment; whether the 
ought, i.e. [ the claim and/or presupposition of] the objective neces
sity of the contluence of the feeling of any one man with that of any 
other, only signifies the possibility of arriving at this accord, and 
the judgment of taste only affords an example of the application of 
this principle-these questions we have neither the wish nor the 
power to investigate as yet . . . .  •o 

Kant is able to salvage the otherwise thoroughly compromised 
claim of judgments of taste to universal validity by invoking the higher 
good that such claims serve. That invocation, however, only displac:e' 
one axiological question with another and leads into the usual infinite 
regresses. For one may always ask how high and how good that higher 
good is, and also for whom it is good at all. Is it-that is, unanimitY• 
consensus, "the confluence of any one man's feeling with that of anY 
other" -a good in itself? Is universal concordance self-evidendy bet· 
ter than diversity, or even better in all cases than conflict? Is pri?r 
agreement indeed presupposed by human communication? And is; 
as Kant does not question here, good for everyone? Or is it not d 
case, rather, that all these questions may be answered negatively anot 
that the invocation of an ideally achievable consensus is not only 11 
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d for everyone but tends inevitably to operate to the advantage of 
g�o 

majority and those with de facto social power and to the disadt �tage of the more "different," "idiosyncratic," "singular," and oth
v�ise innovative and/or marginal members of any community? We e 

e evidently concerned here, however, not with logic but with social ;�Jirics or, perhaps, with the inseparability of the two. 

NOTES 

1. See the Appendix, Section A, infra, for discussion of the relevant passages in 
Kant's text. 

2. The view or alleged view supposedly refuted is rhus called, in Anglo-American 
philosophy, "emorivism." It is "alleged" because any account that questions the 
concept of objective value and, with it, the machinery of traditional axiology is 
commonly seen as, and said to be, "emorivist." The allegation illustrates the gen
eral tendency of objectivist thought to generate phantom heresies our of irs own 
inversion. I discuss the laner point in Contingencies of Value, supra note 1 ,  at 
150-84. 

3. A. Macintyre, After Vinue: A Study in Moral Theory (2d ed. 1984). 
4. ld. at 9 (emphasis added). 
5. ld. 
6. ld. (emphasis added). 
7. ld. at 1 3. 
8. ld. at 1 3. 
9. ld. at 13-14 (emphasis added). 

10. I shall not be concerned here with the "historical" dimension of Macintyre's nar
rative or irs governing idea, namely that there has been a continual erosion of 
moral authority and moral consensus in Western thought and life beginning, it 
appears (Macintyre's dating is vague and not altogether consistent), with the Ref· 
ormation and accelerating from the rime of the Enlightenment. I would note, how
ever, that like many others who chan the Decline of the West along such l ines, he 
underestimates the extent of the ranges and varieties of discourse and practice in 
any era, culture, or "community," and-especially through contrasts posed in 
such terms as "our predecessor culture," "the present age," and "modem life"obscures crucial and relevant differences (e.g., those of class, gender, place, race, and historical experience) that cannot readily be seen as maners of degeneration, loss, failure, or fragmentation. I I .  A� can be seen in the passages quoted above, Macintyre uses terms such as 
"expression" and "statement" in such a way that it is never altogether clear whether he is talking about abstract verbal forms or about panicular utterances :of a cenain form) produced in specific (hypothetical) contexts. Indeed, it appears that he does not recognize the difference or its significance for the questions at 
���uc here. 

1 2 · A . Macintyre. supra note 4, at 1 0. 
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13 .  Id. ar 10. 
1 4. ld. ar 60. 
15.  According ro Macintyre, a few philosophers, such as G. E. Moore, have srood whar modern people were really doing when rhey said "It is &oocl, �· 

rhose philosophers have r_
ried only ro make posrlapsarian life more comfo bat 

for rhe fallen by mamtammg either that there never were any objective � 
of wholesome moral discourse anyway, or that appeals ro (such) so-called nl.:._ 
tive standards were always manipulative-hence, the emotive theory. See�· 
14-20. It should be observed that Macintyre participates in the same� 
rhat produces borh the standard axiological account and, as its self-invenion, die 
so-called emotive theory. Indeed, his "hypothesis" and irs narrative � 
consists simply of the temporalhation of thar dualism. When the alleged emotiYiR 
allegedly says, "Since rhere are no objective standards, all judgments, iadudiaa 
ostensibly impersonal ones, are nothing more rhan expressions of penonaJ pnf. 
erence," Macintyre says, in effect, "Since people no longer believe iD obieaht 
standards, all judgments must r�ow be-at heart, if not in form-notbiua IIICift 
than expressions of personal preference." Here, as elsewhere, the temJKH'IIizatioa 
of a dualism yields a myth of rhe Fall. 

1 6. A. Macintyre, supra note 4, at 252. 
1 7. Id. ar 1 0. 
1 8. Macintyre writes of rhe "larger totalities" in which our moral conccpa ud their 

corresponding expressions were "originally at home" and of which they are DDW 
"deprived." Id. at 1 0. Yet, he fails ro note the necessary corollary which ia chat if 
they remain available as concepts and continue to be used as expressions at .0, ir 
must be because rhey are now "at home" in other totalities. The Iauer may, of 
course, be more heterogeneous rhan those "original" ones, or coexistent now wilh 
more alternatives. 

1 9. For further discussion, see Contingencies of Value, supra note 1, at 101-12. 
where, along with the entire telegraphic model of communication in which lbe7 
have their place, the terms "transmitted" and "received" are seen to be fundamal
tally questionable. 

20. See Appendix, Section A. 
2 1 .  Having particular effects rather than performing particular functions is a IDOif 

suitable unpacking in may cases. 
22. The following summary of why, contrary to standard views of scientific ft1Clhod. 

the replication of a "finding" does nor constitute a test of truth in science is rclt
vant here: 

The problem is rhat, since experimentation is a matter of skillful practice. it 
can never be clear whether a second experiment has been done sufficiendY 
well to count as a check on rhe first. Some further test is needed to test � 
quality of rhe experiment-and so forth . . . .  The failure of these "restS 0f 
tests" to resolve the difficulty demonstrates the need for further "rests 0 
tests of tests" and so on-a true regress. 

H. M. Collins, Changing Order: Replication and Induction in Scientific � 
2 ( 1 985). 

23. Contingencies of Value, supra note 1, at 1 06-10. • 
24. The force of J. L. Austin's insight that there are other measures, e.g., "felicitY• 
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h hecn all bur lost in the objectivist appropriation of his work in so-called • as eech act theory." It may be noted as well that Austin appreciated, though he 
d:� not pursue his own emphasis of it, the radical contingency of "truth": 

It is essential to realize that "true" and " false" . . .  do not stand for anything 
simple at all; but only for a general dimension of being a right or proper 
thing ro say as opposed to a wrong thing, in these circumsrances, to this 
aud1ence, for these purposes and with these intentions. 

J. L Austin, How to Do Things With Words, 144 (2d. ed. 1 962). 

]J. J. Habermas, What is Universal Pragmatics? in Commu
_
nication and the Evolution 

of Society (T. McCarthy trans. 1 979). See Contmgenc1es of Value, supra note I ,  
ar t l 0-1 2, for further discussion of Habermas's conception of communication. 

26. 1 am ignoring here the other parameters of goodness and badness-e.g., "compre
hensibility," " syntactic well-formedness," " felicity," etc.-that are sometimes pro
posed, typically in addition to "truth-value," as required for or presupposed by 
effective (or, as in Habermas, "genuine") communication. Setting aside the serious 
questions of conceptualization and determination that might be raised concerning 
each of these criteria, one can grant that defects of roughly these kinds may occur 
where rhe speaker (e.g., one who mumbles, stutters, speaks "broken English" or 
produces malapropisms) would certainly be at a competitive disadvantage in lin
guistic transactions. Such criteria can be ignored here, however, since those who 
invoke them always consider them to be irrelevant to the specific kinds of negative 
value noted above. Thus, someone's evaluation of an artwork may be exquisitely 
well-formed, as well as earnest, but still excruciatingly uninteresting to her listen
ers, and a political prisoner's extorted report may be pronounced altogether felic
itously and "accurately," so that it is readily understood and effectively appro
priated by his questioners, but still at considerable cost to himself. 

27. For other works in the same mode, see R. Bellah, R. Madsen, W. Sullivan, A. 
Swidler & S. Tipon, Habits of the Heart ( 1985); C. Taylor, Interpretation and the 
Sciences of Man, in 2 Philosophy and the Human Sciences: Philosophical Papers 
15-57 ( 1 985). 

28. See Appendix, Section B, for further discussion of Kant's-and neo-Kantian-
invocarions of consensus as a regulative ideal. 

29. A. Macintyre, supra note 4, at 253. 
30. Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 ( 1 978). 
3 1 .  A. Macintyre. supra note 4, at 253. 
32. ld. 
33. ld. 
34· ld. at 254 (quoting A. Ferguson, Principals of Moral and Political Science, 144 [ 1 97S]) .  
35. ld. 
36. ld. 
37· I. Kant, Critique of judgment, F U- Bernard trans. 1 95 1  ). 
38 ld ( � · · at J .  (emphasis added). 39. ld. at SH. 
40. ld. at S22. 
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In the Name of the Law 

Samuel Weber 

A Conference on Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice can 
hardly avoid addressing the question of its own specificity: why jJUt 
here, why ;ust now? However general the issues addressed-justice, 
law, ethics-to reflect upon their relation to deconstruction is inevi
tably to pose the question of the singular configuration in which this 
reflection is taking place. Some five years ago, Derrida observed that 
the United States could be described as "that historical space which 
today, in all its dimensions and through all its power plays, reveals 
itself as being undeniably the most sensitive, receptive, or responsive 
space of all to the themes and effects of deconstruction." 1 At the same 
time, he cautioned against trying to find a single, authentic site for 
deconstruction: 

But is there a proper place, a history proper to this thing? I believe 
that it consists only in transference, and in the thinking through of 
transference, in all the senses this word acquires in more than one 
language, and first of all, that of a transference between languages. 
If I had to risk, God help me, a single definition of deconstruction, 
brief, elliptical, economical as a watchword (mot d'ordre), I would 
say without further ado: plus d'une langue, "more than one Ian· 
guage," but also, "one language no more." 2 

In the light of this remark, the question of the particular condi��ns 
that have made a conference on "Deconstruction and the Possib•�� 
of Justice" itself possible, can be specified as one of a certain transttf 

232 
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. not just between different languages ( "more than one lan
ence.e" ) ,  but also within each of them as well ("one language no 
gua�" ) .  What seems characteristic of the transferential place and his
rnor 

in which deconstruction is engaged, is that the transfer between 
��Zuages-be they so�cal�e� "na�ur�l� o

.
r na�ional languages, or be 

h y the discourse of md1v1dual d1sc1phnes -becomes dependent t :n the transfers going on within their borders. Such "internal" 
up d "h 'dd · I · · h'  ansference ten s to uncover 1 en art1cu atJons . . .  w1t m as-t�medly monadic totalities," 1 and thus to open the possibility, and 
:ven the necessity, of elaborating new networks between areas in the 
process of turning themselves, as it were, inside-out. 

In regard to language, the most pervasive instance of the "monadic 
totality" mentioned by de Man, is the word. Ever since Of Gramma
tology, Derrida has singled out the word, first theoretically, and then, 
more and more through his writing practices, as one of the foremost 
objects of deconstruction.� As an instance of such intraverbal transfer
ence, then, let us look briefly at one of the words we are here to dis
cuss: ;ustice. 

If we consult the dictionary, beginning with Webster's New Colle
giate, we discover not simply the usual multiplicity of definitions, but 
a diversity that seems to split single definitions in significant ways, as 
with the following: "The principle of rectitude and just dealing of men 
with each other; also, conformity to it; integrity; rectitude;-one of 
the cardinal virtues." 5 Other dictionary entries articulate different as
pects of this split: justice is defined both as an ethical principle, and 
as the institutional and practical realization of that principle. Thus, 
the word can signify " [r]ightfulness; as, in the ;ustice of a cause," but 
also "[t)he maintenance or administration of that which is just," in
c�uding "merited reward or punishment." 6 Just is defined in terms of 
n�t, rightfulness, righteousness, but also as the implementation of 
this right, which in turn, entails not merely realization or application, 
but enforcement and sanction. This latter definition points toward an
other semantic dimension of the word, one that is not mentioned in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, but which, by contrast, occupies a Prominent place in its French counterpart, Le Petit Robert. What the Arnerican dictionary describes as a matter of organization: "maintenance and administration" is defined in Le Petit Robert in terms of 
rower, as the "pouvoir de faire regner le droit, " which might be trans
tted as : "the power of imposing the rule of law." ' This tendency to ormulate questions of organization in terms involving the exercise of Power a lso determines a phrase that has no precise English equivalent, 
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since it precisely entails the fusion of these two aspects; that ter . 
pouvoir judiciaire, and it is used, for instance, to define justice a 

rn 15 
"organization of judicial power, the ensemble of institutions cha� with administering justic� i� confo_rmity with positive law." • In 
French, then, the gap w1thm the Interdependent meanings of "single" word, between justice as an ethical principle, and justice as a 
legal institution, is not so much bridged as articulated by the wo� 
"pouvoir," a word which tends to be missing from definitions of "ius
rice" in Webster's. At the same time, however, pouvoir demarca� 
itself from power, precisely insofar as it retains the link between or
ganization and force, by situating the latter in an institutional context_ 
The phrase, pouvoir judiciaire, implies that the administration of iusrice entails the exercise of force, but also that such exercise in turn is 
inseparable from some sort of institutionalization. In short, there is a 
significant difference in speaking of justice as a judicial system, or as 
a judicial power.9 

Thus, if it can be supposed that a certain tension between etbical 
ideals and political reality is always at work wherever the notion of 
justice is concerned, the manner in which such tension is articulated 
can be as different as the dictionary definitions we have just reviewed. 
In addressing such general topics as " justice," "law," and their "ethical 
relations," it would be easy to forget the singular tensions that traverse 
these terms and notions, and which in turn inevitably entertain spe
cific relations to the dominant traditions of a language, a discipline, a 
nation. To do so would be to ignore the vigilance that deconstrUcbOD 
has consistently sought to maintain concerning the singular conditions 
under which generalizing practices are pursued. In Memoires Derrida 
asserts that "it is impossible to understand American forms of decon· 
struction without taking into account the various religious traditions, 
their discourses, their institutional effects, and above all their aca· 
demic effects." 1 0 The same, I suspect, holds for the very distinctive 
status of the law in this country. If, as Derrida observes, "contrary to 
what is so often thought, deconstruction is not exported from Europe 
to the United States," but instead "has several original configurations 
in this country," 1 1  the "originality"  of these "configurations" cann� 
be understood in isolation from the specific position of the law and 0 
the judicial system (or power) in the United States. It is per?aps noJ entirely inappropriate, therefore, to begin by reviewing, bndly an 
schematically, one of the earliest and most astute attempts to de�e 
the singular status of the law and judiciary in America, that of e 
Tocqueville. 
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There h;l\"C been other confederations . . .  republics . . .  representa
ive systems [of government); but I do not believe that, until now, 
:nv n;won in the world has constituted the judicial system (le pou
voir 1udiciaire) in the same manner as the Americans." 

What de Tocquev i l le  found most surprising in the American judicial 
stem was the fact that it retained the same formal traits as the Eus�pean judiciary, while at the same time exercising a power unheard 

:f in Europe. In America no less than in Europe, de Tocqueville noted, 
the judiciary is defined by three essential features. First, it is an arbiter, 

and hence presupposes conflict: " [ f]or there to be a judge, there must 
be a trial." Second, its judgment must bear on particular cases and not 
on general principles. A judge cannot "attack directly the general prin
ciple, and destroy it without having in view a particular case." Third, 
courts can take action only when action is brought by others, i.e., 
"only when called (quand on l'appel/e)" or, more literally, "seized," 
saisie . .. 1 What distinguishes the courts in America from those in Eu
rope, therefore, is not their mode of action, but rather the way they 
judge, and more specifically, the criterion upon which their judgments 
are based. In contrast to their European colleagues, American judges 
have both the right and the obligation "of basing their sentences (ar
rets) on the constitution, rather than on laws. In other words, they are 
permitted not to apply laws that seem to them to be unconstitu
tional ." 1 4 

It is this abi lity to appeal directly to the founding law of the body 
politic, the constitution, that endows the judicial system in the United 
States with unprecedented political power and that makes it a veri
table "pouvoir ;udiciaire." Not that a similar right does not exist in 
France, but i ts exercise is f:u less general :  

In France, the constitution is equally the primary law, and judges 
have an equal right to take it as the foundation of their verdicts; 
hut, 111 exercising this right, they could hardly avoid infringing 
upon another right more sacred than theirs: that of society, in 
who,._. name they act. Here ordinary reason must cede before rea
\on of State ." 

'«'herea · F · · h h · d · 'd tifi d ' ' I ll ranee, "society," m w ose name t e courts JU ge, IS 1 en-
St 

e With the state, and ultimately with the executive, in the United ates, the courts j udge in the name of the law itself: the Constitution, 
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the "origin of all power," 16 without which there would be neith 
ciety nor state. In the deliberation of conflict, supreme autho�� � 
invested in a document which "dominates legislators no less th 11 
simple citizens. It is the primary law, and cannot be modified b an 
law." 17 

y a 
Since, however, that d�cu�ent can�o� s�eak for itself, no more than 

can any text, the authonty mvested m 1t IS transferred, as it were, to 
the instance charged with interpreting it, the Supreme Coun: 

Never has a more immense judicial power been constituted by any 
other people. The Supreme Coun is placed higher than any known 
court . . . .  It is charged with the interpretations of laws . . . .  One 
can even say that its prerogatives are almost entirely political, al
though its constitution is entirely judicial. Its sole aim is to see to it 
that the laws of the Union are executed . . . .  In the nations of Eu
rope, only individuals (particuliers) are brought before the courts; 
but one can say that the Supreme Court of the United States sum
mons sovereigns before its bar . . .  " [t]he State of New York against 
that of Ohio." " 

The explanation of this unprecedented concentration of political 
power in the judiciary lies, according to de Tocqueville, in  the •split
ting of sovereignty" 19 characteristic of political confederations in p 
eral, and of the American Federation in particular. Conflicts that arise 
within parts of the sovereign body: between Federal and State govern
ment, between different states, between different branches of govern
ment, as well as between individual citizens, private associations and 
the government-all these require an instance situated outside of and 
above the fragmented, and hence often fractious institutions of gov· 
ernment in order to be arbitrated. In no other system "are individual 
existences, which can struggle against the social body, larger and bet· 
ter able to resist the material force of the government" than in co� 
erated peoples.20 And hence, no other system has a greater interest 111 
having a strong judiciary. 

In face of the centrifugal tendencies of federated systems of gove:d 
ment, then, the affirmation of the unity of the body politic is entrU5 
largely to an interpretive body, the Supreme Court: 

The president can fail without the State suffering . . .  [t]he congress 
can err without the Union perishing . . .  [b]ut if the Supreme Court 
ever comes to be composed of unwise or corrupt men, the confed· 
eration would have to fear anarchy or civil war.2' 
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If however, the Supreme Court is the most conspicuous institu
. 

' 
1 expression of the American judicial system, the influence of the 

�c;a
iarv, de Tocqueville remarks, far exceeds the administration of 

JU ''
and indeed affects American politics in general :  

laW 

What is mosr difficult of all in the United States for a foreigner to 
understand, is the judicial organization. There is, so to speak, no 
political event in which he does not hear the authority of the judge 
invoked; and from this he naturally concludes that in the United 
Stares, the judge is one of the foremost political powers.u 

A certa in "legal spirit" or mind, de Tocqueville observes, permeates 
American political l ife :  

the legal spirit (/'esprit /egiste) is not restricted to the sphere of the 
courts; it extends far beyond. Lawyers . . .  occupy the majority of 
public offices. They fill the legislatures, and head administrations; 
they exercise great influence upon the framing of the law and upon 
its execution . . . .  There is practically no political question, in the 
United States, that does not sooner or later become a judicial ques
tion . . . .  judicial language becomes, in a cenain sense, the popular 
language; the legal spirit, born in the schools and courts . . .  infil
trates, as it were, all of society, down to its lowest ranks, and the 
entire people ends up by adopting pan of the habits and tastes of 
the magistratesY 

What distinguishes "legal spirit" in its Anglo-American version from 
that found in France, according to de Tocqueville, is the use it makes 
of the past : 

The English or American lawyers looks for what has been done, �he 
French lawyers for what was intended; the former seeks verdicts, 
the Ia tter, reasons. 

When you hear an English or American lawyer you are surprised ro sec him so often citing the opinion of others, and hear him speak 
so lmlc of his own, whereas the contrary is the case with us.24 

��Jhor:, Anglo-American lawy�rs
. 
seek to found thei� deliberations 

51 1 decisions on precedents; th1s, m turn, de Tocquev11le argues, re
c 1 ts •n their  being "increasingly separated from the people, finally 
s�hSfltuting a class of [their] own. The French lawyer is only a olar ; hut the English or American man of law resembles in a way 
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the priests of Egypt; like them, he is the unique interpreter of an OC' ...... 
science." 25 -� 

In this observation of de Tocqueville's may be found at least a p 
tial explanation of how Anglo-American legal traditions may h:r· 
contributed both to the relative receptivity deconstruction has �� 
countered in America, as well as to a certain resistance. And this llOt 
just because to those unfamiliar with deconstructive texts, they' can 
seem often to be the work of "unique interpreters of an occult Sci
ence." Like the Anglo-American lawyers described, deconstruction 
concerns itself more with "the opinions," or more accurately, with the 
writings "of others," than with ideas of its own. Indeed, deconstruc. 
tion turns out to share at least two of the three traits through which 
de Tocqueville defines the judiciary: it comes only when called, and its 
concern, or occasion, is always tied to the particulars of that call: 
particular texts, questions, conflicts. In its manner of intervention, 
however, it distinguishes itself from that of the courts, and in partic
ular from the Anglo-American legal tradition described by de Tocqae
ville. For if deconstruction responds to conflictual appeals, it is DOt 
with a view of arriving at a definitive verdict. In this sense, deconstruc· 
tion does not arbitrate, nor set precedents. 

To a society whose "constitution" depends in no small measure 
upon the rereading of a written text, in order for its authority to be 
reaffirmed in face of ever-changing conditions, deconstruction caDDOt 
but be both familiar and uncanny. As de Tocqueville remarks: 

It is surprising to observe the power (puissance) of opinion ac
corded by men to the decisions of the courts. This power is so great 
that it remains attached to the judicial form even after its substance 
has ceased to exist; it gives body to a shadow.2' 

In its peculiar way, deconstruction is called upon to address precisdY 
the power to give "body to a shadow," and in so doing it raises tbd 
question of whether the two-body and shadow-can always be tol 
apart. One particularly telling instance of this can be found in the 
writings of Paul de Man. 

I I I  

Writing of Paul de Man, Derrida has observed that "the tho��t 0� 
the law was always . . .  rigorous, enigmatic, paradoxical, and vtgtla�d 
and I believe that it runs through his entire work." 27 The same cou 
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aid of Derrida 's writing as well, as his essays on Kafka (Before the 
be 5 ,) and Blanchot (now collected in Passages) eloquently testify. If, ;�:e\'er. I �hoose here to discus� the t�xt that occasi

_
ons the remar� 

f Derrida rust quoted-de Man s readmg of the Soctal Contract-It 

� because it addresses the question of the law in a context similar to 
·�at we have been discussing: that is, in relation to the constitution t nd foundation of the body politic. "Body politic" is a term that 
�ousseau uses often, but which demonstrates, serves more to highlight 
a problem than to provide a solution. For although Rousseau repeat
edly uses natural ,  organic metaphors to describe the formation and 
structure of society in the Social Contract, the main problem with 
which this text28 is concerned can precisely not be satisfactorily artic
ulated through the use of organic metaphors. The following passage, 
not cited by de Man, can help to indicate how Rousseau, in this essay, 
approaches this primary concern: 

The State or City being a moral person whose life consists in the 
cooperation and union of its members, has as its first and foremost 
concern its own preservation . . . .  As nature gives each man abso
lute power over his limbs, the social pact gives the body politic 
absolute power over its members, and it is the exercise of this self
same power (ce meme pouvoir) under the direction of the general 
will that bears, as I have said, the name of sovereignty. 

But since, outside of the public person, we must also consider the 
private persons of which it is composed, and whose life and exis
tence is naturally independent of it, this matter demands a certain 
amount of discussion.H 

In the first paragraph cited, Rousseau declares the power of the state 
"over its members" to be "absolute," since the relation of whole to 
Part is said to be the same in the body politic as in the physical body; 
and Yet, this "self-same power" ascribed to the (organic) whole, turns 
out, in the very next paragraph, to be not at all the "same" as that of 3 n_atural body, since unlike the latter, the "members" of the body �htJc have � "l ife and existence . . .  _naturally independent of it:" I� 
. on, what 1s "natural" to the organiC body, the dependence of mdJ

VJdual organs upon the whole, is precisely not natural to the body PohtJc. Moreover, the regularity with which this move recurs through��t the text indicates, de Man suggests that the relation between in
t ·V•

dual and general in society cannot be construed in natural, organic 
c:llls, hut that the radical heterogeneity of the two comprises the re
th rrent and determining problem of the Social Contract. Each time ar Rousseau describes the utility and even necessity of a social pact 
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and association through which individuals would subordinate th . 
immediate, private interests to society in return for the protection � 
security furnished by the collective, he shortly thereafter ackno�J edges, explicitly or implicitly, that this necessity already presup� 
what it is supposed to explain: the subsumption of the particuJ 
under the general will. In this context, one of the most symptornat7 
passages, upon which de Man comments, is Rousseau's account 0� 
how individuals come to opt for the general will : 

[W]hy is the general will always righteous (droite), and why does 
everyone always want the happiness of each, if it is not because 
there is no one who does not appropriate, in secret, the word eaeh 
and who does not think of himself in voting for all ?  Which proves 
that the equality of right and the notion of justice that stems from 
it derive from the preference each gives to himself and consequendy 
from the nature of man; [namely,] that the general will, to be true 
to itself, must be general in its object as well as in its essence; that 
it should have its point of depanure in the whole in order to return 
to the whole, and that it loses its natural rectitude once it stoops to 
(tombe sur) an individual and determinate subject.'• 

In thus radically distinguishing the generality of the general will &om 
all particularity and individuality, Rousseau renders the very notion 
of a "social contract" problematic: for how are two parties to •con
tract" with one another, if they can hardly establish contact? The in
dividual who "votes" or opts for the good of all does so only by •se
cretly appropriating" the other, which is to say, by surreptitiously 
effacing its otherness. By this secret appropriation, "everyone" ceases 
to be a member of a whole and becomes just another individual. The 
general will, however, is no longer general once it is directed at, or by, 
an "individual and determinate subject." Given such noncommunica· 
tion of individual and general, of private and public, it is difficult to 
conceive of how any contract or contact between them could ever 
arise, much less endure, except through what might be called synec· 
dochal sleight-of-hand: the secret substitution of one individual � 
another, of "one" for "all ." 1 1 Rousseau appears to concede as m.u. 
at the end of the paragraph just quoted when he explains the inab1htY 
of the general will to judge particular cases as resulting from the tack 
of a tertium comparationis: " [i ]n judging of what is not us, we hal't 
no true principle of equity to guide us." ·12 In cases of dispute or con; 
tention, where public and private interests clash, Rousseau admits th: · 
he can see "neither the law that should be followed nor the judge "'· 0 
should pronounce the verdict." It would be ridiculous to seek to 111• 
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t ·e rhe general will in an altercation that involves partial inreresrs.H 
�0 ' sse au sums up:  [T)hus, just as a particular will cannot represent 
hou general will, the general will, in turn, cannot without changing 
�a
e
rure, become a particular will, it can pronounce namely ( prononcer 
mmement) 14 neither upon a man nor upon a facr.H 

"\he general wi l l  cannot, namely, pronounce the names of individu-
ls ·  which is to say, it cannot utter proper names. And yet, it cannot 
:x�lude them either from irs pronouncements. Within the argumen
tation of the Social Contract, it is this dilemma that will lead Rousseau 
ro the law, and through it, to the double necessity of "positive law," 
and of the "legislator." 

In addressing this topic, Rousseau declares, he intends to "complete 
rhe foundations of" the theoretical "edifice." 16 With characteristic 

��iomb, he once again introduces the problem by highlighting all of 
its apparent insolubility: 

In order for each (chacun) to want what, according to the commit
ment of the social contract, he ought to do, it is necessary for each 
to know what he ought to want. What he should want is the com
mon good; what he should flee is public evil; but the State having 
only an ideal and conventional existence, its members have no nat
ural and common sensibility through which they would be imme
diately alerted [to what is useful or harmful] . . . .  

How then can individuals keep the community from evils that 
they can neither see nor feel except after the fact; how can they 
procure [public] good that they can judge only after its effect . . .  ? 
Supposing them always submitted to the general will, how can this 
will manifest itself on every occasion? '" 

Since the whole people of a given state cannot be permanently as
sembled, and since "sovereignty cannot be represented," n the task of 
r�conciling general and particular in the body politic would be impos
�•bl� to accomplish, were it nor for the "most sublime of all human Institutions" : 

These difficulties, which would otherwise seem insurmountable, have hecn resolved by the most sublime of all human institutions, or ra ther by a heavenly inspiration that taught the people to imi-tate, down below, the immutable decrees of the divinity . . . .  It  is to the law alone that human beings owe justice and libeny . . . .  It is th1� celestial voice that dictates to each citizen the precepts of public rca�on, and teaches him to follow the maxims of his own judgment and not to be incessantly in contradiction with himself. The laws arc the driving force (mobile) of the body politic, only through 
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them is it active, [for] without laws, the State, once formed, is only 
a soulless body, it exists but cannot act, for it is not enough that 
everyone should be submitted to the general will; to be followed it 
must be known. From this results the necessity of legislarion.lf 

As so often in this text, Rousseau, while ostensibly describing the 
ality of a phenomenon, gives an account of its "necessity," not, h:. 
ever, of its possibility. On the contrary, the recurrent gap between the 
rwo is the "mobile" of the Social Contract, the driving force that keeps 
its discursive machine moving. If the law is based on the "imitation• 
of divine "decrees," it is founded on a model that is itself not lqisJa. 
tive. For, as Rousseau will state some pages later, "a decree [is] not an 
act of sovereignty, but of magistracy" 40; it is not "a public act of the 
general will," with a general object, but that of a particular instance 
directed at particulars. By appealing to such "divine decrees: then, 
the decisive question, that of the relation of general to particrMt ;, 
the law, remains unanswered. 

In a rigorous sense, this contradiction is incapable of being resolved. 
Rousseau acknowledges as much in describing the law as a "c:elestial 
inspiration," deriving from a transcendent sphere. Such recourse is 
incompatible with the self-reflexive conception that underlies the no
tion of a social contract and that determines political sovereignty to 
be the result of individuals "contracting with themselves." 41 But if this 
problem stubbornly belies the harmonious polity that the Social Cmr· 
tract seeks to theorize, the movement of the text suggests that the so
cial "machinery" Rousseau is describing may more aptly be consid
ered as an institutionalization of conflict, rather than as its resolution. 
This perspective emerges less from individual statements or proposi· 
tions taken in isolation, than from the aporetical and problemati' re
lations that they entertain with one another. In this context, it should 
not be forgotten that the body politic, as such, emerges only in re

sponse to a situation that Rousseau describes as follows: 

[O]nce the needs of man come to exceed his faculties and the ob

jects of his desires expand and multiply . . .  the initial state can no 

longer continue, and human beings would perish if art did not 

come to the aid of nature. Now since man cannot produce neW 

forces, but only unite and direct those that exist, he has no means 

of conserving himself other than collecting a sum of forces capable 

of overcoming the resistance [to self-preservation], putting them 

into play through a single driving force, bringing them jointly in� 
action and directing them at a sole object. This is the fundament 

I . d problem to which the institution of the state supplies the so uuon. 
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"fundamental problem," to which the state is called upon to re
fhe 

d and if possible to resolve, is that of providing individuals with spon
;ded ob;ect of desire, which in turn will allow them to "preserve 

�:�selves,". not mer�ly in the physic�! sense, bu� in the �oral on
.
e as 

II For it ts only wtth the construction of a umfied ob,ect-be It of 
�e �d" "desire " or of "will"-that an equally unified self, capable of 
b;�g preserved, beco�e� i�e�tifiable. Left to its own 

.
devices, Reus-

au implies, the asoc1al md1v1dual would tend to be d1spersed by the 

:ovement of desire and need. As de Man remarks, in a different, but 

related context: "Unlike the 'individual,' who is always divided within 
himself, the executive [or the state] is truly in-dividual, un-divided." 4l 

On the other hand, to the extent that the state, or sovereign, is truly 

individual, undivided, the question of its relation to the individual 
remains open and unresolved. 

It is this essential but enigmatic mediation between public and pri
vate spheres that the law is designed to establish. Although the form 
and substance, subject and object of the law must, as Rousseau re
peatedly emphasizes, be general, they must at the same time allow for 
a certain particularization, for a certain applicability to individual 
cases. Without which, the law would not be a law, but a maxim or a 
saying of some kind. As de Man observes, "no law is a law unless it 
also applies to particular individuals. It cannot be left hanging in the 
air, in the abstraction of its generality."44 In its irreconcilable duality, 
the legal text, de Man argues, exemplifies the situation of texts in 
general: 

Within the textual model, particularization corresponds to refer
ence, since reference is the application of an undetermined, general 
potential for meaning to a specific unit. The indifference of the text 
with regard to its referential meaning is what allows the legal text 
to proliferate, exactly as the preordained, coded repetition of a spe
cific gesture or set of gestures allows Helen to weave the story of 
the war into the epic . . . .  The system of relationships that generates 
the text and that functions independently of its referential meaning 
15 its grammar. To the extent that a text is grammatical, it is a log
teal code or a machine . .. .  There can be no text without grammar; 
the logic of grammar generates texts only in the absence of refer
enttal meaning, but every text generates a referent that subverts the grammatical principle to which it owed its constitution.•• 

�e bw of the law: the incompatible interdependency of general and o/ttcular, is thus described as an effect of the text, of the paradoxical eratton of gram mar and reference, of constative and performative 
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elements at work in all language. Similar considerations lead Derntl. in his reading of Kafka's parable, Before the Law, to define the 1 -
....., 

"interdiction" (l'interdit) : not that the law prohibits, "but that it
a'!' aa 

is prohibited." The law interdicts itself by "interfering and def�� 
the 'ferance': relation, report, reference." 46 De Man, for his pan,

- �'5 
fines the aporetic structure that the text shares with the law as : 
result of a "double perspective," i.e., 

as a generative, open-ended non-referential grammatical sysran 
and as a figural system closed off by a transcendental signification 
that subverts the grammatical code to which the text owes its exis
tence.•' 

Remarking upon the general implications of this description, de Man 
observes that this " 'definition' of the text also states the impossibility 
of its existence." 48 But if the word "definition" is placed by him in 
quotes, it is also because the "definition" is rigorously applicable only 
to texts in general. Particular texts, by contrast, as his own readiup 
demonstrate, do indeed have a certain mode of existence, even if it 
consists only in the singular configuration they trace of the geoeral 
aporia. Indeed, perhaps this is what is most distinctive to texts: dw 
they ex-ist only through a certain singularity, only as particular laD. 
The "impossible" law of the text would then fulfill itself, not tbrouab 
a logic or dialectics of self-negation, but rather by becoming the pre
text for a certain recounting or relating. Perhaps this can explain, iD 
part at least, the rather surprising reference, in the passage just 
quoted, to Helen: a "preordained, coded repetition of a specific: P 
ture or set of gestures," common to the legal text and to textS iD P 
eral, generates a story, or rather, generates the inscription of a sf.O!Y· 
And not just any story, but a story of "war," of desire, and of the lliD
its of law. Nor is it a matter of indifference that the singularitY of 
this story is signaled by the unexpected occurrence of a name � 
is both "proper" and feminine: Helen. As the cause of �· 
" Helen" reminds us of that " fundamental problem which the � 
tution of the State" is designed to solve. The naming of this P�;. 
Jar name also recalls how an object of desire that is not "unl 
can lead, not to the founding of states, not even simply t� their u; 
doing, but to the relating and recounting of that undoing 10 a fto daC 
In this sense, de Man remarks that the aporetic structure � jill" 
text (and of the law) "prefigures the allegorical narratives of thiS 
possibility." 49 ,1· 

The Social Contact is a strategically staged instance of such
. 
3jo'f 

legorical narrative, whose strategy is manifest in the fact that It 
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·t describes. Taken statically, its individual arguments add up to 
wha�;rent whole just as little as do the individuals in the body politic. 
a co

de Man remarks, the edifice whose foundations are to be com
As1 d through the rheory of a law, cannot stand: 
pete 

The text can be considered as the theoretical description of the 

State, considered as a contractual and legal model, but also as the 

disintegration of this same model as soon as it is put in motion.'" 

The decisive no�ion here 
.
is that of "motio�." The m�del must be "put 

·nro motion," smce, static and unmoved, It reveals Itself to be tauto

:ogical and redundant. But once it begins to move, it does not simply 
disintegrate, in the sense of dissolving; it transforms itself and permits 
something else to appear. A kind of "transference" takes place: in 
repeating itself, in revealing itself to be the illusory idenrificatory effect 

of repetition, it "gestures" towards other, more singular configura
tions and operations that do not entirely conform to the "binary 
logic" of whole and part. The retracing of such gestures and the ne
cessity of their singu larity is what deconstructive reading, such as that 
in which de Man re-counts the movements and mechanisms of the 
Social Contract, is about: 

it now operates to reveal differences where a metaphorical totali
zation had created the illusion of an identity, a delusive generality 
in such words as "man," "self," "people," or "State . . . . "1' 

To this list of nouns, we can now add: "law." Taking de Man's lead, 
le_r us retrace this process of "disintegration" at work in Rousseau's 
dtscussion of the law: the disintegration of the law making way for �� l�w of disintegration, one whose repetitiveness, far from simply 
nngtng back more of the same, allows unexpected differences to 
�rn.erge. Rousseau introduces the chapter entitled "The End of Legis
acton" with the following remark: 

With the social pact we have given existence and life to the body 
politic; it must now be given movement and will through Legislation: For the original act by which this body is formed and united determines nothing about what it must do to preserve itself. This is the great object addressed by the science of Legislation." 

�:e and elsewhere, the narrative discourse in which Rousseau's ac
be �t •s formulated makes it seem as if the "body politic" could first given existence and life" by the social contract, and only then 
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receive "movement and will " through legislation. This semblan 
sequentiality, however, is merely the temporalization (and ternPo � Of 
tion) of the very organic model that the text explicitly and repea::::. 
disqualifies. The body politic cannot be said to "exist" before it �T 
(general) will; it cannot be said to "live" before it can "move." "P a 
ervation" does not follow upon the birth of the self: it constitutes� 
Society must reproduce itself, must repeat itself, in order to be. But �t. 
reproduction/repetition does not add up to an integrated, S: 
identical state. The books do not balance. This imbalance is recounted 
in a narrative of origins which appears to establish a causal necessity· 
deconstructive reading recounts the imbalance of that recounting and 
thereby retraces it as the allegorical transference of a non-sequitur. But 
since it is allegorical, it follows that this non-sequitur does not simply 
replace the aporetical political state with the logical state of aporia. Ia 
the particular case at hand-Rousseau's discussion of the law-this 
translates as the fact that while its individual applicability does not 
follow from its generality, at the same time, and with singular inais· 
renee, something else ensues: 

(W]hen I say that the objecr of the laws is always general, I mean 
that the law considers subjects as a body (en corps), and actions by 
their genres or by their species, never a man in particular nor an 
action that is unique and individual. Thus, the law can very well 
mandate (statuer) privileges, but it cannot give them by 'IIIIIM 
(nommement) to anyone; It can establish several Classes of Citi
zens, and even assign the attributions that will determine the rights 
of each of these Classes, but it cannot specify that such and siiCh 
will be admitted to them; it can establish a Royal government and 
a hereditary Succession, but it cannot elect a King nor name a Royal 
family: in a word, any function relating to an individual object does 
not belong to the legislative power." 

For the law to preserve the body politic, it must function as the gen· 
erality of the sovereign; in order for it to be legally effective, it rn� 
at the same time be applicable to particulars. To meet this dual � 
gency, Rousseau introduces the notion of specification: if the Ia� �eed 
avoid concerning itself with "individual objects," it can, an�� 

or 
must address "species of actions." The law is now descn n as 
merely as the privileged manifestation of the general will, bu� al�

on 
that which specifies its object, the general good. But such spec1fi��or· 
can only articulate itself by virtue of an interdiction. The taw 15 

delbidden to pronounce proper names. Recalling the textual "rno hicb 
suggested by de Man, one might describe the legal text as one w 
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. nifies. but which does n
_
ot name. For it is in naming properly that 

51g uage claims to enact smgular reference. Thus, the law can estab

���g general classes, assign them attributes, but "it cannot specify the 

��� ission of such and such," i.e. specify through the use of proper 
a :es; "it can establish a Royal government," but it cannot "name a 
�a 

yal fami ly" or choose a king by name. The first and foremost act 

�the Jaw. then, is to prohibit itself from using proper names to define 
0he object of its pre- and proscriptions. The more "proper," i.e. more 

�ndividual and particular, the name, the less lawful the law. The law, 

·n short, must be anonymous. 54 
1 And yet, despite this constitutive prohibition, there is one name that 

the Jaw can and should use: that of the "people." In its application, 
the Jaw must pronounce a proper name to assure its legitimacy. In the 
name of what people? "When the Law speaks in the name of the 
people," Rousseau observes, 'it is in the name of the people of today 
and not of the past." 55 But this people of today must, first of all, be 
determined by the past: for how else can it be determined just how 
this people will be constituted ? The "people of today" is therefore 
determined by the laws of the past, but at the same time-which is 
therefore determined as a time of the past-this people of today is not 
bound by those laws:  it is free to vote new laws that need not conform 
to those it has previously established. 

In this context, de Man's assimilation of the law to the promise 
appears particularly significant. Laws, he argues, 

are future-oriented and prospective; their illocutionary mode is that 
of the promise. On the other hand, every promise assumes a date at 
which the promise is made and without which it would have no 
validity; laws are promissory notes in which the present of the 
promise is always a past with regard to its realization.'• 

Given Rousseau's insistence upon the fact that the sovereign cannot 
be bound by the law-which is tantamount to asserting, not merely 
that the people can change the laws, but that it has the right to disregard them '--the distinctive feature of sovereignty would be its right ;�break its promises, �nd 

_
its la

_
ws: Only by breaking its promises and 

. Ws, wou ld the sovere1gn m prmc1ple be able to keep them, by affirm
Ing Its constitutive right to make promises and laws. 
hRousseau emphasizes, to be sure, that for the sovereign to exercise 
;his right is for it to undermine the foundations of its existence (i.e. e soc1al contract).58 But the question still remains: What enables the sove . re1gn to "make"-and this means to promulgate-a law in the 
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first place? Viewed in terms of the general will, understood as the . 
of a "people," " the situation," as de Man points out, " is without

� 
lution. In the absence of an etat present, the general will is quire � erally voiceless," 59 for it is so utterly entrapped in the present that�can not r�ise that pre

_
se�t to the status of a� etat. The general will onJ.It 

presents Itself when 1t IS assembled; but smce the assembly is a)\Va J 
that of today, it is also gone tomorrow, like the "here and now" atJ: beginning of Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind. Or rather, it is not en. 
tirely gone, but different. Each successive moment can and llluat in 
principle be different from the preceding one. This is the tem110ra1 
correlative of the body politic's inability to consolidate itself. l'bt 
anonymous promises emitted by the general will in its assembled pres
ence indicate that the future depends upon a present that in turn re
quires a certain past in order to legitimize itself. 

This past is that of the lawgiver, whose place, Rousseau emphasizes, 
can only be extra-territorial. Accordingly, the gift of the law can haft 
nothing to do with legislation, in the sense of ordinary lawmaking: 

It is neither magistracy, nor even sovereignty. This operation, which 
constitutes the republic, does not enter into its constitution. It is in 
a certain manner a particular and almost divine function, having 
nothing in common with the human realm: For i f  whoever com· 
mands men should not command the laws; similarly whoever com· 
mands the laws should not command men. . . . [Otherwise] he 
would never be able to prevent his particular views from affecting 
the sanctity of his work . . . .  When Lycurgus wanted to give me 
Laws to his country, he began by abdicating sovereignty. It was the 
custom of most of the Greek cities to confide the drafting (Ia redlu· 
tion) of their [laws] to foreigners . . . .  Whoever drafts the laws 
should therefore have no legislative power . ..  

The "particular function" of the lawgiver has to do with the fact tha� 
despite his name-Legislateur-he is not a legislator in the "pro� 
sense of the word. The gift of the law is very different from the 111411�1 
of it. It is a function of framing, which as such cannot simply fit �i�n 
the frame. The problem, of course, is that it can also not be s1mP .Y 
exterior to it. It is easier for Rousseau to describe what the lawgiver

1
1S 

not, than what he is. He cannot be a member of the sovereign peoP � 
since the people "cannot divest itself of the Supreme right," i.e. �at 
of sovereignty. As a corollary, he can have no legislative power.'• 

. ug 
if the giver of the law lacks all legislative power, his gift is anythl�ft 
but powerless. Indeed, without a certain power, there could be no Jl 
at all. 
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!his is precisely the enigma of the lawgiver: . he .gives what neither 
r anvone else has. Hence, the source of h1s g1ft, and its relation 

he n�e Ia,�·. i.e. its "legitimacy," remain open questions. The noun, 
� t isla cor." provides an exemplary confirmation of de Man's remark egcerning "the il lusion of an identity, a delusive generality" 62 that conches co certain words, and which functions to obscure differences 
act� "relational properties." 61 It is the structure of such "relations" 
a�at is put in question by the singular "act" of the lawgiver: singular, t
·n
ce its addressee, the "people," can hardly be said to exist as such 

�rior co the gift. It .is .this that distinguishes t�e gift of the law .from 
the so

cial contract It IS called upon to consolidate: the former IS de
scribed by Roussea u  as an act of exchange, with the goal of profit: 
individuals cede their force and possessions in turn for the security, 
rights and property that only a community can guarantee. But the 
principle by which this community is constituted cannot be derived 
from the social contract understood in this sense. All such a contract 
can engender is its own, invented mirror-image ad infinitum: Individ
uals contracting with individuals, parts with parts, "each" taking his 
own interests for those of "all." Hence, the need for an act or an event 
radically different from the social contract. It is this that leads Rous
seau to make the formation and survival of the body politic dependent 
upon the gift of a text, that "constitutes the Republic," but that itself 
"does not enter at all into its constitution." 64 Small wonder that de 
Man calls this gift is a " simulacrum," albeit an inevitable one: 

The metaphorical substitution of one's own for the divine voice is 
blasphemous, although the necessity for this deceit is as implacable 
as its eventual denunciation, in the future undoing of any State or 
any political institution.•• 

�o �ou bt that the position of Rousseau here, in his derivation of the aw, IS therefore surprisingly close to the Hobbesian dictum: autoritas, 
non veritas, facit legem.66 And no question, either, as de Man argues, 
that this recourse to divine authority undermines the explicit argu
ment of the text, namely, that political sovereignty is the result of a reflexive, if "double" relationship of the political subject-the People- to itself. Rousseau's ironic dismissal of theories of the divine 
�ngin of "justice" applies as well to his own account of the gift of the 
tv· " All justice comes from God, he alone is its source; but if we 
rnnev.· how to receive it from on high, we would need neither govern
ot"1 nor laws."67 What interests Rousseau, therefore, in his account the lawgiver, is not the latter's unquestionable a-legitimacy, but 
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rather the fact that his gift can nonetheless be effective in establish· a durable political community: tng 

prideful philosophy and blind partisan spirit ... will continue ro 
see [in such lawgivers] only fortunate impostors, bur the true polj. 
rician will admire in their insrirurions the great and powerful genius 
who presides over durable foundations (establissemens).•• 

Rousseau thus does not in the slightest dispute the fact that the 
lawgiver's appeal to divine authority is an imposture: what he contests is that this alone can explain the durable imposition of the law." To 
understand how this imposition is possible, as well as certain of its 
implications, let us take another look at Rousseau's account of the 
enigmatic gift of the law. 

The gift of the law is a gift only if it is accepted as such. Given the 
extra-territorial situation of the lawgiver, such acceptance must be 
brought about not by "prescribing anything to individuals," nor 
through "conviction," but rather through "persuasion."70 It depends, 
therefore, on rhetoric. Although such persuasion seems inseparable 
from the extraordinary "soul" and "genius" of the legislator, anum
ber of other factors are also alluded to. It is in this context that Rous
seau himself introduces the notion of the promise (a fact that de Mall, 
interestingly enough, does not discuss). Rousseau distinguishes be
tween two kinds of promise: those said to be "purely gratuitous," and 
those which are "conditional." While declaring himself skeptical as to 
the existence of any truly gratuitous promises, Rousseau insists that 
in the case of the social contract, the promise to obey is always con
ditional. To accept the gift of the law means that "each individual 

promises to obey without reservation," but only under the condition 

that "it is for the welfare of all." 71 This is the logic of the exchange, 
of the social contract, and is therefore subject to all the unresolved 
(and unresolvable) problems already encountered: "The People is �c 
sole judge" of the legitimacy of the laws, but it is also unable to dis· 
tinguish reliably between the needs of some and the needs of all. "Tbc 
laws are like pure gold that it is impossible to denature by any o� 
ation, and which the first test immediately restores to its na�. form," 72 but that natural form is inaccessible to the limited sensibtb� 
of individual citizens, etc. The "subterfuge" or "simulacrum" �I 
which de Man speaks, can thus be defined, in the terms of the Socra 
Contract, as that of a conditional promise whose conditions, however, 
are inaccessible.71 f The problem of the law can be formulated, accordingly, as that 0 
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slating an unconditional (anonymous) promise into a conditional 
rranrninal) one. It is hardly by accident, therefore, that Rousseau, in 
(�O discussion of the miraculous gifts of the lawgiver, includes among 
���111 the abil ity to translate, even where such is impossible: 

h was often the error of the sages to speak their own language to 
rhe populace instead of its; hence, they were neither heard nor 
understood (entendus). There are a thousand sorts of ideas that 
have only one language and that are impossible to translate to the 
People. Perspectives that are too general and objects that are roo 
remote are equally beyond its scope.'• 

1be translation of the legality of the law into a text that can be read 
by the People is clearly impossible, for all the reasons we have been 
discussing. It requires that metaleptic sleight-of-hand to which de 
Man calls attention, by which "the effect can become the cause . . . 

and men before the laws can become what they should become 
through them." 75 The linguistic operation, however, through which 
the rhetoric of metaleptic translation or transference imposes itself, is 
nothing other than the recitation of a proper name as the translation 
of an anonymous other, in which origin and end, individual and gen
eral converge in a "simulacrum" of identity. 

For this reason, the lawgiver is not just a more or less talented ven
triloquist, who "puts decisions into the mouth of the immortals in 
order to subjugate by divine authority those who are impervious to 
human prudence." 76 He does all of this, to be sure. But this in turn 
depends upon another gift: that of speaking (in) their name. If the 
lawgiver is "believed when he declares himself to be their inter
preter,"-- it is because of the force invested in this name, which, far 
from naming an individual, names nothing, if it is not the proper name 
of anonymity as such. It is the power of the name which imposes the law through an impossible translation that names the unnameable: 
the promise of a reference that would be both singular and universal, 
Untversally singular. In imposing its law, what is effaced is the very 
''nPossibility of the translation by which the anonymous is named 
unproperly, but generically: as People, Nation, State, or Sovereign. lbe transference leaves its trace, however, in the interdiction of the Proper name. The law is this interdiction, and at the same time, its 
''nPropriety. 

al � •� this improper gift that lays down the law. As de Man concludes, t ough "the Social Contract has lost the right to promise anything ···It Promises a great deal." 78 The "great deal"  that it promises is the 
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law of the proper name. It has no right to that promise, but it does anyway. It names: "State," "Sovereign," " People" -in the narne of: Law. By so naming it provides the solution to the problem of the St 
e 

that of gathering the divergent needs and desires of individua)s
a� 

presenting "one sole object." 
It's a great deal. Even if, to quote de Man one last time, its .. decei 

is as implacable as its eventual denunciation" -which is to say, t 
implacable as its eventual de-naming. For what his reading of the'S: 
cia/ Contract has demonstrated, is that no name has a right of its OWn 
It's the law: the law of naming, of de-naming, and of renaming. Of 
enunciation, denunciation, and of a renunciation that would not iUSt be abandonment, but a gift. Does one ever have the right to (refus

e) a 
gift? Particularly one given in the name of the other? 

But can we be sure we know what we are talking about, when we 
speak of accepting, or abandoning a gift " in the name of the other•? 
Towards the end of Memoires, Jacques Derrida takes his leave with a 
challenge, that bears upon this very question: 

Try and translate, in all of its syntactical equivocity, a syntagm such 
as "donner au nom de l'autre" or "une parole donnee au nom de 
l'autre." In a single sentence, it could mean in French, or rather in 
English: "To give to the name of the other" and "to give in me 
name of the other." Who knows what we are doing when we don· 
nons au nom de l'autre?·• 

I want to take up the challenge and the question, by proposing the 
following translation-if indeed it can be called that-of the French 
phrase, "donner au nom de /'autre": not just giving to the name of the 
other, nor j ust giving in the name of the other, but giving in·to tht 
name of the other. In this act of ceding, which is at the same time one 
of bestowing-an act impossible ever to realize fully-deconstrUction 
responds to the singular call of the anonymous other, not by Ia� 
down the law, nor even with a promise, but with something more like 
a suspended sentence.80 

Giving in-to the name of the other-a great deal. 

NOTES 

I. j. Derrida, Memoires: For Paul de Man 18 (C. Lindsay, J. Culler and E. �da; 
trans. 1986 ). Some of the translations cited in this paper have been altered shsh 
for purposes of clarity. 

2. ld. at 14-15. 
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J. r. de Man, Allegories of Reading 249 ( 1 979). 

4 Thus, Derrida initially articulates the difference between his notion of deconstruc
. 

tion and the Heideggerian Destruktion in terms of the status not just of a word, 
Biing, but of the word as such: 

Doubtless, the meaning of Being is not the word "beingft nor the concept of 
bemg, as Heidegger incessantly reminds us. But since this meaning is nothing 
outside of language or of the language of words, it is tied, if not to this or 
that word, to this or that system of languages (concesso non dato), at least 
10 the possibility of the word in general. And to its irreducible simplicity. 

J. Derrida, De Ia Grammatologie 34 ( 1967) (italics added). The motifs of the 
signature and of the proper name have emerged as focal points of Derrida's de
construction of the word. 

5. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 458 ( 1 956) (based on Webster's New Inter
national D ictionary [2d ed. 1 950]) (italics added). 

6. ld. 
7. Compare Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, supra note 5, at 458 with Le Petit 

Robert 958 ( 1970). The translation of the Petit Robert definition offered herein 
assumes that "rightft-droit-is the same as "law.ft Another problem of transla
tion which, although it cannot be addressed explicitly in this paper, underlies-as 
problem-much of the following discussion. 

8. Le Petit Robert, supra note 7, at 958. 
9 . In German, similar remarks could be made concerning the word, Gewalt. Which 

renders the title of Walter Benjamin's essay, Kritik der Gewalt, difficult, if not 
impossible, to translate into English. Derrida comments upon these difficulties in 
his discussion of Benjamin's text, published in this volume. 

10. J. Derrida, supra note 1 ,  at 1 6. 
II. ld. at 14. 
12 .  A. de Tocqueville, De Ia Democratic en Amerique 1 67 ( 198 1 )  (translations offered 

herein will contain, on occasion, parenthetical references to the original texts 
cited, for purposes of clarification). 

13. ld. at 1 68.  
14. ld. at 169. 
IS .  ld. at 170. 
16. ld. 
17. ld. 
18· ld. at 2H-26. 
19· ld. at 244. 
20· ld. at 227. 
21. ld. 
t�. ld. at 167. 
2·1· ld. at 370. 
24· ld. at 367. 
2·5· ld. at 367-68. 
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26. ld. at 2 13. 

27. J. Derrida, supra note I, at 8. 

28. I will follow de Man's reading in concentrating primarily on the lint Vtnj 
the Social Contract, the so-called Manuscrit de Geneve. Page references her: of 
to 3 J.-J. Rousseau, Oeuvres completes (8. Gagnebin & M. Raymond eels. 19: 

29. J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 305-06 (italics added). 
), 

30. ld. at 306. 

3 1 .  Rousseau's notion, that in the social pact "each individual contracts, in a llllaaer 
of speaking, with himself," but "under a double relationship, namely ulllallber 
of the sovereign toward private persons ( particuliers) and as member of the S.. 
toward the sovereign" (ld. at 290), begs the question: that namely of the P&lh by 
which the individual, given the limited immediacy of his private interests, coma 
to associate himself with either the sovereign or the state. Despite the aarntne of 
origins in which Rousseau is engaged here, the question of the "social CODtraa" 
has less to do with the founding of society, as a diachronic, determinare c-., 
than with its structure or constitution, which, being aporetic, evokes what de Man 
calls "allegorical narratives." The latter have a function similar to that ascribed 
by Freud to "secondary revision" in dreams: that of dissimulating internal illosic 
behind a semblance of causal sequence. 

32. ld. at 306. 

33. This is undoubtedly why the judicial institution, as Rousseau conceives it, can 1111t 
be "a constitutive pan of the City, " i.e., of the general will. ld. at 307,454. See 
also J. Rousseau, Du Tribunat bk. IV, ch. 5. 

34. As we shall see, "nommement," here and elsewhere in the text, applies to both the 
form and the content of the "pronouncement": it should be read, therefore, bod! 
as "namely" and as "by name," or "nominally. " It applies both to the starmiGit 
itself and to that which is being stated. 

35. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 307 (italics added). 

36. ld. at 309. 

37. ld. 

38. "Sovereignty cannot be represented . . .  it consists essentially in the general will. 
and will cannot be represented: it is the same, or it is other; there is no micldlc-" 
ld. at 429. 

39. ld. at 3 1 0. 

40. ld. at 328. 

4 1 .  ld. at 290. 

42. ld. at 289-90. 

43. P. de Man, supra note 3, at 265. 

44. ld. at 269. 

45. ld. at 268-69. It is perhaps worth noting here, in passing, that, contrary to �� 
spread misapprehension, it is precisely the referential function of language w 1 
appeals most strongly to deconstruction, and to which it in tum appeals. 

46. j. Derrida, Prejuges, in La facultc de juger 1 2 1  ( 1 985). This text, as well as� 
of Kafka to which it refers, Before the Law, The Question of the Laws, Spolets 
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and The Trial, are all highly pertinent to this discussion of Rousseau, although I 
have no opportunity to deal with them explicitly here. 

47. r. de Man, supra note J, at 270. 

48. (d. 
49. (d. With this and other passages in mind, Neil Hem, in an as yet unpublished 

paper, More Lurid Figures, discerns in the figure of Helen a "maternalft aspect 
associated both with the "law,ft that leaves itself "hanging,ft and with the narra
tives, to which ir gives way. The fact that, as we shall sec, the law is the condition 
of the reproduction and hence survival of the "body politic,ft would tend to con
firm this reading. However, like Helen, the law does not simply nurture and pre
serve, it also subverts and destroys: itself no less than its "rule.ft And "to weave 
the story of the war into the epic,ft is not quite the same as telling a story. Perhaps 
the figure of Helen-or rather, of her name-can be read as a trace of what Neil 
Hertz finds "missing from de Man's critical accountft: the "thematization of the 
reader-critic's own fascination.ft Is anything more fascinating, and less thematisa
ble, than finding oneself "preordainedft to carry out a "coded repetition of a spe
cific gesrure or set of gestures ft? 

50. P. de Man, supra note J, at 271. 

51. Id. at 253. 
52. J.-j. Rousseau, supra note 28, at J 12. 
53. Id. at 327-28 (italics added). 
54. Having introduced the notion of "specificationt and hence of degrees of gener

ality and particularity, Rousseau is then able to distinguish on the one hand, "fun
damentalft or "politicalft laws, affecting the relation of "the whole to whole,ft but 
which pass by way of "intermediary forces, ft i.e. the branches of government, from 
"civil law,ft also designated as "particular laws,ft since these concern the relations 
of the sovereign to individual citizens. "Criminal lawft he considers "less a partic
ular species of law than the sanction of all the others.ft The most important of all, 
Rousseau emphasizes, is that type of law "unknown to our politicians, but upon 
which depends the success of all the others,ft those by which "the force of habitft 
imperceptibly replaces "that of authority. ft ld. at JJ 1. 

55.1d.at 316. 
56. P. de Man, supra note J, at 273. 
57. It should be noted that public deliberation that can obligate all subjects 

towards the sovereign .. . cannot inversely obligate the sovereign towards 
himself, and that consequently it is against the narure of the body politic 
that the sovereign should impose upon itself a law that it cannot infringe 
(enfreindre) .. . : It would then be in the siruation of an individual (parti
cu/ier) contracting with itself; whereby it is clear that there can be no species 
of basic law binding upon the body of the People. 

].-]. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 290-91. In the published version of the social 
contract, Rousseau adds that not only no "basic lawft or constitution can bind the 
\overeign, but also that the same holds for the social contract itself. Id. at 362. 

SM. h is this paradox that will lead Carl Schmitt to his definition of sovereignty as the 
power of deciding upon the "state of exceptionft (Ausnahme:ustand). See C. 
Schmitt, Politische Theologie 11 (4th ed. 1985). 
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59. P. de Man, supra note 3, at 273. 
60. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 313-14. 
61. It is misleading to identify, as De Man docs, "]w]hat Rousseau calls the •.roaq, 

ain'" with "the executive power," even after allowances for "historical hindsi� 
have been made. P. de Man, supra note 3, at 265. The power of the SOVcreip· 
above all �hat of legislating, for only the law, in its generali�y, is appropriate to th: 
general w1ll; the executive, by contrast, bears upon the pamcular conditio1111111dcr 
which the law is to be implemented. Since, however, "the sovereign authorir, . 
by its very nature, only a moral person, whose existence can only by abstract an: 
collective" (id.), it should rigorously be identified with none of the braucbea of 
government. Government, as Rousseau defines it, is "an intermediary body eRib. 
lished between subjects and Sovereign to assure their mutual corteSJIOIIdalce. • 
J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 396. 

62. P. de Man, supra note 3, at 253. 
63. ld. at 249. 
64. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 313. 
65. P. de Man, supra note 3, at 274-75. 
66. T. Hobbes, leviathan (1914, 1651 ). The tradition concentrated in this Hobbaia 

formula provides the point of departure for Carl Schmitt's theory of •deciaioa• a 
an act that is structurally independent of and prior to all norms in the constihltiaa 
of political bodies. Correlative to this is his notion of sovereignty as colllilda8 ill 
the power to suspend the constitution, a notion that Benjamin rcinscribed (ad 
transformed) in his Origins of the German Mourning Play. Schmitt's aitique of 
all normative juridical thinking, is pertinent to many of the issues raised hae. 

67. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 326. 
68. ld. at 317-18 (italics added). 
69. This is also the perspective from which Lacan approaches the question of the law 

in psychoanalysis. Lacan's formulations often echo this passage of Rousseau. • 
for instance in Subversion of the Subject and Dialectics of Desire: 

Let us proceed from the other conceived as the site of the signifier. No stale" 
ment of authority has in this respect any guarantee except for its unaance 
as such . . .  ]w]hich we formulate in saying that there is no mctalanguap 
that might be spoken, or, more aphoristically, that there is no Other of die 
Other. The legislator (the one who claims to erect the law) who presents 
himself in order to make up for this (qui se presente pour y supplier) docs 
so as an imposter; but not the Law itself, no more than he who actS on its 
authority (celui qui s'en autorise). 

J. Lacan, Ecrits 813 ( 1966). For an English translation of this work see J. Lacan. 
A. Sheridan trans. 1977. 

70. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 316. 
71. ld. at 315. 
72. ld. 
73. Such inaccessibility becomes the most manifest trait of the law in the writings of 

Kafka. 
74. J.-J. Rousseau, supra note 28, at 316. 
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75_ Jd. at 3 17. 

76. Jd. 

77. Jd. 

78. r. de Man, supra note 3, at 276. 

79. J. Dcrrida, supra note 1 ,  at 150. 

80. The motif of the suspmded smtmce characterizes the German Baroque Mourning 
Play, according to Walter Benjamin: uone can .. . speak of the trial of creation, 
which accusation (Kiage: literally, complaint, lament; also charge) against 
death-or against whomever it may be-is relegated to the books only half fin
ished, at the end of the play. Its resumption (Wiederaufnahme) is thus inscribed in 
the mourning play." W. Benjamin, Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels 148 
( 1963 ). If sentence is suspended not merely in its execution, but in its very enun
ciation, it is because the chief defendant in the utrial of the creation" is none other 
than the proper name itself: uThe mournful feels itself recognized through and 
through by the unrecognizable. To be named-even when the namer is like unto 
the Gods, and blessed-always retains, perhaps, a hint of mourning.• ld. at 254. 
The suspended sentence is also Benjamin's uresponse" to the decisionism of Carl 
Schmitt; in a world such as that of the Baroque Mourning Play, decisions are as 
necessary as they are impossible, as the antinomical figure of the Baroque Sover
eign demonstrates: Tyrant and Martyr in one. 
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Forms 

Charles M. Yablon 

The papers that have preceded me have all been extremely original 
and interesting. 

I must provide the missing Derridean supplement. 
I must be boring. 
This is not difficult for me. I am a lawyer. 
I know many boring things. 
Many very, very boring things. 
I must be boring. I must bore. But in another sense, to bore is to 

dig, to probe under the surface, to uncover that which has been hid
den, to view that which has not previously been seen. 

In that sense, the papers that have preceded me have been very bor· 
ing indeed, and I may truthfully say that I hope I may be only half as 
boring as those who have preceded me. 

I have chosen as my topic a boring thing. A boring lawyer's thing. 
It is a blank summons in a civil action based on the forth set form in 
Form 1 of the Appendix of Forms as issued pursuant to Rule 4 of �e 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. It is a form, and like a Platot11C 
Form, it is perfect of its type. All other federal court summonses, �e 
thousands of summonses served on human beings every day in this 
country, partake of the form of this summons, are based on the forl11 
of this summons, are judged by the form of this summons. A summ� 
that does not follow the form of this summons is a poorly dra 
summons, a defective summons. Perhaps it is not a summons at all . . 

This is a form. It has no substance. It is filled with blanks. It �5 
unsigned. It has no names, no places, no times. It is for no one. But at 
is not for no one. It is for you. 

258 
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�nitrb �tatre Jflietrict CCourt 
. - ---- IIISTIICT Of ---

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

v 

To---•r..._· 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED - ........ lo looo ... lftl � oiiNo eo._.---
"-.AIN'hl'lll&"a-tf"----

., .,..., 10 ..... COI"'O81ftl wflleft ••.......... ll'ftiiCI UIIOfl you . .ttNn ..,. .,.., un4cll of INI Wfft"'Oftl UCIO" you. e•CIVII ... oliN der of lilf'I'M:II If,... IIIII IO 00 10. � t11r ...... will til.._,. 
111'"11 ,.au lor �N Nttef Cllmlndld In IN �ftl 

*' bliiLih til-

"You are hereby summoned." Here, by this summons, this form, 
you arc hereby summoned. The statement is true. It cannot be false. 
The written statement "You are hereby summoned" proves itself. If  
You seek to dispute it ,  you acknowledge its call to you, and thereby 
Prove that you have indeed been summoned. You have been sum
llloned, and cannot dispute it. 

The statement is not a statement of fact, but an act of summoning, 
Yet also a statement describing the act of summoning. You are hereby surnrnoned. Who has summoned you ?  The form does not say. Surely 
not the plaintiff, the one who has sued you. The plaintiff, like you, is � subj�ct of this document, not its author. When the blank spaces are 

lied In in some lawyer's office, the plaintiff's name will sit uncom-
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fortably just above yours in the caption of the case. It will be neith larger nor smaller than yours and will be separated from your na er 
merely by the interposition of the printed "v." That letter "v." ::e 
part of the form. It is the part of the form which places you twa 
plaintiff and defendant, literally and figuratively, on opposite sides. 0' 

You are hereby summoned. Wh� has summoned you ? Is it the 
Clerk, or the Deputy Clerk, whose tttles appear below rwo signaturt lines at the bottom of the page? The Clerk will not sign this summ011a It will be stamped with merely the form of her signature. The Depu� 
Clerk will not, as a matter of law, sign the document, even if she writes 
her name on the bottom line. The Deputy Clerk merely acts for the 
Clerk, who does not act at all, but merely has someone else stamp her 
signature on the summons. The summons is signed by no one. It is 
written by no one. But it summons you. 

"You are hereby summoned . . .  " You are "required to serve." Ser
vice is now required of you. You have been called, you have been 
summoned, and now you must serve. You have been drafted. Like an 
unwilling recruit, you must appear at a time and place not of your 
own choosing, swear an oath, file papers. You have been drafted by a 
document. 

You have been accused. Statements have been made against you. 
Your wrongful actions have been observed. They have been recorded. 
They have been written down. The writing that contains them will be 
attached to the summons. It is called a complaint. It is complaining 
about you. 

You are required to file and serve an answer to the complaint. It is 
not enough merely to answer, you must serve an answer. You have 
been summoned. You must serve. An expectation has been created. 
An answer must be served to serve the expectation. After all, there are 
rules. 

The summons never mentions the rules. Never refers to them or tells 
you what they are. The rules are not a subject of the summons. They 
are not cited or discussed. If the rules were stated, you might read 
them. They could be opened to discussion. They could be interpreted. 
The rules might turn out to have more than one meaning. They mighr 
not tell you what to do. . 

The summons does not tell you the rules. The summons is a thtnl 
issued pursuant to the rules. It tells you what to do. The rules are not 
stated. The rules are not open to discussion. Yet when you rea� �� 
summons you know there must be rules, because the summons tS 
about the things you must do. f "You are hereby summoned and required to file with the Clerk 0 
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h·s Court and serve upon plaintiff's attorney [whose name and ad
�r�ss a re to be typed_ in ! an answe� to the complaint which is herewith 

rved upon you, w1thm [a certam number of ] days after service of s�is summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service." t You a re required to file. You are required to serve. You have a cer
tain number of days, carefully counted, exclusive of the day of service. 
Expectations have been created. They are waiting for your answer. 
The summons presumes, without ever stating them, the existence of 
clear, mandatory, determinate rules, time deadlines, rules for count
ing, expected actions, forbidden actions. The first unstated message of 
the summons is: There are rules and you must obey them. 

There are rules but you do not know them. You are required to file 
and serve an answer. Not merely answer, not say "get lost" or "leave 
me alone" or " the complaint against me is a tissue of lies." You must 
file an answer with the Clerk of the Court. You must serve an answer 
upon plaintiff's attorney. The rules require a special kind of answer. 
You must answer according to the rules. You must serve your answer 
upon plaintiff's attorney, whose name and address appear prominently 
in the center of the summons. It is plaintiff's attorney who has written 
the complaint. I t  is plaintiff's attorney you are required to serve. Ob
viously, plaintiff's attorney knows the rules. 

Plaintiff's attorney knows the rules and you do not. You need help. 
You need someone who knows the rules. You cannot answer for your
self. 

You cannot answer for yourself, and you do not have much time. 
The number of days you have before you must file and serve your 
answer is specifically set forth in the summons. Your days are num
bered, exclusive of the day of service. Your days are numbered. You 
cannot answer for yourself. The second unstated message of the sum
mons is: "Get a lawyer, fast." 

But surely a mere document cannot wield such power over you. You 
are free to ignore it, resist it, answer any way you want, say "to hell 
�ith the rules," tear up the summons. You may be punished for such 
disobedience but you can still assert your freedom from the rules. 

You can tear up the summons. You can refuse to serve. But you cannot be free of the rules. The rules contemplate that you might tear up the summons. The rules anticipate that you might refuse to serve. Such actions are still subject to the rules. 
The rules contemplate their own disobedience. The summons exPect� you may fail to live up to expectations. You are expected to 

serve, but you may fail. If you fail, you are still subject to the rules. 
" If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken against you 
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for rhe relief demanded in rhe complaint." If you fail, judgmenr Wil 
be raken against you. Who will render judgment? Again, rhe surnrn. I 
provides no names. No one will render judgment. No one will acr �lls 
someone will be acred upon. Judgment will be raken. Againsr yo�

. 
Ut 

This judgment is nor a gifr provided by a fair and enlightened iudi. ciary. This judgment will not be given by anyone. This judgment Will 
be raken. Against you. By default. It will be triggered by your fault, 
your failure to meet expectations. You may wish ro have your refusal 
to answer be interpreted as an act of defiance, of resistance to the rules, a grand gesture of protest. But is has already been interpreted, 
before it has ever occurred, as merely a default, a failure to make 
service, a non-event. Under the rules your action will be interpreted as 
a default, because default is an action contemplated by the rules. Yoa 
have nor resisted. You have not protested. You have merely defaulted, 
You have failed to meet expectations. Judgment will be taken against 
you. Not maliciously. Not vindictively. Not because of your acti0111. 
But merely because you failed ro acr, according to the rules. The rules 
define your actions even as you seek to defy rhem. The third unstated 
message of the summons is: "You are not free to resist." 

As the preceding discussion has, I think, indicated, the language of 
the summons is indeterminate on a number of levels, but that does not 
mean that it lacks meaning. Quite the contrary, as Robert Cover, and 
I think Derrida as well, would remind us, the indeterminacy of lepl 
language must be used as a way of revealing and analyzing the power 
exerted and pain inflicted by legal processes, not as a way of denyin& 

that power and pain. Second, indeterminacy, particularly in a Derri· 
dean context, does not reflect a lack of meaning, but an overabund· 
ance of meaning, of denotations and connotations, of words that 
mean many things at once, of words that remind us of other words. 
of things that are said and things that are unsaid. Words in context. 
like the context of a summons, are not malleable putty that can mean 
anything we desire. Rather, they are brittle, like a pane of glass pre

senting a single face to the world, but with riny cracks of alternative, 
even opposing meanings, that can shatter and break up the domin�r 
understanding. A summons is a routine legal form. It is also an ·�· 
strument of power and pain. That is the indeterminacy rhat gives J[ 
meaning. 
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On the Margins of Microeconomics 

David Gray Carlson 

Inside the economy of classic price theory is-another economy !  
But not the economy o f  supply and demand that price theory sets out 
to domesticate. The underground economy-where the work is really 
done-is hidden. It is, in Derrida's words, "a  war economy." 1 

This paper applies Derrida's ideas to the price theory. What follows, 
then, is a grammatology-a deconstruction. As a result of this decon
struction, price theory, which presents itself as the law of the perfect 
market, will be shown to be founded on-as it must be founded on
an imperfect market. This imperfect origin of the perfect market oc
curs because opportunity costs (a vital element of the marginal cost of 
production) point to another market, which points to another market, 
and so forth . At least as a matter of origin, one of these other markets 
must once have been an imperfect market. This origin in market im· 
perfection betrays price theory's purpose-the reconciliation of pri· 
vate gain with public good as a necessary property of contract ex· 
change . Such a reconciliation depends on perfect markets everywhere, 
all the time. 

Deconstruction is an equilibrium theory of what Derrida calls the 
�eneral economy of being.2 Determinate being, in precritical thinking, Is taken as self-evident-unmediated by thought. Concepts are con· celved as eternal and self-standing. In Jacques Derrida's terminology, such beings are assumed to be present, and this faith in the selfsubs istence of concepts is described as a "philosophy of presence." 

. Philosophy of presence works by suppressing the other by force or violence, even while denying that this violence occurs. What appears �0 be a whole is covertly an economy. But this suppression can be 
�rupted from within the very paradigms of a philosophy of presence. 

Is disruption is what Derrida calls moving "from restricted to gen-

265 
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eral economy" 1-a move this paper hopes to make with regard 
price theory. to 

In Derrida's terminology, microeconomics is the restricted econorn 
and the disrupted microeconomics the general one. This general eco y, 
omy "is the one that shows how metaphysics's eternal attempt : 
profit from its ventures is based upon an irreducible loss, an 'expencf. 
iture without reserve' without which there could be no idea of 
profit." 4 That is to say, the restricted economy claims a profit-the 
unified whole-but does so only by concealing a loss-the loss of the 
Other that is violently suppressed. In a restricted economy, the insoi
vent theoretician promises more than he can provide.5 In microeco0• 

omic parlance, the restricted economy has failed to internalize itl 

costs. 
Derrida's famous neographism6 "differance" misspelled with an a 

and pronounced (in French) precisely like "difference," is a portentous 
concept for microeconomics. Derrida writes: 

this discreet graphic intervention [the errant "a"], which neirher 
primarily nor simply aims to shock the reader or the grammarian 
.. . , this graphic difference (a instead of e), this marked difference 
between two apparently vocal notations, between two vowels. re
mains purely graphic: it is read, or it is wrinen, but it cannot be 
heard. It cannot be apprehended in speech, and we will see why it 
also bypasses the order of apprehension in general. It is offered by 
a mute mark, by a tacit monument, I would even say by a pyramid, 
thinking not only of the form of the lener when it is printed as a 
capital, but also of the text in Hegel's Encyclopedia in which rhe 
body of the sign is compared to the Egyptian Pyramid. The a of 
differance, thus, is not heard; it remains silent, secret and discreet 
as a tomb: oikesis. And thereby let us anticipate the delineation of 
a site, the familial residence and tomb of the proper in which is 
produced, by differance, the economy of death. This stone-pro
vided that one knows how to decipher its inscription is not far from 
announcing the death of the tyrant.· 

Translated into the context of this paper, the market imperfections 

I will locate inside (but on the margins of) price theory are the archl
writing, a "discreet graphic intervention." This intervention cannot be 
heard from the perspective of logocentrism. It bypasses this particular 

"order of apprehension." This intervention is signalled by the Jette� a 
which (when capitalized-i.e., reduced to "present value") resemb f 
a pyramid-a tomb. Thus, capital intervention spells the death � 
price theory qua theory, a death foretold in the etymology of the �0 
"economy," derived as it is from oikos (household), which is akin tO 
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·kesis (tomb) . "  The real economy in microeconomics, then, is an 
01 nomv of death. All of this is inscribed on the tomb that the a of 

��fferan�e represents, a tomb, incidentally, that is memorialized on the 

b1 ck of every dollar bill turned out by the United States Treasury De-

:rtmcnt.  The tyranny whose death is foretold is, of course, that of 
p icroeconomics whose will to power works to suppress its origin in 

�ath.  Every dollar bil l ,  with its pyramidal symbolism, encases the eye 

of a radically other god that stares out at those who would theorize 

in a totalizing way about how the dollar might circulate. This eye of 

god winks at microeconomics from the a of differance-the trace 
upon which our economy truly depends. 

THE MARKET'S RHETORICAL FUNCTION 

It is my thesis that modern American price theory-the type that 
describes a perfect market-is a philosophy of presence. It works by 
banishing time. Time is itself a market imperfection. Furthermore, 
price theory's perfect market must originate in market imperfections. 
Thus, at the same time price theory defines and banishes imperfec
tions, it cannot do without them. It implicitly relies on imperfections 
for its origin. The self-betrayal of the perfect market occurs at a mar
ginal point, and it occurs through a palpable act of deferral.  There is 
a certain irony here. Since Marshall, price theory has celebrated mar
ginality and has made the margin the center of its attention. Thus, 
both competitive and oligopolistic prices are determined by the mar
ginal cost of production. There is a sense in which classic price theory 
is already attuned to deconstruction's program of bringing the margin 
back into the center. Yet the margin I want to identify is at the margin 
of these margins. The irony comes from the fact that price theory 
constantly defers the very margin which is supposed to govern the 
domain of price theory. 

It is always a first step in deconstruction to construct the very thing 
�0. be deconstructed. This moment is always a dangerous one, because 
h Is possible that one deconstructs a straw man-a theory that no one 

1 olds or defends. Perhaps for this reason, Derrida sticks to texts of IVtng or once living human beings, rather than some abstract set of connected ideas that no one has asserted. 
fhSimi larly, I would like to let George Stigler's classic textbook, The 

er>ry of Price/ to stand in for price theory generally. 
t . 1n Stigler's work, price theory has at its center-in a very heliocenrtc sense-perfect markets. 10  Perfect markets are considered natural 
and authentic. Perfect markets correspond to "speech" in Derrida's 
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system. Market imperfections are the hated fall from grace. Econo . 
theorizing therefore consists of "taming" data that do not conforrn

rn•c 

the vision of the perfect market. These imperfections correspond 
to 

what Derrida would call "writing." 1 1  From Stigler's viewpoint, irnr:,o 
fections are unnatural, just as to Saussure or Levi-Strauss (as � 
scribed in Derrida's work), writing threatens authenticity. 

Needless to say, this is not how Stigler conceives of his projea. Stig
ler is quite aware of the embarrassing other-worldliness of per&q 
markers. The perfect market is nevertheless defended from the charge 
of utopianism because of its predictive power in our world.u The ex
ample chosen to illustrate this power is as follows: 

To maximize his utility, the buyer searches for additional prices un
til the expected saving from the purchase equals the cost of visiting 
one more dealer. Then he stops searching and buys from the dealer 
who quotes the lowest price he has encountered. 1 1 

Notice that this theory-involving search costs-focuses on an indi
vidual who has expectations. One expectation is the cost of one more 
visit to a store. The other is the expectation of what saving will be 
discovered there. If the first exceeds the second, no further visits will 
occur. Instead, the customer will visit the store known to have the 
lowest price. 14 

Stigler imagines three objections by a noneconomist. First, the DOD
economist will deny that people maximize this thing called utility. 

He will say that people typically do not maximize anything-that 
the consumer is lazy or dominated by advertisers or poor at arith
metic. And indeed there are consumers who not only suffer from 
these disabilities but are also downright confused. Why attribute to 
them the cold-blooded, logical approach of a well-built modem 
computer? 

Second, what precisely is the cost of canvassing one more seller? 
All one has to do is to drive over to another dealer and talk to him 
for a few minutes. How can a monetary value be placed upon these 
actions-which are pleasant for some people and distasteful to oth
ers? 

Finally, does not the economist merely say . . . that the buyer will 
visit as many dealers as he visits-no more, no less. The rule does 
not say whether he visits one or every seller" 

Stigler's "basic reply" to these imagined attacks: price theory "enableS 

us to predict how consumers (and markets) will behave." 
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Stigler (somewhat carelessly) describes how this theory might gen-
re rcsrable propositions in the world. era 

The cost of searching out one more price varies . . .  But it will vary 
much less among commodities than the gain from a 1 percent sav· 
ing in price varies among commodities." 

one can quarrel with this assumption that searching for an automo

bile costs the same as searching for, say, a rare herb or chemical. There 

is a certain vision that Stigler obviously has in mind-given a stan
dard kind of consumer good that is listed in the Yellow Pages and are 
familiar and comfortable to consumers, the cost of searching for com
modities is uniform. Stigler equates searching with visiting stores
and whether the customers wants cars or washing machines, the cost 
of a visit is uniform. His assumption drastically l imits the amount of 
commodity acquisition to which a theory is addressed. Let us note 
that implicit-but-unnecessary assertoric limitation and move on: 

On an automobile, 1 percent is now perhaps $75 or $ 1 00; on a 
washing machine, 1 percent is perhaps $4 or $6. So any person, the 
theory predicts, will search more for low prices when buying an 
automobile than when buying a washing machine. A person who 
enjoys shopping may visit ten automobile dealers and three appli
ance stores; one who does not enjoy shopping may visit three au
tomobile dealers and one appliance store-but in each case the 
consumer will search longer before buying the automobile. This is 
a testable implication, and if the facts contradict the prediction, the 
theory underlying the proposition is wrong. 17 

Although this is still off the path of my basic purpose, one can com
plain of a certain nonsequitur here. Stigler's theory initially predicted 
when a given consumer would visit a store. Now he thinks that the theory predicts that more visits occur for cars than for washing machines, because-given a stipulated percentage price variation-the 
�ar di�erential can finance more visits than the washing machine diferentlal.  Stigler also has ignored an equilibrating relation between 
�arches and prices. If indeed car prices are very close together, searchIng for cars is deterred, compared to searching for washing machines. �erefore, it is highly possible that washing machines generate more 
s 0PPing than cars . 1 8  

Thr prediction that Stigler makes is  "that the range of prices of Washing machines quoted in a city's retail outlets will vary more (relative to their average) than the prices of automobiles." 19 And, sure 
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enough, Stigler has data that show car prices varied 1 .  72 perce . 
1 959, while washing machines varied 3.42 percent in 1 955. nt Ill 

Stigler scolds us for suspecting that, though billed as a predicti 
the whole exercise was cooked from the beginning and must be �n, 
moted to mere explanation-that is, Stigler, had two facts before h" e. 
and the theory is offered to unify the facts. Stigler denies this: 

IIJl, 

It may be said that the facts were already known and all the econ
omist has done is make out a fancy explanation for them . . .  This 
objection is not factually correct: the theory was contrived first and 
the facts then sought. But it is not necessary for the reader (econo
mist or noneconomist) to decide whether I am telling the truth. The 
real reply is that there are infinitely many sets of data that can be 
used to test the predictions. The reader can go out in his city and 
collect prices of automobiles and washing machines or (since this 
general theory applies to all homogeneous goods) prices of houses 
and paring knives.2" 

We can accept this point-explanation and prediction certainly en
twine themselves and are merely different temporal relations between 
fact and theory. Whether theory came first and fact later, or vice versa, 
theory constitutes the unity of disparate facts. It is the nature of this 
unity that concerns us here. The unity can be described as foUows
the facts are inconsistent with the premises of a perfect market. They 
must therefore be "tamed" by reference to a perfect market, to show 
that the theoretic core stays intact. Viewed this way, perfect markeD 
can be analogized to a center that exerts a gravitational pull. The straY 
facts that Stigler has presented have spun off the gravitational centrr 
of the perfect market. Stigler then struggles to find the imperfectioDS 
that connect the facts to the theoretic core. 

Now if, as I maintain, this theoretic core can be shown to be 1 
metaphysical impossibil ity-that the center flies apart of its own ac· 
cord-does this destroy the cultural power of price theory? Und��� 
edly not. All economists know that a perfect market has no emp1n 
validity whatsoever, and if it has no metaphysical coherence ei�• 
such a blow cannot deliver more damage upon price theory than 115 
well-acknowledged empirical failures already have. In either case, 
economists defend the facial implausibility of the theory with its pre
dictive success: 

When we assume that consumers, acting with mathematical con· 
sistency, maximize utility, therefore, it is not proper for someone to 
complain that men [sic] are much more complicated and diverse 
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rh;tn that. So they are, but if  this assumption yields a theory of 
b.:havior which agrees tolerably well with the facts, it should be 
used until a better theory comes along.1 '  

rhus. Stigler sounds open and tolerant of other theoretic cores and 
·nvites competitors to present theories that better unify the facts. We 

�an be skeptical of this tolerance, however, because microeconomics 

presents an i nfinite opportunity to defend the theory from the facts, 

merely by finding some disturbing cause to which is attributed the 

theory's failure. This opportunity for fudging is betrayed in the fol
lowing qualification: 

li the right element in the diverse situations has been isolated, the 
theory will work: it will yield predictions better than those which 
can be reached with any alternative theory.11 

The infinite opportunity to protect the theory from the facts occurs in 
the phrases "right element" and "isolated." Thus, when theories fail 
to predict the fact, a microeconomist can save the theory by finding 
the disturbing cause that re-establishes the unity between fact and 
theory.! '  

I f predictive power, as supplemented by the infinite fudging i n  case 
of predictive failure, can protect the theory from empirical attack, 
likewise we can expect that metaphysical incoherence will not inter
rupt the practice of microeconomics. This is because microeconomics 
is fundamentally poetics, not science-bricolage rather than engi
neering. 

The poetics that price theory pursues is the fusion between libertar
ian individualism and utilitarian altruism. In price theory, selfish per
sons, by pursuing their own ends, are shown to serve the public good. 
This portrait rationalizes private, seemingly destructive behavior with 
the production of happiness in the world. A kind of geist-an invisible 
hand or the cunning of reason-is shown to transcend individual cal
culation in favor of the community. Yet this geist can only do its work 
�n tht· other-worldly perfect market. Indeed, "perfection" is nothing 

Ut the conditions under which public and private good can be rec
onciled .  !• 

I t i� precisely this myth of perfection that I intend to disrupt, if I 
can,  1 n the next section of this paper. The source of this disruptive 
Pn nci ple  is seemingly innocent. It is the requirement that the marginal ��st of p�od�ction i�clude comp�ns�tion for opportunities for�gone 

} 1 11\'estmg m margmal production m the market at hand. Th1s op-
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portunity cost must be a positive amount in order to justify a rnarket exchange at the competitive price. And yet this opportunity cost ck 
pends upon the existence of economic rents in some other rnarket, U 
that other market-and all other markets-were governed by th 
competitive price, market exchanges could not originate themselves� 
not without some oligoplistic intervention. 

Stigler writes, "the cost of any productive service in producing A is 
the maximum amount it could produce elsewhere." 25 It is the rnyth of 
this "elsewhere" to which I now turn. 

MARGINAL COST 

The normative goal of market economics is to equate supply and 
demand. When supply is constricted below demand, prices (in a free 
market) are supposed to rise. The naive account is that such a rise in 
prices creates a deadweight loss to society. A more sophisticated ac
count views a rise in prices as only contingently bad and hence contin
gently good. According to this account, society loses from rising prices 
only if (a) the consumer who is priced out of the constricted commod
ity chooses to spend instead on another commodity that was subjecr 
to less market dysfunction than the original commodity was, or (b) 
the consumer who will pay the higher price is forced to withdraw 
funds from a market that is less competitive than that of the original 
commodity. If, for example, Commodity A was price competitively at 
$ 1 0  but has now gone to $ 1 2  because of restricted supply, society 
actually benefits from the oligopolistic behavior if those consumers 
who are priced out of the market are driven to choose a product which 
has $2 or more of price-marginal-cost differential. This follows be
cause society will now more efficiently allocate resources betweell 
Commodity A and Commodity 8.26 Similarly, suppose the consumer 
decides to stay in the market for Commodity A.  The consumer there
fore withdraws $2 from a market in which there exists more than S2 
of differential between price and marginal cost. Society then bene�ts 
because it once again better allocates resources between CommoditY 
A and Commodity B. Or, to say the same thing in different words, .j 
rise in prices has no normative consequence, standing alone. Onl� 1 
those prices disrupt optimal distribution of commodities does prtCC 

change become significant.l" 
. . b--To avoid the empirical burdens of second-best distortions, 1t IS a 

solutely necessary for the armchair economist to assume that all othd 
markets are always competitive. Similarly, they assume that all pro-
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d ctive inputs in the production curve they are studying can be ob-

�ned for the competitive price. These assumptions assure that comt�titive pricing in their model appear to be efficient. The existence of 
pconomic rents anywhere else in the economy means that competitive e 

ricing in any given market is only contingently efficient.28 
p The universal banishment of economic rents means that all prices 
rnust equate with the marginal cost of production. In order for com

petitive pricing to be achieved, microeconomists have a very special

ized notion of marginal cost. 
Formally, marginal cost is the difference between total cost at n 

units of production and total costs at n + 1 units of production.29 
This formula tel ls us nothing about what a cost is. The allocation of 
costs to production is essentially an a priori proposition-one that 
depends on political, controversial, and historically contingent mate
rial. For example, if an excise tax applies, that tax must be part of the 
marginal cost of production, because that tax shows up in  

TO" + ' ' - TC" = MC 

Another cost that is less intuitively included in the above formula is 
the cost of opportunities foregone elsewhere. For example, suppose 
we redefined MC to exclude opportunity costs, so that the cost of 
materials, piecemeal labor and excise taxes were the only difference 
between TO" + " - TC". This definition of marginal cost would be in
adequate for the proposition that supply (marginal cost) ought to 
equal demand, though it would be adequate to describe exchange in 
general, if we do not wish to account for production (as in Arrow's 
Theorem). 30 

A crude numerical example becomes necessary. Suppose that a pro
ducer projects that if she produces 1 00 widgets, TC = $900, but if 
she produces 1 0 1  widgets, TC = $909, because she calculates that the raw materials (seemingly her only expense in producing the marginal 
widget)  will cost $9. Furthermore, the marginal cost of each widget is 
$9, so that the producer has a perfectly elastic supply curve. Marginal cost of $9 inadequately equates supply with demand. If the price de
rnanded is $9, the manufacturer receives zero compensation for producing the l O l st item. A profit maximizing the manufacturer expects a return on the investment of $9.  Not getting it, the manufacturer �tcft:rs to deposit $9 in her next best opportunity-manufacturing 
oodads at $9.45 . It so happens that doodads also require $9 worth 

��- materi�ls (or we have mathematically equated x units of widgets • th Y umts of doodads to produce that result) . Also, we assume there 
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are no entry costs into doodads and no exit costs from widgets 
order to induce production of the l O l st item, the price of wid� In 
must rise to $9.45, because, at anything less, the manufacturer d: 
better making doodads than she does making widgets. 

If all manufacturers face identical cost of raw materials and th 
identical alternative investment opportunity, no manufacturer wiD 
produce the widget that our principal manufacturer has declined to 
produce, until such rime as the price rises to $9.45. Furthermore if 
the cost of the raw materials is a flat $9 at all levels of production, �ot 
only will the producers fail to replace the widget foregone. No man. 
ufacturer will produce a widget at all. In this exercise, rime is sup
pressed. Widgets are produced, sold, and consumed instanta. 
neously-in no time at all. Hence, if the marginal widget cannot be 
produced, neither can any widget exist.31 

Supply cannot equal demand at $9. In order for manufacturers with 
equal raw material costs and equal alternative opportunities to pro
duce the extra widget (or any widget, if the $9 cost is constant at all 
levels of widget manufacture), the market must reimburse the manu
facturers for the opportunity foregone. Stated otherwise, in order for 
supply to equal demand, supply (marginal cost) must be defined to 
include the opportunity foregone as a cost. Therefore, the competitive 
price of widgets, the price that describes when the manufacturer pro
duces the l O l st widget, must reimburse the widgeteer for the 45 CCDII 
foregone because the widgeteer gave up the opportunity to manufac
ture doodads. 

There is nothing natural or inherent behind the inclusion of oppor· 
tunity cost as one of the marginal costs of production.32 Opportunity 
cost is thrown in simply because supply-and-demand curves will not 
operate to predict the termination of production without this conces
sion. And yet opportunity cost is the downfall of a coherent marginal 
theory of price. As we shall see a little later, it contains the contradic· 
tion that must be suppressed for modern price theory to sustain itself· 

This too must be said about opportunity costs. They are the onlY 
real cost that exists, in price theory. Recall that the perfect mark� 
banishes time. Production, exchange and consumption all occur 51" 
multaneously. Hence, buyers are always in the habit of financing pro
duction. It is as if buyers of widgets brought the necessary $9 in inpu.ts 

with them to production. What the producers offer is not ownersh•P 
of inputs, because any propertyless producer can look to the b�yers 
to supply the inputs-instantaneously. What the producers do as to 
control the process of production, such that they have the right to 
recover their opportunity costs. Hence, in our example, the $9 ntaY 
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droP from our discussion. We need speak only of the 45 cents the 

rodw.:er requires to supply widgets rather than doodads. p 
Now it should be apparent that this universal opportunity cost re

embks a gigantic oligopoly in opportunities. Monopoly theorists are 

�el l  fami liar with the critique of ordinary oligopolies. Because an oli

gopol�· represents a shared economic rent, oligopolists have an incen
tive to cheat on each other by increasing production and sneaking it 

to the market at a lower price. By doing so, a cheating oligopolist may 

gain a larger s�a re of �he eco_
no�ic_ 

rent for herself th
_
a� the oligopoly 

provided. But 1f the ohgopohst IS d1scovered, competition breaks out. 
The price quickly (instantaneously, in a perfect market) reverts to the 
competitive level. But it does not go below the competitive level, be
cause otherwise all production in that market will cease altogether. 

There is another way to view the oligopoly. Suppose, instead of 
enforcing the oligopoly by monitoring whether members were sneak
ing goods to the market to grab a larger share of economic rents, the 
oligopoly simply enters into an agreement with every other producer 
in the world to raise their prices so that every producer earned eco
nomic rents. When this universal oligopoly becomes perfect, then 
what was once economic rents become transformed into opportunity 
costs. 

A universal oligopoly of opportunities changes economic rents into 
marginal costs. It changes oligopoly into competitive pricing. But this 
is sti l l  not enough to prevent a market crash if any producer has any 
surplus wealth. If there is any surplus wealth anywhere, the producer 
who owns it has the incentive to plow it into production. This in turn 
has the effect of increasing production and upsetting the equilibrium. 
If the equilibrium is upset in one market, the opportunity costs in that 
market have been lowered. Simultaneously, all opportunity costs have 
been transformed back into economic rents. Competitive pricing now 
demands an across-the-board price cut. In our widget market, the op
Portunity cost of 45 cents has lowered for widgets, doodads and 
everything else in the world. 

Hence, it is yet another feature of the perfect market that there must 
be no savings and no investment. Rather, every penny of the oppor
tuni ty costs earned in production must be spent in consumption. 

What ought to be apparent now is that a disequilibrium between 
con\u mption and production brings the universal opportunity cost 
d

'J\\·n . Meanwhile, prices can never go up. Recall that in the perfect �arket, buyers finance production and, as we have just seen, there can 
e no accumulated wealth. Because of instantaneous financing with 

110 drht service charge-time does not exist in perfect markets-the 
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cost of all inputs could be deleted from the formula. All that matt 
is the bare opportunity cost. This cannot go up, unless economic ren

ers 

exist somewhere to draw producers out of the market at hand a � 
into the market with rents. But competitive pricing eliminates the � 
sibility of economic rents, so that the possibil ity of an increase in 0 
portunity costs is also eliminated. p.. 

On the other hand, it must be admitted that if an eternal equilib
rium is asserted, with opportunity costs already in place, perfect mar
kets will never dissolve.1 1 So conceived, perfect markets are a dead 
thing, nothing we wish to emulate. Instantaneous movement is 110 
movement. For real human beings to approach the perfect market is 
to approach death itself. 

ORIGINS 

In the above discussion, it is conceded that if a perfect market main
tains itself, but only at the expense of its historicity. Things happen 
instantaneously in perfect markets-in no time at all. Perfect markets 
are a Uchronia. These criticisms make clear that a perfect market is 
metaphysically impossible. 

It is also possible to show that such a market must have its origin 
in market imperfections and hence is dependent upon them for its 

existence. If so, then it can be said that a perfect market is dependent 
for its existence on market imperfections. 

Let us revert back to the beginning of organized society, before a 
single contract exchange took place. Let us impose on this society the 
norm of competitive pricing. Under what conditions can there be a 
trade between two persons for different commodities? 

In this society, suppose Fred is tall and can gather apples, while 
Barney is short and can grub for roots better than Fred. It wiU still 

pay for a trade to occur because Fred's labor is embodied in surplus 
apples (and Barney's labor is embodied in surplus roots).  Each must 

charge the other the marginal cost of production, as governed by �e 
next best opportunity to another market. But now, the only alternanv� 
production to roots or applies is leisure.14 How much is leisure worth· 
Each side is able to say subjectively whether each would rather have 
the other's surplus instead of leisure. If this leisure has a positive valu�, 

it constitutes the opportunity cost of providing labor.35 As a result, It 

is possible to have production consistent with pricing at marginal cos� 
This account of the first contract exchange substitutes purely su 

jective preference for objectively determined opportunity costs. Up to 
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oW. opportunities were defined by markets. No one was allowed to 
0 v " I  choose to charge more because I don't care to invest time or s:��urces in anything else. I'd prefer to be unemployed." If anyone 

�ere allowed �o say this, marginal _ 
cost would be purely subjective. 

That is, any pnce, no matter how h1gh, would always be the compet

itive price because a producer could always define for herself what 
marginal costs are by claiming she'd prefer leisure over gauging the 
public with high prices. 

For example, suppose IBM were a monopolist and, in violation of 

our competitive pricing policy, simply declared that it would charge a 
monopoly price. When challenged by the government, IBM then re
sponded, "We will hold our productive resources idle unless we are 
given freedom to charge what we want. We prefer leisure as the next 
best opportunity to charging the monopoly profit." If IBM were al
lowed to boycott the market because leisure were its next best oppor
tunity to charging a monopoly price, then all economic rents could be 
reformulated into marginal cost, and the microeconomic critique of 
monopoly power would break down. 

For this reason, opportunity cost must be a purely objective stan
dard. That is, a person's time and labor is valued by others, not by the 
producer/owner of the labor. Neither Fred nor Barney can be allowed 
to declare the subjective value of his labor or other inputs. This is not 
to say that Barney cannot have leisure, or that Fred must work 
twenty-four hours a day. Similarly, a consumer good that could be 
productive need not mandatorily be moved into production. Compet
itive pricing only requires that if an asset is moved into the productive 
sector, it must be priced at its marginal cost of production as valued 
objectively by others. This must be so in order to maintain the critical 
bite that supply-and-demand curves do have. Otherwise, price theory 
surrenders the consumption-production distinction, a distinction 
every bit as important to price theory as is a positive opportunity cost. 

If the perfect market has an origin, then it is in subjective choice not 
governed by anything so objective as prices in other markets. Yet this 
origin in pure subjectivity belies what perfect markets represent them
selves to be-an objective ideal against which historical markets 
nughr be compared.  

b Tune and presence have a double relation. In  the present, time is antshed, and but time also moves. At one moment, presence sup-
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presses past and future and in this sense does not move. A concep . 
a philosophy of presence in the sense that it denies all movement. � IS  
in the present, as we observe things in motion, we experience mo et, 
ment as presence, to which the other sort of presence is inadequate

ve. 

Price theory replicates this double relation with time. Several ref�. 
ences have already been made to this phenomenon. In price theo 
things happen instantaneously. Goods are instantly produced, distri� 
uted and consumed. For example, sales do not occur sequentially. If 
they did, one moment's sale would not affect all the prices of a co111• 
modity. Instead, it is stipulated that, in the absence, of price discrimi. 
nation, all prices for the commodity are the same. This is because all 
sales occur instantaneously and simultaneously. Things that happen 
instantaneously happen in no time at all. 

Alternatively, time is frozen in the form of a rate of production. Ia 
equilibrium, the rate of production stays constant; there is "no ten· 
dency to change until supply or demand conditions change." l6 AI· 
though a rate is supposed to subsume a time, it effectively banishes it 
by sublating it into a fixed quantity. 

Time is the enemy of a perfect market. If time is introduced into the 
model, then goods can never be priced at the competitive level. The 
ability of one producer to rush a commodity to market before any 
other constitutes a moment of monopoly price. If a producer is the 
only one in the market for even a moment, then buyers are led to 
compare a higher price now versus the lower price when the market 
imperfection is cured. Time becomes a negative commodity in com
petition with the commodity that is present in the marketplace. Con· 
sumers may pay to avoid losing it or may choose to wait and take the 
lower price laterY 

Although time is the enemy of the perfect market, it is also its 

friend, in the sense that time can provide an originary economic rent 
and hence a positive opportunity cost. In other words, in the negative 
market for time, in which buyers will pay producers to save time, 
producers can earn a positive economic rent. Therefore, in such a mar· 
ket, the producer becomes originally justified in a timeless perfect 
market to charge a positive price. But the contradiction is that �e 

"other market"-the market for commodities at a future time-is 10 
history while the classic perfect market is not. A theorist who wishes 

to save the timeless perfect market by reference to time must assert 

that this market for time is not an instantaneous one, but the perfect 
market to be saved-by definition timeless-is outside of that dy· 
namic universe of time. 

Thus, opportunity cost enjoys an identity with time, and time �

joys an identity with the disrupting trace. Both must be suppressed 10 
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successful philosophy of presence. On this reading of price theory, 

�istor}' is t�e opportunity by reference to
_ 
which price theory-an 

ahisroric ph1losophy of presence-can save Itself. 

coNSEQUENCES 

This paper has shown that a policy of competitive pricing can be 
consistently applied for all commodities only in a timeless universe 
that denies its own origin in pure subjectivity. As a result, price theory 
does not present a "deep normative structure" of how the world 
should be run. Microeconomic price theory has failed on a theoretic 
level to show that market exchange is or could be an unambiguous 
utilitarian good. The utilitarian poetics of reconciling private selfish
ness and public good have failed. The two cannot be perfectly recon
ciled in a historic market transaction. 

This is not to say that we should abandon market activity. It is 
simply to say that market activity can be defended only according to 
a different poetics-a poetics that conceives of itself as bricolage and 
not engineering. I,  for one, rather like the bustle of market activity, 
but I am not prepared to say that each and every market exchange is 
a good thing. Nor am I able to explain exactly why it is that markets 
have done so well for the American standard of living. This is merely 
my intuition-an intuition that is, of course, the product of the same 
market economy I seek to defend. It is far less clear that Dante or the 
Ayatollah Komeini would have the same assessment of American eco
nomic history and its influence on culture. Whatever merits the Amer
ican market system has, those merits are historically situated and not 
logically compelled. 
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r • l 

&Q a,-;;oa, 

This assumption guarantees, essentially, that in this situation, 

$ 
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nomically, this propeny means that under conditions of constant returns to leal 
if each input factor is paid the amount of its marginal product, the total Prod e, 
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Hermeneutics and the Rule of Law 

Fred Dallmayr 

That society has a rule-governed character is a standard sociological 
axiom: in fact, every continuous human enterprise or activity
whether individua l  or collective-is assumed to be rule-governed in 
some sense. Without this feature of rule-governance, the assumption 
goes, individual and social behavior is bound to lapse into random
ness and radical contingency. While plausible on a high level of gen
erality, the assumption is beset with major difficulties-which have 
been recognized i ncreasingly in recent decades. Ever since Wingen
stein's observations on "rule-following," it has been acknowledged 
that the application of rules cannot in turn be strictly rule-governed
without conjuring up an infinite regress of stipulated rules (for their 
own application). More importantly, the range of rule-governance it
self has been contested in philosophical and social-theoretical litera
ture, especially through the introduction of a sharp contrast or di
chotomy between regular and irregular or between normal and 
abnormal practices and contexts. While the application of rules in 
normal settings is manageable though complicated, rule-governance 
entirely breaks down in irregular conditions or in the hiatus between 
rule-governed discourses or "paradigms." Thus, to mention only one 
e.xample, Richard Rorty in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature distingu ishes sharply between "normal " and "abnormal" discourses-a �lstinction which in his presentation coincides with the opposition 

etween epistemology and hermeneutics or between "commensurat�on " and "conversation." While normal discourse, in his view, is conuuued "within an agreed-upon set of conventions about what counts as relevant contribution," the abnormal variant is practiced by some
one "who is ignorant of these conventions or who sets them aside." 1 

the problems surrounding rule-governance are not restricted to a 

283 
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narrowly academic level. Directly or indirectly they affect one of th 
most time-honored and revered ingredients of Western culture-trace� 
able at least as far back as Plato's Laws:2 the doctrine of the "rule f 
law." AccorEiing to a powerful tradition of Western political though� 
good government or the ideal regime is defined by rule-governance 
namely, as a "government of laws and not of men." This doctrine, � 
turn, is not simply an accidental political bias but rather linked With 
central premises and hierarchical postulates endemic to Western civi
lization: particularly the rule of reason over arbitrary will, of univenaJ 
principle over particular circumstances, and ultimately of idea over 
matter. Given this cultural-historical background, questions concern
ing the status of rule-governance are bound to have a deeply unsettlins 
effect by touching the fiber of political and intellectual life; hence the 
unease and suspicion engendered by contemporary trends fomenting 
such questions-especially trends associated with "hermeneutics• 
and "deconstruction." In Rorty's distinction (noted above), hermeneu
tics stands as the antithesis to "systematic" and epistemic knowl
edge-although elsewhere he has differentiated more carefully be
tween a normal or ordinary hermeneutics and a more radical or 
"extraordinary" type (bent on dislodging familiar rules or conven· 
tions). The latter nuance is basically discarded by Stanley Rosen in his 
recent study entitled Hermeneutics as Politics. Taking the side of epi· 
stemic knowledge and rational rule governance, Rosen views herme
neutics (in its predominant strands) as an invitation to arbitrariness 
and thus as a pacemaker to intellectual and political disorder.3 In the 
following, I intend to explore not so much the relation between her· 
meneutics and politics in general but the impact of the former on that 
dimension of political l ife traditionally thematized as the rule of law. 
In a first step, I want to retrieve and recount the chief facets of this 
dimension as it has been articulated in the history of Western political 
thought. In a second step, I turn to the recent ascendancy of herme
neutics, with a main focus on legal hermeneutics or the intimate con· 
nection between interpretation and jurisprudence. By way of conclu· 
sion, I review the effect of hermeneutics on rule-governance, with an 
eye toward finding a path between normalcy and abnormality or be
tween convention and invention. 

Given its prominence in Western culture, the rule of law has occa· 

sioned a considerable amount of literature and commentary; for pres· 
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t pu rposes I can only highlight some main facets of its historical enajeccory. One point which needs to be noted in this account is the tr
nstable meaning of the phrase; like the notion of " reason," rule and 

�aw are themselves the targets of continuous interpretation and rein

terpretation . Th�s, in clas�ical Greek thou�t, legal rule-go�erna�ce 
was ultimately tied to a h1gher rule governmg the cosmos m wh1ch 

human reason was meant to participate-which is a far cry from the 
modern conception of law as an outgrowth of human rationality or 
an innate natural faculty of reason. In Plato's political philosophy, 

public lawfulness was linked either with the philosopher's special in

sight or else settled institutional arrangements; but rule or law was 
never merely an abstract norm but a complex web of relationships 
attentive to concrete situations and diverse modes of proper conduct 
(or natural "right") .  With some modifications this view was shared by 
Aristotle whose notion of good government, as differentiated from 
"bad" regimes, was predicated on the prevalence of justice seen as an 
equitable and nonrepressive way of l ife transgressing selfishness. In 
the Roman republic, lawfulness largely approximated this concrete 
form of equity; with the expansion of the Roman empire, however, 
law in the sense of rational rule-governance was increasingly elevated 
above loyal contingency and broadened into a universal maxim. In 
Stoic thought, human law was designed to reflect ultimately the uni
versal logos or "flame" of reason, a flame whose sparks were assumed 
to be more or less equally distributed among all human beings.• The 
conception of a universal principle, and its juxtaposition to local con
tingency, were continued in the medieval distinction-familiar from 
Thomas Aquinas but more widely accepted-between universal " nat
ural law" and local "human law," a distinction which in turn was 
premised on the difference between reason and will and between uni
versalism and particularism. 

The theme of law, however, exceeds philosophical speculation. In 
medieval Europe, rule-governance was most prominently anchored 
and institutionally secured in the Magna Carta of 1 2 15, particularly 
10 the section stating that no one (or no " freeman") could be deprived 
of property except in accordance with the established " law of the 
land." ' During subsequent centuries the clause developed into a bul
wark against absolutism and into the pacesetter of a steadily expand
Ing and solidified rule of law. Under the Stuarts and during the Civil 'X'ar period, the rule was championed by lawyers and parliamentari
ans aga inst both royal and military claims to absolute power; speak
�g for a rising middle class anxious for peace and prosperity, james 

arnngton in his 1 656 work The Commonwealth of Oceana defined 
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good government (and particularly British government) as an "ernpi of laws and not of men." 6 While still contested in Harrington's tirnre 
lawfulness or rule-governance was the motto of the post-revoh�: 
tionary settlement and generally emerged as the mainstay of rnodern 
liberalism or liberal regimes. According to John Locke, lawfulness 
was characteristic both of man's pre-civil condition in the "state of nature" and of organized civil society-with lawfulness being a syn. 
onym here for the dictates of natural or unaided human reason. In 
terms of his Second Treatise: "The state of nature has a law of naturt 
to govern it which obliges everyone; and reason which is this law 
teaches all mankind (who will but consult it) that, being all equal and 
independent, no one ought harm another in his life, health, libeny or 
possessions." Lawfulness and rule-governance were not set aside but 
rather supplemented and reinforced in civil society, namely, through 
the enactment of positive laws backed up by legal magistrates. Hold
ing that the "great end of men's entering society" was in the enjoy
ment of life and property, Locke argued that the central instrument or 
means for reaching this goal was "the laws established in that soci
ety." Accordingly, he proclaimed it as the central task and as "the first 
and fundamental positive law" of all commonwealths to institute or 
establish a legislature or "legislative power" -an institution which 
was to be not only "the supreme power of the commonwealth" but 
"sacred and unalterable in the hands where the community have once 
placed it." 7 

Although insisting on the supremacy of lawmaking over all typeS of 
royal or executive prerogative, Locke was by no means ready to coli
done an unlimited or arbitrary prerogative. In the Second Treatiu
which basically stipulated the parameters of liberal-parliamentarY 
government-civil legislation was hedged in by several safeguards or 
restrictions. First, although installed as supreme authority in the com
monwealth, the legislature's power "is not nor can possibly be abso
lutely arbitrary over the lives and fortunes of the people"-the chief 
reason being that the rules of the state of nature prescribing equal 
liberty do not cease to exist in civil society but are only corrobora� 
by positive enactments; hence, "the law of nature stands as an eterna

d rule to all men, legislators as well as others." The second safeguar 
derived from the obligation of the legislature to enact only general or 
universally applicable laws and not rules tailored to particular circunt· 
stances or contingencies. Being the representative or mouthpiece o� the 
collective good or of the combined interests of all members of soCietY• 
the legislature-Locke argued-"cannot assume to itself a powe� to 
rule by extemporary, arbitrary decrees, but is bound to dispense 1us· 
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·cc ,1nd decide the rights of the subject by promulgated standing laws 
00d known authorized judges." The prohibition of arbitrariness and 
�egal particularism was the central pillar of good governments as ar
ticulated in the Second Treatise: "Absolute arbitrary power, or gov
erning without settled standing laws, can neither of them consist with 
the ends of society and government." Summarizing his thoughts on 
lawmaking and lawfulness, Locke arrived at an eloquent formulation 
of the rule of law-a formulation echoing through the subsequent 
history of the doctrine. Legislators, he wrote, "are to govern by 
promulgated established laws, not to be varied in particular cases, but 
to have one rule for rich and poor, for the favorite at court and the 
countryman at plow." The laws enacted by the legislature were de
signed ultimately for no other end but the common "good of the 
people." " 

The circumscribed or rule-governed character of legislative author
ity was enhanced in the eighteenth century through the doctrine of the 
division and tensional "balance" of governmental powers-a doctrine 
commonly attributed to Montesquieu's Spirit of the Laws� (although 
rudiments of the idea antedated this work). In the French context, 
lawfulness or rule-governance was a main pillar of Enlightenment 
thought, a legacy which was fully preserved by Rousseau (despite his 
presumed proclivity for revolutionary turbulence). Like Locke, it is 
true, Rousseau was no advocate of a separation or balanced division 
of powers, but accorded supremacy to the lawmaking or legislative 
authority. Moreover, in the figure of the "Legislator" he made room 
for an extraordi nary or extra-normal dimension or creative political 
invention transgressing settled conventions. Nevertheless, once a com
monwealth or republic was inaugurated, Rousseau insisted firmly on 
the need for lawfulness and the prevalence of general and established 
laws representing the collective interest of all citizens or the "general 
wil l ." As he wrote in The Social Contract, the general will "cannot 
relate to any particular object" or circumstance but only the body 
Politic at large or the people as a whole. When the people in its entirety or viewed as a collective body "makes rules for the people as a 
whole," i t  is "dealing only with itself" and not with an isolated part 
or lragmcnt. Accordingly, he noted, the matter concerning which a �ulr i� made " is as general as the will which makes it. And this is the 

Jnd ot act which I call a law." Underscoring the distinction between 
llnivnsal ism and particularism or between rational rule-governance 
:hd arhi trariness Rousseau added: "When I say tha� the provin�e of 
ro� l

.'�w 1s always gene�al, I
. 
mean that the l�w cons1ders all _subJects 

ltn1vcly and all actions m the abstract, 1t does not cons1der any 
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individu�l man or specific action." Continuing this train of though 
The Socral Contract went so far as to equate state or polis with Ia t, fulness or the rule of law: "Any state which is ruled by law 1 calr 
'republic,' whatever the form of the constitution; for then, and th� 
alone, does the public interest govern and then alone is the 'pubJi thing' or res publica a reality." 1 0 c 

In large measure, French Enl ightenment thought and British parliamentary liberalism set the pattern for American republicanism and constitutional government. Even prior to the establishment of the na
tional government, various colonial or state charters reflected the 
combined impact of this legacy. Particularly noteworthy in this regard 

is the constitution of Massachusetts of 1 780. In addition to containing 
a lengthy list of individual rights or liberties, the document provided 

for the separation of the powers of government into legislative, exec
utive, and judicial branches-and this for a clearly stated purpose, 

namely, "to the end it may be a government of laws and not of men." n 

The federal constitution inaugurated in 1 787 reflected a similar inspi
ration. Suspicious of any arbitrary power, including the absolute su
premacy of the legislature, the founders adopted the principle of sepa
rated powers, though hedged in by complicated checks and balances. 

Moreover, going beyond Locke's vague safeguards, they proclaimed 

the Constitution itself as the supreme law of the land, a law even 
binding on Congress. As Alexander Hamilton stated in The Federalist: 
"No legislative act, . . .  contrary to the Constitution, can be valid. To 
deny this, would be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than his prin· 

cipal; that the servant is above his master." By subordinating legisla· 
tive acts to the Constitution as the supreme law of the land, HamiltoD 
also shifted the accent from congressional supremacy to that branch 

of government specifically entrusted with the maintenance and inter· 

pretation of the supreme law: the judicial branch. " If  it be said,e he 
added, "that the legislative body are themselves the constitutional 
judges of their own powers, and that the construction they put upon 
them is conclusive upon the other departments, it may be answered. 
th;t this cannot be the natural presumption." It was more reasonable 
or rational in Hamilton's view to suppose "that the courts were � 
signed to be an intermediate body between the people and the J�s· 
lature, in order, among other things, to keep the latter within the tun· 
its assigned to their authority. The interpretation of the laws is the 
proper and peculiar province of the courts." I !  . 

With the shift of accent to the courts, Hamilton's comments imph'; 
itly inaugurated or anticipated the principle of " judicial revie� 
which was to become a mainstay of the rule of law in America. e 
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-ontinued: "A constitution is, in fact, and must be regarded by the 
judges. as a fundamental law. It t�erefore belong� to them to ascert�in 
· ts me•tn ing, as well as the meamng of any particular act proceedmg 
�rom the legislative body." In normal circumstances the presumption 
was in favor of the congruence or concordance between foundation 
and specific enactment, between the general and the particular law. 
However, in case of an "irreconcilable variance" between the two
Hamilton insisted-"the Constitution ought to be preferred to the 
statute. the intention of the people to the intention of their agents." 1 3  

Although foreshadowed in Hamilton's statements, judicial review of  
congressional enactments was not actually exercised or  implemented 
until some fifteen years later in Justice John Marshall's famous 1 803 
ruling in Marbury v. Madison. 14 In this decision-renowned for its 
subtlety and sh rewdness-Marshall clearly subordinated legislative 
acts of any kind to the higher law of the Constitution. "The question 
whether an act, repugnant to the Constitution, can become the law of 
the land," he argued, "is a question deeply interesting to the United 
States; but, happily, not of an intricacy proportioned to its interest." 1 5  
To decide the question it was only necessary, in his view, to recollect 
and recognize certain "well established" principles, particularly the 
principle that the government of the United States was one of separate 
and limited powers, with a written constitution explicitly designed to 
safeguard these limitations. "Certainly," Marshall added, "all those 
who have framed written constitutions contemplate them as forming 
the fundamental and paramount law of the nation, and consequently 
the theory of every such government must be, that an act of the legis
lature, repugnant to the Constitution, is void." 16 More specifically, it 
was the duty of the j udicial branch represented by the highest court to 
�mplement this theory and to invalidate unconstitutional acts. Invok
Ing the language of Harrington and the Massachusetts charter, Mar
shalt concluded that " (t ]he government of the United States has been 
emphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men." 17 

As i naugurated by such classical formulations of the Enlightenment 
Period, rule-governance developed into a central pillar of liberal and const i tutional government during the nineteenth century. This devei-
0Pillcnt, however, was not entirely smooth or free of theoretical and 
Poln ical complications. By solidifying into a doctrine, rule-governance 
or the rule of law also underwent a subtle change: namely, in the di•tction of a steady formalization and legalization-although this �en� \�·as more pronounc�d in Contin�ntal Europe than in the Anglo-
7t rl \.an context. In earlier formulatiOns, law and lawfulness were 

\tl I closely  linked with notions of the common good and thereby with 
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broader substantive concerns. Thus (as indicated), Locke saw legist tive power circumscribed by demands of the collective good, whi�
· 

Hamilton viewed the written constitution as expression of the will 0� the people as a whole (as contrasted with congressional authority) 
Formalization during the nineteenth century was chiefly evident in th; 
association of rule-governance with formal state structures, an asso. 
ciation epitomized by the notion of the " law state" or "state of law," 
better known under the German and French labels of Rechtsstaat and 

etat de droit. In the French setting, the idea of the etat de droit was 
first articulated by such liberal thinkers as Guizot and Benjamin Con. 
stant and subsequently adopted and fleshed out by jurists during the 
Third Republic. In German thought, the concept of the Rechtsstaat 
was anticipated in Kant's stipulation that the function of the state be 
restricted to the realization of law or the "idea of law" (Rechtsidee)
as distinguished from welfare and police functions. This initiative was 
carried forward, with variations, by a string of liberal philosophen 
and jurists ranging from Friedrich Julius Stahl over Robett von Mohl 
to Rudolf Gneist. In his 1 830 work Philosophy of Right, Stahl offered 

a purely formal definition of the rule of law as embodied in the "law 
state" (Rechtsstaat) :  namely, by distinguishing the latter rigorously 
both from the traditional "patrimonial" state-where law was the 
tool of monarchs or princes-and from popular-democratic concep
tions of state and law as emanating ultimately from popular wiU.t1 

While undoubtedly entail ing cognitive benefits, formalization &om 
the beginning was beset with theoretical as well as political quandaries 
and aporias-which were bound to come to the fore with the passage 
of time. On the political level, the distinction between Rechtsstaat and 
popular-democratic government was evidently problematical, espe
cially in an era of growing democratization (whether under nationalist 
or socialist auspices) .  In an unusually forthright manner, the conflict 
or tension has been pinpointed by Gottfried Dietze in his study Two 
Concepts of the Rule of Law. Dietze observed: " Democratism threat· 
ens constitutionalism, for democracy, l ike other forms of government. 
contains the germ of degeneration into a state of might, arbitrariness. 
and injustice." 1� As can readily be seen, the formulation pits rule
governance against popular rule, lawfulness against political power. 
and reason against (arbitrary) will-without sufficiently explorinl 
how law can govern independently of politics and reason without an 
element of willing. Although generally favoring constitutionalism over 
"democratism," Dietze in the end argued in favor of a balance be
tween the rule of law and public power centered in the state, or be
tween the "law state" (Rechtsstaat) and "state law" (Staatsrecht). As 
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h pointed out, the tensional balance was already implicit in the 
�rase "rule of law" itself, given that the accent in the phrase could 

�e placed either on " rule" or on "law." To the extent that the laner 
term was accentuated, the political dimension of the phrase remained 
opaque or underdetermined. On the other hand, if the "ruling" char
acter of law was highlighted, the dividing line from public power was 
blurred : "Since the rule of law is a rule of men, in so far as in the last 
analysis it is determined by men, it approaches the 'rule of men' quite 
closely." !o 

As propounded by Dietze, tensional balance had a precarious sta
tus-not only politically (the focus on state power), but also and more 
importantly for theoretical or philosophical reasons. As it happens, 
the rift between rule-governance and politics or between reason and 
willing has been intensified in our century to the point of antithesis 
and complete incommensurability. From the perspective of logical 
positivism, reason was stylized into a capacity of formal (logical or 
linguistic) analysis, a capacity applied in an extrinsic manner to em
pirical reality of the contingent data found in the world. Adapting this 
outlook to the field of jurisprudence, Hans Kelsen developed a com
pletely formal or " pure" theory of law, a theory in which legal rules 
were linked in a strictly deductive nexus and basically independent 
from (or only extrinsically related to) social and political life. In Kel
sen's view, legal normativity was self-grounded or self-grounding (by 
being anchored in a basic norm or Grundnonn), while normlessness 
was identified with the abyss of irrational contingency and abnormal
ity. Embracing the opposite side of this theoretical antimony, Carl 
Schmitt extolled the political grounding of normative or legal systems, 
the fact that such systems are ultimately generated and maintained by 
a sovereign political power or will. Defining politics or "the political" 
as the demarcation between the normal and the un-normed, between 
the familiar and the alien (or between friend and foe), Schmin identi
�ed sovereignty with the capacity to decide on the "state of excep
tion," that is, on issues exceeding rule-governed normalcy. As formulated by these jurists and their respective disciples, the issue of rule
governance and politics defied rational settlement and basically ended 
10 aporia . Nowhere was this aporia more keenly perceived than in �ranz Neumann's celebrated study on The Rule of Law, subtitled Po
�'c<�l Theory and the Legal System in Modern Society. In this study 
j t:u mann distinguished sharply between two conflicting poles of pub�c h fe : namely, between politics and legality or, in his terms, between 

stare sovereignty" and the " rule of law." As he wrote: "Both sover
Cignr�· and the Rule of Law are constitutive elements of the modern 
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state. Both however are irreconcilable with each other, for high might and highest right cannot be at one and the same time reali:J in a common sphere." 2 1  Far from being mutually complementanr 50 . ,  y. ereignty and rule-governance were exclusive of each other, and " [w]herever an anempt at reconciliation is made we come up against insoluble contradictions." 22 

Going beyond the extrinsic relation between power and rule
governance, Neumann's study carried the conflict or aporia into the 
concept of law itself. As he pointed out, it was necessary to recognize 
a "dual notion of law," one in which law is refracted into a "political" 
and a "material" dimension. Under the political rubric was encom
passed "every general norm and every individual command imputable 
to the state, whether just or unjust, convenient or inconvenient.•u 
From the political vantage, every decision of  the sovereign state organ 
had to be viewed as legal; accordingly, law "is only voluntas and not 
ratio" (a phrase reminiscent of the Hobbesian dictum that "auctoritQs 
non veritas facit legem "). By contrast, law in its material dimension 
referred to "such norms of the state as are compatible with defined 
ethical postulates, whether such postulates be those of j ustice, liberty 
or equality, or anything else." 24 Seen from this angle, law or lawful
ness was equivalent to rational normativity, since "the essence of 
norms is the reasonable principle (logos) which it embodies" l.S  aud 
which is "wholly transparent to the speculative intelligence." 16 What 
remained excluded from this principle and thus "opaque to reasoa• 
were only the "accidents" of its realization, and these were only an 
"inevitable imperfection " and by no means a constitutive feature of 
the rule of law. Ultimately, the gulf yawning between rational trans
parency and political power could not be bridged-as linle as it was 
possible to reconcile normal rule-governance and sovereign interven
tion in the legal fabric: "Not every voluntas is therefore in correspon
dence with the demand of a certain ratio. Material law and absolute 
sovereignty are clearly mutually exclusive." 27 

II 

Neumann's study has justly been acclaimed as one of the most per
ceptive accounts of the complexities surrounding the rule of law; yet. 
despite its subtlety, the book hardly pressed issues far enough. Evefl 
when pursued or transplanted into the conception of law itself, the 
initial aporia persisted: the "political" and "material" dimensions of 
law remained extrinsically related and thus ultimately incommensut" 
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ble. Actually, however, the situation is still more complicated and 

:ntangled : at a closer look, rule-governance and politics, ratio and 
voluntas seem more intricately correlated or interlaced. This aspect 

can be perceived through a glance at the concrete operation or func

tioning of rule-governance. In the prevalent view (shared by Neu

mann), rule-governance or the "rule of law" means first of all that the 

law can be known independently of circumstances as a purely rational 

proposition, and furthermore that the rule is the same for all or ap

plied in the same manner to all individuals (in a given jurisdiction) or 
at least to all individuals placed in the same circumstances. At this 
point, however, a hermeneutical problem-or rather a host of prob
lems-arises. For, one may ask, how can the law or its content be 
fully known apart from any contextual concretization-given that the 
law can never exhaustively stipulate its range of application? More
over, how can the "sameness" of the rule of the sameness of its ap
plication be grasped apart from interpretation-given that the in
dividuals and concrete situations are never entirely identical or 
exchangeable? As we know already from Aristotle, sameness and dif
ference in human conditions are not simply empirical facts or ame
nable to apodictive cognition, but rather depend on insightful judg
ment and comparison, that is, on some degree of artful imagination. 

Questions or quandaries of this kind are not novel discoveries but 
endemic to the history of Western thought-from Greek and Roman 
jurisprudence down to the present time. In a particularly acute and 
provocative manner these questions were at the forefront of 
Nietzsche's iconoclastic inquiries. As he remarked on numerous oc
casions, "sameness" of circumstances is not simply an empirically as
certainable fact but depends on perspective and contextual frame
work; differently phrased: instead of being the work of nature, 
sameness and difference derive basically from human interpretation. 
Applying this thought to physics and the so-called "laws of nature," 
Nietzsche stated in Beyond Good and Evil: 

One will forgive, I hope, an old philologist who cannot desist from 
the malice of pointing his finger at poor interpretation. But really, 
that "conformity of nature unto law" of which you physicists talk 
so proudly as if . . .  that lawfulness is the result only of your expli
cation de texte, of your bad philology.'" 

�ithout great difficulty, a similar argument could also be directed at 
� e notion of a "conformity" of human beings unto law, that is, at 
ega( rule-governance in the social domain. Pursuing a radically anti-
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positivist path (opposing all modes of simple givenness), Nietzsche . 
the end arrived at an agonal perspectivism, that is, a view of reality tn 
refracted into a multitude of conflicting construals and interpre: 
tions. As he wrote in a letter of 1888 :  "The basic presupposition tha 
there is a correct interpretation at ali-or rather one single cor� 
one-seems to me to be empirically false . . . . In a word, the old phil
ologist says: there is no single beatific interpretation." 29 

Quite apart from Nietzschean perspectivism, issues of interprera. 
tion cannot rigorously be exiled or segregated from normative rule
governance; in fact, the more normativity is formalized and elevated 
above contingencies, the more its content appears in need of interpre
tive retrieval and assessment. In our century no one has more dearly 
perceived and articulated this nexus than Hans-Georg Gadamer. In 
his Truth and Method, Gadamer discussed and underscored the inti
mate and not merely extrinsic relationship between rule-governance 
and concrete-contextual interpretation. Reviewing the philosophical 
literature on hermeneutics, the study noted a progressive tendency 
during the last century to privilege the cognitive grasp of texts over 
concrete-practical exegesis, that is, the aspect of rule-knowledge over 
rule-application; in traditional terminology, the development meam 
the downgrading and erosion of the "subtilitas applicandi" in favor 
of semantic understanding and explication. Attributing this tendcocy 
to a mentalist or privatizing bent, Gadamer's own view of hermeneu
tics sought to recover the interdependence and mutual implication of 
these interpretive components. As one should note, recovery of appli
cation in his case was not synonymous with a turn to "applied llli
ence" -as if practical exegesis was somehow posterior to, or derift
tive from, a prior rule-knowledge; on the contrary, the point Wl5 
precisely the impossibility of their neat segregation. As Gadamer � 
served: "In the course of our reflections we have come to see that 
understanding always involves something like the application of rbe 
text to be understood to the present situation of the interpreter;'"30 

accordingly, we are compelled to move beyond the nineteenth-centurY 
view by regarding semantic perspicacity and practical exegesis as 1 
comprehensive or "unified process." In this process, different inter:r. 
rive components are not merely extrinsically conjoined or colla ' 
instead, "we consider application to be as integral a part of the her· 
meneutical act as are understanding and interpretation." ·1 1 

Guided by these considerations Gada mer turned his attention to �e 
history or genealogy of hermeneutics, and particularly to its ori�5 111 
philology, theology, and jurisprudence. As he noted, these disciphne5 

were marked by their inability rigidly to separate cognitive from prac· 
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· -al .:onccrns. The original close connection linking philological with 

���;t l .1 11d theological hermeneutics, he wrote, derived from 

th.: recognition of application as an integral element of all under
standing. In both legal and theological hermeneutics there is the 
esst"ntial tension between the text set down-of the law or of the 
pro.:lamation-on the one hand and, on the other, the sense arrived 
;ll 1-ty its application in the particular moment of interpretation, 
either in [a] judgment or in preaching. '� 

t'eithcr theology nor jurisprudence in his view were able to distance 
or stvl ize their respective texts into a set of objective propositions 
ame�able to a purely "scientific" or value-neutral analysis. Just as the 
meaning of Scriptures could not properly be grasped and transmitted 
except in the mode of practical exegesis, so a legal text or statute was 
not merely there "to be understood historically, but to be made con
cretely valid through being interpreted." 33 The l inkage of understand
ing and praxis, Truth and Method added, was not restricted to the 
disciplines of j urisprudence and theology but carried implications for 
hermeneutics in general and broadly for the status of the humanities 
or human sciences. If these observations are correct, Gadamer wrote, 
"then we [confront] the task of redefining the hermeneutics of the 
human sciences in terms of legal and theological hermeneutics." ·14 
Given the close connection between law and jurisprudence and social 
or public life, the study even spoke of the "exemplary significance of 
legal hermeneutics" for the humanities and a proper conception of 
interpretation as such. 15 

While stressing the nexus of understanding and praxis, Gadamer 
did not deny the possibil ity of a certain distantiation of texts within 
limited confines and for specific purposes. Thus, commenting on Em
ilio Betti's classificatory distinction between the legal historian and the 
practicing lawyer or jurist-that is, between the cognition and the 
application of the law-he readily admitted a difference of accent and 
conccrn, stating: 

The j urist understands the meaning of the law from the [vantage 
oi I the present case and for the sake of this present case. As against 
th 1s, the legal historian has no case from which to start, but he seeks 
to determine the meaning of the law by considering constructively 
thl· whole range of its application. •• 

Dl''Pitc this concession, however, Gadamer strenuously resisted the scgrcgation of concerns, that is, the opposition between an "objec-
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rive" meaning of the law available to the historian and a merely CO
n

tingent or particular meaning superimposed on the law by the practic

ing jurist in a given case. Countering Betti, he considered it inadequate 
to say that the historian's objective was simply to "reconstruct the 
original meaning of a legal formula," 37 while the jurist's task was to 
"harmonise that meaning with the present living actuality" (Leben. 
saktualitiit).18 In  reality, neither the historian nor the jurist could fully 
extricate himself from a lived or practical engagement with the law. 
According to Truth and Method, even the most meticulous legal his
torian could not help but approach a statute or legal text from a given 
field of experience and thus perform a certain kind of application. The 
legal historian, we read, 

is apparently concerned only with the original meaning of the law, 
the way in which it was meant and the validity it had when it was 
first promulgated. But how can he know this [meaning) ?  Can he 
know it without being aware of the change in circumstances that 
separates his own present time from that past time?19 

That is, can the legal historian know this meaning without mediating 
in some way the past with the present? This kind of mediation, how
ever, was precisely the labor undertaken by the practicing judge or 
jurist. Thus, Gadamer insisted: 

The hermeneutical situation of both the historian and the jurist 
seems to me to be the same in that when faced with any text, we 
have an immediate expectation of meaning. There can be no such 
thing as a direct approach to the historical object that would objec· 
tively reveal its historical value [its sense or status] . The historian 
has to undertake the same task of reflection as the jurist.40 

Throughout Truth and Method, Gadamer's emphasis was on cor· 
relation and mediation-of text and application, of past and present, 
of understanding and pre-understanding. The assumption was by no 
means that of a smooth convergence or coincidence of elements, or of 
a harmony accomplished without practical and reflective labor; in 
fact, the study repeatedly spoke of tension or "tensional relationship" 
(Spannungsverhiiltnis) .  Ultimately, this tension or mediating labor was 
the hallmark of the "hermeneutical circle" in which interpretation is 
always already enmeshed-which does not cancel the task of clarifi· 
cation or the distinction between better and worse modes of under· 
standing. Apart from other customary antinomies, hermeneutical 
mediation was particularly designed to undercut the traditional 
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ubjecr-object dichotomy familiar from Cartesian and Kantian philoss 
phv. " Inasmuch," Gadamer wrote, "as the actual object of historical 

�nd�rstanding is not events, but their 'significance,' it is clearly not a 

correct description of this understanding to speak of an object existing 

in itself, and approach of the subject to it." 41 Such a description 

though tlessly tore asunder what was basically correlative and mu

tually implicated in hermeneutics: "The truth is that there is always 
contained in historical understanding the idea that the tradition 

[handed down to] us speaks into the present and must be understood 
in this mediation-indeed, as this mediation." 42 Seen from this van
rage, legal hermeneutics was not really a "special case" but, on the 
contrary, was "fitted to restore the full scope of the hermeneutical 
problem and so to retrieve the former unity of hermeneutics, in which 
jurist and theologian meet the student of the humanities." 41 

III 

Since the publication of Truth and Method, hermeneutics and inter
pretation theory have entered on a broad scale into the field of juris
prudence, both on the Continent and in America. Increasingly, stu
dents of law and practicing jurists have come to acknowledge the 
operation of a "hermeneutical circle" in their work and inquiries
although the notion seems more congenial to common law practition
ers than to adepts of statutory and civil law. To be sure, the impact of 
hermeneutics is not restricted to the somewhat subdued and circum
spect version formulated by Gadamer. Partly under the influence of 
Nietzsche (and also of legal theories of the Weimar period), a more 
aggressive and conflictual variant has entered the legal domain, a var
iant generally hostile to the role of precedents. Following in the foot
steps of a radical perspectivism, interpretation is sometimes described 
as the work of a constructive or constitutive praxis-in traditional 
terminology : of the faculty of application (subtilitas applicandi) vir
tual ly exempt from the demands of understanding and explication. 
Occasionally, the interpreter is assigned a nearly sovereign power over 
texts, a power reducing meaning to performance and convention to 
Invention. Against this background, the issue of the present pages 
comes starkly into view: the precarious status of the rule of law in our 
t•rne. On radical-perspectivist premises, an inescapably human and 
Poli tical factor seems to enter the law or legal practice-in a manner 
�opa rdizing a central theme or intent of Western political thought. 

or, With the intrusion of politics, the rule of law is in danger of col-
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lapsing into the very "government of men" which originally it was 
meant to forestall .  This danger con

_
jures u_p a host of related worries: 

Does law here not become a captive or mstrument of arbitrary ca
price, of t�e whim of particular interpreters? Are we n�t witnessing 
here the tnumph of power over law, of 11oluntas over ratro (which the 
hermeneutical circle had hoped to obviate) ? 

The triumph of radical or "deconstructive" 11oluntas is precisely the 
target �f Rosen's critique in Hermeneutics a� Politics. In R�sen's vi� 
the entire thrust of modern th?ug�t-of �h1c� postmodermsm is only 
the most recent offshoot-pomts m the d1rect1on of a downgrading of 
objective reason in favor of arbitrary praxis, of cognitive truth in fa
vor of spontaneity. Inaugurated by Enlightenment philosophy and 

German idealism this development gathered momentum in Nietzsche 
and finally culminates in contemporary hermeneutics (labeled "the 
characteristic obsession of postmodernism") .  In the course of a trend 
spanning two centuries, he writes, "theory (the contemplation of 
truth) is replaced by interpretation (a perspectival fiction, masquer
ading as a theory) .  All thinking is then interpretation." According to 
Hermeneutics as Politics, the recent turn to interpretation is only the 
latest twist or " last convulsion" in the death throes of modernity and 
its celebration of willfulness: " I f  we grant at the outset that human 
existence is nothing more than self-interpretation, or in other words 
that to be is to be interpreted, then understanding becomes, if not a 
convulsion, the dance of signifiers in the ballroom of our semantical 
imagination." For Rosen, the political import of hermeneutics derives 
from its complicity with power politics, its more or less overt endorse
ment of a Neitzschean will to power. Far from generating a new kind 

of political order, however, this endorsement only underwrites the 
subversion of order, just as deconstruction is only a camouflage for 
destruction. " Edifying hermeneutics," he concludes, 

is the exoteric doctrine of the will to power, an instrument of the 
cunning of reason, a stage in the dialectical self-destruction of bour
geois civilization. In political terms, edifying hermeneutics (and 
perhaps even unedifying hermeneutics) is an expression of middle
class fear of the violent and repressive nature of truth.•• 

Although prompted by a genuine concern, Rosen's reaction is no 
doubt farfetched and excessive-particularly if focused on hermene�· 
tics. For, the corrosive effects feared by Rosen clearly obtain only �f 

interpretive praxis is entirely sundered from understanding and expld 
cation, that is, if exegesis is cut off or removed from the cultural an 
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political context in which interpreters are at best participants but not 

sovereign masters. Attentiveness to this contextual bond is a central 

fearure of historical and textual hermeneutics, especially in its Gada

merian version. As previously indicated, hermeneutical mediation in 

his view is precisely a means for bypassing traditional antinomies, in 
particu lar the �ifurcation betw�en 

_
subject a�d �bje�, text and appli

cation ;  from th1s vantage, quest10nmg the obJeCtive g1venness of a text 

or Jaw is not equivalent to the simple acceptance of interpretive ca

price. As Gadamer writes, with reference to legal interpretation seen 
as the concretization of law in a given case: 

[T]he creative supplementing of the law that is involved [here] is a 
task that is reserved to the judge, but he is subject to the law in the 
same way as every other member of the community. It is part of the 
idea of a legal order that the judge's [decision] does not proceed 
from an arbitrary and unpredictable whim, but from the just 
weighing up of the whole [situation in context].41 

According to Truth and Method, the nexus of text and exegesis is 
operative in di fferent modes in philological, theological and legal set
tings; the common ingredient, however, is that textual meaning only 
discloses itself in concretely engaged interpretation which, in turn, re
mains embedded in a social fabric of understanding. Thus, Gadamer 
adds: 

We can then, bring out as what is truly common to all forms of 
hermeneutics that fact that the [meaning] to be understood finds irs 
concrete and perfect form only in interpretation, but that this in
terpretive work is wholly committed to the meaning of the text. 
Neither jurist nor theologian regards the work of application as 
[involving an emancipation from] the text.•• 

Hermeneutical mediation comes to an end whenever one party ar
rogates to itself a sovereign prerogative, that is, the capacity to deter
mine the meaning of legal and other texts unilaterally in a binding 
fashion. At this point, mediation is replaced by the stark antithesis 
between text and praxis, between law and politics-an antithesis 
Which typically is resolved through the absorption of law by power, 
of reason by sovereign commands. Differently phrased: understanding 
gives way to a kind of "state of nature" remediable only through absolute fiat. This alternative is fully recognized by Gadamer in his stress 
�n th_c share� meanings of a legal comm�nity. Where such a shared 
abnc Is lackmg, he observes, where-as m the case of royal absolut-
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ism-" the will of the absolute ruler is above the law," stated simply "hermeneutics cannot exist" (legal or otherwise). For, in this case th ' 
ruler can assign to his words meanings entirely departing from �om� 
mon understandings or practices. In terms of jurisprudence, the point here is not to interpret the law in such a way that the panicular case 
is decided properly or justly in accordance with the "legal meaning" 
of the law. Instead, "the will of the absolute ruler [who] is above the 
law" can effect or implement his preferences or views of justice "with
out regard for the law-that is without the effort of interpretation." 
Needless to say, these observations can be extended beyond the range 
of royal absolutism to any kind of sovereign privilege-whether the 
latter be claimed by an intellectual elite, a radical party, or a class.•1 

While acknowledging exceptional circumstances, Gadamer's her
meneutics cautiously avoids a Hobbesian scenario by insisting on the 
cultivation of shared meanings and a shared public space as a premise 
of interpretive praxis. It is hardly an accident that, in Truth and 
Method, the comments on legal hermeneutics and its significance are 
directly preceded by a section dealing with the "hermeneutical rele
vance of Aristotle" -a section presenting the Aristotelian conception 
of practical-moral judgment (or "phronesis") as dependent upon 
learning experiences garnered in a shared moral way of life (or 
"ethos "). As in the case of jurisprudence, practical judgment is embed
ded in and nurtured by historically transmitted understandings and 
beliefs-although the latter can be refined, sharpened, and even aea· 
tively be modified in a given instance or application. Similar Aristo
telian underpinnings can also be found in Emilio Betti's theory of in
terpretation, despite the obvious differences between his position and 
Gadamer's. Pointing to the inevitable incompleteness and elusiveness 
of rule-governance, Betti assigns to jurisprudence, and particularly to 
practical legal exegesis, the task of functioning as an "organ of com· 
munity consciousness" -though not an organ subservient to the cur· 
rents of public opinion. As he notes, such a function is starkly at odds 
with an empiricist (or logical-empiricist) construal in which text and 
interpretation, rational rule-governance and legal praxis are sundered 
and where practicing jurists are treated as " isolated atoms uprooted 
from the holistic context of which they are a pan." What is chiefly 
neglected in this construal is the intimate nexus between interpreta· 
tion and the common beliefs (or common sense) of a community and 
the fact that jurists are not so much autonomous masters as repre
sentative participants in a shared way of l ife. Echoing Aristoteli� 
teachings, Betti exhorts jurists not to place their trust exclusively an 
statutory clauses or conceptual formulas but to nunure a common 
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moral sense, that is, a "sensitivity and understanding for the legal 

ethos (of their community) including the future-oriented demands of 
society." 48 

For contemporary readers, Gadamer's and Betti's notion of shared 
meanings or a shared way of l ife may seem excessively benign, if not 
entirely misleading. From both a Marxian and a Nietzschean vantage, 
socia l  life is not so much a consensual abode but rather an embattled 
arena marked by profound rifts or contradictions and by a more or 
less overt struggle for power. In post-structuralist terminology, mean
ings circulating in the public realm are basically contested and per
manently contestable notions-with efforts at stabilization typically 
seen as a camouflage for subtle modes of dominance. As noted above, 
contemporary jurisprudence is not alien or averse to agonal
conflictual models-sometimes to the point of encouraging a radical 
rupture between law and politics, between rule-governance and in
terpretive praxis. As it seems to me, this tendency needs critical as
sessment. While serving as a corrective to a placid consensualism, 
agonal contestation in my view cannot entirely cancel (Gadamerian) 
hermeneutics, at least in its guiding intent. At this point, it may be 
advisable to recollect another conflicrual model which is not so much 
extrinsic as crucially endemic to understanding and lawfulness: He
gel's notion of the struggle for recognition. In this model, shared 
meanings and public reason are not so much the premises as rather 
the outgrowth which remains fragile and always dependent on 
concrete-historical learning experiences. Hegel's notion, I believe, con
tains a lesson for the rule of law in an age of political instability and 
social dislocation. Taken by itself or as a purely deductive system, 
rule-governance cannot sustain a community but rather provokes as 
its supplement the rule of power (or the "government of men")-just 
as abstract reason invites the inroads of private caprice. On the other 
hand, while not reducible to rational maxims, public life can and 
should be pervaded by a common reasonableness or a reasonable 
c?mmon sense, a sense preventing lawlessness and engendered pre
ctsely at the intersection of concrete agon and mutual recognition. 
This sense, I take it, is at the core of the Greek view of ethos and also 
0
f 
f the Hegelian concept of Sittlichkeit (construed in a non-idealist 

ash ion) . 
Expressed in mundane-political terms, courts and lawyers cannot 

llta tnta in lawfulness or the rule of law in a society rent by deep ethnic, 
economic or other fissures or where there is a widespread sense of 
chrruption, unfairness, and inequity. Only by remedying or healing 
t esc fissures through concrete engagement (or a struggle for recog-
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nition) is it possible to restore the common reasonableness which · 
the nourishing soil of legal rule-governance. On a cross-cultural 01S 
international level, only concretely shared learning experiences anJ 
not abstract edicts, I believe, can overcome or counterbalance the in
grained "state of nature" between feuding nation-states. By the satne 
token, present social-political conflicts cannot be set aside by appeal 
to a common "tradition" or a shared consensus presumably operatiVe 
in the past; contrary to a facile reading of Gadamer's work, tradition 
is not a compact formula capable of overriding present (and expected 
future) agonies. If, as Hamilton argued, the Constitution is the expres
sion of the common sense of the people (as distinguished from more 
circumscribed legislative power), then this sense cannot be frozen or 
congealed at a given moment in a manner silencing subsequent gen. 
erations or subjecting them to a rigid ancestral cult. In this case, too, 
hermeneutical mediation surely must do its work-by linking put 
and present understandings without granting sovereign mastery to 
"original intent" (or any other isolated intent or preference); for, such 
privileging would stylize the Constitution into an abstract document 
removed from the labor of interpretive praxis, thereby undercutting 
the productive, often agonally sustained continuity of public reason· 
ableness of Sittlichkeit. As Hegel remarked in the Philosophy of Right, 
public Sittlichkeit manifests the mediation of the objectively given law 
and the subjective autonomy of the interpreting agent or citizen. "The 
unity of the subjective with the objective and absolute good," be 
wrote, "is Sittlichkeit or ethical l ife; in it we find reconciliation as it 
accords with the concept (of goodness)." And he added: " Law and 
(subjective) morality cannot exist independently, but must have the 
ethical (Sittliche) as their support and sustaining ground." 49 
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Laying Down the Law in Literature : 
The Example of Kleist 

]. Hillis Miller 

. . . die Wahrscheinlichkeit nicht immer auf 
Seiten der Wahrheit ist. ' 

Can a work of literature lay down the law ? What would it mean, 
for literature and for the law, to say yes to that proposition ? Shelley 
in his "A Defence of Poetry" said, notoriously, that "poets are the 
unacknowledged legislators of the world." 2 Can we take that seri
ously, or is it just hyperbolic poetic license? To ask this another way, 
is a work of l iterature ever a speech act that inaugurates a new law? 
If a work of literature may sometimes posit law, does this happen 
when the work is written or only later on when it is read ? If the latter, 
does the work have to be read justly to be efficacious or may it just be 
read? What k ind of law might a poem or novel make statutory ? If a 
work of literature lays down the law, does it do so only in its original 
language, or does its legislative power continue in translation ? Does 
the whole work legislate, or just some particular, perhaps detachable, 
part? This is like asking whether the whole marriage ceremony is nec
essary to marry the couple, or whether only certain words in it, such 
as "I pronounce you man and wife," work performatively. 

The first quarter of Heinrich von Kleist's " Michael Kohlhaas," 1 the 
story by Kleist which serves as the focus for this discussion, was first 
published in part in a periodical in 1 808,4 two years before the whole 
story appeared in the first volume of Kleist's collected stories.5 Was 
that fragment, from the point of view of legislative power, like a mar
riage ceremony broken off after only part of it has been performed? 
To ask these subsidiary questions is to see how unlikely or even absurd 
It is to suppose that a work of literature might in any practical or 
bteral sense "lay down the law." A work of literature may conceivably 
have inaugural originality, but not, it would seem, the universality of 
law, the demand made by a law on all people within its jurisdiction to 
obey it or suffer the consequences. 

305 
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That works of literature reflect the law and may even, in part at 
least, be determined by the legal conditions in a given country at a 
given time cannot be doubted. Brilliant recent studies have been pub. 
lished in this area.6 

Nor can it be doubted that recent theoretical developments in law. 
especially so-called "critical legal studies," have been decisively influ: 
enced by literary theory. This relation is by no means straightforward. 
Some work in Critical Legal Studies has, so it seems to me, conflated 
"reader response" criticism with what is sometimes called "decon
struction" to produce a new and clearly productive amalgam that is 
not quite faithful to either of its progenitors. There is no reason to be 
dismayed by this. It is an example of the transformative torsion that 
occurs when theoretical "approaches" are transferred from one dis
cipline to another, or from one language or country to another. "De
construction in America" is not the same thing as deconstruction in 
France, Germany, Japan, or the People's Republic of China. Decon
struction in the law is not the same as deconstruction in literary study, 
and in both areas it is plural rather than singular. In any case, there is 
no doubt that legal thought has appropriated recent literary theory. 

Moreover, law and literature, and their respective elaborately insti
tutionalized disciplines, overlap in a number of ways. Literary theory 
attempts to derive general laws from particular cases or to apply gen
eral law to the reading of particular cases, just as "real " law depends 
in manifold ways on assumptions about what makes a narrative good 
or plausible and about the proper legal procedures for moving from a 
particular story to legislation or to a court decision that is quasi
legislative. As legal scholars well know, there are disquieting implica
tions for the law in recent work suggesting some fundamental unread
ability in narratives generally. In criminal cases, for example, the just 
application of the law depends on getting a story straight about what 
happened, just as major Supreme Court decisions depend on the pre
supposition that it is just to move from the contingent details of a 
specific case such as Roe v. Wade," at bottom a particular story about 
particular people, to a judgment of constitutionality that decisively 
effects the lives of millions of people. The Supreme Court, as we say, 
"legalized abortion," and it seems likely to "il legalize" it once more, 
with the help of state legislatures.8 The appeal to precedent in law 
means, most often, the appeal to an agreed-upon narrative or partic
ular cases, often agreed upon only after lengthy and expensive litiga
tion. 

Both law and literature depend on resolving (or tacitly avoiding) 
the vexed question of the validity of example, or, in traditional rhe-
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torical terms. the validity of synecdoche, part standing for whole. This 

issue is not a bsent from the present essay. How could I be justified in 
dr�1 wing general conclusions about whether literature lays down the 
);Jw on the basis of a single, perhaps eccentric, example? The institu
tions of both law and literature are determined by complex assump
tions, often " unwritten laws," about what makes a good argument or 
a proper narrative. It is instructive for someone from within one insti
tution to move momentarily within the unfamiliar and sometimes 
even seemingly absurd conventions of the other. 

Finally, it cannot be doubted that some works of literature contain 
thematic reflections about law or dramatizations of legal topics that 
add something irreplaceable to our understanding of law. An example 
is Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice or his Measure for Measure, 
or, as I shall try to demonstrate here, the stories of Kleist. 

My question is a different one. A precondition for asking it is ac
cepting all three of the relations of law and literature I have named: 
the reflection by literature of law; the influence of literary theory on 
legal theory, and vice versa; and the presentation within literature of 
insights into the law that do more than reflect the legal situation of 
the time. I ask, rather, whether a work of literature can in any sense 
be conceived to be lawmaking, that is, can literature inaugurate or 
establish law ? Can literature not only preserve the law or break it, but 
posit a new law ? I shall investigate this question, in its relation to the 
other three connections of law and literature, through a reading of 
Heinrich von Kleist's "Michael Kohlhaas." 9 

All Kleist's remarkable stories, not to speak of his plays and many 
of his anecdotes and short works, contain thematic elements involving 
the law-often disturbing and paradoxical elements. 10  The question 
of doing or not doing justice was a fundamental topic for Kleist. He 
was fascinated by the impingement of various kinds of law on individ
ual human experience: divine law, civil or human law, moral law, 
phys ical law ( for example, the "law" of causality), and aesthetic law 
( for example, the millenia) assumptions, going back at least to Aris
totle, about what makes a shapely and coherent narrative, and there
fore about the relation of narrative to truth) .  Legal studies and literary 
\tudics, as I have said, share the need to set up rules for the interpre
tatum of narrative in order, among other uses, to establish guilt or 
•nnoccnce in criminal cases by getting a story straight or to decide, for 
l'X.lmple, whether Shakespeare's Macbeth is a tragedy in the same 
'l'thc as is Sophocles's Oedipus Rex. Readings of Kleist's strange and 
llthctt l ing stories have played an important part in recent demonstra
tion, of the extreme difficulty, perhaps impossibility, of doing that. 
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The stories are unsettling in part because they show people decisive) 
effected by erroneous but plausible stories told about them when th y 
were haled before the law. The empirical data, that everyone agre: 
on, can be put together this way or that way, and there is a disastrous 
tendency for the data to be put together erroneously, through malice, 
by accident, or just by application of normal assumptions about prob

ability-"Wahrscheinlichkeit." 1 1  

Part of what is unsettling i s  the way the reader is engaged in the 
same activity of "reading" that is shown in the story to be so difficult 
and so likely to lead to catastrophe when it is done wrong. When we 
read one of Kleist's stories, we are reading a story about the disastrous 
legal consequences of story-telling and story-reading. 

Kleist was also fascinated by the possibility of conflicts among 
various jurisdictions, the conflict, for example, between divine and 
human law, or between the laws of physical causality and the require
ments of plausible concatenation imposed traditionally on storytell
ing, or between the incongruent jurisdictions of adjacent or superim
posed domains, as in the conflicts between Saxony law, Brandenburg 
law, the law of the Holy Roman Empire, and Protestant or Catholic 
church law in " Michael Kohlhaas." Kohlhaas is subject to all these 
laws, and i f  one does not condemn him, another will. 

Kleist's concern for the law can be exemplified in any of his stories. 
The Marquise of 0-turns on the question of a rapist's obligations to 
his victim (and, uneasily, vice versa) .  The next to the last act of vio
lence in the sequence of violent acts that makes up The Foundling is 
precipitated by a decree from the government giving the protagonist's 
property to his wicked foster son. The strange last episode, in whic:b 

the protagonist is u ltimately hanged without absolution by papal de
cree, is determined by a law in the papal states "forbidding a criminal 
to be executed without his first receiving absolution." 12 In hanging 
Piachi without absolution, the Pope breaks a knot in the law by break· 
ing the law, in order to preserve the legal system. In The Earthqualle 
in Chile a great earthquake briefly suspends, in an idyllic interlude, 
the implacable operation of social, civil, moral, and ecclesiastical law. 
All these laws return with a vengeance in the final scene, instigated by 

a Judgment Day sermon in the cathedral following the earthquake. In 
The Duel a pure woman is accused of fornication, on the basis of 

apparently irrefutable circumstantial evidence. God, so it seems at 

first, confirms her guilt in a holy trial by combat. u The story involv� 
laws of various sorts throughout. In one way or another, most 0 
Kleist's works, l ike the ones I have mentioned, explicitly involve 

the law. 
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No story by Kleist, however, is more dominated by legal questions 

than "Michael Kohl haas." It is Kleist's earliest, and by far longest, 

swry and the first to display his characteristic narrative innovations. 
The subtitle is (Aus einer a/ten Chronik) (From an Old Chronicle) l� 

Indeed many of the chief events of the story, including the unlikely
sounding interview of the eponymous hero with Martin Luther, 1 5 are 
based on "Nachricht von Hans Kohlhasen, einem Befehder derer 
chur-Sachsischen Lande. Aus Petri Haftitii geschriebener Marckischer 
Chronic." 16  The events in question occurred around 1540 in Saxony 
and Brandenburg. Kleist could with some justice claim that he did not 
invent or inaugurate anything. He was just telling it like it was, obe
diently following his historical sources, submissive to their law. 

On the other hand, one episode, the anecdote of the fulfillment of 
an unlikely prophecy, comes from another source, a work of fiction, 
and the crucial intervention of an old gypsy fortune-teller appears to 
be Kleist's invention. Moreover, Kleist apparently made up other 
events and episodes, as well as most of the circumstantial details of 
conversation and behavior, along with many, but not all, of the proper 
names. Even the hero's name is changed from Kohlhasen to Kohlhaas, 
and from Hans to Michael, the latter presumably to suggest associa
tions with the destroying Archangel Michael. Kohlhass is twice in the 
story called a "Wiirgengel [avenging angel]." 1 :-

Uniquely Kleist's own, finally, are the brutal violence, the laconic 
abruptness with which episode follows episode, the decisive role of 
unlikely happenstance, and, most of all, the telling of the story with 
the distinctive Kleistian rapidity of staccato tempo and rhythm. This 
abruptness is imaged in the stories themselves by frequent references 
to lightning bolts or by episodes in several of the stories in which 
someone's brains are dashed out. This new rhythm, it could be argued, 
is Kleist's most novel invention, something not encountered in any 
other narrative mode before or since. It is as distinctive, say, as the 
style of a sonata by Domenico Scarlatti. It is therefore inimitable. One 
could not imagine someone else writing a " Kleist story." The impos
ture would be immediately evident. 

A� is characteristic of fictions claiming to justify themselves with 
the prior authority of history, the claim by Kleist only to be following 
sources is a cover for a high degree of inventive originality. The "aus" 
In the subtitle must be taken to mean not only " from" but "out of" 
•n the sense of "going far away from," as Kohlhaas goes out of Bran-1enburg into Saxony in the opening episode of the story. The story, as 
. \hall show, has much to do with the crossing of borders from one 
IUrhdiction to another. Kleist in "Michael Kohlhaas," it might be said, 
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continually crosses from history to fiction without saying so. Without 
signalling the transgression in any way, he moves repeatedly from th 
safely grounded and lawful realm of history into another realm unde: 
the jurisdiction of a law the story itself establishes, without Prior 
ground. 

On the other hand, the distinction between inaugural fictions and 
representative recapitulation of historical events will not hold. A fic
tion is worthless, from the point of view of laying down the Ia� if it 
does not somehow take hold. To work it must get itself institutional. 
ized, "legalized," sanctioned, guaranteed, in some community of read
ers. " Rewriting history," even in the sense of getting given historical 
events into a form accepted by the community as " right at last," may 
have decisive performative, statute-making power in that community. 
A current example is the role in the women's movement of the rewrit
ing of history to include more of the role of women in making history, 
including literary history. 

Nevertheless, the reader concerned with the potential lawmaJcins 
power of literature is made uneasy by a story like "Michael Kohl
haas." It  is impossible to tell from any markers within the story itself 
where history stops and fiction begins, although the subtitle implicitly 
claims that it is all history, taken " from an old chronicle." 18 This claim 
is repeated within the story, for example in one notation about the 
Elector of Saxony: "Where he actually went, and whether in fact he 
arrived in Dessau, we shall not attempt to say, as the chronicles which 

we have compared [aus derin Vergleichung wir Bericht erstatten] 
oddly contradict and cancel one another on this point [auf befrem
dende Weise, einander widersprechen und aufheben]." 1 9 This makes it 
sound as if Kleist has scrupulously followed his sources, even refrain· 
ing from choosing between them when they contradict one another. 
This is an ironically fictitious claim, though one that has been made 
often enough in fictions masquerading as history. Kleist's story would 
be very different i f  it contained only that for which he had historical 
authority. 

Even without that anxiety, the story is disturbing enough. The horse 
dealer Michael Kohlahaas was "einer der rechtschaffensten zugleich 
und entsetzlichsten Menschen seiner Zeit [one of the most upright and 

at the same time one of the most terrible men of his day) ." 20 He was 
in every way admirable: quiet, law-abiding, an excellent husband and 

father, hard-working, "das Muster eines guten Staatsbiirgers [the ve� 
model of a good citizen] ." 21 "But," as the narrator says, "his sense 0 
justice [ Rechtgefiihl]  turned him into a brigand and a murderer." 11  

That sense of justice, the reader is told a little later, "einer Goldwaagt 
glich [was as delicate as a gold balance]."23 The image of the delicate 
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halance is not casual, since the story turns on Kohlhaas's demand for 
equity and recompense. He wants back exactly what he has lost. He 
h•1s a refined sense of equivalences and is a connoisseur of differences. 
Or. rather, he will not accept equivalences at all. For Kohlhaas, 
onlv the same is the equal of the same. He is a strict literalist in his 
sen�e of justice. He does not want recompense, for example money 
or other horses, for what has been done to his horses. He wants the 
same horses returned to him in just the condition in which he left 
them. 

Kleist's word " Rechtgefiihl [sense of justice]," used twice, is more 
than a little ominous. It does not name a willingness to obey external 
law but a scrupulous inner measuring scale by which Kohlhaas eval
uates on his own the justice or injustice of what someone does. He 
tries people's actions "vor der Schranke seiner eigenen Brust [before 
the bar of his own conscience]." 24 The Protestant Reformation of 
Kohlhaas's day was promulgated through an appeal to the priesthood 
of all believers and to the independence of each person's spiritual wit
ness and power to read the Bible. Luther's most revolutionary act, it 
could be said, was to translate the Bible into German. Kohlhaas's in
ner sense of justice may, in a given case, measure things differently 
from the way lawyers, judges, courts, and other legal authorities mea
sure them. He lives under a double jurisdiction, one external, one the 
call on him of something other than any external law, just as Kleist's 
story, "Michael Kohlhaas," makes its call on its readers from a place 
and according to a law that may not be assimilated into any previous 
law. 

The story tells of just such a conflict between two jurisdictions. 
When Kohlhaas is crossing the border from Brandenburg to Saxony 
one day with a string of horses he means to sell in Leipzig, he is ille
gally detained at a castle on the border for lack of an imaginary pass. 
Two hlack horses from his string are kept behind, ostensibly as gage, 
when he is allowed to proceed. Kleist stresses the contingency and 
irresponsibility of this injustice. It is not a concerted plan by the cas
tcl lan, steward, and Junker of the castle; it just "sort of happens." 
When Kohlhaas returns several weeks later with legal proof that the 
pas, is not necessary, he finds that his once plump and glossy blacks 
an: skinny and dull, scarcely able to stand on their feet. They have 
been worked nearly to death in the fields. The groom he has left be
hind to care for the horses has been robbed, beaten, and driven from 
th_c castle. The rest of the story describes the extraordinary escalation 
ot Kohlhaas's attempts to get just recompense for the damage done to h im.  

Just recompense, to Kohlhaas, means return of the groom's stolen 
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possessions, payment of the groom's medical expenses, and, most of all, the return of his horses just as they were. He demands that they be fattened by the lord of the castle, the Junker Wenzel von Tronka 
"Those are not my horses, your worship ! "  he cries to the Junker: "Those are not the horses which were worth thirty gold gulden! 1 
want my well fed and healthy horses back ! "  25 justice is not done to 
him by the courts of either Saxony or Brandenburg, in part because 
influential people in both capitals are related by blood or marriage to 
the Junker von Tronka. Family loyalty is stronger than the law, and 
subverts it. The authorities at Dresden and Brandenburg dismiss his 
suit. They tell him to fetch his horses from Tronka Castle and forget 
about the whole incident. Finally, his wife is mortally injured by an 
over-zealous bodyguard when she tries to press the suit on his behalf 
in a personal appeal to the Elector of Saxony in Berlin. 

After burying his wife, Kohlhaas takes the law into his own hands. 
Later, during an interview with Luther, Kohlhaas justifies his actions 
by saying, " I  call that man an outcast [verstogen] . . .  who is denied 
the protection of the laws [ der Schutz der Gesetze] ! . . .  whoever de-
nies me it thrusts me out among the beasts of the wilderness [den 
Wilden der Einode] ;  he is the one-how can you deny it?-who puts 
into my hand the club that I defend myself with." 26 Kohlhaas here 
claims that he has been put back into a state of nature, and therefore 
is justified in initiating a new social contract. 

Kohlhaas draws up "einen Rechtsschlug [a decree]"  that, " kraft der 
ihm angeborenen Macht [by virtue of the authority inborn in him],.27 
demands that the Junker fatten the blacks with his own hands in Kohl
haas's stables. When the Junker refuses to do this, Kohlhaas gathers 
followers, burns Tronka Castle, and kills the steward, the casteUan 
and their families, but not the Junker, who escapes. He then sets him· 
self up with an increasing band of armed men as an independent force 
seeking the Junker to wreak vengeance on him. He scourges the coun· 
tryside. He sets fire to Wittenberg and then Leipzig, punishing them 
for harboring the Junker. He and his men are seemingly invincible. All 
attempts to capture him fail. Only the intercession of Martin Luther, 
in a strange interview based on historical fact, but going beyond his· 
torical documentation in its circumstantial detail, persuades Kohlhaas 
to lay down his arms, accept amnesty from the Elector of Saxony, an� 
seek justice again through the court at Dresden. In the end j ustice as 
done to him, the Junker is given a prison sentence, the black horses 
are returned to Kohlhaas as fat as ever, along with full compensation 
for the damages to him and his groom. But Kohlhaas is at that sarne 
moment executed by judgment of the Emperor of the Holy RornaJ1 
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E111pire i n  Vienna. The latter considers himself not bound b y  the am
nesty. The legal authorities support him in this. Kohlhaas's crime is 
"Vcrletzung des offentlichen, kaiserlichen Landfriedens [breach of the 
pea(e of the Empire]." 28 

As is so often the case in Kleist's stories and plays, the verdict re
peats the crime.29 If it is unjust for Kohlhaas to have "einen Scheffel 
J-lafcr . . .  gescheut [made a business of a bushel oats]," 30 as the prov
erb he cites has it, if it is wrong to burn down the castle, kill all those 
people, pillage the countryside, set fire to two cities, over an affair of 
two black horses, it seems also unjust to execute him for what is le
gally defined as no more than a breach of the Emperor's peace. Neither 
punishment fits the crime. Both are incommensurate. It would not 
take a delicate gold balance to see that something is amiss in both 
cases with the scales of justice. 

Kleist's way of telling the story stresses the mortal irony of the 
double ending. The day of Kohlhaas's execution, the day when he 
"was to make atonement to the world for his all-too-rash attempt to 
take its justice into his own hands [sich selbst in ihr Recht verschaffen 
zu wollen]," 3 1 is also, as the Elector of Brandenburg tells him as he is 
led to the scaffold, "der Tag, an dem dir dein Recht geschieht! [the day 
on which justice is done you] ." 32 "Look here," he says, "I am giving 
you back everything that was taken from you by force at Tronka 
Castle, which I as your sovereign was duty bound [schuldig war] to 
restore to you: the two blacks, the neckerchief, gold gulden, laun
dry-everything down to the money for the doctor's bills for your 
man Herse . . . .  " n With one hand the law makes him full recompense; 
with the other it deprives him of his life. The story makes it clear that 
Kohlhaas would never have got justice in the affair of the blacks if he 
had not taken justice into his own hands and so earned himself the 
headsman's axe. The scales of justice do not balance. From the point 
of view of the law, justice has been done. The law has been maintained 
and fairly administered. The authorities can sleep with good con
sciences. From Kohlhaas's point of view, he has lost everything, at the 
very moment he has regained everything he has lost. 

How can we read this story justly, do it justice? One curious fact ahout " Michael Kohl haas" is already evident. Even more than with 
lllosr works of fiction, it seems necessary to repeat the story in order to talk about it, "read" it, analyze it, and evaluate it. Much of the 
"cnticism" of Kleist's stories is limited to this point.3� An example is 
�.he I ntroduction by Greenberg to the English translation cited here. If 

\t 1chael Kohlhaas" is inaugural, original, and inventive, perhaps 
cu lpably so, if it lays down its own new Kleistian laws of storytelling, 
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in defiance of traditional laws of the relation of narrative to history or 
of probability to truth, the story's effect on its readers seems to be a 
compulsion to tell the story over again. We must repeat the crime if 
crime it is, in the effort to account for the story, to do it justice,

' 
to 

assimilate it into what is already known about literature and into con
ventional ways of rationalizing literature, just as in the story the high. 
est authorities seem compelled to do again in a new form what Kohl
haas has done. They do this in an effort to heal the breach of the peace 
he has caused, to reassert their jurisdiction and justi fy their authority. 

This compulsion to retell suggests an answer to the question posed 
earlier about how a work of literature might not only be original, 
invent something unheard of before, but also proliferate itself as a 
universal law. The story tends to disseminate itself and to compel its 
readers to do again what it does, just as Kohlhaas's demand for justice 
turns into widespread injustice, if that is the right word for it. This 
injustice expands not only in what he is led to do, but also in what he 
leads others to do. This is an ironic and exceedingly disquieting ver
sion of Kant's formulation of the categorical imperative, in the Grund
legung zur Metaphysik der Sitten: " . . .  ich soli niemals anders verfah
ren, als so, das ich auch wollen konne, meine Maxime solle ein 
allgemeines Gesetz werden. "  ( " . . .  I should never act in any other 
way than in such a manner that I could also will that my maxim 
should be a universal law. ") -1 ;  

But how does it happen in the story (as opposed to with the story) 
that Kohlhaas's initial demand for justice in the matter of his two 
horses escalates to a universal juridical, political, and moral level? The 
series of "decrees" Kohlhaas issues shows how a universal new Jaw is 
implicit in his initial and stubbornly maintained demand for justice 
from the courts on the basis of his own private and exceedingly deli· 
cate "Rechtgefiihl." The German word for "decree," "RechtsschJuS: 
sounds stronger to an English-speaker than its English equivalent. It 
suggests establishing a right or laying down a right. 

For Kohl haas, one " RechtsschluW' leads rapidly to more and then 
quickly to the revolutionary establishment of a new order of Jaw. 
Speaking first in the name "of the authority inborn in him," KohJhaas 
is soon claiming in the " Kohlhaas Manifesto [Mandat] " that he is 
"waging righteous war [einem gerechten Krieg] " on the Junker Wen· 
zel von Tronka.16 He demands support from all citizens of Saxony "on 
pain of death and the certain destruction by fire of everything they 
[cal l ]  their own." r In a seemingly inevitable crescendo, this becomes 
in his second manifesto a definition of himself as "einen Reichs· und 
Weltfreien, Gott allein unterworfenen Herrn [a free gentleman of the 
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Empire and the world, owing allegiance to none but God]." On this 
basis he invites "all good Christians" to join him.18 He issues yet an
other manifesto when he sets fire to Leipzig. In this he describes him
self as "a viceroy of the Archangel Michael [einen Statthalter Mi
chaels, des Erzengels], come to punish with fire and sword, for the 
wickedness into which the whole world was sunk, all those who 
should take the side of the Junker in this quarrel." 19 Kohlhaas's final 
manifesto, issued from the captured castle of Liitzen, where he has 
established his command, is to "summon the people to join with him 
to build a better o rder of things." 40 It is signed from "the Seat of Our 
Provisional World Government [Weltregierung]." 41 Now when he 
goes forth "a large archangelic sword [is] borne before him on a red 
leather cushion ornamented with gold tassels, while twelve men with 
burning torches [ follow) after." 42 This is appropriate for someone 
who, like his namesake the Archangel Michael, wields fire and sword 
as his chief instruments of destruction. 

The reader will see the mad logic of this rapid expansion from the 
particular and parochial to the universal. Though Kohlhaas's quarrel 
is only over a pair of horses, as soon as he appeals from the judicial 
system of Saxony to his own private sense of justice, he has in effect 
renounced his citizenship and challenged the legitimacy of the courts. 
He has implicitly declared himself the leader of a revolutionary new 
world government, with its own new code of laws and other appurte
nances of state: rulers, legislators, courts, universities, and the rest. 
Though the appeal from the public courts to the bar of his own breast 
is not apparently violent, it implicitly possesses the violence of all in
augural positing of new law and the legitimazation of a new state. 
Kohlhaas's appeal to his innate sense of justice in the affair of the two 
horses implies the establishment of not just a single new law or pro
visional court but of a revolutionary new world order. The initial lim
ited demand contains its own implicit universalization. It contains 
also within itself the possibility of all the violent acts Kohlhaas and 
his men commit. The appeal to a justice that is private and at the same 
time universal, a law above the law, is intrinsically violent, even when 
that appeal is performed in the most non-violent way, for example, by 
Passive disobedience or peaceful assembly. 

_
Kohl haas's proclamation of a new world order takes the usual form 

<>I such proclamations, whether they are successful or not. Though his 
decrees and manifestoes would create, performatively, the new people 
and the new law in the name of which they speak, his declarations 
speak as if that law and the people brought together under the rights It l"stab lishes already exist and are merely described, constatively, in 
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his proclamation. Declarations of independence do not take respon. 
sibility for what they do. They speak in the name of a pre-existing 
people and pre-existing rights that in fact they create by performative 
fiat.�3 "We hold these truths to be self-evident," �� but they were not 
"self-evident" before our founding fathers enunciated them, in a 
speech act that was not just a statement of pre-existing fact. 

Kohlhaas's new declaration of the rights of man, however, is an 
infelicitous performative. The context and circumstances are not 
right. His proclamation is not ratified by a new contract and a new 
constitution. That this might happen is what the authorities in Saxony 
fear and what leads them to treat him with such violence. Some simi
lar fear, it may be, has motivated the authorities who have put down 
so ruthlessly the pro-democracy movement in the People's Republic of 
China. It began as a few students hanging posters and meeting to 
make speeches, but soon a million citizens were rallying and there 
were posters everywhere. 

At the moment of Kohlhaas's greatest military success, Luther inter
venes to persuade Kohlhaas "in den Damm der menschlichen Ord
nung zuriickzudriicken [to return within the confines of the social or
der]." 45 In a notice posted all over the Electorate, and then in an 
interview, he accuses Kohlhaas of being both "filled with injustice [Un
gerechtigkeit] from head to foot," and "a rebel and no soldier of the 
just God" for daring to take justice into his own hands.46 Kohlhaas's 
reply, as I have said, is that he has been "denied the protection of the 
laws" and, therefore, is cast out of the community of the state in 
which he lives, and so is justified in setting up his own state.47 But 
Kohlhaas does not really mean that he had been returned to a state of 
nature, outside all laws. He means that the courts of Saxony and Bran
denburg do not mediate the law for him, that law he carries in his 
own breast. He is therefore justified in setting up a new law and a new 
social order in which justice in the name of the law will be done to 
him. Luther replies that no one has denied him the protection of the 
laws, that he should forgive his enemies, take back the horses, thin 
and worn as they are, and fatten them himself. No one but God has 
the right to declare the Elector unjust for denying his suit. In the end 

Kohlhaas agrees to disband his army, accept amnesty, and press his 
suit again before the courts of Saxony with Luther's sponsorship. 
Nevertheless, he stubbornly refuses to budge on the main point. " [L]et 
judgment [die Erkenntnis] be pronounced as is my due," he says, "and 

let the Junker fatten my pair of blacks." 48 
This interview with Luther is profoundly ironic. Only a few years 

earlier this same Martin Luther had nailed those theses to the church 
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Joor in Wittenberg and had uttered his " lch kann nicht anders [ I  can
not do otherwise]." Luther has himself behaved just as Kohlhaas is 
behaving. He has defied all civil and ecclesiastical authorities. He has 
appealed beyond them to a higher justice. On the ground of that jus
tice, he has established on his own something even more important 
than a new state, a new church. 

Luther's revolution has been a success. In two decades his new 
church has been institutionalized and accepted by certain states as 
legitimate. Luther himself wields great political as well as spiritual 
power. Nevertheless, he sternly refuses to Kohlhass the right to act as 
he himself has acted, though, curiously enough, in his message to the 
Elector of Saxony he more or less accepts the argument that he has 
refused to countenance in his interview with Kohlhaas. " . . .  as a mat
ter of fact," the narrator reports him as writing,4' "the wrong done 
Kohlhaas had in a certain sense placed him outside the social union 
[auger der Staatsverbindung] ; and in shan, so as to put an end to the 
matter, he should be regarded rather as a foreign power [eine fremde 
. . .  Macht] that had attacked the country (and since he was not a 
Saxon subject, he really might be regarded as such) than as a rebel in 
revolt against the throne." 50 The complicated jurisdictional situation 
of the time is not entirely different from the situation in the United 
States today. In the United States, too, a crime that crosses state bor
ders may be subject to the laws of one or the other of the states or of 
federal law. In the United States, too, it may take much litigation to 
decide in which court a defendant should be tried. Kohlhaas seeks 
justice from Saxony and then from Brandenburg. He is ultimately con
demned by a high court of the Empire, on the technicality that the 
amnesty grant by Saxony does not bind the Emperor's coun. 

But to define Kohlhaas as a " foreign power" is to put him in a sense 
outside any of these laws. Or rather it is to subject him either to the 
laws governing warfare between states or to the conventions of those 
delicate diplomatic negotiations between states that keep the peace, 
often by endless inconclusive discussions. Such discussions, strictly 
speaking, are outside the laws of any state. They are in a sense unlaw
ful ,  or they are subject only to international law or to the unwritten 
laws of diplomacy, since they are governed by the laws of neither of the states that engage in the diplomatic negotiations. What is con
cluded by diplomacy must be ratified separately in each state in order 
to hecome effective. Walter Benjamin compares the conventions of di
�lornacy to those unwritten laws that govern discussions within fam-
1 hcs. for him, both these realms are outside the "violence [ Gewalt] " 
t at characterizes state power and law. 1 1  
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Though Luther is will ing to argue that Kohlhaas is in a sense 
foreign power, he is wholly unwilling to let him define himself as th a 
justified emissary of God's vengeance. He refuses to hear Kohlhaas� 
confession and administer him the Sacrament unless he will forgive 
his enemies and give up taking private vengeance. Nevertheless, the 
possibility that Kohlhaas really is the viceroy of the Archangel Mi
chael, sent by God to punish a wicked people who have a corrupt 
judicial system, hovers over the story as a faint possibility, just as 
Kleist plays ironically with similar possibilities of divine intervention 
in his other stories. Kohl haas compares his unwillingness to forgive to 
Christ's: "even the Lord did not forgive all his enemies." 52 As the nar
rator says of the sack of Tronka Castle: "Der Engel des Gerichts fihrt 
also vom Himmel herab [In such a fashion does the angel of judgment 
descend from heaven] ." 1 1  A lot hangs on how the reader takes the 
"also" or "in such a fashion" in this sentence, as it also does when 
Kant says I should act in such a fashion ("also" )  that the maxim 
drawn from what I do could be made a universal law for all mankind. 

What is the difference between Luther and Kohlhaas? Is it no more 
than the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful revolu
tion, one that gets itself institutionalized and legitimized, and one that 
ends, like most revolutionary attempts, with the execution or impris
onment of the insurrectionist? Kohlhaas's revolution may be justified 
but unsuccessful.  On the other hand, if Kohlhaas is not an emissary 
from God, he is creating an entirely unjustified issue over a small mat
ter. He has made a business of a bushel of oats. He should submit 
himself to the law of the country he lives in or does business in and 
take whatever judgment the court hands down. 

How would we decide about that fine line between a Luther and a 
Kohlhaas? Should we let history decide? Suppose the South had won 
the Civil War in the United States? Would that retroactively make the 
South's cause more just? Somehow it does not make sense to let the 
contingencies of history decide matters of justice. On the other hand, 
if Kohlhaas is a second Archangel Michael, a viceroy of God sent to 
punish those who do not administer the law rightly, then what he does 
is not revolutionary, original, or originary at all. He is a keeper of the 
law, a preserver of it, neither a breaker of the old law, nor a present· 
day Moses, Lycurgus, or Christ who institutes a new law, fulfilling 
and cancelling the old. He does not set up a law unheard of before. 
the basis of a novel world order, original and inaugurative, without 
precedent. 

The same thing can be said of Luther. He claimed not to be found· 
ing a new religion but to be reforming a corrupt Christendom by re-
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rurn ing to an old, traditional, and entirely authorized Christianity. 
The Reformation returned the same to the same. The fact that Luther
;1n ism has been so thoroughly institutionalized and merged into state 

ro\\'er by the time Luther has his interview with Kohlhaas indicates 
how l ittle truly initiatory the Protestant Reformation was. Luther is, 
hv 1 540, an instrument of the established civil order, at least as he is 

r�csented by Kleist, but also as he is presented in standard historical 
.H::counts. 

Here is the paradox inherent in the idea of the laying down of a 
new law, whether as a political act described in a work of literature or 
as a law-positing act performed by the work of literature itself: In 
order to work it has to appeal to precedent. It cannot authorize itself. 
It has to claim merely to describe and reinforce pre-existing rights and 
laws. And in order to work it must be institutionalized after the fact, 
legitimated by the elaborate machinery of society, inscribed in statutes 
and rules, with some kind of police for their enforcement and an 
agreed and publicized code of sanctions. In order to be socially effec
tive, a work of literature must be canonized, surrounded by a complex 
context of editions, reviews, commentary, pedagogical traditions, and 
so on. But as soon as either Michael Kohlhaas, the man, or "Michael 
Kohlhaas," the story, is authorized from the past and institutionalized 
for the future, he or it is no longer novel, unheard-of, or original, but 
homogeneous to what already has been legislated. He or it does not 
lay down a new law but confirms an old one. The story of Kohlhaas 
as told by Kleist admirably exemplifies this contradiction. 

So far I have been talking primarily about events or themes de
scribed in the story. What about the working of the story itself, as a 
historical event, a text written by Heinrich von Kleist at a certain time 
and place and published under certain circumstances, then later on 
published and republished, translated, and commented on, until fi
nally it fell into my hands and under my eyes as reader? I have said 
that the paradox inherent in the idea of laying down a new law applies 
not only to the political acts described in a work of literature, for 
example Kohlhaas's insurrection and execution, but also to the law
positing act performed by the work, for example, by this story. How 
ca n that claim be defined, understood, and justified ? 

In order to do so, I turn to a crucial episode in "Michael Kohlhaas" 
nor so far discussed, the episode of the gypsy fortune-teller. This epi
'oJc is an allegory of the working of the story. It shows that the story 
1' not descriptive or constative, but performative. Or rather, it shows 
th .Jt the story performs by describing or telling, since, strictly speak
I ng, within the terms of traditional speech act theory, there is nothing 
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performative about Kleist's story. " Michael Kohlhaas" does little 
more than narrate, in a dry, terse, economical, chronicle-like style 
events that are said to have occurred in history. Its intention does no; 
appear to be at all performative, but purely epistemological, to get the 
facts right, to tell it l ike it was. Such judgment as the narrator passes 
on Kohlhaas is i ronic through and through. It expresses the collective 
judgment of the time more than the evaluation to which the story itself 
leads the reader: "And now the fateful Monday after Palm Sunday 
arrived, on which Kohlhaas was to make atonement to the world for 
his all-too-rash attempt to take its justice into his own hands." 54 

The story of the improbable fulfillment of the gypsy woman's pre
diction about a roebuck is borrowed and modified by Kleist from an 
almost forgotten novel, Friedrich Maximilian Klinger's Der KettentriJ
ger,H read by Kleist in 1 80V6 The main part of her story, however, 
seems to have been Kleist's addition to history. It is a fabulous element 
that intervenes decisively into the life-story of the historical Kohlhau 
as Kleist tells it. Several motifs characteristic of Kleist's storytelling 
come together in this episode: the ironic hint of signs indicating God's 
inscrutable judgment; the working of exceedingly improbable coinci
dence in human l ife; the performative function in human history of 
messages, letters, notes, papers, decrees, manifestoes, court judg
ments-writing of all kinds. For Kleist, such writings do not simply 
describe, communicate, or inform. They make something happen. An 
example is the way Kohlhaas's failure to get justice from the courts is 
mediated by documents. The law's delay, the interminable "process• 
that keeps postponing Kohlhaas's suit-throwing it out of court, tell· 
ing him to give it up-works by way of papers and documents, never 
by that direct face to face confrontation Kohlhaas cannot obtain until 
it is too late and he has put himself outside the law by taking the law 
into his own hands. 

The first of these motifs, the possibly supernatural sign, appears 
early in the story when "ein ungeheurer Wetterschlag [a huge lighming 
bolt]" and "ein plotzlich furchtbarer Regengug [a sudden fierce down
pour of rain] "  57 stop Kohlhaas just as he is about to burn down the 
cloister where von Tronka 's aunt is Abbess and has been harboring 
von Tronka. Are we to take this seriously as a manifestation of God's 
judgment on Kohlhaas? Is it the sign of the abrupt intervention of 
eternity into time? The text does not allow the reader to decide with 
certainty. There is the lightning bolt. You can read it anyway you like. 

The second motif, coincidence or improbable happenstance, per· 
vades the whole episode. Kohlhaas encounters the gypsy woman by 

sheer accident, though the encounter is decisive for his fate. He just 
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happens to be in  the market town of Jiiterbock when the gypsy 
woman is telling the fortunes of the Electors of Saxony and Branden
burg, who just happen to have met there to transact some business. 
She predicts good fortune for the Elector of Brandenburg, but bad 
fortune for the Elector of Saxony. She refuses to tell the laner what 
that bad fortune will be, but writes down on a linle piece of paper 
" rhe name of the last ruler [of his house], the year in which he shall 
lose his throne, and the name of the man who shall seize it for himself 
by force of arms." 58 For some mysterious reason, never explained, she 
gives the paper to Kohlhaas, who has joined the curious crowd around 
the fortune-teller. She tells him it is an amulet that will save his l ife. 
Kohlhaas does not read the paper until the last moment of his life. 
The narrator says, somewhat obscurely, that he refrains " for various 
reasons." 59 The paper unread has, in a way, more power. Once Kohl
haas knows what it says, then he will have the power, and with it the 
responsibility too, to tell it or not to tell it, as his conscience directs. 
As long as he has not read it, he can use his ability to read it or not 
read it as an additional weapon. 

That what she has predicted for both Electors will infallibly come 
to pass is guaranteed when "the pledge for the truth of everything she 
said" 60 is improbably fulfilled. The roebuck does come to meet them 
in the market place, just as she said it would, even though the Elector 
of Brandenburg has the deer slaughtered for the table to prevent the 
fulfillment of the prediction. A huge butcher's dog takes the carcass 
from the kitchen and drops it at their feet. As the Elector of Saxony 
says, in a sentence that recalls the earlier lightning bolt: "The lightning 
[ Blitz] that plummets from a winter's sky is no more devastating than 
this sight was to me." 6 1 

Later on, it just happens, by an exceedingly unlikely coincidence, 
that the Elector of Saxony encounters Kohlhaas as he is being taken 
in chains to be tried before the High Court at Berlin. Until then the 
Elector has not known the identity of the man to whom the gypsy 
gave the paper, nor has he been able to find him. The Elector suffers a 
stroke when Kohlhaas explains to him how he got the paper he keeps 
in a lead capsule around his neck. The Elector becomes obsessed by 
h i s  awareness that Kohlhaas has the paper that will tell him his future. 
Tormented by a desire to know what the future is, he tries every avail
ante expedient to get the paper from Kohlhaas, promising him free
dom and a full pardon, and trying to get his execution postponed, all 
to no avail. 

Most improbably of all, the Elector's Chamberlain just happens to 
choose the actual gypsy woman, who just happens to look marvel-
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ously l ike Kohlhaas's dead wife and to have the same name, when he 
takes an old woman from the streets at random to impersonate the 
real fortune-teller and persuade Kohlhaas to release the paper. A pro
pos of this even the narrator utters the words I have taken as an epi
graph for this paper: "probability is not always on the side of truth." 62 
Kleist justifies this event by a solemn appeal to history, but the event 
in question, we know, is fictitious: "something had happened here 
which we must perforce record but which those who may wish to 
question are perfectly free to do." bl "I cannot help it," Kleist in effect 
says; "this is the way it happened." This is like Luther's "lch kann 
nicht anders." But this is not the way it happened. The appeal from 
Aristotelian laws of probability in mimesis to the higher authority of 
what actually happened in history is rather an appeal from Aristote
lian poetics to a new Kleistian poetics based on improbable but vera
cious contingency. 

The gypsy woman betrays her charge from the Chamberlain and 
tells Kohlhaas to keep the paper. On the day of his execution, she 
sends a message warning him that the Elector intends to dig up his 
body after he is executed in order to get the paper. Kohlhaas retaliates, 
just before he is beheaded, by looking the Elector in the eye, unsealing 
the paper, reading it through, and then swallowing it. The Elector 
promptly falls down unconscious in a fit. The story ends with the 
report that the Elector of Saxony returns to Dresden "shattered in 
body and soul," 64 while Kohlhaas's children are made knights, and his 
descendants flourish. He is universally respected by the people for his 
respect for a law that is superior to all positive, institutionalized laws. 
To that law he alone has access, through his "Rechtgefiihl." 65 As for 
the fulfillment of the gypsy woman's prophecy, "what happened sub
sequently," says the narrator in his laconic way, " must be sought in 
history [ in der Geschichte nachlesen mug]," 66 { l iterally "must be read 
after in history")Y The gypsy woman's political and personal proph
ecy echoes the oracle of Apollo, who, in Oedipus Rex, tells Laius his 
son will kill him. It echoes also the witches' prophecy in Macbeth. To 
hear such predictions, in literature if  not in life, is to know that, how
ever improbable they are, they will inevitably come to pass, down to 
the last detail .  Such prophecies are performative rather than merely 
constative. Prophecies are something like promises. They say: "This 
will happen, I promise you." 

What is the reader to make of this episode? Why did Kleist not tell 
the reader what was the fulfillment of the prophecy ? Why did he add 
just this fiction to his historical sources? The added episode of the 
gypsy fortune-teller is a fiction smuggled into history that radical lY 
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..:hanges the meaning of that history. It is an admirable allegory of the 
relation to history of both Michael Kohlhaas and "Michael Kohl
haas," both the man and the story. The addition signals the transfor
mation of history into literature, that is, into a collocation of words 
rhat has its own power to intervene performatively into history at the 
l .ner date when it is written, published, and read. By "literature" here 
I mean any retelling, since even the driest after-the-fact chronicle will 
have "literary" or rhetorical elements that make it effect something in 
irs own time and later on, whenever it is read. 

Kohlhaas's establishment of a new world government to get justice 
over an affair of two horses is like Kleist's writing of this strange story. 
Each is an abrupt interruption of the course of history, political hi
story in the one case, literary history in the other, and, by way of the 
latter, in however small a way, political, ethical, and social history. 
Kohlhaas would initiate a new state law. The story would initiate new 
ideas of narrative probability and truth, and implicitly, by way of that, 
new codes for everything in society that depends on narrative, such 
as, for example, the pleading of cases before the law. 

"Michael Kohlhaas" is without recognized power or authority. It is 
not a sacred text, nor even a work as central to the established canon 
of Western l iterature as are, say \\arks by Goethe and Schiller, though 
"Michael Kohlhaas," rather surprisingly, has a curious kind of cano
nicity in German-speaking countries. It has been read and studied in 
detail by generations of German and Swiss schoolchildren at what we 
would call the Junior High School level. The story is read as a model 
of elegantly correct German prose style, but also, inevitably, as an 
ideological model. A recent radio play was modeled on the story. A 
bookstore in Berlin is called " Kohlhaas & Company" and has a black 
horse as logo. Michael Kohlhaas, I am told, has been invoked recently 
in Berlin during the spectacular transformations of East Germany, ha
led as a complex model of resistance and political courage, though the 
story can also be read as a warning against the temerity of taking the 
law into one's own hands. Read in one or another of these ways, em
hedded in the immediate making of history, "Michael Kohl haas" is a 
work that works. It performs. 

The story tells the reader the likely outcome of such a performative 
fiat. Kohlhaas's revolutionary gesture is quashed. He is executed. The 
pre-existing law closes around him. He leaves scarcely a ripple on the 
\Urface of European history. He is better known through Kleist's fic
titious story about him than through any conspicuous effect he has on 
the course of history. The episode of the fortune-telling paper, how
ever, informs the reader that Kohlhaas is the bearer of history. He 
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carries the future within himself and will have a decisive effect on it. 
Bur that future remains unknown until it happens. Only Kohlhaas 
reads the paper. He carries irs secrets ro the grave. The separation of 
his head, that knows the secret future, from his body, rhar incarnates 
the script on which the future is written, expresses with savage irony 
the separation between doing and knowing. The future he carries in 
himself remains unreadable, impossible ro codify or institutionalize. 
What will happen will happen. On the fared day the last member of 
the Elector's family will be deposed, his throne seized by force of arms. 
Kohlhaas, like the avenging Archangel Michael, will have helped 
bring this about by deflecting the course history would otherwise of 
taken. 

In the same way, Kleist's story, too, posits a new law, but this law is 
also unreadable in the sense that it resists theory. The effect of reading 
the story cannot be rationally predicted. The story cannot be satisfac
torily assimilated into the institution of l iterary study or study of the 
social effects of l iterature. Insofar as the story is explained, rationali
zed, theorized, and accommodated into the general enterprise of ac
counting for literature, or made lawful, its own inaugural heteroge
neous law is obliterated, forgotten. That law, nevertheless, goes on 
working every time the story is read, just as Kohlhaas's revolutionary 
lawmaking power vanishes when he is executed and yet goes on ope
rating from " beyond the grave" in the fulfillment of the gypsy wo
man's prophecy, in the example of an exigent sense of justice he has 
left behind, and even in the flourishing of his progeny. 

"Michael Kohlhaas" does what it tells. It establishes the law of the 
absence, unavailability, or failure of the law. In it an affront to the law 
is repaired by a repetition of an affront to justice. The same thing may 
be said of the performative effect of rhe story itself. Insofar as it fails 
ro account for the events it tells, in the sense of making them reason
able, telling them justly, or "justifying" them, making them square, as 
when we speak of a "justified margin," it is a performative that does 
not perform. Or what it does is to bring to light rhe failure of narrative 
to serve as the handmaiden of the law by making the grounds of just 
law fully perspicuous. The story enunciates the law of the unreadabi
liry of that law in rhe name of which all particular laws are promul
gated and justified. 

Like Michael Kohlhaas, literature lays down the law. That new law 
is socially and historically effective, but always in unforeseen, unpre
dictable ways, whenever "Michael Kohl haas" is arraigned before the 
bar of justice each reader carries in his or her own breast. The story's 
effects are always unreadable before rhe fact. In order to find out the 
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performative effect of literature in history, we must read that effect 
afterwards i n  history itself. 

The legislative power of a literary work cannot be read in the work 
itself. Nevertheless, it commands and institutes. It brings something 
''other" into history, even in papers, like this one, that attempt to 
explain the work rationally. The lawmaking power of the work carries 
over even into commentary that tries to explain it. Though it is im
possible to tell whether the story speaks with the authority of the law 
above all laws or whether it just happens, as a natural fact, it makes 
law and enforces it, like a Kleistian lightning bolt. 
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Statistical Stigmata 

Henry Louis Gates 
The True utterance is like the brand of beer 
that commands 95 percent of the market and 
the false like the brand with only 5 percent. 

Richard Posner' 

A system-grinder hates the truth. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson' 

One measure of the success of the law and economics movement on 
the right is the extent to which the techniques of economic analysis
the models of rational choice-are seen, on the legal left, as tainted.J 
If there is a baby in the murk of its bath water, the consensus seems 
to be that it has long since drowned. Mark Kelman, for example, ar
gues that the law and economics account simply is liberal social 
theory, in its most exhaustively worked out form, and he treats it as a 
reductio ad absurdum of liberal social theory (meaning, I think, social 
choice theory).4 Yet if we restrict ourselves to the descriptive dimen
sion of these programs, there seems to be no reason why the apparatus 
cannot lend itself to progressive ends. In the liberal tradition, one 
could cite Bruce Ackerman's enlistment of the Coase Theorem in the 
service of legal activism; for while its apparent prescription for judi
cial non-intervention has no force outside its explicitly counterfactual 
conditions (perfect knowledge, perfect rationality, zero transaction 
costs), the extended causal horizons suggested by its application point 
to a much broader way of reconstructing the judicial 'facts of the mat
ter." s And while we decry the use of the Kaldor-Hicks test in Reagan
decreed cost/benefit analysis,6 we might remember that Lord Kaldor 
was himself a socialist and advisor to the Labor Party. Obviously, it's 
in the gap between "is" and "ought" that politics hides out. 

In what follows, I want to try to explore the intersection of " race" 
and "statistics" in a way that takes neither term for granted. Statistical 
conceptions of both race and racial discrimination have become cen
tral in the policy sciences, in economic social theory, and in the eco
nomic analysis of law and its theory of "statistical discrimination." 

33 0  
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(From Richard Posner's perspective, for example, much racial discrim
ination may have a positive social benefit.)" But rather than respond
ing to the lawyer-economist with a reflexively apotropaic gesture
the rhetorical equivalent of garlic and wolfsbane-I want to look at 
the "probabilistic turn " in which racial identity comes to be rewritten 
as a statistical property: for it is the same probabilistic turn that un
dergirds the so-called "ethical basis" of wealth maximization. 

II 

Few revolutions in thought had the social impact of what is now 
called the "probabilistic revolution." Nineteenth-century Europe saw 
not only what Ian Hacking calls "an avalanche of printed numbers," 
but the proliferation of statistical societies, statistical congresses, and 
national statistical bureaus. The new statistics spawned the sanitary 
movement (which, as Hacking says, "increased l ife expectancy more 
than anything in history") ,  and was intimately connected with the 
condition-of-England debates and movements of social reform.8 

But the trail of the serpent is over all.9 As Ian Hacking has observed, 
" [ t ]he first discussion of human kinds was made at exactly the mo
ment when statistical/classificationary social science began, which was 
also the moment when our idea of the normal was beginning to enter 
human consciousness." 10 At first blush it seems paradoxical: you 
might suppose that a sophisticated understanding of human variation 
would blur and destabilize the tidy divisions of humanity generated 
by eighteenth-century anthropology. • •  But statistical reason is double
edged in this regard. 

This can be seen in the work of Adolphe Quetelet, a pioneer and 
popularizer of " moral statistics," who perhaps more than any one else 
helped institutionalize the social-statistics movement and keep it on 
track. As a theorist, Quetelet's great contribution was the claim that 
human variation, social/behavioral as well as physical, can be inter
preted as va riations from an objective mean, distributed according to 
a law of errors, rather like a pattern of holes on a dart board. The law 
of errors (or accidental causes) explains the pattern of variation. For 
Quetelet, it is a "general law that applies to individuals as well as 
peoples and that rules our moral and intellectual qualities no less than 
our physical qualities, [a law] that dominates our universe and seems 
destined to spread life through it." 1 2 But what these variations are 
variations from is Quetelet's new creature, / 'homme moyen, The Mean 
or Average Man. Quetelet, a supporter of a " Laplacian social science, 
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arrives at the same conception as the critics of Laplace: the order of 
things according to natural kinds . . . .  [Quetelet] not only notes the 
existence of natural classes as a fact, as Venn did, he elevates it to the 
status of law that governs the universe." u (For Quetelet, a statistical 
regularity was itself a social law. )  

You might expect from al l  this that the law of errors would take the 
place of racial classification, as a sort of explanation for human vari
ation. Instead, it served as a technique for racial retrieval, though by 
introducing a statistical model of race rather at odds with the anthro
pological one. A chapter in Quetelet's 1 849 book, Theory of Proba
bilities, is subtitled: "Each race of men has its particular type." 14 He 
writes: 

Each people presents its mean, and the different variations from this 
mean, in numbers which may be calculated a priori. This mean 
varies among different people, and sometimes even within the limits 
of a single country, where two people of different origins may be 
mixed together. 1 1  

For " men of different races . . .  have different laws of development." 
And he explains how you can use the law of errors to ascertain the 
existence of distinct racial types with a cluttered intermixed popula
tion. "The law of possibility has then this new advantage, that it as
sists in the resolution of a problem very interesting in anthropological 
respects." 16 

Seventy years later, the practitioners of biometrics followed Quete
let's example of its logical conclusion and disposed altogether of the 
anthropological or "ideal-type" model of racial classification in favor 
of the statistical one. As Nancy Stepan writes, race then became "a 
populational and statistical concept . . . .  The unit with which the an
thropologist must therefore deal, said Pearson, was not the racial type, 
nor the individual, but a 'statistically representative sample of 
race.' " 1 7 

Despite its success in colonizing both the social and natural sci
ences, however, the rise of probabilism was fraught with a number of 
conceptual ambiguities (though I'll have to pass over some of the most 
important). To many, there appeared to be a gap between probabilistic 
and causal investigations. The elimination of that gap was part of a 
general trend away from viewing statistical laws as secondary or phe
nomenal, supervening on some other causal structure (the reductionist 
view), to a conception in which statistical law had automony (the non
reductionist view). 
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There was also an equivocation between probability as a measure 
of belief, an index of uncertain information, and as an objective prop
erty in the world. Any face of the die is equipossible in a roll. But for 
the German statistician Jakob Friedrich Fries, its outcome is already 
determined in nature. Equipossibility is a condition of our knowl
edge. 1 8 In current terms, this is the distinction between objective and 
subjective or epistemic probability. 19 Note that epistemic, or so-called 
subjective, probability goes hand-in-hand with a reductionist view of 
statistical laws as superintending on other mechanisms, while an ob
jective or realist account of probability pretty much ordains the non
reductionist view. 

Where you stand on that question will also effect where you stand 
on the question of single-case probabilities-that is, whether or not 
you think they exist. Jakob Friedrich Fries argued in the 1 840s that 
"statistical laws apply only to the mass, and are without significance 
for individuals." 20 He was vigorously (and successfully) challenged on 
this. His challengers asserted that it made no sense to talk about laws 
applying to groups if they didn't apply to individuals. And I'll return 
to the issue of single-case probability in the litigation of racial discrim
ination a little later.2 1 

III 

Before I consider statistical discrimination as theorized in conserv
ative policy science, however, I want to consider the evidentiary use 
of the statistics of discrimination. For in both cases, administrative 
costs take precedence over justice. 

I want to look briefly at the 1 987 Supreme Court decision in Mc
Cleskey v. KempY The background to the case, in a nutshell, is as 
follows. In the state of Georgia, a black man kills a white man, and is 
sentenced to death. At this time, one of the most comprehensive and 
sophisticated studies ever conducted on judicial sentencing, the Baldus 
study, shows an enormous racial disparity in capital sentencing in the 
state of Georgia: those who kill whites are eleven times more likely to 
be condemned to death than those who kill blacks. Even after exten
sive statistical analysis-controlled for 230 possible nonracial vari
ables-the odds for a capital sentence for a white-victim crime is 4.3 
times greater than for a black-victim crime. As a sentencing factor, 
race ranks with prior conviction for rape, armed robbery, and even 
murder.23 The race factor here isn't merely statistically significant, it 
is, as you m ight think, downright determinative. 
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Armed with this massive statistical body of evidence, McCleskey 
seeks habeas corpus relief on the grounds that there was a constitu
tionally impermissible risk that race "played a significant role in the 
decision to sentence him to death." 24 

The Baldus study was scrutinized and hailed by various prominent 
statisticians, including representatives of the National Academy of 
Sciences, as among the most sophisticated empirical work ever done 
on criminal sentencing. The experts agreed that the Baldus study 
proved that capital sentencing in Georgia is a discriminatory process. 

Federal District Court Judge Owen Forrester had a different opin
ion. In his view, the Baldus study simply did not represent good statis
tical methodology. He protested that its findings were "arbitrarily 
structured little rinky-dink regressions . . .  [which] prove nothing 
other than the truth of the adage that anything may be proved by 
statistics." 25 

Forrester's basic objection to the Baldus statistics was that the in
formation it collected "could not capture every nuance of every 
case." 26 This is true enough. On the other hand, as an appeals brief 
noted, " [b]y insisting on a standard of 'absolute knowledge' about 
every single case, Uudge Forrester) implicitly rejected the value of all 
applied statistical analysis." 27 Obviously you wouldn't need these sta
tistics under conditions of perfect knowledge. 

Pace Judge Forrester, the higher courts each accepted the internal 
validity of the Baldus statistics-or affected to. The issue became one 
of its judicial relevance. 

The appeals court argued that the statistical evidence was irrele
vant: that McCleskey needed direct evidence showing that he himself 
was the victim of discrimination. According to the court, " [n)o single 
petitioner could, on the basis of these statistics alone, establish that he 
received the death sentence because, and only because, his victim was 
white." 28 Thus the statistical evidence cannot be determinative in any 
g1ven case. 

There are rwo ways of reading this interpretation of the evidence. 
Perhaps the court is establishing a higher standard of certainty for the 
statistical evidence than any other sort (even fairly direct evidence
say, the fact that a juror is heard murmuring something suitably dis
criminatory-would leave open the counterfactual possibility that the 
defendant would have been sentenced to die anyway) .  But perhaps the 
court simply failed to apprehend the force of statistical evidence in 
the first place.29 

The same logical incoherence afflicts the Supreme Court's deci
sion.30 Again, the Court assumed, for the sake of argument, the valid-
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ity of the Baldus statistics; then said there was no evidence concerning 
discrimination in the McCleskey case. But if you recognize the force 
of statistical argument, as I suggested, you can't hold both positions. 
The Baldus statistics are evidence-albeit rebuttable evidence-rele
vant to the disposition of the McCleskey case. (For Justice Powell, it 
did not constitute "exceptionally clear proof" ;  but the standards he 
established were so high it is doubtful that the prosecutors in capital 
sentences always met them in securing the convictions.) 

It should be clear that in distinguishing starkly between statistical 
and causal investigations, the court recapitulates a nineteenth-century 
confusion about the meaning of "moral statistics." For a Court that 
finds that " (t]he magnitude [of a statistical regularity] cannot be called 
determinative in any given case" 11  remains entrapped in a pre-modern 
problematic; an episteme whose demise has been placed (prematurely, 
as McCiesky suggests) at the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 

One of the signs of constitutional retrenchment in the Supreme 
Court is an increasing insistence, in civil rights cases, on a finding of 
discriminatory intent, rather than discriminatory effect. After Mc
Cleskey, it looks doubtful whether statistical evidence-no maner 
how strong-can ever constitute clear and compelling evidence of 
purposeful discrimination in the eyes of the Supreme Court. In fact, 
we could go further and say that this is precisely the strategic function 
of the " purposeful " :  as a test that would eliminate from consideration 
evidence that is statistical in nature and, subsequently, predictions that 
are probabilistic in nature. (Incidentally, Randy Kennedy has noted 
that "no defendant in state or federal court has ever successfully chal
lenged his punishment on grounds of racial discrimination in sen
tencing. ")32 

Probability functions in the place of ignorance. It is because the 
infinitude of " microaggressions" (as Delgado has it)11 constitutive of 
racism defy positivist verification that statistical regularities become 
important .  It would not be too much to say that the statistical regu
larity uncovered by the Baldus study, in effect, functions l ike a rule; a 
rule governing judicial sentencing. 

Powell 's explicit position is that of someone who rejects the idea of 
single-case probability. Under the Court's logic, it doesn't make sense 
that McCleskey's chances are worse than another's; indeed, it doesn't 
make sense to quantify his chances at all. 

And as we've seen, this tension between individual contingency and 
general probability, so vexing for Powell, is woven through in the his
tory of statistical reasoning in the nineteenth century. Like the English 
statistician Robert Leslie Ellis in the 1 840s, Powell sees contingency 
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as located at the level of individuals; and he distinguishes absolutely 
between causal and statistical investigation. 34 

What we see in these court decisions is a profound discomfort with 
applying statistical laws to individual events. Yet when we are discrim
inated against, we are discriminated against not as individuals, but as 
tokens of a type, as representatives of a class; and judicial remediation 
must assume the same form. Here's what marks the distinction Alan 
Freeman makes between the "perpetrator perspective" and the "vic
tim perspective" H: the perpetrators are always individuals, while the 
victims constitute a class, a collectivity, a statistical genus. 36 

IV 

Few exercises in applied ethics have so captured the popular imag
ination as the one that made its debut in the Washington Post a few 
years agoY It was the famous case of the jewelry store, the buzzer, 
and the black face at the door. (The jewelry store owner is a Bayesian 
who believes [or knows; depending on how you set it up] that blacks 
are much more likely than whites to rip him off, to the degree that he 
would rather forgo a potentially profitable transaction with a black 
customer than expose himself to that risk.) And of course, this isn't 
just a hypothetical case. Patricia Williams has written movingly about 
her experience of being denied entry at a downtown Bennenon shop 
while Christmas shopping one weekend.38 

Looking at some of the evidentiary principles enunciated in Mc
Ciesky, we might speculate about the possible disposition of the ficti
tious case, Williams v. Bennetton.39 Suppose, having decided to seek 
legal remedy, she tries to bolster her case by collecting statistics about 
the store's patterns of inclusion and exclusion by race. Say it turns out 
that the owner, seasoned by bad experience, refuses entry to people 
he doesn't like the look of, and the people he doesn't like the look of 
include almost all blacks, though it is not restricted to blacks (scruffy 
whites fare poorly, too). The first judge rejects the data as useless: it 
doesn't capture the nuances of every case, he points out. The owner 
has clearly used his discretion in responding to subtleties that these 
" rinky-dink regressions" can't capture. Further along, your statistics 
are treated more politely. The Supreme Court tells you : these general 
patterns are interesting in the abstract; but we need clear and compel
ling proof that the racial factor was determinative in your case. It 
seems they want you to meet the counterfactual test of proving that 
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you would have been admitted had you been white. The court thus 
conjures up the specter of an imaginary white Patricia Williams to 
trump the legal claims of the real (black) one. 

But is it even clear that the Bayesian shopkeeper who systematically 
excludes blacks (as bad risks) can be held guilty of "purposeful dis
crimination" in any event? Not if purposeful discrimination must in
volve a "conscious intent to harm blacks," 40 since racial characteris
tics here are merely a surrogate for less perspicuous ones. (The judicial 
test of "purposefulness" might be whether blacks were excluded qua 
blacks or qua members of a high risk group. )  

In fact, our Bayesian shopkeeper provides a paradigm case of statis
tical discrimination as discussed in the law and economics literature. 
"In recent times," Judge Posner asserts, " . . .  the most important fac
tor responsible for discrimination probably has been information 
costs." 41 Such discrimination is rational because it is efficient: race is 
merely an inexpensive surrogate or proxy for other undesirable char
acteristics. Contrary to popular belief, then, such discrimination
which is, in his view, most discrimination-is likely to be reinforced 
by contact. (For Judge Posner this would explain the salience of racism 
in the South, where there's contact between the races. At long last
an economic interpretation of the old saying: familiarity breeds con
tempt.) Hence "the 'balancing' approach sometimes used in con
stitutional cases might, if honestly followed in racial cases, result in 
upholding many instances of racial discrimination on efficiency 
grounds, even if distributive effects were also weighed in the bal
ance." 42 

Nevertheless, given its current i llegality, Posner does take pains to 
suggest an approach to remedy. He asks, 

[w]hat is the appropriate remedy in a job discrimination case in 
which a violation has been ajudged? If the employer has discrimi
nated against blacks, he should, in my judgment, be required to pay 
the damages of any black person against whom he has discrimi
nated (perhaps doubled or trebled to facilitate enforcement where 
damages are small) .  This type of judgment both compensates and 
deters and seems preferable to an injunctive remedy requiring the 
employer to hire a specified number or percentage of blacks . . . .  
Such an injunction . . .  operates as a capricious and regressive tax 
on the white working class. Moreover, many of the blacks who 
benefit from the decree may not have been discriminated against by 
the firm, and many of those discriminated against may not benefit 
from the decree.•• 
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Note that when Posner speaks of a "capricious tax on the white work
ing class," Posner speaks of a harm incurred by an entire genus; but 
when he speaks of blacks, he doesn't allow that the whole class of 
them is damaged by these discriminations. Rather, he shifts abruptly 
to the individual level-the land of contingency. 

Posner's view has strange consequences. An employer who, as it 
were, hangs a "Whites Only" sign on the front door and thereby en
sures that only whites apply, in Posner's view, damages no one and has 
no incentive to change his ways. His liability increases with the num
ber of blacks who actually apply and are turned away. If the employer 
actively seeks out individual whites in order to fill vacancies (rather 
than advertising for applicants), against which black has he discrimi
nated? 

Posner is discomforted by a remedy in which blacks, other than the 
individual black who was discriminated against, might benefit. I do 
not share his worries on that score. But Posner's view of discrimina
tion as a discrete intersubjective action clashes with another intuition. 
Even if I'm not personally turned away from a diner-for I know I 
won't be seated-1 am disadvantaged by not being able to eat there. 

To accommodate these intuitions, we might think about a more 
generous application of the probabilistic turn I sketched earlier. As 
I've said, it turns out that every mainstream theory of probability to
day makes room for objective, and therefore single-case, probability. 
And that much suggests another approach to the issues. 

v 

want to try to frame the ethical issue-following a suggestion 
made by K. A. Appiah-as one of probabilistic harm.44 We might 
frame the question : can you harm people by decreasing their chance 
of getting some good ? 

If you think of single-case probabilities as objective features of a 
person, then a change in your chance of getting some good is an ob
jective change in your position. And it may be right to compensate 
you for that change-even if there's no manifest harm done (now
or ever). (Contrarily, if you don't believe in single-event probability, 
then you won't be able to recognize any harm as having been done to 
someone unless manifest harm occurs.)45 In considering the offense 
when we expose people to " reckless disregard," for instance, Appiah 
would have us pose the question: is it that we risk putting them at 
harm; or harm them by putting them at risk? If the latter, you could 
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presumably recover damages on normal damage theories. In any case, 
the idea seems familiar: along the lines of suing for exposure to asbes
tos-even if you don't actually get a disease from it. Damages, actual 
or consequential, are conventionally considered compensation for di
rect or indirect injury; you need to prove the harm. But if  you think 
of change to single-case probabilities as itself a kind of harm, then 
there is an actual damage. Of course, the only access we have eviden
tially to the actual damage will almost always be statistical evidence 
about the chances (which involves looking at groups of people-it 
can't be found by looking strictly at you) .  

Now, this realist interpretation of probabilistic harm avoids the 
Court's mine-field of "purposeful discrimination." By reconstructing 
the impact of statistical discrimination as an issue of liability-and of 
damages-it side-steps the whole vexed issue of intent.46 For our legal 
economists, negligence is a technical question-subject to the Learned 
Hand calculus47 or a problem for a Chicagoan's slide rule. Recasting 
statistical discrimination in these terms-as harmful changes in objec
tive probabilities-brings us to a new problem: law-and-economics 
techniques could, in principal, be used on behalf of radical judicial 
remediation. (Probably too radical: the challenge, presumably, would 
be coming up with constraints on the principle's application. )48 

Justice Holmes's preference for having liability lie where it falls
that is, allowing it to be borne by the victim in the absence of com
pelling reasons not to-may have been j ustified on the basis of ad
ministrative costs, but it's not an attractive solution in the case of 
demonstrated discrimination. (And while strict liability fails to excuse 
people who had good intentions, as Jules Coleman4� reminds us, the 
victims have good intentions, too.)  Given the notion of probabilistic 
harm, furthermore, there could be no Posnerian scruple about an in
junction benefitting someone other than the actual victim. For even if 
a given candidate hadn't applied, her chances of getting the job would 
have been lower than equity requires, and that is a kind of harm, on 
this analysis. 

A final i rony. The explicit linchpin of what Posner proposes as the 
"ethical basis of wealth-maximization" is the principle of compensa
tion ex ante. Subject, perhaps, to some constraints about foreseeabil
ity, the principle obviously serves to confer moral legitimacy on 
laissez-faire capitalism: whatever happens, you were paid for it ( i .e., 
you received compensation ex ante), and therefore you have consented 
to it. Compensation ex ante is of course probabilistic: but on my re
alist interpretation, compensation ex post can be too. In fact, the re
alist interpretation of probability helps us make sense of the very idea 
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of compensation ex ante.5° Conversely-and more important for my 
purposes-the probabilistic structure of compensation ex ante pro
vides a different way of conceiving of compensation ex post. 

Start with this question of compensation ex ante: precisely what 
does it compensate you for? You might say, in loose parlance, that 
you're being compensated for accepting risk, which certainly sounds 
as if risk (a change in objective probability) is a harm for which you 
deserve compensation. This realist interpretation of Posner's principle 
of compensation ex ante as consent-the linchpin that joins the nor
mative and descriptive aspect of his program-makes it just a special 
case of compensation for probabilistic harm. The Posner principle of 
compensation ex ante should thus support the probabilistic claims for 
compensation ex post to the class of targets singled out by statistical 
discrimination regardless of whether they have been manifestly vic
timized as individuals.5 1 

VI 

The project I've been haphazardly conducting is perhaps best de
scribed as perverse. Granted, educing larger contradictions in the dis
course of the systematizers is a venerable hobby in humanistic disci
plines. But some may object to my interest in smaller contradictions: 
isn't this the intellectual equivalent of what the State Department calls 
"constructive engagement" ? 

Perhaps at stake are competing claims for the tradition of philo
sophical radicalism, indeed, the very origins of political economy (nei
ther of which can be extricated from the intellectual developments I 
sketched earlier).52 I worry that in the course of a necessary critique 
of economism, some critics have conceded too much by accepting Pos
ner (he is my synecdoche) as terminus ad quem of political economy 
as such. And I take some solace in the fact that many of the most 
powerful and original new arguments for realism have emerged from 
the radical tradition.51 

It would be a mistake, though, to see the return to naturalism as a 
countertrend to the postmodernist (and now somewhat tired) exalta
tion of indeterminacy. The theoretical claims of indeterminacy neither 
rule out nor determine any politics in particular. If the hoary and sus
pect distinction between theory and practice is marked anywhere, it is 
in the distinction between the contingent real and the indeterminate 
imaginary. Plainly, the simple affirmation of indeterminacy cannot 
stanch the very human pain of racial stigmata. Statistical they may be: 
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they bleed just the same. Those utopian discourses of postmodemism 
do play an imponant role for us. Only remember: while they speak of 
dawn, the rest of us still dwell in the twilight of probability. 
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Rights, Modernity, Democracy 

Agnes Heller 

Modernity is a breakthrough in the process of deconstructing (in 
the sense of the German term A bbauen) the "natural artifice" which 
for millennia has secured the survival of the human race. All great 
civil izations, from ancient Egypt to Mexico through medieval Europe, 
represented a version of a socio-political arrangement which alone 
was able-until the emergence of modernity-to integrate men and 
women into an organized whole, beyond the pale of a village com
munity and the sheer natural ties of blood-relationships. A few at
tempts have been made to deconstruct the "natural artifice" in order 
to set up an alternative arrangement, the best known example being 
Athenian democracy. Until very recently, however, all of them failed. 

I have termed the pre-modern socio-political arrangements as ver
sions of the " natural artifice." "Natural" here stands for "arrange
ment by nature" ( physis) in the Aristotelian interpretation of the con
cept. Whatever is common to all socio-political arrangements, exists 
" by nature." The term "artifice" is the counterpoint of the term " nat
ural." What is natural to the pre-modern perception is no longer nat
ural to the modern one. Modern imagination begins to emerge when 
the "natural" appears artificial, a man-made construct which can be 
deconstructed. 

A virtually infinite variety of arrangements are possible within the 
general mode of the natural artifice. What is common in all of them is 
decisive for us moderns alone. For the non-moderns, it was the differ
ence of the distinct natural artifices that mattered. Not even the early 
moderns aimed at the deconstruction of the natural artifice; rather, 
they attempted to streamline, modify, or perfect it. The deconstruction 

346 
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of one element was followed by the deconstruction of several others 
with increasing speed, until the aim of an alternative socio-political 
arrangement appeared on the horizon. The acceleration of decon
struction is such that when it slows down, at least in the so-called 
Western world, the process is perceived to have stopped. 

If we follow Aristotle's theory that arrangements common to all 
political bodies and societies, which are otherwise completely different 
in kind, exist "by nature," we can easily identify "natural arrange
ments" with the sole exception of the project of modernity. I use the 
term "the project of modernity" because in the actual, and very short, 
story of modernity, a few vestiges of the ancient arrangements still 
survive, and, in some cases, remain well-entrenched. For all practical 
purposes, the modern arrangement is utterly unnatural. In spite of the 
radical deconstruction of the alternative arrangement, modernity has 
not yet proved its ability of a longue duree survival. Modernity may 
or may not endure in the future. It is an open-ended arrangement, an 
experiment. Modernity can become an alternative social arrangement, 
and as such "natural," under two conditions. 

First, modernity may succeed in becoming a "natural artifice" just 
as the one it had so successfully deconstructed. In other words, it may 
become a natural arrangement il" the Aristotelian sense (existing "by 
nature," one shared by each and every culture), accommodating at 
least as many versions of completely different concrete socio-political 
arrangements and cultures as the first "natural artifice" did. 

Second, and this follows from the first, the longevity of the "exper
iment" of modernity depends on whether it can generate the mecha
nisms for cultural-ethical reproduction, and, more importantly, the 
human motives for this reproduction. 

The modern world is frequently described as non-traditional, in 
contrast with the traditional, pre-modern world. The juxtaposition 
makes sense on some counts, but not on others. Because the natural 
artifice of pre-modern arrangements is the so-called time-honored tra
dition, the deconstruction of this tradition is perceived as radically 
anti-traditional .  Further, the modern world is open-ended, therefore 
tradition has lost the power of absolute justification. Yet it is equally 
true that the modern world exhibits a hitherto unprecedented ecstatic 
relation to "tradition as such" (that is, to several different kinds of 
tradition, not just one of them) .  Modernity has been simultaneously 
moving toward establishing its own traditions. Modernity appears as 
the executioner of all traditions only where one equates tradition with 
the natural artifice of pre-modernity. Whenever cultural models have 
hecn disentangled from their original socio-political settings, moderns 
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eagerly rush to reinterpret and assimilate them into their new, and still 
unnatural, alternative socio-political arrangements. That traditional 
assets are sometimes treated as museum pieces is another matter and 
it is outside the framework of this paper. 

In his celebrated book After Virtue, 1 Alasdair Macintyre makes the 
apposite observation that traditional ethical (moral) terms are used 
out of their original context in modernity. He adds that, having been 
severed from their original setting, these terms no longer make sense. 
True enough, most of our ethical terms were born out of the pre
modern arrangement, though Greek enlightenment inspired their phil
osophical interpretations. (As a result of the latter, these terms may 
be disentangled from their original setting more easily than certain  
other concepts.) Free-floating cultural traditions gain a new meaning, 
however, within the framework of the new essential socio-political 
and cultural patterns. It may well be true that we misunderstand these 
ethical terms, or that we cannot understand them without adopting 
an imaginary position in the arrangements of the "natural artifice" of 
pre-modernity. But this is not a "truth" for us, for it neither edifies 
nor provides us with an essential insight. Macintyre's statement draws 
its pathos from the underlying assumption that modem men and 
women will be unable to rearrange those ethical terms in  their com
pletely different setting even after a considerable interpretive modifi
cation. Macintyre is not the only one who mistakes deconstruction 
for destruction. For him, as for many others, modernity, this unnatu
ral arrangement, is by definition barren. The deconstruction of "nat
ural artifice" is believed to go with the destruction of tradition as a 
whole: of all beliefs, convictions, certainties, morals, religions, and 
meaningful ways of l ife. If one presupposes, as I do, that deconstruc
tion is not destruction, but rather a radical rearrangement of forms of 
human cooperation and the mechanisms of problem solving, the cir
cumstance that traditional ethical terms are free-floating and some
times out of context, is not the foreboding of doom. One may still 
cherish the trust that sooner or later, they will be rearranged within 
the socio-political universe of symmetric reciprocity. 

What was, after all, that initial socio-political arrangement "by na
ture"?  First and foremost, it meant the rule of a single male. In 99 
percent of all human cultures known to us (and this may still be a 
quantitative understatement), this single male ruled uncontested. In 
society, that is, within the family, in the oikos, this was the case even 
during the very short periods of republican or democratic constitu
tions, in which a few males, rather than one, ruled in the political 
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arena. The natural artifice is the arrangement of asymmetric reciproc
itY. Its world is hierarchically organized. The members of each cluster 
a;e equals among each other and unequal, that is, higher or lower, in 
relation to the members of other clusters. One already belongs to a 
social cluster in the womb; the newborn's destiny is written upon the 
cradle. The famous teleological determination of virtues appertains to 
hierarchy and asymmetry. We may well be equals before God, but in 
this vale of tears we must live up to our own particular virtues, duties 
and destinies-those of the perfect master or the slave, of the noble
man or the serf, or of the obedient wife-according to the hierarchy 
of ends. This arrangement sometimes works fairly well. 

In deconstructing this "natural artifice," modernity has embarked 
on a unique historical experiment. Human coexistence is now to be 
renegotiated. In the prudent discussion of "the social contract" or a 
"new covenant," the early moderns found the apposite allegory of this 
renegotiation. The term "contract" is awkward, evoking unhappy as
sociations, yet is grasps the most crucial aspect of modernity. Sym
metric reciprocity is the new arrangement, affecting all levels from the 
family to political decision making through the relationship of cul
tures, peoples and states. 

The well-known predicament of modern men and women, their 
contingency and their contingency awareness, appears here in a more 
positive light. Because their destiny is not ready-made at birth, noth
ing is written upoQ their cradle They cannot become what they are in 
the old fashion, by being guided by their own, socially determined 
telos, but only by choosing themselves. Symmetric reciprocity, as the 
main constitutive element of modern society, does not exclude a hier
archy resulting from the division of labor. It merely asserts that men 
and women are not thrown into its network at birth, but that they 
enter into such a division later, potentially (although not really) by 
their own choice. Actual inequality and formal equality are not con
tradictions. One is born equal and becomes unequal. One is born free 
and can become unfree. Monarchy is the natural rule in a world of 
asymmetric reciprocity. Yet, sporadically, other political arrangements 
can be accommodated. One assumes that democracy is the natural 
rule in a world of symmetric reciprocity; one cannot exclude, how
ever, the success of other political arrangements. In our age, totalitar
ianism has emerged as an alternative political answer to modernity. 

Tyranny is less dangerous in a society of asymmetric reciprocity 
than it is in our society. In an asymmetric society, the hierarchy of the 
estates, the whole socio-political pyramid, protects the single person 
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against the tyrant. No such protection exists within the arrangement 
of symmetric reciprocity. Total control and the totalization of the en
tire socio-political universe can only come about here. 

It is too early to assess the success of the new arrangement com
pared with the old. The new is pregnant with great promise, but it 
also could give birth to unpredictable dangers. Even if modernity sur
vives and symmetric reciprocity takes democratic forms by opening 
access to political decision making, action and rule for everyone con
cerned, the world may still end up spiritless, lacking in culture, void 
of subject and deprived of meaning. However, these questions of the 
gravest importance are beyond the horizon of the present line of in
qUiry. 

It is essential to distinguish between the concept of natural law and 
that of natural right. In his discussion of natural rights in pre-modern 
times, Leo Strauss, in Natural Right and History,2 merges "natural 
law" and "natural right" theories in order to contrast both to histor
icism. I am convinced, however, that the historical circumstance in 
which historicism came to be opposed to both concepts is not a suffi
cient reason to identify them. 

Natural law concepts are very well placed in the framework of the 
"natural artifice." If all customs, as well as social or political institu
tions that happen to be shared by all integrations, exist "by nature," 
one can easily draw the conclusion that the common aspect of socio
political arrangements is that they are what they are by the " law of 
nature." Like all legitimizing devices, the conception of " natural law" 
too allows for a critical use, as can be seen in the case of Antigone. 
One can have recourse to this device in claiming justice. In other 
words, certain well-defined rights derive from the law of nature. But 
the old concept of natural law cannot be used as a tool for decon
structing the natural artifice itself, unless "natural law" is interpreted 
in the light of so-called "natural rights," because the idea of "human 
rights," this archetype of natural rights, upsets the time-honored bal
ance of asymmetric reciprocity by challenging it head-on. 

Hegel dismissed the natural right theory as a fictionJ in order to 
replace it with yet another fiction. But Hegel's argument deserves 
closer scrutiny. In terms of this argument, statements such as "man is 
born free" or "all men are born free" are not only false, but they are 
also guilty of reasserting the ontology of the old "natural law." In the 
old theory, Hegel ruminates, free men are free because they are thus 
born, slaves are slaves also because they are thus born, and the like. 
In stating that we are all free because we all are thus born, we entrench 
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ourselves in a false ontology. In fact, we are not born free but we can 
nevertheless become free; this is the truth of our age, Hegel contends. 

However, statements such as "all men are born free" need not be 
unmasked as fictions, because they are meant to be fictions (or meta
phors). Their ontological character is illusory. They are ethical and 
political principles. they are not theoretical, but rather pure practical 
principles. The first part of Rousseau's famous dictum gains its polit
ical weight from its counterpoint contained in the second part: " Man 
is born free and everywhere is in chains." 4 It is not an explanatory, 
but rather a politico-rhetorical device. The Kantian distinction be
tween regulative and constitutive theoretical principles on the one 
hand, and regulative and constitutive practical principles on the other, 
was a sophisticated philosophical rendering of actual ethical and po
litical practices. The famous principles of the Declaration of Indepen
dence, which, in terms of the text, were held to be self-evident truths, 
illuminate how such principles are used practically, both in regulating 
action and constituting a new socio-political arrangement, in other 
words, a constitution. 

The same aspects of "natural right" theories which were criticized 
by Hegel could also be considered a credit on several counts. First, 
"natural right" theories use pre-modern devices ("man is born such 
and such " )  in order to upset the pre-modem status quo ante; and this 
is indeed a debit. It can be transformed, however, into a credit if it is 
well done. Deconstruction, from ancient sophism through post mod
ern practices, prefers to upset time-honoured ideas, customs and ide
ologies from within, and on their own grounds, without using any 
further presuppositions. Yet "human (natural) right" theories do not 
stop at this stage. The moment they use rights as an arche, they take 
an external position. And at this point we again face Hegel's disap
proval .  Principles are empty Oughts, he contends, if they have no ac
tuality. And, indeed, if men are everywhere in chains, the "self-evident 
truth ,. that men are born free, has no actuality at all. By way of con
clusion, one can only utter the seemingly empty sentence that men 
ought to be free. 

Without entering this complex and rhetoric-ridden debate, I am in
clined to credit again the "human (natural) right" theory with at least 
an inkling of two great intuitions. First, the claim that men ought to 
be what they are, namely free, is a streamlined reformulation of the 
Aristotelian attempt to unify physis and nomos. This time, however, 
the unity is based upon an arrangement of symmetric reciprocity; this 
is  the line of division between the "natural artifice" and modernity. 
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Second, the theory suggests that agreement and disagreement in theo
retical-speculative matters and agreement/disagreement on the practi
cal plane can be entirely separated from one another. The significance 
of this second grand intuition needs to be explored in some detail. 

Let us recapitulate Rousseau's logic: all men are born free, yet they 
are everywhere in chains. They ought to be free (unity of physis and 
nomos) .  Obviously, here Ought is not inferred from Is. The sentence 
"all men are born free" is a value statement. The second sentence 
comes closer to a statement of fact: "they (men) are everywhere in 
chains." Whether or not this statement of fact is true is irrelevant from 
the normative point of view. As far as the norm is concerned, men 
simply should be what they by nature are, namely, free. One can con
tinue to discuss the truth content of the statement " men are every
where in chains." One can first dismantle its rhetoric, and figure out 
afterwards who is free and who is unfree, what makes some freer than 
others, under what condition can people be freer than they now are 
and the like. One can also continue to disagree on all points. To cut a 
long story short, the recognition of the diversity of opinions is built 
into the original stance of the human right concept. Philosophers, 
being for the most part uneasy with open-ended dialogues, did what 
they could to hide before the public eye this "blot on the escutcheon" ;  
the permissiveness, the pluralism and the practical liberalism which 
are inherent in the concept of human right. 

The value-statement "all men are born free" is both descriptive and 
expressive. We hold it to be a self-evident truth that all men are born 
free. It is precisely because of this shared conviction that men are, 
indeed, born free. Put bluntly, if this self-evident truth is universally 
held, then the status of all men will be one of " freely born." Because 
they are " freely born," all human beings will have an equal status 
from the moment of their birth. This sentence is simply the expression 
of the new socio-political arrangement, and this is precisely why it can 
serve as the best means, as well as the best battle cry, for deconstruct
ing the old. 

Those who challenge the truth-content of that self-evident truth
"all men are born free" -on the grounds of the unequal distribution 
of wealth, pinpoint a burning social issue but misunderstand the state
ment they believe to undermine. Among the free-born men of Athens, 
some were rich and others poor, some were the offspring of good fam
ilies, others came from families of ill repute. But they were all born 
free, whereas others were born slaves. The famous battle-cry has 
spelled out the absolute difference between the natural artifice and the 
new (modern) arrangement. Slavery is an anomaly in modernity, 
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whereas the unequal distribution of wealth is not. The latter is the 
matter which needs to be addressed within the framework of the new 
arrangement, and it is to be addressed in different ways within differ
ent forms of life. 

If some (not all) people are freely born, their freedom is determined 
by the very existence of those born unfreely. What they can do that 
others cannot is what " being born freely "  means. If every human 
being is freely born, the concrete contents of having been freely born 
disappears. Freedom becomes an abstraction, an empty possibility. 
This is why the question of what freedom is needs to be raised. The 
answers to this question are practically infinite, and they are eminently 
practical. Modernity is about the concretization of " freedom." 

Every form of l i fe in modernity is, by definition, the concretization 
of the abstract possibility of having been born free. This is not meant 
as a predictive, but rather as an analytical statement. There is no 
longer a "social pyramid." The modern world is flat because it is sym
metrical. This is precisely why modern values can be universal. The 
universality of a value is a perfectly simple thing. It means that the 
opposite of the value cannot be chosen as a value. Freedom is certainly 
such a universal value, since no one is publicly committed to unfree
dam as a value. The value of l ife also comes dose to attaining a uni
versal status. 

At the moment of their conception, universal values became the 
main objects of enthusiasm. This is the story of the French Revolution 
and Kant's philosophy. The idea of Freedom still triggers enthusiasm, 
particularly in the moments of liberation. But where modernity is 
taken for granted and when it has reached its adequate political form 
(one or another type of democracy), enthusiasm recedes, and the work 
of concretisation of the universal value(s) takes off. 

Rights are the institutionalized forms of the concretization of uni
versal values (both of the value of freedom and of life). They can be 
substantive or procedural. Allegorically speaking, they can establish 
frameworks for action, negotiation and much else, as they serve as 
road signs for steps taken in the direction of the further "concretisa
tion" of values. 

Right-language is, and should be, the lingua franca of modern de
mocracy which, in contrast to the ancient model, includes liberalism. 
Right-language cannot achieve full meaning if  it is spoken from the 
position of the "natural artifice." Symmetric reciprocity is the condi
tion of the mastery of this language. But right-language cannot be a 
mother tongue. The mother tongue is the lingo of forms of life. More 
forms of l ife give rise to greater differences and more mother tongues. 
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Yet right-language is not a second language and it is certainly not an 
artificial one. One learns it together with the mother tongue, but it is 
spoken only i f  the occasion so requires. 

Let me emphasize once again that modernity is a newborn and that 
modern democracy is still in its first experimental stage. We do not 
know how things are going to develop, but we can voice certain con
cerns. Should right-language be raised to the status of a mother 
tongue, no real difference could be accommodated in the modern 
world. Life would not merely be uniform, but also void of creative 
imagination. In addition, it would be a life without community and 
immediacy. And the converse also seems true: if right-language will 
not be generally spoken as a lingua franca, modernity might easily go 
down into the history books (if still there will be any) as yet another 
misguided and miscarried experiment of the homo sapiens. 

III 

Rights are formal and abstract, but not in the same way or to the 
same extent as universal values are. They always include a substantive 
element ( "freedom for what, in what, to what" and the like). These 
substantive elements are inherited from our ancestors. Referring to 
rights means to claim something that is due, which is justice. The con
cept of rights stems from the concept of justice, but they are different 
in kind. 

In my book, Beyond justice,1 I have distinguished between two 
main types of justice: static justice and dynamic justice. 

Static justice is the perfect case of what I have termed the formal 
concept of justice: the norms and rules which constitute a human clus
ter, should be applied consistently and continuously to each and every 
member of that cluster. Members of the same cluster are constituted 
as equals by the very norms and rules which apply to them, while 
members who belong to different and interrelated clusters are consti
tuted as unequals, given that different norms and rules apply to them. 
If clusteral norms are applied continuously and consistently, everyone 
gets what is due to him or her. Since rules and norms define with a 
certain precision what is due to whom, no conflict arises about the 
conception of distributing of honors, things, services. Conflict arises 
only about their actual distribution. People do not claim "rights" in 
claiming what is due to them; rather, they claim satisfaction. 

In the case of dynamic justice, certain norms and rules themselves 
are declared unjust. The claimants or contesters want a "new deal," a 
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new set of norms or rules to be substituted for the old ones. Insofar 
as they aim at delegitimizing actual norms and rules, they have re
course to values, in particular, to those of freedom and life. Normally, 
dclegi timizing claims do not play the first fiddle. The maner is decided 
b�· violence or, at best, by negotiations backed by force. ·

In modernity, dynamic justice has become an everyday phenome
non. Since daily l ife cannot be the territory of constant street fights, 
alternative solutions have been sought for, and dynamic justice proved 
to be a fertile heritage. Delegitimizing and legitimizing claims alike 
began to play the role of the first fiddle in the process of conflict 
solving. 

The same story can also be recounted in reverse. Once it has become 
a self-evident truth that all men are born free, everything that is due 
to free persons is due to all persons. What is due to free persons tra
ditionally?  First, maximum protection of the law, if there is any; sec
ond, access to communal-political decision making, if the laner is 
common practice. Hence, if everyone is born free, everyone has to be 
equal before the law and receive maximum protection under the law. 
Furthermore, everyone needs to have equal access to institutions of 
political and communal decision making. Yet equal and maximum 
protection under the law and equal access to power are never com
pletely realized. Old wounds begin to ache again, and completely un
foreseen problems emerge. Apart from everything else, basic political 
and legal categories are the main training ground of hermeneutics. 
What seems to be a fair amount of protection, equality or political 
power today, will appear ridiculously unsatisfactory tomorrow. lnter
preta tion guided by dynamic justice becomes a maner of course, a 
daily practice. 

Whenever men and women argued on behalf of alternative rules 
and norms, they had recourse to values such as freedom and l ife. Since 
dynamic justice is a matter of course and needs to be constantly prac
ticed, it has to take institutionalized forms. The procedure of having 
recourse to values such as freedom or l ife, also requires that certain 
basic patterns be followed. It is the right-language that provides these 
patterns. 

Thus, right-language performs a double task. It is the major vehicle 
of deconstructing the natural artifice from the standpoint of symme
tric reciprocity. It is also the language of conflict management within 
the socio-political arrangement of symmetric reciprocity. In the first 
capacity, it has an air of nobility around it. In the second capacity it 
is but a tool, an equation, having a purely instrumental value. And yet 
it is in this second capacity that right-language can become natural in 
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the ancient sense, that is, as something common to all cities, states, 
and all peoples. Ancient travellers from Herodotus to Marco Polo 
knew that wherever they visited so-called "civilized" countries they 
would meet persons born to rule and others born to obey. They merely 
had to find out who was born to rule and who born to obey, and, 
further, the forms of ruling and obeying. Under a possible natural 
arrangement of symmetric reciprocity, cultures may well differ from 
each other to the same extent as China differed from Venice, in Marco 
Polo's time. The "only" difference now would be that the truth that 
all men and women are born free, would be taken as self-evident in 
each of them. 

IV 

Alasdair Macintyre, in his latest book Whose Justice? Which Ra
tionality?6 played out the best, and, as far as I can see, the only 
unbeatable trump-card against liberalism in general, and against 
right-language in particular. Macintyre argues that by emphasizing 
difference or in subscribing to total cultural and epistemological rela
tivism, one merely reconfirms all fundamental claims of liberalism. As 
long as one believes in a community of discourse, where discourse is 
conducted according to neutral, impersonal, tradition-independent 
standards, every concrete language can be translated into this com
mon language. This is one way of easily accommodating each and 
every difference. When this illusion is abandoned by post
Enlightenment persons, all everyday worlds are treated as distinct and 
unique examples of pragmatic necessities and every framework of all
embracing belief that extends beyond the realm of pragmatic necessity 
will be regarded as unjustified. Post-Enlightenment liberals view the 
order of traditions as a series of masquerades. Theirs are the interna
tionalized languages of modernity, "the languages of everywhere and 
nowhere." 7 An absolutistic language alone, the language of a partic
ular form of l i fe which claims full rightness and truth for itself, pre
sents a not merely philosophical but also social alternative to an all
encompassing liberal universe. 

I think this is a correct assumption. Every view and each form of 
life can be accommodated by liberalism except "absolute absolutism." 
Absolutists claim that only the particular kind of truth they acknowl
edge is true, only the kind of action they recommend is proper, vir
tuous, or right, whereas all alternative views and practices are either 
untrue or wrong. Absolutism finds an easy accommodation within 
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liberalism;  moreover, liberalism itself frequently takes an absolutistic 
shape. •• Absolute absolutism" makes the same statements as absolut
ism, yet it denies (to repeat: not merely philosophically but also so
ciallv) the right of others (other absolutists and relativists alike) to 
mak

·
e a similar claim for the truth and rightness of their own theory 

or practice. This is why "absolute absolutism" cannot be accommo
dated by sincere liberalism. In addition, "absolute absolutism" is the 
language of the "natural artifice," whereas right-language is one of the 
major tools of deconstructing this artifice. 

I coined the term "sincere liberalism" in order to juxtapose it with 
"insincere liberalism." Liberalism becomes insincere if it pretends to 
be able to accommodate "absolute absolutism." Just recently, in the 
wake of the Rushdie affair, we witnessed a less than edifying display 
of insincere liberalism. A liberalism which maintains that because all 
cultures are unique and need to be respected in their uniqueness, one 
must be " understanding" toward the specificity of exterminating ide
ological enemies. Tactful tolerance towards the call for ideological 
murder is not liberalism but simply a bad joke. Right-language is, as 
a rule, drab and commonsensical. Yet sometimes courage is needed to 
talk this language, and the need for the old enthusiasm may recur. 
Readiness to display the old-fashioned enthusiasm is one of the major 
characteristics of sincere liberalism. In a political context, sincere lib
eralism is democratic liberalism. 

It is difficult to remain true to sincere or democratic liberalism as 
long as one juxtaposes right-language with historicism. Philosophy as 
a merely speculative enterprise can produce marvels with transcenden
talism. However, speaking the "right-language" is not a theoretical, 
but rather a pragmatic, practical, and judgmental exercise. Here tran
scendental deductions are not conclusive. On my part, I have recom
mended the introduction of the historical dimension into specl'lations 
about so-called universals on the theoretical-philosophical plane; but 
this issue is extraneous to the concerns of the present paper. Put 
briefly, right-language need not present itself as the rational language 
of the human race beyond space, time, and history; neither should it 
make a (fraudulent) plea for total impartiality. Commitment to right
language does not need to be combined with the belief that rational 
argumentation leads to the victory of the best argument without any 
other conditions having been met. Since right-language is not the em
bodiment of logos, those who think that it needs to become the lingua 
franca of our age, are not logocentrist. Making the recommendation 
lor right-language is a very general commitment to the modern world 
as the world of symmetric reciprocity. Right-language can be termed 
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a historical and conditional universal (it is conditional because abso
lute absolutists do not speak this language). No commitment to any 
concrete form of life is implied in speaking the right-language as the 
lingua franca; but a commitment to rejecting several forms of l ife is 
certainly implied. Democratic liberalism can embrace all metaphys
ico-ontological claims, all kinds of sciences, creeds, vocations, plays, 
eccentricities. But it cannot shelter all practical (political and ethical) 
institutional arrangements, practices, judgments, and exercises. In the 
same fashion as natural (human) right theories once deconstructed the 
old "natural artifice" in the political theatre of the West, so does right
language continue to deconstruct systems of asymmetry, whether they 
reappear in traditional forms or assume a certain new, streamlined 
shape. From totalitarianism to patriarchy, from group discrimination 
to all kinds of institutionalized subservience, right-language now con
tinues to challenge all principles, institutions, and arrangements of 
asymmetric reciprocity. 

v 

Rights are first and foremost vehicles of conflict resolution, al
though they also contribute to the emergence of certain conflicts and 
to their expression. Let me briefly illustrate the situation in which the 
right-language needs to be spoken and how the language works 
through a model. 

Let us assume that there are thousands and thousands of different 
cultures on our planet. Let us also assume that each of them speaks a 
mother tongue which is untranslatable into the mother tongue of any 
other. They are all unique. One culture is pluralistic, the other is not, 
one is individualistic, the other communitarian. They subscribe to dif
ferent scientific paradigms, religions, artistic practices. One form of 
l ife values a work-ethic, the other prefers leisure; one of them culti
vates monogamy, the other promiscuity. Actions which are regarded 
as completely rational within one form of l ife will be viewed as en
tirely irrational in the other. 

Let us further assume that there are certain conflicts between those 
cultures; we may reasonably assume this much on the basis of histor
ical experience. Conflicts can be solved by violence, force, negotiation 
and discourse. In order to negotiate and to conduct a discourse, a 
common language must be spoken. Since each culture in our model 
speaks only its own language, and since this language cannot be trans
lated into any other, negotiation and discourse are by definition ex-
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eluded . What remains is violence and force. Put bluntly, in the case of 
a conflict, the stronger exterminates or enslaves the weaker. With a 
few exceptions, this is the way intercultural conflicts were solved in 
pre-modern times. Moral exhortation apart, this solution is no longer 
feasible, at least in the long run. Due to the modern development of 
industrial technology, both war and control have become total. If men 
and women who inhabit entirely different cultures do not want to 
commit collective suicide, they must embrace the two remaining alter
natives: negotiation and discourse. In order to negotiate or to conduct 
a discourse, they need to talk to one another. In order to talk to one 
another, they need a common language. No culture can superimpose 
its own language on all others. Given their complete differences, other 
cultures would not accept the offer (absolute absolutism). What re
mains is to invent a lingua franca spoken by every culture as its second 
language. It is not necessary that the whole mother tongue of each 
culture should be translated into this lingua franca, only the portion 
that enables citizens of each and every culture to address their conflicts 
in practical terms, to seek a solution together. This is how to invent 
the right language. 

But right-language is never the starting point. These cultures first 
need to have something in common without which they cannot pos
sibly invent right-language as their lingua franca. What they first need 
to have in common is the arrangement of symmetric reciprocity; or, 
as a m inimum condition, they all need to accept as a self-evident truth 
that all  human beings are born free. 

Theoretically, we have maneuvered ourselves into a circle. But in 
practice, there are no circles; there are no pure models either. There is 
no "yes" or "no," only "more" or "less." 

Although moving in circles is the headache of theory, not of political 
practice, a formidable problem remains which causes a headache in 
both theory and practice. The assumption that all cultures, in them
�clves unique, of our pure model can address their conflicts in the 
language of rights does not imply that they can also solve their prob
lems by using this language. Insofar as they can, we are speaking in 
terms of rational compromise. Yet, sometimes two rights are on a col
lision course. If this happens, intercultural discourse has to address 
the very "language of rights" in order to provide a new scheme of 
interpretation. Intercultural discourse can be conducted with the me
diation of an interpreter. All cultures in a discourse situation can make 
reference to their own values as ones embedded in their own form of 
life. The aim of such a discourse is consensus on an entirely new in
tercultural arrangement. I have described such a discursive procedure 
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in my books Radical Philosophy8 and Beyond Justice, 9 and space does 
not allow for recapitulating it in this context. Yet what needs still to 
be emphasized is the very condition of the possibility of such a con
sensus which is a higher order consensus prior to the discourse. At this 
point, it does not suffice to subscribe to freedom as a value and to the 
self-evident statement that all men are born free. A culture must nec
essarily accept that freedom is the highest (supreme) value. We are 
thus back at the circle, though on a higher level. 

The age of philosophy of history confronted us with the choice be
tween everything or nothing. Everything became nothing. But nothing 
did not become everything, only something. Rights are far from being 
everything-but they are certainly something. 
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Algorithmic Justice 

Alan Wolfe 
Julius stopped in front of his friend. "Listen, 
Rupert. if there were a perfectly iust ;udge I 
would kiss his feet and accept his punishments 
upon my knees. But these are merely words 
and feelings. There is no such being and even 
the concept of one is empty and senseless. I tell 
you, Rupert, it's an illusion, an illusion. " 
"/ don't believe in a ;udge," said Rupert, "but 
I believe in iustice. And I suspect you do too, 
or you wouldn't be getting so excited." 
"No, no, if there is no iudge there is no ;ustice, 
and there is no one, I tell you, no one. "' 

If there are no metanarratives, is justice possible? With the excep
tion of religious belief-to which it is often compared 2-the quest for 
justice invariably has involved grand stories that take people beyond 
the concerns of the material world into considerations of the transcen
dental .  The just act, the just person, and the just society have been 
viewed as possessing an otherworldly nature, as if only heroic action 
on the part of heroic actors could achieve, or even approximate, them. 
Plato's stories may be, in Geertzian language,1 "thick," while Rawls' 
are "thin," but neither points toward standards directly observable in 
the everyday course of social practice, lying, as they are, either hidden 
in shadows or behind a veil of ignorance. 

Those philosophical dispositions known as postmodernism, post
structuralism, and deconstruction4-in questioning whether there ex
ist any standards of meaning, evaluation, taste, truth, or morality out
side of the specific ways we make contingent rhetorical arguments 
about such contested terrains-lead inexorably to the conclusion that 
no transcendental metanarratives of justice can exist. To be sure, skep
tics such as Stanley Fish would claim, this does not mean that no 
standards of justice are possible, just as Barbara Herrnstein Smith ar
gues that the absence of any uncontested aesthetic standard does not 
mean that objects of an cannot be assigned value.5 Such arguments 
Instead try to show that the standards we develop for such matters as 
JUstice and truth are the products of specific language games, conven
tions, shared normative understandings or community practices, due 
to change when new contingencies arise from whatever source, includ
Ing pure happenstance. 

361  
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There seems little question that the air admitted to discussions of 
law through the windows opened by postmodernism has been refresh
ing. Perhaps interpreters of texts will never again be quite so certain 
in insisting that certain conclusions-including ones dealing with the 
lives and liberties of real people-follow directly and automatically 
from materials written down generations ago. But the epistemological 
skepticism introduced by the overlap between law and literary criti
cism does not resolve fundamental issues involved in the quest for 
justice so much as it alters their focus. If meaning does not exist in 
texts but instead if the interpretations brought to those texts by read
ers, what we require, instead of a theory of the text, is a theory of the 
reader. 

People read the texts that other people write. (Although the struc
ture of DNA has been compared to a text, to date I have not seen any 
efforts to deconstruct the texts of living species besides our own; sim
ilarly, non-living species, such as computers, can generate texts which 
humans, if they wish, can deconstruct, but machines do not seem ca
pable of putting into any interpretative context the instructions given 
to them. )  Moreover, not all people read and write. Infants do not, and 
neither do the illiterate nor the brain dead. The capacity to read and 
write is a potential, something that can only be undertaken by a self: 
a mature, socialized human individual who has grown up in a society 
and possesses the tools of culture given to her by that society.6 No 
adequate theory of readers is possible without a sociological theory of 
the self, without some notions, coming perhaps, from writers like 
Mead, Schutz, Garfinkel, or Goffman-which seek to define the self, 
not as found in nature (for in nature there are no selves) but only as 
the product of society and its dynamics/ 

Sociological theory since the nineteenth century has been premised 
upon one or another form of philosophical anthropology. Theorists 
may differ in how they claim humans to be a special and unique spe
cies, but it is common to all the great thinkers in the sociological tra
dition that humans do have special capacities and that these capacities 
are a product of the way they organize their artificial environments. 
Since interpretation, at the very least, assumes that human beings can 
be reflective agents who can assign meaning to texts-including those 
texts by which their affairs are regulated-and adjust the meanings 
they find in those texts to meet the contexts and contingencies within 
which they find themselves, contemporary philosophical skepticism 
ought to find itself in historic continuity with the philosophical an
thropology of sociological theory. And yet it does not. "Essentialism" 
runs against the grain of the contingency and relativism so character-
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istic of these philosophical tendencies, since, in assigning fundamental 
qualities to the human species, it assumes that at least some things are 
certain and exist in spite of the interpretations we give them. Indeed 
the distinction between nature and culture which lies at the heart of 
sociological theory, according to theorists like Herrnstein Smith, needs 
to be disarmed "of its ideological power . . . .  With respect to human 
preferences," she writes, "nothing is uniform, universal, natural, 
fixed, or determined in advance, either for the species generally, or for 
any specific individual, or for any portion or fraction of the species, 
by whatever principle, sociological or other, it is segmented and clas
sified." 8 

In short, postmodern philosophical perspectives are not only not 
neutral toward the way sociologists have defined the self, but actively 
hostile. Foucault's description of man as an historically contingent cre
ation about to be washed away from the sand by the next epistemo
logical wave hovers over nearly all such contemporary approaches to 
knowledge.' In the heady Nietzschean atmosphere of contemporary 
thought, talk of the self verges close to humanism-only humans, re
member, have selves-and that particular combination of naivete and 
arrogance alleged to be characteristic of Enlightenment thought. From 
a postmodernist perspective, one is led to address such apparently hu
man matters as desire and need without positing the existence of au
tonomous human agents, as, for example, again in the case of Herm
stein Smith-who coins the phrase "desired/able" in order to indicate 

that the valued effect in question need not have been specifically 
desired (sought, wanted, imagined, or intended) as such by any sub
ject. In other words, its value for certain subjects may have emerged 
independent of any specific human intention or agency and, indeed, 
may have been altogether a product of the chances of history or, as 
we say, a matter of luck. 10 

Smith's concern is with the process of evaluation, with the way in 
which we establish standards of aesthetic judgment. But the question 
raised by her denial of human agency can be raised for theories of 
justice as well, since conceptions of justice always involve questions 
of evaluation. Indeed the stakes involved in developing a theory of 
human agency are higher when we discuss justice than when we dis
cuss taste, for one can imagine people living in the absence of any 
transcendental standard of the latter-although I am not sure I would 
wanr to-but it is almost impossible to imagine them, at least in hu
man form, living in the absence of the former. Yet legal theorists at-
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tracted to postmodernism are as reluctant as literary theorists to ac
knowledge the existence of an autonomous self; Thomas Heller, for 
example, discussing the indeterminacy of the law, points out that it 
"does not arise because the standpoint of the human individual is in 
some way privileged or central. Rather, indeterminacy is an element 
of the grammar of complex systems or a feature of the observation/ 
system relationship." 1 1 

The minimal condition for a theory of justice is that we find a jus
tification or legitimation for constraint. Other participants in the in
tellectual division of labor, especially economists, may argue for free
dom, although it is not too difficult to perceive that the market is a 
prison as well as an opportunity. 1 2  Law talk, by contrast, is always 
explicitly about regulation, the intellectual problem at hand being one 
of understanding-and in some cases trying to change-rules that 
make possible l ife in groups. Note that even those most committed to 
a skeptical epistemological stance in no way deny the constraints in
volved in thinking about law; their point is simply that those con
straints have no ultimate justifications, only local, contingent, and so
cially constructed ones. Given that there will be constraints, we can 
judge a theory of judgment by the legitimacy of the standards it estab
lishes for restraining our actions. The postmodernist reply that there 
are no non-contingent standards is useless; for even the most radical 
versions of postmodern theory, as we have seen, still presuppose a 
human ability to interpret the contexts in which people find them
selves. If we accept that minimal philosophical anthropology as our 
non-contingent standard, the question we can ask is: how, in the ab
sence of both a theory of texts and a theory of people, can postmodem 
theories of justice legitimize obedience to rules in such a way as to 
make those who are subject to such rules better interpreters of the 
rules that rule over them? 

Epistemological skeptics imagine two ways by which human affairs 
will be regulated if we deny the possibility of any standards of justice 
outside the purely contingent and local. One was suggested by Thra
symachus-the first postmodernist-and is repeated, in more elegant 
form, by Foucault and those inspired by him. Everything being power, 
the only antidote to oppression is a transformation in the relations of 
power. Appeals to justice, from such a perspective, are naive and self
defeating, a lingering symptom of wooly-headed humanism. One 
might just as well ask an earthquake to stop rumbling as ask holders 
of power to bind their actions in accord with some pre-existing stan
dard of justice. Replace all justice discourse by power discourse and 
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rhen we can begin to talk about who makes the rules and how. "Does 
might make right?" Stanley Fish asks. "In a sense the answer I must 
give is yes, since in the absence of a perspective independent of inter
pretation some interpretive perspective will always rule by having 
won out over its competitors." u Or, more epigrammatically, "the gun 
is always at your head." 14 

It seems doubtful that an approach emphasizing the ubiquity of 
power and force in human affairs could generate an account of justice 
that takes cognizance of human interpretative capacities, although 
someone may come up with an argument to that effect. The conven
tional response, in this case, seems like the correct one: if all knowl
edge reflects the power of contending forces, then the way to constrain 
individuals is not to rely on persuasion but coercion. Fish, who be
lieves that persuasion-e.g., rhetoric-is coercion, consequently 
holds that human agents have strikingly little freedom in these mat
ters: "In the end we are always self-compelled, coerced by forces
beliefs, convictions, reasons, desires-from which we cannot move 
one inch away." 1 5 The theory of the self associated with any such 
answer to the quest for justice is a theory asserting that there can be 
no self, or at least not a very autonomous one. 

As an alternative to the justi-::e-lies-in-the-interest-of-the-stronger 
kind of argument, there is another way to think about constraint con
tained within postmodern approaches to legal regulation, and it is the 
one on which I want to focus in this paper. There being no truths or 
standards outside the operation of a system, this way of thinking ar
gues, then the rules that structure the system lie within the system. 
Each system is governed by its own laws, and such laws have as their 
goal the reproduction of whatever system in which they are found. 
The inspiration for such ways of thinking about rules comes, not from 
the grand tradition of Western metanarratives about justice, but in
stead from cybernetics, information theory, economics, population 
ecology, quantum physics, cellular autonoma, linguistics, sociobiol
ogy, artificial intelligence, DNA, and chaos theory. I will call such con
ceptions of justice algorithmic. They offer a different solution to the 
nihilism that seems to lie within deconstruction. We do not, if we fol
low such an approach, have to conclude that because there are no 
metana rratives there are no rules. Rather we can govern our affairs 
and at the same time avoid privileging any one version of the good by 
Imagining our rules to be self-referential to that activity, whatever it 
1s ,  in  w hich we find ourselves engaged. 

Although algorithmic notions of the good avoid the stark view of 
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coercion inherent in arguments that equate knowledge and power, 
they are even less charitable toward the possibility of an interpretative 
and autonomous self. Algorithms are rules designed to be followed 
with as little interpretive variation as possible. They may help explain 
how computers function and how species other than our own regulate 
their affairs, although, as I will try to show, there is a strong case that 
even in those cases non-algorithmic rule-following is more important 
than researchers, at first, realized. They can, however, only be applied 
to human affairs if  we accept the notion that humans are precoded 
rule-followers. Yet if humans are following instructions algorithmi
cally, then they will have no interpretive capacities, will be unable to 
read texts, will not be able to supply meaning to documents that can 
inherently have no meaning, and, as a result, will be subject to a fate 
of following rules without any input into how those rules are formu
lated and applied. Surely that is a conclusion that postmodernists 
would wish to avoid at all costs. 

At one level, postmodernists certainly do wish to avoid such a con
clusion; Fish, for example, finds in Chomskian linguistics an almost 
complete algorithmic system, a formalism of truly nightmarish dimen
sions. 16 One alternative to Chomsky, of course, would be to develop a 
kind of sociolinguistics-such as that associated with ethnometho
dology in sociology-in which meaning would be understood as what 
human speakers provide in the contexts within which their conversa
tions took place. 1 7 But a move in this direction is a move toward the 
self, constituting a step back up the slippery slope of essentialism that 
we have just, in turning to postmodernism, slid down. Postmodern 
theories of justice, I will argue, faced with a choice between making a 
commitment to a theory of the self demanded of their interpretive face 
and relying on algorithmic conceptions of rule following associated 
with their skeptical face, tend to adopt the latter. Sometimes this is 
explicit, such as in the case of Niklas Luhmann, Gunther Teubner, and 
others attracted by cybernetics and information theory. • s  At other 
times the move toward algorithmic j ustice is more reluctant, opting 
not for "hard" algorithms, such as those associated with artificial in
tell igence and Chomskian linguistics, but instead for "soft" algo
rithms associated with the automatic and "natural" following of the 
rules of a practice. Sti ll, hard or soft, what characterizes algorithmic 
justice is a lack of appreciation for the rule-making, rule-applying, 
rule-interpreting capacities of human beings and an emphasis instead 
on the rule-following character. The price postmodernism pays for its 
fl irtation with algorithmic conceptions of justice is a very high one: 
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the den ial of liberation, play, and spontaneity that inspired radical 
epistemologies in the first place. 

I I  

lcl provide legitimacy for the enormously difficult task of coordi
n ating our actions toward common goals without relying on force, a 
conception of justice must mean something to those who will be gov
erned by its imperatives. Yet meaning is precisely what texts cannot 
possess according to much of the philosophical inclination under dis
cussion here. Texts nonetheless contain words. Do those words convey 
anything if they do not convey meaning? 

At least for some thinkers working within postmodern philosophi
cal assumptions, texts, if not capable of conveying meaning, are ca
pable of conveying information. It ought to be immediately clear that 
information and meaning are not only not the same thing, but that 
they can work at cross purposes. (American voters, for example, have 
more information than ever before about the candidates for whom 
they vote, yet seem to cast votes that are less meaningful than ever 
before, understood in the sense of making sense of how they behave.) 
Meaning is a macro-phenomenon that involves making larger sense 
out of smaller bits, while information, especially in the computer age, 
reduces. larger complexity into smaller, and presumably more man
ageable, units. If  we accept one distinction between symbols and 
signs-that the former work top down and the latter bottom up19-
then symbols can have meaning, while signs convey information. 

From the standpoint of a theory of communication, information 
has remarkable properties, ones that have been seized upon by theo
rists to develop information processing machines of great potential. 
When it was discovered that certain phenomena found in nature, such 
as the structure of DNA, were also understandable as an information 
processing mechanism, the possibility of a unified theory of cognition 
ht:ga n to seem possible. Surely a number of human activities, such as 
language, could he understood as the reduction of complexity through 
mtor mation processing, and, since thinking was believed to take place 
•n i ts  own language, 2 " it was a short step to the conclusion that the 
hu ma n  brain was also an information processor. Once that insight 
wa� accepted, then all human activities-including not only how we 
\pt:ak,  hut how we write poetry, compose music, make our laws, con
duct our economic activities, and everything else-could be under-
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stood to be governed by similar dynamics. The unified theory of cog
nition promised by the information processing model, in other words, 
offered to unify, nor only what we understand to be the sciences, bur 
to link the sciences together with both the social sciences and the hu
manities. 

What is often called posrmodernism is fascinated by the potential 
of information processing. This is certainly true of the inventor of the 
phrase, Jean Francois Lyorard, who has a tendency to rake extreme, 
and rather dubious, positions vis-a-vis the capabilities of information 
processing, such as suggesting that artificial intelligence will be ca
pable of translating from one "natural" language to another, that 
computers could "aid groups discussing metaprescriprives by supply
ing them with the information they usually lack for making knowl
edgeable decisions," and that data banks will serve as "nature" for 
postmodern individuals.zt But the fascination with information pro
cessing is not just a Lyotardian quirk. The writings of Deleuze and 
Guattari, for example, are filled with images of machines that pro
gram other machines in ever-recurring fashion, down to the notion 
that the structure of desire rakes the form of a binary sysrem.22 It may 
well be the case that the tendency to attribute to information all  the 
capacities that one has stripped from meaning characterizes many 
thinkers who believe that knowledge is defined by relationships 
among signs, rather than by reference to any "reality," including sym
bols containing meaning, standing behind the signs themselves. 

Information theory is usually thought of in connection with devel
opments in cognitive science, mathematics, l inguistics, decision 
theory, and rational choice theory-all of them closer in spirit to the 
epistemological certainty and rationalistic clarity that postmodernism 
rejects. Yet the matter is clearly more complicated than that. The two 
intellectual giants who created the framework for posrmodernism and 
deconstruction-Nietzsche and Saussaure-were both attracted to 
cybernetic notions of self-regulating systems because the rules govern
ing such systems made it possible for the relationships between things 
to keep them suspended in air without being either ground down to a 
reality beneath them or tied to a reality above them. 

The case of Nietzsche is particularly instructive in this regard given 
the importance that he has assumed in the law and literature de
bares_!� Bur it is nor the Nietzsche whose perspectivism is so attractive 
to critical legal scholars that is important here, bur instead rhe 
Nietzsche of Zarathustra. In speaking of the metamorphosis of the 
lion into the child in one of his early speeches, Zarathustra introduces 
the image of a "self-propelled wheel," preparing the way for his later 
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discussion of the eternal recurrence-images and concepts quite sim
ilar to the ideas of Goedel, Escher, and Bach which have been found 
to be compatible with the age of information machines.24 Moreover, 
even if we do not accept the notion of the eternal recurrence as a 
cosmology-which Nehamas, in defending Nietzsche asks that we do 
nor-we can still accept it not as a "theory of the world but a view of 
the sel f." 25 Nietzsche's somewhat mysterious references to the notion 
that if we could live our lives over again we would live them in exactly 
the same form as we have can, therefore, be read as a kind of gedan
kenexperiment designed to show that the world is still possible with
out selves that can be defined by essential, non-contested, features. 

A fascination with eternal recurrence, with the notion that auto
matic processes can generate exactly similar responses over and over 
again, would seem to characterize all those thinkers who are skeptical 
of the possibility of autonomous, choosing, selves. Considering the 
importance attached to notions about the death of the author asso
ciated with Barthes-let alone the Derridean suspicion of there being 
anything outside the text-self-recurrence takes on a special fascina
tion in the literary culture inspired by postmodernism, recognizing in 
Borges, for example, the postmodemist par excellence. 26 One ought 
not to be surprised, consequently, that postmodernist thought, which 
is so inspired by Nietzsche, can also overlap so significantly with the 
"self-propelled wheels" now known as Turing machines or comput
ers. What they all have in common is a distrust of the active self and, 
as a result, an attraction to algorithmic imagery. Writing about artifi
cial intelligence, for example, Sherry Turkle points out that: 

If mind is a program, where is the self? [AI]  puts into question not 
only whether the self is free, but whether there is one at all . . . .  In 
its challenge to the humanistic subject, AI is subversive in a way 
that takes it out of the company of rationalism and puts it into the 
company of psychoanalysis and radical philosophical schools such 
as deconstructionism . . . .  Artificial intelligence is to be feared as are 
Freud and Derrida, not as are Skinner and Carnap.r 

From this perspective, the contrast between the rationalism of cogni
tive science and the irrationalism of postmodernism and deconstruc
tion takes a backseat to their common attitude toward the non
autonomy of the sel f. 

The extreme representative of the common ground shared by infor
mation theory and literary postmodernism is Michel Serres, who has 
Incorporated all the reference points for information theory-entropy, 
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Maxwell's demon, the second law of thermodynamics, Claude Shan
non, and Boltzmann ian quantum physics-into a theory of the origins 
of language. Information theory allows Serres to develop a theory of 
communication without there necessarily being any communicators. 
In contrast, for example, to Habermas, who specifies two parties to a 
communication (and who, in so doing, inspires heavy-handed critique 
from Lyotard),28 Serres shows how language may be possible without 
knowing anything about its origins: 

I know who the final observer is, the receiver at the chain's end: 
precisely he who utters language. But I do not know who the initial 
dispatcher is at the other end. I am confronted indefinitely with a 
black box, a box of boxes, and so forth. In this way, I may proceed 
as far as I wish, all the ways to cells and molecules, as long, of 
course, as I change the object under observation.1' 

As might be expected, Serres's theory about the origins of language 
has little to do with the notion of an autonomous self. 

There is only one type of knowledge and it is always linked to an 
observer, an observer submerged in a system or in its proximity. 
And this observer is structured exactly like what he observes . . . .  
There is no more separation between the subject, on the one hand, 
and the object, on the other . . . . 10 

As Serres's remarks would seem to indicate, communication is pos
sible within the terms of information theory, but interpretation is not. 
Information can only be transmitted, not read. The act of reading, by 
bringing an interpreting self in confrontation with a text, can only be 
viewed, from the perspective of information theory, as noise. Al
though one may argue that Serres's approach provides "a unique ex
ample of the possibilities opened up by bringing literary culture and 
scientific thought into play with one another," 1 1 it is hard to see how. 
Hence Paulson, who wants literary critics to take information theory 
seriously, winds up concluding that even though literature, as an arti
fact of culture, may only be a form of noise, still " (w)hat literature 
solicits of the reader is not simply reception but the active, indepen
dent, autonomous construction of meaning." 32 Without ever explicitly 
suggesting so, Paulson's study suggests that although there are strong 
similarities between deconstruction and information theory, the for
mer at least allows for readers, even if it does not theorize much about 
them, while the latter does, and can, not. In pushing information 
theory to its logical conclusion, these efforts make clear why a purely 
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algorithmic approach to communication is inappropriate to the texts 
that human beings write and read: meaning exists when human selves 
attribute characteristics to the symbols around them, while informa
tion requires only relationships between signs irrespective of whether 
there exist selves reading into those signs anything whatsoever. Surely 
the attraction of information theory is its promise that it can bypass 
the problem of meaning in a philosophical culture where meaning has 
become so problematic. In doing so, however, it renders the readers 
of texts into passive receivers of information as if they were computer 
programs or DNA molecules. Recent developments in both artificial 
intelligence and biology suggest, more than ironically, that the notion 
of an algorithmic transmittal of information is not only of little rele
vance to humans, but also not completely characteristic of what takes 
place either in machines or in other living species. 

The recent history of artificial intell igence ("AI") ,  in fact, consti
tutes a major attack on the notion of algorithmic rule-following. 
Although a number of starts were made in AI research that were non
algorithmic in nature-including Frank Rosenblatt's notions of per
ceptrons and the expert systems approach adopted by Newell and 
Simon1·1-the early decades of work in AI were inspired by efforts to 
represent the real world in machines through the device of giving ma
chines programs written as precisely as possible.14 If  the software in
structions were precise enough, the argument ran, then whether the 
von Neumann architecture of a central processing unit actually mod
elled the way human brains worked was irrelevant. It turned out, 
however, that the scripts and frames proposed by researchers such as 
Minsky and Schank to represent the real world were so brittle in na
ture that the limits of a purely algorithmic approach to artificial intel
ligence were quickly reached.H As one critic pointed out, the problem 
with such an approach was that for the machine to know anything, it 
first had to know everything.36 Machines, in short, could clearly be 
progra mmed to follow rules, but whether such rule-following consti
tuted intelligence in anything like the way that quality is generally 
understood was another matter. Intell igence, at least in human form, 
i�. according to two neurobiologists and one mathematician, non
algorithmic in nature; human brains work, not by following rules, but 
by recognizing realities in the larger world and thereby incorporating 
experience and context into the thinking process.3-

The failure of "software" approaches to AI were hailed in some 
quarters of the artificial intell igence community, especially among 
those who believed that the proper way to design machines was not 
bv creating software programmed with precise instructions, but liter-
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ally by designing machines to resemble the presumed architecture of 
human brains. Connectionist, neural net, or parallel data processing 
models-as they came to be called-did not begin with the assump
tion that memory could be stored in a CPU, to be accessed through 
instructions in the form of rules. Instead networks of electrical charges 
were constructed in such a manner that machines could "learn" by 
using the strengths between connections to narrow down a problem 
until a solution was found that was correct, or at least, less incorrect 
than a series of possible solutions that were rejected.38 Precision
what I have been calling, following Nietzsche, eternal recurrence
was sacrificed in such approaches for the flexibility introduced by al
lowing machines to "settle in" to solutions.19 Algorithms, in short, 
already found to be inappropriate to humans, were similarly found to 
be inappropriate to machines. 

Purely algorithmic understandings of information transmittal have 
received a blow from another quarter: that of the process by which 
DNA sends instructions through its replication and thereby makes 
possible species development. The roughly parallel discoveries of re
alizing Turing machines of great power and the uncovering of the 
structure of DNA presented an irresistible challenge to sociobiologists 
in particular: genes present information in the form of instructions 
which determine the trajectory by which a species evolves. As Richard 
Dawkins put the matter, "We are survival machines-robot vehicles 
blindly programmed to preserve the selfish molecules known as 
genes." 40 So convinced was Dawkins of the appropriateness of the 
computer metaphor to the evolutionary process that he developed a 
software program that would enable the user to trace the patterns of 
many different evolutionary possibilities by specifying relevant fea
tures at the beginning of the process in order to understand how even 
very slight flaws in the transmission of messages (such as those con
tained in DNA) create fantastic variation over enormous periods of 
time.41 

One should, therefore, note that both the two leading representa
tives of sociobiological thinking-Dawkins on the one hand and Ed
ward Wilson on the other-found that a purely algorithmic under
standing of genetic transmission ultimately could not explain the 
speed of human evolutionary changes. Dawkins, for example, after 
spending an entire book discussing selfish genes, concluded that the 
day of the gene was passed; in the future, cultural transmission-rep
resented in what he called memes (from mimesis)-would take over 
and, being superior, drive out genetic transmission entirely.42 Mean
while Wilson, together with Charles Lumdsen, rejected the analogy 
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with computers completely, on the grounds that the memory capacity 
of human brains would have to be larger than we can imagine to 
contain all precoded instructions sufficient to account for human evo
lution.41 Instead Lumsden and Wilson argued for what they called 
"gene-cultured coevolution," 44 a process by which the biological and 
the social share in determining the course of human evolution. They 
introduced a distinction between primary and secondary epigenetic 
rules as a way of recognizing that the laner allowed for the possibility 
of autonomous minds affecting the course of evolutionary develop
ment,H an important concession, but one that still left open the pos
sibility of third-order epigenetic rules (and others beyond that) in 
which mind was understood to play even a greater role than they were 
prepared to admit. Their concessions to their critics, in short, were 
probably not enough to explain how evolution took over and pro
duced such enormous variation in the development of our species in 
such a remarkably short (by evolutionary standards) amount of time. 
Algorithmic understandings of evolutionary dynamics, in any case, 
have been found as problematic in biology as they have been in com
puter science. 

Perhaps the information processing model associated with these sci
ences is flawed, even in areas where, unlike with humans, it had been 
expected to work. If so, then there may be reason to question some of 
the assumptions of information theory. Oyama, for example, has ar
gued that the notion of self-reproducing feedback loops so essential to 
information theory is a metaphor developed because the existence of 
computers provided the relevant imagery. But one would be incorrect, 
in her view, to adopt a preformatist attitude toward information, that 
is, to conclude that information always exists before the means devel
oped for its transmission are imagined. "The developmental system," 
she writes, "does not have a final form, encoded before its starting 
point and realized at maturity." 46 We need to conceptualize the trans
mission of information, rather, as developmental, as a process that 
adds something to the process in the course of its evolution rather 
than spinning around within the same already existing information. 
Oyama's arguments, of course, are not a refutation of information 
theory, and one may still argue, as some biologists do, that life itself 
ts "autopoietic" in the sense that "living beings are characterized in 
that, l i terally, they are continually sel f[re ]producing." 4" Still the pos
sihility that self-recurrence may not be a characteristic found in nature 
does raise the question of whether it is a helpful way to think about 
society, since society is generally held to be populated by human 
agents whose actions can alter purely algorithmic codings. 
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Two conclusions, then, can be reached about the search for the per
fect algorithm. One is that if there are perfect algorithms, they are 
incompatible with the notion of freely choosing autonomous selves. 
Systems, not their components, have autonomy in a purely algo
rithmic world, just as, in some of the more mechanistic views of soci
ologist like Durkheim and Parsons, social structures, not individuals, 
determine consequences.48 At the same time, however, we have also 
seen that even if  imaginable in theory, a perfectly algorithmic system 
is in practice far more difficult to realize than at first understood. Al
gorithmic machines are too brittle to resemble human intelligence. Ge
netic transmission of information, especially in the case of humans, 
takes place over time periods far too short for algorithmic principles 
to be able to explain them. Information theory, far from providing the 
basis for a unified theory of cognition, may be highly limited in its 
applications to relatively contrived situations. The search for the per
fect algorithm is both futile and self-defeating. 

III 

If algorithmic notions are as problematic as they seem, even in areas 
such as artificial intell igence and genetic transmission, they seem even 
less likely to be of use in such human and social activities as reflecting 
on justice (or knowledge, morality, and taste). They do, nonetheless, 
possess one feature which makes them attractive to postmodemist 
thinkers: their denial of the possibility of autonomous human agency 
overlaps with the suspicion of humanism and the negation of the self 
so characteristic of Derrida, Lacan, Barthes, Foucault and other influ
ential thinkers. Hence although algorithmic thinking is highly formal
istic and anti-interpretative, many contemporary theorists cannot 
avoid the temptation to introduce algorithmic conceptions into their 
arguments. 

Perhaps the most interesting example of the power of algorithmic 
imagery is the effort by Barbara Herrnstein Smith to make a case 
against any non-contingent standards of evaluative judgement. For 
Herrnstein Smith, the Western humanistic tradition has sought stan
dards of "transcendence, endurance, and universality" 49 in its evalu
ation of literary works, but her own personal relationship to Shake
speare's sonnets convinces her instead that "everything is always in 
motion with respect to everything else." 10 If value is therefore never a 
fixed attribute of any particular product under evaluation, how do 
certain cultural products come to be seen as worthy, while others are 
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assigned to the dust bin of culture? Herrnstein Smith relies on eco
nomics for an answer: each of us has a personal economy of needs 
and resources. "Like any other economy, moreover, this too is a con
tinuously tluctuating or shifting system, for our individual needs, in
terests, and resources are themselves functions of our continuously 
changing states in relation to an environment that may be relatively 
stable but is never absolutely fixed." 5 1 

Markets, then, play a role in the creation of literary standards, and 
not only in the narrow economic sense of money. But the important 
question is what kind of market this is: are we talking of the kinds of 
rigged and fixed markets which radical critics since Marx believe drive 
capitalist societies or instead the purely automatic, homeostatic mar
kets envisioned by eighteenth-century liberals? For Herrnstein Smith, 
it is clearly the latter: markets are interesting to her because they work 
independently of the desires of the agents in the market.52 Like con
temporary rational choice theorists, Herrnstein Smith argues that self
interest drives everything we do: "We are always, so to speak, calcu
lating how things 'figure' for us-always pricing them, so to speak, in 
relation to the total economy of our personal universe." 53 But unlike 
rational choice theorists, Herrnstein Smith does not believe that "we" 
do this calculating consciously and as autonomous choosers: 

Most of these "calculations," however, are performed intuitively 
and inarticulately, and many of them are so recurrent that the ha
bitual arithmetic becomes part of our personality and comprises the 
very style of our being and behavior, forming what we may call our 
principles or tastes-and what others may call our biases and prej
udices." 

Since we find in Herrnstein Smith's account a picture of the market 
which is far more invasive than anything found in writers like Gary 
Becker and Richard Posner who see markets everywhere, we do not 
wonder that algorithmic conceptions of self-regulating systems come 
to dominate her account of how standards of taste become estab
lished. So much is in motion at such speeds that the only possible 
regulation of the whole process is automatic regulation, or what 
Herrnstein Smith calls an "evaluative feedback loop" :  

Every literary work-and, more generally, artwork-is thus the 
product of a complex evaluative feedback loop that embraces not 
only the ever-shifting economy of the artist's own interests and re
sources as they evolve during and in reaction to the process of com
position, bur also all the shifting economies of her assumed and 
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imagined audiences, including those who do not yet exist but 
whose emergent interests, variable conditions of encounter, and ri
val sources of gratification she will attempt to predict-or will in
tuitively surmise-and to which, among other things, her own 
sense of the fittingness of each decision will be responsive." 

Not surprisingly, therefore, Herrnstein Smith finds attractive any 
way of thinking that emphasizes algorithmic processes. In the course 
of her discussion, she touches on the possibility that human brains 
may be cognitively hard-wired in predetermined ways;56 criticizes the 
Habermasian notion of rational communicative standards on the 
ground that we speak, as we spend, only out of self-interest, so that 
honesty in speech, if it ever exists, is the product of a Mandevillian 
lack of intention;57 adopts information theory as the model for an 
epistemology in which "what is traditionally referred to as 'percep
tion,' 'knowledge,' 'belief,' . . .  would be an account of how the struc
tures, mechanisms, and behaviors through which subjects interact 
with-and, accordingly, constitute-their environments are modified 
by those very interactions"58; uses information theory to explain that 
evaluative classifications exist so that "energy need not . . .  be ex
pended on the process of classification and evaluation each time a 
similar array is produced"59; argues that often such classifications are 
" fixed in the DNA "60; and relies on Brownian motion and Nietzsche's 
"play of forces" to criticize any who suggest an "overall, underlying, 
or ultimate governing outcome toward which each instance of human 
productive-acquisitive or consummatory-expenditure activity (all 
making, getting, and spending, we might say) is directed . . . .  "6 1  

Most illustrative of al l ,  however, is Herrnstein Smith's account of 
why certain products of culture have entered our canon. In answering 
this question, she is not only more economistic than the most com
mitted rational choice economist, she is also more taken with genetic 
theories of evolution than most sociobiologists. Artistic texts survive 
the way species do: "These interactions are, in certain respects, anal
ogous to those by virtue of which biological species evolve and survive 
and also analogous to those through which artistic choices evolve and 
are found " 'fit' or fitting by the individual artist." 62 Evolutionary 
feedback loops allow Herrnstein Smith to resolve the question in aes
thetic theory proposed by Hume: why do we consider Homer great? 
The answer is not that Homer survived because he was great but that 
because he survived he is considered great. "Nothing endures like en
durance." 61 Images of eternal recurrence combine with Durkheimian 
functionalism to explain the secret of Homer's success: 
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Repeatedly cited and recited, translated, taught and imitated, and 
thoroughly enmeshed in the network of intenextuality that contin
uously constitutes the high culture of the orthodoxly educated pop
ulation of the West (and the Western-educated population of the 
rest of the world), that highly variable entity we refer to as 
" Homer" recurrently enters our experience in relation to a large 
number and variety of our interests and thus can perform a large 
number of various functions for us.•• 

Although Barbara Herrnsrein Smith is nor writing about justice bur 
about evaluation, her analysis demonstrates the linkage between the 
position that there are no non-contingent standards in the world and 
rhe need, consequently, for automatically functioning regulatory 
mechanisms. When we turn to writers who are directly concerned 
with justice, we find exactly the same linkage. The clearest example is 
Luhmann, who finds in cybernetics and information theory an answer 
to the question of what makes society possible. Luhmann wants to 
understand how societies-which are nor only enormously complex, 
bur are also, in their modern form, more complex than ever before
reproduce themselves through rime. Arguing, in a tradition that goes 
back to Mandeville and Adam Smith, that no conscious direction can 
ever guide a system so complex, Luhmann turns to methods by which 
systems reduce their complexity. Computers, of course, reduce com
plexity by dividing all information into bits that can be expressed as 
zeros and ones. So, argues Luhmann, do legal systems. A legal system 
can exhaust the entire realm of the possible through the legal/illegal 
dichotomy. That distinction, in a sense, constitutes the "hardware" of 
a legal system. In order for the system to rake a decision in a specific 
case, "software" programs access the system, feeding back into the 
"memory" and thereby creating new rules that anticipate future pro
grams.6.s 

For Luhmann, the dynamics of specific cases introduced into the 
system continuously redefine the binary codes, interacting again with 
new programs in ways that resemble eternal recurrence. The whole 
system, he argues, 

is a matter of a specific technique for dealing with highly structured 
wmplexity. In practice this technique requires an endless, circular 
re·editing of the law: the assumption is that something will happen, 
bur how it will happen and what its consequences will be has to be 
awaited. When these consequences begin to reveal themselves they 
can be perceived as problems and provide an occasion for new reg
ulations in law itself as well as in politics. Unforeseeable conse-
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quences will also occur and it will be impossible to determine if and 
to what extent they apply to that regulation. Again, this means an 
occasion for new regulation, waiting, new consequences, new prob
lems, new regulation and so on. •• 

"Autopoietic law" thereby, according to Luhmann, avoids many of 
the problems faced by other philosophies of law. It explains how a 
legal system can change, for example, as well as provides a way of 
thinking about the law that guarantees irs autonomy from other sys
tems. 

Luhmann's theories about the law overlap with postmodernism be
cause autopoietic systems are non-hierarchical. Being circular in their 
dynamics, they avoid privileging any one set of legal norms over any 
other; as Luhmann expresses it, "There can therefore be no norm hier
archies," or, somewhat more self-reflectively, "legal forms are valid 
because they are valid."67 But if legal scholars turn to autopoietic theo
ries of justice out of a generalized commitment to principles of equal
ity, they may find the equality not worth having. Since notions of self
regulation come primarily from biology on the one hand and artificial 
intelligence on the other, any legal system designed by such principles 
cannot incorporate specifically human capabilities, such as the possi
bility that autonomous human subjects can interpret the instructions 
given to them out of their history and contexts. For if the agents ruled 
by laws can interpret laws, then automatic self-regulation no longer 
exists. Any conception of justice that might emerge from such a sys
tem would have to be just in the way ant colonies are just or the 
evolution of different species of worms is just or computer programs 
are just. Justice would thus be defined as having reached some kind of 
stable equilibrium that makes possible the continued reproduction of 
the system. What justice could nor be, under such a conception of law, 
is a quality that enhances a specific human capacity to bring meaning 
to situations and contexts in order to guide them toward any purpose 
defined by a community of autonomous actors. 

Stanley Fish's reflections on the law illustrate the dynamics of algo
rithmic justice in a slightly different way than Luhmann's. Fish is well 
known for his insistence that standards do nor transcend the particu
lar points of view of the communities that interpret them. Whether he 
is correct or not is not the point on which I want to focus. I want to 
argue instead that by introducing the term "community," 6K Fish is 
under a certain obligation to talk sociology: to discuss what a com
munity is, how its members act, what relationship exists between in
dividual needs and community concerns, and other typical concerns 
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of sociological theory. After all, an enormous emphasis is being placed 
hy Fish's approach on the practices carried out by human agents, in
cluding not only judges, but professors of law and literature, readers 
of texts, and, presumably, all those affected by the legal decisions 
which in turn are affected by how judges and legal intellectuals make 
their arguments. 

Surprisingly, however, questions involving sociological practice 
play relatively little role in Fish's writings. Consider his answer to the 
question of why we ought to be concerned about the interpretation of 
legal texts in the first place. For Fish the overlap between law and 
literary criticism is the result of a glitch in democratic theory: the ex
istence of judicial review, which in enabling judges to overrule demo
cratic decisions in the name of fidelity to an earlier text, builds 
counter-majoritarian tendencies into our political system.69 Yet why 
do we have constitutional texts, and procedures for reviewing them, 
at all? Surely both the Constitution and the practice of judicial review 
il lustrate a larger sociological problem: one identified quite clearly by 
the rational choice philosopher Jon Elster in his discussion of Ulysses 
and the Sirens. Constitutions, as Elster argues, deal with the problem 
of binding, the ways in which one generation attempts, like Ulysses 
tying himself to the mast, to make it possible for the next generation 
not to be seduced by the temptations of immediate gratification and 
self-interest.711 Judicial review, by contrast, grows out of the recogni
tion that the bonds, if  tied too tightly, result in bondage. Far from 
being a quirk in the system, judicial review exists as part of a dynamic 
process by which societies continuously reform themselves and their 
institutions over time to insure a balance between the contradictory 
goals of adhering to foundation norms and allowing for change. As is 
the case with so many other aspects of legal practice, judicial review 
makes it necessary to pose a host of questions about the agents doing 
the rev iew: who reviews the founding document? What standards of 
practice ought to guide them ? Are they freely choosing agents or part 
of a larger social struct

'
ure? What qualities of mind do they have? 

What qualities of mind ought they to have? To not address sociologi
cal questions about the nature of real people in discussing the inter
prt'tation of legal texts is like discussing the plot of Ulysses without 
refnence to the character of the man who tried to save his ship and 
hi� men.' 1  

Alth ough the question of how human beings follow practices thus 
assumes great importance for Fish, his analysis of what a practice 
means is to quote a pitcher for the Baltimore Orioles. Like Dennis 
\tartinez, who just throws a ball to get the batter out without think-
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ing about ultimate goals, an agent "need not look to something in 
order to determine where he is or where he now might go because that 
determination is built into, comes along with, his already-in-place 
sense of being a competent member of the enterprise." 72 Agents, in 
Fish's view, are part of a performative chain, not one, to be sure, of 
the automatic transmittal of information without consciousness, but 
nonetheless one that works automatically and without requiring au
tonomy and self-judgement. There is no autonomy in this view, or, 
more precisely, all autonomy lies with the historical events that deter
mined the patterns of a practice. Individuals, being "deeply situ
ated," '3 just follow rules, rules which themselves are so deeply situ
ated that individuals may not, and probably are not, aware that they 
are following them. " 'Be the best you can be,' " Fish writes in re
sponse to Dworkin, "finally means nothing more than 'act in the way 
your understanding of your role in the institution tells you to act.' " 74 

Since agents naturally follow the rules determined by their roles in 
the institutions that define their practices, little would be amiss if Fish 
were to focus on those institutions themselves. After all, if the mem
bers of a professional subcommunity developed through some kind of 
democratic practice an agreed-upon set of norms, little would be 
wrong in expecting that each of them would then bind themselves to 
the rules that defined their practice. Yet, no subcommunity can possi
bly develop such standards fairly without agreement upon larger nor
mative and procedural issues, such as that their decisions will be made 
by majority rule, that the practices to which they adhere will not vio
late Judeo-Christian beliefs, that their behavior will be guided by Ia� 
etc. In other words, the development of a theory about how agents act 
is intimately l inked to a discussion of the larger, normative standards 
of the society (not just the subcommunity) in which agents practice. If 
there are norms viewed as just in the society and practices viewed as 
procedurally correct in the professional subcommunity, then agents 
can follow rules naturally, or even algorithmically, without violating 
their autonomy. 

The problem, of course, is that Fish believes that transcendental 
standards of just or moral behavior can not exist. Within the confines 
of that argument, the failure to look beyond the automatic and natu
ral following of the rules of a practice becomes a serious matter in
deed. As he often points out, Fish is neither an anarchist nor a nihilist. 
Quite the contrary. Like many thinkers attracted to algorithmic im
agery, he imagines structures that are so tightly organized as to make 
anarchism impossible. For this reason, Fish, for all his distaste for 
formal algorithmic thinking, concludes with a position not all that 
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distinct from Chomsky's. To b e  sure, the rules o f  transformational 
grammar work in such a way that the personal proclivities of the 
speaker are irrelevant, whereas the rules of thumb of a practice de
pend very much on the idiosyncracies of the person engaging in the 
practice.7·1 Yet in both cases particulars are embedded in generals, in 
the one case the rules of grammar, in the other "the individual who is 
always constrained by the local or community standards and criteria 
of which his judgement is an extension." 76 

IV 

Those skeptical of the possibility of any transcendental standard of 
justice posit that none of the theories we may have about justice
both of the transcendental and anti-transcendental sort-matter. Even 
the most skeptical, such as Fish, do, however, believe that theory talk 
matters, even if  theory does not.n But what if theory talk is theory? It 
would be under the assumptions I have been making in this paper. To 
be sure, there is no such thing as a view from nowhere,'• universally 
valid, from which we can deduce standards of justice that bind our 
actions for all time. Yet purely contingent understandings of what 
binds us together, being contingent, cannot bind, or at least bind what 
we need to be bound. Already existing interpretative subcommunities, 
which by definition share normative standards, are not the ones that 
need grand narratives about justice, but insteati communities seeking 
to answer questions such as these: how do we resolve our disputes 
with one another and make those resolutions binding? How do we 
aim to make our resolutions as fair as possible to the parties to the 
conflict?  How does a community exist in time, passing on the rules by 
which it regulates its affairs to those who did not participat( in the 
original making of such rules? What do we expect from newly ad
mitted members of our community in return for their membership in 
the community ? Who makes the rules? Who follows them ? Who ques
tions them? Who changes them ? Social justice exists when diverse 
communities can be knitted together because, whatever their other 
d ifferences, the one thing they require is some normative consensus, 
however vague, about the purposes that define their society. 

Faced with the dilemma of how we can develop standards of justice 
that are more than contingent and local but less than universal and 
permanent, we rely on the minimal philosophical anthropology that 
even postmodernism, indirectly, concedes. Since we are all members 
of a larger community governed by a text and the interpretations of 
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that text we bring to it, we seek standards of justice that recognize 
and allow us to develop our capacity as readers and interpreters. 
Those who do what Fish calls theory talk are engaged in the process 
of sharpening and refining the standards by which real human beings 
interpret texts. They are setting an example, using their powers as 
thinkers and writers to create provisional standards of justice, recog
nizing that these are socially created rather than found in nature or 
theology, and that, because these standards are recognized as mini
mally transcendental, we expect that they will, before changing, last 
for a considerable period of time-say across two generations-and, 
during that time, be accepted as generally binding. 

If  that is the case, then the most likely place to find a standard of 
justice lies, after all, in the major texts that frame talk about theory
the Constitution, decisions of the important courts, and articles in law 
reviews and similar outlets that debate both specific laws as well as 
standards of interpretation. From such a point of view, writers l ike 
Fish, by engaging in theory talk, contribute to theory. What they say 
matters a great deal and, moreover, matters in a transrhetorical way, 
just as I believe that what I am saying, while rhetorically presented, 
also involves more than rhetoric. One embarks, Fish claims, on a slip
pery slope down the anti-formalist road: once you question formal
ism's first assumption, you have no choice but to question them all. 
Yet, as I have tried to show in this paper, there is a road back up the 
slope again. Once we understand that whatever permanence and uni
versality we lose in any transcendental standard of justice is more than 
compensated for by the recognition that the transcendence we get, 
however temporary, is a product of our own efforts, we require a so
ciological theory of the self to put back into people and their efforts 
and practices the meanings about justice that we have, rightly, 
stripped away from texts. 

The failure of postmodem theorists of justice to develop an ade
quate philosophical anthropology dealing with the capacities of hu
man selves undermines much of the strength of its critique of inten
tionalism and other problematic theories of interpretation. The notion 
that truths are not embedded in texts in such a fashion that we can 
divine what to do simply by reading the words is a profound idea. In 
turning the question of justice back to us, to those who read and in
terpret texts, postmodernism makes possible a self-governing political 
community capable of interpreting its rules for the benefit of its mem
bers. But that potential can only be realized, not by denying human
ism, but by welcoming it, by recognizing that what makes us human 
is our ability to shape and interpret rules according to the contexts in 
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which we find ourselves. If that means that we have to accept at least 
some minimal transcendental standards and distinctions-that, for 
example, there is a difference between nature and culture, that hu
mans do have special abilities, that the socially constructed can be 
transcendental without necessarily being permanent-then this is a 
small price to pay for gaining control over the rules that we simulta
neously make and follow. Why bother to argue that the rules are not 
made by God or nature only to argue instead that, however they are 
made, our only choice is to follow them rather than remake them 
through all the practices in which we engage? 
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Conditions of Evil 

Reiner Schurmann 
(translated from the French by Ian Janssen) 

In philosophy it is advisable to state where and how one begins. 
One popular way of beginning appears in meta-remarks often heard 
and read such as this: " If  I argue that X, then the result will be unde
sirable; therefore I shall argue that Y." This amounts to an acknowl
edgment, touching in its candor, that the starting point is desires, and 
the argument their legitimation. 

Desires, however, are as notoriously unreliable as they are inescap
able. They make one argue the maximization of now this, now that 
preference. One may suspect imagination at work as some object of 
desire gets promoted to the rank of ultimacy. 

In what follows I shall try to examine a certain maximizing strategy 
in philosophy, as well as what after Kant may be called an "expanded 
way of imagining." In such maximization and such expansion, imag
ination will prove incongruously turned against itself. In its arraying 
strategy it posits standards more normative than which nothing can 
be desired, while in.a disarraying counterstrategy it lets itself be given 
singulars. These discrepant workings may shed some light not only on 
the origin of desirable standards, but also on what common opinion 
explains as violation of just such standards: namely, evil. 

The general title chosen by the organizers of this conference• men
tions "the politics of transformation." In attempting to spell out con
ditions of evil, I have been guided by the ambition to learn more about 
certain sufferings that the West has inflicted upon itself before the 
middle of this century. The natural metaphysician in us might pick up 
those conditions-a plural not to be effaced-with one shovel and 
treat them summarily as negation of standards.2 It seems to me that 
one can sort out that shovelful and in the process gain some precision 
both about ultimates and about the way they allow for the possibility 
of evil .  

387 
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Such sorting out goes not without pains. On the one hand, it has to 
deal with collective and individual hysteria, with leaders of formidable 
efficacy, with long lasting hatreds and short memory, with vendetta 
conventions and sham treaties, economic depression or boom, etc. As
sortments of this kind may help explain mini-chains of events (per
haps the electoral victory of 1 933) .  They hardly yield an understand
ing. On the other hand, trying to sort out conditions of the large-scale 
pathologies of our century, it is difficult to avoid entering precisely the 
sphere of standards, values, and the like. What may be gathered there 
is the fallout from principles betrayed: democracy, human rights, free
dom . . .  Of course values and principles were betrayed. But what in
tell igibility about conditions does one gain from bemoaning a sellout? 
Concerning the first part of the title chosen by the organizers, I draw 
this conclusion for my purposes: attempting to think politics of trans
formation, it is advisable to stay clear not only of neo-positivist man
agement of facts, but also of paleo-idealist assertion of standards. 

As to its second part, "The Limits of Imagination," the incongruous 
strategies of imagination mentioned-positing standards, letting sin
gulars be-will allow one to follow a road other than positivist, ideal
ist, or of some pragmatic in-between. The starting point in philosophy 
may then not be simple, as the natural metaphysician's impetus to
ward norms keeps asserting itself in all experience and as singulars 
ask to be let-be. The task that I wish to describe consists in expanding 
thinking beyond, or outside, normative theticism, toward diasozein ttl 
phainomena: toward remaining faithful, while giving thetic desire its 
due, to singulars as they show themselves. 

DIFFERING ULTIMATES 

If it is agreed that philosophy can do more than plead interests, be 
they libidinal or institutional, where and how to begin cannot remain 
optional. Here are some criteria that help keeping clear of both the 
instrumentalization of thinking and its speculative disconnection from 
phenomena. A starting point that neither abandons ordinary experi
ence nor trans-substantiates it into the extraordinary will have to be 
looked for in something everyone is familiar with, however poorly; it 
will have to be a knowing1 that is not episodic, not contingent; a 
knowing whose seat is everydayness; from which other experiences 
and types of knowledge arise; and which does not in turn depend on 
some more primary knowing. To avoid making argumentation min
ister unwittingly to desires, one will have to grasp irreducible traits in 
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everydayness and put them to the test of a historical-systematic inves
tigation_ Let us call such an inquiry into conditions a phenomenology 
of ultimates. Why phenomenology and what ultimates remain to be 
seen. To the claim, voiced right and left, that we need norms in order 
ro understand, judge and act, a phenomenologist's response has al
ways been and should be: To learn what is to be done, no more is 
needed than insight into ultimate conditions of what shows itself to 
ordinary experience. 

Ethics, then, does not belong to philosophy, no more than to imag
ining some politics of transformation. On the other hand, inasmuch 
as expanding imagination-that is, thinking-bears upon ultimates, 
such expansion is philosophy's essential task. 

To attempt a non-ethical, non-moral, discourse about evil, one may 
mimic the Gnostics' question (mimes being experts in demythologiz
ing) and ask: How did evil enter the world? Such a discourse begins 
not with some narrative of a primordial fall, but with a certain primal 
scene with and through which it has to work. The scene is the conflict 
of heroic and democratic laws in fifth century Athens, as represented 
on stage by Aeschylus and Sophocles. Agamemnon slits lphigenia's 
throat in the name of what is called "values" : nation (more than the 
polis, less than the state), army, honor of course, plus perhaps Greek 
expansionism and the Ionian colonization . . .  One cuts, so as to pro
mote a common name capable of setting the law. But by the same 
slitting, Agamemnon also cuts himself off from the law of the Atrides. 
He decides for one clear cut law: for the one at Aulis, against the one 
at Mycene where other obligations would have compelled him to cut 
and decide differently. At Aulis, his public function inserts him into a 
world that bestows on him a meaning as head of the armies. Yet also 
at Aulis, the undeniable allegiance-yet an allegiance denied-to the 
family lineage singularizes him as well. The allegiance to his blood 
line expells him in advance from the world of weapons and battle 
sh1ps, the world that in sacrificing his daughter he extolls as unequiv
ocally normative. Knowing the expulsion and singularization that ac
company clear cut normativity makes any univocal meaning meaning
less. That knowing, made explicit, is tragic knowledge. 

Here then are ultimates that we know, however poorly, in everyday 
experience: the maximization of some name fixing our bearings and 
Contextualizing a world; but also, incongruously conjoined with it, 
the singularization within any such constituted world, which results 
from the pull of other actual worlds to which I belong. 

How did evil enter the world? Not in a narratable coming, not by 
that erstwhile king too cowardly to sustain the double bind of discrep-
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ant laws. Evil comes in an untold move, when singularization is cut 
off from one's constituted world, when one blinds oneself against it; 
when in the name of a jealous fantasm capable of subsuming every
thing that can become phenomenal one "comes down on one side" of 
the discrepant binds; when such a fantasm is made to command ex
clusive allegiance; when it integrates doing, acting, and knowing in a 
frame that can be mastered and in this sense appropriates the world; 
when expropriation from that world is denied. 

Was sacrificing Iphigenia right or wrong? It is more instructive to 
see that it is the battery of values that makes one commit acts of that 
kind. The primal scene does not allow "the problem of evil"  to be 
confined within " morals" because, from the point of view of ultimacy, 
evil cannot be a matter of mores, of conduct and habit, or of inner 
disposition and intention. It therefore does not reveal itself to a theory 
one might juxtapose, for instance, to a political theory, thus rendering 
conduct and intention accessible to investigation or speculation. 
Theorizing evil-saying "Morally he was wrong," " Politically he was 
right" -amounts to passing off classifying for explaining. From the 
bird's eye view on secondary types of discourse, types not grounded 
in themselves, how is one to adjudicate what is good, what is evil, if 
not by recourse to some primary discourse, which treats of one 
grounding principle? Such principles, however, in the name of which 
issues fall into kinds, are the ones that owe their sovereignty to an act 
of tragic denial. 

A metaphysical discourse about ultimates differs from a phenome
nological one, as negation (Verneinung) differs from denial (Verleug
nung) . Negating standards is a metaphysical operation since it de
pends on a prior positing of the standards negated. Denying a 
knowledge, on the other hand, involves no such theticism. Its analysis 
devolves on a phenomenology. 

As suggested by the primal scene of the doctrine of principles, the 
pull dispossessing us of any given phenomenality remains systemati
cally operative in every positing of a law, which is thus in advance 
suspended, struck with interdiction. Such is the dubious charm of the
ticism : to argue positions amounts inevitably, forcibly, to both recog
nizing and silencing the dispossession that always pulls on phenomena 
as an undertow, always depriving them of their world. 

In order to think evil one is left with, one the surface, a host of 
questions to which everyone keeps returning: What is the good life?  
What are proper conduct and right intention ? . . .  as well as, in depth, 
a dispossessing which keeps returning. Are death and evil then to be 
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charged ro that dispossessing? A t  first sight, nothing would seem more 
plausible. Both death and evil disown us of the good life, love and the 
like. In ordinary experience we do know better than to exalt now this, 
now that colossal referent, and like dwarfs to put our trust in it. We 
know better than to rank evil among the special issues dealt with in a 
special branch of philosophy, itself one branch of the human sciences 
in the shadow of the modern hegemonic referent-subjectivity4-pos
ited to integrate (at least by right) knowledge claims as it is to inte
grate life worlds. 

As to the deep answer, it is hardly more enlightening than the su
perficial one. Something in us, to be sure, applauds when with resig
nation we are told: evil is a special problem indeed. Were it not, it 
would be everywhere-a thought more difficult still to resign oneself 
to, unbearable. But something in us agrees as well that the "problem" 
in question does not belong in any discipline of knowledge, as the 
problem of motion belongs in physics and as the study of insects does 
in entomology. Indeed, we possess a prior knowing, but no clear 
knowledge of it. Deep etiologies have this superficiality about them 
that they promise they will consummate prior knowing in actual 
knowledge-a promise impossible to keep. Instead of fulfilling what 
they promise, causal accounts end up postulating some appellate j u
risdiction. They have had to enlist into that service a breathtaking 
parade of names and standards. 

Insight, then, is to be expected neither from surveys nor from deep 
burrowings. I see little else but a phenomenology of ultimates, con
joined with an historical topology of normative double binds, that 
may help one toward it. To carry out such a conjunction, the irreduc
ible traits of maximization and singularization need to be gathered 
irom everydayness and then put to historical-topological tests. Bor
rowing from Hannah Arendt (who on this point corrected, not with
out irony, Heidegger), one may call the traits of ultimacy "natality" 
and '' mortality." 1 The first, the archie trait prompts us toward new 
commencings and sovereign commandings. It makes us magnify stan
dards. The second always pulls us back from the world of such archie 
rdc:rents. It is a singularizing, dispersing, desolating, evicting, dephen
ornenalizing, exclusory trait. The two do not pair off. They are origi
nary, yet not binary traits. They are not jointly exhaustive of one ge
n u s. In other words, they do not divide one first posit that would yield 
to one encompassing discourse (oppositorum eadem est scientia).6 As 
Incongruent, they derail experience. There exists therefore no better 
heuristics than the daydreamy wonderings about how I can ever have 
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come to be and how it is possible that I shall cease to be. The larger 
the design of these traits, however, the more legible will they be. This 
is why a topology of the normative double binds7 by which the West 
has actually lived needs to turn to the pages where the impulse of 
natality appears colossal :  the pages in which bastions against tempo
rality have been erected, greater than which nothing can be desired. 
Those bastions never failed, however, to crumble under the return of 
the denied. 

As to good and evil, they cannot parallel those phenomenologically 
originary traits gathered from everydayness. How could natality equal 
the good pure and simple? The fantasmic maximizations, to which it 
incites imagination and thought, kill. Nor can mortality, which ties us 
back to singulars, 8 be equated with evil .  That those equations, tempt
ing though they may be to the natural metaphysician in us, would be 
wrong is suggested by the primal scene; it is confirmed by the fate of 
the hegemonies, illustrated by the exhaustion of certain ideologies; 
and it is proven by ordinary ambivalences toward death. The last dec
ade of this millennium has its own peculiar way of calling us back to 
the senseless that we know, namely, that a meaning is not something 
one posits or composes; but that it comes about as a world pheno
menalizes itself, and that we always receive it only to find ourselves in 
advance expelled from it. 

As if the lesson of those institutions of which nothing more magnif
icent can be conceived and which for a while go without saying before 
collapsing under the return of the denied-as if that lesson from his
tory were not crass enough, the twentieth century has indeed outper
formed previous ages. It has incurred a voidance of standards such 
that one cannot help wondering if in the end it will not suffice to pull 
us from denial and teach us the Yes to dispossession. Who, "us"?  
There has been no lack of  moments in  history in  which a Yes to the 
universalizing-singularizing double bind was lived by all.9 Who then 
still needs to learn that of which he possesses a prior knowing? The 
thetic metaphysician in us will have to learn tragic thinking. 

To the thetic impulse of natality we owe our normative referents. It 
is the tie that sets us free. Is it not a bit hasty, then, to assert that this 
impulse does not amount to the good as such ? It is the impulse that 
unifies l ife. Correlatively, is singularization-the retraction, subtrac
tion, by which we incur loss of love, of home and country, of health 
and life-not the most plausible candidate for evil as such ? These 
correlations fed the gigantomachia concerning ultimacy when, in the 
nineteenth century, normative argumentation began to savor of de
sire's labor. The young Nietzsche still held keenly that out of unifica-
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tion comes the good and out of individuation, evil. We must consider, 
he wrote, "the state of individuation as the source and the originary 
ground of all suffering . . . .  The mystery doctrine of tragedy: the fun
damental knowledge that all that there is is one; the consideration of 
individuation as the originary ground of evil ." 10  

Evil would equal being dispossessed of some fundamental unity that 
al lows for communication. The equation also fits all too well with the 
common opinion held in each of the linguistic eras of philosophy. For 
the Greeks, evil meant to be dispossessed of the good, at the very 
bottom of the ladder crowned by the one; for the Latins, it meant the 
dispossession of telic continuity which whoever acts against nature 
brings upon himself; for the modems, it meant a dispossession of en
lightenment which turns one radically away from self-consciousness. 
Each time the good posits itself, which is why it determines what holds 
as law. So long as otherness remains conceived as negation and denial 
itself is denied, evil can only stand opposed to such self-positing. It 
arises when the one, nature, or self-consciousness are deprived of their 
full normative presence. It is nothing but a misuse of those principal 
foci which life's first sufferings should have taught us to let shine in 
their splendid evidence. " Evil is to evilly use the good." 1 1  

A historical topology of normative double binds (which this i s  not 
the place to develop) teaches one something altogether different. Phi
losophers cannot think in our place. They can show us ways of think
ing that we did not anticipate. Is it not thetic desire yet again which 
speaks through the wish that self-positing, hence normative evidence, 
may shine? Such desire has posited all single binds. The simplicity of 
singly binding referents proved however to be not given, but rather 
made by a bold stroke-the stroke of an ax. Concerning the non
simplicity of the good, there is therefore a truth that we know but 
which we do not fully understand. It teaches us that by its very posit
edncss the law extenuates its subsumptive power (inasmuch as das 
Gesetz is always das Gesetzte). Such knowing should prevent us from 
tidgeting if the good shows an affinity with double binds. Let us there
ion: bracket the popularity of good and evil .  It is about evil that a 
phenomenology of ultimates can teach us something. 

The first, perhaps, who in the nineteenth century thought differently 
than in homage to a form of "unitary ground" (although to render 
homage to ethics instead), and who thought otherness differently than 
a� determinate negation, was Kierkegaard. "Any discourse about a 
�uperior unitv that would reconcile absolute contradictions is a meta
phy�ical assa� lt on ethics." u Instead of metaphysical grounding, there 
i� to be ethical seriousness. Now "seriousness is :  the singular." 1 1  The 
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good is no longer met anywhere on the subsumptive scale-neither at 
the top, to be beheld universally, nor particularized at the bottom. 
Instead of the good's evidence, there remains "the dread of the 
good." 14  Dread, since the serious good demands of me that I singular
ize myself, just as Abraham singularized himself sacrificing Isaac. 
Who, then, is speaking when individuation is treated as evil ? The nat
ural metaphysician is speaking again, dreaded this time but hushing 
dread promptly by desire's megalomaniacal therapy. Desire cannot 
bear seriousness. It cannot but deny such inversion of the primal 
scene. Still, from one sacrifice to the other, from Iphigenia 's to Isaac's, 
the function of simple ultimacy passes from the common to the sin
gular. 

With that translocation, now, the wherefrom of evil becomes diffi
cult to fathom:  does it arise as universal principles get obfuscated in 
their simple evidence, or rather as singularizing dread gets muzzled
like lphigenia gagged-by tragic denial ? A narrator of epochal hege
monies might arbitrate without metaphysical hardship. He might say: 
until normative self-consciousness began to wane (roughly, until the 
deaths of Hegel and Goethe), singularization and individuation 
smacked of evil. Then, with the destitution of the modern referent, 
masters of suspicion appeared who inverted everything. Not unlike 
Kierkegaard, they placed the singular at the top of the ladder of values 
and the universal, the one, every fantasm of unity, at the bottom. Yet 
the hegemonies cannot be recounted as one recounts periods in factual 
history. They do not stretch time into duration. Theirs is not the his
torian's history. Here again, therefore, what intelligibility concerning 
ultimate conditions of evil would be gained with the piece of infor
mation about normative inversion in the last century ? None. 

In truth, if natality and morality are phenomenologically originary, 
we do know what to make of the inversion thesis (a thesis it is). To 
report that after about 1 830 values got inverted, the bottom of the 
ladder now counting for the top and the top, for the bottom-such 
storytelling is not exactly free of any interest. It allows one to classify 
one's neighbor, if he locates high what is ultimate, as "still a metaphy
sician" :  for two centuries now, the ultimate insult. But the interest in 
simple ultimacy makes this verdict, "still an X," in its turn a thor
oughly metaphysical insult. Let us rather say that, in Kierkegaard's 
words, the voice of dread beneath that of desire then made itself 
heard. Discordant voices became listened to, voices by which it is use
ful to let us be instructed. Through their discordance speaks tragic 
knowing. They testify to the orietur which always attracts us toward 
some focal meaning, as well as to the morietur subtracting us from it. 
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The two incongruent functional clusters, attraction-natality
max•m•zation-appropnatton and subtraction-mortality-singulari
zation-expropriation, then the denial of this whole second cluster as 
well as the exaltation of attractive, maximally normative, theses: these 
then are conditions of evil other than ethical, moral, or onto
rheological. 

There are to be sure others, and more that we do not understand 
than ones we do. At least for a phenomenology of ultimates, the con
dition of evil does indeed not exist. No more, one may add, than exists 
the way of demonstration or the method in phenomenology. It would 
therefore be non-pertinent to object: You set out from the premises of 
natality-mortality, only to step from the descriptive to the prescriptive 
and so end up with normative double binds. The objection is beside 
the point. First, philosophy's point consists in submitting to rigorous 
thinking elements of experience of which we do have prior knowing; 
an argumentative �ircle is thus not vicious if it allows one to under
stand conditions better. Furthermore, it would be one thing to state 
first propositions held to be true, but it is quite another to begin from 
originary traits with which everyone is familiar; natality and mortality 
are thus not premises for deductive reasoning. Lastly, those traits can
not be described like givens; the conditions of evil just mentioned thus 
do not result out of a metabasis from the describable. 

Kierkegaard can help one undo entanglements, knitted by a long 
tradition, which tie evil back to the singular: to individuation, and 
also to one single condition which would account for evil. But in order 
to descry the originary dissension that ruins from within any norma
tive posit, an analytic is needed that brings an historical topology to 
bear on daily knowing. 

OF IMPOSSIBLE NORMATIVE SIMPLICITY 

That analytic, varied according to the natural languages and the 
epochs on which each put its stamp, can be schematized here only by 
a fl"w pointers. Firstly, singulars and singularities follow phenomeno
logica l ly from singularization (from the pull of mortality) .  Further
mort", as originary, singularization works on normative posits from 
With in ,  thus depriving us of any appellate jurisdiction. Also, recogniz
I ng the singular as irreducible to the particular and hence to subsump
�on-a recognition that remains oblique under the hegemonies and a� \hown to provoke either dread or elation at their limits-in no wa ' Y  means that one can somehow escape from under norms, depos-
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ited though they are in advance by their singular extraction even as 
they are posited as sovereign. Lastly, simple focal meanings are not 
evil-gotten (their positing follows from the very attraction of natality), 
but the equation "the ultimate is simple" kills, since it decrees as if 
singularization were not. Of these pointers the first directs attention 
to the to-come; the second to a certain anarchy; the third to the tragic 
double bind that persists throughout historical dispositions; and the 
last to the tragic hubris of simple sways. 

" Develop your singularities," one was told not long ago in Paris as 
well as in California. The exhortation entailed and entails analyti
cally: " Respect singularities." Yet here is what was not said and is 
however needed if  philosophy's task remains to render explicit the 
prior knowing that we have of conditions: Whence such an impera
tive? What renders it possible? Accordingly, no time was lost in Frank
furt to retort: "In the name of what? Spell out your validity argu
ments." Now names and values, as well as the subjective (or 
intersubjective) competency on which critical theorists rest such ar
guments, under topological inspection turn out as products, brought 
into being by theticism. 1 5 Just as any other thetic referent, the one 
invoked in the name of consensus through discursive rationality, or 
through communicative action, can be posited only at the cost of de
nying the foreignness of singular references. These references enter 
enabling strategies that are entirely other than subjectivist. They can 
be detected, provided one ceases maximizing self-consciousness, be it 
for the sake of a universal pragmatics. In order to reach an origin 
other than posited and positive, there is no abundance of methods. I 
need to return to what I always know, though poorly: namely, my 
singularization to come. 1 6  

Polymorphous singularities constitute themselves, ' �  and monomor
phous theses get destituted, not to be sure by time as such. That would 
amount to declaring yet another magnitude rather than gathering a 
trait. Only the expropriating retraction toward my death, hence time 
as contretemps, corners singularity. The singular I implies therefore 
neither fullness nor ownness. It is not the achievement of autonomous 
freedom, not the self. Rather it comes about with the dephenomenal
izing strategy in ordinary experience: with expropriation from the 
world as mine. Social theorists have always acknowledged such con
stitutive disownment, albeit indirectly, when they say that the world
community or collectivity, family, civil society, state-does not come 
about through accumulation and that, in all idealist rigor, the individ
ual has no being. For a thinking that recognizes originary time in ex
propriation to come, there are singularities only as dispossessed. They 
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are nothing to flaunt since, inasmuch as my world is always about to 
expel me, they owe their being to the temporality of imminence. I am 
I, singularly dispossessed. 

As differing ultimates, natality and mortality bear thus unequally 
on futurity. Death as dealt-this is not a popular thought, as from all 
sides norms and values are clamored for-results from the impulse of 
natality, at least when dealt "in the name of . . .  " It has been said that 
there was an aspect of banality to exterminations. One may add: evil 
becomes banal, once a common focalization is posited and singulari
zation denied. The other's death turns out to be easy as soon as a 
fantasm h as carried the day and has come to obsess everyone's visual 
expanse. From the trait of mortality, on the other hand, results only 
death as suffered, presently imminent. 18 Maximizations will never 
stop being invested in, unless philosophy is trusted in its ability to 
dissolve the hubris behind any simple normative meaning: that is, to 
analyze it, decompose it into its elements, detect the denial, and thus 
beneath the prestige of names rehabilitate the temporality by singular
ization. 

In philosophy, indeed, one may just as well put one's pens away if  
inquiring into ultimate conditions of experience is to be renounced. 
But one ceases to so inquire if some a priori is posited by maximizing 
one or the other representation that happens to enjoy prevalence. Such 
theticism meets one's wishes, which makes it essentially gratifying. It 
crowns one's fantasmic investments with a paramount guaranty, not 
unlike the way the FDIC guarantees bank investments. There exists 
today a whole philosophical industry, administered by the "function
aries of mankind" (Husserl), to sanction institutions and usages. But 
something unsteady remains about gratifications, since for the interval 
they last they require that I blind myself against negative experience. 
Such is the secret that accounts for the ascendancy of archie posits: 
they condense the true, the beautiful, the good to their extreme. And 
how could desire not find its fulfillment-its pleasure and climax-in 
such compactness ? It would be hard to imagine an exaltation literally 
more marvelous than the ascent to ideals, including of course the ideal 
of undistorted intersubjective communication. 

Yet it is concerning just such marvels that in everydayness we do 
know better. If  pleasure demands that I deny negative experience, then 
th i s kind of experience has already been recognized. Otherwise there 
could be no denying it. In addition, everyone knows that it will have, 
and therefore already has, the last word. But then the platform from 
which fantasmic maximizations take off, and from which ascend 
therefore normative arguments, has in advance been cut out to serve 
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more and less magnificent-because more and less magnifiable
interests. 

Last century's Objective Idealism recognized the systematic need to 
trace the conditions of negative experience back to the "ground" (for 
Schelling, freedom). However, it is not difficult to see that by splitting 
the sovereign principle into originary ground and non-ground ( Ur
grund and Ungrund ), one only applies to evil the same subsumptive 
exaltation to which we owe all hegemonic fantasms. Evil gets in tum 
maximized and introduced into the master referent. Thus, in Schell
ing, the absolute will universalizes ends and reasons, while also sin
gularizing itself in original sin. Coupling evil absolutely with the good, 
one has hardly found a way out of theticism. For that it is necessary 
to remain faithful to the irreducible phenomena: the traits of natality 
and mortality. With such faithfulness, however, the ultimate condition 
can no longer be absolutely simple and in that sense archie. 

Whether explicitly or tacitly and whatever its variant, a doctrine of 
principles cannot do without a concept of anarchy. In such a doctrine, 
this concept only sums up the axiom that forbids stepping back indef
initely towards more and more primitive conditions. Within theticism, 
the first arche will have to be anarchic, since it would no longer be 
first if in turn it had its arche. 

Quite different is the anarchy that appears as one tries to unlearn 
truncating the phenomenologically originary conditions. Then singu
larization shows itself to impair any normative posit from within. The 
call to remain faithful to singularization jars with the call of simple 
principles establishing the law. Such ultimate dissonance deprives us, 
and has always deprived us, of any appellate jurisdiction. The origin 
thus proves anarchic because in dissension with itself. 

The eras of philosophy, set apart by the languages in which it has 
been spoken, can best be described through fantasmic theticism. A 
thetic fantasm always regulates a given epochal array. The way these 
arrays are articulated on their regulatory posits mutates ceaselessly. 
Just as varying in every epoch is the destabilizing undertow by which 
singularization to come brings these normative arrays into disarray. 

The topologist does, however, more than describe shifting territo
ries and the breaks between them. Were he to stay content with de
scriptions, the very search for conditions would be blocked. Now if 
these conditions are not simple, how are they to be understood and 
told? It seems to me that they are most easily read in the elementary 
functions of maximization and singularization that traverse the his
tory of referential theses. I have suggested that these functions repro
duce in large script the traits of everyday experience. If that is so, 
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then-whether the counterstrategies issuing from morality are recog
nized or denied-we remain faithful to the polemos of ultimates in 
everything we do and can do. Whatever the epochal order it condi
tions, the originary condition thus proves to be polemically turned 
against itself. The�e is more at stake than recognizing "beneath the 
rule: abuse" (Bertole Brecht) .  Rather transgression occurs at the very 
heart of legislation, in its essence and its instances. Not that agents 
always abuse the rule, but always, as it regulates, the rule abuses itself. 
To rule and regulate is to speak in the name of the common. It is to 
simplify the manifold, produce evidence, and thereby make oneself 
understood. The tragic authors saw an unruliness as part and parcel 
of the rule, a "dark light" (Holderlin) at the core of evidence. They 
tell us: You cannot understand. You must understand. What? That any 
name laying down the law contains in it its own forces of abandon. 
That we always inhabit a fugued world, one about to withdraw even 
while it shelters us, a world escaping. The ultimates that are at the 
beginning of thought stay incomprehensible as they comprehend it. 
But what one cannot speak about, that alone the tragics have said, 
and it remains what wing all must be said. 

The ceaseless rearrangements within any given language epoch ap
pear only to a pre-understanding of ultimates. The same is true of the 
breaks when, instead of Greek, Latin-and later, one or the other 
modern vernacular-becomes philosophy's lingua franca. The origi
nary dou ble bind can be verified as it is put to the test of these histor
ical loci. Its pre-understanding provides, not to be sure a fixed grid, 
but the dynamics of allocations and dislocations opening each time an 
epoch. Outside the epochal articulations, these traits remain indeed 
unrreatable. They could solidify into theoretical objects, only at the 
cost of erasing the language breaks so as to decree some philosophical 
volapuk. How could the refigurations and breaks even be investigated 
as such, unless one possessed a prior knowing that allows one to read 
both the trait that welds a world together and the one that tears it? 

Now if we know ourselves to be so incongruously bound, there is 
something comical about the urge to force an exit from the ultimate 
double bind. Comical, inasmuch as that urge looks very much the 
same whether one seeks to rise to some speculative belvedere towering 
above one or the other metaphysical terrains, or whether one seeks on 
the contrary to escape all such terrains on which to speculate so as to 
gain private consolation and public consolidation. This is also why 
"anarchy" does not mean and cannot mean to relegate all archai 
among obsolete philosophical tools and to go and settle happily in a 
place deprived of principles. ' �  The phenomenology of ultimates adds 
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an epilogue to hegemonic fanrasms, but an epilogue to fantasms as 
such would be unthinkable. It would be no less unthinkable than not 
putting universals into the service of some consoling and consolidat
ing name. All common names are capable of so consoling the soul and 
consolidating the city, inasmuch as we think and speak under the fan
tasmogenic impetus of natality. It is however possible to enlarge one's 
way of thinking20 beyond the common so generated. In our languages, 
verbs in the middle voice always lead their speaker out of simple nom
inative rule governance. It is then possible to think for itself the double 
bind of which we have a prior knowing. After hubristic sufferings
not unlike Oedipus who at Colonus wants his eyes open, wants him
self open-eyed-it is possible to love differing ultimates. This, I sub
mit, would be expanding the limits of imagination. 

Natality gives and regives us a world in which to dwell. It does this 
by extolling names or "general ideas" under which to rally. Of these, 
the best would be the most general, hence also the most simple. It 
would give us the best of all worlds. As a consequence of its simple 
bind however-and the West has witnessed those consequences
such a world kills. The thetic thrust mutilates thinking. Just as desire, 
of which it is the public agent, theticism has no use of remaining faith
ful to phenomena, which faithfulness is called thinking. It singles out 
some square meaning, augments it, institutes it as an authority, be
stows hegemony on it. Such squaring of thought produces fantasms 
that are mortal not only in that they perish, but also in that make 
perish. 

The metaphysician in us is recalcitrant against the insight that the 
ultimate is not-nor can be-simple; that it becomes so squared, only 
under blows of thetic denial. The tragics on the other hand did not 
fear what they knew. Beneath the profusion of plots they show one 
and the same nomic differing, first cut down for the sake of institu
tions, then suffered, recognized, accepted, embraced. For them, some 
blinding meaning was instituted only as a result of a different blind
ing: of hubris. 

Thinking becomes urgent, one would like to say easy, once hubris 
has been committed. Then Antigone all of a sudden speaks in the voice 
of Creon and Creon, in Antigone's.2 1 The Furies, avengeresses accord
ing to the terrible heroic code, suddenly plead the democratic order; 
and Athena, the city's tutelary, advocates the deinon in institutions.U 
This discursive permutation has been praised as the moment of dialec
tical reconciliation. But not so, since the opposition does not amount 
to a determinate negation. Rather thinking here stays faithful to dis
parate ultimates. In the aftermath of hubris committed (totalitarian-
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isms lying behind us in Europe, it seems), new questions get a chance 
such as: how could thoughtlessness ever go so far? Concerning these 
aftermaths, we enjoy today an indisputable prerogative. At the end of 
this century in the West, we are rather well stationed to recover-if 
that were possible-from denial and thoughtlessness. Looking back 
from hubris toward tragic knowing, expanded imagination may in
deed see singulars jar incongruously with their the world: 

No one was able to remember when and how long ago Akaky 
Akakievich had entered the ministry, nor who had given him the 
job. The directors, department heads, division managers and other 
administrators came and went; he was always seen in the same 
place, in the same position, at the very same duty of a copying clerk. 
No respect was shown him in the office. The porters, far from get
ting up from their seats when he came in, took no more notice of 
him than if a fly had flown across the room. The head clerk's as
sistant would throw papers under his nose without even bothering 
to say .. Copy this." The younger clerks jeered and made jokes at 
him to the best of their clerkly wit. They would scatter bits of paper 
on his head and exclaim "Snow falling!" Akaky Akakievich, how
ever, remained impassive. Only when one of them jolted his arm 
and hindered him from doing his work, he simply said: 

" Leave me alone. What have I done to you?"  
There was something strange in these words. He uttered them in  

such a poignant tone that one young man, new to  the office and 
who, following the example of the rest, had allowed himself to 
tease him, suddenly stopped as though cut to the heart. From that 
moment on, the world appeared to him in a different light.�' 

NOTES 

I . This paper was originally delivered ar rhe Cardozo School of Law in New York 
City in September 1 99 1 ,  a! a conference on "The Politics of Transformation and 
the Limit of the Imagination". 

2. Goethe, spokesman in this for rhe natural metaphysician in us, has Mephisroph· 
des describe himself as "rhar spirit which always negates" (ich bm der Geist, der 
stets vemeint, Faust, Firs! Parr, I. 1 338).  That spirit negates rhe good, whereby 
evil nor only becomes knowable bur also proves akin ro rhe good: "As rhe oppo· 
sire of rhe good, evil penains ro rhe order of rhe knowable as well as of rhe good" 
(malum ex hoc ipso quod bono opponitur habet rationem cognoscibilis et bont, 
Thomas Aquinas, On Truth, q. 2, an. 1 5, 2nd reply). In metaphysical rhericism (a 
pleonastic phrase anyway), rhe other is always rhe other of some primary pom. 

3. There is no equivalent in modern English for rhe distinction between wissen and 
kennen (or erkennen); in French savoir and connaitre. Whenever rhe comexr is 
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nor clear, one has ro supply a distinction such as berween �prior knowing" and 
�actual knowledge." 

4. Concerning hegemonic referents, I can only refer ro the work in progress from 
which, with minor modifications, this paper is excerpted. In rhar work, a topology 
of normative binds will be artempred. 

5. H. Arendt, The Human Condition 246f ( 1 958) .  

6. The axiom is current in scolasricism (e.g. Meister Eckhan, Die lateinischen Werke, 
vol. I, 1 49 (Konrad WeiS ed. 1 937). w Actual knowledge" resulrs from recourse to 
one such generic science or discursive rype. wPrior knowing," we will see, seizes 
disparate opposites, without a genus. To step from Wissen to Wissenschaft, rhe 
ultimates of tragic knowing need to be subjected ro the principles of non
contradiction, of identity, and of the excluded middle. 

7. See supra note 4. 

8. An argument relating evil ro good as monality relates ro natality, would do no 
more than disguise phenomenologically a metaphysics of identity. If evil amounts 
to a singularization that is equi-originary with rhe good, then how is one ro avoid 
relapsing into some gnostic dialectic? That such a dialectic would be non-viable 
appears from singulars' differing with particulars. Singulars remain impossible ro 
dialecticize. They are opposed to universals, neither contradictorily nor contrarily, 
bur rather incongruently. 

9. Cf. the enumeration of wrhe rare moments of freedom" according ro Hannah 
Arendt (H. Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism 497 and elsewhere [ 1 958] ). 

10. F. Nietzsche, The Binh of Tragedy, S 10. 

I I . "Mal11m est male muti bono," Augustine, On the Nature of the Good bk. I, ch. 
36 (Pl vol. 42, col. 562). 

1 2. Seren Kierkegaard, Diary, entry dared August I, 1 835. 

1 3. S. Kierkegaard, Gesammelte Werke, vol. 30, 9 (E. Hirsch ed. 1 958). 

14. S. Kierkegaard, Der Begriff Angst 1 17ff. and 135ff ( 1 923). 

15. The words �value," Wert, valeur pass from the vocabulary of political economy 
into thar of philosophy, about the times of Hume and Kant. That idiom is not 
only contemporaneous with the institution of the modern hegemony, ir is one of 
rhar institution's immediate effects. Values come into being, in valuations per· 
formed by rhe originarily spontaneous subject. Trying ro develop wargumenrs of 
validity" from communication, one does therefore not cease turning in circles in 
the arena of hegemonic self-consciousness. With such arguments, ir is still subjec
tivity rhar sniffs irs own traces, i.e. rhe values it has posited with the transcendental 
turn. 

1 6. This phrase is used here ro underline in what Heidegger called being-towards· 
death rhe temporal pull of imminence, as well as the subtraction from rhe world 
induced by thar pull. 

17. It would be no less a thetic operation top speculate on the sexual difference, as if 
singularities were safe as long as one proves capable of counting up to rwo and 
posits no longer the (male) one, but the (female) other. In speaking of sexualities, 
common names such as wfeminism" can only perpetuate binary models and hence 
the most crudely metaphysical antitheses. 

1 8. On the discrepancy between death about to be dealt on a large scale, banal as a 
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consequence of a common belief, and death as imminendy suffered, see the novel 
by Christa Wolf, Cassandra (trans. J. van Heurck, 1 984). Nothing I know illus
trates bener rhe two incongruent kinds of futurity. 

1 9. Jacques Derrida gives an example of anarchy as characterizing an "outside" on 
which to senle in a resolute "decision." He describes a strategy of "changing ter
rains, in a discontinuous and irruptive fashion, by brutally placing oneself outside 
and by assening an absolute break and difference." Margins of Philosophy 135 
(A. Bass trans. 1 982). I read these lines as a description of events in France at the 
time the essay was finished ("May 1 2, 1 968,n ibid., p. 136). 

20. In Kant, the "expanded way of thinkingn (die erweiterte Denkungsart) consists in 
a judgment that takes singulars into account, cf. Critique of Judgment, S 40, 77. 

2 1 .  Sophocles, Antigone, lines 504-09 and 734-41 .  

22. Aeschylus, The Eumenides, lines 5 1 7, 696ft. 

23. N. Gogol, "The Overcoat," in The Collected Tales and Plays 564f (C. Gamen 
trans., L. J. Kent rev. 1 964) (translation slighdy modified and abbreviated). 
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